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PREFACE
 

This Fertilizer Aanual was prepared by the International Fertilizer Development 
Center (IFDC) as a joint project with the United Nations Industrial Development Organi
zation (UNIDO). It is designed to replace the UN FertilizerManual published in 1967 
and intended to be a reference source on fertilizer production technology and economics 
and fertilizer industry planning for developing countries. The aim of the new manual isto 
describe in clear, simple language all major fertilizer processes, their requirements, advan
tages and disadvantages and to show illustrative examples of economic evaluations. 

The manual is organized in ive parts. Part I deals with the history of fertilizers, woIld 
outlook, the role of fertilizers in agriculture, and raw materials and includes a glossary of 
fertilizer-related terms. 

Part IIcovers the production and transportation ofammonia and allimportant nitrogen 
fertilizers -liquids and solids. 

Part Ill deals with the characteristics of' phosphate rock, production of sulfuric and 
phosphoric acid, and all important phosphate fertilizers, including nitrophosphates and 
amnonium phosphates. 

Fart IV deals with potash fertilizers-ore mining and refining and chemical manufac
ture: compound fertilizers: secondary and micron ut rients; controlled-release fertilizers: 
and physical properties of fertilizers. 

Part V includes chapters on planning a fertilizer industry, pollution control, the 
economics of product ion of major fertilizer products and intermediates, and problems 
facing the world fertilizer industry. 

In plaining the new muanual it was decided to concentrate ol the chemistry, technology. 
and economics of fertilizer production and to include only enough information on market
ing. distribution, and use to serve as backrlotund material. hlie reasons for this decision 
were: (I) it was necessary to confine the scope of the project to a manageable level:(2) as 
this project is a joini one with UNIDO. the subject matter should mainly be limited to that 
agency's interest, and (3)other publications were planned or available on planning, policies, 
marketing, distribution, and agricultural use of fertilizers. For example, the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) has several publicatiOIms on these 
subjects. and IFDC has published a bulletin fitled Sugqested Fertilizer Related Policies 
fo)r Gov'ernments and hIlt'rnational .lgencies wIhicl deals with pla n n ing of a fertilizer 
industry at the government level. 

ThL flew Innainial uses inMternaIionally accepled terminlology, and all data are in metric 
units but not necessarily SI units. English units ale given in some cases when the original 
data are inithose unrits, but metric equivalents are also shown. 

Special emphasis is given to the economics of fertilizer production. Basic cost data are 
for manufacturing operations inl industrial areas of developed countries United States or 
Europe -since ContditionIs in Levehq)illg coulitries vary widely. Ilowever, thele are 
examlples and discussions of how tie econiomics of' various processes is likely to be 
affected by conditins in some developing countries. Lstimated costs are given illsuffi
cielit detail to assist those who may wish to adapt the estimates to their own situation. 

In comparison with the previous manual, tiletreatlmlent of' phosphate fertilizers and 
c npiound fertilizers has been grcally expanded. New chapters have been added on 
controlled-release feitilizers and the physical propertics of fertilizers. The scope of treat
memit oif nitrogen fertilizers is about the same is illthe previcus al. but extensivemamn 
updating has been necessary. Two lew chapters were added onltramsport and storage of 
amionia and oI f:ctors affecting the choice of a nitrogeni fertilizer. Overall, no more 
than 20'/ of, tilenlew mi'anual call properly be termed a revision of the old one: 801,% is 
entirely new. 
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The project was under the direction of Travis P. Hignett, IFDC Special Consultant, 
who either wrote or reviewed and edited all chapters. Dr. I-. R. Tejeda of IFDC prepared 
chapter III; F. P. Achorn of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) prepared chapter X; 
R. C. Smith of AMAX, Inc., prepared chapter XVIII; George Iloffmeister, Jr., of TVA 
prepared chapter XXII; C. Keleti of UNIDO prepared chapter XXIII; and M. C. Vergh2se 
of UNIDO prepared chapter XXVI except for the section on modules, platforms, and 
barges which was supplied by C. J. Pratt of The World Bank. A major part of chapter V 
was taken from a chapter of UNIDO's World-Wide Study of the h'ertilizerhn(histry,: 
1975-2000 prepared by R. L. Cook. T. P. Ilignett wrote all other chapters; however, 
numerous people assisted by supplying information and reviewing drafts. IFDC gratefully 
acknowledges the cooperation of many individuals in various industrial organizations in 
Europe, North America, and elsewhere and those in TVA, FAO, UNIDO, The World 
Bank, ISMA, the Fertilizer Institute, and the Sulphur Institute. 

All chapters were reviewed by UNIDO, and many helpful comments were received. In 
addition, all chapters were reviewed by at least one other person (usually two or three 
others). The reviewers were selected from the fertilizer industry, the above-mentioned 
organizations, or IFDC staff. Special IloeCtion is (lie Frnest Frederick, recently retired 
from TVA, who ably served as technical editor, also to Mrs. Marie Thompson, IFDC, for 
general editing, and to Mrs. Barbara Ilolder for layout. as well as to the IFDC Word 
Processing Center for many hours of' typing and revisions. 

It is unavoidable in a work of this magnitude that some of the information will be 
obsolete when it is printed. Readers should keep in mind that when authors refer to 
"current" or "present" situations they usually mean 1978 unless otherwise specified. 
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ACRONYMS OF ORGANIZATIONS
 

ADIFAL ..... *Latin American Association for Development of the Fertilizer Industry
 
AID ............................... Agency for International Development
 
ANDA .......................... Associaqo Nacional para Difus~o de Adubos
 
AOAC .......................... Association of Official Agricultural Chemists
 
APEA ........................ Association des Producteurs Europeens d'Azote
 
ASEAN ............................... Alliance of Southeast Asian Nations
 
ASTM .............................. American Society for Testing Materials
 
BASF..................................... Badische Anilin-ind Soda-Fabrik
 
CAST ....................... Council for Agricultural Science and Technology
 
DSM ............................................. Dutch State Mines
 
EEC ................................... European Econom c Community
 
ESCAP ................ Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
 
FAI ...................................... Fertiliser Association of India
 
FAO .................. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
 
FCI...................................... Fertilizer Corporation of India 
FCIA ............................... Foreign Credit Insurance Association 
FIAC ............................. Fertilizer Industry Advisory Committee 
GUANOMEX ............................ Guanos y Fertiliiantes de Mexico 
ICI ....................................... Imperial Chemical Industries 
ICIS ............................ . International Centre for Industrial Studies 
IDA .............................. . International Development Association 
IDCAS ....................... . Industrial Development Centre for Arab States 
IFDC .......................... . International Fertilizer Development Center 
ILO .................................. . International L bor Organization 
IMI.......................................... . Israel Mining Industries 
IRR1 ................................. International Rice Research Institute 
ISMA ......... Originally "International Superphosphate Manufacturers Association"
 
NFDC ........................ . National Fertilizer Developm ent Center (TVA)
 
OECD ................. Organization for lconomic Cooperalion and I)evelopment
 
OMVS ........................... *Senegal River Development Orgaiization
 
OPEC ........................ .Organization of' Petroleum Exporting Countries
 
PEC ................................. Socicte Potasse e lngrais Chimiques
 
SA I...................................... Scottish Agricultural Industries
 
SI A .......................................... Soci6t6 ltelge d'Azote
 
SELA ............................. . .. *Latin Americai lconomiiic System
 
TVA .... .................................. Tennessee Valley Authority
 
UKF................................... .Unie van Kuns nestfabrieken br
 
UN.... ..... .. .. ... .... .. ..... ....... .... .. .. ... .. United Nations
 
UNCTAD ................. .United Nations Con ference on Trade and Development
 
UNIDO ................... .United Nations Industrial )evelopment Organization
 

*Translation. 

ABBREVIATIONS FOR COUNTRIES 

F RG..................................... .Federal Republic of Germany
 
GR........................................ Gerl an Democratic Republic
 
PRC ......................................... eople's Republic ofClina
 
U.K ..................... United Kingdom of (;real lritain and Northern Ireland
 
U.S . ........................................ ... niled States of America
 
U.S.S.R . .............................. .. U ioUo Sofviel Socialist Republics
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CLASSIFICATION OF COUNTRIES 

For statistical purposes the UN standard classification is used for developed and 
developing countries: 

Developed Countries 
Includes North America (Canada and United States), Western Europe, Eastern 

Europe (including U.S.S.R.), Japan, Israel, South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand. 

Developing Countries 
IncLds Latin America (all American countries not included in "North America"),

Asia (except Japan and Israel), Africa (except South Africa), and Oceania (except
Australia and New Zealand). Turkey is included in Asia although it is partly in Europe. 

Note: 	 Use of coLntry lnames ill connection with specific locations does not imply a 
jtudelent by IFDC as to the boundaries of any country when those boundaries 
arc disputled. 

Regional Grouping of Countries: 
Where a regional grouping of countries is given (e.g., "Middle East"), such groupings 

are taken from a referenced source of information. Use of such groulpings does not imply 
any judgment by IFDC as to its validity nor does it necessarily imply approval of the 
group niamne. 
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MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND
 
CONVERSION FACTORS USED IN THIS MANUALu
 

Monetary Value 

S.................................. U.S. dollar (unless otherwise indicated)
 
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cent = S0.0 1
 
mill .....................................................S0 .00 1
 
Rs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ru pee
 

Linear Measurement 

=i............................... meter 3.28 feet (1t) = 39.37 inches (in)
 
cm ............................... centimeter =0.01 neter 0.3937 inch (in)
 

= 
mn.......................................... inliineter 0.001 meter
 
pill .......................................... inicroleter or "llicroll"
 
kill ........................................ kilonieter = 0.62 mile (m i)
 

Area Measure 

=in-. ............................... square meter 10.76 squtare feet (ft2)

2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
cm . square centimeter = 0.155 square inch (i,12) 

kil ............................. square kilometer = 0.380 square mile ( i2) 
ha ...................... hectare = 10.000 sq uare meters (1112) = 2.471 acres (A) 

Weight 

g .................. grain = 0.032 troy ounce (oz) = 0.035 avoirdupois ounce (oz) 
= ing .... ....................................inilligrai 0.00 1 grain (g)
 

Pig....................................... ilicro.ranm 0.000001 gran (g
 
=kg ........................... kilogram 1,000 etlims (g) = -.205 pounds (Ib)
 

t ..................... ton (metric) = 1.000 ke = 2,205 lb = 1.102 shlolrl toils (st)
 
(All "tons" in this manual are metric tols utiless otherwise stated.)
 

g-inole ........ gram mole 'acompound muiltiplied by I gain
= the molecular weight otl 

Volume 

1 3 ................... .. c bic meter = 35.34 cubic feet (113) = 1 000 liters (1)
 
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . cubic ceni
cn13 lei 0.061 cubic=er im (it 3 ) 

= =I............. .......... . liter 0.264 U.S. g allo n s (val) 1.057 ,iari ((It) 
=bbl ....................... barrel (of petroleum ) =42 p;; m s(gal) 151) liters (I)
 

it] ....................... . milliliter = I cubic ceuliiieler (ct1m3 ) approximnlately 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cubic meter (of" .as)Nm3 imeasured at "nomumal" tlemper alure 

and pressure (()(' and I altli) 
Tci ................................................ rillion ctlbic meters 

Yields or Application Rates 

kg/ha .................... .kilograms per hectare =0.892 pmtunds per acre (lb/A)
 
=t/ha ........... .tons per hecire 14.87 bushels per acre (bht/A)(wlhcal) 5.93 hit/A 

olf naize (The bushel isa unit o'voltmie (35.24 liters) but is tisually 
determined by weighiitg ,maimtand dividing by a statdaid 

weight per bushel which is characteristic of tie specific grain.) 

a. Factors for converting inctric uinus to ILuglishlor l ullts (Syslmme Inltertational 
d'Unites) or vice versa. 



Weight per Unit of Volume (Density) 

sp gr ....... specific gravity = the ratio of the weight of a substance to the weight of an 
equal volume of water at 40 C; no Imensions; numerically equal to densi y in g/cm 3 

g/cm3 ........... .grams per cubic centimeter = 62.43 pounds per cubic foot (lb/ft 3 ) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..kg/m3 kilograms per cubic meter = 0.0624 lb/ft3 

t/m 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... tons per cubic meter = g/cm 3 

Note: For definitions of true, apparent, and bulk densities or specific gravities, see 
chapter XXII. 

Concentrations 

g l. ................................................ gram s per liter 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .mg/m3 . .. . milligrams per cubic meter 

pg/m3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... micrograms per cubic meter 

Work-Energy-Heat 

cal .......................................... calorie = 4.184 joules (J)
 
kcal .................. kilocalorie = 1,000 cal = 3.968 British thermal units (Btu)
 
kJ............... ............................. 
 kilojoule = 0.239 cal 
U................. gigajoule = 109 joules = 0.948 million Btu = 0.239 million kcal 

Power
 

W...................................... 
 watt = I joule per second (J/s)
kW ....................... kilowatt = 1,000 watts (W)= 1.34 horsepower (lip) 
kWh ....................................... 
 kilowatt-hour 3,413 Btu 

Heating Value per Unit of Volume or Wd.ight (Also Heat of Formation) 

cal/g . . . . calories per gram = kilocalories per kilogram (kcal/kg) = 1.8 Btu/lb = 4.187 J/g 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .kcal/m 3 . kilocalories per cubic meter = 0.1123 Btu/ft 3 

(Used to denote heating value of fuel gas; the temperature and pressuic should be 
stated; usually OoC and I atm in scientific work. The natural gas industry 

uses "standard conditions" of 60°F and 14.7 lb/in 2 .) 

Pressure 

. . . . . .. .kg/cm 2 kilograms per square centimeter = 14.7 pounds per square inch Ob/ii" 2 ) 
atm ...................... atmosphere = 14.7 lb/in 2 = 1 kg/cm 2 anproximately) 
atm ....... 101.325 kilonewtons per square meter (kN/ni 2) = 101.325 kilopascals (kPa) 
mm Hg ...................... 
psia .................................... 
psig ......... ............................ 

.millimeters of mercury = 133.3 Pa = 0.0013 atm 
. pounds per square inch absolute 

.. pounds per square inch gauge 

Temperature 

°C ............... ...... degrees Celsius or centigrade; °C x 1.8 + 32 = OF
 
OF ................................ degrees Fahrenheit (OF. 32) 5/9 = °C
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Plant Capacity or Production Rate 

tpd ................................................. 
tph ................................................. 
tpy ................................................. 

Note: All tons are metric unless otherwise specified. 

tons per day 
tons per hour 
tons per year 

Other Abbreviations 

f.o.b .................. free on board = cost at plant or port including loading on a 
ship or other conveyance 

pH ................ logarithm of the reciprocal of the hydrogen ion concentration 
in grams per liter (pH = log l/l + g/l). A solution of pH 7 is 
neutral; lower pH's are acidic and higher pH's are alkaline.
 

dia .................................................... diameter
 
CRH ........................................ critical relative hum idity
 
LPG ......................................... liquefied petroleum gas
 
LNG ........................................... liquefied natural gas
 
SNG ................................. substitute (or synthetic) natural gas
 
HTS ................................... high temperature shift (catalyst)
 
LTS ................................... low temperature shift (catalyst)
 
LHV ......................................... low heating value (gas)
 
CEC ........................................ cation exchange capacity
 

Abbreviations of Common Fertilizer Materials 

For abbreviations of the names of common fertilizer materials and definitions of 
fertilizer-related terms, see chapter IV. 

Particle Size- Screen Size 

For comparison of screen sizes in different systems, see chapter XXII, table 2. 
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PART ONE
 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
 



I History of Chemical Fertilizers 

Introduction 

Through centuries of ancient and medieval times, 
en have been deeply interested in improving crop
ields )y the addition of various mineral or organic 

s bstances. Until the last 200-300 ears, however,
th approach to the subject was highly empirical; it 
wai found by accident or by t/-ial and error that 
api lications of Various organic wastes or mineral 
sub tances to the soil dramatically improved plant 
gro%th. Illustrations are manure, ground bones, 
wooc ashes, saltpeter, and gypsum. But the results 
were not predictable; a tre;,tment that benefited one 
field night have no effect or even an adverse effect 

onac her, 

Tl e difficulties of early scientists may be 
illustrat d by van Ilelmont's account of his experimentin Belgit ni in the 17th century:

n mPerhaps 

"I ook an earthen vessel into which I put 
200 pouncs of soil ,ried in an oven, then I moistened 
it with ra nwater and pressed into it a shoot of willow 
tree weigh'ng 5 pounds. After exactly 5 years the 
tree had rrown up and weighed 169 pounds and 
3 ounces. But the vessel had never received 
anything bt t rainwater or distilled water to moisten it 
when neces ary. At the end I dried the soil once 
more and gt the same 200 pounds I started with, 
less about 2 ounces. Therefore, the 16,4 pounds of 
increased we. ht of wood, bark, and root came from 
the water alon 

Van Heir ont considered the 2-ounce loss in 
weight of the\ soil to be within experimental error. 
Since nothing but water had been added and since air 
surrounding tie plant had no apparent weight, his 
conclusion thal all the increased weight came from 
water seemed logical. At that time the prevalent 
theory was that of Aristotle who believed that all 
matter was composed of four elements--earth, air, 
fire, and water. 

Other scientists observed the stimulating effect 
of various materials. Note the claim of Digby in 1660: 

"By the help of plain saltpeter, I have made 
barrenest ground outgo the richest in giving a 
prodigious bountiful harvest." 

As the science of chemistry progressed and more 
chemical elements were discovered, scientists became 
interested in determining the chemical composition of 
plants. Early in the 19th century vegetable
substances were found to consist principally of 
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. The hydrogen and 
oxygen could conm from water, but where (lid the 
carbon come from? This led to the humus theory--the
theory that decompoaing animal and vegetable material 
in the soil supplied carbon and constituted, with 
water, the true food of plants. Although it was soon 
proved that plants obtain most of their carbon from 
the carbon dioxide in the air, the humus theory
persisted in various modifications for many years, 

4.) 

As more and more chemical elements were
identified, scientists became interested in determining
the amount and relative importance of various mineral 
elements in plants. The importance of an element %.as 
at first thought to be proportional to the amount 
found in the plant, a theory soon disproved. 

The foundation for the modern fertilizer industry 
was laid by Liebig, starting in 18410. lie stressed the 
value of mineral elements derived from the soil in 
plant nutrition and the necessity of replacing those 
elements to maintain soil fertility. lie recognized the 
value of nitrogen but believed that plants could get
their nitrogen from the air. lie envisioned a 
fertilizer industry with nutrients such as phosphate,
lime, magnesia, and potash prepared in chemical 
factories. lie recommended treatment 3f bones with 
sulfuric arid :o render the phosphate more readily 
available. 

as important an influence as his 
scientific contribution was Liebig's philosophy: 

"Perfect agriculture i:. tie true foundation of all 
trade and industry--it is th.., foundation of the riches 
of nations. But a rational system of agriculture 
cannot be formed without the application of scientific 
principles for such a system must be based on an 
exact acquaintance with the means of vegetable
nutrition. This knowledge we must eek through 
chemistry." 

Liehig propounded the "l.aw of the Mirimum," 
which is still a useful concept despite its lack of 
quantitative exactness. This law states that, if one 
of the nutritive elements of the soil or air be 
deficient or lacking in availability, growth will be 
poor even when all other elements are atundant. If 
the deficient element is supplied, growth will be 
increased in proportion to the amount supplied up to 
the point where the supply of that element is no 
longer the limiting factor. Increasing the supply
beyond this point is not helpful since some other 
element is now in minimum supply and becomes the 
limiting factor. 

The concept of the law of the minimum has been 
modified as additional elements have proved to he 
essential in plant nutrition and has been extended to 
include other factors such as moisture, temperature,
insect control, weed control, light, plant population, 
and genetic capacities of plant varieties. In fact, 
modern advances of agriculture have consisted mainly
of identifying successive limiting factors and 
correcting them. Although it is not possible to define 
a precise point, at which one element ceases to become 
a limiting factor and another takes its place, many
situations are found in which an element to which 
there previously wa s no yield response becomes 
important after fertilization with adequate amounts of 
other needed elements. Thus, attainment of optimum
yields is likely to involve a complex mix of nutrients 
in combination with several other inputs. 



Although Liebig's precepts were widely accepted,
various other schools of thought flourished for many 
years. For example, a chief of the Bureau of Soils in 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture in the er.iy1900's maintained that the soil was an inexhaustible 
resource that would supply forever all needed mineral 
elements if managed properly. lie thought proper
cultivation, rotation of crops, and prevention of 
erosion would solve all fertility problems. Ith held 
that the good effects noted from the use of fertitizer 
resulted from neutralizing or destroying toxic 
substances in the soil and that these same effectscould be better obtained by crop rotation and 
cultivation. 

Indeed, most soils do contain an abundance of
mineral elements in comparison with the annual 
requirements of crops. But many of the soil minerals 
are not readily available. Without addition of 
fertilizer, crop yields sooner or later approach aminimum level thit is insufficient to repay the
farmer's efforts or to supply world food needs. 

Chemical Fertilizers 

Phosp~hate Fertilizer 
..... Fetilizr 

The first phosphate fertilizer as such--ground 
bones--was used widely in Europe during the earlypart of the 19th century. When the supply of animal 
bones ran short, human bones were gathered from 
battlefields or burial places. Treatment of bones with
sulfric acid began about 1830 and soon became a 
common practice. Dilute acid wa.; used, and the 
product was a slurry which was distributed in wooden 

casks. Potash salts and sulfate of ammonia or nitrate 

of soda sometimes were added, thus producing 
 the 

first liquid mixed chemical fertilizers. 


In about 18.10 treatment of phosphate rock with 

sulfuric acid was found 
 to yield an effective phosphate

fertilizer, which was called superphosphate. 


The first successful commercial superphosphate 

production was started by Lawes 
 in England in 1842.Others followed, and by 1853 there were 14 

manufacturers in the United Kingdom and several in 

other countries. By 1870, 80 factories were reported

to be o-)erating in the United Kingdom. 


Many of the early factories were primitive;

ground rock and sulfuric acid were mixed in kettles 

or vats by minual labor with paddles or hoes.
ltowever, by 1862, Lawes was using a continuous
mixer with a caacity of 100 tpd . Some modernmixera proureith 1,00 or moe tons Soer dernplants produce ,00t or more tons per day, but
smaller plants serving local areas generally are
favored since it is seldom economical to ship the 
low-analysis material very far. 

The history of production of concentrated ortripleiseryhofprodutionaofcontated htriple superphosphate tnaturalis associated with the 
prodluctio.n of phosphoric acid. The first knowncommercial production was in the 1870s in Germany
where tile objective was to utilize a low-grade 
phosphate rock with a high content of iron and 
aluminum. A very dilute phosphoric acid was 
produced by batch extraction and filtration of the
rock, and this was concentrated by evaporation. The
acid was used to acidulate more phosphate rock.
Other plants soon were built in Europe and America. 
However, most of them were small, and much of the 
product was used in sugar clarification rather than 
for fertilizer. 

Triple superphosphate did not become animportant fertilizer material until the 1950s. In 
contrast with ordinary superphosphate, triple
superphosphate has a higher content of phosphate
than the phosphate rock from which it is made, thus 

its production is best carried out near the source of
the rock in large plants, with shipment of the 
product to local mixing plants or to farmers. 

Although ammonium phosphate had long been
known to be an effective fertilizer and small 
quantities had been produced in several countries 
from time to time, it did not become a popular
fertilizer until 1960s.the Ammonium phosphates ,
now the leading form of phosphate fertilizer in tL.z 
world. 

Development of the nitrophosphate fertilizers was 
itarted in Europe in the 1930s. Several processes 

wu~re developed, and suhsequent improvements have
added to their efficiency and improved the quality ofthe products. Their popularity in Europe has
increased, and several plants have been built in other 
continents. Many of the plants are quite large,
producing 1,500 or more tons of product per day. 

Direct application of raw, finely ground
phosphate rock has been practiced to a substantial 
extent in the United States, Russia, and China and to 
some extent in other countries. The practice is 
declining in the United States. However, recent 
information indicates that the value of raw phosphate
varies widely with variations in the character of the 
ore and the crop and soil on which it is used. Thereare indications reactivethat rocks may be useful 
sources for at least part of the phosphorusrequirement of many on soils.crops grown acid 

Early sources of phosphate rock were small
deposits in England, Ireland, Spain, France, 
Germany, and the Un ited St te, South Carolina).
Most of these deposits are no longer mined because of 
their low grade or because they have been virtually
exhausted. Present sutplies are mainly from other 
areas of the tnited States, Russia, and Morocco with 
smaller outputs from the Near East, Egypt, Tunisia,
Algeria, South Africa, Brazil, Togo, Senegal, and 
Pacific Islands. New discoveries have aboundedduring the last few years, and several new deposits 
appear to be very large and capable of producing a 
good grade of rock. To name a few, deposits in 
Australia, Peru, Arabia, Venezuela, Colombia, Iran,and India have interesting possibilities. So many 

discoveries have been made in the last few years that 
one wonders whether many more will follow. 

Nitrogen Fertilizers 

For many years the need for supplying nitrogen
in fertilizers w; considered to be of secondary 

importance, although the essential role of innitrogencrop produtiion was recognized. Natural supplies,
with a system of crop rotation,
adequate Fixed nitrogen were deemedis supplied in rainwater
 
(about 5 kg/ha), and atmospheric nitrogen is fixed

by certain leguminous crops that wer'e included in the

rotation. 
 Return of croJ residues and waste materials 

helped to conserve tile nitrogen supply. These 
of supplies were supplemented by small amountsfertilizer nitrogen from guano, Chilean nitrate of
 
sdadvrosognc 
 atssoda, and vaious or'ganic wastes. 

Coal contains about It, nitroi'n, abot half of 
vednt o dc o l is a n in bpro utcok e o 

or s e o f as produc t ik he 
or some types of gas producers. Starting; in the
latter part of tre f9thcentry, this nitrogen became 
a growing source of fertilizer nitrogen. Most of it 
was in thie form of amsonium sulfate; soriler arrounts 
weremopulied :a. gas liquor, a dilute solution ot 
ammoni, 

As a gr'owing )opulation mife it evident thatworld food needs could Ie met only by an increased
supply er fixed nitrogen, research in several
countries wis conentrated on fixation of atmospheric
nitrogen. Three commercially successful processes
emerged. In 1903 tih(tre process was introduced 



commercially in Norway. Nitrogen and oxygen were 
combined to form nitric oxide (NO) at a very high 
temperature (about 3259°C) in an electric atarc; 
lower temperatures the nitric oxide reacted with more 
oxygen to form nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ), which was 
hydrated in the presence of excess air to form nitric 
acid. The nitric acid was converted to the end
product, calcium nitrate, by reaction with limestone. 

At about the same time the calcium cyanamide 
process was perfected. Calcium carbide, produced by
reaction of lime with coke in an electric furnace, was 
converted to calcium cyanamide (CaCN 2 ) by reaction 
with pure nitrogen extracted from the air. The 
product could be ubed directly as a fertilzer, or it
could be hydrolyzed to form ammonia. 

The economics of the arc and cyanamide 
processes depended on low-cost electricity; at best,
both were costly. 

Direct synthesis of ammonia from nitrogen and 
hydrogen was first carried out succe.isfully on a 

commercial scale in Germany in 1913. Plants 
 were 

built in several other countries after the first world 

war. Most of these plants derived their 

hydrogen-nitrogen synthesis mixtures from the 

reactions of coke with steam and air. 

The first ammonia plants were quite small, 

25-50 tpd, and costs remained high, Much of the 

ammonia was used to produce explosives or industrial

chemicals. Fertilizer use remained small because 

chemical nitrogen was too expensive f-r liberal use on 

farm crops other than those of high cash value, 

Even as late as 1950 many agriculturists advocated 

that principal reliance for nitrogen supplies be placed 

on legumes grown in rotation with other crops.
 

Successive improvementa in ammonia production
have lowered the cost to tie point that its liberal use 
in ciop production is economically attlractive. Notable 
among these improvements was perfection of processes
for reforming natural gas or naphtha to supply the 
hydrogen-nitrogen synthesis gas and for increasing 
the scale of operation. 

The use of centrifugal compressors, starting in 
the 1960s, made possible large, single-stream ammonia 
plants of 1,000- or even 1,500-tpd capacity. These 
large ammonia plants are capable of producing
ammonia much more economically than the older, 
smaller plants that used reciprocating compressors. 

At first the final products--ammonium sulfate,
oalcium nitratt, sodium nitrate, ani calcium 
cyanamide--were all low-analysis material(1,-21MN ) . (3 ,N )Am m on iu m n it r a te '1' b e ga n to b~e ;IllN)portamnim tir materalCn N)ti ,begandtobe ane 

important fertilizer material in the 19re0. and became 
the leading form in the 1960's . More recently , urea
production k46% N) has grown rapidly and is now the 
leading form, worldwide. Direct application of ammonia 
(8V,N) to the soil, either in anhydrous form or in 
aqueous solution, is growing rapidly in some 

countries. 


Pltash Fertilizers 

Early soui ces of potash were wood ashes, sugar
beet wastes, and saltpeter. The salt deposits in 
Germany were opened in 1860 and dominated the world 
market for 75 years. ILow-grade, unrefined ores such 
a, manure salts (20'1,-25'1, K 2 0) and kainite (19' K20) 
were the first products. The development of refining 
methods gralually increased the grade of commercial 
products. Iligh-grade potassium chloride (6(0',-62% 
K 2 0) is now the main product. Potassium sulfate and 
potassium nitrate are the principal nonchloride potiash
fertilizers. They are more expensive and hence are 
u sed only on crops or soils for which ithe chlorid e is 
unsulted. Important potash deposits were found in 
other counatries , and lrodurtion started ein 

France (1910), Spain (1925), Russia (1930), United 
States (1931), and Canada (1960). Large deposits 
occur elsewhere and may be utilized in the future. 

Other Nutrients 

One of the important early fertilizers was 
gypsum, which supplied sulfur and calcium. Its usewas said to have origiiated when a German plasterer
observed that small amounts of plaster spilled from 
his wheelbarrow made the grass along the pathway 
grow lush arid green. In any event, gypsum for 
agricultural use became known as "land plaster." 

Later. superphosphate and ammonium ulfate 
supplied adequate amounts of sulfur, even though
their primary purpose was to supply phosphorus tnd 
nitrogen. l.ikewise, basic slag which is widely used in
Europe for its phosphorus content also supplies 
calcium and various micronutrients. In mostindustrial countries, millions of tons of fromsulfur 
combustion of fuels pa.,s into the atmosphere and are 
subsequently brought down by rainfall. In most such 
areas the deliberate addition of sulfur to fertilizer has 
not proved necessary but there are important 
exceptions. As the removal of sulfur from stack gas 
becomes widespread for the prevention of atmospheric 
pollution, we may need to sulpply sulfur inmorefertilizers. In many less inldustrial areas the need 
for sulfur is already well known. 

Limestone and dolomite are widely used to supply
calcium and magnesium when needed. Other 
magnesium materials include magnesium silicate, 
calcined brucite (MgO), magnesium sulfate, and 
langbeinite (K 2 SO4-2MgSO4 ). 

The importance of most micronutrients in crop
production was not recognized until thr! 20th century.
Iron is an exception: Gris (France) discovered in 
1844 that chlorosis of some plants can be corrected by
spraying them with iron salts. liebig noted the 
presence of mang~anese in plant ash but doubted that 
it was a nutritive element. It was not until 1905 that 
manganese was recognized as essential to plant 
growth. Then followed copper and boron in the
1920s, zinc (about 1930), molybdenum (1939), and 
chlorine ( 1954). Still other elements that are not 
strictly essential may, in some cases, be economically
important in increasing crop yields or improving
quality. Silicon, sodium, and cobalt are examples. 

9-P "etiizr 
t of the early experimenters in chemicalf th a l
fertilizers, such xp r m n e s n c e i a as Murray and Liebig, worked with 

mixtures that contained several nutrient materials. 

However, a, the fertilizer industry developed in 
Europe, the major practice was tie separate 
production of straight fertilizers, each containing only
one primary nutrient. 

Ti contrast, the early development of the U.S. 
fertilizer industry was mainly along the line of 
providing compound fertilizer. Starting from theseextremes, the practices of the two areas ale 
converging. '[lie trend is toward supplying 80'1-90'-,
of the phosphate and potash and smaller proportions
of Ill(nitrogen in compound ferlilizer, which also may
contain secondary or aicronurienIs. Much of the 
nitrogen is supplied as a straight material. In Japan, 
Is in Europe, tlho trend is l,,ward increasing 
p)rolortions of complound fertilizer. 

The reason for the growing popularity of 
,
com pound fertilizer i! that farmers no longer have the 

time or inclinalion to apply several fertilizers
separately, nor (1o thcy have facilities to mix them. 
Also formulations tire becoming more alnd miore complex
As'i farmers strive for higiher yields and greater
productivity. Ilowever, nitrogen is often applied 



separately because timing is important, and 
supplemental dressings of nitrogen during the 
growing season often are needed for best results. 
Also, some straight nitrogen materials, such as 
anhydrous ammonia, are much cheaper than the same 
amount of nitrogen in compound fertilizers, 

At first compound fertilizers were made by
simple mixing of low-grade materials--guano,
superphosphate, ammonium sulfate, potassium
chloride, and waste organic materials. Limestone 
often was added as a filler and to neutralize acidity
of superphosphate. Ammoniation of superphosphate
became popular in the 1930s; ammoniation supplied
nitrogen economically and improved the physical
properties of the superphosphate. Light ammoniation 
in batch mixers characterized early practice.
Gradually, the various waste organic materials were 
eliminated, often because a better use was found for 
them. For example, cottonseed meal became more
valuable for stock feed. Analyses of products rose 
as fillers were eliminated. 

With the higher analyses came increased caking
problems. Increased use of mechanical application
equipment by farmers called for dependably
free-flowing material; thus, granulation became 
popular starting in the 1950s. 

Analyses of compound fertilizer rose further as 
triple superphosphate replaced ordinary super-
phosphate, and ammonium nitrate or urea replaced
ammonium sulfate or sodium nitrate. Later, still 
higher analyses were a ",ined by liberal use of 
phosphoric acid and amm,,:,ia in the formulations. 
Compound fertilizer preparation was no longer a 
simple mechanical jot) but a complex chemical
engineering operation. As such, its economics 
depended on large-scaleexpadedto local heyreiona 

became toulkblnders or dealers; or they went o65 of
business, 

l,'g operation.maufatures;Small mixers 

Bulk blends became popular in some countries .s 
a method by which a local mixer could supply
whatever mix the farmer needed in simple (quipment 
at low cost. Granular materials such as diammonium 
phosphate, muriate of potash, and ammonium nitrate 
or urea were produced by large companies having the 
facilities and capabilities for chemical manufacture and 
granulation and having favorable raw material costs. 
These products we,'e shipped in bulk to blender's 
offering pr'escription mixing, custom application, and 
many other services to the farmers. '[he success of 
this system depends to a large extent on dependable, 
low-cost transportation. Covered, hopper-bottom rail 
cars protect the material from the weather, minimizing 
spillage, and make unloading easy. Barge transport 
or ocean shipment is also suitable betweer points on 
waterways. 

Mor'e Intonsive Agricult-ure 

Changes in agriculture have been no less 
dramatic than developments in fertilizer technology, 
and these have played a large part in increasing the 
demand for fertilizers. 

When the world population was relatively small 
and when land and labor were plentiful, there was 
little neel for increasing yields per hectare,. For 
example, at the beginning of the 201h century, about 
half of the farms in the original 1:3colonies of the 
lnited States had been ahandoned. Farmers and 
immigrants moved on to nllw, richer Inds illthe Ohio 
and Mississippi valleys. Chemical fertilizers weore so 
expensive that they were usid only on high-value
('ash crops such as cotton and tobtacco. Abandoned 
farmlaind in some cases regains, a part of its native 
fertility through natural processfes; trees reach deep
in the subsoil for thir supply of mineral ehements 
and fallen leaves depoiit it in tl, t,'psoil. Rocks 

weather and release their mineral elements in a more 
available form. Natural fixation processes-
meteorological and microbiological--build up the 
nitrogen content of the fallow soil. In other 
cases, severe erosion may cause mire damage than 
nature can repair. 

The richer soils of the Mississippi valley were 
farmed for 75-100 years without fertilizer. Farms of 
those days and even 50 years ago were, to a large
extent, subsistence farms. l)raft animals supplied the 
motive nower for farm machinery and transportation.
Farm .imals supplied meat, eggs, milk, and butter. 
Grair., vegetables, anid fruit raised on the farm 
supplied the family's food. A large irart of the 
nutrients in farm crops was returned to the soil as 
crop residues and manure. Legumes such as clover 
or alfalfa "ere grown in rotation and plowed under to 
supply nilrogen to cereal crops. 

Cyril Hopkins, in his popular book The Farm 
That Won't Wear Out (1913), recommended a farming 
system that conserved soil nutrients by return of 
crop residues, animal wastes, and green manure. 
Since phosphorus and sometimes lime were often 
deficient, he recommended application of ground rock 
phosphate at 5- to 10-year intervals and limestone 
when necessary. Nitrogen was furnished by legumes 
in rotations. The soil supply of potash was 
considered adequate for the foreseeable future. lie 
warned against use of chemical fertilizers because of 
their high cost and transitory effect. For example,
at that time the delivered cost of superphosphate was 
four times that of ground rock phosphate. 

Htopkins gave examples of how his system
in eed profitindeed the exsstem 

6 years ago, and yields were much better than the
national average but 

was profitablefrmfr under operatioconditions existing 

standards. still low by present-day 

Many countries have passed through this stage
when low yields, utilization and conservation of native 
soil fertility, and bringing new land under cultivation 
were adequate and economical methods for supplying
food needs. Today the rapidly growing population 
leaves few countries that choice. Yields per hectare 
must be greatly increased in many developing 
countries as they have been in developed (and some 
developing) countries. Increased fertilizer use is a 
necessary requirement for intensive agriculture.
More of the farm produce now leaves Ill(farm to feed 
workers in the cities. Decreased use of draft animals 
releases rnore food for people, but less manure is 
available. 'hese factors mean that less theof 
nutrient content of crops is relurned to the soil. On 
the other hand, higher yields mean more crop
residues and increased unportance of returning crop 
residues to the soil. 

A major landmark in the intensification of 
agriculture is the development of high-yielding
varieties of cereal crops. Starting in the 1930s, the 
development of hybrid corn played a major role in 
increasing yields and fertilizer use, Also, the 
varieties adapted to climatic cornditions (drought
resistant or early-mnaturing, for example) extend 
the area in which this crop can be grown. Improved
varieties of wheal and rice followed, and improvernent
is conltinting with these and other' crops. These 
improved varieti(., are mtoch nre r'e!ponsive to 
fertilizer and have been a large factor in increased 
fertilizer use. 

itatistical Iteview of (;rowth illFertilizel Production
 
and Consumition: 1950-76
 

Statistics showing annual fertilizer production 
and consumpltion for the years 19510 through 1976 a'e 



shown in tables I and 2, respectively. The tables 
show production and consumption by nutrient (N,
P2 0 5 , and K 20) and by economic class of countries 
(developed and developing). Table 3 shows world 
totals, including preliminary estimates for 1978. 

World consumption generally followed the same 
trends as world production. However, in 1975 
consumption decreased for the first time. This 
decrease is generally attributed to the extremely high
prices of fertilizers on the world market. Now that 

TABLE 1. WORLD FERTILIZER PRODUCTION - HISTORICAL DATA, 1950-76 (MILLIONS OF TONS)
 

Devetop.n. Countries 
N__a 

1950 0.35 0.27 0.01 
1951 0.43 0.34 0.02 
1952 0.45 0.36 0.02 
1953 0.51 0.37 -
1954 0.59 0.41 0.01 
1955 0.58 0.45 0.02 
1956 0.59 0.54 0.04 
1957 0.72 0.56 0.06 
1958 0.77 0.60 0.09 
1959 0.86 0.64 0.10 
1960 0.93 0.72 0.12 
1961 1.04 0.79 0.14 
1962 1.14 0.76 0.14 
1963 1.43 0.85 0.16 
1964 1.72 1.01 0.19 
1965 2.02 1.15 0.30 
1966 2.24 1.30 0.39 
1967 2.49 1.48 0.38 
1968 2.79 1.75 0.41 
1969 3.44 2.01 0.43 
1970 4.07 2.32 0.59 
1971 4.59 2.59 1.00 
1972 5.61 3.11 1.13 
1973 6.61 3.54 1.22 
1974 7.24 3.97 1.10 
1975 7.99 4.22 1.25 
1976 9.17 4.2, 1.31 

NiK N 

0.63 3.73 
0.79 4.25 
0.83 4.49 
0.88 5.02 
1.01 5.59 
1.05 6.29 
1.17 6.94 
1.34 7.49 
1.46 8.24 
1.60 9.00 
1.77 9.43 
1.97 10.37 
2.04 11.12 
2.44 12.2 
2.92 13.8 
3.47 15.4 
3.93 17.7 
4.35 19.8 
4.95 22.4 
5.88 24.9 
6.98 26.1 
8.18 28.3 
9.85 29.3 
11.4 31.2 
12.3 33:3 
13.5 34.3 
14.7 34.8 

Developed Countries. 
.KIO NPK 

5.59 4.21 
 13.5
 
5.)3 4.94 15.1
 
6.13 5.40 Ib.0
 
6.16 5.87 17.1
 
6.60 6.32 
 18.5
 
7.34 6.84 
 20.5
 
7.71 7.14 21.8
 
7.94 7.65 
 23.I
 
8.20 7.66 
 24.1
 
8.68 8.17 25.9
 
9.24 8.61 .7_5
 
9.56 8.68 
 .28.6
 
9.86 9.25 30.2
 

10.5 9.69 
 32.4
 
11.7 10.6 
 36.1
 
12.7 
 11.8 :39.9
 
14.2 13.4 
 45.3
 
15.3 14.1 
 49.2
 
1.0 14.8 53.2
 
16.3 15.4 56.6
 
17.0 16.1 
 59.2
 
18.2 16.9 
 63.4
 
19.3 18.3 
 66.9
 
20.1 19.0 
 70.3
 
21.2 21.1 75.6
 
21.5 22.5 78.3 
20.5 22.2 
 77.5
 

a. 
Classification of countries is ti United Nations standard except that South Africa and Israel ire included]
in developing countries.
 

Source: 
 UNIDO, "Draft Wocld-Wide Study of the Fertilizer Industry: 1975-2000," December 1976. Data for 1976
 
from FAO, Annual Ferti-lizer Review, 1977.
 

World production has increase! from about 14 to 
105 million tons in the 28-year period as shown in 
figure 1. The average of the annual percentage
increases for 1950 through 1975 is 7.8%. The 
average of the last 10 annual increases (1966-75) is 
also 7.8%. Thus, there is no clear trend in the rate 
of increase, lowever, 7.8% of 14 million tons is 1.1 
million tons, whereas 7.8% of 92 million tons is 
7.2 million tons. Thus, the trend is toward 
ever-increasing annual increments of tonnage of 
production. 

The rate of increase in nitrogen fertilizer 
production has been more rapid than for phosphate or
potash as shown in figure 2 and table 4. For the 
26-year period (1950-75) nitrogen fertilizer production
increased over 10) fold, whereas phosphate and pot ash 
increased by a factor of 1.4 and 5.6, res)ectively. 

The percentage rate of increase in developing
countries is higher than in developed countries. In a 
recent 5-year period (1971-75), l)roduction indeveloping countries increased l)y 64% as compared
with 24% for developed countries. However, the 
tonnage increase in developed countries was greater
than that in developing countries by a factor of 
3--roughly 15 versus 5 million tons. 

1.TiUiiughoii t tslcald; ll elt 
e'ded Jtne 30o il tieyear stated, (or e.xamiple -1975" rct'r%t 1t'split )eal 
1I74.75. 

11h 11) 1al yc'Vis r'ic' In ai h r i toc1111ilyear 

prices have declined to a more reasonable level, 
consumption is again increasing as shown in table 3.
 

Each year production has exceeded consumption
by amounts ranging from 1'1 to l,. 'he difference 
averaged 5.3-, for the 10-year period 1965-74 as 
coml)ared with 3.811, for the irevious 15 years
indicating that the perc:e.ntage difference is 
increasing. This is a mallet of soime, importance that 
is sometimes overlooked . It is !,ccthniesa,,sume.I that 
production anti consumption are "in bialan:,e" when 
they are equal, whereas pr'oduction has substantially
exceedei consumption even in periods of acutl
 
shortage. Therefore, when planning production or

supply to meet consumption goals, allowance should be 
made for at least 5'%apparent loss. The apparent loss 
may vary from one 'ountly to atolher', depenling on 
its reporting system and its (list riut ion ,ystem. 

The reasons for the aptarent loss are nuncoolris 
and worth (onsidering since solt,'. ' million ton!, of 
nutrient, over 10 million tons of artuaml material, are
involve(i, It i, often stati(d that th,, ;pparnt ioss 
can he exlplained by inc':'ea,,e i stocks, in sIrage and 
in the distitribmut ion syt(tm. Inc''eas'ed stoks',, cn be a 
factor; Iowevier, the art'Ctlllnlated differen' tlweetn 
conspll)tion and Iroduction f(r' the last 2% yvar' is,
58 million tons (ntutrietnt bw,is) oirin It( ( trdt' f I t 
million ton.,;actual weight. Thu,, it seitit:, unlikely
that inct'eas(ed st'cks ('atilxpl)ain a major )lition offile differenc',. 

'[The mist likely explantat ion of the apparent luios 
is som.e 'ninlii ation of iiscrelianur i , intrtoil(t' (i tiy 



TABLE 2. WORLD FERTIIZER CONSUMPTION - HISTORICAL DATA, 1950-76 (MILLIONS OF TONS) 

Deve_9piiCountries Developed Countries 
N2_0_O K29 NPK N 0 NPK 

1950 0.5b 0.36 0.09 1.01 3.19 5.41 4.04 12.6
 
1951 0.59 0.41 0.11 1.12 3.73 5.81 4.43 14.0
 
1952 0.68 0.48 
 0.14 1.30 4.01 5.77 4.86 14.6
 
1953 0.87 
 0.51 0.15 1.53 4.60 6.06 5.20 15.9
 
1954 0.96 0.60 0.19 1.75 
 5.16 6.51 5.48 17.2
 
1955 0.94 0.60 0.23 1.78 5.69 7.14 6.11 18.9
 
1956 1.24 0.66 0.27 2.17 5.82 7.45 6.51 19.8
 
1957 1.45 0.76 
 0.31 2.52 6.19 7.68 6.87 20.7
 
1958 1.58 0.83 0.35 2.76 
 6.69 7.87 7.08 21.6
 
1959 1.81 0.86 0.38 3.04 7.47 8.38 7.56 23.4
 
1960 !.95 0.94 
 0.42 3.31 7.80 8.90 7.83 24.5
 
1961 2.45 1.05 0.54 
 4.04 8.51 9.03 7.96 25.5
 
1962 2.49 
 1.10 0.54 4.12 9.15 9.51 8.15 26.8
 
1963 2.77 1.27 0.58 4.61 10.4 10.1 8.76 29.3
 
1964 3.33 1.47 0.68 
 5.48 11.7 9.36
11.0 32.1
 
1965 3.65 1.58 0.73 
 5.95 12.8 10.3
12.2 35.3
 
1966 4.23 1.77 6.84
0.84 14.7 13.0 11.4 39.1
 
1967 5.33 2.11 8.44
1.00 16.5 13.9 12.0 42.5
 
1968 5.51 2.34 1.12 
 8.97 18.5 12.9
14.5 45.9
 
1969 6.80 2.81 1.34 11.0 
 19.7 15.2 13.4 48.3
 
1970 7.70 3.25 1.47 12.4 21.0 15.6 14.0 50.5
 
1971 8.77 3.51 1.80 14.1 23.0 16.3 14.9 54.2
 
1972 9.45 4.09 1.93 
 15.5 23.8 15.7
17.0 56.5
 
197:1 10.6 4.59 2.24 17.4 18.0 59.8
25.2 16.6 

1974 11.4 5.34 19.3
2.61 27.3 18.9 18.1 64.3
 
1975 11.7 5.49 2.85 20.0 27.2 17.4 17.1 61.7
 
1976 12.8 5.53 2.73 
 21.1 30.4 18.6
18.6 67.6
 

a. Classification of countries is the United Nations standard except that South Africa and Israel are included 
in developing countries. 

Source: UNIDO, "Draft World-Wide Study of the Fertilizer Industry: 1975-2000," December 1976. Data for 1976 
from FAO, Annual Fertilizer Review, 1977. 

TABLE 3. TOTAL WORLD FERTILIZER PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION
 

Tons of N + P0 5 + K2 0 x 106 
Annual Difference,

Year Production Increase~ % Consumption Difference % of Production 

1950 14.13 
 13.61 0.52 
 3.7
 
1951 15.89 12.5 
 15.12 0.77 
 4.8
 
1952 16.83 5.9 
 15.90 0.93 
 5.5
 
1953 17.98 6.8 17.43 0.55 3.1
 
1954 19.51 8.5 
 18.95 0.56 
 2.9
 
1955 21.25 10.5 20.68 0.87 4.0
 
1956 22.97 6.6 
 21.97 1.00 
 4.4
 
1957 24.44 6.4 23.22 1.22 5.0
 
1958 25.56 4.6 
 24.36 1.20 
 4.7
 
1959 27.50 7.6 26.44 1.06 3.8
 
1960 29.07 5.7 
 27.81 1.26 
 4.3
 
1961 30.57 5.2 29.54 1.03 3.4
 
1962 32.24 5.5 
 30.92 1.32 
 4.1
 
1963 34.84 8.1 33.91 0.93 2.7
 
1964 39.02 12.0 38.58 0.44 
 1.1
 
1965 43.37 11.2 41.25 2.12 4.9
 
1966 49.23 13.5 45.94 3.29 6.7
 
1967 53.55 8.8 
 50.94 2.61 
 4.9
 
1968 58.15 8.6 
 54.87 3.28 
 5.6
 
1969 52.48 7.4 59.30 3.18 5.1
 
1970 66.18 5.9 62.90 3.28 
 5.0
 
1971 71.58 8.2 68.30 3.28 4.6
 
1972 76.75 7.2 
 72.00 4.75 
 6.2
 
1973 81.70 6.4 77.20 4.50 5.5
 
1974 87.90 7.6 83.60 4.30 4.9
 
1975 91.70 4.4 81.60 9.90 
 10.8
 
1976 93.88 2.4 89.70 4.18 4.5
 
1977 99.25 5.7 95.95 3.30 3.3
a

1978 105.39 6.1 99.39 6.00 
 5.7
 
Average 7.3 
 4.8
 

a. Preliminary.
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Figure 1. World Production of Fertilizers, 1950-78. 

reporting systems, actual losses, and diversion of 
fertilizers to other uses. Reporting systems vary 
from one country to another; thus, various sources of 
discrepancies may occur. Two likely sources are 
overage in analysis and overage in weight. 
Production reports are often based on exact analysis 
and weight, whereas consumption is often based on 
guaranteed minimums. Until 1966 the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture reported consumption in the United 
States on the basis of actual analysis of 
representative samples of the various fertilizers 
consumed, After that date the reports were based on 
the guaranteed analysis. For the year, 1965 a 
comparison was made which showed that consumption 

TABLE 4. WORLD PRODUCTION OF FERTILIZERS BY NUTRIENTS
 

aTons 

Year 	 CountriesaN 


1950 Developing 	 0.35 


Developed 	 3.73 


Total 	 4.08 


1955 Developing 	 0.58 


Developed 	 6.29 


Total 	 6.87 


1960 	 Developing 0.93 


Developed 9.43 


Total 	 10.36 

1965 	 Developing 2.02 

Developed 15.4 


Total 	 17.42 


1970 	 Developing 4.07 

Developed 26.1 


Total 	 30.17 


1975 Developing 	 7.9g9 

Developed 	 34.3 

Total 	 42.29 


reported on the basis of guaranteed analysis was 
about 1% less than consumption based on actual 
analysis. Likewise, when fertilizers are sold in bags, 
the producer often seeks to avoid penalties for 
under-weight bags by slightly overfilling in order to 
allow for inaccuracies in weighing. In some studies 
of the accuracy of bag-packing machines, an average 
of about 1%5overweight seemed typical. 

Losses in storage and distribution may include 
leakage and pilferage and losses due to wrecks, fires, 
and floods. Fertilizers may be rendered unusable 
because of exposure to weather or humid atmosphere 
or because of contamination in storage or shipment. 

Finally, many fertilizers have alternative uses 
such as for animal feed supplement, fire-fighting, 

x 106 of Nutrients 
20 K20NP 

0 .27 0. 0.63 

5.59 4.21 13.5 

5.86 4.22 14.13 

0.45 0.02 1.05 

7.34 6.84 20.47 

7.79 6.86 21.52 

0.72 0.12 1.77 

9.24 8.61 27.3 

9.96 8.73 29.07 

1.15 	 0.30 3.47
 
12.7 	 11.8 39.9
 

13.85 	 12.1I0 43.37
 

2.32 	 0.59 6.98
 
17.0 	 16.1 59.2
 

19.32 	 16.69 66.18
 

4.22 1.25 13.5 
21 ; 22.5 78.3 

25.72 23.75 	 91.8
 

a. 	Classification of countries is the United Nations standard except that South Africa and Israel are included
 
in developing countries.
 

Source: UNIDO, "Draft World-Wide Study of the Fertilizer Industry: 1975-2000," December 1976.
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de-icing and various chemical uses. While most in developing countries was 14.7 million tons of NPKcountries report such uses separately, it is quite while consumption was 21.1 million tons. Allowing forlikely that some materials originally produced for 5% apparent loss production of 22.2 million tons wouldfertilizer use are actually diverted to other uses. be needed for a balance; thus, the net deficieacy was 
7.5 million tons. The deficiency was met by netProduction in developing countries as a group imports from developed countries.has lagged behind consumption. In 1976 production 
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II Outlook for the Fertilizer Industry (1978-2000)
 

Introduction 

This chapter is based to a large extent on the 
UNIDO draft report, "World-Wide Study of the Fertil-
izer Industry 1975-2000," (December 1976). This 
study was revised and issued in September 1978 as 
UNIDO/ICIS document 81. Unless otherwise indicated 
the discussion in this chapter is based on the earlier 
draft. However, the main conclusions were not 
greatly different. 

World fertilizer production and consumption are 
expected to continue to increase but at declining 
annual percentages. Table I and figure 1 show pro-
jections of world fertilizer consumption from the 
UNIDO study which will be discussed in more detail in 
chapter XXVI. Table 2 shows the projections from 
the revised report, which are only slightly different. 

Up to 1972, the cost of fertilizers declined 
steadily as advances in technology, increase in size of 
manufacturing plants, and improvements in distri
bution more than offset steadily rising labor and 
construction costs. Starting in 1973, a dramatic 
increase in construction and raw material costs has 
reversed this trend. 

TABLE I. PROJECTIONS OF FERTILIZER DEMAND BASE) ON 1964-65 

No 	 further advances are expected in technology 
which will be of sufficient magnitude to offset the 
sharply increased cost of plant construction and of 
some raw materials. Increasing the size of fertilizer 
plants beyond that of the present large plants will 
yield only minor lowering of production costs, which 
may be offset by increased distribution costs. 
Therefore, it seems inevitable that the cost of 
fertilizers will increase in the future unless there are 
unforeseen technological breakthroughs (which are 
always possible). 

Future rise in costs can be slowed by techno
logical improvements and more efficient operation 
of production facilities. Perhaps a more hopeful 
field for improvement lies in more efficient physical 
distribution, better utilization of applied nutrients, 
and higher operating rates of existing plants. 

Fertilizer Use 

The estimated world demand in 2000 is 264 million 
tons of nitrogen (N), phosphate (P 2 0 5 ), and potash 
(K 2 0) as compared with 83.6 million tons in 1974, a 

TO 	1974-75 AND ON THE JOINT WORKING GROUP ESTIMATES
 
FOR 	1979-80 (CLASSIFICATION OF COUNTRIES IS UNITED NATION STANDARD CLASSIFICATION)a
 

1980 1985 1990 
 1995 2000 
- -------------------- million tons ...-..-.-------------

Nit ro en Demand 

Developed countries 37.5 47.6 58.9 71.4 85.1 
Developing counLries 18.1 25.4 33.9 43.6 54.5 

World 55.6 73.0 92.8 115.0 139.6 

P9 Demand 

Developed countries 22.8 26.7 31.0 35.6 40.6
 
Developing countries 7.6 
 10.8 14.4 18.6 
 23.3
 
World 30.4 37.5 45.4 
 54.2 63.9
 

K2 0 Demand
 

Developed countries 22.8 27.8 33.3 
 39.3 45.8
 
Developing countries 4.3 	 6.3 8.6 
 11.3 14.4
 
Worl 27.1 34.1 
 41.9 50.6 60.2
 

NPK 	Demand 

Developed countries 83.1 102.1 123.2 146.3 171.5
 
Developing countries 30.0 42.5 56.9 73.5 
 92.2
 
World 113.1 144.6 
 180.1 219.8 263.7
 

a. 	Developed countries include North America, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, U.S.S.R., Japan, Israel, South
 
Africa, Australia, and New Zealand. Developing countries include Latin America, Asia (except Japan and
 
Israel), Africa (except South Africa), and Oceania (except Australia -ird New Zealand).
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350 	 many developed countries. Naturally, any long-range 
forecast is subject to many uncertainties, and no 
great accuracy can be claimed for the present 
forecasts. However, they serve the purpose of 

300 indicating the order of magnitude of needed expansionof the fertilizer industry, especially in developing 
count ries. 

250 _ --- TheI'l/ developing countries as a whole are 
expected to maintain a nutrient ratio of N:12O: 
K2 () which is equal to approximately ,1:2:1 through 
the 197,1-2000 period, whereas developed countries

z20w
Z 	 are expected to increase the nitrogen componentfrom a 1.4:1.0:1.0 ratio in 197,t to 2.2: 1.0: 1.1 
SWORLD in 2000. Thus, the greater part of the growth will z be in nitrogen fertilizer in both groups. Thej c0 -	

/ worldwide nutrient ratios should not be assumed -- to imply an optimum ratio for any individual country; 
country ratios should and do vary widely according to 
the needs of their soil, crops, and levels of 
management. 

The following tabulation shows the present and 
EVOPED forecasted fertilizer use in terms of per capita and 

COUNTRIES per hectare in developed and developing countries: 

50-	 DEVEOPIGCOUTRIS FetilzerUse on a per-Cap it, and pe r-lIctare Bas is 

1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 

Figure 1. World Fertilizer Use: Projections 1980-2000 by R. Ewell. Deve Ioped Deve l op i ng Deve l oped t)eve lop i ng
Yea I o 1 Coun tries Count ries CounLriesGou-n1t ri _es 

3.2-fold increase (figure 1). Assuming an average 1974 6.7 	 2258 	 109
nutrient content of 42" (N+P 2 0 5 +K20), the gross 1980 73 9.4 149 32weight of annual fertilizer use would be 629 million 1990 t0 14.1 225 55tons by the year 2000. 2000 130 18.7 322 83 

Fertilizer use in developing countries is expected a. Basedt on population growth forecasts (see

to increase from 
 19.3 million tons in 1974 to 92 million chapter XXVI).
tons in 2000 (N+IP 2 O5 +K2 (O basis). This is a '1.8-fold 
increase. The estimates are based on probable
demand and not on food requirements. likely will the ofIt is 	 It be noted that rate cf increase
that an estimate based on food requirements for fertilizer use per capita iz substantially less inadequate nutrition of the increasing population would developing countries than the tonnage rate, andbe higher for most developing countries and lower for 

the 
per-capita rate in developing countries will farremain 

TABILE 2. REVISED PROJECTIONS OF FERTILIZER DEMAND 

1979 	 1983 1988 	 2001 
million tons...-..-.-------------


Nitrogen Demand 

Developed countries 	 34.4 41.7 	 51.3 
 82.0

Developing counntries 17.0 	 22.8 
 32.7 63.5
 
World 
 51.4 	 64.5 
 84.0 	 145.5
 

l', Demand 

Developed countries 22.1 	 27.2 30.7 	 48.3
Developing countries 7.4 10.3 14.5 27.9
 
World 
 29.5 37.5 	 45.2 
 76.2
 

K2_O___Dema 

Developed countries 21.9 26.3 33.3 54.6
 
Developing countries 
 3.4 4.6 	 6.6 
 12.3
 
World 
 25.3 	 30.9 
 39.9 	 66.9
 

NPK Demand
 

Developed countries 78.4 	 95.2 115.3 	 184.9

Devetoping count ries 27.8 	 37.7 
 53.8 103.7
 

World 
 106.2 	 132.9 
 169.1 	 288.6
 

Source: "f -Worl- Study;of-thelecondFertilizer Industry: 1975-2000" (1978) UNIDO, Vienna, Austria. 
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below that of tile d('veloped countrties. This is partly 
because of the relativel' apid population growth 'afte 
in developing countries. 

The rate per hectare in developing countries(vill 
be well below the rate at which maximum yields of 
most ci'ot)s are obtained, whereas in developed 
countries the iate per hectare Will approach an upper 
limit of econ,,'inic effectiveness in the vear 2000 inlss 
further advances in high-yielding crop varieties and 
cultivation and application methods increase the yield 
potential. 

e.'rilizer Production 

PIroduction of fertilizers in developing countries 
as a gioup has lagged behind fertilizer use. In 1976 
production was only 70% of use. As a result 
developing countries are importers of fertilizers; in 
1976 the deficit amountd to 7.5 million tons (nutrient 
basis) I assuing a sUlpply. (onsumpt ion rai'o of 1.05. 

,Thi situation, withIapidly in.reasing needscomhind ' 
and pt't'sen('e of necessary raw materials, provides an 
opportunity for dtevloping co(untries to (statlish 
fertilizer tniMnufatt(Lring indust ties and theretw hell 
improve their economies. 'the UINll)() st ud' suggests 
that ,tvelojuin" countties should construct a sufficient 
numter i ' ili plants b ;itl--,tfterof et' to tn' self-
sufficient as ;i gt-'up in nittl ,tn ;ind phosphate 
fertilizeis. 'T'his would lecan that, hy the yveat 2000. 
abiout if ite ViI' jii'OthLtCtion facilitie's for 
niti'oget anitI)( siphI;Ifte bitiliz(',rs wiuhli' located in 
developiing counI Ii's. It stoulb 1)t' noted that 

Vsef-sufficiency" is intended to mean ;a ialance 
bet'twe'n export, and inll,-rts it does not imply in 
atstic'e Of ti tbetweetwn d(velolp'd and dteveloping 
counties. Also it does not imply that etch country 
shoutlt be self-sufficient, mnetely that the, devetopng 
counties as I gr-oup sholhl seek to attain self-
stifficientiyc 

Potash production was not consiteretd in the 
UINIID) study for" two r'asons. First , strictly 
speaking, potash pioluction is not i manllUfamlulring
industry; it is ;Imining and hen.'eficialion industiry. 
Second. very few ,h'thuoping countties hive known 
potash reservus if sufficient size and quality for 
cotimerieCial -l'ittuCtion. Otn the ,ohet' hand, lhe raw 
materials for mmatiifa'tuting nitrtogen and phoslphate 
fettilizer' are abundant in developing contllies as a 
whole and fairly widely (alt hough unevenly) 
distriu Ied. 

The estimatedl ('ipilil cost for ronstrucling the 
r'equired nuntet' of nittogen ;tIl phosphate ferltilizer 
plants duing th( petriod of 198t) to 20t000 is sum-
ma'ized helow, 

U.S. $ Iti II ioils 
Develop i rig I)vel(,ped 
Coitries Cotiuntries ToLtl 

48 51 99 


The capital ('ost requirement is based on 1975 
t.S. dollars and does not allow foi' inflation. It does 
not include capital 'e(luirements foi' mining and 
refining raw mate'ials, t'ansportation and distrtibulion 
of' products, an(d necessar'y im)rovenlenlt ,1f 
infrastrtclure; these costs cannot be piecisely 
estimated but might well increase the world total to 
over $300 billion. 

All nitogen fettilizet' was assumeid to be deived 

ir'om atiflonia with a small pe'centlge as bypioduc ts 
(mainly ammonium sulfate) from othietr industries. All 

I, lhiul~hlul li lla li l t.n "lhillion" IIvt;i1i iillin 10
' . 

leili sli.ill 1,000 or " 

new ainionia plants were assumed to have a rated 
capacity of 1,000 tpd. Larger or smaller plants may 
ie economically preferable in specific situations, but 
the effect on overall cost would be comparatively 
small. 

I is predicted that natural gas will be the 
feedstock for, the majority of new ammonia plants, its 
use ranging from 72-, in 1980-85 to t in I90- 2000 
Naphtha feedstock will be used in only about 5" of 
the new plants, heavy fuel oil in about IF"ot, and coal 
in 9., (1980-85) to l7oo, (1990-2000). The choice of 
feedstock affects the capital cost ot' ammonia plants; 
coal-based plants cost nearly twi(', as much as those 
based Oilnaturaln gas. 

'I'he amIou nt of' anhyirous amaionia used diirectly
as fertilizer is expected to be appiroximately I0' of all 
nit rogen fertilizer. Ammonium sulfate anti the nitro
gen content of aninoniutl phosphate will supply another 
10% of total nitrogen fei'tilizer'. The remaining Xtt% 
is assumICd to be urea or ammonium nitrate, either 
straight or in compound fertilizer's Tthe cost calcu
lations ;It basetd on url'ea, but ammonium nitrate costs 
will not te significantly diffeirent for tie )rltpose of 
the study. 

The plodtlction of nitlof-gen feitiliZei is highly 
capital intensive; (0',-9t', of the liri(hltct cost 
consists of capitali-trelated costs (depl 'eciation, 
illterest, pirofit , maintenance, etc. ), dhepending on 
type and cost of feedstock, plant capacity, and 
percentage of utilization of' capacity. (pteration at a 
low pelcentage if I'ateld capacity shai-ply incrleases 
pr'oduct costs. In this connect ion the study assumeis 
that ill nlants completed after 1980 will reach an 
average of 90, of rited capacity within 3-, yeats 
after startuL). Installed capacity in 197,1 was 
operating at about GO'-, of design in (Ieveloping 
countries, but some impt'ovement has been achieved 
imllOTe
recently. 

All new phosphate plants were assumed to have a 
capacity of 600 tons or moie of tP20r, per (lay. 
Smaller or lat'get' plants may )e economically 
piefertlate in many cases. It was assumed that the 
prtoduction of new (after 1980) plants would he in the 
form iof DAtP (50),), MAI' (30 -,), and TSI' (20,). 
Other products sucht as nit rophosphates may he hetter 
C.Ihoi(es in specific cases., but the effect on overall 
wotblwide pi'o(luction costs was not considered 
significaint fo the putposes of this Study. It is 
recognized that there will continue to te a place fori 
81'- and othetr low-analysis p'oduct's that have local 

agio nonic advintages or at-le tI te ' aIdapted to 
ulfilization of local r'esou'ces. Some of these' pl'octses 
have comparatively low capital r'equittn'tnt for' 
ploductin facililit's, but thit expense of Iransliiilting
the low-analysis pi'oducts is highet' pei unit of plant 
nutrient unless sulfui' is needed as ;i fettilizet' 
nutrient . The use of g'ound phosphate rock for 
dit'ect application was not consideted in this study 
since ground iock is not a manufactut'ed it'oduct. 
llowever', if its use becomes ior'e widespread, it 
woul dec tease t lie need for chi em ically manufactuied 
phosphates. 2 

h'le use of coitmliund feitili'zet' is 'xt)eCO'l to 
incTrease in most count ties; it is assutimed that ty the 
year' 20006 -,,and 86i-,, of the P2()5 will be supplied ans 
comlound fer'tilizeis in develoing and developed
countties, t'.,pectively. The Cost Of )r'(u(ct iollof 

conmpound fertilize's was not taken into account 
except insofari as it t'epiesents i mitiot' addition to the 
cost of granulating DAI' or as i i lhecase of 

nit iophosphates when it rieplaces the cost of sepalate 

t i 75. - 'i ii ck ihiisihii' cpiic' hv .A I 2t.'t25itit 
illiiitP ', equivalcil i 5.3ti ;lilh 1 k is , ,evemlt iil i( t' l i. slllllmyw 'e, 

C2iillllites It'lmilIlik phl 'loiii
(ilohdiolp,(hilma) (i lit]no haltv IIwe sep~irmely. 

iiwis!helicied li. .calimmilifely 71;-8'!, 



granulation (or prilling) of nitrogen and phosphate countries--a )ro'ess that would probably take some 
fertilizers. The preparation of compound fertilizers 10 years or so--most of the developing countries will 
in local plants by mixing, bulk blending, or granu-
lation was considered to be part of the distribution 
and marketing system. 

Value of Production 

At present international price levels (July 1976), 
the value of the world's annual fertilizer production 
in the year 2000 is expected to be very roughly 
$60 billion. Since present prices are somewhat 
depressed because of surplus production, it is likely 
that the actual Value would be substantially higher. 
The average value of the increased agricultural 
products resulting from fertilizer use has been 
estimated at about four times the retail cost, based 
on results from FAO's fertilizer program. Since the 
retail cost is likely to be at least 50'4, above the 
wholesale, f.o.h. factory, or port price, it seems 
likely that the value of increased annual agricultural 
products would be 6 times 60 or" $360 billion. This 
is, of course, no more than an order of magnitude 
estimate and even so it makes no allowance for 
inflation. 

Raw Materials 

From the information which will be presented in 
chapter V, it seems unlikely that the development of 
the fertilizer industr'y from 1980 to 2000 will be 
seriously hindered by shortages of raw materials. 
There are abundant supplies of phosphate rock, 
potash, coal, and sulfur. Supplies of natural gas, 
and especially of pet roleum products, are tess 
plentiful. If past experience is any guide, further 
reserves will eventually be discovered. Ilowever, 
they are likely to be substantially higher in price 
because of greater costs of development and 
extraction. In 1980 the demand for' ammonia feedstock 
will constitute only 3.5% of current gas production 
and less than 1%of the oil and coal production. The 
industry can expect a gradual increase in the cost of 
these premium raw materials, and this may r'esult in a 
significant shift to coal as a raw material for ammonia 
toward the end of the century. 

Phosphate rock is widely, if unevenly, distrib-
uted in both developed and developing countries, 
and there is no fear of any continuing shortage. 
In recent years, the rate of discovery has far 
exceeded the rate of use. The present trend to 
lower grades of rock may continue and may require 
rock producers andl consumers to exer'cise greator' 
sophistication in their' evaluation, specification, 
grading, and selection of rock for phosphate fertilizer 
manufacture. Supplies available for export are 
controlled by relatively few countries, and therefore 
availability and price may nOt always be dictated by 
the law of supply and demand. 

It is difficult to assess the changes which 
may occur in the supply of sulfur because of the 
variety of forms in which it is produced and the fact 
that the major reserves, in coal and in gypsum, are 
not at present economically competitive sources. An 
increase in the use of natural gas and l)e1roleum 
products coupled with improving envir'onmental 
standards will lead to a steady increase in the 
recovery of elemental sulfur and in the recovery of 
sulfur dioxide produced in the combustion of fuels orin smelting operations. For mrost of the period under 
review, elemental sulfur will continue to p)e the major 
source, but it is possible that toward the end of the
period there will be a shift toward other and more 
peiveforms. 

expensive 

There are ample reserves of potash. But a very 
significant fact about these is that they lie mainly in 
a few developed countries, Therefore, unless other 

have to rely on imports for the foreseeable future. 

Water is consumed in large quantities in the 
manufacture of fertilizers. The usage of water can he 
reduced by approprwiate (]esign of cooling systems. 
but fertilizer plants will always be large water 
consumers. Water is an imporltant factor. in the 
operation of fertilizer plants and may be a decisive 
one in determining location. The p~roblem of water 
supply is a key factt" in ammonia production, for 
example in the Persian Gulf area. It is also a 
problem in the production of phosphate rock in Peru, 
north Africa, and west Asia. 

Organic lertilizer Materials 

Organic and chemical fertilizers play a comple
mentary role in increasing food )roduct ion; chemical 
fertilizers stimulate the production of organic mate
rials, and return of waste organic materials supple
ments chemical fertilizers ind relduces the quantity 
required. The total amount of nutrient elements 
in organic wastes is impressive; in 1971 the estimated 
NPK content of available organic materials exceeded 
that of chemical fertilizers inl developing countries 
by a factor of about 7: 1. IHowever, most of these 
"waste" materials are already being used either- for 
fertilizers or for fuel or other purposes. Those 
that are not being used present difficult technical, 
economical, or social problems because of their low 
concent ration of ri rien t elements and sometimes 
because of potentially harmful effects resulting from 
their' u;c. 

Improved efficiency in the use of organic waste 
materials is desirable, and many promising studies are 
in progress for the purr'pose of recovering fertilizer 
and/or energy values and for removing pollutants. 
These developments are very worthwhile, hbut the 
amount of fertilizer recovere'd in addition to that 
already being recovered is not likely to be a very 
large )er(ntage of future fertilizer needs. Disposal 
of urban wastes will become an increasing prot)lem as 
cities grow and may or' may not afford opportunities 
for' fertilizer products. 

Organic materials are beneficial in impr'oving the 
physical properties of the soil and its moisture
retention capacity. Therefore, recycling crop resi
dues to the soil is good agricultural practice and 
should he encouraged. As use of chemical fertilizers 
increases, crop yields increase and more crop resi
dues are availale to recycle and thus build up the 
content of orgranic maitter in the soil. 

Location of Fertilizer Plants 
.
 

'lant location should be selected to minimize 
capital requiremenIs and operating and distribution 
costs. The desired end result in most cases is to 
minimize the cost of fertilizer delivered to the farmer. 
lowever, other L.onsiderations often enter into plant 

location decisions, such as national security or self
sufficiency, saving of foreign exchange, and assist
ance to less-developed regions. All of these are 
valid consi(lerations, but the effect on fertilizer cost 
and hence on food iroduction must be consilered. 

Planningf fer'tilizer production an(l mar'ket ing on a 
regional basis has many advantages. Plant location 
analyses have shown that a substantial saving in capi
tal anl operating cost can result when the planning
i done on a regional rather than a national basis. 
Such planning will go a long way toward utilizing
the resources of each country in the region, such 
as natural gas for ammonia production in one 
country, sulfur or sulfuric acid in another, phosphate
rock in a,third, and perhaps potash in a fourth. A 

deposits are found and exploited in the developing H compromise may be considered in which countries that 



do not have raw materials may establish enough
indigenous production to supply a percentage of their 
needs and depend on imports for the remainder, 
When regional cooperation is not feasible, bilateral or 
trilateral agreements may be useful, 

Marketing 

The term "marketing" is used to include 
distribution, transportation, and sale of fertilizers to 
far'mers. Its object is to ensure that the right kind 
of fertilizer is on hand at the right place and time 
and to convince tile farmer that he should buy and 
use it. All of these functions are critical, 

In addition to storage at the factory, there must 
be, in most cases, regional and village centers for 
storing and distributing fertilizers to ensure timely
availability. Accuralc estimates must be made of 
fertilizer demand in each local area so that each 
center can receive its supply in advance of seasonal 
needs. Careful planning is needed to utilize available 
transportation facilities--waterways railroads, and 
highways--to minimize costs. Transportation facilities 
will need to be improved and extended to cope with 
the increased tonnage of fertilizer that must he moved 
to the farmers and ihe increased tonnage of' 
agricultural product that must, be movel to its 
market . 

To provide the right kind of fertilizer for 
various crops and regions, it may be useful to 
provide mixing facilities at regional or local 
distribution centers. These facilities may use- simple 
mixin, hulk-blending, or granulation processes. 
When thero is a local need for secondary or 
micr'onutrients, these materials may be added. Such 
marketing centers. to be effective, need coordination 
with recommendations from research or extension 
groups and froni farmer ec('tCat ion programis, 

'lhe total capital requirement for marketing may 
approach or equal the cost of manufacturing facilities. 
This includes the cost of transportation facilities and 
regional marketing centers equipped with facilities for" 
bulk blending or granulation, bagging, and storage. 
It. also includes district distribution centers and 
working capital to cover cost of material in storage 
and credit costs. 

If farmers are to use increased amounts of fertil-
izer, they must be convinced that it will be profitable. 
Fertilizer use can be made more profitable in only the 
following three ways: 

1. 	 By lowering fertilizer cost, 
2. 	 By increasing fertilizer effectiveness, and 
3. 	 By increasing the price of agricultural products. 

The first line of attack on fertilizer cost should 
be to maximize the efficiency of the manufacturing 
and marketing systems. 

Fertilizer effectiveness can be increased by the 
use of better products, better balance of nutrients,
better timing and placement, improved plant varieties, 
better cultivation practices, water control, weed 
control, and protection of crops from pests and 
diseases. 

'I'he pr'ice that the farmer receives for his 
products may be increased by improving the systems 
for marketing and processing agricultural products, 

Even when farmers are convinced that increased 
fertilizer use will be profitable, many of them will be 
unable to buy it unless some source of credit is 
available. Theretore, some system of agricultural 
credit for fertilizer purchase usually is essential. 
Even more ideal would be the availability of financing 
all inputs that are essential to make the best use of 
fertilizer fertilizer 

In 	 addition to the actions mentioned above, 
fertilizer use may be made more attractive to the 
farmer by various artificial means, such as fertilizer 
subsidies, tax concessions, credit subsidies, or crop
subsidies. These methods tend to be expensive and 
sometimes less effective than expected. Often it may 
be 	 mole effective to spend the same amount of money
on 	 improving the effectiveness of fertilizer use and 
the 	efficiency of manufacturing and (listribution. 

Relatively few countries have sufficient resources 
to become entirely self-sufficienl i fertilizer 
production; tbus, marketing as well as production on 
a regional basis may be mutually beneficial to 
countries in a region 

Financing 

A study of financing of fertilizer projects in 
developing countries was made to indicate trends in 
sources of finance. 

In order of percentage of occurrence (not 
necessarilN the amount of monetary contributions), 
the sources of financing of 10 projects were: 

1. 	 Foreign enterprise, including equity participation 
2. 	 llost country government participation 
3. 	 World Bank group 
I. 	 Foreign financial institutions 

5. 	 Owner financing 
6. 	 Local financial institutions 
7. 	 Regional developnent hank or fund 
8. 	 Bilateral government aid or concessional loan 
9. 	 Suppliers' credits through export-import banks 

or other arrangements. 

Large-scale projects in developing countries in
clude the participation of the following elements: 

1. 	 Foreign enterprise through equity participation, 
technology, know-how, equipment, training, and 
marketing. 

2. 	 The determined commitment of the host country's 
government through financing, guarantees, 
t~rovision of local labor, and infrastructure. 

3. 	 International financing whe'her provided by 
world, regional, or commercial banks or a 
consortium thereof. 

Certain trends have been noted that may be 
projected into the future to provide the greatly 
increased financing that will be required by forecast 
growth of the fertilizer industry in the remainder of 
the cc.,tury. 

One trend is the increasing number of joint. 
ventures with an increasing number of part; ers coin
bining their streng'ths to surmount. the problems of 
costs, risks, technology, mar'keting, and raw ma
terial supply. 

Another trend is the move toward public r'ather 
than private sector ownership, particularly or produc
tion units. This may be due to an increasing inci
dence of donor financing tied to governmental rather 
than private firms. 

More thorough planning and examination of all 
technical and marketing l)roblems help to establish 
the soundness of a project and thereby attract both 
!oan and equity capital. 

Countries with a wealth of raw materials that 
provide a steady income will develop their fertilizer 
industry by direct financing, often in cooperation 
with an industrialized partner who will contribule 
technical and administrative expertise. These coun
tries may also contribute to financing projects in 



, , Prevent to ti1 
capital. aquatic life in nearby areas from atmospheric or 

aqueous lluhltion. 
It is unlikely that unilateral governmental aid 

from industrialized countries will play a major role in 3. Preserve the qua lity of rivers ind Iakes so that 
financing because the amount of capital is too large. olher industries and people that use the water 
However, the indications are that international will not be ,dveirsely affected. 
financing will increase and will be ade(luate to finance 
sound projects provi(e d that thre are mutual 4. Control discharge of effluenlts int(o occalls, seas, 
benefits, mutual trust, and a spirit of give and take. 	 estuaries, or. liarbors to prevent damage to tIhe 

fishing industry, oll'i industry, or tourism. 

other developing countries through loan or equity 2. damiage crops, ;niitalbs, ;1oph 

The projected development of the fertilizer in- Policies of Governients and International A 
dustry will require increased personnel with profes- t...--------------Aies 

sional expertise, including engineer,, scientists, 
managers, marketing experls, skill,'d xmaintenance Obviously, the successful expansion of the 
and instrumentation craftsmen, as 'ell as larger fertilizer indu'try in dtevelojcing COtit 10a he 
numbers of operators, and semiskilled workers. fo t rat i e' 
The estimated total number of additional workers that forecast rale %nill depend strongly in oi'ies of 

will be required between the years 1980 and 2000 is individual governments and inte'nal ional organi

shown below: zalions. An I Fl)( report , Suggesteid F1rt ilizei -
Rielated Policies , ('technical Bulletin, IFI I'T-10, 

World Totat 340,0100 August 1977) discuss's sOreC plicies that will help
I209,000 these wide 

Developirig Countries 29 ,)( socioeconomic systems involved in IllC Iumerois 
World ountrs achieve 	 goa!s. Ill view of the variety of 

h' 

countries, acceljiable piolities will vary from one 
counltry to another. 'llh,.rel rt,, siiggestect policies

The estimate includes only those who are directly are often stated in t(l'rls of olijectives which the, 
and exclusively con(cerned with product ini and policies ar'e intendled to atc''aplish. 
distribution. It does not include workers in mining, 
beneficiation, and Iransport of raw materials; relail 	 Nalional ojectlives that shoul h' emphasized 
merchants that sell fertilizers along with other farm ar': 
supplies; or many ancillary industries, such as bag 
production, fertilizer apjplication machinery, equipnment 1. Stirnulation (f (xploraliol to discover' and to de
manufacturing, construction, tc. 1rolilly a million fine the extent and quality o r,,otii'ces of raw 
or more workers mid particularly those Of agricultriral materials needed for f'ert ilizer manufacture. 
extension, cooperatives, and fert ilizer dealers will Such stimulation may te promoted by policies 
require some sort of training in feI'tilizer i'oduclion that attract investment capital through joint yen
or handling and related work, in addition, hundred,s tures, leases, concessions, ori other agr'e ment s 
of millions of farmer- who us(' th(' li')ilize's will n'iee(l taSe(d on '(uitatile sharing oif lIrMItCils o'O r'ofits 
to be trained to use thenm properly. t'ur'theror'e, as or allernal ively by national exploration progrl'ams. 
worker's retire, younger ptcople must le trained to 
replace them. 2. Performance of research nd d evelopment work in

chiding economic studies to deltermine the best 
The "-agnitue Of tl'lainlg theSe lar'ger' nmruse of resoUr't(',, to meet lilt p resenl and long

of people in developing countlries is stuih that careful term future needs of the countries. Conserva
planning of training programs will be required. When tion and environmental aspects should not be 
necessary, a staff of foreign experts shoold )e' em- neglected. 
ployed to supervise th(' initial opieration if the plant 
and train native rejlacements. The use of foreign 3. Development of plans for fertilizer production 
experts or advisors might well continue to a diminish- and (list ribution systerris that would provide for 
ing extent for 3 years or' as long as is necessary to maximum efficiency and econinly t\y using a level 
achieve efficient production and distribution, of technology that is comnnsurate wilh the 

needs and abilities of the countries, Ptolicies 
aimed at increasing tliilizalion of' ferilizer pro-Pollution Control 	 (ulion iapacity trd redri'g iridurtion aond 

isLtr'ihulionCiist s shoulil t 'r Imtihasizeil. 
control gaseous and ( aqueou s 

effluents from fertilizer plants may deiend on national '. Stimulation of fertilizer ie wilh empliasi.; on de
priorities and plant location. lowever, it should not creasing cost ihrough more o'fficient rloduction 
be overlooked. Even when a plant is located in a and distribution and increasing Ille efficiency of 
sparsely inhabited area, the plant workers must nec- fertilizer use through agro-economic research 
essarily live nearby. If the environment deteriorates and farmer education. Direct or indirect sub
because of plant emissions, employee dissatisfaction sidies shold bi used only after considering 
and poor lalor relations may result . Pollution may alternatives. 
adversely affect Other industries and even cause 
widespread illness or death in e'xtreme cases. In 5. Utilization and development of human resources, 
the case of rivers flowing through other countries, giving due consideration to the selectiion of level 
international complications may result. 	 of technology, trainingt lirogranis , andI personnel 

The extent of of 

Chapter XXIII otlines the types of liquid and pIlicies that reward efficiency and achievement. 

gaseous effluents and solid wastes that ar'e likely to 6. 	 Close coordination of all concerned organizat ions 
originate from fertilizer plants and the measures that at the working level. Particular emlpiasis shouli 
are commonly used to minimiz'e their effect on the I "! placeil on coordinating, infrastruIcture 
environment, development and agricult ural prograrirs with 

fertilizer production and/or (list ribut ion. 

In general, pollution control should aim to: 7. Exploration of possibilities for integrating 
fertilizer manufacture with other industries. 

I. Protect the health and welfare of employees in the These possibiliies shtould tie sought for and 
plant by controlling in-plant atmospheric quality consummated when advantageous. For example, 
and minimizing contact with toxic substances, a copper'-snelling industry may ie planned in 



such a way that it will produce sulfuric acid for 
a phosphate fertilizer production unit. 

lnternational organizations shotld adopt or con
tinue policies to cal 't ( research and development 
in areas that will he of general benefit to developing 
countries. Priority should Ie giveln to increasing 
the quantity and efficiency of fertilizer use through: 

1. 	 l'rOmotional Lctivities to dulllonstiatl Ihe value of 
ferlilizers fa.)r increasing crop production and to 
assist in lnaikel develo meIt. 

2. 	 t)eveloplnent and use of improved forms or 
cofl)ositions of fertilizel' lat(rials, especially 
those that may ie more eff'ective in tropical or 
sutrt'otical agricultu1re. 

3. 	 Improvement of placement and timing of' applica-
tioll ;1tad pl'optjir balrance of nutltrients, 

• .	 Itther imprvt!d practices (Watol' control, plant 
plrotection, ttc. ). 

5. 	 lJevelopment of new varieties of plants thaI 
utilize fertilizer mol'e efficiently or supply part 
of their requirement through sylntuiolic nitrogen 
fixation, 

International organizations should also assist 
through research and developllent on utilization of 
difficult ores of types that occur in several developing 

Countries, This activity may include improvements 
in mining and bleneficiation techniques, selection or 
adaptation of processes, or development of new 
prlocesses, 

Identification or development and adoption of 
appropriate technology processes would be very help
ful to many countries in early stages of development. 
Such processes should employ small, simple, inexpen
sive plants, often with liberal use of labor. 

Internalional organizations should gather, 
evaluate, and disseminate inlomation on technology 
and economics of nanture, distribution, and ure 
of fertilizers; this infolima Iion should include the 
results of research and development outlined above. 

International financial agencies should support 
new facilities when inve-stment capital cannot otherwise 
be obtained. They should support plrojects aimed at 
the tr':nsfti, of new technology, including low-level 
technology when apropri;te. 

Appropriate intel'n;tt ional organizations should 
ilmlrove the collection, evaluation, and dissemination 
of data relating to fertilizer consumption, demand, 
and supplies, including Correlation with food 
production and i'aw material supplies. They should 
use this information to make more accurate and timely 
fore('asts of' needs to plronote orderly development of 
the industry. 'h, I NIl)O/FAO/World Bank Working 
Grou I ) on FeIrtilizer's has been giving this matter 
extensive attention. 



III Role of Fertilizer in Agriculture
 

Introduction 

Agriculture has been constantly evolving since
the initial agricultural revolution some 10,000 years 
ago. This initial revolution was the result of 
domestication of andplants animals to serve man's 
needs and led to the generation of food production in 
excess of the requ remcen ts of thc agricu Itu rapopulation. This agricultural surplus was availat IC' 
for consumption by city dwellers, and the growth (if
local trading centers and cities began. This 
developcnt of urban centers allowed man's energies
to be channeled into nonagricultural activities and led 
to the wldvmnces in scientific knowledge and 
subsequent. technological advances upon which nodern 
agriculture is so heavily based (M). 

Along with this in reased lood production

capacity came increases in the human population (2). 

The increased population 
 growth then exerted further
 
pressure 
 on food supplies which led to increased areas brought under cultivation, more intensive
 
cultivation of existing arable 
 land, or improved

technology. Often the output-enhancing factors were
operating concurrently; the strength of each factor 
depended upon the relative scar'city of the inputs into
 
the agricultural production process 
 (3). In general,however, agi'ic.uitur'1 output expanded primarily
through ircreas(es in the area brought under 

cultivation and grazing. Hlistorically, the pressures

created by a rising man:land ratio were relieved 

partially by famines which r'educed the population and
by migration to less densely settled ar'eas which 

increased the 
 land suplidy. The great. migrations from 

the Chinese river valleys to other parts of China and 

to Southeast Asia as well as European migration to
Oceania and the New World were due, in part, to 

pressures on ;.gricultural 
 land and in almost static
agricultural production technology, 

The overriding factor leading to pressures on

tile land resources 
 prior to the 20th century was
the decline in soil f,'rtility which accompanied 
permanent agriculture. The slash and burn systemwas used extensively in most areas not located in well 
watered river valley-river delta systems where annual 
silting tended to restore some soil nutrients. As 
population increased, the fallow period declined,fertility declined, and finally, under 

soil 
continuous 

cropping, a stable but low level of yield was usually
reached ('t, 5). Even temperate areas such a s 
Europe existed for very long periods4 of time on forest
fallow, shifting cultivation on bush and grassland,
and various forms of short fallow-systems (13). The 
low-level equilibrium yield levels achieveid under 
permanent r'ainfed or irriigated agriculture wereoccasionally shifted upwards due o technological
improvements such as the Fnglish agricultural
revolution which resulted in the Norfolk crop-rotation
system relying heavily upon forage and green manure 
crops and higher levels of manure application to
improve soil fertility. Nevertheless, the system
remained ependent almost(! exclusively on inputs
supplied from the farming sector (7). 12 

The industrial revolution began the chain of 
events which has led to present-day agriculture in
the developed countries which is characterized by
heavy purchases of inputs from the nonagricultural
sector and the widespread application of science and 
technology to the agricultural production process.
Foremost among these modern l)urchased inputs is 
chemical fertilizer. 

The transition from )reindlustrial agric(ulturer,
which was characterized by long-run annual rates of
increase in agricult ural output of aIout 11,, to 
modern-day agriculture characterized by growth rates
in output of fo a 2 1 to Tl',has teel heavily dependent 
upon overcoming the soil fertility problems mentione 
earlier. Although some progress in this area has been 
achieved by more intensive use of crop rotations and 
green manuring , the overwhelming influence inincreasing the supply of crop nutrients has been 
through increase(d application of chemical fertilizers. 

The Contribution of Fertilizer to A ricultural Output 

Several studies are available which attempt
(I) to estimate the contributio:, of fertilizers to 
increased agricultural output o. er time or (2) to
estimate the proportion of current agricultural output
which is accounted for by the fertilizer input. In
general, the developing countries have only a small 
proportion of foodtotal output attributable to 
fertilizer use, btut the contribution of fertilizer to 
subsequent increases in output. is much higher (8). A 
more balanced r'elationshipi exists witt'in most.
developed countries. The contribution of fertilizer 
depends heavily upon the ofsources increased 
output--increased area brought under cultivation orincreased yield per hclare cultivated. Although
fertilizer applications may be necessar-y to bring new
lands under cullivation, its mnajor influence acts 
through the yield-increasing component. PlinstrupAnder,,ell discusses the nethods of estimating the 
relative contrit ion of fertilizer to output (8).
'lable I summarizes his estimates for the Developing 
Market Economies for cereal crops only. Ierdt. and
Barker, using a 10: 1 response ralio assumpltion,

estimated that maximum
the contribution of fertilizer 
to total cereal production i South and Southeast Asia 
in 1971-72 was .. t,, while Ihe contribution of fer'til
izer to cereal pro(duction increase as of 1971-72 was 
51.2, (9). well speculates that a, inmuch ;is 501,
of the increased grain production during the last 
20 years was attributable to increasedl fertilizeruse (!10). In the United States, Christen.sen, et al.,
estimated that about 55'i, of UJ.S. grain yield increase 
over the 19,10-55 period was (due to fertilizer while 
the Council for Agricultural Science ind 'Technology
(CAST) estimated that about one-third of U.S. grain
production was due to fertilizer (11, 12. . Shaw and
IDurost attributed 25'1, of the " 2,51i kg/ha yield
increase for' U.S. maize between 1929 ,nd 1962 to 



'FABLE 1. ESTIMIATED CONTRIBUTION OF FERTILIZER TO CEREAL GRAIN PROIUCTION IN DEVELOPING MARKET ECONOMI'IES 
1948-52 AND 1972-73
 

Total increase in aw',ual cereal production (10" 
EstimaLed alillial increase due to fertilizer (10o 
% of total production increase due to fert i izer1 

% of total yield increase d[i to fertilizer 
Est imated compouinded annual rate of increase in 

production due to fvrtil izer, %
0/ of shiare Of C'oll)OIlild1111a1N rate of [rodlliction 

due to fertilizer 
% ot total vield increase dti, to fertilizer 

Developing 
La t in Near Far Market 

Africa America East East Economies 

tons) a .  12.339 40.527 21.000 81.518 155.413 
tons)f 2.523 10.779 9.240 26.226 48.243 

20.4 26.6 - 32.2 31.0 
36.4 64.9 - 49.2 57.0 

cereal 

increase 
- 1.03 0.97 0.62 0.75 

27.1 32.5 28.0 29.8 
- 66.1 85.1 42.8 54.8 

Estimated % of total 1972-71 lroduction due to fertilizer 6.6 16.2 - 15.0 15.2 

a. 	 BWised oil FoAo's Production Yea rbook est imates. 
1. 	 Estimated on tilt,1isis of increises in ferti I izer use for cereals and an average response rate of 10 kg of 

cereal gr.ius per I kg of ferti I izi'r (nutrients). 
C. Based on tfie product ion fiiiction estimates oifEvensonl (18).
 
df. Total 1)roduct io due to estimated on Lilt,basis of the average response ratio of 10:1.
i ferti I iz/r 

Source: Adapted from Pi ist rup-Andersi'n (8). 

fertilizer use while Auer and llcady, using 1939-61 
U.S. Midwest yields for corn, estimated 508 out of a 
total increase of 1,620 kg/h;i as the contribution of 
fertilizer (13, 1.1). This approach was extended by 
Auer, Ileady, and Conklin in 
in yield of maize in the U.S. 
1939-61 period (15). Their 
increases during the period is 
tabulation. 

analyzing the increase 
Midwest during the 

partitioning of yield 
shown in the following 

% of Total
 
kg/ha YieIld Increase 

Yield in 1939 1,883 
Yield in 1961 3,503 -
Yield increase 1,620 100.0 
Increase attributed to: 


Increase(] fertilizer use 508 31.4 
Variety improvement 578 35.7 

Production location 289 17.8 

Other factors 245 15.1 


The period was one in which improved varieties 
were rapidly adopted which may account for the 
relatively large effect of this factor. More recently, 
Perrin and Ileady provided estimated effects of 
nitrogenous fertilizers on a number of U.S. Midwest 
crops (16). Their results indicated that, during the 
later 1960s and early 1970s, nitrogen fertilizer was by 
far the major factor contributing to maize yields, 
about equal in im[rtance to hybrid seed for grain 
sorghum, but much less important as a contributor to 
dryland wheat yields. Finally, TVA estimates put the 
current contribution of fertilizer to total UJ.S. cro 
output as 37'{ (17). 

Regardless of how important. fertilizer has been 
in increasing output, it seldom is the only factor 
limiting agricultural production or is the complete 
answer to overcoming food supply protblems. Over-
emphasis on a single production input detracts from 
the complex and interrelated nature of the agricultural 
production process (18). The key rule of providing 
the adequate inputs which complement fertilizer use 
has become labeled as the "package approach. " 
Schultz has characterized traditional agriculture as 
an agricultural system which is, in general, poor 
but efficient. (19). It is also a system in which no 
single factor can be identified as the constraining 
element to increased output -iod productivity. Iligh 
rates of return to any single factor such as fertil
izer are difficult to obtain because one or more 
additional factors constrain the economic response 

obtained by fertilizer (or other input) use. There
fore, increased rates of return to traditional agricul
ture as a whole are obtainable only through the 
provision of a new on improved package of production 
technologies. '['he typical components of a package 
are 	 new or imprt(ved irrigation and drainage facilities, 
crop varieties with the genetic capability to exhibit 
large responses to higher levels of inputs, fertilizer 
materials and fertilization practices, and improved 
capabilities to control crop pests and diseases. 

In 	a more general vein, a close historical 
relationship exists between cereal yields and fertilizer 
use per hectare of arable land (figure 1). I'his 
illustrates thit, as yields increase, the ability of the 
soil to supply adequate amounts of nutrients 
decreases and fertilizer use rises. Observations 
which lie well above the confidence limits for the 
curve represent areas of very high native soil 
fertility (United States, Argentina), very favorable 
input:output price ratios (Yugoslavia, Japan), or 
very favorable environmental factors such as solar 
radiation and irrigation (Egypt). Observations lying 
below the curve represent cases where the necessary 
complement of technical-managerial inputs is not 
adequately supplied (El Salvador) or a single major 
input (such as irrigation water) is in short supply 
(Portugal, Israel). Htowever, it should be noted that 
the fertilizer application rates shown for each country 
in figure 1 are obtained by dividin, the total use of 
N + 1'2Os + K20 in that country by the total esti
mated arable hectares in that country. The resulting 
application rate obtained may differ considerably from 
the application rate on grain cropland. In some 
countries, cash or nonfood crops receive heavier 
fertilizer applications than grain crops. In some 
countries much or even most of the fertilizer used is 
not applied to arable cropland but to grassland 
(pasture or rangeland). In such cases, a deceptively 
high figure is obtained by dividing the fertilizer use 
by arable hectares (e.g. , Netherlands and Australia). 

This chapter proceeds by examining some of the 
key fertilizer-related inputs which contribute to prof
itable fertilizer use (particularly soil-plant-fertilizer 
relationships). 'Ihe economics of fertilizer use is 
then discussed with reference to the various levels at 
which economic analysis is used within the fertilizer 
sector.
 

The Effect of Fertilizers in Crop Production 

An analysis of the crop production system 
provides an adequate perspective to identify the role 
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Source: Private Communication from J.W. Couston, 

Figure 1. National Use of Fertilizer and Grain Yields, 40 Countries, 197276. 

of fert ilizers in crop product ion. The eaiding "ihe develo(pmeni of the soil isfeatures of the pr'iiduction 	 marked by thesyslel a 'e summarily apl)earance of soil horizons,reviewed in the subsequent sections, with 	
which are horizontalspecial layers differing inemphassis 	 physical, chemical, and biologicalin those aspects bearing a direct I'operti's.relationship to flertilizers. The devclopm,n 

'Ihe stquenc(l of horizons co.astituItes theof the soil soil profile. Ihe soil-forming factors differ inprofile 	 theirand the 'effects of physical, chemical, and intensitybiological soil pi'opert ies 	 from one place to ana)ther;are discusse d in relation 	 thus, differentto soils are chracterized by different soil profiles.the natural levels of soil nulrints available for plantgrowth. Then, th: effect of fertilizer nutrients tpon the (tiffetetntiai,n of the soilcrop yield is analyzed ant, finally, 	 lr'file into athe modification Of si'quence of horizons occul', prmaritvthe fertilizer offect by genetic 	 Ib:,)ugh thecrop characteristics, proc(ss of wealhering. Rtainfallcultural practices, 	 water per'coltingand moisture vIlilability is downward throughpresented. the original parent material 
produces Illechatlical changes and cltinical reactlions 
within the profile. The eichaneial effecl, consistprimarily of downward mIvi-Ient of Ihe finer parlicles

T.he .Soil such as clay, sill, and filely divids'd organic maller,leaving an elvialhtd horizon Of light ('(olo'dominatel 
by coarserThe environmental components of the 	

particles. 'his lighter colored layer iscrop generally designated Ihproduction 	 A hotizon. ()rganic acids,system are soil, w.,ter, air, and solar produced by decayingenergy. The following is a definition for "soil" given 	
organic mllette, incr'eac lbse 

by Iuckman an( Brady (20): 	
leaching capacity of the pet'col;ating railn water and
art'e responsible for cmlti'al re(actins during the 
Te i a dfualin} proCess. (lay and solule 
nutrients

"The soil may be dhefined ais ,i natural h)()dy, 	
I(
 

synthesized in profile 	 some of the principal products of' lh(,estreactions,form from a variale mixture ofbroken and weahtered tlinerals and decaying organic As the diowtw;narl velocity Ihesmatter, which the 	 of pebrcodatingcovers ea'rth in a thin layer and
which supplies, when containin Ill( ploper 

Water slows, the Inl;atri'tlals ting elflviat ,d selth and;imollnlts deposil, leve'lopjiing layersof air and water, mechanical sllppot atlnd, in part , 	
(f diposiid fitlimllate'ril 

which arelar'ker coloredsustenance for plant., 	 (lilt I tIhe I('i'tlltlation (if" 
 orgallic iml ti'. This layt's'is (Isignated Ihe Bt
hor'izon of, the' Soil pro(file.

'Ithe first concept in the definilionsoil is a natural hody, developed is that theIprimarily lhrough lying below Itthe effect of soil-forming factors oil the itrent 	
Ilhe l|ii'izon is the, tedrock

material last iffe(lilInaterial, 	 by tle siil-fotrlingr iroc(ss,which is ti, ground bedrock. 'The faclors 'l'his bedrockwhich 	 may col|,isl of 1trIlt pa ent tllalerialinfluence this formation are 	 but,(I) climate, in in sOieparticular, 	 ('as'S, the It(petr horizins (Atemnper'tute ;tl(ld precipilation; (2) living have 	
aId I1 1 horizons)

ht-en hilerive'd frotm paitr(lorganisms, especially theI ricks in anothir 
nature of parenlt 

nati ve veg tion; (.j) loation and transpritIed Ii Il' irtesent locatin bylilntltri'll, with respect to texltlr, the action of wind,st'ucture, c hetnical compos ition, 	
water, itr Iheusice. thllpperand mineralogical horizons t;sycomposition; (4) topography of tihe 	

lhe qllilh' ilni'l;lir (lo lh' undetrlying Carea; and (5) horizon mattrial.
time. The A andI II hri/iz1mls Constilte 

lb11 griculltural soils iir Ith ottint. 



The soil Contributes to crop growth by providing the tosoil supply alry, wateri, and plant nutrients to
the mechanical support for liantls and by acting as tht roots.
 
the medium through which toots obtain mint'al

nutrients, oxygen, and water. 
 (hemi(cal ''operties ot Soils--the neost itnportant 

cheniical soil piropi'ty in relatioin to plant growth isPhysial Pt'pertieof __S--iffren in the the ability of soils to suptlily th(i plants with the
soil-formng fators and parent material have essential nutrients nettded to comtltpte their life cycle.
produced the great variety of soils that can be Seventeen chlmnical etltents ;li(, requireild h plants to
ottse'ved itund the Wotvrld. These differences are conplete their g'owth andiett'otluction stages,. Soinet'ci'Lteled in tilt, p'otp't its and composition of the soil esst ntial cletnents it- 'eil't ill itatht' large
horizons. Solnie of the most apparent physical qlirt it ies and itt' called iiatcaut rieitS ; second
prolett ies of the ht'izton iar' the depth, color, grot ) is requjir'ed in stiniwhat m;l"ll qutititis and 
particle-size ttist'ibit on. anl stt'thlt't't'. at called e;vctndal'y nlttt'itIts: and tilt rimaining 

cleilt'its alt' reqtuiretdtl in relatively small qtuantititsThe t(lepth is th tlitt;itit't' tott'nflit~l ' Ulper ld an. talle( tIliCt'tonutl'ie'ttts. 'the ustilnited uptakelper
lower bountilat'ics f aI given tll 'iztlt . For the he'tai'e of ;i 9.--ton/ha lmize c'opt) is s hown in 
purpose of t't'op plItuin. the (tlt1)h of the tattle 2. 
agri,'ul~tural sitIo t,l'" "i is ttfint-d is the dtepth of'
 
the A plus B hot'izons 
 'lhe, t'ti'boIi tl pitt o' the tx'gl ;it'(' taken by 

leaves frot tIh(e air. The test of tile .\Ngr'l intl thieColo' is ill tilltpt'tAt lilt-Ilt in tflitt'tl't'nrating hydrogen tit' taken fi'on tilt' watetr ahtiti'hed by
soil hot'izons w''t', the Iht, t 'iti, 'oil t',,nponnt- l'tt, All of tht' itinaining ntitritnts not'tally 

the 
itdfilining -,oil colo' ire tilt tirgait' iitlt'ui Iottnt intl t;iktn ut. ., !he ruols f'to the so-ctale(I sit solution.

the stage f' 'Nitltion tlhte ItI; t'Irllptnds. The stl solwion consists f' lic ivailable soil water
i)tit'k-ctolut''le hrI'I/ns it ,'lt-t with high adso'ted tto t he s,,il partictitle within ltensions ofo'ganit' mattel' tatiti whil light ',t, indictit, low ttetwteen inld 1t5 atn1/3 ;int] tit' tions intd titions
organic mittet h'v,'ls 10-td it , lyuit;il ,,f highly lissttlvt'tl frot the toil tOlids . What is real ly
wcatht rth t totitail 'is, with xiz'di.ed ion iltpot'tant to is ft';it'tion of tit'plants tIhe thlllictil
COtMliPOtll,. iltient in tit' sol th;at is in the s,,itsolubl solution 

rather than the tutuitl amumnt of tlih' itAintil itself.
'the paItici-siz' tlisltittll or sit textut'e 'The pr'tqtop'titn of ntitrints availahle to) plants is notrl ecl'~ts the' rl'altiv+'e propoirtion III* <'1;1., ,ilt , and sand Ai fixed 1"l';t ion oif' Ihe total ,()i] n l'i t 'enIs but 

particles in the sid horiztn . Ihe A hortm'iztn tends to dlpends, to a tt''t;in t'tnntIlt, It r,er[i'r t'tie's ifhave ;1 coa'ser te.tur, while the 11 horizon has I lite stiil and ivi vit'ay w Iith tii). and tripping
finer textute ;is ti tcnstlulrti'tf ,' thte ittumutitill Of pract ices. 
fine particles uluviitt d fioll thi A hol'izon. 
Mtiun-tt'xtured soils are gi'nvrally the ItesI ftr Tht availability tIf lniutrituts ill soils iV, affettttel
Agt'icultutidl prdution. priinatily ty 'hemical soil pt'top'i'ties like lta'entmaiteriall coniposit ion, sil acidity (,1+ 

I14[, catIion 
'ThC structure of the soil r'tfh'cts the legree of exchtinge' capacity ( intlm t'g, nwa.',' i ttit' iint'tit.

aiggregation tf t'he soil paritices into soil aggregates. Each if thest f ht't discutissedor is in tuiirn.
 
The aggiegates tt'tvidt' the' oil hirizons with a
 
netwttrk of pores of lifftrent sizes that permit the Pai'ent latetials l ifft-' in t he'ir chtmical
flow ttf air as well is the Iet'cot;ition and rt'tention if tillniposition This f't is itlustt'ditt ii ttilCle 3, where
soil wiatet" net'essil'y p lnt The watel thefor gm'owlh. elemental tomlloositio Of foutr difft'tt'nt typts of
stability of the aggregates is a desilite quality Of t'it'ks is pt'estenlei. Aftet thi' triceus of soilthe soils since it tiln'its the fret' iltaintige of foutination has tikt'n ilcite , 

tHie 'once'nt'ation of
excessive water without distupting the network of eletments in a typical reslting soid is ni longtr the 
poles, thus avoiditng tht' coindition tof Watti' saturtio sItlltu tis in the ptietnt rtate'itl. 'Tabli I show:, Ihewhich is undesirable fot the gi'ogwth of most plant,,. concentrat ion of t'hnivlttt in eihrlt oils. Itl gent'trl,
O'ginic comlitOUnds, lJl'{Itlt'etl byv the t'cotnl)utsition if the tt'tct's., of we'atheitl 'iig ttitS l tI i 't ,t i lhesoil orgalnic Mattt', play i trinijo role as tindig t " cition ;cont'ntrl'tiion oilutlt like a', Mgr 

, K, ind 
'ig'nts for soil ptitihes, thus eiltant'ing the wafeitt'r Na, which ate iartly dist,olh'ld itileiichd liy the' 
stability of, these tiggregates . rainfall witi'l'. ()it Ih othe' hatdil, hirhly it,olitli'ceqinentl. ]H~v Si, Fe, Mni, andil At itend to, iliCitais 

The effect otf physicsil sit ll tivntis upoti plant theilt rt;ltivi' 'ttne'i'tltratitin it't' tlthey ,tti plaic'ie
gt'owth and yield &iistrftted in tht quality 

iti 
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TABLE 3. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ROCKS OF THE 
EARTH'S CRUST 

HOW SOIL pH AFFECTS AVAILABILITY 
OF PLANT NUTRIENTS 

Constituents 
Igneou 
(95%) 

% Composition of Rocksa 
Shale Sandstone Limestone 
(4%) (075%) (0.25%) 

Strongl~y Aeid StrnglyV An 

Si02 
A12 03 
Fe203 
FeO 

59.12 
15.34 
3.08 
3.80 

58.11 
15.40 
4.02 
2.45 

78.31 
4.76 
1.08 
0.30 

5.19 
0.81 
0.5 
0.54SULFUR 

PorASSIIUM 

TiO2 1.05 0.65 0.25 0.06
 
CaO 5.08 3.10 5.50 42.57 

MgO 3.49 2.44 1.16 7.89
 
MnO 0.12 Trace Trace 0.05 

K20 3.13 3.24 1.32 0.33
 
Na20 3.84 1.30 0.45 0.05 

CO, 0.10 2.63 5.04 41.54 

P20 0.30 0.17 0.08 0.04 

S02 0.65 0.07 0.05
 

0.05 - - 0.09 
H20 1.15 4.99 1.63 0.77 


Total 99.65 99.95
99.15 99.98
 

a. Percentages in parentheses indicate percentages 

of rocks in the earth's crust.
 

b. And metamorphic.
 

Source: Jackson, M. L. 1964. "Chemical Composition 

of Soils," IN Chemistry of the Soil, F. E. Bear, ed., 

p. 71-141, Reinhold Publishing Company, New York,

New York. 
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Source: Sprague, H.B. 1964. t!1wSlqi[I)CI. N.Y., David McKay
 
Company,p.18.
 

Figure 2. Effects of Soil Reaction on Availability to Plants of Soil Nutrients 
(after Truog). The Width of the Bar Determines the Relative Availabilitv of 
Each Element with a Change in Soil Reaction. 

TABLE 4. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SELECTED SOIL PROFILESa
 

Norfolk Sassafras Ontario 
 Loam from Hagerstown Cascade Marshall Summit

Fine Sand, Sandy Loam, Loam, New 
 Ely, Silt Loam, Silt Loam, Silt Loam, Clay from
Constituents Florida, Virginia, % York, % Nevada, Tennessee, Oregon, % Iowa, % Kansas, % 

Si0 2 91.49 85.96 76.54 
Ti0 2 0.50 0.59 0.64 
Fe203 1.75 1.74 3.43 
A12 03 4.51 6.26 9.38 
MnO 0.007 0.04 0.08 
CaO 0.01 0.40 0.80 
MgO 0.02 0.36 0.75 
K20 0.16 1.54 1.95 
Na20 Trace 0.58 1.04 
P205
SO3 

0.05 
0.05 

0.02 
0.07 

0.10 
0.08 

Ignition loss 1.83 1.91 5.30 
Nitrogen 0.02 0.02 0.16 

a. The furrow-slice of a representative mineral soil 

earth to the acre (2,242,000 kg/ha).
 

61.69 73.11 70.40 72.63 71.60 
0.47 1.05 1.08 0.63 0.81 
3.87 6.12 3.90 3.14 3.56 
13.77 8.30 13.14 12.03 11.45 
0.12 0.44 0.07 0.10 0.06 
5.48 0.37 1.78 0.79 0.97 
2.60 0.45 0.97 0.82 0.86 
2.90 0.91 2.11 2.23 2.42 
1.47 0.20 1.98 1.36 1.04 
0.18 
0.12 

0.16 
0.07 

0.16 
0.21 

0.12 
0.12 

0.09 
0.11 

7.62 8.82 4.25 6.01 6.60 
0.10 0.27 0.08 0.17 0.09 

is considered to contain approximately 2,000,000 lb of dry
 

Source: Buckman, II.D., 
and N. C. Brady. 1969. The Nature and Properties of Soils, p. 24, The Macmillan
 
Company, New York, New York.
 

the increase of N and S in the profile, due to the 
decomposition of and incorporation of fresh organic 
materials produced by plants growing in the soil 
during early stages of development. Chemical 
compounds in developed soil are fairly stable and 
rather insoluble in water. Natural rate of 
solubilization and release of nutrients to the soil 
solution is, in general, a slow process and, in most 
cases, will be to supply thenot enough nutrient 
requirements for sustained production of high crop
yields like those illustrated in table 2. 

Soil reaction or pHi is an important factor 
controlling nutrient availability. The relation between 
soil pH and the availability of some soil nutrients is 
shown in figure 2. The range of p11 corresponding
to the highest nutrient availability is not the same for 
all nutrients. Despite that, most nutrients present 

the highest or close to the highest availability within 
the narrow pH range of 6.5 to 7.0, which may be 
called the optimum pH range. The pli values above 
the optimum range decrease the availability of 
micronutrients, with the exception of molybdenum.
The availability of boron decreases only up to pH 
8.5, increasing after that level. Among the 
macronutrients, nitrogen, calcium, and magnesium 
decrease their availability above the optimum pH
level, while phosphorus presents a pattern of 
availability similar to that of boron. A severe 
reduction in phosphorus availability occurs at pH
levels below 6.0. The remaining nutrients do not 
present severe availability reductions until pH
decreases to levels below 5.5. 

Soil p1l can be corrected by using soil 
amendments. The most commonly used soil

Z?.. 



amendments are lime or sulfur compounds, depending the process. Some of the partially decomposed andon whether the initial pil level in the soil is too low more resistant materials, together with newlyor too high with respect to the optimum (see synthesized compounds, form the second and morechapter XX). The correction of soil pHl by using soil stable fraction of the soil organic matter, calledamendments is a common practice in modern farming. humus. Another part of the decomposed freshCalcium carbonate (lime) is the most commonly used material is stabilized through the formation ofsoil amendment to raise soil p1l, while some sulfur clay-organic compounds. In these compounds, thecompounds can be used to lower soil ptl when it is organic matter is protected from the activityexcessively high. In both cases, the role of Ca and enzymes, and further decomposition is ret arded. 
of 

S as soil amendments is different from their role assoil nutrients. In spite of the relatively low concentration of 
stabilized organic matter in the soil, it isThe cation exchange capacity a very(CEC) of soil is an active component in relation to the principal soilimportant chemical property with respect to nutrient functions of supplying water and nutrients for theavailability. The CEC is the sum of negative charges growing plants. Colloidal humus compounds can storeof the soil colloids that can be neutralizc_3 by cations quantities of water and nutrients several times largerfrom the soil solutions. Cations occupying these than those which can be stored by a similar weight ofnegatively charged positions are loosely bound to the mineral colloidal compounds. This is because thesoil colloids, and they represent a readily available organic colloids have higher water adsorption capacitysource for replenishment of the cations in the solution and higher cation exchange capacity relative to thewhen they are being taken up by plants or being inorganic colloids. 

leached down by excessive rainfall or irrigationwater. The negatively charged sites are available for The soil organic matter is the most importantstorage of nutrients and. in this respect, soils with source of indigenous nitrogen and sulfur for plantlarge CECs are less susceptible to rapid depletion of growth. These two elements are not present in theavailable nutrients than soils with low CEC va!ues. parent material in significant anounts and, thus, theClay minerals produced during the soi!-forming soil nitrogen and sulfur available for plant growthprocess and organic compounds producec irom organic proceeds almost entirely from the decomposition ofmatter decomposition constitute the soil colloids and organic compounds. The nitrogen and sulfur cyclesthe source of negative charges giving high CECs. are somewhat similar in nature and are among the 
most important cycles that operate to support life onSoil Or~anic Matter--The organic matter con- earth. A simplified representation of the nitrogenstitutes a relatively small fraction of the soil cycle is shown in figure 3. The key aspects incomponents; the most common range of concentration managing nitrogen fertilizer for maximum efficiencyis between 3% and 5%. Light-textured soils, as well are concerned with the loss mechanisms of leaching,
as highly eroded soils, usually have lower organic denitrification, and NI-a 
 loss through volatilization. 

matter concentration while organic soils and certainsoils derived from volcanic ash materials may have The supply of nitrogen from the soil is notconcentrations several times higher than the norm. directly proportional to the amount of soil organic 
matter, although the relation between organic matterTwo fractions can be identified as the main and total nitrogen tends to be fairly constant aroundcomponents of soil organic matter. One is composed the ratio of 20:1 on the average. The amount ofof fresh decaying material consisting of roots, stems, organic nitrogen transformed into nitrogen availableand leaves of dead plants; waste material of large for crop production depends not only on the totalanimals, insects, and small animals living in the soil; amount of nitrogen or organic matter present in theand soil microorganisms. Enzymes produced by soil soil profile but also on the nature of the organicmicroorganisms activate the decomposition of fresh matter compounds and other soil properties. Figure 4organic material with water and CO 2 produced during illustrates one case where the uptake of nitrogen by 
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Figure 3. Schematic Representation of the Nitrogen Cycle, Emphasizing Human Activities that Affect Fluxes of Nitrogen.
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Figure 4. Nitrogen Uptake by Corn Versus Soil Organic Matter in Samples of 

Two Different Soil Types. 

plants grown in soils from two different origins
remains within the same range, that is, when the 
organic matter content is 1%-,t% for one group of soils 
and 8%-11% for the other. 

The Fapply of phosphorus from decaying organic 
matter is recognized as another important contribution 
to the pool of available nutrients. In some soils, up 
to 50% of the available phosphorus is estimated to 
have originated from organic decomposition. Some 
adverse effects from high levels of soil organic matter 
on the availability of micronutrients have been 
detected. The formation of organic-metallic com
pounds is considered to be the cause for strong 
temporary binding of soluble micronutrients in orgaric 
soils. 

Another important role of organic matter in the 
soil is in maintaining soil structure. Some organic 
compounds act as binding agents by holding together
the basic soil particles (clay, silt, and sand) making 
up the soil aggregates. The degree and form of 
aggregation are expressed through the classes of soil 
structure. Aggregition is a property that prevents 
the soils from becoming a solid, compact mass. The 
connected spaces existing within the aggregates form 
the pores; these pores are the channels for the 
movement of water and air through the soil. After 
the excess of water has drained to the subsoil, part
of the remaining water adsorbed to the soil particles
constitutes the available water for plapt growth.
Soils high in organic matter tend to have better 
structure and thus a higher water-holding capacity
than poorly structured soils. 

Fertilizer Nutrients 

Crop yield is determined by (1) the genetic
potential of the plant being cultivated; (2) the 
relative availability of inorganic nutrients, water, 
C0 2 , and light energy during the growing cycle; and 
(3) the degree of interference from living organisms
and physical factors in the production system. The 
objective of modern crop production technology is to 
bring production facto- s to an optimum level and to 
minimize the effect of all sources of interference 
within the bounds of the prevailing economic 
conditions. Assuming an ideal situation, maximum 
crop yield will be attained when all production factors 
are at the optimum level and the degree of 
interference is at its minimum. Under these 
circumstances, the maximum yield is determined solely
by the genetic potential of the crop plant. In 
general, however, the costs of modifying all 
controllable factors influencing plant growth to obtain 

a imaximun are high to returns,yields too relative the 
and less than maximum yields are morc economic. Thisis illustrated in the next section. 

Chemical fertilizers may be economically used
when the level of available soil nutrients is below the 

needed for optimum economic returns. The 
response to a given dose of fertilizer depends, to a 

extent, upon the quantities and forms of 
..- ;tal nutrients in the soil at the time of 
application. Figure 5 illustrates a typical case where 
the initial phosphorus status between two soils varies 
markedly. 
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Source: Sing, B.R., L.Sing, and B.P. Sing. 1973. "Response of Dwarf 
Wheat Triticum aetivum .) to Graded Dotes of Pand K on Soils of 

Different Available P Status," Journal of Agricultural Science, 80:251-253. 

Figure 5. Average Wheat Yield Response to Fertilizer Phosphorus on Nine Soila 
with Medium or Low Levels of Available Phosphorus and Four Soils with High 
Levels. 

Yield responses to fertilizer application also are 
dependent upon the type of fertilizer material applied 
and the inputs of other factors influencing the 
production process. Figure 6 illustrates this by
showing the effect of increasing application rates of 
three different phosphorus sources for beans. The 
main difference between the sources is the solubility 
of the phosphate compounds. The phosphate in the 
triple superphosphate is the most soluble source, 
providing the highest amount of available phosphorus 
to the growing crop. The phosphate in the two 
phosphate rocks is less soluble to plants, and this is 
reflected in the lower yields attained by the rates of 
P applied as phosphate rock as compared to yields 
attained by the same rates of P ,pplied as triple 
superphosphate. 

The method used in applying the fertilizer to the 
soil is another aspect to be considered. After the 
fertilizer is applied and it becomes incorporated into 
tle soil, the nutrients in the fertilizer begin to 
solubilize. The soluble nutrients may not only be 
taken up by plants but also may be rendered 
unavailable due to secondary processes in the soil. 
Deep percolation, volatilization, and fixation into 
insoluble forms are some of the processes that 
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Figure 6. Bean Yield Response to Phosphorus Rates Applied in Fertilizers with 
Different Phosphorus Soluhility. 

prevent the full utilization of' applied nutrients by(cr'0I)5 'Ihe relative importance of each of Ihese / /
 
)r'ocesses is not the saint in all soils nor 
 for all WITHOUTfertilizers. and the predominance of one or another FERTILIZER 

pr(-ess will depend primaril' y upon the steCific 30 kg N/hacharacteristics of Ilit' soil, water and soil temlperature

Status in Ihe soil profile, fertilizer source, 
 and the Source: The International Rice Research Institute. 1974. The IRRI Annualp articulart rop grown. Report for 1974. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines, P.O. Box 933, Manila, p.167. 

h'lle degre'e of' physical contact hetween Ihe soil Figure 7. Relative Grain Yield of IR26 Rice Grown under Rainfed Conditionsand ert ilizet' t'tasicles and the local ion of f.ertilizer without Fertilizer Nitrogen and with 30 kg Nitrogen/ha asUrea under Different 
profile are importlnt ahpects rotrolling the (fficiln Methods of Application. Farmer's Field, Malayantoc, Nueva Eciia, Philippines,
of fertilizer recove.y h.v crops. Both aspects can le 1974 Wet Season.
 
manipulaled to1a ct'ain extent hy 
 the form in which 
the fert ilizer is applied to the soil. Extensiveresearch has heen (conl uct ed to identify application fertilizers. 'Fall varieties with weak stems cannot
procedures Ihal will ensure the highest level of support the weight of the additional grainutilization of fertilizer nutrients hy crops producedfot' as a response to the use of nitrogen fertilizers;different fertilizer materials used tinder liff'erent therefore, crop lodging occurs. Short varietiescrops, soils, and climatic and managemenl conditions. proved resistant to lodging and are thus able toFigure 7 illustrates the average effect of four produce higher yields in response to nitrogendifferent melhods of applying fertilizer nitrogen to fertilization. Physiological differences among varietiesrainfed rice grown during the 197,1 wet season by could also explain differences in grain yield responsePhilippine farmers. 'The highest yield increase over to the same rates of fertilizer applications. Using athe no-nitrogen treatment is produced when using the periol of 3 years, figure 8 illustrates differences in"mudball" method of application, which consists of the average response to nitrogen rates of two riceenclosing the nilrogen fertilizer into a ball of clay, varieties: the short, sliff-strawed IR-8 and theletting it (It,. and finally locating the hall in the Indica variety. IR-8, which 

tall 
was one of the firstreduced zone of the soil profile. Nitrogen losses hy high-yielding varieties developed by the Internationalvolatilization and deep percolation ire reduced thus, Itice Research Institute (11II11) in the Philippines,there is a steady supply of nilroren to tht' crop roots outyielded the local Indica variety al all rates ofduring the gr'owing season. Ihis situation contrasls application of nitrogen fertilizer. 

with the case when the ferilizer is 'incorporatet" orfully mixed with the soil. 'Ihe high degree of conlact Figure 8 also illustrates the effect of theamong the soil. floodwat "r, and fertilizer in the time-of-planling or season effect, another importantupl)er zone of' the profile resu Its in imltortant factor influencing yield response to fertilizer applied.nitrogen losses reflected in the small yield increase While tile response to nitrogen of the local variety isover the no-fertilizer treat lent. 'Ihe other two the same for each season, the I11-8 variety showstreatments represent intermediate situations between considerably more response during the winter season."'mudballing'" and "incorporating." 'his is because high-yielding varieties such as IIt-8 
have shorter and more erect leaves as compared with
I1e long (trooping leaves of the tall traditionalEffectof 'ropl_Varie.andI CuEltur'al lract ices variel ics. ''his erect-leaf geometry allows light to 
penetrate deeply into the leaf canolty so that even theAgronomic research has shown that the effect of lower leaves receive sufficient light to carry onfertilizers on crop yield is dependent not only on the photosyn thesis and produce the carbohydratesspecies being cullivated but also on the varieties necessary for growth. 'T'he winter season in thewithin a given species. A variety represents a tropics typically has a higher level of solar radiationspecific uombination of genetic potential with respect than Ihe sumnier because there are fewer cloudyto morphological and physiological character'istics of days . Varieties which can take advantage of thisthe plant . Some morphological characteristics of Ihe high 1e el of solar radiation are more r'esponsive toplant, such as the length and strength of the slem in ferl ilizers. Even within a given season , daterice plants, have pr'oved to be extremely important. in planting has a sizable 

of 
effect on the r'esponse of manyrelation to the resl)onse of rice varielies to nitrogen crops to fertilizer applications. Early planting allows 
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Figure 8. Comparative Performance of IR8and Local Indica Rice Varieties 

in Increasing Rate of Nitrogen (Average of Three Summer (S) and Three 

Winter (W) Seasons). 

the plants to take full advantage of favorable 

conditions in order to achieve a complete developmentof the vegetative cover before entering into the 
reproduction and grain formation phase. This is anSore 
importantbecause fullfavorable consequence of early plantingvegetative development means that the 

plant develops maximum photosynthetic capacity 


photosynthetic thecapacity therelative to other ofproductionplant factors.is one of Thisthe 
most important elements determining final grain yield. 

Figure 9 illustrates the average 
 effect of nitrogen
applications overplanting times. six varieties at four differentLate planting should result in less 

acceleratethan full vegetative development sincethe plant differentiationclimatic factorsinto the
reproductive stages to ensure seed formation before 
the growing season is over. The less-than-complete 
vegetative development results in less photosynthetic
capacity and lower grain yield. 

Moisture Supply and Fertilizer Response 

Water is an essential element for plant growth,
and it is taken up from the soil profile by the root 
system. Soil water comes primarily from rainfall orirrigation, but the behavior of the water in the soil 

profile is essentially independent of the source. 
Duringis awithheavy rain, andall thethe porous spaceflled water, soil is said toofbetheat soilthe 
state of saturation. After the rain ceases, part of 

the water the drains, aslower levelsin soilby the force of gravity.it is pulled down toThe water
remaining in the soil after the draining corresponds
to the state of field capacity (FC) and represents
the main source of water for plant growth. But not an of the water stored in the soil at field capacity is
available for plants. As plant rom roceed
absorb water, the remaining water is being adsorbed 

to 

by the soil particles until a point is reached where
the roots are no longer able to extract additional
moistfure. This stage of moisture in the soil is calledavaiabl forplats.s pant oot proeedto 
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and Soil Moisture Tension on Nitrogen Response of Upland Rice," IN
Internationa Symposium Fertiliton Sl Evalation Proceedings Kanwar,
 
J.S., e0t. al. eds., New Delhi, India, Indian Socief 
 of oI Scien, 1:487-497. 

Figure 9. Effects of Level of Nitrogen on the Grain Yield (Average of Six
 
Varieties) of Upland Rice at Four Dates of Planting, IRRI, 1969 Wet Season.
 

permanent wilting point (PWP) because plants subject 

tonot this tomoisture wit die theyablesoil recuperatelevel and sincewhen transferred to area
water-saturated environment. The forces holding
water to the soil between field capacity and permanent

wilting point do not increase at Sc rate,
linear but
 
thepn increase at an increasing rate as the available
 
water becomes depleted. The specific rate of increase

is a characteristic for each soil type, associated
primarily with the soil texture.
 

Plants react to soil moisture stress by decreasing
the rate of water loss from the leaves to the 
atmosphere. This physiological reaction is achieved
by an automatic activation of the mechanism 

controlling the opening of the stomata, stomataThe 
active wall through plantare thephotosyntheticopenings tissuesof the leaves, stems,which andthe other 
releases water vapor to the atmosphere But the 

stomatato areCO2, the is devices used (1)absorb also whichmain utilized by plantsas raw material in
the production of organic compounds through the
photosynthetic process, (2) to absorb during the2 process of respiration, and (3) to release to theatmosphere o e gases produced during
photosynthesis or phsiogcalrescTifore, whenever
the plant closes the stomata in order to decrease the 
rate of water loss, the rate of exchange of the other 
geases aterva'd. In particular, the rate of
Supply Of C fromhotoyntesisor2 espiatin.the surrounding atmosphere toTereorewheeve 
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the photosynthetic organs is decreased 	 or halted, Economics of Fertilizer Use
 
depending on the degree of the water stress, and so
 
is the production of new organic compounds by the
 
plant. The overall physiological reaction to water Production Economics Aspect

stress has a direct effect on restricting final plant

yield; the degree of the restriction depends on 
 the The basic elements of production economics as
intensity of the water stress, its duration, and the applied to fertilizer use consist of the physical
stage of development of the crop. production relationships outlined above, prices of 

inputs and outputs, the influence of time, and theSoil moisture deficiency is a main factor in individual farmer's attitude toward making decisions.
restricting the expected crop yield response when Determination of optimal fertilization rates can be
commercial fertilizer is added 	 to the soil to increase carried out by several methods which are briefly
nutrient availability to plants. A typical response described below. However, all methods are related to
interaction between water supplied and fertilizer fertilizer response functions; thus, this concept is
supplied is illustrated in figure 10 for the case of developed first. 

A response function, as with most other physical 
or economic relationships, is necessarily an 
abstraction from reality. Inclusion of all variables6.18 which logically influence yields would result in an 
impossibly complicated function. Normal practice for 
fertilizer functions is to restrict the variable inputs 
to the levels of fertilizer applied with perhaps

5.56 	 -additional variables included to help isolate the effect 
fM-305n of initial nutrient levels (soil test measures) and 

water supplied during the growing season (irrigation
4 or rainfall, suitably specified). The general4.94 2representation might then be 

4.32 4Y 	 = f(X1 , X 2 , ... X,; Xn+, ... X')Where 

Y = crop yield 

3.70 (X 1 .  Xn ) =inputs included within 
the response function as.1"having the major influence 

S3Mon production; 

(X +1, .. X,) = fixed inputs 	and the 
Z 2.47 remaining input variables 

which are assumed to be
0) unimportant. 

1.85 	 These latter factors are generally neglected, and the 
function is usually written 

1.2:3 	 Y = f(X 1 , .... X. 

A complete response relationship normally exhibits 
stages of increasing, diminishing, and negative

0 returns corresponding to more than proportional, lessthan proportional, and negative increases in output4.9 14.8 26.6 39.4 59.1 78.8 per unit of input applied, respectively. The first 
FERTILIZER P. (kg/ho) 	 and last stages of the response functions are 

uneconomic regions within which to produce, 
regardless of price relationships (21). In practice, 
residual nutrient levels in the soil are often high

Source: Engeistad, O.P., and E.C. Doll. 1961. "Corn Yield Response to enough so that the increasing returns stage is seldomobserved (except in sand or flowing cultureApplied Phosphorus as Affected by Rainfall and Temperature Variables," experiments where zero nutrient levels can be 
Agronomy Journal, 53:389-392. obtained). 

Levels of fixed factors also vary between
Figure 10. Corn Yield Response to Applied Phosphorus at Three Levels experimental trials, between farms, and between 
of June Plus July Rainfall (M) at Greenville, Kentucky. agricultural regions. For example, when phosphorus 

fertilizer prices were depressed in the United States, 
farmers applied large amounts of these fertilizer 

phosphorus. These data were derived from the same materials to calcareous soils to build up a "fertilizerbank." This became essentially a fixed input stored
soil over several years; thus, no soil type-moisture in the soil. Much higher response levels wereinteraction was present. However, when the obtained from applications of nitrogen to these soils
influence of water availability on crop response to than from soils where phosphorus levels were low.
fertilizer is studied across different soil types, the Drainage 	 of soils which are naturally poorly drainedamount of water supplied may 	 not correlate well with would give a similar upward shift in the responsea high yield. The poor relationship between rainfall function at each application level of the variable
and yield response to fertilizers across different soils input. If it desired to have estimatedis 	 an response
is a result of different soils having different moisture function originating from the origin of themovement and storage characteristics. Also, the input-output axes, the individual yield estimates may
atmospheric demand for water may differ by location, be subtracted from the mean level for allTherefore, elaborate indices of water supply for crop observations. Most of the commonly used mathematical
production have been developed, but their discussion formulations of the response relationship described
is beyond the scope of this presentation. above, such as the quadratic, square root, and 



Mitscherlich functions, represent only the second Alternatively, this condition may be stated as thc 
stage or second and third stages of the response ratio of the respective input-output prices:

function. The basic information supplied by the
 
response function is tile incremental output o)tainable 
 Ay PxI 
from increased levels of fertilizer use at each level of AX, Py
fertilizer use. This information, or some rough idea 
of this relationship, is essential to each of the three This condition gives a solution for the quantity of N
approaches now ojtlined for the determination of to aply to maximize profits. The graphical solution
optimal fertilizet' application level. to this problem is inshown figure 11 where the 

original response func: ion faced by the farmer isPa'_hal _Budet ing-- A partial budget attempts to shown as well as the marginal value product function
derive a simple cost-retur relationship between total obtained by multiplying the slope of the response 
returns to the farm or to an e'nterprise as a single function hy output price of' paddy ($0.08/kg). Theinput level is varied, For example, an Asian rice 
farmer who is currentl y applying 60 kg N/ha on his portial hiudget example is also shown where the
2 ha of pad(ly land is assumed to average 3.0 tons of aditional I .5i kg/hia of applied N gives an 
grain/ha. Based on his experience and that of his additionail 
neighbors, he calculates that an additional 50-kg bag
of urea will give him. on average. 200 kg more sing the response function data, the farmer
paddy. (This coriesponds to the farmers estimate of would, under a riskless situation ant perfect
the slope of Ithe response relationship in the knowledge, produce to point A by aplyil g about
neighborhood of the 3 ton/ha output level. ) 'Ihe 7 i
partial budget tlepicting tile costs and returns to this 78 kg of N/ha. 

A 
At this point an additional kilogram 

additional bag of urtea would be as follows (assuming of N produces about 5..ih s ekadditional paddy worth 
the additional fertilizer application costs are tn additional $0.g35 which just euals the net co of 
negligible): the additional kilogram of N applied. 

eed otie of' 50-kg of (.16-, 11 illustratesThe cost one hag urea Figure also the difference in thefar o d hk ag. of urea (*l N)N) two approaches up to this point . The partial Ibudgetdelivered to thle farm would be $ 10/bag. 

The returns for 200 kg of paddy Ca $80/ton at 
the farm gate would be $16; the net returns from the
 
bag of urea would be $16 - $10 = $6; tie percentage 3500
 
return per dollar invesled would he $6 + $!0 = 60%.
 

Alternatively, theIbudl.et could be put in terms
 
of N. One kilogram of N from urea costs $0t.435 and 3000
 

of worth $.696. Net returnsreturns 8.7 k, paddy 3000
 

per kilogram of N applied equals $0.261/kg (or

$0.261/kg x 23 kg/50-kg hag oif urea z $6.00/bag).
 
The rate of return per kilogram of N applied is 2500
 
$0.261 $0.3: 60,. A farmer generally uses
the previous method based onl fertilizer material aI iapplied while experimental work is carried out using 500 i 

the Litter method base(i on elemental nutrients
 
supplied. 
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In this example, the farmer can obtain a net ' I 
return from applying the extra bag of urea. If his f I I 1I 
cap~ital is limited, thle return per (Jollarm in vested in N 40I

must then be evaluated against alternative returns I I 1 i

that the farmer estimates he can obtain throtgh 120 I I

alternative uses of his funds or against the cost of 
 ' ! I'
borrowing additional operating capital for purchasing 1,o t I i-
the fertilizer. lowever, this simple example serves ' i I 
to emphasize the kuy elements in the decision--the 080 I I 
costs, prices, and physical productivity of the R[ 060 
fertilizer material. . 060

0 040 j I' 
onse _un Approach--'r.he 

tion approach aims for a more exact measure of how > 020 C T r STING! 
much fertilizer to apply to maximize the net profit (4) 1 _ ",
from the fertilizer input . 

. .tes tion respons e fun(- S OF. S IN 

00 2 30 40 5 60 70 80 90 100 110 12o ' 
NITROGENlUSE, kg/ho 

Using the earlier notation where 
Figure 11. Response-and.Profit Relationships.= X, the amount of N/ha applied


Y output/ha
 

the profit function is defined as example considered only one area of the reslponse 
curve (from 3,000-3, 100 kg/ha) and (considered

4 v X applying either 60 kg of N/ha or 71.5 kg/ha. The 
where Py x partial budget result found that applying the 

py = price of paddy additiMal 11.5 kg of N/ha was tprofitable (tile hatched 
pY = price of N plus the cost of area in the bottom diagram) and also indicated that.

harvesting additional paddy additional profits cou ld b obtained bybe applying even 
more fertilizer (net profit was positive), given that 

With unlimited funds to in''est in N, the farmer would funds fot' purchasing fertilizer were not limited. 
apply N until the additional returns just equaled Further, partial t'udgets would have been necessary to 
additional cost, or A value = A cost. The equation is find point A which gives the additional profits shown 
(marginal value product) = (marginal cost), on the cross-hatched area. 

AY Px In the response function approach, the influence 
of additional factors such as plant density, levels of 



phosphorus and potassium, or irrigation water 
necessitates the simultaneous equating of the marginal 
value of each of these variabiles to their prices,
Also, when capitat ta i'puichasirig feritilier is limited, 
it may not be possibe tn uichase enough ferilizr 
to get to point A in figure 11. Tlh partial budget, 
result indicated a return of 60, through buying the 
additional hag tf urea, anad this return has to be 
compared with returns obtainable from alternative 
uses of the money. The same principle appilies using 
the response flnction att'poith (22). 

Compo. und .ertiztrs--Fxelrimenta results pro
vide continuous response functions for fertilizer 
nutrients. Analysis of these response funct ions 
provides 'in economically optimal level for each 
nutrient; the ratios of these response functions do 
not, in general, correspond to the N:P:K ratios which 
are avAlable from the various compound fertilizers 
available on the market. Colwell provides the 
procedure required to choose the hOst available 
fertilizer compound given farm-level response function 
estimates (28). 

A third approch uses mathematical programming.
'This ttchnique is usually applied to whole-farm 
planning prolems where fertilization and crop choice 
are 	 often illCludhd. These models are generally not 
used to determine the optlimal application rate of 
fertilizer (alth,,ugh the li'esponse curves can be 
divided into sht'i't linear segKiments to achieve in 
approximate solution to that shown abovv). Instead, 
these models mnake an initial estimate cr the best or 
optimal fer'ilizer rate to use., and this rate is enterced 
into 	 thu activity budget for thelt'cSlt,0liVe, enterlrise. 

Returning to tilt p'iViOUS exAMaplth. the farmer 
Iay wish tat considter set'v;al alttl'rnativ' ileans of 

utilizing the 2 hat. BtaidicWs would then te con-
structed for th ll ('ntei'pi'ises whichi lterntive 
could utiliz' this lan! Ilid thei'tsot. T i'ejiriientsi 
for eah cm.i'rpr'ist stp'cified. The paddy budget 
would have ; nit igrn expense item includad, and 
this iiiiut shild tI entere(I at lt' oltital level of 
about 7W kg ha. 'Th, same shouhl hold for tie other 
ftrt ilizar-usillg (inlt'rltri'-,t' . The i',)'eali'tlur would 
tnen b to select It( ,limum farn plan ,utll)j.'t to the
Var'ious '-SrLu'(' clls!r;ainl. The )bjclive may ie 
straightfom'w~ard li't'it maximization ,i1' may take into 
consideration prfits ais well as farmer preferences
and famu'r attitudes t', risky choices., 

;Olme Further Toplcs 

A numbo'e' of items ist l' coisideredi in the 
general evaluatiln f a large nunber of fertilizer 
materials over a wide range of crops and cropping 
er vi l'on iti l . ()ml a' olf thiiese topics are now 
mentioned briefly. 

Iisk and Un a'i'tamn -- These factors we'e men-
tioned aarlier ln(] become more impor'tant the less 
controt the fairiner has ovar (I ) the production
environntn within which fertilizer is applied and 
(2) the prices r'eceiv'd for the outpmt laroduced. In 
the partial bauadget exampl. the 60'%, rate of return 
could Ie tonsidea real an avaraga i''tll'n, tt the risk 
associatal with spending mloney an addbitional N may
be so high that lhe farmemr cnsiders that rate of 
return t low t) justify the risks involved. Ill 
planning fe'lilizer usa' for th( attoling season, the
farmer must consider sinmu 'tanaausly the ittpssbile
dist'ibution of all inlput price's (including ferlilizer), 
output ri'ei.s, anti yi,'hls. hlaset (til the sulje,:tivc
evaliation of thl possible ouwcomes anal the ris ks 
associatead with each, he makes the best decistin 
commensurate with his individual beliefs. Extensive 
'efem'emnces exisl on the )rocd(lres which have been 

developed to handle these aspects of risky choice 
(23, 24). 

Time--('onsid'ration of t ime enters when the 
inflcenec of' the fertilizer extends over several 
seasons andl/oir the crop is a long-pt'rid armp. Time 
may also enier when the farmer considers a singrle
basal application of fertilizer ver'sus split alilications, 
tonsideration of time necessitates the use of 
discounting or tamlaOunding through use of a discount 
rate tat allow aomnpara'ility of 
single ioint iii time. These 
exlensively in the analysis 
re:ent exlenshini have be~en
graooning f crtps ai d caryver 
grasses 25, 2, 27). 

the alternatives at i 
toos have been used 

of fertilizer use, aiia 

made which allow for
'ffats in c'ops and 

Fertilizer 'olicy Aspects 
. 

While the micro-aspects of individual farm 
fertilizer use represent the final payoff in terms of 
increased agricultural production, there also exists a 
complex set of interrelated factors which 'iltimately
affect the profitability of the farm-level decisions on 
fertilizer use. ;oveinment policies influencing 
fertilizer use are felt most directly by the farmer in 
two areas: the relative fertilizer-crol) price ratios 
and lhe agri'ultural infriasl uctur( investments which 
influence lite responses obtained from fertilizer i:s 
well as th variatbility of' the reslinse froin season to 
season. 

Sone of the factors which have dii'ect oi indirect 
influences ,,n the fartilizer lprit at the farm gate ;u'a: 

I 'e'rilizer iproduCtion policy which determines 
local availability (.f' fertilizer materials and their 
relative cost vis-a-vis implat led mlaterials. 

2. 	 )irect subsidies on fertilizer which rtduci ihe 
priae payalte by th' farmer. 

3. 	 Foreign exchange policies which influence the 
price at which finished fertilizers and fertilizer 
intermediates om' raw materials can ie imported. 

.1. 	 The degree of proteetiton provitled locHI fertilizer 
manufacturers or rawftrt ilizer material 
producers anal the extent to which higher costs 
are pass(t on to (tonsumers. 

5. The market Structmetu re of the fertilizer-producing 
and 	 marketing sector which influences the extentto which market prices reflect true 
production-marktting c'osts, 

6. 	 Credit arrangements which allow the farmer to 
purchase promptly Iha required quantity of 
fertilizer anal avoid cidit cha'ges in ofexcess 
normal ctammrcial ate. 

7. FeMilizer tlislrilaution laxes or subtsidies which 
affect the farm-gate price level for f'rtilizer. 

Many of these and other ferntiliz'r pllicy-redated
issues and their implications in devloping ountrie, 
have been discussed by FAU and It' i)C peirsonnel
(29, t0, 31, 32). One of the major issues faced by
pivymakers in accelerating fertilizer is choosing 
between fertilizer price subsidies an(' crop lrice 
su)ports as two conpeting alternatives to ceduce real 
ferl ilizer 1aric'es . The relat ively inmiI'.o empirical 
evidence as to the eitte"' of the two allernatives is 
not conclusive. llowver', it is generally laelieved 
that Outlut pi'iC polia'y is grenerally a more powerfal
factaor influencing farn-l'va' fertilizer us' than is 
fertilizer price policy, and countries shouldl not. look 
upon fei'l ilizer suasialies as a panacea for increasing
food proitadutitn (3t). Statility of producir prices also 
has a mnajor influence on fertilizer use as do 
innovations liartaining to fertilizer as part of a crop 
inpult package. 

Land tenure arrinrenens (in also have an 

important Iaa'aa'Jing on farm-level fertilizer use if sometype of ciatp-share system is used. In many eases, 
n the farmeripays for alt fertilizer but receives only a 



portion of the output; thus, fertilizer use is
suboptimal from the national perspective. 

The influence of these factors as they affecton-farm optimal levels of fertilizer use is illustrated 
by Mudahar using a response function for nitrogen
applied to rice in Orissa, India, estimated by llerdt
and Mellor (3,t, 35). TIe response function use(i was
Y = 1,091 + I.8N -0.2077N2 where Y = paddy yield 
pee acre and N 7 pounds of N applied per acre. 
Profit-maximizing behavior is assumed. Using this 
response function generateto optimal rates of N
applied per acre, , number of factors which influence 
on-farm levels of fertilizer use are tointuOdl .
Table 5 summarizes these results and illustrates how a 
potentially profitable 1oreturn fertilzer uSe canbecome a marginal situation when all factors 
influencing fertilizer costs return's areand exptlicitly
accounted for. (;overnmen tfolie to increase the 
efficient use of fertilizer must concentrate not only on 
increasing the supply of infIuts which increase 
responses to fertilizer but must also give attention to 

TABLE 5. E(CONOMIC 

those faeto's outlined in table 5 which aclt against the
increased application of fertilizer. 

As mentioned previously, the provision of inputs
which allow the maximum response to he obtained from 
a given (lose of fertilizer is crucial in expanding the
profitabie use fertilizer . Puhlicof )olicy plays a
crucial role in providing the public goods such 
large-scale irrigation mid drainage works,

as 

transportation networks, r'mse;r'h services, and
extension services which interact to provide large 
responses Io fertilizer. 'Ihe optilm manner to
organize and financte the provision of these public
goods has received much altention following reports of 
very high r'etuI'ns to publicly funded agriculturalresearch (363). The great challenge is to design
arppr'opriate systems to ;illw the inaximum contribution 
to 	 h. made by fertilizer so that this material can 
I.rovide lhe increases in agriculturarl output to the
develo[ping countr'ies that it has already provided to 
ih(' developed nations. 

ANAtYSIS OF FERTILIZERI R;SI'tONSE FINCT ION FOR 	 RICE UNRFt 
POLICY REtIHES' 

Case 

I 
II 

I11 
IV 

V 

Vl 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

X 

XI 

;e. PU 

Policy-Related Assu iptions 

Standard 

1 and associatedl costs 

11 and cost of i'rtit 

III and 20% ,tiscom t for 


yield risk
IV and 10% discourit for 

rice price risk
 

V and 10% sfihsidy on 


fert if i zer pri (ce

IV and 10% subsidy on 


fert itizer price
IV and 10% !Injsicty on 

rice 	price
Ill 	and share tenancy (d 
501% of proce.


III and 10% discount for 

rice price risk phis share
 
tenancy (d 50% oft produce

IV and share tenancy P 50% 


of produce
}_ _:. . , . . _ --: -: 
price of nitrogen, l'- Price per 	 acre, yield peracre, AY -increaseyield iup to ferti lizatLion, MI = marginal product, AP = 	

in 
average product, and r = rate of return pe r itol ar 

invested in N. 
Source: 'udltfiar, M.S. 1978. "Needed Infformation amot Economit" Amlysis for fertilizer Policy Formio at ion,"Indian Journal of Agriciltural tconomiic, 33(3) :4 -67. 
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IV General Concepts and Definitions
 

Fertilizers: General Definition solubility in water'. Thus, it would seem that water 
solubility should provide a simiple conclusive measUre 
of the availability to plants. li"VIIunat lv tIeIBroadly speaking, a fertilizer is any material, situation is far' too compijilex fori water solubility alone

organic or inorganic, natural or synthet it . that to serve as a measure of1availability. All mal,'rials
furnishes to plants one Or moreOf tlhe! chemical are soluble in walt'r t) sosll'extrit, even tilt,most 
elements necessary for normal growth. 'The list of "insoluble. 
elements recognized as being necessary for plant
growth has increased over the years and now totals llany s)ar'ilgly soluble m)aterials hive totten fOulId
16, as shown in table I . The first nine elements are to be av;,ilatle to ilants and, in s,tnle csl(. (:Vl 

rnore elfectlive ihan readily watcr-soliil)v inateriails. 
(See ConI rolled-Relea.se F( rtilizer:,, chaptcr XXI. )

TAttLE 1. EtEI ENTS E~SSENTtAl, FOR l't.ANT UOWt Ilowever, some matrials are ,,,isotth, is tN, IWvirt Lually wor'tlhles as fert ilizer,. "T'herefore., most 

cOtlries s1ecil'y si' of ofs') ildgre'' soluhility the 
Ca rhor ntrt conteni w;I ir' t hIr' Isntrient in r 'ragen or' 

Macronit.rients (Av il1)1e I rom Hll alt('rnat.iv:'ly rs'IUir' VIentil'ication dil ipprov;rl of theair and w,ter) lygrnsourcelr' 	 of attriailOxygenllhIa~ 	 thet 

For exampl, nalrr':il organic mat'rials may he 
Primary lhosgl-isrtrivnts ac'cel)table on the hasis of total N, l'.)O, and K2 ()

Iotassium content pI-videId th sourcC of the llaatril is 

identified and approved. Syn thet ic organic materials. 
Ca Ic urn if sparingly soluili,' ay require' ,pitcial rIethods of 

Secondary nitrients Magnies i ii analysis . part icularl% if intlnild for cont rolled-
SilItlr 'uleasi' fer'ilizers. likewise . special tests mlay be 

I (il(d for colted o11rolled-rsleast' ferl iliers. 
Boroi Since most COlrmirion n Irogen ad iotassium 
Chlorine fertilizers are r(.adily watr !,(lulwe, water' soluilitCopper
 

Micronutrients usually is aceptid as evidence of lant ivailhilily, 

angaes an special nmetl,)ds are aplp)li ed to less soluble 
MoaIgandeseuill 	materials Only when thert is soie evidence to indicatetlI yilimii 	 that the low (or controlled) SOltibili y may be 

adv;an tage)us. 

In lhe case of ph,splhat:: fertilizers,, there is ;Irequired in relatively large amounts and are called wide variet y of hoth readily and sparing waler-soluble
macronutrients. 	 Of these, carbon, hydrogen and ateria;ils, and st'v'r;rl metho(Is are in i1,.'for 
oxygen are supplied by air and water and are, (viluating tlhir ;lgroommlic availathiliy. 'Tl' most 
therefore, not dealt with as nutricnts by the fertilizer common meliots ther th;ar water' solubility are ased
industry. The other macronutrients ;ire subldivided on soliu)ility.of l'(), illneirl';l or alk;ilin anminium 
into primary elements (nit rogen, Ihosphorus, and cit rale solitions Or illSolultions Of' Cilrii Orir'forlic
potassium) and secondary elernents icalcium , acid. In a(dition, lhe total l'2()t nay li ai''ilthh,,
magnesium, and sulfur). 'The remaining, seven for' some mater'ials. Some example.s of the hiasis for
elements are required in much srnailer amounts and quality conlrol of phosphate fivlilizcrs rre: 
are known as microntutrients or tcrce elements (see
chapter XX). l"r ieral Iteliiblic Of Germany--l'hosjihate is ex

pressid Is the sUm of P20, solulde in Wier;'" and
In addition to the l6 essential elements listed (alkaline) ammonium citrate. For stierlm,,iihate alabove, some other' elements have been shown ill least !0"',, of the Stun utn ie sohitihe in w;ler'. For 

certain circumstances, to be helpful in increasing COMliound fertilizrs, at least 30%, of IheIum Imtust he 
crop yields or in improving the value of crops for soluble inwater.
 
animal or human nutrition. Examples are' sodium,

silicon, and cobalt. 
 lielgium--For TSI', only tl waler-sol'il' l'2 t)r, 

may lle guiaranteed. 'The lr'oduict muilst i'ont;rin alleast. 381, water-s+olulhe 12()s. 

Fertilizer Availability 
Soft rock phiosphate mutl cortlain not less than

A commercial fertilizer is a material containing at 251 l'.Or, soluile in mineral acids, of which not less
least one of the primary nutrients in a form than ')0', must be soluble in formic acid. It mu1st be
assimilable or "available" to plants in known amounts. grounld to ;I finer,.ss sLCh that at least 901,pMsses
Generally, arplant nutrient is laken ip by plant roots through a 0. 15-rm nesh sieve. 
or foliage in the for'm of a solution in water. 'I'le 
primary nutrienl elemevnts form many iifferent For comijuni fr'ilizers the ['20r, content may
chemical compounds having varying degrees of be expressed as that solule in Woter', in alkaline

Z
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aamoniurm citrate, ,Or tilt sum of the two. If the 
compound fertilizer contains Thomas (basic) slag as 
the only source of phosphate, the P.,O2, claimed is that 
soluble in citric acid. 

United States--Thc guaranteed 1'..-O, content of 
,all 	 tertilii's, is based on the "available phosphoric 

acid" (APA) conltnt which is the '2O , conicli soluble 
in neutral :nlmonihm ciltlate inlhlding that slUh,' ill 
water, Ther is no provision for determining o' 
stating the wate-s,dhi, ', content separately. 
The total P J), nay te stated but is not included in 
tilt' guarante( :Al't content. 

Europeatl Economic Commun ity (El'(:)--egulatius 
adopttd tDecember 19, U77, spttcifiet the following 
piermlissitle solvents is a basis for evaluation of' 
phosphate fertilizers 

1. Water for those materials "where applicable" 


... i ) A- ppotassium 


3 	 Citric acid (2'j,) f',r basic slag 

41. 	 Pleterniann's solution :it 65''C' lot' precipitateddicalciu-nl thosphiatt, dihlydratv 

5. 	 Ileterlnann's -olutiton ;it ambient temperature for
"disintlegrated phospthates" 

6. 	 ,hlie's solutiton for all straight and compound 
fertilizers in which phosphate occurs in alumino
t'alCit' form 

7. 	 Neutral ainmoniuni citrate solution for all f'ertilizer 

'hulie's and I'etetmlnn's solutions a e alkaline 
immonium citrate', containing free ammonia. Solvent 
compositions, extra'action niethods, ratios of sample to 
sotlvent. and methods for analysis ;r'e specified for 
each solvent. 

It is ho ent the scope of this manual to describe 
the 	 details of analytical imethols that are used for 
fertiliz'Ts. t'he develolment of suitaile methods for 
analyzing fertilizers for availability has claimed the 
attention of agricultural chemists since the hieginnig 
of 	 the industry. Thu methods are constantly being 
r'evis'd and illol'ived as new knowledge and new tools 
become availitle to the chtgnisIt. 

Fertilizer R{egullions 

Since a wide variety of natural and synthetic 
inater'ials are beneficial to the gr'owth of plants, aI vir'-
tually unlimited number of prolucts could truthfully 
be labeled 'ferliliztr' and marketed as such. The 
main drawback to ucnti'Olrolled mar'keting of fertilizer 
material, is the problem of the relative effectiveness 
of the pl'odlct. and this (lepends on its comlosition. 
tlnless the firmer' Call be sure that Cach lot of 
fertilizer he buys will have the sam effectiveness 
as the preceding lot, he cannot be sure that he is 
fertilizing his crls in a ratioral manner, regard-
less of hi., stock of' personal expier'ience or' advice 
from agricultural experimnent stations. 

Another drawback to uncontrolled marketing of 
fertilizer is. the lack of a rational basis for' pric'ing, 
A ton of low-analysis fer'tilizer is less valuable to the 
farmer than a ton iof higher analysis fertilizer 
Iherefore, tie farlher' s oul hiaveI a simple tilthoil ror' 
determining the best buy fromn the existing market. 

Bhecaitse of the foregoing factors, regulations 
(some of th-n in) the form of laws ) have been 
established in Inalny parts of the worli to gover'n Ilhe 
labeling and marketing of commercial fertilizers at the 
retail level. Since these regulitions are intended for 
local conditions, they may vary from place to place, 
bul Ire primary purposes *al'to IISUr urnifOriiity 
and toi)rovile a simple melhod whereby the farm(' 

Hegulaticrus add to i-te cost of fertilizer. In 
order to guarantee a given nutrimt percentage, the 
manufactur,'r must provide some surplus, and the 
amount of' th( surplus depends on the degree of 
technical control during manufacture. Enforcement of 
regulation. adds further to the cost of fertilizers. 
These costs, inherent in controlling fertilizer 
composition at the retail level, are compensated by
the inherent benefits. Without basic regulations, the 
fertilizer trade would become chaotic. Like other 
regulations, cale should be taken to limit them to the 
essentials. 

E xprcssion of P1lant Nutrients--Oxide vs.
 
Elemental F'o mi'm. .... ........
 

At prt'sent, most countries express quantities or 
percentages or plant nutrients in terms of elemental 
nitrogen (N), lhosphorus pentoxide (P200, and 

oxide (K 20). Secondary and micronutrientelements usually are expressed on the elemental basis 
although c lcium and magnesium sometimes are given 

as 	 o:ides, llowever, several countries have adoptedthe 	 elemental basis for all llant nutrients. RecentlyFAO has moved toward the elemental form and during 

a transitional period wi use both forms for 
phosphorus and potassium (P and P2 0, K and K O) 

'onve'sion factors are shown in table 2. 

TABLIE 2. CONVFRSION FACTORS OF PLANT NUTRIENTS (FROM 
OXIDE To ELEMtENTA[L ANt) IRUM ELEMENTAI. TO OXIDE FORM) 

P O ,  x 0.44 (0.4364) = P 
, x 2.29 (2.2914) = 20, 
K,O x ().83 (o.8:302) = K 
K x 1.20 ( 1 .2046) KO 
CaO x 0.71 (0.7147) = Ca
 
Ca X 1.40 (1.3992) = CaO
 
MgO x 0.60 (0.60-50) = Mg
 
Mg x 1.66 (1.65(82) = l'lgO
 
SO, x 0.40 (0.4005) = S
 
S x 2.50 (2.4971) SO3
 

a 	 '. "igures parentlheses could be as coin
version factors for some calculat otions when very
 
high IccI0Acy is necessary (in research papers,
 

The ini 	 used 

plant ntrient halkracv, -tc- ). 

Sotirce: Itanthok of Chemistry and Physics. 1973. 
't, ieiiic f Riiii r Compaiiny, Cltve, artd, Ohio. 

Definition of Some lertilizer Tems
 
" ..... . ..-.
 

The following definitions of terms in common use 
in the fertilizer industry are limited to those whose 
meining might not te obvious from usual dictionary 
definitions. 

(trael--'he graide of a fertilizer is the nutrient 
content expre,sil in weight percentages of N, P2Os,ant K 2() in that orde'r. In most countlrie, the grade, 
when used fit' comrner'ciil iur'lposes, includes only 
that amount of nutrient found by prescribed analytical 
procedures,,, thereby excluding any nutrient present 
in aI form that is deemed to be unavailable for plant 
n1utfrition. For' example, a grade of "0- 15- 18" 
indicates a fertilizer containing I(0, N, Ir, P.,O , andi8', K2 ) as found by pr'eser'ild analytical pr'oi'edlres. 

Some countries express fertilizer grades oin in 
elemental iasis as noted above. In this case, the 

raile 10-15-18 would beconme 10-6 .5-14.9. Some 
coluntries exliress the grade on loth al oxide and 
elerrental basis. In Ihis manual, the oxide basis will 
be Used unless otherwise specified. 

can select tlhe IIIOSt VCi 10unli iral pr'od1uct available to 
hirm . Mli some case, the "grade" may bl called the "an



alysis" or "formula." However, "formula" has another
meaning (see definition). 

Ferthizer- -Since this manual deals with
commercial fertilizer, the term "fertilizer" will be used 
to mean a manufactured product containing a 
substantial amount of one or more of the primarynutrients unless otherwise noted. The manufact u ring
process usually involves chemical reactions but may
consist of refining or l)hysically processing naturally
occurring materials such as potassium salts or sodiumnitrate. 

In some countries, the "chemicalterms fertilizer," 
"mineral fertilizer," or "inorganic fertilizer" are used 
to distinguish the manufactured product from nat uralorganic materials of plant or animal origin. The latter 
materials are called "organic fertilizers." 

Fertilizer Nutrient--One of the three primary
plant nu-ric nts I,-1, KN and (United States: anyplant nutient), 

Piant Nutrient--Any of the elements classified asessentiV'-{ t-I{ngrowth including N, 1), and K 
(primary or major nutrients); Ca, Mg, and S(secondary nutrients); and Fe, Cu, Zn, Mn, B, Mo,
and CI (micronutrients). 

Straight FFertilize-Fertilizer containing only onenutrient. for example, urea or superphosphate (notUnited States). 

Compound Fertilizer--Fertilizer containing two or more nutrients (not United States). 

Mixed _Fertilizer- -'this term will be avoided as far as possible because its meaning varies from onecountry to another. In the United States it means 
two or' more "fertilizer materials" mixed together. In 
some other countries, it means a compound fertilizerformed by mechanical mixing without chemical 
reactions. 

Fertilizer Material--(In the United States only)Commercial feitizer that (I) contains only one of theprimary nutrients, (2) has 85 of nutrient contentthe form of a single chemical compound, or (3) 
in 
isderived from plant or animal waste or' a byproduct

a natural mineral 
or

and processed without adding
primar'y nutrients from
the 

other sources. The usage ofterm is arbitrary. For instance, the ammonium 
phosphate and phosphate-sulfate13-35-0. grades, 11-18-0,16-20-0, 27-14-0, and 21-53-0, are classified
is 'fertilizer materials, whereas 18-16-0 and all other 
amm(nium phosphate grades ar'e classified as "mixedfertilizers." The term will be avoided in this manualexcept in its obvious sense of any material used informulatirg or produe'-g fertilizers, 

Complex er'tilizer--'his terin will be avoided.
In some countries it means a compound fertilizer 

formed by mixing ingredients that react chemically.
iome authors use the term to include only ammonium
phosphates and nitroihosl)hates, 

Nitrophosphlate--A fertilizer made by a proc:essof which one step consists of chemical reaction of 
nitric acid with phosphate rock. This material is alsocalled "nitric l)hosphate.'" 

Granular Fertilizer--Fertilizer in the form 3f 
particles-sized bt'ween an upper an( lower limit orbetween two screen sizes, usually within the range of1-4 mm, often more closely sized. In general, theterm "'granular'" does not imply any particular means
for preparing the sized material; the desir'ed size may
be obtained by agglomerating smaller particles, bycrushing and screening larger particles, by control ofcrystal size in cr'yst,allization processes, by separating
a screen fraction of crushed, beneficiated potash ore, 
or by prilling a material. Ilowever, it is often 

customar'y to specify the method by referring to the
product as "prilled," "compacted," "crystalline," etc. 

Nongranular'_(Powdered) lFertilizer--Fertilizer 
containing fine parti is stially with some upper
limit such as 3 mm but no lower limit. 

Prilled Fertilizem--A type of granular fertilizer of
near-sph-erical for, made by soli(lification of free
falling droplets in air" or other fluid medium. 

Coated Fertilizer'--tranulai• fertilizeir that has 
been coated with a thin layer of dome substance suchas clay to prevent caking or to con trot dissolution 
rate. 

Conditioned Fcrtilizer--Iei'tilizei. treated with an
addcitidi--to- inl;ioVeph.sicalI tion or prevent 
caking. The conditioning agent may be applied as acoating or incorporated in the Irouct. 

Bl-k F'ti izet'--tnpackaged fer'tilizei. 

Bulk-Blend Fertilizer or Blended Fertilizer--Two 
or more granular fertilizers- of similar size mixed 
together, to form a compound fertilizer. 

_i(u,d 
oi- Fluid Fertilizer--A generalincluding fertilizers termwholly or partially in solutionthat can be handled as a liquid. This includes clearliquids, liquids containing solids in suspension, and 
(usually) anhyvdrous ammonia .ammonia sometimes Htowever , anhydrousis referred to as a gaseousfertilizer even though it is applied as a liquid. 

Suspension Ferlilizer--A liquid (fluid) fertilizercontaining solids held -insuspension, for example, bythe addition of a small amount of clay. The solids may be water-soluble materials in a saturated
solution, or' they may be insoluble or both.
 

Solution Fertilize,--Aqueous 
 liquid fertilizer free 
from solids. 

Fertilizer Intermediate--A manufactured fertilizerproduct , such as ammonia, phosphoric acid, or
nongranular ammonium phosphate that is intended forfurther processing. Most of these "intermediates" can
be, and often are, used directly for fertilizers. Forexample, ammonia can be Used directly as a fertilizer
 
or' used as an intermediate 
 to make urea, ammoniumnitrate, ammonium phosphate, etc. 

Fertilizer Applicat ion--(eneral term for putting
fertilizer in or on the soil in any one of several 
patterns
 

Basal Aaplipation--I'riiz'r 
 app lied beforeestablishment of a crop to pirovilh for part or all of
 
rts needs during 
 the growing season. The fertilizermay be applied befor'e plowing, before planting, or

during planting or' transplanting.
 

Direct Application--Use of a material, such asammonia or phosphate rock, as a fertilizer without
 
further )rocessing . Also aplication
fertilizer, such triple of a straighltas superphosphatme or urea, asopposed to using it to prepare a compound fertilizer. 

l"ertilizer l)iN--ribt1io--( en('ral term for traisportation, interledi-ale storage, and mar'kelingfertilizer, inchding all operations after Ihe ferlilizer 
orf 

leaves tie factory and before it reaches the farir 

Superplhmophate--A prOduct made by t reat iiphosphate roc.k with sulfuric or iduosphomic acid or
mixture of the two acids. 

a 

Single Superpliosplhte amlso called "ordinary" or''norial" SUlros'uha)-Smp elmh,,slmmmt, made withsulfuric acid. The pirodult usually 'orutains Ii'1,-22',l-)r,
 



Triple Sup er hos )aeTr __ " te (lo(also cald "oencalled "oncen- usual source of chlorine in fertilizer is potassiumtrated" or "treble" superphosphate )--Superphosl)hate chloride, the term usually means a fertilizer
made with phosphoric acid, usually containing 4-,t8' , containing potassium from some other source such asP205. 
 the sulfate or nitrate. lHowever, in some cases 

potassium chloride may be used as a raw material andEnriched Supyr'lhosphate--Superphosphate made the chlorine ,emoved in processing. ow-chlorinewith a mixture of sulfuric and phosphoric acids. fertilizers may be prefterred for agronomic r,'asonsThis includes any grade between 22 ,%-,tl', p1,, (see chapter XVIII) or in tl case of some compoundcommonly 25%-30% I',Ol,. fertilizers containing :imrncniunic nitrate, to avoid 
hIzardohs th U::=!i instability (see cla)tr VIII under 
'"lazards of Ammoniumi Nitrate" ) 'The maximum 

Available or Soluble P4)2o--That portion of P,(), chloride content of' "chloride-free" fertilizers may bewhich is soluble in solvents designated by gover'nment in the range ()f I.0t%-2 .% depending on the type of
regulations for evalualing the quality of phoslphate fert]ilizer' and country regulations.
fertilizer. In the t!nited States the term "available 
phosphoric acid" (At'A ) means the P2O, content l"orrmula or Forijiulation--A list of materials, their
soluble in neutrll aruniu citr'ate, including the nutrient contentt, and alloulnts needed 
 to produce awater-soluble port ion given weight (such as a ton) of straight or compound 

fertilizer of specified grade. 

Chloride-t'ree Fertilizer--Fertilizer containing less Ablreviat ions- - Common abbreviations of popularthan some specified mniount of chlorine. Since the fertilizers that are often encountered are: 

Abbreviation Naita' of Product T )ical Grade or Analysis 

AN Anmoni um ri trat,, 33%-34%N 
ANL Ammnoriium nitrate-liiestori' mixture (see CAN)
APN Ammoni uic jthosl)hate nitrate 30-10-0 to 18-36-0 
APS Amnion i uim ptlosiha e sulfate 16-20-0
 
AS Aminoiium sutaite 
 21% N
 
ASN Ammon uint sulht,' rtrate 26% N
CN Calcium rit rate 15% N
 
CAN' Aniconimnitrite-(alciimii carboriate 
 mixture 20.5%-28% NDAP Dii ummoriam lch,,sttha t ' 18-46-0
 
MAP Morioalncol iil)t hols|ha te I1-55-0
 
MOP Huriate of I)otLash--Iertil izer-grade Iotassitm
 

chloride 60%-62% K,0

SOP Sulfate oh I)otash--ertilizer-grade potassium 

sul fatL 50% K20
 SSP Single scilerliho'lthate 
 16%-22% P205TSP 'ril) e su)erl)hoslhatev 20i544%-48% 1' 

U Urea 
 45%-46% N
 
UAN Irea acunoticn nitrate (solition) 28%-32% N
 
APP Aminmonium i),Iyihost, t (sot ut i on) 10-34-0
 
K'P tPotass i lii Irnetalhosphiate 
 0-55-37
 
KP I'otass iti Ihislhate (see-MKI' and KHP)

MKP M'urnolo t ,ss i til hoslchiat(' 0-47-31
 
NK Nitrate of )otash (potissiunc nitrate) 13-44-0 

a. ay contain chalk, marl , ch ci I inest-o ,i;,it-, fhimivar ly -pre.'i itatcdl calc ium 

carbonate. Als o ca I led c,I Iacim att niironic nitIrate ad i anmloniuln Ittrate
 
limestoiw (ANI,).
 

5
 



V Fertilizer Raw Materials and Reserves
 

The purpose of this chapter is to identify the to accept phosphate rock from a variety of sources tomain raw materials that are required 	 for fertilizer take advantage of competitive situationsproduction 	 or to provideand to present general information for the possibility that the supply fromregarding the adequacy and location 	 the intended
of known source mayreserves, be cut off. Also, plant design should, as

far as possible, allow for some variations in quality of 
both phosphate rock and coal,The 	 even when eachmajor raw materials are natural gas, material is taken from only one source.naphtha, 	 fuel oil, and coal 	 for the manufacture of

nitrogen fertilizers; phosphate rock and sulfur for
 
phosphate fertilizers; and potash ores for potash

fertilizers. Natural gas, naphtha. 
 fuel oil, sulfur,and potash are chemical substances or mixtures of Estimate of Raw Material Requirementschemical 	 substances to which a clearly definable 
specification can be applied and which vary relativelylittle from place to place. Phosphate rock 
on the other 	

and coal, Table I sets out an estimate of the raw materialshand, are mined products to which a required, as dividedspecification can be 	 between developed and developapplied only to a limited degree ing countries. This estimate is based on future ferand which do war significantly from place to place. tilizer consumption projections given aThey contain constituents, other than pho:,-hate and 	
in report

"World-Wide Study of the Fertilizer 	 Industry: 1975coal substance respectively, which can havt .mportant 2000" which was presented by UNII)O for review byeffects upon the processes in which they are used to a panel of experts meeting at Vienna, November 16-18,manufacture fertilizers. A process may therefore be 1976. The consumption estimates have been reviseddesigned to use a particular phosphate rock coal.or and lowered somewhat. However,A change in the source of supply 	 the presentmay adversely estimates
affect 	 are deemed adequate for a rough estimatethe process and lead to lower efficiency and/or of raw material requirements as comparedto loss of output. It is therefore advisable, with reserves. 

with 

these raw materials, to arrange long-term supplycontracts 	 which :pecify the source of supply. If a The estimates of ammonia feedstocks--naturalchange in the source of supply becomes necessary, gas, naphtha, fuelcareful and lengthy 	 oil and coal, taken together--givetrials of 	 alternative materials a reasonable estimate of the total amount of energyshould be made before fresh supply contracts are required for nitrogen fertilizer manufacture. Butsigned. the
estimates of individual feedstock requirements, 
particularly for naphtha, fuel oil, andOn the other hand, it is often desirable when together account for 30%-35% 

coal which 
constructing a plant to 	 of the energybuild in sufficient flexibility requirements, are subject to a large margin of error 

rlAlE 1. ANNUAL, RAW MATERIAL REqUIREENTS 

Developing Countries Deve!Iocd 	 Count ries
1980 1985 2000 


Natural gas (10u m ) 


_10 1980 1985 1990 2000 
14.1 25.3 36.5 61.3 33.0 47.5 60.0N-t0thia (million tolls) 	 94.52.4 3.0 3.7 4.7 5.9 6.6 7.3Fuel oil (million torts) 1.3 	

8.6
2.7 4.8 8.8Coal (million toirs) 	

3.0 4.8 7.1 12.52.8 8.6 18.3 40.3 
 6.5 13.9 25.0 57.6
Phosphate 	 rock (million torts l 20 ) 9.3 14.1 19.1 
 31.5 27.4 312.2 37.9 50.7Stilfur (million tons) 6.5 10.5 
 14.6 24.9 19.2 23.1 27.8 38.3
Potash (million toils K20) 4.5 6.5 8.9 14.8 24.0 30.4 36.7 51.2 

Notes for 	table I 
1. Aimonia feedstocks. See text for the assumed percentage of ammonia production from the different
 

le tdstocks .

2. Phosphate rock. This is eiual to P2 (, production plus art allowance of 8% for 	conversion losses. ItshouldIh notei that forecasts of l'20r, dermald exclrde ground pihosplhate rock whri aIs, for a number ofyears, iccounritedI for atoit 	7% of tota I 20, CollSlllnPtIll. It Icoisini tion cronri1tinues at this rate, the
estimates of rock coIIslptiont would ltherefore libeaboit 
 7% low.J. Srulfu r. Te' cOrnsritiOtifor MAI'/AI is takent at 0.94 tons/tiOn 1205 and for SSI' allnI'S|1 0.70 tls/toll"'2 0h, d 	 zero lrt nitrolthoslliat. (NIl'). For 198t0 it is issumed that protucti on is 46% MAP/DAIP, 46%SSP/TSI', ant 8% N'1. From 
4. 	 Thi s 

1980 niwards it is assuirred that lroduction is 80% MAP/)A2 and 20% TsI'.isi lt al to the iotasl demand plus airallowanice of 5% for stock intcrease atI h,ttdlirg losses. 
Source: "Worlld-Widle Study ot fit lt tillizer Industry: 	 1975-2000" (iraft) November 1976, UNIDO, Vierna. 



because they depend very much upon an individual 
assessment of the changes that are likely to take 
place in the use of these feedstocks up to the year
2000. Because of these uncertainties, it has been 
assumed that the proportion of the total nitrogen
fertilizer feedstock supplied by natural gas, naphtha,
fuel oil, and coal is the same in both developed and 
developing countries. The assumptions, and the 
views underlying them, are discussed under "Am-
monia Feedstocks" in this chapter. 

Availability and Sources of Raw Materials 

Information is given in this section on the 
amount and geographical distribution of world 
reserves of fertilizer raw materials and their present
production. Production rates are known with 
reasonable accuracy, but the same cannot be said of 
reserves. It is impossible to present more than a 
rough estimate of the reserves of any mineral deposit, 
particularly on a global scale, because of the 
difficulties involved. These fall into two broad 
categories. 

The first difficulty arises from lack ofinformation. Large areas of the globe either have not 
been surveyed at all or have been surveyed
inadequalely. Even when deposits are known to exist, 
information on their quantity and variesquality
greatly. Reasonably complete data are available only
for deposits being worked or for which concrete 
development plans exist; and, even in such cases,
the data may cover only the more easily worked and 
accessible parts of the deposit. For knowndeposits 
to exist but not being worked, the information may be 
scanty. For example, deposits of )otash salts have 
recently been discovered in Thailand and reserves are
thought to be "very large indeed," but no 

quantitative data are available. 
 The reason for this 

lack of data is simply that full exploration and 

evaluation of a deposit is an expensive 
 process and 

only undertaken when commercial 
 exploitation is 
probable. It is a commonplace of reserve estimation 

that, in spite of high production rates, reserves 

remain constant or actually increase over quite long

periods of time because 
 new deposits are being

discovered as fast as existing ones are being used 

up. 


Faced with this difficulty, some estimators 
confine themselves to identified deposits for which 

reasonably adequate information is available. Others 

include known but not fully 
 explored deposits, and
 
yet others add a "contingency" for deposits not yet
discovered but which may be reasonably presumed to 

exist because of known geological factors. 


The second difficulty is that there is no agreed

definition of reserves. Some estimators include the 

total quantity existing in the deposit; whereas, others 

include only 
 that amount which can be extracted by 

present mining techniques. Others, again, include

only the amount which can be economically extracted 

at the time of writing; this depends upon the cost of

mining and beneficiation in relation to market prices
for the mineral. On this basis, the proportion of a 

deposit included in reserves would vary from one 

deposit to another and would also be affected by
changes in market prices or in mining and extraction 
costs. 


With these widely varying concepts of what 
constitutes a reserve, it is not surprising that
estimates of total reserves show very large
differences; for example, estimated world reserves of 
phosphate rock vary from 85,000 million tons to
1,300,000 million tons. In comparing various 
estimates, the difficulties are compounded by the fact 
that tile definition of reserves on which the 
ccmpilation is based is riot always clearly stated, 

1."i 

It is clear, therefore, that the magnitude of
national and global reserves of fertilizer raw materials 
is not accurately known. The estimates for crude 
petroleum and, to a lesser degree, natural gas are 
the most reliable. Because of their importance, much 
attention has been given to these materials and to the 
technology required for their estimation. The 
estimates for the other raw materials are much less 
reliable. However, the one for potash is probably
the most reliable of these because the number of 
known deposits is relatively small and most of them 
have been carefully surveyed. The estimates for 
phosphate rock, sulfur, and coal have the greatest
margin of uncertainty. These materials are widely
distributed; many deposits remain to be discovered;
and it is difficult to obtain representative samples
from which the quality of the deposit can be 
assessed. Fortunately, the estimates for potash,
phosphate rock, and coal show that, even when 
allowance is made for the inevitable inaccuracies,
global reserves are more than adequate for the 
foreseeable future. With sulfur, total reserves are 
also ample; but, in time, some shift may take place to 
materials not at present widely used. 

Ammonia Feedstocks 

The feedstocks--natural gas, naphtha, fuel oil, 
and coal--used for ammonia manufacture differ from 
the other fertilizer raw materials--phosphate rock, 
sulfur, and potash--in that the latter find their major 
use in the r."tilizer industry while the use of the 
former in this field is only a small fraction of the 
total consumption. The manufacture of fertilizers 
uses tie following proportions of world production of 
raw materials: 85% of phosphate rock, ,t0% of sulfur, 
and 95% of potash compared with 3% of natural gas 
and about 0.5%of oil )roducts and coal. 

Tue development, structure, and economics of 
the industries supplying phosphate rock, sulfur, and 
potash are therefore closely related to the progress of 
the fertilizer industry. In the production of ammonia
 
feedstocks, no such close relationship exists. In
 
particular, the prices paid by 
 nitrogen fertilizer
 
manufacturers for 
 their ammonia 'eedstocks are 
determined by their value for oth" uses--e.g. , as
 
fuels, as feedstocks in chemical industries, or as
 
constituents of motor fuels--and not by their relative
 
suitability for ammonia manufacture.
 

The major ammonia feedstocks in worldwide use 
in 1971 and 1975 and forecasts for future years are
 
tabulated below:
 

Percent of Ammonia Production
 
Feedstock 1971 1975 1980 
 1985 1990 2000
 

Natural gas 60 
 62 71.5 71.0 69.5 68.0
 
Naphtha 20 19 15.0 13.0 8.5 6.5
 
Fuel oil 4.5 
 5 7.0 8.5 10.0 12.0 
Coal 9 9 5.5 6.5 7.5 10.5 

Total 
 93.5 95.0 99.0 99.0 95.5 97.0
 

Both the forecasts and estimates for previous
 
years were taken from unpublished data supplied by

UNIDO; however, the 1971 and 1975 estimates are not
 
necessarily comparable thewith 1980-2000 forecasts.
 
The estimated percentage of ammonia production from
coal is strongly dependent on estimates for China
 
where about half of the world's coal-based capacity is
located, mainly in over 1,000 small plants. Forecasts 
for future years depend on assumptions regarding the
future utilization of these small plants, Another 
uncertainty arises from the ability of ammonia plants 
to use alternate feedstocks; several plants haveswitched from naphtha to natural gas, liquefied nat
ural gas (LNG), or liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)
recently because of high naphtha cost, and at least 
one plant has changed from coal to natural gas. 



Despite these uncertainties, there is clearly a 
short-term trend toward increased use of natural gas 
as ammonia feedstock. A great majority of new plantsplanned and under construction will use natural gas,
and some plants designed for naphtha have been or
will be converted to natural gas feedstock including
LNG. Naphtha's share decreasewill because it will
be too expensive. Fuel oil will account for a small 
but increasing share. Coal will account for a 
decreased percentage of ammonia production in the 
near future but from 1990 onward will begin to take 
an increasing share. However, the long-termprospect is that natural gas will remain the
predominant feedstock throughout the remainder of 
the century. Some of the forecasted increase in use
of coal is due to its assumed use as fuel in ammoniaplants that use more expensive materials as feedstock. 

and production in 1976. Appendix A shows reserves 
of these materials by individual countries. 

For the world as a whole, known reserves of 
natural gas are equivalent to 46 years' production at
the 1976 annual rate, and oil reserves are equivalent 
to 30 years' production. On a regional basis, gas
reserves for developing areas are equivalent to 136
vear's' production at the current rate; whereas, North 
American reserves are less than 12 times the 1976 
production rate. 

Table 3 shows the trend of estimated reserves
during the last 8 years (1971-78). The data show 

TABLE 3. TRENDS INWORLD RESERVES OF PETROLEIJ AND
 

Some minor and secondary sources of feedstocks 
are LPG, coke oven gas, refinery tail gas, andhydrogen from electrolysis of water or from 
chlorine-alkali production. Strictly speaking, we 

should include air and water as feedstocks since 
nitrogen from the air is necessary to form ammonia,and much of the hydrogen in the ammonia synthesis
gas is derived from water (steam) through reaction 
with carbon derived from the hydrocarbon feedstock. 
However, in practice, air and water are taken forgra74t8d.957.7
granted. 

Some possible future sources of hydrocarbon
feedstock for ammonia production are oil shale and oil 
or tar sands. Also, organic wastes could be a sourceof feedstock either by pyrolysis to produce gas
containing carbon monoxide and hydrogen or by
anaerobic fermentation to produce methane and carbon 
dioxide. In fact, it has been suggested thatvegetative crops could be grown for the purpose of 
methane generation by anaerobic fermentation, 
Htowever, for the remainder of this century, it is
likely that we shall rely almost entirely on natural 
gas, petroleum products, and coal for ammonia
feedstocks. Therefore, it seems pertinent to examine 
the reserves of these materials, their locations, 
extent, and rates of use. 

Table 2 summarizes reserves of natural gas and 
petroleum on a regional basis as of January 1, 1977, 

NATURAL GAS
 

Petroleum Natural Gas
 
Reserves, 
 Reserves,


Year Bill ion mL Tcm
 
-.....
 
1971 83.8 
 45.5
 
1972 86.7 
 49.1
 
1973 91.0 53.1
 
1974 
 85.9 5. 
1975 
 97.6 
 72.1
 
1976 
 90.2 
 65.7
1977 87.9 
 66.3
 
1978 88.:3 71.4 

Source: InternaLonria-i-Lo-ieuEncclopedia- 1976,
77, and 7-. Reserves arTasof-an-.-of yals'
 

year listed. 

that reserves increased up to 1975 as more oil and 
gas were found than used.were Since 1975 
reserves have decreased. lowever, the sharp
decrease from 1975 to 1976 greatly exceeds production
for that year and is probably caused by r'eevaluation 
of reserves. A substantial increase in natural gas 
reserves occurred in 1978. 

There is some reason to believe that reservesof natural gas, both known and undiscovered, may
be considerably greater than commonly supposed. 

TABLE 2. RESERVES AND PRODUCTION OF PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS 

Developing Regions 

Natural Gas 
erves1A 

(billion m") 
TPrrc LTerrnProduct 

Petroleum (million tons) 
ion 

Africa 
Latin America 
West Asia 
East Asia 
Communist Asiac 

5,923 
2,558 
14,543 
2,250 

708 

46 
58 
59 
28 

8,299 
4,604 
50,088 
2,434 
2,740 

291 
228 

1,138 
116 
-

Total 25,982 191 68,165 1,773 

DevelopedtRegions 
North rerica 
Western Europe 
Eastern Europe 
Oceania 
Others 

7,818 
4,019 
26,906 
1,090 

60 

656 
177 
405 
e 

5,137 
3,360 
11,053 

219 
4 

489 
46 

618 
23 

Total 38,893 1,238 19_773 IjI76 

World Total 65,875 1,429 87,938 2,949 

a. 

b. 
Reserves as of Jan. 1, 1977. 
Production for calendar year of 1976. 

c, Mainland China only. 
d. Including VI.S.S.R. 
e. Included in "otiers." 

Source: International Petrolum Enumc I / d_a, 1977. 



Prior to 1950, there was very little exploration for TABLE 4. WORLD COAL RESERVESgas; most gas was found while looking for oil. Until

1977 the price of natural gas in the United States
was controlled at maximum 
ft a a of $0.52/thousand

($O.018/m 3). Previous estimates of Reserves, Production reserves Billion Tons (1973)were based on gas economically recoverable at that Identified Probable Nillion Tonsprice. Exploration was limited to those conditions .
in which the deposits found would probably be Developing Regions
profitable at that price.
 

Africa

Now that prices of a different order of Latin America 

6 15 5 
magnitude are forecast in the United States, it 

9 36 12
West Asia 1 2becomes profitable to explore in wider areas, at 

6
East Asia 23 86greater depths, 95and in locations where petroleum Communist Asia 300 l1t011 458is not likely to be found. Also, substantial known resources not previously classed as economic Total 340 1,150 58Creserves can be brought into production. The U.S.Potential Gas Committee estimates that3 27.5 trillion -vpdR ons m (Tcm) of additional gas may be found in the North America 326 2,383 547United States, equivalent to 46 times the 1976 Western Europe 150 401production (1). 283
Eastern Europe 205 4,052 657
 
Oceania
The amount of methane in the earth's crust. must Others 

26 113 57
32 52be enormous. For example, a large zone of 

85 
geopressurized aquifers in the U.S. Gulf Coast area Total 740 7000 1,630at 2,500-8,000 m depth contains methane dissolved inhot salt water at 150'C. The amount of methane is World Total 1,080 8,150 2,210not precisely known, but one expert estimates that itmay contain 2,800 Tcm and more energy than the total Source: UnitedU.S. coal reserves Nations Statistical Yearbook, 1974, 
economic 

(1. 2). Opinions vary as to the quoted in "World-Wide Stuly of the Fertilizer Industry:feasibility of recovering this methane; until 1975-2000," UNIDO, 1976. Includes black only.recently there has been no coaleconomic incentive to try. Brown coal and lignite reserve, are estimated to be 
There 340 billion tons identified and 2,630 billion tonsis also an estimated 17 Tcm of natural gas lrobable.locked in "tight sands" and about 8 Tcm in coal seams

for which no economical recovery means are known.Another 17 Tcm is present in shales underlying Ohio phosphateand adjacent areas. Some 
and in the types and quantities of otherof this "shale gas" is associated materials. The quality of phosphatealready being recovered, and promising techniques is 

rock
usually defined in terms of itsfor recovering more are under study (1). P2 0 content, theconcentration normally lying between 28% and 38%. 

lowever, apart from the usefulness in determiningWhile the above data relate to resources in the transport and handling costs per ton ofP2O5 concentration is an inadequate P2 0 5 , theUnited States, guide to theit is likely that similar resources can value, or suitability for fertilizer manufacture, of abe found in many countries. particular grade or type of rock. 
World coal reserves for January 1, 1974, and While a completeproduction for 1973 by regions are shown chemical analysis of ain table 4. representative sample of rock is a useful guide to itsA U.S. Bureau of Mines report published in 1977 suitabilit" for fertilizer manufacture and to the designplaced 1976 world coal and lignite production at 3.6 of the plant in which it is to be used, it is only abillion tons and world resources at 11,132 billion tons guide. When, in a new plant, it is proposed to use(3). If only half of the resources could be rock which 

a 
recovered, is extensively used in fertilizerthey represent nearly 1,600 years' supply manufacture, the experience of other users isat current production rates. Since exploration for invaluable,coal has been relatively unintensive, it is likely that with the rock 

but if there is little previous experience
concerned, extensive trials shouldmuch more coal could be found, made 

be 
before the plant design is decided.same reasons, in an existing plant great care 

For the 
Apparently petroleum shoul' 

are more 
and natural gas reserves be t;ken if a change in rock supply is underwidely disseminate(] than coal: 70 countries, consideration.

including '15 developing countries, reported reservesof petroleum or gas or both. Only 19 countries, World production of phosphateincluding 5 developing countries, reported coal 
rock, 85% of 

reserves. lowever, which is used in the fertilizer industry, hasless intensive exploration for practically doubled theover pastcoal may account for this difference. 10 years and,according to the estimates of table 1, will increase a 
furtherThe conclusions to be drawn are that 

two and one-half times between 1980 andammonia 2000. It is likely thatfeedstocks are widely distributed among 
the best quality deposits will 

developed 
both be gradually depleted and producers will turn toand developing countries, that developing lower grade depositscountries' reserves leading to a reduction in theare much larger in relation to average 205 content ofcurrent the marketed product and toproduction rates than those of developed increasecountries, an in the impurities it contains. lowever, itthat supplies of coal are

adequate, but that during the period 
more than should be noted that the grade of the beneficiated1980-2000 the product is not necessarily related to the grade of thehydrocarbon feedstocks, though available in adequate Theore. effects

quantities, of grade and of common impuritiesare likely to become increasingly on use in various phosphate fertilizer processesexpensive., are 
discussed in chapters XII, XI11, XIV, and XV. 

oN a.t.e.. Rock The production of phosphate rock is given intable 5 for individual countries for the year 1976 ('4). 
Phosphate rock is, with the possible exception of This table shows that though phosphate rockare widely distributed depo-tscoal, the most (some 31 countries arevariable of the raw materials used by producers), Western Europethe fertilizer industry. The deposits from which 

ind east Asia are short 
obtained 

it is of indigenous resources, and three countries (thevary widely in their concentration of -20 United States, the U.S.S.R. , and Morocco) account 



TABLE 5. WORLD PRODUCTION OF PHOSPHATE ROCK, 1976 

Thousands 
of Tons of % of 

Country Product Total 

United States 
U.S.S.R. 

44,671 
:4,200 

41.8 
22.6 

Morocco 15,293 14.3 
China 
Tunisia 

3,400 
3,294 

3.2 
3.1 

Togo 2.067 1.9 
Senegal 
Jordan 

1,796 
1,717 

1.7 
1.6 

South Africa 1,639 1.5 
Vietnam 
Christmas Island 

1,500 
1,0:3 

1.4 
1.0 

Israel 831 
Algeria 820 
Nauru Island 755 
Syrian Arab Republic 511 
India 510 
Brazil 463 

Democratic Republic 450 
Egypt, 

Egpted AorUnied Arab Republic 4 
Ocean Island 417 5.9 
Australia 248 

exico 197 
Sahara 173 
Rhodesia 130 
Germany, 

Federal Republic 85 

Venezuela 
 80 

Curacao 54 
Sweden 25 
Uganda 15 
Peru 2 
Colombia I 


Total 106,820 100.0 

for 79% of current production. This pattern has not 
changed significantly over the past 10 years. From
1964 to 1973 inclusive, world production practically
doubled, but the years, the Unitedover 10 States,
the U.S.S.R., and Morocco consistently supplied
75%-80% of total production. Over this period, the 
U.S.S.R. doubled its production, and the United 
States and Morocco increased theirs by about 
two-thirds (5). 

The distribution of phosphate rock production by
regions in 1976 is tabulated below: 

Thousands of 
Region Tons of Product 

Africa 25,227

Latin America 797 

West Asia 3,501Socialist Asia 5,350 
Other Asia 
 510 


Total developing regions 35,385 

North America 44,671 
West Europe 
 110 
East Europe 24,200 
Oceania 
 2,453
 

Total developed regions 71,434 

World total 106,819 

The three major supplying countries' share of 
world exports is about 70%, but the division between 
them is very different from their share of production.
The United States and the U.S.S.R. , with large
dlomestic markets, are much less dependent on exports
than is Morocco. In 1976 the United States exported 
209 of its production; the tI.S.S. I. , 23, andMorocco, 95!,. The developing countries as a group 
are responsible for about 60, of world exports,
roughly half of which come from Morocco. 

In 197,, according to FAO statistics, developing
countries were responsile f, r about 15% of P2O5 
fertilizer production aid 20% of consumption compared
with 40, of rock production. Many developing
countries, including Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, West 
Sahara, Togo, Jordan, Syria, Egypt, Peru, and 
Brazil, are increasing production or have plans for 
large increases; less definite plans exist for Angola,
Senegal, Iraq, Colombia, Mexico, and others (6). In 
the developed countries, a significant change-was the 
development. of the large deposits in Queensland, 
Australia, which reached commercial production in 
1974-75. Although production was discontinued in 

1978, mainly because of falling prices, these reserves 
may be an important source in the future if shortageshigher prices develop. Some of the deposits, forwhich plans exist or are in the early stages of 
development, are in remote or inhospitable areas. 
The exploitation of these deposits will raise formidable 
problems of transport and infrastructure, and costs 
will inevitably be high. The rate of dev-lopment of 
such deposits is likely to be slow and will depend 

upon the course of phosphate rock prices. 
There is no agreed estimate of world reserves of 

phosphate rock; different authorities produce widely
differing estimates ranging from 85,000 million tons 
(7) to 1,300,000 million tons (8). Appendix B to this 
chapter lists known phosphate reserves by country
with a world total of about 144,000 million tons. The 
estimate of the requirements for the year 2000, givenin table 1, corresponds to a total demand for all 
purposes of about 300 million tons a year. It is 
obvious that ample reserves of rock exist. Moreover,

the rate of discovery far" exceeds the rate of use.
 

Sulfur 

Sulfur in various forms is widely distributed--it
 
constitutes about 0.1% of 
 the earth's crust--but the 
forms in which it occur. differ greatly in their value 
as sources. It is found as elemental sulfur, metal 
sulfides in coal and mineral ores, sulfates, hydrogcn
sulfide in natural gas, aid complex organic sulfur 
compounds in crude oil. All of these various deposits 
are used as sources of sulfur, but the most important
are elemental sulfur, hydrogen sulfide in natural gas,

and iron pyrites.
 

The uses of sulfur are as varied as its sources,but about 80%-85% is used in the manufacture of
sulfuric acid. About half of this acid is used in 

fertilizer production so that the consumption of sulfur 
for fertilizers is about 40% of the total. Sulfur is 
also used in agriculture as a pesticide and,
comparatively small extent, as a fertilizer 

to a 
to overcome

sulfur deficiency. In this chapter, we are concerned 
with sulfur solely as a raw material for the 

manufacture of the sulfuric acidproduction of used in thephosphate fertilizers. lowever, if 
sulfur deficiency were to become widespread, 
increasingly significant quantities would be used toovercome it, though sulfur-containing materials 
presently discarded by the fertilizer industry could 
be used for this l)urpose. 

An unusual and important feature of the sulfur 
industry is its relation to the control of pollution. 
Probably the most common industrial pollutant is
sulfur dioxide, which is produced ;-;hcnever coal or 
oil, and sometimes natural gas, is burned and also in 

LIA
 



quite large quantities when sulfide ores arce roasted 
for metal production. Increasingly strict and 
widespread regulations limiting discharge to the
atmosphere of gases conlaining sulfur dioxide have 
led to the development ,f processes to convet this 
sulfur dioxide to sulfuric acid. particularly in the 
metallurgical indu,ries where the effluent gases often 
have relatively high concentrations of sulfur dioxide. 
However, hy far the most important contribtution to 
sulfulr )rodltio)n from these sot. comies from Lhe 
removal of hItydrogen sulfide from natural gas and its 
cony(rsion tI elImental sitlftr. In 1977 recovered 
sulfur n:1itly l',rom natu ral fIs amount e( to 16 million 
toils, ibout halt the Wrld production of' elemental 
sulfur and ihout 3('UY,)f the )ro(1('ton of all forms of 
si lfuI . 

Sulfur is also reci, vtred at refineries by 
processes which rduce Ih(' sulfur content of fuel oils
and in many inditstiial pr--CissUS using fuel oil. e.g. ,
in the maluntfactlire f ittonia. 

The ll'(,tlltin ofn ',o lai'i i (luiantity i sulfur 
as a bVprodutct if )ther industrial operations and, 
fhtlefol',. ;it a rate which does not rispond to the 
tlennand for ,ulfur rpti'ires theIprotlucti'm of sulfur 
froni eleient al dipiosits alid fr(o)n pyrites to hear' the 
!oad if ill flictuations in demand. As shown below, 
tlhis has led t, a marked itecrease in lhe pyrites'
share (f Ihi stllflrll'market: 

Pro ctitt ioli Prce it t o Tot[I Ptiroi Li ol 
(Mitlion tols Elemental Suitur Other
of Sill filr) Rcoviet(it hter t'v r it is Forms 

1960 22. 1 12 14 16 18 
1974 51. 28 14 22 16 
1975 50. 9 55 22 27 
1970 
1917 

1t.L 
')2.7 

62 a 

62' 
21 
21 

17 
17 

Btristonei 


fvraasotieosuiti.StcThere are ai number of reasons why the cntmEvapo 
lost favor, aa !)OIrce of sulfur. Since lh(; contain 
ahout1t6 sulfur, freight charges are high the 
capital costs of sulfuric acid plants using pyrites 

pyrites have 

are
much higher than thise of Idants using eletnental 
sulfur pyrniItCs-hrnin g sulfuric acid plants have more 
troutblesome polhlit ion prioblelnms than sulfui-liurning 
plants; antil h l lisltosal of the iron oxide residtlues 
may also I ti role s. 

Table i shows tlti Iroluction ,f in alli sulfur 
forms, ty cituntries, for 1975 (J) The leveloping 
countries htave 12', of wiril prifll'tiin, totaling 6.2 
million tots , as compared with an vstitlf"l 1980 
demand for fertilizei lrtitirtcion if G.5 million tons for 
fertilizenr prodctilio)n (tatle I ) . This comipiaatMivly
low lpilOdu( tion reflertS the I)atlcity of (eleillental sullfur 
deposits, in ihese (ountries, with thi notabile 
exceltions of NMexicto anldI raiq, arid also tle lack of
demani . As the natlln -I gas reserves ,if developing 
counri s a 111 ' xplho it iI ( see lahle 2) and as 
increasing inltist iializal ion raises demanl , their 
piloductin of sulfitlr will undoulthedly increase. Fron
1971 to 1974, production in tIle Middle East increased 
from t0.6 million ti 1..1 million tons per annum, and it 
is expeth'd it) increase still further to ;ttout 3 million 
tons per annum by 1980 1( ). 

fABILE 6. WORLD PROUiCTIoN OF SULFUR (ALL FORMS), 1975 

Production 
Thousands %of 

Country of rons Total 

United States 11,800 22.8 
U.S.S.R. 9,460 18.2 
Canada 7,420 14.3 
Pol mId 5,040 9.7 
.pall 2,400 4.6 
hxio 2,200 4.2 

France 1,940 3.7 
Spa ini 1,560 3.0 
;( rma ny, 

Federal Reptil ic 1,070 2.1 
Italy 710 1.4 
t raq 600 1.2
Iinland 510 1.0 
Irait 
 475 0.9 
Ge r any,


)emocratic Ripidtl ic 365 
 0.7 
Sooth Africa 315 0.7 
Sweitit 266 0.5 
Norway 262 0.5 
Atistra Iai 255 0.5 
Others 5,157 10.0 

Total 51,845 100.0 

estimate is given below of world sulfur reserves (11)
compared with the 1974 production (12). 

World Sulfur Reserves and Production 
(millions of tons)
 

Production 

identified Probable Total (1974) 

Etenental0rites 580 tOo 680 1.
 
Volcanic rocks 130 230
100 17.6 

Natural gas 155 885 t,040
Petroleum 265 1,595Pyrites 1,330640 
 - >640 11.0ietallic sulfides 260 >140 >400 8.2 

Sutoltal 2,030 >2,555 >4,585 51.8
 
Tar sands 50 >I,P0 >1,850
 

Coal 20,000 200,000 220,000

Oil shale - 280,000

Gypsum Vast 

Total 22,000 >200,000 >500,000 

According to table 1 , from 1980 to 2000 the 
annual consumption of sulfur for fertilizer production 
will increase from 25 million to 65 million tons. This 
increase corresponds to a total consumption from 1980 
to 2000 of approximately 900 million tons, somewhat 
less than onie-fifth of the reserves at present being
used. From tile table it appears that reserves in 
n,atural gas tind ietroleum are larger in relation to 
present use tihan are the other reserves, althoughIt is (tiffi('ult to give a significant esliniate of those in pyrites are prohbahl)y underestimated.ti,tal worl(I resouIes of sulfur teCaU:(. of the wide Certainly ;in increasing demand for natural gas andvariety of frorms in Which it iiuuirS alnd Iecatise of th' spread of pollution control will lead to increasingwide differenc-s in Ithe extelt antI efficiency of proiluction of recovered sulfur. Elemental sulfur fromextraction frilii variols tmaterials. Tot;l resources evaulorites and volcanic rocks will he available for aare probably ;lhtou 500 billion to 750 billion tons of long time, but it is probable that shortages of thiswhich more than 99%, is present in coal, oil shales, form of sulfur may lead to higher prices ;n(l aand gypsum, mateirials which do not make a movim,int to other sources. The fertilizer industrysignificant contributioin to ireseint production. All sloulil he able to obtain the sulfur it needs over the4'
 



next 25 years, but reserves presently being used
would appear to have a limited life. 

It has been demonstrated that it is technically
feasible to recover sulfuric acid from stack gases from
combustion of coal or oil, By most estimates, the 
practice of removing sulfur from these stack gases by
recovering it as sulfuric acid is not economically
competitive with alternati,e 
control, but 
development or 

m
it may become 

with increased 

ethods 
so 

cost 

of pollution 
with further 
of alternative 

sources. 

It is also technically feasible to produce sulfuricacid (and cement) from calcium sulfate--either mineral 
gypsum, anhydrite or byproduct calcium sulfate fromphosphoric acid production. In fact, this process is
in commercial use 	 in a few plants. The economics of
producing sulfuric acid from sulfur, pyrites, and
calcium sulfate will be discussed in chapter XII. 

Potash 

As in the case of phosphate rock, estimates ofpotash reserves vary widely, from 11 to over, 100
billion tons of K2 0, depending mainly on how
optimistic a view the estimator takes of the technical 
and economical possibilities of extraction. 

Table 7 lists the 1975-76 production from 13countries and their' estimated reserves. More recent 
statistics will be given in chapter XVIII. 

TABLE 7. POTASII PRODUCTION ANt) RESERVES 

1975-76 
Production 
(thousands 
of tons Reserves (mill ions 

_of KLA)a of tons _of K O) 
_ -supplyingU.S.S.R. 7,944 15,900-24 ,0O0

Canada 4,842 18,000-66,500 
Germany, 


Democratic Repitilic 3,019 4,000-10,000Germany, 
Federal Republic I,950 2,000-9,000

United States 2,220 
 200-400 

France 
 1,720 200-270 

Israel 
 716 500-2,)0O0 
Spain 506 80-270China 450 no estimate
Congo 278 	 17-70 
Italy 
 141 
 200
United Kinigdom 34 20 
Chile 
 10 no estimate 
Others 5 no estimate 

Total 	 23,835 35,517-112,730c 


a, 	 Scurce of irodrict ion (dat-a: -iritri- Shihtur Cori. 
Statistical Supplement No. 14, Novenher/Decemher 
1976.
1h. 	 Does riotinclude deposits inr Now Brunswick, 

c, Does riot include deposits in North Dakota and 
Montana. 

d. 	 Dead Sea, including Jordin 
V. 	Other (el)sits riot living mined and with no 

reliatle estimate of reserye s are 	 in Brazil 
Ethiopia, Iran, Laos, I,i iya, Morocco, Pakistan,
Poland, Thai land, and Tunisia. 

Only a few developing countries have potash
deposits. Deposils are being worked in China and
Chile; plans for' exploitation exist in ,Jordan and 
Brazil (and also in Poland). Countries in which other
deposits are known to exist are listed in tal)le 7, butaeither the extent nor ' feasibility ofthe exploitation
has yet been letermined with any accuracy. 

Preliminary indications are thethat deposits in
Thailand/Laos may be very large indeed. 

The total reserves are very large when compared
with the probable demand given in table 1, which is
for 	 about I billion tons of potash from 1980 to 2000 
and consumption of 66 million tons in the year 2000.
Thus, in 20 years, currently known potash reserves
would be reduced by only I',-T3, depending on which
estimate of reserves isthe acceptcd. It is clear that 
the estimated potash requirements can easily be met 
from known reserves--even if 	 these haveconsideral' 	 beenoverestimate(l--withIoult taking account of 
)ossible future development of other reserves, e.g.,in Thailand. 

The reserves that. are in production are located
almost entirely in the developed countries, anI it will
therefore be fornecessary developing countries to
import most of their potash from dteveloped countries 
until 1985 or' possibly 1990. Thereafter, potash maybecome available in the developing countries. Theexploitat ion of reserves, known or yet to )e 
discovered, in developing countries will depend uponthe 	 comparative ('osts of working these resources and upon the importance attached to 	 the savings in
foreign currency which accrue from the use of
indigenous resources. For a further discussion of
the magnitude and character of world potash 
reserves, see chapter XVIII. 

Other Rw Materials 

As noted in other chapters of this manual, thereis often a need for elements other than N, 1), and K. 
The other essential mineral elements are 	 Ca, Mg, andS 	 (sometimes called secondary elements) and the
micronutrients, Mo, Mn, tFe, 1B, Cu, Zn, and Cl. In 
addition, other elements not classified as essential are 
economically useful in some cases to increase yields or 
improve the nultritional quality of crols. It is beyond

the scope of this chapter to discuss the types,
 
occurrences, 
 ,ind (list ribution of raw materials for'these elerments. However, their importanceshould be recognized for', when one 	 of these elem'n ts
is deficient, the effect on cr0l) production can be0 as

serious as the lack of 
one 	of the major elements. 

Also, various nonstandard processes may require
 
raw materials not mentioned above. instance,
For the
well-known IUhenania phosphate process requires

sodium carbonate which 
 may be obtained from the
minerals, trona or' 	 natron, or manufactured from salt. 
Fused calcium magnesium phosphate utilizes magnesiumminerals such as olivine, ser)entine, or magnesite.

Various secondary sources of hydrocarbons may )e

used or considered for ammonia feedstock, 
 such as
coke-oven gas, refinery tail gas, liquefied petroleum 
gas, byproduct hydrogen from electrolytic chlorine
production, or 	 proltucts from processing oil shale or 

oilsands.
 

Water 

The manufacture of fertilizers, particularly
nitrogen fertilizers, uses large quantities of water.
In the manufacture of ammonia, water is a
material in the 

raw 
strict sense of the word because it is

the 	 source of more than half the hydrogen needed to
make ammonia. This wat er is supplied to the pr'ocess
 
as 
 steam and varies from 1.5 to 3 m:i/ton of ammonia,
depending upon the process tised. Iowever, most ofthe 	 watier needed is used as makeup to cooling water 
systems. The total water r'equireient s for anammonia/urea plant range from 20 to 35 m3 

of/ton 
urea, On a l,(U)0-tl)(t animonia/l,720-tid urea llant,
this correspon(s to a water' supply of 150-250 
rn/hour. 

These large quantities of water are not 	 always
readily available, larticularly in climates.arid There 



are 	a number of ways in which this quantity can be
reduced, and plant contractors can modify plant
designs to give minimum water consumption though 
this will usually involve some increase in capital cost.Where it is available, sea water can be used; air
cooling offers a prospect of substantial water savings: 
more efficient of mayuse water be possible by 
pumping water from a "critical" cooler to one wherehigher temperatures can be tolerated, and so on.lowever, when all practicable steps have been taken,
fertilizer l)lants will still be large consumers of water.
This may affect the decision about their location or 
may lead to higher costs. 
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AIENDIX A TO CIIA'TER V 

Wo r Idwi dleReserves of I'et rol(e'ni anld Natirrl Gas 

Oil 	 Reserves t;as Reserves 
.Jai.1, 1977 Jan. 1, 1977 

.Country I0V. Toris 9 3n1o
 
WEST ASIA 

A ui Dhrabi 3,973 566 

Biahirain 
 40 
 85 

Iuba i 205 
 42 

1rn 
 8,631 
 9,348

I raq 	 7644,658 

Is rae I I 
Kinwa i t 9,234 898 

Neutral Zone 863 
 142
Oman 
 795 
 57 

Qatar 
 781 
 779
Sninii Ara 1 ia 20,550 
 1,785 

Slhar.jrah 
 4 
 28 


Oil Reserves Gas Reserves 

Countr -

Jan. 1, 1977 
106 Tons 

Jan. 1, 1977 
109 m 

3 

Syria 
Turkey 

Total 

301 
53 

50,088 

34 
15 

14,544 

EAST ASIA-PACIFIC 
Afghanistan 
Australia 
Bangladesh 
Brunei 

12 
189 

-
223 

78 
915 
227 
238 

Burma 9 4 
China 
India 

(Ta iwan) 2 
411 

23 
99 

Indones ia 1,438 680 
aay 45 
aIaysiaNew Zealand 33326 425175 

Pakistan 10 448 
Tha iland - 28 

Total 2,657 3,399 

A rICA 
AlgeriaAngo la-Calninda 
Congo Republic 

932166 

39 

3,56442 

1 
Egypt 
Gabon 

267 
291 

79 
71 

Libya 
Morocco 
Nigeria 
Tunisia 

3,494 
-

2,672 
370 

731 
1 

1,246 
187 

Total 
68 

8,299 
1 

5,92-3 

EUROPE 
Austria 
Denma rk 
France 

22 
41 

7 

20 
19 

142 
Gernany (West)
Greece 
Italy-Sicily
Netherlands 

45 
5 

43 
12 

212 
227 
187 

1,754 
Norway 775 524 
Spain 
United Kingdom 

60 
2,302 

14 
850 

Yugoslavia 
Other (Ireland) 

48 
-

42 
28 

,360 4,019 

WESTERN IIEMISPlERE 
Argentina
Ba ri)a os 315 

" 193
8 

Bolivia 
Brazil 
Canada 
Chile 
ColombiaEcuador 

33 
110 
849 
25 
113233 

142 
25 

1,586 
56 

142 
340 

(;iatema la 
ex ico 

3 
I ,507 

-
340 

Perir 
Trinidad ani Tobago 

102 
71 

62 
97 

Veneziela 
United States 
Total 

2,092 
4288 
9,741 

1,153 
6,232 

10,376 

COMMUN 1ST
I garia 2 2 
Ch i na 

Czechoslovakia 
2,740 

3 
708 

19 
lhn1ga ry 43 121 
Poland 

omanria 
U.S.S.R. 

Total 

11 
294 

1 700 
13,793 

124 
640 

26,000 
I L4 

Iota I World 87,938 65,881 

Soirce: Int...t.o ..nal Petrole. Encyloed-a 
Pet rol I'iri l PbllI sIl rig Company 'liIsa, Ok laihoma'. 

. 9-7-.-



APPENDIX B TO CHAP'TER V 

Wo rId Phosphate Reserves and Resources 

Total Reserves 
 % PI05
 
and Resources, Average

Country_ 
 tons x 10 or R-anige Ref. Remarks
 

AFRICAa
 
Algeria 1,000 01) 1
 
Angola 
 120 30 1
 
Egypt 2,800 


10 b 1
 
Liberia 
 1.5 28 
 AI-Fe phosphate

Ma Ii 
 20 
 30
 
Mauritania 
 5 23-32 2 
 Exploration incomplete

Ilorocco 
 40,000 30
 
West Sahara 16,600 
 30
 
Senegal
 
Taiba 1,100 :,O) 
 I
 
Thies 2,090 
 1 Aluminum phosphateTanzani a 10 27-38 3
 

Togo 300 
 301
 
Tunisia 1,300 30 1
 
Rhodes i a 
 20 30 1
 
South Africa
 

PIalabora 1,400 30) 
 1 
Other 
 35 10-F1 3
 

Uganda ° 
200 30 I
 
Upper Volta A, 27-31 
 2 May he much larger 

re 
 83i 15 48:1 


Total 67,189
 

WEST ASIA
 
I ran 
 130 301) 1
 
I raq 600 
 I


30 1
 
Israel ],)00 26 5Jordan 
 1,0)1) 15-30 6 Ore of all grades above 15% in dri Iled

Lebanon area 

sma 11 17-31 8
 
Sudi Arabia 1,001) 0 1) 1
 
Syria 800 
 I
30
 
Turkey 
 300 30b 1
 

Total 
 4,890
 

EAST ASIAc
 
China 
 30,000 
 15 5

Christmas Is. 
 200 29-38 
 7 Includes aluminum phosphate
India 
 140 17.5 5 Assumes 100 at Jhamar Kotri-

Korea, North 
 88 
 12.5 5
 
Mongolia 1,000 20-22 
 7
 
Pakistan 
 12 20-17
 
Paracel Is. 
 20 10-27 8 Ownership disputed
 
Phi Iippi)es
 
Sri Lanka 
 300 
 30 9
 
Vietnam ._5-O00 
 30 1
 

Total 17,260 
 (China adjusted to 
15,000 million tons of equivalent 30% P20,)
 

OCEANIA
 
Australia 2,000 30 
 1
 
Nauru 44 
 38.5 5
 
Ocean Is. 
 2 40 5
 
New Zealand 
 70 
 30 
 3 Underseas nodules
 

Total 2,116
 

NORTII AMERICA
 
Canada 50 9 3 Igneous deposits 
U.S.A.
 

Eastern 19,900 
 26 10
 
Western 14,700 
 26 10

Alaska 1,000 25 10 
 May be larger 

Mexico
 
Baja Calif. 1,000 30

b 
1 
 May he larger; does not Include underwater
 

Zacatecas 
 140 30 1
 

Total 36,790
 

4
 



APPENDIX B TO CHAPTER V 

World Phosphate Reserves and Resources 
(Cont i nued ) 

Total Reserves % P2 0, 
and Resources, AverageCoutnt)try t_,os 	 x l0l. or Range 

SOUTIH AN)
 
CENT. AIERICA'b
 

Aruba 10 30 b 
lIraz i I 

Bamlhu i 700 
 30 

01 i rldi 20 3 0hI g tl.us ], 000 301 )
Other 25 30 

(:o I ol(ib i i 600C:hi le 4 3
30 

Curacao 10 
3 0 ,)N-rn, 6, 100 30b 

Venezult. la 40 30h 

'Tot,i I N,5(19 

EUROPE Icut 1dr11 ng
 
t1.S .S .R.
 

Finl anid 
S.1kli 200 18 
S i i I i nja rva 25 10 

I re la I 8 25
Norway 	 10)0 6-10 
Swedenl rnoest imate 
U.S.S.R. 

Ko14 	 1,125 39.4OttheIr 	 6,000 14 

T( tal 7,458 

World Tota l 144,212 

Ot lrther con tries t hit lii ve 
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Ref. Remarks 

1 

1 

I 

Aluminum phosphate 

Carbonati tes 
Aluminum phosphate 

New discovery, may be much larger 

3 
3 
7 
7 

5 
5 

Igneous 
Igneous 

Estimated recoverable concentrate 
Various sedimentary deposits. Some 
discoveries may not ')e included 

new 

smallI or un(rua 1tied deposits include Cameroir, lle.rin, GabiIa, Niger, Gabon,
Nigeria, IDaltoruy, io perhaps Chad.

h. 	 T-rrrge gr i lde statLed in terms of eqtiivalent quantity of marketable phosphate rock 	of 30% 1'2 0 5 grade or 
ighi 	 r ,

C. 	 Also small or uni.i tilied deposiLts i Caml)odlia, alaysia, Taiwan, Japan, Philiplpines, and lnionesia.
d. 	 Also .4sr almn'rts1 ;Illl on1 variouis isIlandrs 
e. 	 Also small or unquantified deposits in Belgium, Bulgaria, France, Germany, Greece, and Yugoslavia. 
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VI Production of Ammonia
 

flistorv orf Ammonia Synthesis 

As mentioned in chapter 1, synthetic ammonia 
(Nil 3 ) has become the principal source of all nitrogen 
fertilizers. particularly since 1915. At present, over 
951, of all conmt'rciil fertilizer nitrogen is supplied by 
or derived from s ynthettic Ntta; only minor percentages 
are stlitl by n;tti'al sodiiuml llitlate, bIyproduct 
NIl a3 lroi coke-oven gas (usually iecovered as 
ammonium sulfate ). calcium 'y'anamiite, antd other 
minor :t ur's. Tthe aironi vnhesis pocst's'- was 
dilveloped mailllv Iy Fritz laber siarting in 190.1, and 
by 1909 d nrtd,' t ilth process on a talioratoryhi slnt 
scale of' 80 g of Nil 1 per hour ( I). tarrying OUt the 
high-tenrtnerat ui., high-prestlre Iti'ot't'bss oin a it mlrt-
cil scale Is't'sItt'lv( formtitlabile iilt'lns i w ith the 
tchnolog.y and liate crials of tonstruttion then availathil 
(ar Bosch, working vsith Ilaber, is generally cedited 
with devlijing the, pit'ess--first in a pilot plant ant: 
then oi a itoinerciat ,calh (4 30 tlt. 'rodlucitin 
started in 1913 t ()ppa , G llnany. 

'Ihe chentist ry of the process is simple; the 

reacttion is: 

311. + N, - 2N1l 1 

The reaction is ttxother'nit ; the nit heat of reaction is 
about II,00( cal/g-role at 18" (61 kcal/kg tf NIfi,), 
assuming Nil., is in the gaSUttus state. The net heal 
relea'sed by ith(( r'ea't ion inl'r''asis with increasing 

teml'rattire and may ie 1.5,-.2,, higher at lhe tual 
oper,ttin., cinditions of '100"-500" ' 

Th(' riat'tiorn do', 
, 

It goro tt 'o'lilt)tiii the 
e(lilll iritlill conditions a'tV l('h l 1that int'r'aie in 
presslr' favors lhigh i'(inv 'r'sioll tit ullirolia, while 
inet''itd iiltatur' d(itr'i''IaSS ct-onviritin is shown 

,in table 1 (2). ''hus , it is ptissileh to obtain about 
9(3 coinversitn at 306, atm ant] 200')1'. Ilowever'. at 

the same pressurf but at 700"C, equilibrium conver
sion is only 7.. At i constant temperature of 
450"', conversion increases from 2.1% at 10 atm to 
35 . 81, at 300 atm and 62.T , at 1,000 atm. However, 
theilate of reaction is very slow at 200"( and in
creases with temperature; thus, a compromise must. 
be stleted't lwten rt'ation rlate aid equilibrium 
values. 'The 'eI~I't'irloi' ; ct;llalytl t0 inlleas the 
react ion riti' has i'ceivit- much attentlion both fiy 
Iaber anld ',Uti quitl illvv'stigatori',. ]lat"er's first 
Studies W0'i lile wilh .1n irIon tatalyIst , which was 
not very 't ivi' Laler' hil- f(Iiti that omilll or 
uranium was 1u'Ch m1ore. iffective , but tlt",u' eherrents 
WCld St,". ;lld i' r',ivt'. Still late'l (ibout 1911) it 
was found th;i certair imiurities int'reased t the 
aclivity of in ilin ttalyst After" several thousand 
foritula s had tittit tistl-d, a dotlbly pritolo-d iron 
catalyst wai slteced that wa, uritlnied f'om magnelite 
('30 4 ) with aililions, of pot;ssitln , alumin, and 
caltium . ('l1h' miagrtlit' is, rt'ilit'ed to m(etallit" iron 
by the hyirII-o'i'n duiirig tit' Olirijtion. ) This type of 
catalyst is still til, l;dard rlatelial in plr'(sent us(, 
ltlhougfh siiirt' r''inl't'i't hl~vt' loin'l mi'd, 

Ev%'% tilth I lt h' it't,t t; a lyt availai ' , the 
reation rali' i. a limiainl fitior', and ai compromise

rmust be r'ea'ched It'twe't lug 'etrltiir time which 

would l l'('tii'i a latvr., vXlitnriv i' 'inver't antdC~lV(.'5ill effie'nt'y 'The Ill 'llJ'lli:( n r (.iU
Conve'rsionr ''lelvlalustivey vi'iriiitimist' results
in ct (''iin, ili equivali'it to 'i0',-80), of 'qtiillbitin. 
Since equiliirium rril'irti;il tiperatin condiions 
may tir'r'T'pst nld to 25i,-35, cinversiin, the actual 
conlv('rsion IitV it I 1",-a28,, fo' 'Xllpl. 

to v' 
tlt, (",Incept of t c 1} lllllnli;! .,yvlllhe'si., loop, inl which 

In ol'der imlijrive' rvt.l'siorn, Ilal.it" o'iiriiated 

,i gas leaving tIl' 'oirnv'r't'r is toitld tio, ttilbenst' 
ntot ofi ( arrirnii t!,as liiquid whi'h is r(uriove-d t'tfon 
the gras. 'Then the I''uil'illg gas (tunracteld nt(]N 2
I1) i, reheateil ll1an r'ltirt'rit'l tii tlhe sytthisi, 'onver
tel' with fresh sylnthif!,is gas,. Ib also r'io'ilied that 
much it thn' toiling ciuld le itne ty heat exchinge 
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between the cool gas entering the converter and the
hot gas leaving it. 

Thus, the basic principles of the ammonia
synthesis process wellwere known to ttaber and his
coworkers and serve as the basis of the modern
ammonia production industry. 

)ata from the Ilaber-Bosch work did not become
available out-s,de orGermany outside their company
(BASF) for many years because of company secrecy
and the 191lt-18 war. A process plant built 
during the war at Sheffield, Alabama, U.S.A., by
U. S. Army Ordinance was based on information 
obtained by U.S. Intelligence. However, the informa
tion on tile ammonia synthesis catalyst was not 
complete, and the plant did not operate (3). Afterthe war, the U.S. Government established the Fixed 
Nitrogen Research laboratory to develop the necessary
information, and 1921in the first synthetic ammonia 
plant was built in the United StatesAtmospheric Nitrogen by theCorp. , now Allied Chemical Co.
By 1932 there were 10 ammonia plants in the United 
States with a total design capacity of 287,000 tons
of N per year. 

During the early years of World War 11, the
U.S. Government realized that, if the United States 
became involved in the war, its fixed nitrogen supply
would be inadequate to themeet demandmunitions. As a result, 10 more plants 

for 
were built

with a total N capacity of 595,000 tpy. IJuring the
late years of the war and the years following, the 
output of these plants "'-. diverted to fertilizer, 
primarily ammonium nitrate. The fordemand fertilizerincreased rapidly, and by 1958 there were 58 plants
in the United States with an estimated annual capacity
of 3.8 million tons of N. Major improvements in 
ammoni:i production technology were ( I ) the use ofnatural gas or naphtha as feedstock in the late 19-10s
and 1950s andI (2) the development of centrifugal
compreissors in the 1960s. These developments, in
combina rion aith increased scale, progressively
lowered tht co.,t of ammonia and of nitrogen fertilizer
(up to 1:)72) and increased the- demand. In 1974
world N i:,ducl;; ;:apacity was estimated at 62.5

million tons, and forecast capacity for 1981 was 101.2

million tons (4). 
 Allowing fox' operation at !ess than

full capacity and fox' nonferlilizer uses, the nitrogen

fertilizer supply was estimated to increase 
 from 41
million tons in 1974 to 62 million tons in 1981 (3).
Actual production of N fox' fertilizer use was estimated

to be about 16 million tons in 1977 (5). 


Most of the plants built before 19,15 were based 
on coke. In the original llaber process coke was 
used in a water-gas generator which operated in acycle of "blow" and "make." In the blow cycle the

coke was burned with air until the temperature of the

coke was increased to a suitable level (above

1000"C). Then the air was turned off and steam was
blown through the hot coke bed forming C0 and 112

by the water-gas reaction: 


C + 1120 112 + CO 

The reaction is endothermic and quickly cools the
coke bed to the point that it must be reheated byanother blow cycle. The gas"make" typically
contained 50% 112, 40% CO, 5% N2 , and 5% CO 2 . Toprovide the necessary nitrogen separate gas pro-
ducers which also used coke were blown continuously
with air to obtain producer ga; containing 62% N2 ,
32% CO, 4% 112, and 2% CO . The two gases were
collected separately in holders mixedgas and in the 
proper proportions to give an N2 :112 ratio of 1:3 in
the final synthesis gas. As an alternative, the gas
producer could be blown continuously Aith a mixture
of oxygen-enriched air and steam to produce gas of S0 

the desired composition. In laterrme plants, such 
as the TVA plant built in 19,12, a semiwater gas 
process was used in which the "make" gas waspartially oxidized with secondary air thus obviating
the need for separate air-blown gas producers. In
this case the "make" gas contained 36.3% 1 2 , 21.8%
N2 , 36.2% CO, and 5.5% CO 2 . The nitrogen content 
could be adjusted to that stoichiometrically requiredby adding some of the blow gas. Extensive cleaning
of the gas was required to remove (lust, sulfur, and 
other impurities. The gas was compressed in several
slaberstages with purification steps in between. The first 
step was tile "shift reaction" of conversion of CO and 
steam to 112 and CO2 : 

CO + f120 - 112 + CO2 

The next step was CO 2 removal at about 25 atm by
water scrubbing. A third step was removal of
residual CO by scrubbing with "copper liquor"
(copper acetate and fo'mate solution) typically at 
about 200 atm. The final stage was the ammoniasynthesis step described previously, which was
carried out at various pressures from 200 to 1,000 
atm, depending on the process. 

The total energy consumed by the coke-based 
process for fuel, feedstock, and mechanical energy
was 88 GJ per ton of NIl 3 as compared with about 36
(I for a modern natural gas-based plant (I). The 
labor requirement was about 1,800 men versus 60 forthe modern plant, and the investment cost was nearly
three times as great. Also, the expense of the
coking operation %,.,asconsiderable. 

Direct use of coal or lignite as feedstock was
begun as early as 1926 using the Winkler gasifier.
Partial oxidation of heavy fuel oil was developed, and 
steam reforming of natural gas and light hydrocarbons 
was used commercially in 19,10 but did not become
popular until the 1950s. At present, steam reforming
of natural gas and naphtha is estimated to account for 
over 80% of all ammonia production. Some other
feedstocks such as liquefied petroleum gas (Lt1G) and
refinery tail aregas treated by steam reforming:
therefore, the total ammonia production by this
method may be as much as 85%. The great majority
of new ammonia plants that are planned or axre underconstruction will use natural gas; therefore, the 
short-term trend will be toward greater use of this
feedstock. However, the amount of natural gas
world is limited, and eventually other feedstocks

in the
 
become important as discussed in chapter V. 

will
 

The technological improvements mentioned above
and other improvements too numerous to mention,

coupled with increase 
 in scale, have resulted in a

steady decline in ammonia production cost from over

$200/ton in 19,10 to about $30/ton in 1972. After 1972

the trend was reversed 
 and costs have risen, mainly
 
because of increased cost of feedstocks and a sharp

increase in plant construction cost. The increased
 
construction cost 
 was caused primarily by increased 
material and labor costs and partlycomplicated by moreheat and energy recovery equipment
which became necessary to conserve expensive fuel.
More stringent pollution control regulations also were 
a factor. 

Further technological improvements expectcd,are 

but none are foreseen of such magnitude as to
 reverse the present upward cost trend due to rising

fuel, feedstock, and construction costs. 
 Only minor
economies can be achieved by further increase in
scale above the current standard of 1,000-1,200 tpd,
and any economies in scale are likely to be offset by
increased distribution costs. The world's largest
single-train ammonia )lant is rated at about. 1,600 tpd.
Designs are available fox' 2,000-tpd plants, but theeconomic benefits are doubtful. 



Steam-Reforming Processes 

Thermochemical Data 

Since steam-reforming processes account for over 
80% of the world's ammonia production, this type of 
process will be described in more detail than the 
others. Figure is block chart1 a flow of the 
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Figure 1. Flow Chart of Ammonia Synthesis (Steam Reforming of Natural Gas). 

steam-reforming process using natural gas feedstock.
It shows the principal chemical reactions and typical 
pressure levels. The overall approximate chemical 
reaction may be written: 

7Cl14 + 101120 + 8N2 + 202 - 16NIl + 7C02a 


Using the standard heats of formation, the heat 
of the overall reaction may be calculated as follows: 

kcal, Total 

for Above


Reactants kcal/g mole Equation 

Clt 4 (g) -17.89 x 7 = -125.23 
1120() -68.32 x 10 = -683.20 
N2 (g) 0 0 
02 (g) 0 0 

Total reactants -808.43 


Products 


N113 (l) -16.06 x 16 -259.96 
C02 (g) -94.05 x 7 -658.35 

Total products -918.31 

Net heat of reaction -109.88 


Thus, the overall reaction is exothermic to the 
extent of about 110 kcal for the equation shown above,
assuming Nil, in the liquid state or about 30 heal for 
N1l3 in the gaseous state. Since the reaction, as 
written, produces 17 x 16 = 272 g of ammonia, thenet heat released by tie reaction amounts to about 
404,000 kcal/ton of liquid ammonia or 110,000 

kcal/ton of gaseous ammonia. At first thought, this 
may seem contrary to the general conception that 
ammonia production consumes a tremendous amount ofheat. However, if the same amount (7 g-moles) of 
CH 4 were burned to CO 2 and H 2 0, about 1,343 kcal
(LfIV) would be released which is equivalent to about 
5 million kcal/ton of NH 3 (about 21 GJ). I Therefore, 
production of ammonia consumes energy in the sense 
that it uses as feedstock a material that could other
wise be used as fuel. 

The various steps of ammonia production are 
carried out at different temperaturefrom 0' to levels ranging1200°C; thus, fuel bemust used to heat
the reactants. While much. of the heat is recovered, 
a substantial portion is lost. As a result, naturalgas-based ammonia plants with the most efficient heatrecovery systems require about 8.6 million kcal (36 

GJ) for fuel and feedstock (6). This requirement is
based on the low heating value (LHV) of methane,
which does not include the heat of condensation of 
water vapor that is formed in the combustion ofmethane. In addition, a substantial amount of 
electrical energy is required (20-50though most of the mechanical kWh/ton) evenenergy is supplied by 

turbines driven by steam that is generated by heat 
recovery in the process. Marginal improvement in
heat recovery is possible but at the expense ofincreased capital cost. Table 2 shows typical
temperature levels in the steps of NIl 3 production by 
steam reforming of nalural gas, the main reaction
occurring in each step, and the standard heats of the 
reactions. It will be noted that all the reactions are 
exothermic except the steam reforming of methane.
Also, there is a wide difference in temperature levelfor the various steps. Therefore, heat-exchange 
equipment comprises a large proportion of the ammonia 
plant cost.
 

Feedstocks for Steam-Reform ing rocesses 

Natural Gas--As mentioned previously, natural 
gas is the principal feedstock for ammonia production;
it currently accounts for over 70% of world'stheammonia production (6). Natural gas is classified as
"associated" or "nonassociated. " Associated gasoccurs with crude oil; it is liberated from the oilwhen the pressure is released in the oil-gas separator 

plant. Its cc nposition varies with the pressure at 
which the separator is operated. Since methane is 
the most volatile, it can be released at a relatively
high pressure. By releasing gas at successively lower 
pressures, a separation can be made in which methane 
is released first and the less volatile gases, ethane,
butane, and propane, are collected separately. 

The higher hydrocarbons usually have a higher

value for petrochemical production or for sale as
 
liquefied petroleum gas 
 (IIG) than methane. There
fore, in most 
 cases, these products are sold
 
separately, and the term "natural gas" usually refers
 
to the fraction that contains mostly methane with only

small percentages of ethane and higher hydrocarbons. 
Fur use as ammonia feedstock, methane is preferable
to the higher hydrocarbons since all carbon in the 
feedstock is converted to carbon dioxide or monoxide

which 
 must be removed from the ammonia synthesis 
gas. Therefore, the lower the carbon:hydrogen ratio 
in the feedstock, the smaller and less expensive the
purification units in the synthes.s gas preparation will 
be.
 

In ammonia-urea complexes, where all of the 
ammonia is used to make urea, the amount of CO 2
derived from methane feedstock may not be sufficient 
for the urea plant needs. Urea requires a C0 2 :Nlla 
ratio of 1:2; whereas, the production of ammonia by 

. LllV = l.,w I-ieu ng %aie,wh1ich thedoes oot include(iea Aof condensat imiof 
waiter 'mucd in thereaction. 
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TABLE 2. 
CHEMICAL REACTIONS, TEMPERATURES, AND HEAT OF REACTION IN PRODUCTION OF AMMONIA FROM METHANE
 

Typical 

AjloJ,
 

Step Reaction T- -nC/ 'a
 
-b. - kJ/g-mole
 

Steam reforming 
 CH4 + H20 = CO + 3112 790-820 
 +206.2
 
Secondary reforming 
 C114 + 1/202 + (2N2 ) = CO + 2H2 + (2N2 ) 
 900-1200 
 -35.6
 
Shift reaction 
 CO + 1120 = 
CO2 + H2 	 200-450 -91.8 
Carbon dioxide removal 
 (Physical separation) 
 70-105 
 =
 

Methanation CO + 31l2 = C114 + H20 
CO2 + 4112 = CH4 + 21120 250-450 -206.2 

Ammonia synthesis 
 3H2 + N2 2NH3 	 300-500 -91.8
 

Ammonia condensation NH3(gas) = N13 (liquid) 30 to -30 
 -21.0
a. 
Heat of reaction taken from reference (1); + sign indicates 	heat absorbed; 
= sign indicates heat released. 
 To
 convert to kcal, multiply by 0.239.
b. 
For simplicity, a single reaction is shown for the reformer step which represents the predominant net reaction.
However, the chemistry is much more complex. 
 In particular, a significant amount of CO2 
is formed in these
 
steps.
 

c. Completion of reaction I also takes place in secondary reforming.
 

reforming pure methane produces a CO 2 :NI-I3 ratio 
7:16 	

of Both associated and nonassociated natural gasesaccording to the approximate equation given vary inwidely composition; the example in table 3 isearlier. In this case it would be advantageous if 	 anthe only illustration. Gas somefrom nonassociatednatural gas contained enough higher hydrocarbons to 	 deposits may be nearly puresupply enough 	 methane. In otherCO 2 for urea production. This is deposits gas may contain higheroften the case as 	 percentages of 112Sshown by the example of natural 	 , 
gas composition given table 3. 	

C02, or both. Other, usually minor, constituents arein As an alternative, N 2 and sometimes lie (helium). The 02 and f12 S 
usually are removed by scrubbing before delivery by
pipeline to avoid corrosion of the pipeline; th< 112 STABLE 3. COMPOSITION OF TYPICAL NATURAL GAS may be converted to elemental sulfur which may be aprofitable byproduct in some cases. 

% _____ I_Volume Methane from Sources Other than Natural Gas--As Delivered Obviously methane fromConstituent At Well-Head 	 any source could be used as__y Pipeine feedstock for ammonia production; some of these 
CII4 sources have been mentioned in chapter V.75.9 	 One93.3 promising source is anaerobic decomposition of wasteN2 	 2.0 
Argon 	 organic material or of "biomass" (vegetable cellulosic0.4 materials) such as forest waste or vegetative crops.C0 2 	 7.3 0.01 

8.9 
Several projects are in operation or under112S <5 ppm constructionHydrocarbons 	 in the United States to produce methane
from manure or urban waste (7). AnaerobicC2 H6 3.3 	 3.3 fermentation produces gasCaHs 	 a containing about 55%0.9 


C4111 0  0.8 0.2 


1.2 	 C114; the remainder is mainly C02 which can be
readily removed by scrubbing with monoethanolamine

C5112 0.5 	 0.01
C6 H1 4 + 2.3 
(MEA) or other solvents. In several cases, methane 

_ _ _ from these sources is sold to natural gas_ 2.3 _ _ 	 pipelinedistributors for mixing with natural gas at prices
ranging from $1.30-$1.90/1,000 ft' ($46-$67/1,000 M3 

). 
It has been estimated that methane from such sources
 

extra CO 2 can be obtained from stack gas during the 
could supply 20% of the present U.S. consumption of
natural gas (8). Since ammoniacombustion of 	 feedstock amounts tofuel in the reformer furnace, but this

alternative is relatively expensive. 	
only 1%-2- of U.S. gas consumption, it is evident that

"biogas" could supply 
 enough methane for present 

In the past, associated natural and probably future ammonia needs. In most of thegas has often projects the cost presumably is partiallybeen regarded as an unwelcome byproduct of 	 waste 
borne by

disposal, but someby estimatespetroleum production, and 	 biogasthis is still the case in 
some countries where there is means 	

produced from vegetative crops would be competitiveno for economical 
recovery 

or cheaper than alternate ammonia feedstocks such as 
pumped 

or use. In such cases the gas may be coal or naphtha. Methane is produced in many smallback into the oil-bearing formation to bio-gas pits in"pressurize" it and, thus, augment 
India; in China it is reported thatthe flow of oil, or over 400,000it may be "flared," i.e. , wasted by burning in open night 

marsh gas pits produce methane from 
air. The amount of natural gas that is flared is (9). 

soil, grass, stalks, waste water, garbage, etc. 
The methane is used for ruralsubstantial. Efforts are 	 cooking and-Jorbeing made to utilize it by some industrial uses such fuelasestablishing 	 for small cementammonia, methanol, or other petrochemical plants, fuel to drive water pumps, etc. While it isplants or energy-intensive industries such as not known to be used for ammonia production,aluminum production or by liquefying the gas for obviously the gas could be used for thisshipment. However, these purpose ifefforts involve time

and capital and often 
much 	 enough gas could be collected at one location for anentail enormous difficulties economicalbecause of the 	

scale of operation. In this connection, itremote locations and hostile has been estimated that 5 millionenvironments ranging from desert areas and 	
ft 3 /day (142,000

tropical m 3/day) of crude gas containing about 60% methanejungles to arctic regions, can be collected from a sanitary landfill at Mountain 



View, California, for 8-10 years (7). No doubt,urban waste from larger cities -could be used 
to generate enough methane for even a 1,000-tpd
ammonia plant. muchHowever, development work is 
needed to establish the technical and economical
feasibility of large-scale production of methane from
urban waste and to dispose of the residue, which may
be useful for fertilizer. 

,iquefied Petroleum Gas--lI'G which contains
mainly but ame -and-prota e-has been used as ammonia
feedstock in Japan and reportedly will be used in
Norway. Liquefied natural gas (1,N(;) also is used in
Japan. These materials are relatively expensive butoften less expensive than naphtha. Synthetic natural 
gas (SN(;) ispractically pure methane produced from 
coal and may be considered for future use in ammoniaproduction. 

Najhtht --In those areas of the world where
natural gas is unavailable, naphtha became a favored
feedstock for ammonia production by steam reforming,
particularly in the period of 1950-741 when naphtha 
was relatively cheap. In many countries the amountof naphtha produced in oil refining exceeded the 
demand. Naphtha is the lighter fraction of hydro-
carbons, boiling from about .10" to 130'C with anaverage molecular weight of about 88 and an H:C
atomic ratio of about 2.23. Straight-run naphtha is 
pre.ferred to naphtha produced from higher hydro-carbons by c 'acking or "hydrocracking" because
the latter usually contains sulfur compounds that are
difficult to remove. The composition and )roperties
of a typical naphtha are given in table 4. Since 1974 

TAFItE 4. Co IOSI I tON AND PROUIl'tlTI.'S OF' TYII'Al,
NAI'I f'IIA 

('onst Itierit or Property Avera ,Valiu 


Speci tic gravity at 15.5°C 0.686 
Initil.Im iliigI toint, OC' 41 

Des., ti ri t., 7,,ivlue) 11 

Aroii.,ti,(, 7Y vujime) 
 4
Satii,,tes, ' (volumiie) 95 
Total silfur .s (iim tbywLt)

S 368 
112
 2 
RSII 
 146 

82 s.. 119 

H2S' 
 80 

S Itireict ie S 20 


C, % 
 84.4

11, % 15.7

1olwt 
 88 
Ileatiig valuIe, kcal/kg 10,50u 


the price of na)htha on the world market has risen 
more rapidly than that of other feedstocks because ofthe demand for naphtha for use in the manufacture of 
motor fuel and petrochemicals (ethylene, propylene,
etc.). Therefore, several plants originally designed
to use naphtha have switched to other feedstocks 
such as natural gas, LNG, or LPG. As a result, few 
new plants are being built to use this feedstock. 

'lhel' process for steam reforming of naphtha was
developed mainly by Imperial Chemical Industries 
(U',I)in England and has been widely used in Europe,
Japan, and many developing countries. The main
technical problem was to avoid carbon formation 
on the reforming catalyst without excessive steam 
consumption. 'Ibis problem has been solved bymodifications of the catalyst composition. 

Itefine'yGases--l'etroleuin refineries and petrochemical operations produce a variety of byproduct 

gases that can be used as fuel or feedstock or both.The composition of refinery tail gas varies widely; it
usually contains 112, C11 4 , and higher hydrocarbons
and can be used as ammonia feedstock by steam
reforming. The amount of tail gas available is likely
to be insufficient for an economical scale of ammonia
production unless the refinery is a very large one.
Another drawback is that the volume and composition 
of the tail gas may vary according to the demand forthe various refinery products, and these variations 
can cause difficulties in the ammonia plant operation.
Also, refineries often have a use for the components
of the tail gas. For instance, the hydrogen can be
separated and used in "hydrocracking" (production
of light hydrocarbons by hydrogenating and cracking
heavier fractions). 

In the production of ethylene (by cracking 
naphtha), a byproduct gas stream containing mainlymethane and hydrogen is produc'u. '.irver'al other
petrochemical processes produce byproduct gases that 
are usable as ammonia feedstock either by steam
reforming or cryogenic separation of hydrogen. 

Only a few ammonia plants in Europe and Japan 
use refinery tail gas. 

Coke-Oven Gas--Coke-oven gas contains about
55% ,25% ,d % CO, 6%N 2 , plus minor amounts 
of higher hydrocarbons, CO 2 , and various impurities.Presumably, it could be used for ammonia production
by steam reforming after purification, but the usual
practice is to separate the hydrogen by a cryogenic
process involving a liquid nitrogen wash. Many 
steel-producing plants have an air separation unit to
supply oxygen for use in steel production, thus the 
liquid nitrogen is available from this source. The
cryogenic process produces a nitrogen-hydrogen gasmixture suitable for ammonia synthesis, and the
remaining gas mixture of CO, Cl1 4 , and heavier

hydrocarbons is 
 used as fuel. The main drawback is 
similar to that of refinery tail gas; the amount of

coke-oven gas depends on coke production which, in

turn, depends on steel production. Only a few
 
plants use coke-oven gas for feedstock.
 

leavy Oil--Liquid hydrocarbons heavier than 
naphtha arc used for ammonia feedstock by partial
oxidation processes which will be discussed in a later
section of this chapter. However, there has been 
some interest in theap)lying steam-reforming
 
process, and Toyo Engineering Corp. has recently

reported successful development on a pilot-plant scale
 
(10). Successful operation of 
 the pilot plant was
 
reported when using crude oil from several or
sourcesheavy residual oil. Little detail is available about the 
process, but involvesit use of two newly developed
catalysts in the primary and secondary reformer.

Both catalysts are unaffected by sulfur. The primary

reformer catalyst is effective in heavy oil gasification
without carbon deposition at 900 0 -10000C, while the
secondary reformer catalyst is effective in reforming
the methane remaining in the gas from the firstreformer. The gas from the reformers still contains
all of the sulfur (as l2S) that %as present in thefeedstock, which would have to be removed in a
subsequent purification step as in partial oxidation 
processes. Potential advantages of the process

compared with partial oxidation processes arc lower
investment cost (an air separation plant is not
required) and lower energy consumptioi. 

Other_Feedstcks--Methanol or ethanol can be
used as feedstock in steam-reforming processes, but 
no commercial use has been reported. Other
feedstocks such as electrolytic hydrogen, coal, and
fuel oil will be discussed separately under applicable 
process headings. 

Feedstock IPrices 2 -- l,rices of feedstocks are often 
controlled by governments. The price of crude oil on 

2. liasetmid.l197oti oitalion. 
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the world niarket is controlled by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), and the world
market price of crude oil derivatives such as naphtha
is indirectly controlled by the price of crude oil. The
domestic prices of crude oil and naphtha in
oil-producing countries are often controlled by the 
governments at a lower level than world market
prices. Even in oil-importing countries, governments 
may exercise control of feedstocks such as naphtha
by subsidizing refinery operations. 

Natural gas prices in the United States as of
July 1978 are controlled at a maximum of $1.4l3/

ft 31,000 ($50.5:3/1,000 in). This is the price for 
gas from new sources delivered to an interstate 
pipeline. The price of gas delivered to customers via 
interstate pipeline is also controlled and will be increasod by a transport cost and will vary depending 
on the mix of "old" and "new" gas, transport dis-tance, amount and pattern of use, and whether the 
contract is for "firm" or "interruptible" gas. Even
"firm" gas is subject to curtailment when the supply
is not adequate. Legislation is pending (1978) in the
United States to increase the maximum price of inter-
state natural gas gradually and perhaps to remove thecontrols eventually. 

"Intrastate" gas is not controlled in the United
States at present (1978). P'rices to industries are
subject to contract negotiations and are usually not
publicly announced. Most new ammonia plants in the
United States are located in gas-producing states such 
as Texas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma where the supply
is more reliable and not subject to Federal Go ernment 


ft3control. Prices may range up to $1.90/1,000
($67/1, 000 m). 

Natural gas prices 
 in some European gas-

producing countries may 
be $0.80/1,000 ft' ($23/
1,000 in3 ). Prices in some developing countries that 
have ample supplies of natural gas reportedly range
from $0.20 to $0.60/1,000 ft3 ($5.66-$16.98/1,000 M

3 )
depending on rost of collection and purification,
length of pipeline transport, and government policy, 

Heavy fuel oil in oil-importing countries may bepriced somewhat below crude oil at the refinery,
particularly in the case of high-sulfur oil that cannot
be used for fuel without expensive pollution control, 

The price of coal varies widely depending on its 
quality, cost of mining, and transport cost. Future
coal costs in the United States for 1980-2000 are
estimated to range from $13 to $25/ton at the mine,
but present costs are higher, particularly for 
low-sulfur coal which is in short supply and may cost 

as much as $50/ton (_1). 


The effect of type and cost of feedstocks onammonia plant capital cost and ammonia production
cost is discussed in a later section of this chapter. 

LNG prices in the United States and Japan

typically are about $3.00/1,000 ft3 ($106/1,000 m ) at
3


the receiving terminal. A recent publication shows a 
range of $1.22 to $3.37/1,000 ft 3 ($,13-$119/1,000 m3)for present and future U.S. LNG projects; the lower
prices are for tracts negotiated several years ago
(12). LNG is not known to be t,-ed in the United
States for ammonia feedstock, but its use in Japan
has been reported. 

The world market price for naphtha is typically
about $135/ton and is related to the price 'of crude
oil, which is currently about $95/ton. The prices of
both materials are likely to be controlled by the 
government. For instance, the price of U.S. 
domestic crude oil is $8/bbl (about $58/ton). 

l"eedstock lequirements-- In nearly all ammonia 
plants-iie same material is used as both feedstockand fuel. I'he fuel requirements may be 40% of the
total or more, depending on the extent to which heat 

recovery equipment is utilized. In previous years
when fNel was inexpensive, many ammonia plants were
built with minimum heat recovery facilities.
Buivadas, et al., give an example of how the fuel
requirement (natural gas) was decreased by 34%
through mcre efficient energy use, mainly
high-pressure steam generation and preheating
combustion air to the reformers (13). The decrease 
in total fuel plus feedstock requirement was about
15%. The increase in fuel efficiency was obtained at 
the expense of about 6% increase in plant investment 
cost. 

The following requirements for fuel plus
feedstock assume efficient heat recovery (13). 

Requirements
 
ad er ton o ' 

and Fuel Hearing uityfaue Million kcal
 
Natural gas 8,015 kcal/m3 1,073 m3 8.6
 
Naphtha 10,556 kcal/kg 0.89 t 9.4
 
Fuel oil 9,722 kcal/kg 1.00 t 9.7
 
Coal 6,333 kcal/kg 1.97 t 12.5
 

a. All values are low heating values (LItV).
 

In a natural gas-bas-d plant 34% of the gas is 
used for fuel and 66% for feedstock; in a
naphtha-based plant about 38, of the naphtha is used 
for fuel and 62% for feedstock (13). These values are
for plants equipped with good energy recovery
systems. Fuel requirements do not include electric 
power generation or steam generation other than that
connected with heat recovery. Modern ammonia plants 
are self-sufficient in steam supply, and much of the 
mechanical power is supplied by steam 
rather than
electricity. ttowever, developing
in countries, a

captive electric generating plant usually is considered 
essential for a dependable supply of electricity.

Also, if a urea plant is associated with the ammonia
 
plant, additional fuel will be required to supply the 
steam needed for urea production. Therefore, total
fuel requirements may be larger than those mentioned 
above. 

When a high-cost feedstock is used for ammonia
production, it may be advantageous to use a
lower-cost fuel for heating and for producing steam 
and electricity. Likewise, when the offeedslock supply(such as natural gas) is inadequate for 
both 
fuel and feedstock, a different material may be

used as fuel. Several plants in the United States

that use natural gas feedstock are equipped to use a
light fuel oil for heating the reformer. In cases
 
where the fuel oil i more expensive than natural gas,

the fuel oil system may be used only when the natural
 
gas supply is limited.
 

Use of heavy oil or coal f r fuel could be
considered for plants using expensive or scarce
 
f'.edstocks. However, these fuels cannot be 
 used toheat reformer furnaces unless some extensive modifica
tions are made. Impurities in heavy oil coal would
or
adversely affect the reformer tubes by causing
corrosion or erosion unless design modifications weremade. Deane and Browne have described a naphtha
based flowsheet in which a "non-premium fuel" is
used for preheating the feedstock and the air to 
the secondary reformer (1,1). Obviously, there
would be no technical problem in using coal for 
steam and electric power in units designed forthat pur)ose . Direct use of coal for heating the
reformer furnace w( Ad seriouspresent difficulties,
but indirect use such as byproduct gas derived from
coal may be technically and economically feasible in 
some cases. 

Technology of Steam-lieforming Process 

A simplified flow diagram fo production of
ammonia by steam-reforming natural gas or naphtha is 



shown in figure 2. In the following discussion, each cobalt-molybdenum composition. The hydrotreatedof the steps will be discussed in the sequence in feedstock is then passed through one or more guardwhich they occur, vessels containing layers of chloride removal catalyst 
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Figure 2. Flow Diagram for Production of Ammonia by the Steam-Reforming Process. 

Feedstock Preparation--As mentioned previously,
most natural gas requires some purification,
particularly the removal of C 2 and H2S which may
be done by the natural gas producer if 

, 
the gas is

transmitted by pipeline. If the gas is taken directly
from wellheads, the user (ammonia producer) may
have to purify the gas. Depending on the source,
natural gas may contain 
liquid (oin or water) 
separators, filters, etc. 

After the initial 
compressed to reformer 
that pressure, and preheated. Then, any remaining
sulfur is removed to avoid poisoning of catalysts.
The sulfur may be removed by adsorptioncarbon at ambient temperature on activatedor by absorption by hot 

zinc oxide (290-400oC) after the gas has been
preheated. In casessome both treatments may be
used. Some natural gas may contain significant
pairticularlyamounts of chlorideslow-temperature catalyst. Cata-the which canshift poiscn catalysts 

lysts or absorbents are available for removal of 
chlorides. Quartull5 describes a pretreatmentfor removal of both chloride systemand sulfur from naturalgas or naphtha (figure 3) (1_5). The preheated gas 
or vaporized naphtha is mixed with a small amount 
of hydrogen (recycled synthesis andgas) passed
through a "hydrotreater" containing a catalyst which 
converts sulfur compounds to 142S and chlorides toHlCI. The catalyst has a nickel-molybdenum or 

entrained dust ha ben 
which should be removed by 

purification, natural gas is 
pressure, if not already at 

-baedma er 
Cor 

rtrSeparator 

i c
 
s , --

Product Condenser I 
f la sh tank and pre hea der Ammonia 

e vcg converter 

(a copper-based material) and sulfur removal catalyst
(zinc oxide). This system will effectively remove 
sulfur in "nonreactive" forms (such as thiophenes)
which cannot be removed by zinc oxide without hydro
treating. Since naphtha usually contains unreactive 
sulfur, hydrotreating or hydrodesulfurization is
commonly used in naphtha-based plants. The 

ulfur anorbents) used in the guard beds are
expensive and cannot be regenerated. Therefore,
if the feedstock contains much sulfur or chloride, 
some means for removing most of these impurities 
as a pretreatment should be considered. In the 
case of natural gas, absorption in an alkaline solvent 
such as monoethanolamine or potassium carbonate,
which can be regenerated, is commonly used for
removing most of the sulfur. 

Sulfur and chlorides (and other catalyst poisons) 
can enter the ammonia plant in the steam or in the air 
to the secondary reformer; thus, precautions should
be taken In eliminate suchpractical. to a~tdition, a impuritiesof guardinsofar as islayer absorbent 

may be placed on top of the catalyst, particularly in
the case of the low-temperature shift catalyst. 

Primary Reforming--The purpose of the primary-i !forming step is to convert the bulk of the hydro
carbon feed to 112 and CO by reaction with steam so
that the remainder of the reaction can be carried out 
in the secondary reformer with the heat available fromthe introduction of air which burns part of the gas 
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Figure 3. Natural Gas Treating System for Chlorine and Sulfur Removal. 

and supplies the required amount of nitrogen for 
ammonia synthesis. 

The preheated feedstock and high-pressure 
steam at or above reformer pressure (35-50 atm) are 
mixed and passed through a large number of tubes 
(50-400) which are externally heated in a reformer 
furnace by the combustion of a fuel which is usually
but not always the same as tile feedstock (natural gas 
or naphtha). The usual mole ratio of steam to carbon 
in the fe .dstock is 3.5-4.0:1.0. The reformer tubes 
are usually centrifugally cast stainless steel containing
25% Cr and 20 , Ni. They range from 7.5 to 20 cm in 
diam:er with a wall thickness of 0.6-2.5 cm and a 
length ranging from 3 to 14 in (16). The tubes are 
packed with catalyst containing nickel on a calcium
aluminate base, usually in the shape of a ring about 
16 mm in diameter by 16 mm long. The nickel content 
typically is 11%-16%,. Promoters such as potassium 
may be added, and the composition of the base may
be varied to increase its strength, durability, and 
porosity. The temperature of the gas leaving the 
reformer tubes may be 800'-900"C, and the tempera-
ture of the tube wall may be 900'-1000"C or more. 
This high temperature and the high pressure
constitute severe conditions that require expensive
materials of construction and careful design and 
operation. The heat ,n the combusti n gas leaving
the reformer is used successively to produce steam, 
to preheat the incoming feedstock-steam mixture, and,
where fuel economy is important, to preheat combustion 
air. 

There are many designs of reformer furnaces, all 
of which aim at efficient heat transfer by radiation,
convection, and even heat distribution to prevent
overheating or underheating any of the tubes or 
portions of the tubes. The fuel burners may be 
placed at the top, sides, or bottom of the furnace. 
Various means are used to cope with the difficult 
problem of connecting tie tubes to the inlet and 
outlet gas connections in such a way that thermal 
stress will not cause failure of the tubes or their 
connections. Some designs permit the isolation of a 
tube or tubes that have failed. This atrrangement
permits the plant to continue operation even after 
some of the tubes have failed. During scheduled 

PREHEATER 

shutdowns, tubes that have 
con(lition can be replaced. 

The gas leaving the 
contains 5%-15% methane 
temperature usually is in Ille 

failed or that are in poor 

primary reformer usually
(dry basis), The gas 
range of 800"-900"C. -

U 
, 
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.- FURNACE 

CM01O11NESULFUR 
GUARD VESSE-LS 

Secondary Heformin 
dary reforming step is 

of methane to 112, CO,
required proportion of 

-- The object of the secon
to complete the conversion 

and CO 2 and to supply the
N 2 for NIl 3 synthesis. This 

is done by adding air to the amount required to give 
an N:I atom ratio of 1:3 in the synthesis gas after 
tile shift conversion step. This means that the mole 
ratio of N 2 :(012 + CO) should be 1:3 in the gas
leaving the reformer unless more N2 or 112 can be 
added in some subsequent step of the process. T he 
oxygen accompanying the nitrogen in the air burns 
part of the combustibles (112, CO, and C114 ) in the 
partially reformed gas, thereby raising the temper
ature high enough fo r rapid completion of the 
reforming. 

Although most processes involve the use of air 
alone, in some cases oxygen-enriched air is used to 
supply more heat and, thereby, take some of the load 
from tile primary reforming step. In fact, it is 
possible to add enough oxygen so that the reforming 
process becomes "autothermal" and the primary
reforming step can be omitted entirely. On the other 
hand, less air can be used than required for nitrogen
supply, and part of the nitrogen can be added separ
ately, preferably at a later step in the process. This 
arrangement places more load on the prinary reformer 
but decreases the amount of feedstock required. This 
can be an advantage when the feedstock is expensive
(or in short supply) and a less expensive fuel is used 
in the primary reformer. 

In the usual case when air to the secondary
reformer is the sole source of nitrogen, the heat 
input is limited to that generated by combustion 
reactions plus the sensible heat. in the preheated air 
and in the gas from the primary reformer. 

A typical secondary reformer is a cylindrical,
refractory - lined, insulated vessel. The upper part is 
empty and serves as a combustion chamber in which 
the gas from the primary reformer is partially
oxidized by preheated air. I'll( lower part is filled 
with a catalyst similar to that in tile primary
reformer. The air should be free from (dust that 
might clog the catalyst
(S, C3, and As). 'File 
reformer pressure, ani 
burner at the top of 
causes the temlperaturte 
combustion chamber. 
th rough the catalyst 
endothermic reforming 

bed and from catalyst poisons
air is filtered, compressed to 

mixed with the gas in a 
tie vessel. The combustion 
to rise to about 1200')C in the 
As Ihe hot gas descends 
bed, it is cooled by the 
reactions and leaves the 
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reformer at a temperature of about 950 0-1000 0 C. The 
gas at this point contains, on a dry basis, about 56%
H2 , 120% CO, 8% Co 2 , 23% N2 , plus argon, and usually
less than 0.5% CH 4 . It also contains excess steam 
ranging from one-third to one-half of the total gas
volume, 

Carbon Monoxide Conversion--Gas from thesecondary reformer is cooled (generating steam) to 
about 375 0 C which is the usual temperature for the
shift conversion reaction: 

CO + H2 0 - 112 + CO 2 

The reaction is exothermic; therefore, it is usually
carried out in two steps with heat removal between 
steps. The rate of reaction is more rapid at high
temperatures, but equilibrium is more favorable at low 
temperatures. Thus, it is common practice to operate
the first step at a higher temperature than the 
second so that most of the CO is converted in the 
first step, and in the second step the CO is reduced 
to less than 1%(often as low as 0.2%). 

Prior to 1960, the same type of catalyst was used 
in both steps. This catalyst is mainly iron and chro-
mium oxides, about 55% Fe and 6% Cr. It is activeonly at relatively high temperatures (350'-430'C) and 
is known as a high-temperature shift (HTS) catalyst.
About 1960 a new copper-based catalyst c.,me into 
use which is active at lower temperatures (200'-260'C)
and is known as low-temperature shift (LTS) catalyst.
Most LTS catalysts contain zinc and alumina in 
addition to copper. 

The LTS catalyst is much more expensive than 
the IITS catalyst and is more susceptible to poisoning;
thus, it has a shorter useful life. Its advantages are 
that (1) it is active at a lower temperature range,
where equilibrium is more favorable, thus more CO 
reacts with the steam to form 112, and (2) less 
excess steam is required. 

It is generally agreed that the advantages of the 
LTS catalyst outweigh its disadvantages; thus, it iscommonly used in the second step of CO conversion. 
Some precautions that may be taken to extend the life 
of the LTS catalyst are (1) scrubbing the air to the 
secondary reformer with water or dilute alkali solution 
to remove catalyst poisons, (2) more rigorous purifi-
cation of feedstock and boiler feedwater, and 
(3) insertion of guard beds between the high- and 
low-temperature shift converters 
from the gas. Figure 4 shows a 
of a sequence of ItTS converter 
LTS converter, cooler, and 
alternative, but more expensive, 

FROM 

REFORMER 

HTS 

to remove S and Cl 
typical arrangement 
cooler, ZnO guard,

CO2 removal. An 
arrangement is to 

Zlo 

COOOLER 

use HTS catalyst in both converters with CO 2 removal 
after each converter. Removal of after the firstCO 2conversion step provides more favorable equilibrium
conditions so that the CO content can be decreased to 
a low level in the second step even with the less 
active HTS catalyst. With either, arrangement the CO 
content can be lowered to about 0.2% or less. 

Carbon Dioxide Removal--After leaving the shift 
conversion step, the gas may contain 18% CO 2 or more
depending on the feedstock composition. It is then 
cooled, if necessary, to a temperature range which 
depends on the requirements of the absorbent used in
the CO 2 removal step. Absorption in water was 
commonly used in pre-1940 plants. Its disadvantages 
were high energy consumption and loss of H12 and N2which are appreciably soluble in water at the high 
pressure used. Recovery of CO 2 having adequate
purity for urea production was difficult. Between 1940 
and 1960, a 20% solution of monoethanolamine (MEA) 
was favored. After 1960, the majority of new plants
used potassium carbonate solution with various 
additives to promote absorption and inhibit corrosion. 
Its main advantage is lowe,- heat requirements for
stripping the CO2 from the solvent. lowever, there 
are several other solvents in use, mainly organic
liquids, some of which have a proprietary 
composition. 

The potassium carbonate system operates mainly 
on pressure differential--CO 2 absorption at high 
pressure and CO 2 release at low pressure. In the 
absorption step the pressure is typically about 30 atm 
(reformer pressure minus pressure losses), and the 
temperature may be 100'C. The CO 2 is absorbed 
chemically by the conversion of potassium carbonate 
to bicarbonate. When the solution is regenerated byreleasing the pressure to about atmospheric pressure,
CO 2 and water vapor escape. In some cases, CO 2release may be assisted by stripping with low-pressure
steam or air. The regenerated solution is returned 
to the absorber at a temperature of 85'-90'C and is 
heated by the gas from the L'I'S shift converter. In 
this way some or most of the heat required by the 
CO2 removal process is derived from the heat in the
incoming gas. 

In contrast MEA absorption-regeneration operates 
on a temperature differential with absorption at a 
relatively low temperature, 27"-60"C, and regenera
tion at 1000-140'C. Thus, it is necessary to cool 
the incoming gas to the absorber and to heat the 
MEA solution in the regenerator with steam. The 
MEA process has been improved by the addition of 
promoters and corrosion inhibitors, thereby lowering
heat requirements. 

Much attention has been given in recent years to 
methods for removal of acid gases (mainly CO2 and 
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Figure 4. Carbon Monoxide Conversion System Using Ifigh Temperature Shift (ITS) and Low Temperature Shift ILTS) Catalysts. 
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H2 S), not only from ammonia synthesis gas, but also 
from natural gas, synthesis gas for products other
than ammonia, and fuel gas produced by coal 

-gasification-or --carbonization .,--:Numerous processes 
have been developed, and the choice of process foran ammonia plant may depend on a balance between 
energy 	 costs, capital costs, and other factors. Since 
partial oxidation of heavy oil or coal yields gases
containing H2 S as well as C0 2 , the acid gas removal 
process for this use must be capable of removing and 
separating these impurities and converting the H2 S to
S or other nontoxic compounds, Some partial
oxidation processes produce gas containing small 
percentages of HCN which must be andremoved 
converted to nontoxic compounds, 

A complete discussion of C02 removal processes 
is beyond the scope of this manual, However, table 5 

TABLE 5. PROCESSES FOR REMOVAL OF ACID GASES (CO2 AND 

REACTIONTYPESYSTEMS 
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taken from Quartulli briefly summarizes the
characteristics of 20 major processes (15), 

Methanation--The gas leaving the CO absorption2step still conta1ins about 0,3% CO and 0.2% or less
CO2. These- oxides must be removed before the
ammonia synthesis step because they would decrease
the activity of the ammonia synthesis catalyst and 
cause 	 deposition ofr.ammonium carbamate in the
synthesis loop, The methanation reactions are 

Co + 3H2 . Cl- 4 + 2 O0 

CO + 4112 - C114 + 2 O 

These reactions are the reverse of the reformer
reactions, and a similar nickel-based catalyst is used, 

It will be noted that each molecuIe of CO and 002 
consumes three and four molecules of H2 , respectively.
Therefore, _it is necessarytoefficiently.remove CO 
and C0 2 to the minimum practical level, 

The methanation step is usually carried out with 
a gas inlet temperature of 3000 -350oC; therefore, the 
gas must be preheated to that temperature, Since 
the reactions are exothermic, the temperature may
rise to 320-400oC at the gas outlet, depending on 
the CO + CO 2 content of the gas, A heat exchanger
is commonly used to preheat the incoming gas and 
cool the exit gas, 

Compression--The synthesis gas leaving the 
methanation step typically contains about 74% H2 , 24% 
N2 , 0,8%CH 4 , and 0.3%Ar, dry basis, The gas must 
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Source: Developments in Ammonia Production Technology, no date, p. 18-19, The M. W. Kellogg Company,
 

be compressed to the pressure required by the -.:
synthesis step. Before centrifugal compressors came 
Into general use, reciprocal compressors were used.These reciprocal compressors often Involved as many 
as five stages of compression with the various gas
purification steps at intermediate pressures, Synthesis 
pressures varied widely from 100-to 800 atm depending 
on the process, Reciprocal compressors are still Used
for sma plants (less than 500 tpd), but centrifugal 
compressors are now used In the great majority of 
newI plants having capacities of 600-1,500 tpd,Synthesis pressures in these new plants usually are 

-- ,"In the range of 150-250 atm, although some of the .	 larger plants may operate at 300-350 atm. It was
 
previously considered that the use of centrifugal
compressors was applicable only to plants of 650-tpd
capacity or more, but process designs using centri
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fugal compressors are now offered for plants having
capacities as low as 300 tpd (15). 

Centrifugal compressors are driven by steam
turbines using high-pressure steam generated mainlyfrom hot process gas leaving the secondary r'eforner. 
The steam is exhaIu sted at a lower pressure and used
in the reforming i)rocvess and )tier process steps. 

Reciprocating comlpressors ate driven by electric 
motors. They are more efficient than centrifugal
compre-ssors tyxpical efficiencies are reported to be
879, for recipr(catilg Comp'essoS compar'edas with
70',,
for the centrifugal type. lowever, ,ecipraoctting
aOtpressffrs are expensive,mere especially for large

plants. The POw0t consumption in plants usingreciprocating compressors nay l'range from 600 to
900 kWh/ton of ammonia as com)arel with 20-35 kWh
in plants using steam-friven centrifugals. lowtver,
this high elctric power requiiteenrt is offset b lower,
fuel requirement. Where electricity is cheap or can 
be generated onsite Iw-c(fstwith fuel such as coal
at(l whe'n the ;ammnionia ft tdstock is expensive there,may bie some saving in operating cast from using
reciprocating c(lniprtssffts, especially in ',mall plants.
The largest plant with reciprocating compressors is
tlfpatetd to produte 670 t )d(l"aniunania. 

Centri'fugal compressors usually are built with 
two or three casiltg , after with interstage cooling. 
(-tmtpressor de'sign is highly sp(cialized, and thedetadls of design, arrangement, :nd operation are
complex. A typical simplified diagran of a synthesis
gas loo1) is shown in figure 5. Cooling and 

GAS 

STM 

for ''quenching" the gas between beds, for removing 
heat by steam generation, orincomin, for preheating thefeed gas and (2) those having a continuous
catalyst bed in which a heat exchanger removes the
heat of reaction. "Quench" converters may inject cool
feed gas at several points between catalyst beds tokeep the temperature in the desired range, ,t00°
,t50'C, for example. The gas leaving the converter 
will contain 12',-18% NIl:,, depending mainly on theprl'essure; conversion per pass increases with 
ressu re. The gas is cooled first by heat exchange

with the incoming gas, then hy air or water, andfinally by refrigeration to condense most of the
ammonia as a liquid. The degree of cooling required
depends on the pressure. At high pressures much of
the annonia can be condensed at temperatures obtain
able by water cooling. At lower pressures (150
200 attn) increased reliance must be )laced on
refrigeration. If the ammonia is to be delivered to
atmospheric pressure storage, it must be further 
c,oled to -33"tc (chapter VII). The gas remainingafter ammonia condensation is recycled to the con
verter' means of a campressor. 

The purge gas may hu used as supplemental fuel
in the primary reformer with or without prior
recovery of its ammonia content by water scrubbing. 

GAS 

AND NH3 AMMONIA 

concentration tends to increase as 
removed, it is necessary to vent 
"purge gas" to keep the inert gas
tolerable level. 

Ammonia synthesis converters 
(I) those having a multiple catalyst 

the and areN2 H2 
a side stream of 

concentration at a 

are of two types: 
bed with provision 
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Figure 5. Typical Ammonia Synthesis Loop. 

compressing the gas condenses nearly all of the water 
vapor remaining in it. The compressed gas enters
Ihe synthesis loop at various points depending on 
process, design. 

A tionia Synthesis--As mentioned previously,amllionli synthesis is commonly carried out at 
'tO0"-450OC' using all iron catalys' promoted with 
potassiumti and aluminha. Te gas entering the con-varter consists rtainly of gas Circulated in the loop
with a relatively small anount of fresh synthesis gas
caled "itiake-up'" gas . 'Ihe gas antring tw convetter 
cotllains and II. inN 2 a 1:3 ratio pils 1'1',- I'll. "inerts" 
arnd aiott 2, NIla.. The "''els'' consist mainly of 
mtlthae, arglon, and soltlilnes heliutmI if Ihe natural 
gas feedstock contains thal alerrent. ( ethatr is not,
strictly speakinig , an irw't ga., but the lert is tlsed 
ill ammonia syntlhesis context since it does riot 
participate in the r'eact ion . ) i lte inert gas 
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In some cases it may be worthwhile to separate the 
purge gas components cryogenically (after Nlla 
recovery) . The C14 and 112 can be returned to the 
process, and the argon can be sold where tere is a 
market for it. 

Another means for ut ilizlig ptrge gas is a purge 
gas conversion unit (lPG('A) made by Kellogg. 'lhe 
unit consists essentially of a second ;ammonia synthesisloop in which ti' purge gas is coml)ressed, passed
through a (ffnverte containing ammonia synthesis
catalyst , and then coole(d to recover adlditional ammonia. 
After tlnnla rCover'r ry,I n ratelatively stitall purge
stlrm is drawn off for use as fuel and thew remainder 
is recychd to the convTrter'. The ullit can he added 
to an exisling auinlronia plant , Since it converts 75% 
of the hydrogeln in the |pug'e gas to ammnionia, anmonia 
produlctioni is incr'eased by about L, without increasing 
feedstock r'aoquir'etnents. The ratio of additional In



vestment and operating cost to incremental ammonia 
recovery is said to be quite favorable. 

Partial-Oxidation Processs.. Usig 

tlydrocarbon. Feedstock 

Hydrocarbons heavier than naphtha can be used 
as feedstocks for ammonia production by partial
oxidation processes. Natural gas and naphtha also 
can be used, but since the t)iant cost for" the partial
oxidation process is considerably higher than that for 
steam reforming, the lighter feedstocks seldom are 
used. lowever, the partial oxidation process (toesoffer the advantage of wider choice of feedstock withgreater"toleranue for"im p)Uities. Thie main disdvan-
geate tolerhinher c~l'iJapit s sic jn ixseadvan-


tage is the higher capital cost since n air separation 
step ani nitrogen in a later . ttp 

Crude petroleum can be Used as feedstock, but 
tile most common feedstock is heavy r('sidual oil from 
I)etroleim refining processes which has had the morevaluable lighter fractions removed. Such oil may
contain 3.5"t S, depending on the sulfur content of
the crude oil and the refining process. Using such 
oil for :'tel or' r)ov'geera tion would involve 
ex)ensive equipment for pollution atatement in most
countries therefore. it is often available at a 
relatively low cost. 

'lhe feedstock r'equirement typically is ,ibout 0.74 
tons of heavy oil per on of ammonia (17). In 
addition, about 0.23 tons of oil or the e(ltria -nt in 
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other fuel is required for generation of steam and 
electricity. In with thecontrast steam-reforming 
process where most of the fuel is ,sed in tilereformin.- furnace, which requires a premium grade of 
fuel, the auxiliary fuel for a partial oxidation process
is used in a separate unit which can use coal, for 
example. 

The principal par'tial oxidation processes are 
known as the Texaco, Shell. and Koppers-Totzek 
processes. The Koppers-'l'otxek process is also used 
for coal and will be descriheJ Under that heading.
The Shell and Texaco p'Wesss are generally similar. 
Figure 6 is a simplified flow: diagram of the partial
oxidation process. 

The gasification grd suale in ar'tial oxidationprxocesses has been gradually incr'esed o a r'ange of 
60-90 atm which helps save energy or compression.lembeck describes if lowsheet using Texaco's par'tial 

oidation technology in whichpurification are 	 gasification andcar'ed out at 72-90 	ati (17). Heavy
fuel oil is preheated and piumljd into Ihe gasifiertogether with high pressur'e steM1 anid preheated 
oxygen from an air separation unit. The reaction 
takes place at a high temperalure' (1200"-1500",C),
and no catalyst is required. The chemical reactions 
involved are complex and not cop(-nletely understood. 
Ilowever', it is generally believed that the oil is 
cr'acked to carbon methanefornm and and other 
hydrocarbon gases; these pr'oducts are partially
oxidized to (O. .'0, and 112, and partially
convertel by steam to (O and f11. A typical 
composition of the resulting gas is 16% 112, 1t7, CO,and Ti{,(02 dry b.,sis with small percent ages of 112 S
and N2 . A considerable amnount of soot (carbon)
remains suspended in the gas. 
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---- -------

The hot gas is quenched with process water to 
the Inlet temperature of the shift conversion step
(about 300"C), and most ,of the soot is rtmoved in the 
water which goes to ;Isoot r'ecovery unit. The soot 
is eventually 'cycl i te oil feedstock or used asfuel for steam gen'r;i tion, antl the water from which 
the Soot was recoverlced is rety cled io the quench 
step. 'Th it'tniiiig Sttt also vatorizes some of the 
water into the y's stram which sUtpl)lies water va)or
needed fo? the shift reaction. 

The shift r'1'icti i V'arried- out with a I'e-cently
dVt'evehjed cM10 -molyhtenunm catalyst; thUs, tileCO 
cointent )I ,h gas is reduced to about1l1. The next 
step is -c ('(). 1,S by a Rectisolroval t' .and 
scruhirig process using methanol as the solvent. 
The tI,:Sis Ic,,Vc( t ,,laratcly and sent t, a Claus 
"WOCVS, unit for cven o t'tnl'ntllem sulfur.
Si'. th. ('2)., is of ;1e qua t )rit y for urea

~rOduc'toI and is ivaihl~te at 2.5 atm and WC,
coi 'tiprsin costs arc lowered. 

The final turiticat in step is a liquid nitrogen
wash pIwO'ess which uses liquid nitrogen from the air 
Separation plan' . This proet'ss removes ( and also 
lowers ile ('t1. a:.l :,oe content to ;I very low 
level. "'hTese illlpuritlis l ;ive the process in a gas
str,'am which is usIo'l as fuel in stem generation. 

ho nil'trogen (C.0
be rtmoved by cLst ic scrubhing int water is 
remnoved tb Silica gel or' other' desice;int to prevent 
freezing ,fthcs' gases in the nitrogen wash column. 

Pri t the wash, residual must 

After purific;ation, nitrogen is ;bttd to adjUst
the N.2:11. ratio t) the stoichionaetrid' 1:3 ratio, and 
tnt' gs is ,, mlprtsstd to 230 atm for ammtonia 
syi thesis. lThi:t,tc is similar to that describred 
tindtr steam-rferring pr't't'sses. Iloweve'r, it is 
claincd that ,f' efficieny of ilt.nitrogentocaust oillt 
wash stcp in rmving impurities and inerls, the 
syntht sis stIep can be tperatted without gas purge
anid. consequtnLy,v.with high-r 'fficiency. Also the 
gas turity i'ontributos to tong life of ti't synthesis
catalyt . 

It should be noted ma I he total fuel and
fIeedstock retuirement is 0.97 tons of heavy oil per
ton of ammonia. This anaount represents enough fuel 
to generate all of tie steam and electric power

required by the proc'ss including the aim' separation 

plant .
 

Supp lestcrili, an ammonia plant built in and

operated hy VEIBA ('herie ((ermany) in 1972. 'This 

plant uses heavy residuihl Al (2. 5% S) which is
gasified by tihe Shell tartial oxidation process (18).

The plInt is C;IAtl ot "lrodWiuii 1 . simuiltareously i ,215

tl,(l,t'anmtnia and 150 t) of, iethanol hut has

SutfiT'iII flexihility 10 Irlrduc't v;g'ialt r'oortions Of 
the twt produtl'ts ilt to aImaximur of" .100 tpd of 
aimrnnia or G011)t if iet halol. Either unit can he 
olrated indtt'tnt'ntly A setcond ammiionia plant
which will proluce I.660 i,( Of is under( ;iramnoni;, 
const rtict riofor th' aint.v co;iany ( [9). 

The IroCess is g'renerally similar to that,
descried above with some exception, that relate to 
lhe coproduct'ion of methanoI. IHowever, tne bast,
difference is that 11.2) andt ((1)2 areV rIlloived before 
the shift , by I scrubbingtonve'rsion )et an elttisol 
Stelp, ,rod ('()2fiotm d in thit,shiflt ctrversion is alsor'i'moved ;ftier shift colversion by Hetistl scrubbing. 
Final tiirification is pierf,rned by liquid nitrogen
wet' ;ISi tii') Oi,,Us 'XamltI'. The low impur'ity 
'oitet of ' ,yrl(I isi, gne, is ilhlistrated bythc ll'llllonia 

lhi allalysis thlat shows ls,thatn 1t pIt1 of ('114, less 
than :10Iim o f At., i les tlir I )pim .,f(() arn,;all
other irli urii,s. 

The Shell gdification pr'st',ss differs fromiihe 
'Texaco plOtt,'Ss IllairlV ill that a waste-heat boiler 
follows thn gaifit" and ai different Iithoil is Irsed for' 
collhi'ting and ret'yclinrg lie, sttol. 

Banquy has also described ;Ihigh-pressure,
partial oxidation process with gasification at 80 atm 
and synthesis at :(00 atm (20). In comparing the 
economics of this process with steam reforming of 
natural gas, he concluded that partial oxidation 
appears attractive when the price of heavy oil is 80', 
or less than that of' natural gas on a calorific basis. 
However, the comparison was made in 1970 when both
feedstocks were relatively inexpensive, and plant
construction costs were relatively low. A lat,.r 
section of this chapter will discuss the economics of 
anlnonia production in more detail. 

Processes for Production of Ammonia from Coal 
o ---


About 10% of the wor'ld's amrmonia production is 
based on coal, coke, or lignite. About half of the 
coal-based capacity is in the People's Republic of
China where there are over 1 000 small plants with
productions ranging from 3,000-10,000 tpy (.9). It 
was reported that 1,100 small coal-based ammonia 
plants were built between 1966 and 1974 and 100 more 
per year were being addcd in 1975 (21). The 
technology of one of these tplants has been lescribed 
(21). The fetbdstock was lumlp anthracite or 
semianth racite although it was reported that 
br'iquetted coal or lower grade coal was used in some
plants. In general, the process is similor to the 
original laberl process which was described 
previously. The coal was gasified in a semiwater gas
produc'er blown alternately with air and steam. Gaspurification Se(luecee was water scrub, II ,S removal,
shift conversion, CO02 removal by water scrubbing,
and coplper' li(tuor scrubbing for' CO removal. 'lhe 
gas was compressed in six stages by reciprocaLing 
conpre,sors with the purification steps between 
Vari()us stages. The produCt from the small plants is
toften used to make (dilule ammonia solution (l)-25 
or amnmonium bicarbonate for local use, allhough some 
of the larger plants make ammonium nitrate. 

Several large motdern ammonia plants have been 
constructed recently in China which are based on
niatural gas, and more are under construction. 
Ilowcver', it is planned to continue operation of the 
small plants and to build more small and medium-size 
plants (50,000-100,000 tpy). These smaller plants will 
supply local fert ilizer needs in areas where 
transportation facilities are not ade(quate. 

Staege lists 13 ,':.ints built since 1950 for direct 
use of coal in India, Greece, Turkey, South Africa, 
Pakistan, Thailand, Indir , and Zambia (22). Most ofthem are small ('40- to 3't0-tpd capacity), and some of 
them have been converted to other feedstock. 
However, the list included three large plants
(900-1,000 tpd) of which two in India are not yet in 
otperation or in early stagie of startup.are an 'lhe 
third one is in South Africa; its operation has been 
described by Waitzman (23). 'l'here has muchbeen 
interest and discussion in the Utnited States about 
prodtucing ammonia from coal, and One plant hars been 
tentatively planned to proluce 1,360 tpd of ammonia in 
a proposed project partially financed by the U.S. 
Government (2,). In addition, TVA will conver't its 
natural gas-based demonstration-scale plant (200 tpd)
to use coal to supply tartof lhe feedstock on an 
exlpe'inental basis (23). 

toal gasification processes for atrmonia 
firo'tlu tion cla;sified to thecan h ti(,'',ing method 
of gasification as fixed-bed (lur'riu), flidized bed 
(Winkler) , or ent rained t)e(I (Koppers-Totzek and 
'lTexaco). 'l'11e fixed bed gasification is moreso-'alled 
accurately called a movingl bed, urlt coal (5-30 nrn)
is charged at top desicendsie the aind 'oulltercurt'ently 
to tile gas stlream, As it descends, it if. first dried 
and preheated, ther car'otized, and finally grasified
by theioxygen and siteam enlering the bottom. The
coal ah is ditcharged from ilhe bollom through a 
gra'hte, tr' in one Itiodificalion, as , slal, Because the( 



countercurrent method of operation results in good
heat exchange, this method requires less heat and,

__-hence_ -less -oxygen -thn-.the other method s-Also,-'----= 
the expense of drying and fine grinding of the coal is 
avoided. 

rhe moving

operated at 30 atm. It requires the least amount of 

oxygen--one-half to one-third as much as entrained 

coal gasifiers. It is not necessary that the oxygen

be of high purity; 90% is satisfactory. The gas

leaves the top of the gasifier at about 1501C and is 

cooled and washed to remove tar, liquid

hydrocarbons, dust, etc. The washed gas contains 

CO- 112, CO2 , C114, and other hydrocarbons, It is 

treated by a series of steps including steam 

reforming, CO shift conversion, CO2 and li 2S 

removal, liquid nitrogen wash, steam reforming of the 

methane that is separated by the nitrogen wash.
 
nitrogen addition, and compression to produce

ammonia sythesis gas (25). 


. .. Lurgi bed gasifier usually is 

Some limitations of the fixed or moving bed 

gasification process are that the coal must be in the 

form of lumps (5-30 mm), the coal must be of the
 
noncaking variety or pretreated to prevent caking,

and various byproducts are formed (tar, phenolic

compounds, light oils, etc.) that must be collected 

and utilized or disposed of. In preparing the sized 

coal feed, fines are formed that can be burned in an 

auxiliary plant to generate the steam and electricity

requirements of the process. rar can also be burned 

or Injected into the gasifier at a point whore the 

temperature is high enough to gasify It. 


In the fluidized bed gasification process, of 

which the Winkler process is the main example, coal 

or lignite is ground to less than 15-mm particle size 

and introduced into the fluidized bed through feed 

screws near the bottom. Steam and oxygen are 

injected near the bottom of the fluidized bed, In 

contrast to the gradual increase in temperature of the 

coal In the moving bed process, the fluidized bed is 

essentially isothermal (tuui 1330 0C). Consequently,

there is neither tar nor other liquid byproducts, and 

the gas contains mainly 112 and CO with less than 1% 

C114 . A substantial amount of ash Is entrained in the 

gas stream, The hot gas is cooled by waste-heat 

boilers and scrubbed to remove ash and then purified

in a sequence of steps similar to other processes.

The process pruduces a char containing 6%-12% of the 

carbon In the feed. About 906 of this char Is 

removed from the bottom of the gasifier in a dry 

state; the remainder is recovered by wet scrubbing of 

the gas, This char can be burned In an auxiliary

boiler to supply steam ar.d electricity.
 

The Winkler ga.ufier is widely used to make 

producer gas for industrial and domestic use, but few 

have been used for ammonia production. Its 

advantages are that it will work with almost any

grade of coal at lignilt and that it is adaptable to 

high-capacity units, Disadvantages for ammonia 

production are low pressure (1-3 atm), which 

increases compression costs, and the ash content of 

the gas, which requires an electrostatic precipitator 

fo, f nal cleanup, 

Entrained coal gasifiers at'e typified by the
Koppers-Totzek (KT) and Texaco processes, Most of
 
the present coal-based ammonia plants (except In 

China) use the KIT process, The process is 

essentially a partial oxidation process as are most coal 

gasification processes, 'At least two KT ammonia 

plants have been built to use either coal or heavy oil 

although only one (in Finland) Is known to have used 

both feedstocka. Itowever, any entrained gasification 


blown into the gasification chamber through two 
burners facing each other. More recently,
four-burnerv- units -'haver 'been" sge- -^S team -hteiss 
through annular openings around the burners. The 
gasification is complete in about one-tenth of a second 
at temperatures in the range of 1000"-1200"C, Part 
of the ash is fused and removed from the bottom of 
the gasifier, and part Is entrained In the gas. The 
gas typically contains 56% CO. 31% l1, 11% C0 2 , and 
less than 0.1% C1.14 After being cooled in waste heat 
boilers, the ash Is removed by wet scrubbing and 
electrostatic precipitation. The remainder of the 
ammonia synthesis gas preparation is similar to that 
described under partial oxidation or fuel oil. 

Disadvantages of the process are the need for 
fine grinding of cpal, operation at low pressures
(1-3 atm), and higher oxygen consumption than other 
coal gasification processes. 

The Texaco renal gasification process is the 
newest one and has not yet been applied to ammonia 
plants although extensive development work has been
done on the gasification process, and It will be used 
in the TVA demonstration plant (23). 

The Texaco process differs from the KT process
in that the finely ground coal is mixed with water to 
form a thick slurry containing about 45% water. The 
slurry is preheated and fed, together with oxygen,
Into a gasifier which can operate at pressures as high 
as 180 atm. The process as applied to ammonia 
production has been described by Mitzer and Moe 
(211. In this case the gasifler is operated at 58 atm 
and about 1300"C, Fused ash is quenched with 
water In a chamber at the bottom of the gasifier and
removed as a slurry. The hot gas is quenched to
10001C by a combination of water and cool gas
recycle. It then passes through a waste-heat boiler 
and is cleaned to remove soot and fly ash In a 
venturi scrubber. The sequence of the remaining 
steps of synthesis gas preparation is CO shift 
conversion, removal of H2tS and CO2 by Rectisol wash 
(cold methanol), and liquid nitrogen wash. As in 
other partial oxidation processes, the 1128 is 
converted to elemental sulfur. The proposed plant
would produce 1,360 tpd of ammonia and about 100 tpd
of sulfur using 2,360 tpd of bituminous coal 
containing 14,6% ash and 4,2%S. The estimated plant
construction cost Is $185 million as compared with $103 
million for a natural gas-based plant (24). With coal 
at $22,50/ton, the estimated ammonia selling price
would be $173/ton with profit based on 12% discounted 
cash flow, This would break even with a natural-gas
based plant using gas at about $90/1,000 ml 
($2.55/1,000 ft 3 ), 

Brown compared six ammonia-from-coal processesand concluded the best choice would be between a 
modified slagging LuRgi gasifier and a Texaco 
gasifier (26., lie estimates capital costs for a 
I,000-tpd _-pant at $115 million, $110 million for 
the two processes, and ammonia costs at $131 and 
$127/ton including 33,3% annual capital charges,
assuming the coal cost to be $5.60/ton, lie suggests
that coal would be a more economical feedstock than 
natural gas when the coat of gas Is three to four times 
the cost of coal on a calorific basis, Brown's esti
mated capital costs presumably are for a battery
limits plant. 

Waltzman estimates the plant costs for a 900-tpd
"grass roots" plant using the 'lexaco coal gasification 
process at $140 million compared with $75 million for a 
natural gas-based plant, lie, estimates that the 
ammonia sales price, allowing for a 14% after-tax 
return on Investment, would bo $160/ton using coal At 
$27,50/ton or gas at $100/1,Q00 m3, Thus, on aunits presumably could be readily Adapted to heavy -calorific basis, coal would ho economically competitive

oil or lighter hydrocarbons Including natural gas, When gas cost is more than threetines that of coal. 

In the. K process col Is' dried and finely All of the above economic compariaions are based
ground to about 75% through 200-mosh .(Tyler), -The:;. on U,S, or European conditions- and are not directly
powdered coal' I picked up by stream, 'of oxygen and applicable to a developing country., 



Ammonia t'rom Elect rolytic- Hydrogen 

Several ammonia plants have heen huilt to 
produce ammonia from hydrogen that is produced by

the electrolysis of watt'r. 
 These plants have been

located whtre low-t',,st hI 'oehctiric power is available 

in Norway. India (Niangal), Egypt ( Aswan ), Pe'u 

(CnlZco), Iceland, ;lnd] ';inilda lt'rail, liitish 

Colunlti;i Thet t'l'hnology (if the elet'trol 't ic pro'ess
 
h;is been dest-riied lvhrochtk t;rundt
and (27, 28).
Pu'ified water is the ftd',tcwk potassium lydroxide 

is ;Idtttid to inraethet CInllduCtiVit'.', but it dots not
 
parti'ipte ill til' i ;t lioln. 
 ('onin rciat ('ells vary

J,ont'wh in t a t ypical power:ir t'ffbiutn'v, 

('tntii'lltlltl ii) is I.;; kWh ni 
 Iof lfI._ whit'h t rrespinitd,
to :1ti1t, 8(600 kwh ton If limonil (28). Additional 
ent'r'gk is r't'qlil'td r il iri st'tal'ation plalin todi' i iit'' th. nitri, en et'tiii'('t fio' anin onia 
t ILit II 1011 , Enei'g'y iso r'I 'luirtilt for' cinitatM' sion 

if tlt,h hvit.tn 
 and nillog'll and retwil'cll;llion otf the 

gaitS tliiu' ttlhrI t h liV s'nthlsisS, h,, . lhI total 

ent'rgv i't'lliii'm'nlt isi aut 10.20) kWhl/ton 
 (If

ainiiuili a This i'n'ygv is t'iui'Valenl to abolit 

8.8 niilli In ki;il tIn it ,f llini lii , ii.which is t iout tiheSallt' ;t-, Ifil' IlI. '; llt tIUtIllll<'I ;S i l alst~ 1se', g -thitl' i Instimm Iiia t la0t ss 

n iarl,v hie t llo s ;as .ilt'h hit'i'lil i , till itdte 
0i'Sti' ,'v ,ilic lt' l'it'it-CY (I',f tiii n\ i,iI 'n thi ' al 

The ist tieitd I,Ist o)f ot i ii,, ( t li)no ia front 

elct itv i'l't h dirglll in a 3()O0-tlt plant ( 100.O00 tpY ) 

with e.l.ct ricitv al 5 mills/kWh ,ti l it e' itout
$12.1 t . ai 'rling t I( ; lUd (28) In(,'i'tasing the 


900i't's. w1. ot) t oih t ]p l ili'l',ln c,,st oniy 
,lihttv iI $1i1;. ,A),ti ihwt'vr< lnri ing the costitf ilteiiiity Ti I II1(mitts ($01) ir 21t millsikWhlW,,iili ini ;e, tlt mik, $.ii1i )t t20inilsl?si

$27I i) .tilii i 5'.Itjt't c stitn $17
i (roindtl'

$:! 4, 1t(,11,ii . t (.,f ve,' vi . 

of 

-~ l Is .s naimie ofd 

ii(,l,In c'It tiv I ) l-tpt jlant Is suinmari/i d 

5/ti oi o . Nl, 

Ctipitail di,irgis ( 15"; o $40 iiI lliOn) 6n 

%ilitII', , l1litir , ti it ies, t. 13 

Elvi ri itv--O,200 kWh -it $().()1 
 102 

" 
ITotil 175 

The 'rocess generates one volunti' of oxygtn per 

two voltiri's ot' hvdrog'n or' atiout 0.7 ton if 
 ()/on

of Nlfl: thus, ; c'idit foi hti)rlut oxvglln C;iil be 

tak(,n it' thi'rt' is, ai te fir'" it. lo' ,x ili', the
i-nit' itI l-t- ,isdi in an l ron it.n sttI ixitiilst'y hA
 
snill itiitinat bxeusi ;iiilnt 
 if i itd lo' ivdiatit',Atydr'ogen 
froilli hv air' sit'pratl i)l unit Another i t nt ial 
hyp~rdu(iuc is t:iv' wi ' ( de. I'll i (.Xidl, ,,O), 
t'turt' witr cilis;liiii , tll I) 0135, 1)+,). 'ITh' 
hydr j'u.n is, 'lit('iy/. i ii'.' r'apidly thany Iitt 
ii tiiji tthi'sIei'ln,iis ttti' 'tori'.ilIatlrion of 1) 0i t, 
Ih 'leclr', i.olyt ih, is til and call hei'eco'ered at a 

rat i',f 70 /i,,n ,f N'I (2.8). Ilt''.'$ watet' is use 

in iom ltypes of flillA ll" Ive~lt'l)l'
 

k lit,'I'll, hl (f h' nV(',tiinlt i -r' ;Iia allln)in ia 
tiant lusit un i'ti'u'tlr'ilvtiu' h drt in is fit' Iliv

ht ' 'ty,( .i' r, l(lit, N 'sk Ilvi'dr ,,l'it l'or with 235
cells will ha\'' a 'allat-ity I'qutivalutl iit itout 3t.7.5 tiol 
of ;llullmilli;ii Sticitr'a itigh ' t iger'f,' ii)i'(o trin he' 
tiiiil t a r etr auifts iiuiiilt 1ist' i iiiiill 'r if 
idtll iu'al ch'id t,r fiir iil ,lil'', a 2 -11lit1plant

ah's' )ou 'wiill ritiuire a ii l , 'h iul,'.i'r' in op, la';ioiin. 
'xslrI units Iisitt ;ir, sulilitd !'o lhat ,il' of Ihe 
iilils 'al IiI t,hill dowi ;ill ci';ited without 
inItsrrilItin , i' it,tie liri ;iiiliniiii;i ti'iuiit' ioII. 

,Sili.f. Ilhl(. r, dyo%,,c (l in' iti'iulnothl 'l s tl
(:1)2, 1 irrmrniuria clarnniot ili il bittiI Ivv~iki+ urea iirtleSt 

co 2 is available from another source. It can he used 
to make ammnonium sAlts (sulfates, phosphates, or' 
nitrates), or annonia can be applied to the soil
directly either in the anhydrous form or in aqueous 
solution (chapter X). 

Since the desired capacity of the electrolysis
plant is obtained by installing the required number of
units. there is little economy of scale. F'igure 7 taken 
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Figure 7. Comparion of Ammonia Plnt Costs for Electrolytic Hydrogen,

Natural Ga , and Partial Oxidationi Processes Blased on Reif.t28t.
 

from (irundt indicates thiat for ilants of less than25 
()-1)( i capacity, the electrolytic pilant would costuless than a natural ;is-hast'd tlant . For example, ;i

100-tiptt eltectrolytit tLlian woulid 'ost a iit $20 million;iiis comparetd wilh roughly $25 million for i niatural 

glis-t)ased latit or over $,10 million fr i plant using 

partiil oxidiat ion of ftel oil (ilt 1976 plrices). 

'The :st )f1 itrodu(l ion of ; nIonia y tile 
elect'Irolytic process is not greatly dependen t on plan
sii tlu , of' tili's,, it is stronglyideiteinent ol the 
cost of electricity. 'Ihus , if' lo'-(ost electricity is 
a .ilahle,the elect rolytii' planl Would he corllptitive 

ith plats using other processes, ~u'tietilar'ly fo'small pint s 

A pllitltari" a(n'antage in developing countries
 
Would ivh' tc
f;th( that aIninii ptro(Iuvtion frot 
etictiolytiC tydi-ien is I inii'h simpler priess thanthose using other feedstocks. 

is also prodtced asa byproduct of 
elvetrolyti- priuduetion of chlor'ine ald caustic ,od,
'in(I sever-al small amnionia )lants have uited this 
txi''Odu(tic for ammonia protduction either on1lyas lhe 
feedstock o is I supiplementn'ry source. The aiount 
of hydrogen availa)le fr'o)m chlorine-austic lilants is 
too small to sIplly I significant portion of the 
aniinlnia needs in most silustions, 

Economies of Ainlonia l'r'I tulCtion 

Capital lequireriieits 
- "
 

Siic(, anlirioniti prodhilion is highly capital
intensive, it i, es cially iritutrltint that the estlinate(l
oi asiriiid 'apilil (ost t,iL a, ;iw'curati' aitd realistit a, 
possibile. Wheni the pri-o ess, lve,'ltoek, aind location 
hive een st'h,'l'ti, ;111a a Uratev estimale if lhe 
(capital r'ltiir'ri'rl ts '; ii l rliid , allhough ('yen-It t1h1n 
ihe llsul 'i) orfll lxee sil le 'stillil( biy ;i 
su "i t ia l aloliunt it', fires i, thanfr qenii'itly, liss
the estinllile 

L~7. 
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For the purposes of this manual, no specific
locations will be assumed and, therefore, investment 
cost estimates illustrate only an order of magnitude.
It is hoped that the estimates will he useful as a 
guide, particularly for Comparative purpses, to 
indicate the effect of' such factors as location, choice 
and price of feedstock, scale (i operation. and 
porcentage of capacity ulilizati,,n ,,n production costs. 

Ammonia plant construct ion costs increased 
sharply in the period of 1967-71t the 1967 UN manual 
shows a battry-limits cost of about $11 million lor a 
96(t)-l)d na:turai glas-based Ilant at a U.S. location 
(29) ,A Similar plant was t-st ilmated to Cost alooLlt 
$50 milbin iln 197.1 (13). Sin'ce 1971 cost increases 
h:,v, tiu,,nminor; a 1978 estimate wa;s about lhe same 
4,1 iuilion). implying that cost- ,aving techniques in 
th animnia plant engineering and1 cons Iruct ion 
indiloti hY offsetlki'e rising labor and ll:I.il1.hi cost's 
(.,0 however, it is unlikely that glt':itr iticincy
will continue to offset rising construction costs il the 
future. 

'lrypes.of Estimales--'[rhercl. A I''V Ih 're' conimon 
ii~its--l't'it' breTyw~ o Es t' cllionCalmtypes of t'stim;ites which differ ia what tby include. 

The most comlnll type is o' a "tattery-limits" plant, 
which consists of Ill(.process equipment eicted and5 
ready to) opera( when suplied witi specified
feedstock and uLtilities. Tei,' is -oiiie variation in 
what facilities ar includold in the hattery limits; for 
instante. ct,tling til i's for i'ie'ircul,iting cooling water 
and f'acililies 'oir biler 'redwater ti'atmtnit may of 
nay rOt he included In parti;l oxidalittn processes a
setaIIrate hoiler for gent,'at ing I aim and (often) 
veil hioty is intcLued ; wht'eas, in steam-reforming 
lpr1-sst, sul icit'nt s t ealm is genl'atlaed in the 
W tOCCSSsllptiiy needs fI'rsteamlll and mostto IiOt't'sS 

of t lit' l .hanical vit l'iy but rot electricity Thus. a 
ballery-limits e!stinliale Sh lI have i detinition of 
what is (ti"is not inclutdted. 

"trnkn'y" estiiinate 
battery-limits unit ir units but also all supporting 
and ,uxiliary failities necessary fo' plant operation. 

It may include roats and railro'lds within the plant;

listribution systens for water, t
 

i plant includes not only the 

electricity, co minlressed 
air, and fuel; offices; laboratories; sit, lirelparation; 
storage for i'aw materials and products, maintenance 
shops, etc. Usually it does not include roads or 
railrtads haling to the plant. lere again, there may
 
be considerable variation in what is inclded d(e-
pending on the plant site. A "green fielI" or "grass
roots" locatien is one where there is no existing 

related facility; whereas, an addition to ;inexisting
 
piduction facility will require less extensive 

supporting facilities. "Site nrelparatlio" requirements 

arc likely to vary widely depending on Ic :ation. For 

instance, a mairshy location may require landfill and
 
piling; whereas , a imount alinotus loCa tioi 111a1y require

extensive earth and l rock moving tt create a 

reasonatly level 
lant site. 


A "project ctst" estiniat includes th( "turnkey"

plant plus addititnal expens's such ;isa feasibility

study; training of operating, inaintenance, and super-

visOry personnel; startup expense; interest on money 

spent during consturt ion; and working capital. In 
developing counitres the project cost may include 
training of marketing personnel and many nems of
infrastructure such as roads, rail'oads, harbors, 
piers, and waterways ; housing, recirea tion , CUlt.il'al, 
and religious facilities for employees; guest lhiuse;
commissary, etc. There is sone question as to 
whether all of these improvinent, in infrastructure 
should be charged to ite plant operation since they
generally contribute lo Ilhe development of the 
country and the welfare of its iople. lousing, for 
examlle, usually is at least partially self-suplporting
fror rental I rmploy,',s T'transporta;ion infrastruc-
ltre often is utilizid ftr many purposes not directly 
connecriled with fvrili,,r production. 

In the present discussion, investment costs will 
be based on the battery-limits cost for an industrial 
location in a developed country. To arrive at the 
total cost, 50% of the battery-limits cost will be added 
except when otherwise stated. 

In the last 15 years process designs have been 
developed and gradually improved for ammonia 
producltion by steam reforming of natural gas,naphtha , and other light hydrocarbons in plants
using centrifugal compressors. Standard designs
have evolved for three capacities--550, 900-1,010, and 
1,360 nil/day (600, 1,000-1,150, and 1,500 short 
tons/day ). The great majority of new plants built 
in the last decade have been designed for one of 
these three capacities even though the capability 
exists for design of plants using a centrifugal 
compressor overI a range of 270 to 2,700 tpd. Recent 
(1978) information from an engineering construction 
firn provided fhe following rough estimates for natural 
gas-based batte,'y-limits plants for a U.S. Gulf Coast 
Icat ion: 

c i ty , Ittry-LiMi Is Cost per AnnualI TonMetriciLy, a aCost Annu 
ietrie Tos/_ay Cost,$itlioi ofNl_1_.. city__A 

150 35 193 
1,040 
 48 140 
1,360 69 154 
Annulcp-cty_______dilyapaity
 
Annual capacity 330 x daily catacity. 

'Ihese costs are shown in figure 8. Even though a 
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Figure 8. Estimated Investment Cost for Ammonia Plants as Related to Capacity
and Type ofFee,!stock. 

Basis; Battery Limits, Developed Country, Industrial Location. 

straight line is shown connecting the three points,
the points do not fall on the line, and it should not 
be inferred that the data can be safely extrapolated 
to highor or lower capacities or even interpolated to 
intermediate capacities. 

The majority of new plants built or ordered in 
the last decade have been in the 900- to 1,040-tpd 
capacity range. Since development costs have been 
s)read over a larger number of plants, the 
investment cost is lower per annual ton of capacity,
and this capacily range is generally regarded as the 
1economic optilnum scale in most cases. A capacity of 
550 tpd usually is regarded as the economic minimum 
scale for plants using centrifugal compressors, aid 
plants of this size are selected when the market is 
limited or when the amount of available feedstock Is 
limited. ''lh' I 3,60-tpd size is sometime, used in

(0q 
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locations where site development costs are high; the 	 Nichols and blouin (31). The factor for
total project cost may be lower per annual ton of naphilha-based plants presuimahbly can be applied with
capacity. lowevr, in 	 some cases where site some degree of confidence to standardized plant sizes 
development costs are high, it may be preferable to (550 and 1,360 tpd) that are lower and higher than
locate two or more smaller plants at the same site as 	 the base case For other feedstocks there is 
has been done in Indonesia and South Korea, for insufficient experience to indicate how the plant costs
example. would vary with capacity. The'refore, the estimated 

costs are shown on figure 8 as a single point with aRelatively few plants have been built to tirtdu'cc short line indicating a probable trend. Comparisons
ammonia by partial oxidation of heavy oil or coal; of the estimated production costs as affected by

thus, process and equipment design has not been factors other than 
 the 	scale of operation will be based
standardized to the same extent as for steam- on I 000-tipd capacity, with the exception of
reforming processes Therefore. there is no elect rolytic h y Irogen - has eI ammonia plants which
 
reason to suppose that 1,000 tl,d is an economic have been discussed in a previous section of this
 
optimum for these processes. In fact, there is some chapter.
 
reason to believe that the economic optirnul scale ra.y

le higher for oil- and coal-based processes. For It should be err.phasized that the investment.

example, Supp implies that 1.600 tpd may be near estimates are not total project costs. Some items that

optimum for ammonia production by partial oxidation the estimates do not include are:
 
of heavy fuel oil when the markel is not a limiting

factor (.18). 1. 	Escalation of costs beyond 1978. 

For the Ipurpose of fi rther discussion, an 2. 	 Interest on capital during construction. 
invetrnent cost of $50 million will be asuried for a 3. Feasibility studies.
 
l.O00-tpd battery-limits natural gas-based aririonia
 
plant located in al industrial site such as the U.S. 4. Training progr'ans and other startup expenses.

Gulf Coast, and a total turnk,.y plant cost of 5. Contingencies.

$75 million will be assumed for the base case. 'this is
 
in line with recent ''VA estirnates 23. :31). 'The total 6. Electric power generation, except in the case of
 
plant cost includes land, pr'.uct -- storage, site plants based on coal or heavy fuel oil.
 
preparation, ant auxiliary 
and 	support facilities (31). 7. gency electric-generating facilities to serve 

"'he usual assumptlion that total plant cost is 1.5	 as backup for regular power supplies. 
times battery-linit s cost does not seemn appropriate in 8. Import taxes or' custom duties.
 
the case of' plants larger or smaller than 900-I ,040 tpd 9. Any unusual expense to ensure water supplies

because of the unusual relationship between such as dams, reservoir';, long tpipelines, or

battery-limits plant costs and capacity. [For tile desalination of seawater.
 
purposes of the plresent estimate, the 5() allowince for

additional plant costs will tIapplied only to the base 10. Infrastructure such as housing, roads, or

(;Ise (1,dO0 tpd); for, ether' plant 
 sizes the additional railroads outside the plant; harbor improvement; 
plant costs will b assuiled to vary as the 0.6 power piers; jetties; airport facilities, etc. 
of the capacity. 'Ihis ,ssur1pt ion leads to the 11 site preparation expenses. . lnusual
followin( total plant costs: 

Cost of NaLural Gas-Based Production Cost and Gate Sale Plrice Estimates 
Plants, . ..lmmoniaU.S. Location . .... . . . .. . . 

'Phe following simplifying assumptions are made 
to arrive at comlarative estimates for production costs 

Capacity 	 1,000 60_5L50 and gate sale prices: 
Battery-limits cost, $ million 35 50 69 1. Labor costs--$8/man-hour for operating labor 
Other plant costs 17.5 25 30 only. 

Total plant costs 52.5 75.0 99.0 2. 	 Overhead--100%', of labor, includes administration, 
fringe benefits, etc. 

a. 	Base case, 
 3. 	Chemical control--20% of labor, includes 
laboratory personnel and suppli,!s. 

Working capital will not be included, but an '4. Miscellaneous supplies--$l .00/ton.
allowance of 5% will be made in the operating cost 5. Electricity- -$1.027/kWh.
estimate for "administrative and miscellaneous" cost 
which includes interest on working capital. 6. Cooling water--$0.01/m a on a once-through basis 

(actual requirement may be about 5% of 
once-through requirement when recirculation

For feedstocks other than natural gas, the through cooling towers is used).
capital cost will be estimated by applying the 7. Boiler feedwater--$0. 26/m . 
following factors: 

8. 	 Depreciation- -6. 67, of plant cost (15-year 
straight line).

Plant Cost Assumed for Base 9 Maintenance--51 of plant cost, including labora
Ca $ I I c 
.......... ..... an d ma te ria ls . 

Natural gas 1.00 75.0 10. 

Feedstock Factor s o 

Taxes and insurance--2, of Ilant cost per year. 
Naphty 1.601i 	 8.0 11 r.terest--4h of plant cost per Near which mayICeavy oil 	 be1.60 	 120.0
Coal 2.00 150.0	 iewed as 81b interest on one-half of plant cost., 

12 .	 Aeturn on investment (10_)--101 of Plant 
ant -atterya. 	Total pli cost, i imi ts x 1.5. cost/year wit h no provision for incorme taxes,. 

''hese factors are a compromise between t'prt-us,0 i 	 tjic Slwenirel.3. If 	 il ,ilteo %1 i11) t';ael it c11uit Ijn,11
estimated costs from several sources and are 	 h +ll tht ivt 'li1111 II1V0,ll11('m - itod Iee,'' ,,11I';I Vely';er eiilet ,. tf Ih' 
approximately in litre with relative costs mi0,11iigiverl by ct.'.tlct'cm. 

(°5
 



13. Administrative and miscellaneous costs--5,6 of the were built. at a time whentotal of other production plant construction costscosts, which include were lower than at presentallowance for interest and are partiallyon working capital, startup depreciated, thus the capitalexpense, etc. investmeni is lower. IIwill be noted that capilal-related costs are about :38% 
of the production cost and 19% ofThe base case for 1,000-tpd ammonia plants 

the gate sale price.
assume the following conditions: will 

The effect of scale of operation for natural 
Fuel and gas-based plants is shownCost, $/Unit 550 1.360 

in table 7 for the range of
FeedsLock to tpd. Increasing the scale fromHeating Value a 

(Btase Case) 1,0)0 tpd 
550 to

decreases the production cost by about 
Natural gas 8,015 kcal/ni3 

0. 053/m1 
Napl tha 
Fuel 10,556 kcal/kg 130/ Loil 9,722 kcal/kg 80/t ALECoal 6,333 kcal/kg 

7. EFFECT O. SCAI.' oF OI'ERATtON ON PRI)UITION25/t COST AND GATE SAI.E 'RICE OF AMMONIA FROM NATURAL. GAS 
a. Low heating val"e (lit). 

Fuel ando el ..... R(1rents... . ... pyr.Ton o5. . Capaci Ly A tpdlLr.k.. o NI1 ... -5 - 0)o__ -i-51,360Fee dstock Iantity Mi I ion kca 1I C .s L, $ -
Natural gas Capacity, thousand1,07:3 n: 8.6 56.87 tpyNaphtia 165 tOO0.89 t 9.4 408115.70 
 Plant cost, , million 52.5Fuel oil 75.0 109.01.00 t 9.7 80.00

Coal 
 1.97 t 12.5 49.25
 

a. Froii, rv ie ,:e-ict- f- - - - - - -. .. . $ t (it of .Nl. . 
Natural gas 56.87 56.87 56.87
Catalysts, chemicals,For tile base case, a 1,00-tpd plant op.,rating at and suptpliesabout 90', capacity (300,000 tlpy) 1.75 1.75 1.75ising natural gas at Uti lit its$0. 053/1n 3 . ti1e estimated production 3.69 3.69 3.69cost is aboul Labor-related costs 4.03$1 15/Ion of Nil,. and 3. 17 2.80the gate sale price is $1.10 (see Cajti tal-related costs 56.22 44.18 42.88table (3). l'or comparison the world market price isabout $117/ton of NIlt- (Fertilizer International , tuly Stitot,,i 122.56 109.1978). This is 6 107.99slightly- higher- than--the estimated Adm and Si sc.production cost but considerably lowetr than tilt tXl)tlse', 5%stim ated 6. 12 5.49gat( sale price. )u'ring 5.140

.January 19763 to .uly 1978, the world 
the period ofmarket price of 'roduct ionAiiittona ran gtd from $91) to 

cost 128.68 115.15 113.39$135/ton. Some factors ROI , 10% 31.82 25.00 24.26that might hvatl to a ptrice lower than that estimated intable 5 are: (1) the average feedstock price may be Gate Sale Price 160.50 140.15 137.65less than $1.053/ma , (2) the onreturn investment
 may be less than 10',,, and (3) tile majority of plants 
 a. Ha s '.IS -

TABLE 6. ESTI IATEI 'R)IJCTI(N COST AND GATE SALE PRICE OF AMMONIA 

Feedstock--N,t rl gas (tase case)
Capacity--l,000 tl)d; Cipia city uti I ization--90% 

Attnmal tro tit ion--300,000 tons 
Locat ion--I).S. Gutl f Coast 
Ilaitt cost--$75 mit ion 

It em .. Q.ntity Unit Price .$ $/to, o Nl. 
Natural gas 1,1)73 iimlCatalysts and cliemicals 0.053 56.87
 
Misc. sipjtlies 0.75
 

1.00 
Electri( tty :33 kWh 0.027Cool int; water i 0.89220 mltoi ler 0.01tevlwater 2.202.3 ma 0.26 
 0.60
 
L.al)or 0.18 imiai-houirO(ytrhead 8.00 1.44100% of litior
Che(i catIontrol 1.4420% of lattor 

0.29
 
Ma iittenantce 
 5% of ilant costTaxes ind irlsiLtti ce 12.502% of Platnt costl)eIpre iaLi ot 5.000 .67%
Interest 10.684.0(% 


10.001)
 
Sutttota 1 

Adm. and itsc. txpens, 5% 109.60 
.5.49 

Production cost1RO1, 101% 
115.1I115.10fl, wale p25.00 

Gate sajle p~ric.e 
140. 15
 



$13/Ion and the gate salte price by $20/ton. L.urther 
incrtase ill SClt' "o 1,Jt0 tp( ilec'rcasos 'osts 

ma r'gina lly.30
 

Tht cost Ot ilal;t ll gais !t(l and feeiistcl, i 

the bast. $0 .0 53/r or $t kcalcast. iN irI .6 1/ m illion T h is 
it a1l)ot1 )it*", I* hIlW 1)st'(IL i t l tu st . As noted 
previously nalltlural , ict . , Vairy w\%idily alilIla hIebe 
as low a-, $i 0(-$1 )50million kcal in soni locatiions and 
;is high as $12 (!'or im luirt d 1,N(;). 

nfortugll:t ,l louV-Cut iaural gLas is ;tvaili.le 
only in) reiutl loch(liolls hcoitrstlUctioll itosts aie 
higli A gr;Iss-lI'ots 1)lant l li ill ,ustrialhatioil ()I' 
a ihiveiptlo t',tlllly is e'stillnmtctl to cost $75 milliolln 
(1b;sm . st;i): tihrt as. Ow slilll lntlll ill a dtvilo ~ing 
(')UtlltVr is likely to co st 25,-50', ,trhaps 

illort ;illlv, it is ustally ntecesslry to rovide Il() 
IIixiliary-;1(1 suLl)r'li lIg ft'ilit it-s, SinCe strvi( cs inldlIt'' N hl r, F.gt iy ;cl[Ihu i (v lte 

railily availtble 
lUiltrit-, lIlny 1W lIIlaV;IlIabli( . Atso, intlrastructurIe 

Slljlli: that i;irv ;iv inl te'ilupeit 

ilnl|rovi.lllnents art- likvI. to h} c nt-eded it Inayv, e 
det):Ht h, ht. lll/ch} of* Ith , illf'r;.illtu t l' ill-c l')V 
ll'll.%shouldl lIII climrgt,- to 11h1. I&limt, Howt\ ver. Ohw 

t'cl Iilllilills t ;lt tilt, ]ilait c ull i , fllncl tion 
itficitil I y vwit l hlit l . 

Wh1at Vii t 1ht'IStilis it is nto tin(llll II 1'iot t he 
total j coiuist ill a dtv-lhpin. citlllt r to he twicet 
AIs IlIII(h it-, ill ;ill inhdUStliallixt'( de-veloped C)llly 

Tht I'tct (it' inlsCaing the iiallt cost by 5 )'-, 
anit 10 t -tt ct gas cost oilt,:iIit it' natuI';I 
)roductlion tiist id gate sale prie of lnmoniia ire 
shwn illfiguit's 9 anti 10. Ill olnstruirtiig these 

$ / 
. ....... .... .... ............
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PLANT CAPACITY-I,OOOpd
0 ANNUAL PRODUCTION-300,OO0!
0

Or 
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NATURAL GAS COST, )/MILLION KCAL(LHV) 

Figure 9. Effect of Plant tnvestment Cost and Natural Gas Cost on 

Production Cost of Ammonia. 

figures. only calital-related costs i1 natural gas 
costs were assumedl to vary. Other costs were 
ISSLilne1l to hi' t'(i)lslnt exiept administrative, ant 
gill(,ral Costs wtlicll were ;IsSLiellTc tii b) 5, Of the Suti 
if all other costs; this allows for increase ili intet'est 
oil wiorking capital as tIhe lroluct cost increases. 
Figure 10 indicates that i plant costing $ir0 million 
and using nt;ltural gas at $I/nillii kcal ,woLIhl tie 
Clpetitive with a $75 million plant iisiing $12 gas, hut 
itither wouhl Iv cIiiIIet it iv(, wit h world illarkt.t 
Irices. If' gas were avallill at $2/million kcal, tIhe 
pllnlailtaital cost Whilht tiV tiilitb bOit $95irlnillioll 
(ahouLut 27;, a2lt', the ti;ih rs) iroduce ;ilnmoniilisI Io 
at a gate !Ill(. ipric ill Ihc middle of Ilte raige of 
1976-78 world tiirll'kit pr'ive .I tvvitiinj lolitltries 
may i)eatile t otain i loans on ion(iessiorial teri, 
whiclh would lower till';ltltniillia prit, reulirel for 

$/GJ 
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Figure 10. Effect of Plant Investment Cost and Natural Gas Cost on Gate 
Sale Price of Ammonia. 

prfitable otltratioll. The comparison does not include 
shipping costs; if' ammonia is produced for export, 
each plant wouIt have some advantage within its 
rtugion colilpaIed with more distant plants. If ammonia 
is prlited for lleiCS(iC .se, a comparison should 
take inI) account the delivered cost of imported 
anillonia lIus the cost of converting it into an 
acceplaleh n(id prodtuct (see chap~ter X I). 

The Iiivious comparisons have been hased on a 
capacity utilization of about 90ti, (annual production = 
0 titles rated capacity). Some plants have300 daily 

achiived several- year recortts of I 00' capacityuttili2.ation, which is generally assumed to be 330 times 
tily capacity, oi even higher, hut many plants do 
not !tt lin 9W', annual capacity utilization fot- a variety 

reasons such is interruptions in feedstock su))ly, 
lack of market demand, or technical difficulties. In 
particular, many amnonia pllnts in developing
countries have operated well below 90', of rated 
capacity even when fertilizer was in short supply. 
There aire somie outstanding exceptions, and the average for developing countries is im)roving. 

Since ammonia production is highly capital 
intensive, the percen age of capacity utilization has 
an important effect on production cost and 
profitabiility. lor example, operating at 100, rather 
than 90, of capacity would decrease the production 
cost for tlhe Iase case by $1t.12/ton and the gate sale 
price by $6.92. lHowever, operating at 7,5% rather 
tian 90'0, calpcity wiulul increase Ilte lroluction cost 
by $8.8,1/ton and the gale sale price iy $13.84. For 
higher lost plants, tie iffect is plrlportionately 
largei,. "Thus, the advantage, of locating a plant
where low-cosi feelstock is available can be lost by a 
combination or higher capital cost ;tnd lower capacity 
utilization. 

EvenI) though minimizing the capiltal cost is 
illtortlnt , it should not be done at the expense of 
r'eliability. Itt general extra money spent in 
inpro)ving plant reliability will he repaid in improvet] 
calacitly utilization , lower pro(iLuctioll cost, and 
greater llrofitability. In localions where feedstock 
cost, are low, some saving ill capital costs can be 
made iy less ilahorale heat and(1 ellergy recovetry 
fatilit ies 'l'ii extra equ(tipmen thai is required to 
impil)ro)ve efficiency is important wheln feedstck costs 
:ae higlh iitu inticth lesn ilnportant whcrtt low-cost 
natuial gas is availaible. In adlition , le extra 
(llliplinent hinds Io c'oiilicaite ilant operation anid 
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increase maintenance cost. Some other 
reducing capital costs are to (1) choose 
design, (2) select reliable and capableand (3) minimize construction time. 

The choice of' feedstock affects the 
cost in that it affects plant cost, as 
discussed, by influencing raw material 
other operating 

means for 
a standard 

contractors, 

p'oduction 
previously 
costs and 

costs. The choice of feedstock mayalso affect plant reliability, although there are no 
precise data on this point. Coal-based plants have apoor record for reliability although production rates up to 90, of capacity have bcen reported. Ifproduction of ammonia from coal becomes pop lar, itis likely that e(iltipment design will be improvedi andstandardized so that more depentdable operation can 
be expected.
 

Estimated production costs and 
for a I ,000-ti)d ammonia plant locatedcountry using nal)htha, fuel oil, and 
in tables 8. 9, and 10, and in figures
result , of the estimaates are summari.ed 

gate sale prices 
in a developed
coal are shown 
11 and 12. The 
below : 

/to
. . of_NI 
o-'el
,ro Assumed 
 Production-
 Gate Saie
F'e(dstock Price Cost Price
 

Natuiral gas $0.053/m3 
115. 16 140.16 

Nalht ia 130/toil 185. 10 213.60
Fuel oil 80/ton 168.90 208.90
Coa I 25/ton 138.41 
 208.41 

The production cost and gate sale price ofammonia for each of the four feedstocks as related tothe feedstock price are shown in figures 11 and 12.The effect of type of feedstock on production cost may be expressed in terms of the price of feedstock 

TAtLE 8. ESTIMATEI) PoOL)t:I(rON COST 

required to produce ammonia at given cost levels as 
follows: 

Production Cost, _e edock Cost, $/Million kcA5_/toni of NHf _osteraI-dk d_'e FP$/_ i Cl 
100 4.70 1.50 1.20 Negt ive
150 0.50 8.70 ,..o 2.40
200 6.00 ,,.80 ,I.0-- .80 

Under the conditions assumed in the estimate, a 
$100/ton ammonia plroduction cost can lie attained withnatural gas at $.70, naphtha at $3.50, or fuel oil at$1.2 0 /million kcal; this production cost cannot tieattained with coal. A $150/ton production cost can heattained with natural gas at $10.50, naphtha at $8.70,
fuel oil at $6.30, or coal at 

A similar comparison
sale price follows: 

Gate Sale Price, ReojUired 
S/ton of NIlt atu-ra- Gas 

120' 

150 

200 

a.-Approi-mat" 

4.50 

7.70 


13.00 


$2..0l/million kcal. 

using the estimated gate 

le'edstock Cost, $/illien kcal 
NNa)htha
--- - -iI
 
Na..t.t.a ... 1
..... 


3.40 Negative Negative
6.20 2.30 Negative
 
11.oo 7.31; 3.30
 

--present-orli markt pr- . 

The above compiarisons are based on estimated
capital investment costs for a d(evtIlopd coun try. Ifthe investment cost in I developing country Were 50,higher. lroluCtion costs and gate sale prices wotuld 
be substantially higher. In the case of a coal-basedplant, for example. increasing the investment cost by
50(, would increa,,e the ammonia )ruction cost by
about $4,/ton and the gate sale price by $69/ton. 

P! is proably not realistic to as.utine that acoal-based ammonia plant can be opera ted at the same
percentage of rated capacity as a natural gas- ornaphtha-based plant, and this factor should be taken
into account. lowever, there is not enough 

AN) GATE SALE PRICE ot AIIONIA iADlE IROM NAPTIIA 

Feedstock--Naphhli (base ise)
Capacity--1,000 tl)d; Capacity utilizatiOn--90% 

Annual iroduct ion--300,000 tonis 
l,ocat iuil -=l).e Io)ed 
Plant cost--$85.5 

Item ti tyi 
Naphtha 0.89 tollsCatalysts and chemicals 
Misc. supplies 

Electricity 

50 kWh
Cooling water 
 288 m.1


Boiler ft'edwater 1.9 m. 

Lalor 0.20 man-hour
Overhead 
 100% of laborChemical control 20% of labor 

Maintenance 5% of pIalit costTaxe; and insurance 2% of pLint cost
Depreciat ion 

(oOin try 
million 

t Price_. 

130 
 115.70 
1.00 
1.00
 

0.027 
 1.35
 
0.01 
 2.88
 
0.26 
 0.49
 

8.00 
 1.60
 
1.60 
0.32 

14.25 
5.70
6.67% of plant cost

Interest 19.01
4% of plant tost 
11.40 

Sulbtota 1 
A(Im. and misc. expense I76.115% of subtotal 

8.81 
Production coot 

ROl, 10% 185.11
 
28.50
 

Gate sale p)rict, 
2 1 .61 



TABLE 9. tESTIMATED PRJODUC'TlION COSI AND GATE SALE PRICE OF AMMONIA MADE FROM HEAVY FUEL 01L 

I"e(dstock--Ileavy. f I oil (ase case)
Calllcity.-IO00(1 tIld; Capcity utilizaLion--90% 

Annuial productioi,-- 00,00 toil!, 
l.ocatioO--IJ'veloped country 
Plant cost--$120 millioll 

I t. . . u.lit Ly.. Unit Price.__$ ./tonof N 
FueI o il 
CaLalsts auit theist cals 

1.00 tol 80.00 80.00 

M I s( . StipplI Ies 0 . 5 0 a 
1.00 

Elet rici ty
(C' Iig ter 
Boitr ltlwite, r 

Sel f-sufficieIllt
152 mt 
1.6 ma 

0.01 
0.26 

3.52 
0.42 

ho r 
vi ie(rhJl 
hl'nlcl tl €oot toi 

(.27 iaiin-hliur 

100% of lahor20% of Jabot 

8.00 2.16 

0.43 
Mal .tfiit lili 
Taxes -i]; sllillui. 
lep1.,eloit ion 
1lterlost 

Y, of l niit (OstIll jut (ost '% 

).07% o plant cost 
4% oft l alilt cttst 

oIplantcost8.00 2%0.00 

26.68 
16.00 

Sit' lt 1 
Ad l Ii .t. ,'Xjelst. 5% ofI subtotal 

160.87 
68.04 

R I 'lotoi, hlict Io nlc o t 

168.91 
040.00 

Gat - It'. Irir, 
208.91 

. No Itr'visin 

gEv'ilII l,t Ifig III 

inmalt 

t . 

tor remunoval of SO 

X 

or NO 

x 

tromi stack gases fro co-musLio- of fuel oil in steam/electric 

TABI.E 10. ESTIMA'EI) 'ROED COSTM TDUCION AND GATE SALE PRICE OF' AMMONIA MADE FROM COAL 

Feedstock--CotlI (lase. case)
Calai ty-- 1,00) tlpd;CLtp iL( y ulit i i at ion--(J0%

Annual Ip rodiic t i on- - tt10((001oils 
Locai toii-Dev. loped uogint my 

Plant tost--$150 mill ion 

. . .
 _it 	 . L I Y . . U n it P r i ce $ /to n o f N M in $ 

Coal 
1.97 Lolls 25.00 49.25Catalysts ait( lhemicalsMisc'. supl lies .5
 

I,0
 

ElecVtric ity Sel f-suff iciilit.Cool trfig Water 	 :308 m 1 0.01Hot zIr ivewater 	 3.081.9 M3 0.26 0.49 
l.ahlr 

0.52 8.00Overhiid 	 4.16100% of labor
(hemicaul colt rol 	 4.1620% of lior 

0.83 
Ma in tentilk e S of Itlit i st
Tixesi
and Iinsurance 	 25.002% of plant cost
Delireciat ioul 	 10.006.67% of plant (o.it
Interest 	 33.354% ot plalt cost 

20.00 
A ota 1Su1. 

151.82 
A odm. mlS, expenseuil 5% of subtotal 

7.59lro i t i oil tis t 
159.41
 

NO01 	 50. 0) 

l1ttv saleI ttrite 
209.41i. 	 No provisioll is male for relliovil of SOX 'Ir N(u I ,rom I tai k gahes _f rom ombnuulhonof_06 i a1li' vtenrn/hleI ctr Icge li er t ilg li fiit .	 X9 



/GJ 	 In developing (.ountri(.s as a grotp , natural gas 
0956 1912 2868 3824 reserv s art equivlenl to 136 years' Usi at currCf'l 

300 1pro(Luction rates (() . While 1he production rate is 
i1 Cteai , u re les I, *e s a reC heing discoVerlled 
Morto ye r, gas and oil reseIVe s secola to ,e IliO10re 

250 widely distrihued than coal; 70 countries including 155. developill"g ount rios Irted (" as 
or it)lrolul i r both, tvlil- only 19 count ties 
including 5 developiing o lntlies rep),orteil coal 

repo loserI( Of'WnlltLIl'al 

Z20C Itel't'5 It atplals, therefore, that naltral g';s is 
likelyIi to he tihl dominant l'edsto-k on a worlVide 

" 1"\l, Gbasis for theleremainder of the 20th century, protIhly
well into the 21sl centu'' and iissibly throughout

U 150 " 
z	 the 21st century hlepending oIn the- late of' diswovery.
0 

U 

0 	 Econonics of Simall-S(,Al Ammonia I'lants 
LOCATION, DEVELOPED COUNTRY
 
PLANT CAPACITY, I.OOOtpd E'valution of' th (o(on1ih.c lof'
ANNUA. PRODUCTION.300.OOOf 	 snall annioniaplants ( 100-:300 tIlot) is difficult tlcause relatively few 

50 of' them hmtvt been built in re'ent yeals and because
their ;Idvatlt;IgeS depend In specific conditions that 
are h;arcd to g1enorl"'lize. Sonme situations in which a 
small pilant can be -onmiltred :il(:0 ,a 	 12 16 

FEEDSTOCK COST, $/MILLION KCAL 1 . Whe(n there is a loeal 11ar!'Uet that would heo 

difficult or' expensive to 51th h,, fron larger,
Figure 11. Effect of Price and Type of Feedstock on Prodiction Cost of Ammonia. distant plants. 

2. When the lcaI ion is such that I' would be 
difficult to I r;rlsl[ort large heavy equipment to 
the plant situ o1 to erect it. 

33. 
 When thwre is ; limited supply of feedslock at 
fa orItljt co1, such ;I ; smnarll pocket. of natural 

a 

gas or a small Sullly oIf'( yprodiut hyltrogen. 

'Ih. bat tery-liirits cost of a 200l)d-t ammonia 
1d lant using nat ural gas ;,idsltok in a It.S. location 

,. was estimated by T'A to he $18 million (32). This 
0200S/ estimate was hased oi D)ecember 1974 prices withz escalati,)n Ito 1978. The cost 1Irl annual ton of
 

1-rflIlo 
 i Was iti I tI I hl l that estilatedl' fol a 
l II)J)-ti)(I plant ()I the -'amt. basis. 

.. .(ecentlv, 	 ;r ilant rated at 181 tj(t (200 short 
RANGEOF ORLD AKET tons per (day) was c(iimplttl at (illumhus, Mississippi 

j_ (U[__nitedl S;ites t Ihe reported (lost was $16 million 
- o 

i 	
(33). 0ne of tlt, advantages of ltI(- location was along-terll supply if privately owned natural gas.

i lh Icitiln is llo :i (nsidtratile itistarlce fromrr
 
50 1 
 inlard waterways or ammnlllii;i piiefiris and hence 

pitistllably his Sil(oln iiist adv intages for lo(al
(list riljirt ion. 

0 Another xamleh, (If ai project involving ;i smallFEEDSTOCK COST, $MILLION KCAL ammonia pllat is in New Z'ealanidEODUO 	 Vive I Iroje(t toCre $iill ;-1c11dOrritlln stulfale was annlouncelf 
ceently (34). The pIrject inrludI ;in im inio ltIla t

Figure 12. Effect of Type and Price of Feedstock on Gate Sale Price of Amm 	 o ptol'itl'e 92,00 tn (4f per .'viar" ( prisulrrnably
ibout 340 tie, (,if Nll 1 pvr lay). 'it, co,t ot the;illllnia pla t Wve, re'ported ht he NZ $1l.7 million 

wlhichr I, i(jili';Vllrn 1t0 ;i tUt USN $15Ai nmilliiin. hl(plnl will tiT,(. n irla'1 jr;I!, "'( in ili,'-nowll. I(!re tlvi,
experience with tal-iaed pla ts, t establish whal andl I S jlijly N.tv% Zeani'i , Ili ,I,,.n fert ilizerliveragIe (apmrity utilization (iar i e it xpt(Avld. t MtolUil trtnlly IiingIf it 'nt hitr i il'(i, iullipirtl . 
Wet, assumredt that the coal-tmiis(I il;nt wiuil ijirtat 

ca tili,.a 10'., % ,IIII, l"-;lo l ill l (f N()(-fl)d 
atit ,il q 	 l (1 l', I'.s ltilan iver'gre uiiy iiin oI* less thina ;srrir;Inipttiitif Alll; In;{'l th hv' n~ ew(},t ;I plalillti 	 !t-pljle
v.a ased I (80'4, vlI.,It, 9f'1., fir i.xamln e,)i lie t), i' (itf hwrn of ;I, i, , gr,e latel ' ti ll (.lilcity thatproiluction i'iiro liffer nti;al woul iv irtcri ,rit Iy 110(tt)-tpIl plant, lw ('alital-telte tilm htaitil (,)il.aibout $9/tin and ihe- g e ,ilh, tlhi' tiv $13hl n viuhill ,ib i oul $2"i/htn gr'ater, ising, ttl( 'an;llird 

I ooii l f (';ihltli)ioll rIIv, l II tI0 ('11aier. T is, iostroI11 the re ilirlp ," r.,1irli , it ses iutofretlitr i tl il teiilily ,o' IF)f] einr It I I-Iu cr-iw(itunlikely Ihat (oal-h .',si ;iflllioni;i ilatilt, u,itr, i ,ll I' fto,,i,,k , m1t.1 reliahl ,.upiily if l,.i,t,.k , and
ht(i l(n ii y i";ill l rirthwe;i1 111r;i t (it itor' l ,i'hl ,;vlt , Il11 iui1 lit, 1jollrr he, ill ,1i h ('t.
trtket rrie . li t - iot ii,,il-tisle ilainl Irav,
heen built , ' int ,It lI(rton \.'hr't. (i I W i l 'Ir.tr it, i,hndigi-{no, I.f dsm ,'k anld v',|vre- l' 

wa l th, tly 	 tri trt, urlr'l JIWqTii, , fir' lniht- ;IdVanllI,"'. of{ o1111)1; oI lI; I- I ;Ipl Ill1, 1;lll( I nl:111!, I I' v IIo ) iI I I
(I o lI-! ,It ( i )1.,, ( ,l- )tII ( I ,vell rit v' . ' -I- ;rI -1|1;ll1111,l -, , t lI'o j*o I I-' , (r 'H l ,(,a 1 1-t l.l( h. llilllrll , o r' F' lli()It 
s; iVIlt , , It ) ito 'l-i i l l n iftlt, '. ,t. th iif r it"ti1011. I , IIllrfliv, l;i r,, Fillli r,rilill i . , :;lrlll l.()f tllill' ,, d th'ulI lo,i' e tt'irit Imay uulidlh'ta ki )utllt h;i, iuw, , ll 1!lliti, -t (I illt )r'; it titl(';-ilI iIll;tlliiiill la l'olli iflll frmI ('al a.w, iv'l1 Ilattira;l gra, plant, (ru1 ilr;pjlr IX ) itni !,i ili,(tu It) 'llIlal 10stinjidil.s h(.ccol , ,x llIliI-iil , pultiiularly if it1n11jiri'ui pil lnts wollI (rst ;itiit IG!, tI lul' thmlt t)lit' 1,!)tl-tllh'('Ic noliigv ti'rirrie acuy ilhiblh 3i), ,'.latit ( :ts). ,rt'r it w i'. fttill;iht il 1r:1t thlw
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delivered cost it' the urea at the farm level 
would be substantially less. 

A proposal for numerous small plants rather than 

one large one would 
 involve the question of feedstock

suptply. There aie not many countries where 

feedstock is available at a large number of locations. 

Ilowever, Ihe feedstock prolem could he solv d if' 

proes to' I'i' I u ction of iiiet hinet fr 'm organicwastes can l' developed successfullV on a scale 

sufficient l ;I 'gef for a .mall ammonia Ilan t. 


SIIII Mllnlammonia (and LII'e) plants are available in
 
a shandardizt'd design consisting 4,1' skid-mounted 

preasseblllletl unit- that cNn be Sei Ulp and connected

wilh relatively littIt. onsite construction labor 36). 

Thus. tht' 'onlstt'~'l i)n tI ute can b' tlUite shol't. As a
result , t here is les, inttrest on capital during

const ructio'n itl , S 
 ",ca1l;t1io of costs (luring 
construction. In additi ,. shortening tht, peried from 

iceltr n to C'topltt ion Would help to minimi. e the
 
uuct'itait it Itta ,M'( inhe'rn I in ling- range

planning. 

laintenaicte t'os t- for small Ilants Cotld tie 
minimized lty ust' of a standardized design with 
inter'changeable liaru pa'ts so that spar'e parts could
be quickly ()ttaintl frorm ;I cental ltcation. 
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VII Transportation and Storage of Ammonia
 

Introduction 


Much of the world's ammonia production is 
shipped from the plants where it is produced to other 
locations for further processing into finished 
fertilizers, for direct use as fertilizer, or for use as 
a raw material for nonfertilizer products. Some idca 
of the magnitude of ocean transport of ammonia can 
he gained ty a recent ISMA report that lists 153 
maritime ammonia terminals throughout the world 
including 18 that were undcr constr'uction when the 
report wa,s issued (,Julv 15, 1977). The aggregate 
storagfe I';;city of' these 153 terminals was 
2,7334,)000 tons, an(d individual cal)cities ranged from 
a few hundred tons to 121,000 tons (I). The list did 
not include inland terminals that can be reached only
by b)ares nin land wa Ier',ays. by pielines or by 
rail. Total world trade in anhy(,rous ammonia between 
countries in 1976 imounted to about 3,050,000 tons 
and increas d to 1,03:1,000 tons in 1977 (2). The 
leading ammonia e;:porting country in 1976 was the 
Nethe'land- with ;biout 569(,000 tons. Other countries 
that exported more than 100,000 tons in 1976 were 
Austria, Blelgium, France, U.S.S.H. , tungary, the 
United Slates, Canada, Trinidad. Venezuela, and 
Kuwait, 

Another ISIA retport dated ,July 1978 lists 192 
ships that ar'e suitable for tr'ansportation of anhy-
d.'ous ammonia, including 33 of' more than 10,000-ton 
capacity, ranging up to ,16,500-ton capacity (3).
These Ships also carry other liquefied gases, especially 
liquefied petroleum gases (IP;). In general, 
equipment that is suitable for transporting I.PG is 
also suitable for transporting anhydrous ammonia. 
Such facilities (trucks, rail tankers, barges, and 
ships) often are used inter'hangealy for transport
of the two maIterials, 

Ammonia is almost invariably transported ilnthe 
liquid state; therefore, ihmust either be compressed 
or refrigerated or some combination of the two, 
Ammonia storage tanks may be classified as fully
refrigerated, semirefrigerated, or pres,surized, and a 
similar classificatin can he applied to Iransport 
equipment - Fully refrigerated storage tanks are
equipped to maintain a temperature of about -33"'C at 
which th'e vapor pressure of ammonia is atmospheric 
(see figure II, chapter X). In ,etnim'efrigeraled
stoirage tanks,, lhe ammonia is kept at a moderately 
low terlmtlmeiture, s1uch ais0"-5"C, at which the, gauge 
pr,,ss i'' i, only :i-,tm. iiii perrriits the use of 
much lighltr steel tanks than ifite tempertu'e were 
mincont rolled. tUnrerigerated pressure storag( lanks 
uisually are designed for preissuresllup to atbout 18 atm 
which should I)( dequate f-or any amlient terillratture 
normally enc'ountered in roost climates . 

Thre rmntllury of th t.,elue,d for storage
tank,, translo't vessels, and pitolinrs is illporlant
1t1i rather too complex for (Irlailed explanation here. 
Ilowt-v r, two Ioint, ir, i' ,ted. Fach type ofJIomll e 
!.st'l hlAS d I lioi lnt'ri('eraituir', tmleow which it is 
iuiject i brittleI ih urltle fracturi' ilito frail ilre. l 

liitimted l t a niutihi 
 or cra k, risuilly ne,r iiwfld 

where a stress occurs. Once initiated, a fracture mayspread rapidly. Therefore, it is important that a 
vessel or pipeline should not be operated at a 
temperature below its transition temperature unless it 
has been thermally stress relieved after fabrication. 
Stress relieving is expensive and sometimes impractical.
For this reason pressure vessels and pipelines should 
not receive refrigerated ammonia; the ammonia should 
be warmed to a temperature above the transition 
temperature of the steel used in the vessel.
 

Another problem is corrosion cracking of 
pressure vessels which may occur over a wide range 
of temperatures and pressures. The cause of stress 
corrosion cracking is not fully iderstood, but it is 
much less likely to occur if the ammonia contains a 
small amount of water. For this reason, addition of a 
minimum of 0.2% of water is required if the ammonia is 
to be transported in pressure vessels. 

Storage and transport of ammonia at the retail 
level will be described in chapter X. The present 
chapter is concerned mainly with large-scale transport 
and storage. 

Ammonia Storge 

Pressure storage including semirefrigerated 
storage is economical for quantities ti, to about 
2,000 tons; in the upper portion of this range, 
spherical semirefrigerated storage tanks may be used 
while in the lower portion of the range, horizontal 
cylindrical tanks with hemispherical ends are used. 

Even when all of the ammonia is used at the 
plant site where it is produced, it is common practice 
to have facilities for storage of at least. 15 days' 
production so that interruptions in operation of 
downstream racilities will not necessitate interruption 
of the ammonia plant operation. In an ammonia-urea 
complex, for example, when the urea plant must be 
shut (]own for repairs, the ammonia plant can 
continue to operate with the ammonia going to 
storagre. When the urea plant resumes operation, it 
(;n utilize the current output of Ihe ammonia plant
plus an additional small percentage from storage 
provided that the urea plant has sufficient capacity. 
For this reason it is,common practice to design the 
uIea unit of an ammonin-urea complex to have 51,-10 
more capacity than would he required to utilize the 
daily ammonia plant output. 

A simplified diagram of i refrigerated amrimonii 
storag(, faiility is shown in figure', 1. In this case 
liquid ammonia under pressure is received from the 
aornmonia plant synthesis loop (see chapter VI). As 
tihe pressire is reduced in the rlash tank to nearly
tMiMosjlieric, piar' of ill(ammniaor;I evaporates; the 

rnegativ' heat or evaporation reducers the temperature
of the rerratning liquid to about -33"(C at which 
trmml 'reiature' it goes to the storair lank. 'The 
arilionia Vapor Is liquefied tiy cormpression aiind 
wat('r-coolifif andl returned to the filia-ll lank. 
Arlmlmn i r'ece'ived fr'orri h, imnialni plant coin tinsi 
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fot' Use in mau fCtIt.ing a Iert ilize r prtod uct such ahamonjuiilnitrate' or Iilimmonium phosphilte, the ma1;lnuL
fituring" facility should br as close to the terminal asfeasible to minimize ttansIpor'I cost f'rom the termninal to 
the plant. For till.above realsolls the investment andI ""*' operating costs of an i nija termtinal afe likely to 
vary widely and usutlly ;a'regreater111than that of an


j in-plant stor'age facility '.Estimated ctllital costs l'ot'
 
l'(efl'iKet'dv stor'ge la';cilitites are shoWn illfigULr'e 2.
 

6 

Figure 1. Simplified Diagram of Refrigerated Ammonia Storage Facility. 
" 
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1
due to storms, strikes, etc. The estimated terminal 
costs for receiving 100,000 Lpy in terminals ofdifferent capacities follow: 

Terminal C f R i
Coft. t..ar 100 000 tons of A monia per Year 


-

Annual Terminal Size of Number of


Terminal Cost, S/ton Shipments,< QT_ .c I t /': iyonsa- . Shipments/ Throughput$ ton Cost,NII.ifCpa Year ofa.a.... o C . .
 Yo 


10,000 55.00 
 .7,500 13.3 

20,000 41,50 15,000 	

5.50 

30,000 
 J2.00 22,500 6.7 8,30
4.4 9,60 


a. 
Size of shipment is assumed to be 7flof terminal capity, 


hus, the terminal cost for any given annualthroughput decreases theas size of the terminal
decreases. However, a smaller terminal capacity
requires a larger number of 	 shipments in smaller 
s.hips which may increase freight costs, as discussed
later. Therefore, determination of the minimum cost 
or importing ammonia involves a balance betweenfreight costs and terminal costs. In 	the above 

illustration It was assumed that the size of shipmentswas 	 not limited by harbor depth, pier space, etc. Ifharbor improvemelt oi pier construction is required, 
the cost of these facilities must also be considered

jtl'anspo lation of Ammonia 

Ocean lransportation of Ammonia 
For overseas or coastal shipment of ammonia,

ships are commonly used that are equipped with 
well-insulated tanks or- holds to contain liquid ammoniaat slightly above atmospheric pressure and at a 
corresponding temperature of about -331C, The 	 ships
are 	equipped with ,refrigeration facilities which, inprinciple, are similar to those of a storage facility,
1,The ships are also equipped with pumps of sufficient
capacity to discharge the cargo at a rapid rate. 

The cost of ocean transport depends on a largenumber of factors--the cost of the ships or the costof 	 chartering the ship, distance, ship speed, fuelcost, crew cost, port charges and time in port,number of destination ports, and the supply and
demand frot shipping space. The last factor is animportant. one which causes freight costs to fluctuate
widely. For the last year or two, available shippingspace has exceeded demand and, as a result, freightcosts have been low, In contrast, demand exceededsupply in 1974-75, and freight costs were high, 

The following tabulation taken from an ISMAreport lists ships that are suitable for transport of 
anhydrous ammonia or other similar liquefied gases atminimum temperatures usually ranging from -34o to 
-48'C j0)[ 

Liquid asCarriers 


,,
,'aatto 
 Numbers
of Ships 

30,000 to 46,500 
 9
20,000 to 30.000 
 4 

10,000 to 20,000 
 18
5,000 to 10,000 
 28
2,000 to 5,000 
 33 

Less 	than 2,000 
 100
 

Total 
 192
 

Ovr$"n shpmnts rf ammonia. aeualy: y} 
chartered ships , ships bethe may c 
iletrip, fr multiple trips, or for a time period,Following oe some published single-trip freight costs 

.~during 1977 and,1978,________ 

AmmoniaFreisht ContsSie Tri')-


Origin Destination Tonnage Freight, $/to 
Persiano
GulfPersianfulf North Europe 30,000NorthEurope r 23.30Perrsial 	 15 . 0 0 040. rr rope 1e00n0 25-300 

U'S. Gulf Colombia 
 8,000 2250

U.S. 	u lf Satos, Brazil 
 12,000 27
U.S. Golf 

n Grande,i,000.U.SU'S,,GulGulfi Rioa BrazilSpa00 58,000 25 " . .. Go.fNorth Europe 10,000 23 
24 

U.S,Gulf 
 Italy 81000-91000 
 27.50-29.50
Xenai, Alaska 
 United Kingdom 14,500 
 38
Australia 

WestHollandEurope Brazil 10,000
United States 	 40
Finlnd 15,000
7,000 19.50


18
 

SovietBaLir 
 UnitedSttes 8,000 31
 
a.- o-vsriouo, issuesof nier Iternational, iLr and Green
arkets Frtl n .o . .
 

Information received from a ship brokerage firm on current (September 1978) approximate spot rates
for overseas shipment of anhydrous ammonia follows: 

Approximate Freight Costs for
15,000-ton Lots of Anhydrous Ammoniaa 

Freight,-
Or
 Destinaion $/ton 

Persian Gulf 
 Turkey 28-30
 
United States 
 47
 

Brazil 44 
India (East Coast) 22 

United Kingdom 24-25 
Mexico 10-11 

1olland US. 	 East Coast 18-19 

Russia (Baltic
 
or Black Sea) United States 
 35
 

a. 	 Freight costs for 30,000-ton lots are about 25%
 
lower; for 8,000- to 10,000-ton lots, they are

about 15% higher. 

When there are definite plans to ship largequantities of anhydrous ammonia, long-term charters
 
may result in lower freight costs. The following

freight costs are believed to be typical of costscurrently. (1978) obtainable through contracts forjhIpment of large quantities of anhydrous ammonia("large quantities" does not necessarily imply that thequantity shipped to any specific destination is large). 

Freight Costs forLargeVolume Shipment.
Ship 	Size UnspecifIed
(l 

rigin ,Destination Freight, $/ton
 
Persian Gulf Turkey 
 22.50
 

United States 30
 
Brazil 
 30
hIndia, West Coast 
 10
India, East Coast 
 15
 

U.S. 	oulf Coast Brazil 17,50
 
exico 


Morocco 

M. 	 12.50
 

20

United Kingdom 22,50
 

Holland 
 United States 
 25
 

Trinidad 
 United States. t0-15
 
United Kingdom 20


Oli~ed Kingdom) Uinited Stt es : Ji? .. /25 '
 

Algeria 22,50 
Spain (north) s5
Spain (south) 20 

http:27.50-29.50


As mentioned previously, the freight market is 
currently depressedfacilities, }eCausC of an excess of Shipplingbut overseas shipments of' ammonia are't 
increasing and are likely io inlCICiSe fLli'thel" Since 
several new plants intended mainly r irefor'xport' 
expec ted to stIrt prl-odlction soin lxport s froI oI, 
Russia are increasing, and plans are r't'portr'dII tI 

1.5 million tpy trominclealse exports further to 
t;'inals on the lac'k Sea i()dessa) and Baltic Sea 
(Ventspils) (4). Mexico expects to hivte 350,000 tpy
ol ext ritaile Surtpllantiiiinial, aninul ~pinsionis il i. 
'Tr'inidad, .ibya and Ihe tl'rsian (ult will add to Ihe. 
ammonia available for export. If all of' these plans 
miiatU'e and niarkets for" ft ll iinra caniwtt fouind, 
.hipping space may 11A it t('quaill ti the dtI;tlnd, and 
reight cost,,, ia' rise, 

It should tit' eil.hasized that tile total Cos itf 
shipping and l'r'civingrnlnonia in.'ludtes not only iht 
fleight hIti alst the c->I ,I' op1)erIating loading.
Fecuit' i1 , n St, i-;itge} erils aIs I Lc-Usdind 
previo uSl ,si lilt' total cotI nAY incldeLI tlr';nspi't 
to the termind. l' t'xaniplt [ht- U.S.S.R. terminals,
;it Vtentspils antl ( h,-,;ti areC StlIillit'id liy pipeline from 
amIlonia plant s li,'tted 
inland. 

ShipmentI if' Amnrrial hy 

irll'eU Shipniit 
u'i'onoitiil for' u tier's 
o' co;tstal l tt'rivitys and 
aind tilt 'nited States. 
t('011M0nlY tistl III ELIIr)pe 
oftten narrow or shallow . 
froni 50(0 to I,000 tons. 
aret' fully refrigerated, 
r'tef ri ';tt'd Fr' i 
can1als , tit'-ges of atoutit ,0 0-tl ;ipacitites ate 
sumitatil' larger' ,tlf-prlolp'itlh itr.gs', may to'a ',efulhe 
fil,' c(iastl] sh il ing 

In 1h' I'nitt(i States, lowed barge, t't corilmorily 
us-' , and sever;tl tiar'e.are litshed touethert' ;tnd 
lirO let'd by ;I ir glv' ttluuhil. A tow may th' ti'frilt'ldby G-12 b agr s's Inr ' sper.lilin oil llothe width of 
the w 'tv' aiy . ttrI'g's for' tI';tnSiir:t 't Of ;tnthi,'dr'ous 
arimania usually ta'' folly re f''ig'rat ( and their 
catpacitit's may ht' itn it range- of 1.500 to ,,500 tins;
smaller ont's ; iIit ia iillIY wtF'r't th dt'pth or.sd 
widith of, tih' watt'rwat \,is inlsuft'h'it'rit forii httgt't'imne s.
Mot f the lrge tnvelivillnt of ',ntnvdr'us llulllonia is 
It the)1 lississippI It.Vt' An tDtiluigh coastall 
water'W ;ys : ttl r t t tjitt' tulf of, Mexico. " 't'al 
lar' t' tue'rinsis ;itr'-
,shows a ttl'' ninrll ;it 
Uppit'r sisippi 

It'nibials t'.', 1ic tit. 
anrod its iI'itiltit 'it'. 
slorage captcilyv 
Consisting of two 
is fr'oze' dntlur'in 
s't'vetd bY tbiir'g t'nlv 

Aiimonii f i i 
truck (Ii' rail Io 
c h alt r' N . ti ll lyFigure'+ I shovvvs ;I 

Itoa ii g Am niailn ii 
to priltuct, slid 
Iitl'ot,'n s lthini ,, 
ft'i'titi l lt'Iltii it' 
h s I lit' ,' i iwri t,'r 

I'll , 

vit lt,I ,si 

tist nit 

ai l;.,llm I 
OrnlU +i , 

4 

s.''vvrtl hundret kihit-tel somtr 

Btarge 

it ;till\ tr'tNaous a11ln ia is 
-aI' regions that have inland
 

is -,xtensivelV used in luropt
 
bSlr-pr'it'lh'dill'tIa'gtt 

where inltncd r .'Vays aree 

Their 'apacities Ill:tv riige
 
Most of' the larg"er barges


;Ind ',llll'' oiles a t' stn i-
, ti the in1;tn it,river's. and 

ltat'id ,in the river ligurt' 3 
Pille Itid, 5N risiett, il the 
vI-'r" ith an 8-tharg' ltow of 

,at i 'u'. jiii it',ll"th g th' r'ivsr. 
A t [it';tl ts'rrinlill iruay have it 
;000() 0 shit-

0((,00-tn tink,, 
tilt willtil'. 11t<t 

d to lit' fili',t tiy 
Irh t nr rnl 
rt il o itlllt's 

i,,l h ilirl if! rItl l ', .;ll'' it 

froin t l Itriinl 

tll" of illirllia 
Sint'e hit river 

t	e'lrilitll I Mh;I 1til's' 
lai ;.t iirlr 

ii II'ars;ipor'te-l hy 

;is test'l'iht'td ill 
P it0 t R1.1 i less.;1[ I It'Illllia~l forl 

tiiiao IlIi ' i , 
,ir listlii ,'irrporrrt t'i .liwi.,I-isi 

t-t' Soint' ,tf ths' lt- 'gt'i' t'llit illild 
it si ' eis'.'t'i llilli ll I l ;i''t' atge 

i;tl, 
h lf 11;l+-gle flrvill I'alq, fr"ont l)ovaIhtkll-

w;t I (riti' Ni ' (tr'ls'; ',), :It'( (5) 

i2t, lt r ight Cost
M1II" 

t II tli(t', km /Sh,,rt r t /mPtI I rim 

M iN I , 7 t u) t , ') 1.441, 'Ill 18 ,MO +0 .' 1 .1'1 
Si u i y 01,AI,6 01 )fav 

a, |+lnat Jm tlsixit-l ln, dit nt eit+; river t,ivel eltstAnte' 
+ my h~r 't{o%rr,,t+Ih+sn thb % I% tllh-lIlInexm i I slt -oi( r• 

7(. 

" 5 
' 

w, 

Fiqure 3. Ammonia Storage Terminal at Pine Bend, Minnesota. 

-
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. 
' 
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Figure 4. Truck Being Lotded at Atstmtotia Termtinal 

T ht t-",h1( ''l tl i l l 1Tl v'iS,( 

;il('((,S i . tl tiIllol't , ' I tin i't ia 
Illinis ttx't'r' whith is r;t1't',wtV1'1' thr:rrr 
thu, ft'wt'i' r'g,"tm., pet t ';ti litfe 

M 'til i li; ;{milt' t ()Iiultl inl S t
i.\ 
,,n thi' 1i',',,ii' R tj' whihi 11i, shalh 
IlillIt he} -e,'t ,,h, - Ilw;ilv, o ,A Wl;l,I ' ;Ilrf+ more1" 

ifitril ws iI t i ti!t' , iil' . 
Allholl)r11 %,onlt' I g'e, ;it' 1lt, ),.,I(( hY ljlg 

'iiliilllit' , 1 I4 ,f !tI i t. ,oil tI I t' ; i,r riri, std'i 

Itii't l'll't1 I 1.4'1it' ;1irt'); , tl ' i' 'hi qij ,t ttrl11-)lq,('I " llil,, 1w1 I',' li I -;ty i h' ,l p<o ll 11., 1,".1I' 
'IIt .~+lI A $-, 1 .lit.IX I,+ v. 11 + I', Mh ,n t },ll ',,, woulhd 

,+hl '\ l h,if- IdIt' '+lli, ,]l ,l, ivl < twii l,,lh' 
l'i lp+ Indl t,v h-.11, ()Ii+,Il .l',+, ll" ,;%+ l 

a 

it) dliffi tilly' ,v r 
,naIt"' in tlit' 

lit' Mie,, SSItjI , 
tl, Ilhl to 

('it v i ',, ho alte 
iw rimall trgs 



contract for towing, and various other arrangements
are possible, A well-planned program is necessary
for economical barge transport since the economics
depends on full utilization of the equipment. Where 
waterways ar,- ..... p ,.le-.n,. f -t ye:reas in- -.the northern part of the United States, barge
transport may be at a disadvantage unless some usefor the barges can be planned in other areas during
the winter. The use of barge transport seems to be
decreasing; in 1968 	 there were about 85 barges
available for ammonia transport in the United States
of which 66 were designated for ammonia only. At 
present there are about 40; most of them are ownedby ammonia-producing companies. In contrast, 
pipeline shipment has Increased, 

Transportation of Ammonia by Pipeline 

Transportation of anhydrous ammonia by pipeline
is economically attractive in some cases. Examples of
long distance transport are found in Mexico,
U.S.S.R., and the United States. Pipelines may be 
used to transport ammonia from manufacturing plants
to maritime terminals for shipment, to factories thatproduce finished fertilizers, or to market areas fordirect application. A l)ipeline may serve somecombination of these purposes. 

Rlelatively 	 short pipelines, up to 50 	ki. havebeen used for 30 years or more for ammonia trans-
portation. For example, 	 in Sterlington, Louisiana,.a pipeline 6.4 km long and 7.6 cm in dliameter was
in use In the 1950s to transport ammonia from anammonia plant to an ammonium nitrate plant. Likewise,
in Portugal a 10-cm diameter pipeline, 17 km long,
was in operation in 1960 to connect an ammonia plant
with a fertilizer plant. A 50-km pipeline Is used to 
transport ammonia from an ammonia plant in Carling,
France, to 	a urea plant in Besch, Germany; a parallel
pipeline supplies carbon dioxide. In Mexico a pipeline
which is about 2,10 km long crosses the country from
the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific. One of the first
European pipelines was built in Czechoslovakia
between Most and lovosice. 

Pipeline transportation Is well developed in theUnited States where two major pipelines 	 are In
operation, Their locations are shown in 	 figure 5. 
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1operation, 

and some are owned by the Gulf Central Storage and 
Terminal Company. 

The Mid-America Pipeline System (MAPCO) issupplied by one ammonia producer in Texas and twoin Oklahoma. It extends through Kansas and 
Nebraska to northern Iowa, The line from Borger,Texas, to 	 Garner, Iowa, was originally built in 1969at a cost reported to be $12 million, Much of the 
pipeline was laid parallel to MAPCO's other pipelinesthat carry 	LPG and refined petroleum products; thus,
the expense of acquiring right of way was minimized,
The diameter of the pipe Is 25 and 20 	 cm In different
sections, 	 and its length is about 1,160 km. The
branches connecting the two Oklahoma plants were
added later, and still more recently an extension from
Garner, Iowa, to Mankato, Minnesota, was added,
The total length including all branches is 1,628 km,
There are 15 storage terminals connected to thesystem with a total capacity of about 300,000 tons.
The terminal at Garner, Iowa, is served by both the
MAPCO and Gulf Central pipeline systems; ammonia
received by pipeline beone can transported further 
by the other. In addition to storage terminals thereare various truckloading stations along the pipelines
where trucks may be loaded for transportation to
retail distributors' storage facilities or to liquidfertilizer manufacturing plants, Also there is at least 
one station for loading railcars directly from the
pipelines, 	 and many of the storage terminals areC ntaequipped to load railcars as well as trucks, 

The initial capacity of tie Gulf Central pipeline
was 3,000 tpd, and the MAPCO line's Initial capacitywas 1,300 	 tpd. Both capacities have been increased 
by adding pumping stations; the present capacity
probably is at least twice the initial capacity, Leeand Inkofer estimate that the capacity of 25-cm and
20-cm pipelines with pumping stations spaced at, 64-kinIs 3,0 million and 1.7 million tpy, respec
tively, an average of 81220 and 4,660 tpd (6), Theinvestment cost was estimated at about $44,000 
and $28,000/km for the two sizes using 1969 cost 
levels when the pipelines were built. The maximum
operating 	 pressure of a pipeline depends ondiameter and wall thlckness; about 100 kg/cm 2 its 

may be
typical. For details of pipeline construction and 

see reference (6), 

di tance of about 2,100 km, A branch extends fromMissouri through Illinois to northeastern Indiana, a
distance of about 	 650 kin. Various sections of the
pipeline are 10, 8, and 6 inches diameterin (25, 20,
and- 15 cm) . Thecost-of the pipeline as reported tobe $70 million (completed. in 1969), Seven ammonia 
producers are listed as Injection points of which five are in Louisiana, one in Iowa, and one in Indiana.
There are 37 terminals at 28 locations including
storage facilities at ammonia production plants. Thetotal capacity of storage facilities connected to the
pipeline is about 1,500,000 tons with an average of 
about 40,000 tons per terminal, In addition, thepipeline itself holds about 70,000 tons. Some, o the 
terminals can also be supplied by barge or ship from
the Mississippi River. It is possible to transportammonia from one terminal to another so that ammonia 
received by barge or ship at some terminals can betransferred to the pipeline for further shipment.
Some of the receiving terminals are owned by ammonia
producers or companies that purchase the ammonia, 

Some of the ammonia Is used by manufacturers of
ammonium nitrate, nitrogen solutions, and solid or

Not'' .liquid compound fertilizers, Some larger manufacturers have their own storage terminal; smaller
Umanufacturers or distributors may contract for spaceIn the storage facilities owned by the pipeline

companies, or they may purchsce ammonia fromterminalspb,, 5, Ammmnito Trasporatin Pipelines within the United Stat.. 	 owned by ammonia producers, The areaservod by the two pipeline systems contains several 
hundred manufacturers of liquid compound fertilizers,

.he GUlf 	 Central thus a substantial portion of the ammonia maypipeline extends from southern for this 	 be usedpurpose, lowever, the major use ofLouisiana northward through Arkansas and Missouri 
northern lowa, then westw 	

to anhydrous ammonia is for direct application, and mostrd Into Nebraska, a total of this is applied in a few 	 weeks In the spring, 
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)tUring the )eak seaSon illt' -,pilntt'itqU%\' ! t' 
ope'ated at full iapacity, and ialspl,'t niV ,%[

availalble only I h ,ist.t .,nplnlllh's that hiLvt, cotntracted
 
for it in aiValt't. . t t t' tinits \hell suluhs 4,
 

capacity is av;il blt.,. allinlll1a mllAyVlie atitvlpI d ti)r"

transpor't on shorl-tern cnt r;itls. trhaps at a
 
reduced rate. E 

SpecificatioIns flti I mIn:n i;i heanIhvthntl. mo , ,m 1ti 0
 
shipped by pipelinv art:
 

'emteraturv: Nit le-ss thiln :;5''F (2 ') 1 
mlote tb 1tn851. )2


NIl 3 content . 99.5'i, nnimumi1)v wvtight

Water content .2'. mnimunm by weight 0
 
Oil content: I 'n' mI1;1xilui hYw 
 DSTANCEki 
Inerts U.5 cc g mnaxnitum 

When amini F a i Is t I';111iil tt l''<it onei Figure 6. Pipeline Transportation Rates/ton-kn. 

refrigerated Itrm1inal It h, I I it al l led
 
from -33"h" t,, at h.vas t2' n t thin cim,,.id again at
the receiving tcrmmnil 'Insh Is lit'isal 'vt';use the if the loading is done by th,, piIeline collpany.pipeline %wiulht t.e usi-pt ldih t-, It IrtItrI at When thei;WrU ammonia is stoced in fthe pipeline company's
temperaturcs below 2' is tisiteitt tivaiuslv . Storage terllinal facilities, thel't is aI allnnul chalge(Many terminals havtc 101- 1 0001 prssure stl- of of strage space plus $2. 20/1on of1., )-tin $27/ton 
age capacitic, fir ;imiiIiui it it,,v' 2" In addition throughput . Thus. if the annual throughput is threeto 18.000- til 7',0)0-tin t,.rlgi.zitit stii'e . times the contracted-for space. tlhi, cost is ($27 " 3) 

$2.20 or $11 .20/ton. 'Tri-Ininal chargKes for varius
Ih, pipelinc t tit, it it" i'nl'l(,Ii spac': thr'ouihLI tit ratios ;al'e s+hiwn ii ll irdystemf ' 7. IfCaI'I'rs and al'. "tl,jtJ,1 " teltt I v ill U.S the 

. 
sto'age facilities are oWiled by the ShipipeM'i

(3oveinlent ( i tit.o 'nhitiin)iti n oInt'rt %whtnh consignee, he will ha+v ai niore oti less equivalent
r'equires ( allitoit ,ttet thll ,, ) tllt Ilit. Acts i t ex)ense,.
 
published. 
 [seh'I'llerites tw,i 11 t;ll tti I ;ittc i lles
 
of publish ti(l thai ;1n+ilvig tania
te ittily tnl In il cast( of anini;i deliveicl, to a pitl'chasel'
atnntiuil shipmnitts (ii" 22h 750 lilt shit tilts). whow).0() uses it at a steady rate (an tinoniuln nitrateThe rales lir tin-knt ;ie sbhtt n in figuret . The nnianufactiri'i' for example ), a lower terninaldiffe'ence hetween ra;ite A m11lB0. r;ih,.r ,',nlic;ltd throughput charge is availahil depending on the tiseand relates t, arianpgniits ti liviiy tliing tit' pattern. "oi extil)i a mIanufactellc.tl' " whi Uses 
pe~ak scason, Ili ith,il cias' tit11c c(heil1ait is oil anmmonia ;it ain nil ite of' 80,000-90,000 tols andan :inntial basis. tilt ainiinic;i i rt'iv.d tit ; ste;l ' at; a veckly' rale of 1.,20-1 720 tons nay' contraict forratt th'oughtil thi' yv;ir lu ittw tilt iftlak sct;isl 1,700 tons of stol'age space at $27.00/h)i/yeal" plusthe excess of inI)tit ,,v,.:- wit hdawal s -.I- td in $1 .+1/ton of throu ghput. If thi throIghput iseither the s1hipst*, tntirmni s Ii ttI piitlini. 85t,000 tpy, the total tcrmniinal charge ;anounts tocompany's terminals until thi ptAk s,is,,it. $1 .98/ton ($0.54 Space chargKe + $1 ., throttghput 

charge).

'Ihe tatts show tl t, i n only. If
:ift itit;it


the ammonia is loaded dirctt iI, t il( lilielinc 
into Of course, terminal charges at'e encountered!rucks, there is a, tuckl,,adiin g iharg-t' of $1.29/ton regardless of the method of shipping; in the case of 

TABI.E I . COST OF TRANSPORTATION 0IF AM11ONIA BY PIPELI NEa 

Cost/

Rate, S/ton Estimated tol-km, COrigin Dest_ init ion . A B )istance kn A B-

------- Transported liy HAICO lipe lin(...---.------------

Borger, TX Garner, IA 
 10.22 11.24 1,160 0.88 0.97 

Blair, NE 8.42 9.31 926 0.90 1.00
Beatrice, NE 7.63 8.39 726 1.05 1.16 
Conway, AR 6.22 6.83 
 490 1.27 1.39
 

Enid, OK Garner, IA 9.50 10.46 949 1.00 1.10
 
Blair, NE 7.60 8.36 
 715 1.06 1.17

Beatrice, NE 6.61 7.28 
 515 1.28 1.41
 
Conway, AR 5.22 5.74 
 280 1.86 2.05
 

--------------- Transported by Gulf Central Pipeline
-.---.---------


Potisonville, LA Palmyra, MO 10.41 1,182 0.88

Terre Haiti,, IN 14.22 
 1,430 0.99 
Spencvr, IA 15.76 1,723 0.91

Auror.,, NEI 16.53 2,100 0.79
 

Palmyra, MO Terre Htaute, IN 5.45 471 1.16
 
Spenter, IA 8.21 541 1.52Aurora, NE 9.59 918 
 1.04
 

Terre Hatte, IN Hunt i:,,toin. IN 6.01 245 2.45 

Donnelson, IA Palmyjt, 1O 4.57 106 
 4.31
 

a. Select-ed publislied rates onve ted to metric uniLs. 79 
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Figure 7. Terminal Charges for Various Space:Throughput Ratios. 

shipment by harge to the northern of thepart United
States. the throughp t ratio isthat for t 'tansp~ort by p~ipeline likely to he lower thanbecause thle b)arges can 

thatfortraspoth' bcaue tle argS Cnhe used only part of the year. Theefore, te'minal
storage costs are likely to be higher per ton ofthroughput . 

Trans)otation of Amm}onia by Riail 

Armmonia is transported by rail in the United 
States mainly in cars having about 70- 72-ionto 
capacities, adthough a few older cat's of 25- to 30-ton
capacities are still in use and some larger cars 
(90 tons) are available. In general tail transport is 
used for shorter distance than l)ipeline or barge
tr'ansportation. hut this is not always the case since 
rail tt'ansport can 
some points than 
and rail ot truck. 
pipeline or lat'ge 
Figure 8 shows 

TABLE 2. SELECTED 

From Donaldsonvil l 


Jackson, MS 

Little Rock, All 

Macon, GA 

Springfield, MO 

Peoria, 11. 

Des Moines, IA 

Omaha, NE 


From Enid __OK 


Jackson, MS 

Little Rock, AR 

Macon, GA 

Springfield, MO 

Peoria, 11, 

Des Moines, IA 

Omaha, NE 


he l00'. econoinical for supplying to 
a combination of barge or pipeline 

One use fot tail transpott is frot 
terminal to another storage terminal. 
a lar.ge storage terminal which 

Figure S. Large Storage Terminal that Receives Ammonia by Rail. 

receives ammonia hy rail. Another use is transport 
from one ammonia producer to another when oneproducer has a surplus and the other has a need. A 
third is transport f'ron a plant or terminal to aretailer or stnall flanufaclturer of liquid or solid 
materials 

lote ttranslorl e r ai (ora itrock) the ammonia, iftaken ft'om t'efr"iget'ated stot'age, tmust b~e warmed to 
at least 5' sinlce abrtupt rooting to -:33"(' causesstreesstresses that may result in cracking of the steel 
tank. lowever, 
cars that are 
ammonia at -33"(7 
templeralurC rise 
would have an 
atmonia fron one 

there ate under developmnent rail 
cal)a1)te of receiving refrigerated 

an(l are so well insulated that the 
is only Iuc-2C/day. Such cars 

obvious advantage for transporling 
refrigerated terninal to another. 

Hepreser tative reight costs for transportation ofammonia by rail in cars of 70-ton capacities are shown 
in table 2. The rates are based on the supposition
that the rail'oad will supply the cars. However,
since the railr'oads have few if any cars suitable for 
ammonia transportation, the 3hipper actually supplies
the cars and the railroad gives an allowance 
(reduction in freight cost) to compensate the shipper 
flot the expense incurred in supplying the car. The 
allowance is based on the distance that the car is 

RAIl. FREIGIIT RATES FOR ANIIYDROUS AMMONIA a 

IA to: 
Distance, 

km 
Single Car 

Rate, c$/ton 
Multicar Rate, 

$/ton 

339 
677 
927 

1,102 
1,361 
1,643 
1,601 

12.07 
16.92 
19.04 
23.22 
26.77 
30.59 
29.65 

12.34 

15.83 
20.89 
24.77 
23.90 

.to:
 

1,064 
 21.00
 
653 
 16.92 
 12.34
 

1,665 
 27.69
 
494 
 13.98 
 10.17
 
985 
 21.38 
 15.81
 
763 
 18.26 
 13.40
 
665 16.q2 12.34
 

a. Published rates converted to metric units.
 
1). Shortest distance by rail. 7q
 
c. Minimum weiLtst per car--70.3 tons.
 
d. 
Five cars or more per shipment, sutject to annual volume of 36,000 short tons 
(32,652 mL).
 



moved by the railroad. The shipper may own the 
car, or he may lease it on long- ,)r short-term lease,
In either case the cost per ton-km of owning or 
leasing railcars depends on how much use tile shipper
makes of them. In practice, the cost is likely to
exceed the railroad's allowance unless the cars are 
kept in constant use. 

The freight cost depends 
ammonia per car; the cost per
shipment (2:3-ton) may he twice 
carload. Also, a lower rate 
shipments, usually 5 or more
shipment, subject to a guaranteed annual volume 
which may, for example, be abut :33,000 tons 
(36,000 short tons). An example of rail freight 
costs, as affected by size of shipment, is tabulated 
below: 

Minimum Weight/ Freight Cost, $/ton 
Car tons for 494-km Distaxnce 

Si ngLe-car 
22.7 29.97 
63.5 20.55 
70.3 14.28 

Mutca r 
70.3 
 10.17
 
72.6 10.00 

a. Five or more cars per shipment, 32,652 tons aitnual 
minimum.
 

rransportation of Anhydrous Ammonia by 'ruck 

Truck transportation is the most expensive 
method of moving anhydrous ammonia and hence is 
used mainly for short distances, usually less than
150 kin. lowever, the use of trucks is growing in 
the United States because many rail lines are beingabandoned leaving a growing number of locations 
without rail service. The trucks used in tile United 
States consist of a tractor and a detachable trailer 
(called an "articulated lorry" in the United Kingdom).
Each state of tile United States has its own 
regulations governing total ofthe weight trucks that 
are permitted to operate on its highways. Therefore,
there is some variation in the capacities of ammonia 

on the weight of 
ton for a small-car 

that of a 70-ton 
applies to multicar 

70-ton cars per 

trailers; a common size is 16-18 tons. Figure ,1 shows 
a truck arriving at an ammonia terminal for loading.
The trailers may be owned by the company that 
produces and markets amnmonia, or they' may be owned 
by the trucking company. They are used to 
transport. ammonia to retail distribution centers or to 
small manufacturers of liquid fertilizers. They are 
also used to transport 1,1(;. Il some western states atractor may be permitted to pull two trailers in 
tandem. This arrangement rlulceS Ihe t ransport cost 
to the point that it max' be. c nmlu ilive with rail 
transport. 

Some examples of truck transport costs are 
shown in table 3. 'he first part of tile table shows 
average rates from several trucking firms; the second 
part shows some specific point-to-point rates. The 
rates per ton-kp, as related to distance, are shown 
in figure 9. '-;omewhat lower rates may be available 
for lng-term C',ltracts. 

In th(, 1'r *d States, about 4.5 million Ions of 
anhytlrIts nt is used for direct application each 
year. xr,,I;dlv as much as 75-8090, this amountof is 
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Figure 9. Transportatir.n Rates/ton-km a; Related to Distance. 

TABLE 3. COST OF TRANSPORTATION OF AMMONIA BY TRUCK (AVERAGE OF RATES FROM SEVERAL TRUCKING COMPANIES)
 

Distance, km 


0 to 32 
80 

153 

225 

306 

386 

467 

547 

627 

708 

788 


1,000 


Point-to-Point Rates (Intrastate)
 

From 
 To
 

Omaha 
 Fremont, NE 
 69 

Dubuque Manchester, IA 
 72

Winona 
 Rochester, MN 
 72 

Cincinnati 
 Circleville, Oil 
 129 

Lathrop 
 Fresno, CA 
 191 

Lathrop Sacramento, CA 
 97 


go
 

$/Lon ¢/ton-km
 

7.16 22.4 and up 
9.50 11.9
 
14.35 10.7
 
19.66 
 8.7
 
26.18 8.6
 
32.84 
 8.5
 
39.30 
 8.4
 
46.44 
 8.5
 
52.93 8.4
 
58.60 
 8.3
 
65.40 
 8.3
 
83.51 
 8.3
 

7.23 10.5
 
7.82 10.9
 
8.49 11.8
 
13.33 
 10.3
 
9.03 
 4.7
 

6.17 6.4
 



__ 

used in the spring. In any given area most of it is 
used within I month. This means that most of the 
ammonia used for direct application must he stored in 
the market areas--part of it ill local retail storage 
facilities and part in large teminals seIved by 
pipelines, Iarges. rail, or some combination. Since 
the annual throughput of the storage terminals 
probably is no more than twice their capacity, 
terminal storage costs are high. A typical total cost 
for storage and transport of ammonia produced ill 
louisiana, Texas, or Oklahoma to a retail center in.
Iowa might be: 

Pipeline transportat ion t row plant 

to ternfinial 
 $10.to 


Te,'rninrl storage charges 13.70 

Truck transport froni terina i to ,etai Ier 9.50 


TOTAl. $33.20 

'l'he above total does not include tile retailer's
 
storage cost or lransport to farms. While this cost
 
may seem high. it should be noted that to supply an 

equivalent amount of nitrogen as urea (8.0 million 

tons) or ammonium nitrale (10.9 million tons) probably 

would be much more expensive. I addition, the cost 

of converting ammonia to urea oi ammonium nitrate 

would have to be considered. 

It should te noted that the hypothetical retailer 

in Iowa has several alternatives open to him. Ile may 

receive direct shipinents frota the amnmonia producer 

by rail at a cost of abouL $25. lie may receive truck
 
shipments loaded directly from a pipeline. The cost 

would be about $20.99 ($10 pipeline transport plus 

$1.29 truckloading charge plus $9.70 truck transport 

charge). lIe may receive shipments by rail or truck 

from a river terminal servet lv barges. Some of 

these alternatives may be attractive for filling the 

retailer's storage facilities during the offpeak season, 

but during the peak season all transport facilities are 
overtaxed. When the retailer needs to replenish his 
supply during the peak season, he may have no otheir 

choice than to receive ammonia from whatever terminal
 
storage facility can supply his needs. 


Com)r'ison of Va'ious Methods of Ammonia 

Transportation 


Figure 10 shows a comparison of ammonia 
transportation costs by pipeline, rail, and truck for 
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Figure 10. Comparison of Transportation Costs by Pipeline, Rail, and Truck. 

U.S. conditions. Iarge transport is not shown 
because tile cost depends On the character' of tihe 
waterway imore than the distance. lowever, it is 
evident that barge transportation is the most 
economical between points that are located on 
waterways that, permit passage of tows of several 
large barges. For example, a comparison of costs for 
roughly equivalent distances follows: 

Froin Southern toil i s ian a 

To . I)is t ace Method $/to 

Minoneapol is, 
SpeIcter, IA 
Peoria, IL 
Palmyra, MO 

MN I 700 
1,723 
t1,135 
I, 182 

large 
pipeline 
barge 
I,ipeI ioe 

7.44 
15.76 
8.38 

10.41 

Barge transportation is, of course, limited to 
points on navigable waterways. Another disadvantage 
is that barge transportation on rivers is likely to be 
interrupted by ice, floods, and periods of low water. 
Terminal storage capacity must be increased in 
relation to throughput to provide for these 
interruptions. As ;I re.olt , increased terminal costs 
may at least partially offset the lower transport cost. 
The extent of this disadvantage depends strongly on 
the characler of the waI erwiaYs. 

Pipeline lransport of ammonia appears to be 
substantially chealer than rail while truck transport 
is the most expensive of all. lowever, many more 
points can be reached by truck than by rail, and for 
Most developed countries more points can be reached 
by rail than by pipeline or waterways. The 
comparison in figure 10 applies only to the United 
States and is not necessarily valid for other 
countries. Also, it relates to transportation costs 
only and does not include tertinal ;ind storage costs. 

For the world in general only a few broad 
observations can be made. Obviously, transportation 
by ship is the only method available for overseas 
transport, and it is also the lowest cost method of 
transport between two points that are accessible to 
maritime shipping and are a substantial distance 
apart. Two qualifications should be noted: (1) ocean 
freight rates are likely to rise substantially and 
(2) the cost of maritime terminals, harbor improve
ments, piers, jetties, etc. , must te taken into account. 
Foi' example, if two points are on a tidewater and are 
also connected ty land, it is quite possible that land
based transportation would ie more economical in some 
cases. 

For shipnen t within I counl r'y or region, 

transport by barge or coastal vessels may tie 
if there are conveniently located ports or 

inland waterways and if the volume of shipping is 
sufficient to justify terminal costs. 

by pipeline may be a good choice be

tween points connected by land, e.g. , from an ammonia 
plant to one or more fertilizer plants located in market 
areas. Ilowever, the cost of ammonia pipelines is sub
s and varies widely depending on terrain and 
cost of acquiring right-of-way. The economies of 
pipeline transport are favored by high volume use 
and by an even use pattern which minimizes storage 
terminal costs, 

Transport by rail may be the best choice for 
moderate quantities especially when several scattered 
fertilizer llants are served by one ammonia plant.
Obviously, a suitable rail network must le available 
and, even so, the cost of suitable rail lank cars is 
substantial. 

Truck transport is relativeiy expensive but may 
be the only feasible means in some cases and is much 
more flexible than other networks. 



Finally, there are many cases wher'e some con- Reference.bination of methods of transport must be considered
along with storage terminals atObviously, estimates 	 transfer points.of 	 the cost of' alternative I. 	 ISMA. 19Th. "Worldcombinations 	 Maritime Anhydrous Ammoniacan 	 be complicated. When ammonia is not Terminals," 'Paris, France.
the desired end product, alternatives of producing
the end product at the ammonia plant and 2. ISMA. 1977. "Ammonia Statisticstransporting 	 1976," Paris,it 	 to market areas must also be France.considered. Although shipping ammoniamethod is more expensive than shipping solid 

by any
nitrogen 3. 	 ISMA. 1978.fertilizerms or nonpressure 	 "List of ' ankei.'s Suitableliquids per ton of' product, Anhydrous Ammonia 	

for' 
it 	 'ransp ortation, Parisis often the least expensive per ton of nitrogen France.because of its high concentration (82", N). Iowever,the estimates of the economics of the entire 4. "Soviet Ammonia." 1978. Nilrogen, 111:5-7.alternative 
system a'e 

production, distribution, and marketingneeded to determine whether systems 5. "Representativeinvolving ammonia 	 Rail, lBa'ge, and Pipeline Hales-shipment are economical and, if so, North America." 1977. Green Markets. 1(36;):7.what method of transport is preferable. 
6. 	 Lee, J. J. , and W. A. Inkofer. 1979 (in press).

"Pipeline Shipment , " IN Amm'mia, P't IV,
A. V. Slack and G. R. ,Iames, eds. , Mar'col 
Dekker, Inc. , New York, New York. 



VIII Ammonium Salts, Nitric Acid, and Nitrates
 

Introduction 

As mentioned previously, ammonia is the source 
of more than 95% of the chemical nitrogen fertilizer 
currently produced in the world. Ammonia may be 
used directly as a fertilizer (see chapter X) or 
converted to ammonium salts, nitrates, or urea. No 
accurate estimates ;arc availahle as to the percentage
of these Various product, in world use. In Europe 
the 	 leading fo,'i of nitrogen fertilizer is ammonium 
nitrate. eith, . a-, such, in mixtures with calciu1 
carbonate, or in compound fertilizers including nitro-
phosphates. In Asia urea is the leading form either 
as 	 such or in conmpoLind ferl ilizerS. In North 
America anhydrous ammonia is the lea(ing form of 
nitrogen fertilizei. IndiVidual countries within these
and 	other continents may have other lreferences, 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the 

technology of IrodLuction of ammonium salts for 

fertilizer use other than ammonium phosphates (which 

are 
 covered in chapter' XIV) and the prcduction Uf 
nitric acid and nitrates except potassium nitrate which 
is covered in chapter XVIII. 

Ammonium Sulfate 
.. . . ..
 

Ammonium sulfate was once the leading form of 
nitrogen fertilizer, hut it now supplies a relatively 
small percentage of lhe world total nitrogen fertilizer 
because of the more rapid growth in use of urea, 
ammonium nitrate, and anhydrou amrinonia. The 
actual tonnage of ammonium sulfate capacity has not 
de reased but has remained fairly steady in recent 
years at about 6 million tons of nitrofgen not including 
ammonium sulfate fornmed Iby the use of sulfuric aicid 
and ammonia in compolund fertilizer processes (1). 
'fhe main advantages of ammonium sulfate are' its low 
hygroscopicity, good physical IrroreIIi es (when 
pr'operly prepared), chemical stability, arn(u goodT
agronomic effectiveness. It is a good souri'ce o1 
sulfur as well as nitrogen. Its reaction in the soil is 
strongly acid forming (see chaplte' XXII) which is an 
advantage on alkaline soils and for some crops such 
as tea; in sonli othelr situations its acil-for'ming 
character is ; disadvantage. Its main disadvaitage is 
its low analysis (211, N), which incr'eaeis packaging, 
storage, and transp)rtation ost,,. As a result, the 
delivered cost at the farm level usually is higher per 
unit of nitrogen than that of urea or arinioniurn 
nitrate. However', in smire cass,aillnolliun sullfate 
may be the mot econhomical sour'e of nitriogenii when 
the transportation distance is short , whell it is 
availabule as a byprlu' t at low cost, or' when a credit 
can be taken for its ilfur cionternt, 

Arnmonium sulfate itsavailatle as a lryir'oduct 
from the steel indLstry (reVCoverel fl-oll)coke-OVel 
gi) nil from some metalur'giial aitc cheniril 
processes, One la-re source Is a yIyprioduct from 
product ion of caplolaititiun, 

Properties of Ammonium Sulfate 

Table I shows the more important properties of
 
crystalline ammonium sulfate.
 

TABLE I. PHOPERTIES OF PURE AMONIUM SULFATE 

Color 	 WhiLe 
Molecu lar weight 132. 14 
N conteit 21.2% 
l'nsity of solid, 2 0 0/4 0 C I.769 
Speific- g of 1.2414 at 20*C 
Satiratl sout lors 1.2502 at 930 C 

Speciti teat of sol t.345 at 91'C 
Specitic heat of satirated 0.67 at 201C 

l. t 0.63 t 

leat of crystallization 11.6 cal/kg in 42%
 
solution
IHeat 	 ol dilution 6.35 cal/kg froin 42% 
to 1.8% solutions 

Milting iut 512.2oc 
Ttiermal stabil ity Decomposes aove 280'C 
ptll 5.0 

Loose-bulk deis i ty 962 kg/in 3 

Angle of re-pose 280 
Stoichiometric requiriremeits, Nil, 0.-578 

Lons per to of productt t2 S0 4 0.7422 
Critical relative humidity At 200C 81% 

So Iribility, g/100 g of water At 30C 81.1% 

At 00C 70.6
 
At 1000C 103.8
 

P'rduc!tion Methords
 

Several nifferen methods are used for ammonium 
sulfate manufacture, in accordance with available raw 
materials and local condilions. 

IThe 	 rrin cialI mt hois a1r'e 

I. 	 IBeacting amiionria and sulfuric acid in a saturator
eval-Orlalol' uniter' vacuumr or at atmospheric
 

tissure ant r'er'ing the crystals via a 
centrifuge or' filter; 

2. 	 Scrubbing town gas or coke-oven gas with 
stlfuric arid ills;at'llrator unit.; of special desijin 
and recover'ing the crystals try cent rifuging or 
fill ration; 

. 
Reactring anilionir crt e with anhydrite or 
g1ylIstll derived frioln natural or' byprodlucl 
S-"ilCerti, r'rllOviiig the r';ulcilli carblionate try fil
tering, evaporatirig, ;lrui 'rystallizing atrirnorlriuIl 
sulfate from li!e mother liquor prio to cent r'i
fufging;
 

'I. 	 Evapuorating Iypr'oduct liquor's conrtaitninig allnllo
nirm silfate ruluied front oitlie roiu'sse indpto 
s'epa'ritirr the rnear'ly put'e s;il by: (a) crys
tallization ad cent rifuling o allernaitively 



(b) recovering by slurry granulation on a moving
bed and recycling in a drier-screening system to 
give granules of the required size range; 

5. 	 Directly reacting gaseous ammonia with sulfuric 
acid in a spray tower to form a dry, amorphous 
product; 

6. 	 Simultaneously producing ammonium sulfate and 
other ammonium salts in granulated fertilizer 
processes to produce phosphate, nitrate, and 
nitrophosphate multinutrient fertilizers containing 
ammonium sulfate; 


7. 	 Using other miscellaneous processes, such as 
recovering ammoni umin sulfate from SO:, in flue 
gas or in sulfuric acid tail gas (see chapter 
XII), which are illuse or have been proposed. 

Crystallization..... 'l'echnologyI... .. .... .
 

Except in special cases, such as those describedin subparagraphs ,,5, and 6 above, crystallization is
of major importance in ammonium sulfate production, 
as well as in the manufacture of other salts. Ilenee,
it is appropriate at this stage to review briefly' the 
fundamental process and design features which control 
crystal formation and influence plant performance 
(2, 3, 4_,5). 

Two 	 major considerations arise in crystallization
technology--first . the formation of nuclei iii a 
sUI)ersatuiatred solution and, secondly, the growth of
these particles to the product size-range r'eqlui:ed.
In both of these skiges, the driving force is the 
degree of supersaturation in the mothei' liquor,
which, if allowed to rise appreciably, may induce 
uncontrollable nucleation. Subsequent crystal growth,
however, is directlygenerally proportional to
sutiersaluration and, as a r'ule, is toeasier control 
than 	nucleation. 

When a solution is suICrcoohed to a point just
before fine, solid nuclei appear, it is ternmedl 
metastable. After initial tprecipitation, this solution is
said to be unstable or labile, and a constant addition 
of metastable liquor Will cause each nucleus to grow
into a single crystl. ThIus, control of metastatle 
conditions is a major factor ill the design and 
operation of crystallization units; critical items include
residence time, agitation, and equipnment surface 
characte'istics, as well as the 1)11, tempiTeratur( andsolutle' and insoluble mur'ities contained in the 
liquor. lhence , for continuous, stable operation, an
equilibritmn has to be established whereby the number 
of grown crystals removed equals the numbtei of fresh 
nuclei fortmed. tinder these c'onditions, I.nifo'ly
sized crystals should m'esull when a constant feed is 
Supplied, and average cr'y'tal size tecomens aI function 

of the production rate divided bylh' ntuleation rate. 


When the IroductiIon rate is held constant, as ill 
('ontintLiOus o)eration, aVerage crystal size is,thus 

largely controlled by nucleation rae. One grail of 

typical 
 nuclei may represent I billion particles;hence, a continuous crystallizer must provide a way
of cont r'ollmK, the nunber of nuclei and fines 

producid Illthis 
 system a[nl also contaill provisionsfor 	 classifying tfie 'rodu(! in order to minimize 
su iuent-se washing , drying. and stOragI, protlems.
Mode'ni crystallizeis ar' d'signerld to irncor'por'ate thesefeatures and are also providedt with colrtrol' eLquipment
tI ensIre virtually aiitomatic Operat ion. 

;ar,(I to 
size, anmoniurll Sulfate cr'yslals are (reirIov(r from the 
unit tiV var'ioiisllIneains, such aS a salt catihblo[, ain 
airlift, oria helical Screw; separated fromi the mother 
liquor by ai refitrifigre; washed 

After growth cilassifi'atiou Ih( r(iul r(i 

witIi Water' (aind/or'
ammonia liluor'); and driedi in ai rotary ir'lei pr'ior to 
sci'eening arnd sito';ige. In Somi' plaiin t,,the Irroduc-
lioni of large, well-w;ii',I 'iyst;ils anId tI( rise of 
high-effi(-ien(.y c'neirifurr, 'liiiiiiiate lilt ree, for a 
dlr'ie'. Ilowever, whetn small crystalas ar' pI 'ohl'e d 

and particularly when iimuritios are present, drying,
cooling and, perhaps, condilioning with an antlicaking
agent may be unavoidable. When lirge, closely sized 
crystl~ds are desired, tle crystals may be screened 
and the fines redissolvt( and returned to the 
crystallizer. 

(Other' nethods of crystal r'ecovery'y and treatment 
include the use Of a thi)-feed ret0arY VaIUm 
filter-drier and also the granulation of Small crystals
by roll comaction equipment. Stoh machines are
 

especially suitable for the relatively small tonnages of
sulfate l)rlodicTd in some coke-oven bypl'oduct units. 
Illa few inst ances, ru gn ills or drumi-type pelletizersare used to liroduce granulated sulfate from byproduct 
caprolactam liquor or other waste streams containing
ammonium sulfate in appreciable quantities. 

......
Chemical and l'hvsical... .. Sp)ecifications=._
 

Fertilizer-grade ammonium sulfate specifications
normally indicate a minimum nitrogen content, which 
is usually not less than 2(0.5-,. Limitations on free 
acidity and free moisture aifire also generally
demanded; typical figures are 0.012'-, f"ir free 112SO 4''
 and 	 0. , for free l1O. )ccasionally, maximum values 
for certain organic or inorginic impurities may atso ie 
specified for byproduct material. 

Crystal size-range specifications depend oil
custoler reqtirei'nints and the type of application. 
lor direct application1l or bulk bending , large
crystals, irainlv in theIrange if 1-3 min, are. 
preferred although somllcwhat smaller crystals may be
acceptable in Some countries for direct application,
such as 9()',retention oin screen.lll 0.8-illn T|Io
obtain crystals of, this size, considerathc design and 
operating skill is usually needed, and in some plants
additives are used to i'omote crystal growth of' 
modify the crystal shape' (6). For use illpIroduction 
of comn)ound feitilizers, small crystals ir('aIc(eltable.There is a trend toward production of small crystals
(mainly 0.2-0.8 mam) which are sold as is to proluce's

of granulai' coInpounrd fertilizers Or are grinulated by

roll compact ion for direct application or bulk

blending. The roll conpaction granulation process is
 
described in chapter XVIII.
 

Production Details 
.
 ..
 

Combined _Ieaction-Evaporation Methods--_arge
 
tonnages of alnmioniuin sulfate are prdtced from anhy
dous amronia 
 and strong sulfui'ic acid in continuous 
satulaltor-cr'ystllizr uiiS Olcia tin either under
 
vacuum oi' atmosptric In
pressure., installations o' 
the vacuum type lii'at is(,hea of' reaction i'emioved by
evapoi'ating wateir 0ither ini the, f''id orpresent 'aiid 

added to 
 the :;ysmi foi' teiiiprr'atu.i-cont .'ol tiiiri.osis. 
This technique is also lsed Loi' saltratol'S of theatmospiheric type,; alteinilativi cooling c olbe aichieved
 
in the littei' by blowing large votllnes of air' through 
tIe slurry 

The react ion bttwein givcl'S, anhyd'ous
ammonia and sulfuric ;iid carl be shown ;ISfollows: 

2NlII( ) I "l'"(, I 
(N l4,"),O(S) 

In practice te ectlh'erlli' treat itflh'Il'li 'tion given
atbove is apprioximnatiely rqial ito2,t10 kel/kg of N. 

tunits of flit,varuiriri type iy'ir lrsigrl,. in 
accordance with thvIi asic priii'lid's of crystallizat ion 
pireviou-;ly r'rview',,l anid irtae II!,ally buil in the for'il 
of ; ov.l!eaiio v(Ie,n SUi'n tt(, by a flash 
c!hambtrer.', Ammorinia irt!,ilfiri' arirt tair( ilrioducei 
via i slumTy r'e'y'le line, whereiri ttheiy I'rea't aind 
suplerhl'eat thr i'( 'ir'rcilal rig Slur'r'y, which is 
subIs'quently flashed in u rlllr,' attIhe ciallll'i' a 
redluced II's',lu'e g'r'rrilly ttween 55 and 5r1chi icf
mrIlle'rcury. 'T't lI, of wiater in thiii zonie' 



~supersa turates the slurry, which recirculates' to the tube o a'ettyp~'o~mxr In ''eporeay>"loersspnso vsslvia an internal pean prcsa ipl abotoncolumn -'incorporatingcomes ,.into,- contact with small crystals. and nuclei', pipp oca dsslarge im lea few a slotted ;bubble-hoodsabs rpio - is, u4sed, Anothebo heertothereby FInducing further crystal growth in terms I.of design employs a single vesselsizerather than in 	 for both reaction and,number, Slurry is recycled by a crystallizationthermal syphon and/or'.by an external pump, and 	 and- reaction heat is', removed 'byas k. evaporation~ of. water, supplemented in many cases byit is'brought intocontact with newlyadded reactants,
the. exothermic, heat? produced destroys- 'undesirable air blowingas shown in figure 2. In othe designs,

deigs-daeuen -o.the 	 '' 

er--
suspension

vessel and the means of slurry withdrawal permits~Yconsiderable size classification 	 Wto be: attained in the t toshr'unit, and proper instrumentation ensures long periods

'of uniform operation,
 

This type of crystallizer is generally known asthe "Krystal" or "Oslo" unit and was developed inNorway by Isaacssen and Jeremiassen (7), Figure I Suluric act 
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Figure 2. Atmospheric-Pressure 
 Process for. Ammonium Sulfate Manufacture. 
E PRODUCT


Bo 	 WATERt C.YSALS 
S.. 	 separate neutralizing and crystallizing vessels areused to provide easier operation and closer control.Legend An optimum balance between 	 cooling-air energy andA Krystal" type of vacuutn evaporator-crystallizer 	 crystal yield is usually' obtained when crystallizationtemperatures are controlled in the range of 63-66C.


B oreed-circulation pumptu
C Slurry recirculatton pump In most cases, 'crystals are recovered fromDNlother.thtuor recycle pump ammonium sulfate slurry by 	 recycling through theI MSother-lquor tank continuous 'or the automatic batch type of centrifuge,rContinuous or batchcentrifuge whereinGSlurry concentrator 	 the product is screened and spin-dried,
washed with water and weak ammonia, and again1i rier conveyer spin-dried before being conveyed to, the drier, InI Rotary drier '.some plants, continuous top-reed filters are used

SNVacuUm onvdenser-eect untt '•instead of centrifugals,K..Vauu cnener rmilsmall As previously mentioned, foroutputs,, top-feed filter-driers can sometimes
Figure 1. "Krysta l " 	 employed., with; advantage since 

be
Type of Unit for Ammonium Sulfate Production, separated, 	 the product can bewashed, and dried in a single machine, 

illustrates diagrammatically the. use of forced circu- ' As is well known, ammonium sulfate liquors areStrates: diagrammaticallytion in conjunction with thisthe use of forced circula- 'quite corrosive, and wetted parts of equipment aredesign of crystallizer for usually made of stainless steel or of rubber-lined mild;:ammonium sulfate productionr During operation, it is 	 I steel.important to control the pH 	 In some earlier plants, vessels constructed inwithin fairly close limits, 	 wood and mild steel were employed, and corrosion was'eg.,3.0 3,5, since a lower value yields undesirable,' ' ' minimized by careful pH control,. Modifiers intendedthin crystals. Excessive acidity also promotes an to improveovergrowth of crystals, crystal size and shape include smallespecially in pipelines, and ' amounts of trivalent' metallic salts, Such corrosionnecessitates frequent redissolvang or "killing" with 'inhibitors as traces of phosphoric acid or arsenicsteam, Insufficient acidity, on the other hand, not compounds are also added In some cases,,only produces inferior crystals' which are difficult towash and store but may cause 	 ammonia losses as well, OasworksBroductMethods--Befor, the avail.Forthese reasons, some producers maintain free 	 ability of syntetic ammonia 7n the' early 1920s,acidity of 1,0-115 g Of H2SO4/liter of solution, virtually all ammonia was obtained from solid-fuel
carbonization plants,Another popular type of reduced-pressure for 	 Typical bituminoub coals usedgas and coke production contain about IVAcrystallizer Is 	 ofthe draft tube battle unit, in which a nitrogen, and some 15%-20% of this becanvigorous upward slurry recirculation is maintained by as ammonia, 	 recovered

amounting to approximately Z6-3,0 kg ofmean of an' internal impeller and draft tube (8) NH /ton of coal used, Most of this ammoniaavowing crystals are brought to the surface ofe beeved 	 Is
to be formed at temperatures in the range offlashing slurry, where supersaturation induces m xi- 10000C, after coking has taken place fence, mostSmum crystal growth,ltominimizescaletformationand sufficientinside tuhtednuclei are present b ut ammonia I sal ioitd wtslh nhtemperature isit. u ao tca bonization units, ego trcoking 

Atmospheric' pressure plants fOr iron and steel production, where theunite are of several types Amount ot ammonium sulfateand preferred by so u to vacuum 	 produced may be equivalent to about 20 kg/ton of steel,crysta.llli 
'outpuasl 'nal''nn isdiue rotbcaueand 	 somewhat lower invest- -o p iAmmonii remoed fr folent costs4 ~AMMia can, be added via a sparger. 	 reasonil a two 

'first, to prevent subsequent corrosion and 
4 ~ 	 'F.~ F4 ~' F~"'F'"~,~ 	 ~ FF FF'f. ' F 
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luginig in 
'ansecondly, to 'produce a 'useful' byproduct at a 

' However, in more recent years, 

p~ij problems distribution mains and fittings 

reasonable-.profit, 
world ammonium sulfate prices have fluctuated widely,* 
and, f rom time to time, byproduct material from 
gasworks and coke ovens has been sold at price
levels not much greater than the cost of the sulfuric
acid-needed--as-a-raw.material,-Asaresult- soni 
producers have' converted their units to ammonium
phosphate 'production as a more profitable alternative, 
Other byproducts recovered from gas-washing units,
because of necessity or additional financial return, 
include ammonium thiocyanate, ferrocyanides,
pyridines, and tar. 

Three principal methods are available for,
ammonia and/or ammonium salt recovery; they are 
known as the direct, indirect, and semidirect 
processes, respectively. In the first method, the
entire gas stream is cooled to remove as much tar as 
possible and is then passed •through a saturator of 
the bubbler type (or, in more recent plants, a 
scrubber of the spray type), wherein it is washed 
with sulfuric* acid.. The ammonium sulfate slurry
produced is withdrawn, centrifuged, washed, dried 
and sent to storage, Advantages of .this type of unit 
include' high recoveries, relatively low investment and 
operating costs, low steam needs, and small effluent 
Liquor volumes, Nevertheless, in many instances, the 
product is unavoidably contam inated w ith ta r' and 
pyridines and may be unacceptable unless, perhapJ, 
it is recrystallzed prior . to'. sale, In addit on, 
chlorides present in the fuel or water may react to 
form ammonium chloride and create additional 
corrosion problems unless linings of rubber or plastic
material are used, Furthermore, except In cases 
where a separate crystallizer is employed, flexibility 
with regard to size, shape, and purity of product i 
likely to be very limited since it becomes difficult to 
maintain an optimum balance between the free acidt 
needed to suppress impurities and the optimum p 
needed to promote good crystal growth. 

Earlier problems .of direct operation led to the 
development of the indirect method, whereby thegased:°Pmnfirstar cooled by econtacthwith rehcirculating 
wash aquor, followed In by wi th u 

~wsquorfl~lewom ewcases by a fu r 
scrubbing with water. Combined liquors are sent to 
the upper section of an ammonia still o.o the 
bubble-cap type, In which contact with steam releases 
the free" ammonia present as ammonium carbonate,
ammonium sulfide, and other easily dissociated salts. 
The liquor then passes to an :adjoininglil, 
where treatment, with lime liquor decomposes the
tfixed"t ammonium salts, e.g,,. ammonium chloride. 
Steam passing upwards from the base of. the columnstrips virtually all of the ammonia gas produced,
which Is recovered as a crude ammonia solution or Issent to a sulfuric acid washer 'for ammonium sulfate 

-' production, Advantages 'of this method Include the
production of a salt substantially free from impurities
and also having considerable flexibility,' lu anability to make aqua ammonia and derivatives ,
However, operating costs are high, and effluentdisposal problems may arise, In addition,. ammonia
losses may be appreciable, owing to Incomlete 
reaction and absorption,

Thesemdieotproes, ofer acomromse
The emidrectprocssaffer cmproisebetween direct and Indirect operation, whereby the 

gas is first cooled and washed to deposit tar and an 
aqueous condensate (U, The latter is "sprung In a relatively small amnmonial still, and the' released NJl13 Is
combined with the main gas stream, which imreheated 
to about 700C snd scrubbed with~a solution containing
nearly saturated ammonium sulfate and 6%6 of
sulfuric acid at about 600-706C, in Units either of the 
spray absorber type or of the older saturator type 
inecorpratis a' cracker pipe- (or bubbler rings)Ileaue tisprocess gives ammonia recoveries greater 

"'thosethan 'attainable '-by direct operation and also
produces a salt largely free from tar,- pyridine, and 
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Figure 3. Semdlret Process for Ammonium Sulfate Production from 
Coke-Oven Gas., 

diagram of a semldh'ect gas scrubber/ammonium 
sulfate unit as well asan illustration of an ammonium 
sulfate sutno 
sulfate saturator 

Several varieties and modifications of these 
systems are found throughout the world, principally

.ldeveloped by the Koppers, Otto and Wilputte organi
zations (10), 

Ammonium Carbonate-Gypsum Process--This
methood. i~hsal~h sa known as thre Mrseburg 1occos,mehdwicisaoknnasteMrbrgrcs, 
was originally developed In Germany and has long
been used In Austria, India, Pakistan, and the 
United Kingdom (1 .. It is based on combining
ammonia and carbon dioxide to- produce ammonium" 
carbonate, which .is -then, reacted with -gypsum ,or... (of n 
anhydrite (of natural or byproduct origin) to yield
ammonium sulfate and calcium carbonate, as follow.: 
N + 12 - N ,- 3 a l .- i. .
li+liO NiO -830c/gme 

-2NI1 40li + CO2(N11 4)2CO3 +1120 - 22,080 cal/g-mole 

CaS0 4-21120 + (Nli 4)2C0 3COO. (N114)3$404 + 
' 

21liO - 3,900 cal/g-mole 
- Under certain circumstances, this process hasseveral advantages. for example, countries without

Indignu slfr upie bthang aualognu ufrsple u aigntrlo 
-byproduct sources of gypsum (or anhydrite) can 

produce ammonium sulfate without purchasing sulfur
from abroad (13),In addition, the byproduct clum
carbonate can-e Used for ceMtnt production or other purposes, such as for agricultural limo or in calcium
ammonium nitrate manufacture, One disadvantage Is 
the large amount of energy 

' 

(steam) required to 
recover solid ansmonlum sulfate from the relatively
dilute solution. 

In one Indian' plant (Sindri), ammonia gal Is 
-absorbed In water and carbonated at a pressure of

about 2A1 kg/em' (or 30 paig) Intwo a sereconnectod 
towers' since thin pressure allows a 'higher"-aluminum" 

,cooling-water temperature to be employed than it
atmospheric-pressure were "used ." Carbon dioxide is 

-intro duced at the-base of-the primar tower, which Isote,'mu 
.;, 1ANgdI intall&ation.a Figure 3.'shows, the 'basic! flow a ,solution of Ammoniumn 

~~~,,~~~ It,t has become 'the moat ppulgr for"''packed with 5-cm (2-1n) stonsear ig ete ih 
hydroxide and recycling~ 



2 

ammonium carbonate, Final absorption is undertaken TOVACU~in the,,secondary tower, and reaction heat ~is removed PUMP
b ,recirculatingliquor through water-cooled heat FROMR,iexchangers in closed circuit ,with each tower, Theliquortpreferredstrength corresponds to approximately L STEAMo170 g Of ammonia and 225 g of carbon dioxide 

uP. 
per GYPSUM
litei, IStainless steel is used 
 for the wetted par ts of 7 i S04 2jsA piping is, madeo.aluminum,and tanhiquat 7 

BF 
In a more recent Indian plant (Fertilizers nd CARBONATE

Chemicals ltd., Travancore), jet absorbers are used J TOO . JB N OHLIOUOR G 
to prepare both the ammonia solution and the ammonium ML 

3
 

carbonate liquor in conjunction with a carbonating.
 
tower, Cooling is undertaken by recycling .liquor
through water-cooled heat exchangers, .and the heat co 

PIp ' OL T
of reaction 'thereby vaporizes. the liquid anhydrous ' 
02 

WATW
ammonia used in' the process. When the 'desiredstrength Nhas' been reached, the solution is sent tostorage and subsequent reaction, Suf1RI rThe relation ..between liquor strength, moisture in the gypsum, RG .. 
and the resultin, ammonium sulfate liquor concentra-' Lgention has been repurted by George and Gopinath (14).ers ofcP2oi coeer
 

When natural gypsum o, anhydrite is used, it is Gypsum wasing
tan.k
crushed and ground before reaction, In one case, I (' Gypsm1C WaleCiIfilter
the preferred final size is about '90% through .120-mesh, I) P'rimiary reactor
 
although, under certain circumstances, there are 1: Secondary rector
 
indications that a coarser grade is permissible. When F Calcium carbonate filier

using byproduct gypsum of' phosphoric G Ammonium caradc storage tank
'sacid-plant 

origin, it may be preferable to remove Impurities by If Siltatc-liuordariller 
repulping the filter cake in an agitated vessel (or, 11,12 kaIlrator Iicd-pumps

alternatively, by scalping in liquid 
 cyclones) prior towashing and dewatering to the maximum extent on a - Ski" neotrajlrdrum or disc filter before reacting with amnmonium 1L flatch orconalnuous rifurul imgecarbonate. Some. methods of purifying byproduct Stbierscomeyer. gypsum will be described In chapter XI.' RN oadotl oer

0 l'raducs conveyetReaction can be undertaken either in a series of rosion towers1 , P2 mcarbonatei!!wooden vessels or mild-steel tanks fitted with steam Q Ifheat exchiaigeroolc nt'coils and agitators, and the reaction trainis usually eRp dI2Carbonate liquor rpirculauingSdesigned to give a total retention time of 4-6 hours, le i s a nThe slurry produced 'Is ' filtered and the calcium Ir

carbonate cake washed and dewatered on continuous Figure 4, Gypsum Process 
 for Amonium Sulfate Production,vacuum machines of the traveling-belt type, or
alternatively, on a two-stage drum-filter Installation
'provided with, intermediate repulping. (in some
earlier plants, plate-and-frame filter presses were Occasionally, spent sulfuric acid from petroleuminstalled for this pur-pose.) Final clarification by refineries, petrochemical plants, and soap factoriespressure filtration or settling Is sometimes, employed can be used for ammonum sulfate production if. imputo ensure maximum purity of product,' followed .notby ritles ,do cause Insurmountable frothing orneutralization with sulfuric acid and heating to about corrosion problems or render the product unacceptable,.llO 0C to remove excess ammonia prior to concentration If the acid Is too badly contaminated, It may be moreand crystallization, The evaporator feed-liquor usually expedient to burn off the impurities in a speciallycontains about 500-520 g of ammonium sulfate and less designed .furnace and to produce fresh acid forthan 0.-1 g , of ammonia per liter. ammonlation, Another alternative Is 'to ammoniate

the cot~taminated acid and granulate th'e slurry In aEvaporation Is undertaken In cootinuous multiple- drum or- pugmnill type of granulating system, similareffect evaporator crystallizers, and production can be to those used for producing granular fertilizers,iupplemented,desired, by adding ammonia andIf 
acid to the crystallizerwuuricrecirculating line as p rl ower monfaton.ubstantial tonnagespreviously described, Crystals of the required size o ni s a ave en made for many yearsrange are separated and washed in a centrifuge, In Japan In spray towers from the.chamber or contactdried In a rotary drier at 120 0-13j0 0C, and sent to type of sulfuric acid and anhydrous ammonia, The'storage. Alternatively, a vertical tray type of. drier- scld Is sprayed Into ammonia vapor Inside the tower,cooler can be Used since this Is said to give reduced and the heat of reaction produces a dry, amorphouscrystal breakage and dust formation, comp~ared with product, mostly below 300-mesh. which is continuouslythe use of a rotary drier and cooler, A diagram of removed from the base of the tower by a screwa gypsum-proeos ammonium sulfate plant is given conveyer, This forim of ammonium sulfate iso particufnigure 4, larly suitable for use Ingranular compound fertilixers, 

D ble-ltPd ammoniat4mvcy f Yprdut L uc units Ing mixt-urShave: beintldin many countries for producing or ulfuric an niric sold or bycombining their ammonium salts In special ways, 'It Is>ammonium sulfate from 'the waste streams of caprolac- possible to Troduce compounds containing~both~tam. acrylonitirfle, and certain other processes' In ammoniscal an1 nitrate nitrogen In the form' of true~such, cases the waste liquor, should normally contain~ double salts.' Three double salts' hav beliat least Af~ of' ammonium sulfate In solution. Other- Identified.,.yebe~wise, recovery may not 'be justified unless for the~purpose, of preventing stream pollution, Since (8114)28O'11 4NOsjrecovery often Is unprofitable, procesess have beendeveloped recently for making caprolactam that (NIl4)sSO4s2Nl41OaDrou lest byproduct Amnmonium sulfate or none 
' ' 
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One German process produces an ammonium should be cooled with dry air un(ler controlled 
sulfate nitrate corresponding appiroximately to conditions after drying if the ambient temperature and
(NIl 4 ) 2 SO'NII4 NO a and containing 62't, ammonium humidity are sufficiently high to cause subsequent
sulfate and 38% ammonium nitrate. Total nitrogen moisture condensation after cooling in a hulk storage
content is 26%, about three-quarters being present in pile or in sealed hags. 
ammoniacal 1form and one-quarter as nitrate nitrogen. 
It is made by ammoniating the requisite mixture of
 
sulfuric and nitric acids, evaporating to a moisture
 
content of 3%, adding about I of 
 ferrous sulfate (to Ammonium Chloride
 
reduce subsequent caking), cooling to lOw'(,
 
chilling, and flaking. After further conditioning ty

spraying with 
 dilute a1monia solution, the doubile salt General Information 
is granulated (sometimes with additional ammonium 
sulfate), dried, cooled, and bagged. Ammonium chloride contains 2(,, N when pure; 

the fertilizer-grade product contains 2 ,){, N. Global
In a simpler process, also of (;erman origin, production capacity in 1978 is 365,000 tons of N per

ammonium nitrate solution is evaporated under vacuum year of which two-thirds is located in Japan (17);" to a 951, concentration, cooled to about 130' C, and most of the relailling one-thirdi is in India. Much of
reacted with solid ammonium sulfate in a pugmill the ,Japanese product is exportedld; exports during
granulator system having a recycle ratio of 2 or 3:1 1974-78 ranged from 100,00-w0,000 t ipy of product.
of product until a pil of 4.01 is attained, after which About three(-quarters of the exports were to China;
the product is dried, eastcooled, andl bagged. Recently, the remainder went to 11 countries, mainly in 
processes for prilling the product have been Asia. )omestic consumption of ammonium chloride in
developed. Japan was 170,000 lons in 1977 which presumably does 

not include its use in comlound fertilizers (18).
For several years, TVA produced an ammonium Ammonium chloride is used in a variety of compound

nitrate-sulfate containing 30', N mainly tor use in fertilizers (19); examldes are:
 
sulfur-deficient areas. Ihe process involved
 
ammoniation of a mixture of nitric and sulfuric 
 acid 18-22-0 (aimmoniul phosphat.-chloridle)

followed by pan granulation of the resulting slurry. 16-0-20 (ammonium-polassium chloride)

The product consisted mainly of the douhle salt H- Ill- Ill
 
(NIl 4 ) 2 SO4 "3N1l 4 NO:,. ('n)mpared with II1am(Jnium 12-18-1,
 
sulfate, ammonium sulfate nilrait, of' the usual grade

(26(o N) contains an ;tadditiontl 5'-, N. Its storage Also anmmnium chloride is used 
 in other grades
properties at, superior to amnmonitm nitrat(' or of colapoundl fertilizers in combination with urea ormixturt- of' solid ammoniuti sulfate and alimonium ammonium sulfate.
 
nitrate since free ammoniuhm nitrate is atsent.
 
However, th, large-scale manufaclure of urea, as well Coarse crystalline or 
 granular forms are pre
as of binary ad ternary high-analysis fertilizers in ferred for direct application; whereas, fine crystals
recent years. h;ts diminished the importance of can b used ill compound fertilizers. 
ammonium sulfale nitrate in most countrites. 

Advantages of aamoniul 'hloride art that it has
When 1mUixtures of sulfuriC aCid dil phOsphoric' a higher concentration than ammoniunM sulfate and a

acid at ;lmlloniat(ld, ;I vMri(ty (f lmixed antd tdouble- somewhat lower cost per unit of N (in ,Jaln). It has
salt productts can Ibe made. )nt, of' theilast itoliular sOnli agronomic advantages or rice (20); nitrification 
is "ammo-Ithos ," Ifi'{, ant I'2 is rapitd with ureacontaining N 201, 1), . less than or ammonium sulfate and,
After amnoniation, the, sltrly formtd is grinulatd therefore, N losses are lower and yields are highe'r
in a pugnmill or drunl ullit, thin drietd and scretned 
land sometimes clt'ld) to give a wattler-sol)tlt produttlct Although immonium chloridle is best known as a
containing aboul two-thirds allullminiunl sulfale and otnt- ri. fertiliztr, it has been successfully tsteld and
third ainmmtnitum phosphate by weight . Ibis matterial used (on other crops stuc'h as wheat , barley,
has good slorage iropettrties under normt;al ctradition., sugarllne, maizt', fiber crols, Storghumtl, etc. , ira a
(set' chapttr XIV). variety of clin;,lic cinlitions . 1' iartictllar note, 

howteve'r, is tlat uste of* ;ialltin tll)t chloride oin palms.
(l;anilal ultr'a-alnmllniul stlfate llixture', haave 'The, inpoirtanlae of chlirlint as in inldispeinsaltle

ltteln iro tl,( hy TVA for ta,(, in stlftr-d ,if til i ntilitfor 'ocollt anl oil paInls was first reportead
atreas . lTh'p u ,,is sia ilsi I) ;1na ill by vln I whollt-t glanil;tioll 1971 llexkull, al , noteid that
of straight utta (claltttr IX). (Oint t11h pli)(lct thloriln, ttintt'lit w;ti. los,,ily Ithiatitd I lit' alatotllt tof
contailed .1', N altd T'I,S Il) cpra otained . 'urther studies by Mi'naiza ill 1975 

indicatid a linear r' ,polist' of tctlnlat tto('hhitrinle inM'liscr'll;Ilatniia , aV!iliaas piiic,+.,t,(N' la tyt' tIamI of',oft prai yield per t'ct. 'Ilh' highei'st opra
beil pr(t oied or dt ,vi .fti i ingi r yieltl wa, alhiawt atove tlhvIotjvd rvii ' r staull t a 70'9, yi'ld', otailn(( frolfilu(- gw,. ha,,,,d (,l '.,('tibbl g Wlll,i allni ,i or inp~,cli(,l t1"cw', r'e(eivill), no chlorinlf, ( 1"/) 
of alillnli;i illt() lt( fl' ga. , thati PlF(isit ,, yiel 
;anaolli lln salfil', hi1,lfi'e, .talfalt, or mlixtItil's of Amanoniuml chlrith, contailat, a very high (6610thes.cf ('onpmullid!, Ammi umllllnstulfatv canll t,(, Ipr'ucv4 (.h14wille, content1; henc.,, it i(,all be, reg1arded wl, a! Very 

filial , i;il eas a plitctl all o1til t'illlll Sia h t's lhat ,isuitalle feri lilz r for t'iiiiUtit whlai' ' ,,il isI' 'l)( r vd i .1 lp;ill II()wvw.r, tlt- dcinatlld f()rI 
Wher 

Slflfhient ill pol.rsitinm bt hlrfici'll ill llilro,rv'l anld 
,inmmoniuml !,w t-l i,, lliIII ollpario.,11 it, fih(, pohll- chlorille, wherle Ilotlv,!,iunll1 k! ak1,o d .-'icJiill ill !.Oils,, 
lial ' upply fnlla fl11.-'.t, ,aallfa tlI tl'tfitiv , nao I Il' c(illillit d applicat inIi t allalluoiill chilride antd 
pro(.es .s , hp,, , of 1111 :,.IhlftAr i1,, at h, rtpidii alicitaiaalchloride. coulad . 1 l at l cliva. a,

,uiral';eh. in al f , llvi t'vttcliiai thihe i ' leti;,
;,l,l(Iig 

Ammolnlium chl(,ridt, i', w., highly ;,cid f ,lminif, as 
amllmo~llniti !,ll w|Or tii1 of' N which cmI' l ot a)';

S";hr;luv an; l l l ll, [ diJ,atdValitalgo Otlher dii,;|dvantl;igr,b a|rc lit low N 

co liff-li| 4,111)p;111-41 W lil rlr i (-I allltllll n itralfe and1{
st-'V{';f-t ir 'l<,|*, i iiti t, to |trou,u l -frr,,- w orai;r,(, tit high 1,'h (lrioll. ct'11li lll Which r'al1 hf. hal-liful iln 

or 11ln1lln lilll -,,ll lf.l m id Ihler : .Firtli/e, litIh ,}1o 1{1, , ' ,,il,!% 
p~rodluct 0, 1111l it- i t1 Uci~ l 'yo ,Ijll .10 .' n11|1 h itlh 
,ow11| |1I ! , w' lot r f' al- e (o"r l (" .il'(collilly , i i lv rIh , ,,, if . pw-,il v Ilia| lillillild"Illn 
til(,ouhl he' 111- and~l Iplo orably hai ', h,0.1(jw 0 i.} frit,,hlqi ' fcr li.,d {' l bo t rolill' aI ' (|,111t10 fill Il. 
Inl,l 11 , Thlidly, ill, firv| ac ly'l) " ~ollid lit, Ill'!odt.11 tmtplii., ,,liij ilw , or"( ih l f|. orl hy~loo h||llIhyil l|ori
fill thr" (I Y!. I i .1 fltf 'e . FoI"tu illy , O w 11h 1114. i I 1 n 11, tili. lit |llll thhl' Vi ;)w il, l 11161| ,v 11 to| llint. Val'Jl-o t 
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provided the above-mentioned Irecautions were 
observed. Another useful feature of ammonium 
chloride is that it can be applied to rice with safety 
in the presence of certain fungi which would reduce 
ammonium sulfate to toxic sulfides. The industrial 
uses 	 of ammonium chloride are worldwide, although in 
relatively small tonnages. The major applications 
include dry-battery manufacture and use as a flux 
for soldering and brazing. 

Prloptlies of.Ani l~m hloride_
..


The properties of ammonium chloride are given in 
table 2. 

'rABI.E 2. PROI'ERTIES O1tPURE AMMONIUM CHLORIDE 

Color 
Molecular weight 
Density, 2

0 
/4°C 


Nitrogen content 

Solii ty , 9/100 g of Water at 
Temperature ( 0 C) 

0 
20 

40 

60 

80 

t00 

115.6 (hoiling-point) 

Effect of heat 
Anmnonitum chloride beginis to 
dissociate at 350 'C 
anl subl imes at 52 

0
,C 

Critical relative humidity 
20

0


At 	 'C (618°F) 

At . °C (80°F) 

tProduction Methods 

Several methods for producing ammonium 

White 
53.50 
1.526 


26% 


29.4 

37.2 

45.8
 

55.3 

65.6 

77.'3 
87.3 


79.2
 
77.5
 

chloride 
are us::d the order of importance is as follows: 

I lhe (lual-sal proces'i, wherel)y ammonium 
chlorideh and so(ium ca'tonate are p roduced 
simultaneously; 


2. 	 d)ire't neutralization of ammonia with hydrochloric 
alcid 

3, 	 Miscell:in(Ioi's Ine thodll.b 

The liuial-Salt t'rocess--MlIst ammonium chloride 
usecd in India, (hioia, and tlapan for fertilizer 
liUr' (,ss i s lIr l itced iy the dual-salt process (or in
sluitablly mo(difiedI Soqlvay p~lants) which is d(,scril)vd( in 
lionlgrpiih 4 of the I.N. F'ertilize'r Industry SV'iei. 
(19). Il thiis ijitlbod, al milllilllin is IlutchllriW ' iailed 
try Il il (lilijilo)f ,olidI, w Aioht'l !,ohiii chlolride 
inteaI 'If lvin)' (IeII.rriloe(I,, I y Iem. liquor tIo re(cover 
;inmlli(il;i W in thllSl lvay a hllllnia-'o aii pl CII',h, 

• m 	 II
villriln al'So.11
aiirrlrlir'I' (1 1 1 i, 

I io)l of Nolu i 3Il 'I,abot !,)d tllr el rid , 0, r'rie0' %A 
,
carboitn dioxide inl ;;01 abl-l f-tl lioWcr', Ilt fortIll ~ 

NII 4 1ICO: 

The sodium 
centrifuging or 
sodium carbonate 
to the system. 
reaches equilibrium at about 75% completion, and the 
motler' liquor is reacted with lime liquor to recover 
ammonia for reuse in the process, i.e. : 

2NII 4CI + Ca(Oil1)2 ' ('a('l 2 + 2N + 211203.1 

The 	calcium chloride li(iquor can sometimes be soldbut may have to be discarded in the absence of 
suitable markets. 

In the dual-salt process (or the modified Solvay
process), the mother liquor remaining after separation
of sodium bicarbonate is ammoniated, cooled below 

15'C, and salted out by adding washed, solid sodium 
chloride. The precipit:aed ammonium chloride iscentrifuged, wa .hed, an( dried. The fine crystals 
can be granulated by roll compaction or used in 
com)ound ferlilizers. More recently, in ,Japan, a 
melhod of producing large ammonium chloride crystals
of rice grain shape, 2-3 mm in size, has been 
developed by undertaking cooling, nucleation, and 
crystallization of the ammonium chloride under closely 
controlled condtitions in separate vessels of special 
design. 

Slurry from the last crystallizer is centrifuged,
washed, anld dried t(o ;lhoit t.,25, free molisture in a 
rotary drier at 105"('. After removal of ammonium 
chloride, le liquor is reammoniated and returned to 
the 	 carbonating towe'r to prbO(luce further sodium 
bicarbonate and to commence a new cycle of opera
tions . A basic flow diagram of this process is 
shown in figure 5. 
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The ammonitim 'hioride produced by this method, mostIn cases, it is usual to maintain a uniformparticularly when granulated or produced coarse feed tilein acid for desired output level and lo controlcrystal form, is reported to have good physical the ammonia a(dition to achieve a steady p)1I of 8.1).properties. A typical analysis is given in table 3. controlThe system should include an audible alarm 
and provisions for shutting off the acid feed if the 
p1l fails below 7.0; otherwise, Ihose components in 
the system n6! p1ot)ct(,dTAIILE 3. 'TYPICAl. ANALYSIS OF DUAL-SALT PROCESS 	

by ribbel' of ipastic linings
(e.g. , the centrifuge) woul be t Iuickly dlamaged byAM'MONI UMt corrosion. Slurry is withdrawn from tht satlr'ator at 
ab)lt 80, solids oncenI tarI iont, an(] the amlon ium 
chloride crry stals are separated and rinsed ill stainless
steel centrifuges. In soint cases, (irying is also 
undertaken in the sepatl;tor by hlowiing hot air 
through the crystal bed Iefore discharge. Alterna-NII, 1 Cl (mininmnu) 95.0 tively , a top-teed filter-drier ta,,in be used instead

NaCl 1 .5 of centrifuges.
 
Carbonates as C02 
 0.5
Sul fates 	'IsSO 4 0.3 Mother liquor f'om lthe c(lit rifuges is lpul5pedInsoluble material 0.1 	 back to the s;ttriatoir(s) v ia a sto'age lnk. 

Saturator offgases must wt'llli' sI'ultl)t{( Ibefore 
entering the VIcuL pllm ttl'l tj(t'CtOl' Unit to ptr'eve''nt 
corrosion and It eliminate air tpollution. A two-stage 

The economics of the process must be 
scrubbing system is usually tefployeed and may consistevaluated of a direct , lareronillie siruhlter-trntlenser' followedin comparison with alternative methods for producing by a wetted, packed Iover. Liquor fromsoda ash. This subject is discussed in a UiNIDO scrtbblr-conlenstr is to 

the 
rtturnedl thei-other-liquor

publication (.19). '[he comparison is most favorable tank and is evalpozrated in the satluralor. thuswhen the process is carried out adjacent to an proviting a means of temperature control, as well asammonia plant which serve!)as a S tu rce of (C02. of acid reco ve ryv . Figure 6 shows the basic flow 
(liafra fora 'pical dir'eet-neutrtalizat ion unit. 

As previously mentioned, in a conventional diagram for au 
Solvay process. precipitation of sodium bicarbonate is 
taken to about 75 -, completion only. '[hei modified

Solvay pr'ocess atan ant the llual pt'(cetss the
e tSCR~UBBING permit 

WATER 	 TAIL GASTAI Aattainment o considtrhle reduct itons in sodium C0I To 
 'TACO
c-hloride requirements, pterhaips to I. 25-1 . 5 rons/ton of E G H

soda ash, comltared with approximately 2 tttns for the HCIAS
 
orthodox Solvay p'ot-ss . This 
 carl represent 
appIreciabile savings in foreign e-xchange tt coon tries 
compelled to import common salt. theAlso dual 
process avoids the requirement for' burned lirm' and 0
the disposal Iotrblem of waste(calciun chloride liquor 

In most countries the demarntd for nitrogen A, 
fertilizers great ly exceeds Ill( demand for soda a!,sh; WE B1. 

A 

therefore, ammonium chloride from this source notis 
likely to supply a large percentage of nitrogen 
fertilizer needs. 

I EFFLUENT 

C D TO WASTE 

The I)irect-Neutralization Method- - Ammonium .ch loride 	 of high purity is made in ieveral countries P T, OPRODUiCTN144CI TO DllRIER 

by the direct reaction between anhydrous ammonia
 
vapor and hydrochloric atcid gas, according 
 to the l'5,Ctl
reaction A 1 \, N 'tirdti/vt'm.tIS l,t l . t t'tiittdt ,nittuI t'T 

Nil.1(g) + lMA;(g) , NIIC( (s) - 12,000 cal/1-mole I Moitho ,111uum 11k 	 11 llllplnl 

1) V 1llhlli/o'l h'f-ecd 	 ~ll~I Spr.tlut-tItti\ tt lth'sot\ . \ I } I 
I 

1	 ifl. 

In most ca!.v's, neut ralizalion iv, unrd'rtarke'n ait
rethlordc lire irsre , of 25)0-3(01) n111of 1itt it' ' v ill o1 Figure . Direct Neutrization Process for Ammonium Chloride Prceluction. 
or mots rtlheI-liii'd sth'el Va\'acuiir Ittotll vv'ssIs 
prt(ected( with l a atlditional inner lining of inerl
brick. Con(renlr'att'd hydltchl,rit, acid grse, is p;Imd
through an arspir'ator, wherein diluted ir'it is with to A! , 

wi If other pro'cttesses involving reactionsatbout 2U.1, ctOIf'r'iltrat ion l tre 's, lii' 'at(- 'tttt' via ': betw(.in lyil'{t'ilori( awrid (oir' Iilttrih') anil rlIinttllia,v('rt hal ,tar'ir. . t uh'. Aco'rdii,|, Io tre.fre ('e. Irates of tree thlorine in thie ;will feetd call let toamontrsiar 	 gas, is it 'tlro c'tdld cithr'it y a s-t''o ld S 'tar ''r ti"'lla'lo 	!s, expltsoiors ('iil"Id by lt- forttrl'ralit tr ofor Iy ;llsrliitial rio'zl's, Ie ahe' I'va'ti(tltif) ! if the II'Iitrttgre t'icl tlorii' in lIlt "i.1';itt1'. hrit'o,,v ' ,Tel. Agitartion i, iro'ovithd't It ltl l;Ir votln i f ;d(la la;I ,;afr'ly l-i'ecaititts, 11111I it' il',tsilled whwrehya l' the with IIh hyh't)('hlori 'id Ilhe I1(I tI'v is antl f,,w
l'nterinig 'e;at'to 	 t gas, d Inorlitlt''l Il. hiu offvapor, thus srvoidinr the r1eid for a lilti'hairuna wtI'ti tlotin' is detelfd. 'Ili, 4';11 tI iic't'itqtlislih'dagritatorl' 	 will its, ;sdditional piowl .t'I'r' 11t it'rIt11 it 	 li 'uithi miutrs, is, hyp;,s,ing a mnall stresiti ttf gasIrfl|irt'rsnrow' pro lvi s tl"rro li a ittttt'ell-'t l i r unit t(oitaillnrg 

;ttitsis,',iin ittlid t1' a l'ril g as ' I!i,ili|g m i i'oltlilllinsSimilairly, ottnr.titri uiidi v;,('uIiit Int oily tian lyzr'I o th' il ttrtirn itt' t'lur'iorh ,l)l~ro;lhiic typv,
providhs, ex 'cllll 'iolirig htilt ,i1tllt;lirIItirls v rt've'h i,thre .caitap o nxioS, valir's, ;,itl liiinfist'', lith. io d Alri' s! ilration and dryinglg I, , trystalllisefor hydrt'hlti'ic a'rl-valtr tlowvr,, Iis, aittri-their nrinoiruni Olorhri !, patkr'l ;rs, quickly i', ptossiblh ill(IanItI 'tt ;11il ItI'I 'h'lrI', 	 ril4t11 't;sI ' ,. A i'dlui'itd ioi!s,tir r to riiri~r ',iiti','qiri'ti smiitz'.ign,
pl'i's,,r I )[ 25.0-300 r11nti of' iuur('''iy sirril ar citorrv,- 1ri11 aliplt'itori diffi(i',il ii' . Il'tr'tt trJals, hay' sliowrs oltlihlniI of'rril';liiri' -,1(}"' r!'l"ri80"ri Iialr iiiturcikllg urilit: 

, 

,llrry ( 1ftypical op| l1'ill|,r volldiiool 	 sr'lih ws, i't'tai| frlrlly rciddhl'riValivw or' lllf,rl iolvhrf,, 4.'tlfl.l iplivd to lilt 
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crystals after drying or added to the saturator, can Nitric Acid 
Abes helpful' in reducing caking tendencies af ter 

anufacture, Granulation by roll' compaction would
 
provide a good material Jfor direct application; fine Historicail Development
~cystals could be used In compound fertilizers,. ircai hs- n a 

Nitric, acpt. .idhasan historyitertn andwasIn accordance with the purity of the feed made in medieval times, if not earlier. About 1100,
tris(pusay reworked ..produc) and -provided---. Geber- described-a-method--of -preparing -aiua-fortis-by: ......
,the plant has' been, properly designed and maintained distilling nitre with copper sulfate and alum, In the

'i.n, good condition, the direct-neutralization method mid-17th century, Glauber made fuming nitric acid by
,will produce' ammonium chloride of high purity. For distilling nitre with strong sulfuric acid. Cavendish,example, in one Indian plant a product of a quality in 1785, established that nitric acid was composed of
well. in excess of' British Pharmacopoea specifications nitrogen and oxygen' by passing, electric sparkscan be achieved..- . through a mixture of these gases. Milner of 

Cambridge obtained nitric acid in 1788 by passing
Byproduct HCI from production of potassium ammonia oaver heated manganese dioxide 'and absorbingsulfate by the Mannheim process (see chapter XVIII) the vapors in water L., In 1839, Kuhlman patentedcan be used. Also substantial amounts of byproduct a method of nitric oxide formation using platinum to 

HCI are available from othei' industries. Production oxidize a mixture of ammonia and air, which hasof ammonium chloride could Ie a convenient way to become the basis of virtually all nitric acid 
utilize byproduct HCI which often has a low value and manufacture today, 
poses a difficult disposal problem. 

In 1895, Rayleigh demonstrated that nitrogen andMiscellaneous Processes--Ammonium chloride can oxygen could be removed from air and combined tobe made from ammonium sulfate and sodium chloride form oxides of nitrogen by means of an electric arc,
according to the reaction: This phenomenon was also investigated by Crookes, 

and a small pilot plant using this principle was(NII 4 )2 SO 4 + 2NaCl -* Na 2 SO 4 + 2NIICI operated in Manchester, England, in 1900, However, 
the yield of nitric oxide by this method was only

In one method, the ammonium sulfate and a 5% 1.5%-2,0%., despite huge power requirements, A 
excess of common salt are added to an ammonium commercial plant was built by Birkeland and Eyde in
sulfate solution, followed by heating and stirring for Norway in 1902 using 350,000 hp (261,000 kW) from
several hours, The resulting slurry is filtered or hydro sources and was operated for several years,
centrifuged while it is hot and is washed with hot llowevor, this process gave way to the ammonia

- water to separate the solid sodium sulfate from the oxidation method using a platinum catalyst,;developed
ammonium chloride liquor, The latter Is concentrated by Ostwald and Brauer, and first operated in Germany
cooled, and crystallized in leadlined pans and the about 1908 23), This method also eventually

:!.crystals centrifuged, washed with water, and dried, rendered obsolete 'the nitre process (formerly the
Normally, only ammonium chloride for chemical major source of nitric acid) whereby sodium nitrate, 
purposes would be made by this method and in principally from Chile, was distilled with concentrated
relatively small quantities since the ar nonium sulfate sulfuric acid and the vapors simultaneously oxidized

'<used as a raw material could be considered apreferable fertilizer. and absorbed in water, using stoneware equipment.
 
a fThe 


principal use for nitric acid is for fertilizer 
Another method Is the use of SO 2 or sulfite production, mainly for ammonium nitrate either as

liquor in conjunction with ammonia and sodium such or In compound fertilizers, nitrophosphates,chloride, as shown below: nitrogen solutions, or mixed salts, Smaller fertilizer 
uses are for calcium and potassium nitrate, Nitric 

S0 2 + 2NH 3 4 1120 + 2NaCI- 2NI1 4CI + Na2SOa acid also has many industrial uses of which 
manufacture of explosives is the largest,


Ammonia and sulfur dioxide or sulfite liquor are
 
'added to a solution of common salt, and an excess of 
S02 equivalent to about 2% bisulfite is initially Properties of Nitric Acid 
mai tained, which is reduced to about 1% as the
redction reaches equilibrium. As the temperature Nitric acid is a strong acid and a powerful

§ approaches 601C, the sodium sulfite precipitates and oxidizing agent. Anhydrous lINes does not normally'Is centrifuged, washed. and dried,. The ammonium exist in liquid form, On distilling strong solutionsi. chloride mother-liquor is concentrated, crystallized, under reduced pressure with concentrated sulfuric
and centrifuged to yield a product of high purity acid and ozone, one obtains almost pure nitric acid
after washing and drying. having a concentration of 99,7%and a specific gravity 

of 1.52, On freezing a 98% solution, colorless crystals
Although the deliberate production of ammonium having a melting point of -41,6 0 C separate, When

chloride for fertilizer use is rare in regions other heated at atmospheric pressure, concentrated nitricthan east Asia, it Is a very common constituent of acid bolls at 78,20C but begins to decompose and 
compound fertilizers (granular or liquid) in Europe eventually yields a 68% lIN0s solution with a maximumand North America, It is formed in NPK fertilizers boiling point of 120.51C. This corresponds app,.'oxi
by reaction of ammonium nitrate and/or ammonium mately to 2INO 3 H311O but is not a true hydrate sincesulfate with potassium chloride: its composition and, concentration are functions of 

pressure, The 'more important properties of nitric 
N11 4N:1 + 1C N11 4Cl + KNO3 acid are summarized In table 4, 

0102190 4 + 2KCI .2N4l1 4CI + 1<5504 
solid hydrates;Two can be prepared--liNOa112 0These reactions go substantially to completion In and I1O1 3l 2 -- hanvng melting points of approximost granulation processes, in nitrophosphate mately -381C and -18,50C, raspectively, fleat of pcses, and In 1 d compound fertilizer processes-" dilution Is 'at a maximum, corresponding -to

A=do t A). foun that ammonium chloride was one 31iN0 3 '1120, although no true hydrate having thisof. the Fosroommon forms of nitrogen in representative analysis has been found, When dilute solutions ofSgrades. of NP granular fertilizers in the United nitric acid, are concentrated under atmospheric
States ( Thus, the production, and use of com pressure, a maximum boiling-point solution Again~pound fertilzers containing ammonium chloride Is wall corresponding to 68% 11NO results, The 'relation
 
'iestablished on a worldwide basis even though some 
 between specific gravity and percentage of nitric acid 
ipeople In the industry are not aware of It, at l611 Is given In figure 7, 



TABLE 4. PROPERTIES OF NITRIC ACID 

Molecular weight 

Color 
In liquid state 
As gaseous oxides 

Odozr 

Hazards
In liquid state 
As gaseous oxides 

Melting point 
Boiling Ipoint of constant boiling ploint mixture

containing 08% INO: 1 , at 760 ImnIlg
Density of 68% llNli: 1 , 200/4 0 C 
Refractive index it 16.41C 
Solubility in water 
Acidity 

Entropy
Liquid at l6oC 
Gas at 250 C 

Heat of fusion 
Heat of vaporization at 200C 
Heat of infinite dilution at 250 C 
Ileat capacity at 270C 
Typical impurities in IINO 3 of ammonia origin 

63.02 

Transparent to yellow
Transparent to yellow or brown (color darkens on 

prolonged exposure to light)
Sweet to pungent 

Ralidly attacks flesh arid most organic matter 
Anesthetic to dangerously toxic 
-41.6 0 C 

120.5 0 C 
1.41 
1.397 
Totally soluble at all concentrations 
A strong acid, having pronounced oxidizing 

characteristics. Will passivate sonic metals, 
such as iron and aluminum 

37.19 cal/g-mole 
63.62 cal/g-mole 
2,503 cal/g-mole 
9,426 cal/g-mole 
-7,971 cal/g-mole 
26.2/. -1l/g-mole 
CI 2 . -ss LI.,' 5 plpm 
IINOk -less than 5 plini 

100 

90 

80 

70 

80_ 

Of these, NO and NO 2 are of primary
importance. N"O4 exists in equilibrium with NO2(2N0 2 ,- N2 0, ) and is not present in significant
proportions at temperatures above about 100°C. It 
acts as a transitory intermediate in low temperature
absorption of NO 2 in nitric acid. N 2 0 is seldom 
present in significant amounts. A mixture ef nitrogen
oxides, usually NO and N02, is commonly referred to as NO,. particularly in pollution control parlance. 

0 
A 
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60 

50 

40--

Z Chemical and Theoretical Considerations in 
Production of Nitric Acid from Ammonia 

The chemical reactions that occur in the 
production of nitric acid from ammonia, including boththe desired reactions and some undesirable reactions, 
are listed below together with their heats of reaction: 

0. 
30--

Chemical Reactions Occurrin in Nitric Acid 
Production and Standard Iteats of Reaction 

20 --
Data from National Bureau of Sciences Technical Note 

270-3, Selected Values of Chemical Termodynamic
Properties, January 1962 

0 , 

I 0 I 1 12 1.3 1.4 1.5 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF HNO 3 AT 150C 

Figure 7. Specific Gravity at 150C, Nitric Acid Solutions. 

Oxidesof-Nitrogen 

The oxides of nitrogen that are of interest 
nitric acid production are: 

1.6 

in 

No. 

t 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6
7 
8 
9 

t0 
It 
12 
13 

a. 

Iteatof Reactiona 

-React ion_ ---- -I olrI e 

NH(g) + 
202(g) tINO)(aq) + 112O() -436,918 -104,423

4hMt
(
g) + 502(g) NO(g) + 61120() -226,923 -54,139

4W. (g) + 30 2 (g) 2N2(g) + 1,l.O(g) -316,832 -M9,7212NtI:1(g) 202(g) N20(9) + :1120(g) -275,180 -69,911 
4Nl1(g) * 

6
NO(g) 5N2(g) + 61120(g) -451,296 -107,8fi0

2-N(g) N2 (g) + 02(g) -90,309 -21,5812NO(g) O2(9) - 2NO2(g) -51,108 -11,649 
2N02(g) N 2 o4(g) -28,611 -6,8393No 4 tg) + 2110(1 ) - 41N0..dab) 4 2NO(g) -15,747 -1,7643NO2 tg() 12((1 ) - 211NO0a(q) 4 NO(g) -58,612 -14,0234

NO(g) + 1O2 (g) + 2i120(lI) 
4 

11NO.(a1) -144,3.14 -34,496
4N02(9) ()2(g) + 21120(1) id(NO:(ta1 ) -87,226 -20,8412N204(g) (2(g) 2112 0(l) *1

4 )03 (a) -')8,609 -14,008 

fleats-,.re.attT1n per g- mole of the underliined romp(;Odt il ..
reactions are exothermic. 

Nitrous oxide
Nitric oxide 
Nitrogen dioxide 
Dinitrogen tetraoxide 

N2 0 
NO 
NO2 
N2 0 4 

the 
the 

The overall reaction is strongly exothermic. Of 
total heat releai;ed more than half is released in
ammonia oxidation step (reaction 2) at a high 



temperature permitting economical r'ecovery as steamt 
or for other purpoes (described later) . Also part
(about half) of the heat released Iby reaction 7 can be 
recovered at ;I useful temiperItture level. The remain-
der of the heat is released at a temperature too low 
for useful recovery and re.cquires a net consumption
of energy for circulation of cooling water, acid, and 
process gas and. in some lrocesses, for refrigerrat ion. 

Ill the ammonia oxidation step, reaction 2 is th(
dtsirtd re;icti, ald reactions 3. .t, 5, and 6 are 
undtesirabhi reactions which must be held a mini-to 
mum Tlht ammnia conveIsion efficiency expressed 
as a t'r''t'nl ige of the ailnlonia Ihat is Converled to 
No. i-, iliinlv a function of the catalyst activity.r - relt'M x t', I' t'slIt*, thoroughness of mixing of the 
incoming air mid ailnmonia. and vulocity of gas flow 
through tit' tat;l.S (.'onversionefficiencies above 
.T, ;n rt'adilY bc, obtained over ai wide range of' 
lt'mper;lurt'., 800"-1000".'. Above10()°() the decompo-
sition of Ni) (icaction 6) htones significant, and loss 
of catalst by volatilization of platinum and rhodium 
oxide., we"'omcs semious even at somewhat lo,' 
teraperaturs.t Tb ft;'Ihwing tabulaltion shows 
the usual iultl'relationship of' tempeliature (measured
at the catalysl sur,,e), operating pr'essure, and 
conversion efficiency (21). The data art typical of 
good practice and subjtet to some variation. 

Pressure, Temperat ure, torivers ilu 
atm .(_ E ficientcncy, 

1 790-850 97-98 
.3.5 870 96-97 
8 920 95-96 

10.5 940 94-95 

The temperat u re is controlled by preheating the 
air and ammonia and by lit amount of excess air. 
The percentage of excess air is usually such as Io 
result in 8%',-11.5% N11 3 by volume in the ammonia-air
 
mixture. Mixtures containing more than this must be 

avoided as the explosive limit starts it about 12, and 

tile stochiometric requirement corresponds to 1,I.2%-, 

Nla. 


Various alloys and metallic oxides hat e been 
tried as catalysts, but usual preferent., is for 
platinum containing between 2, and 10% H1. In high-
pressure plants (8-11 atm) the usual is 90"alloy 
Pt and 10% Rh. In medium-pressure plants platinumalloyed with 5'--7'- Rh often is used. In the U.S.S.R. a erna'yat1 cotinn h,4 i ,at 25 
Pt is also used 

tI
(25,5). The rhodium improves the 

mechanical strength of the platinum wire, increases 
its catalytic activity, and decreases catalyst losses.
However, it is more than twice as expensive its 
platinum. 

Many other alloys of the platinum group of 
elements have been tried. Also, base metal oxide 
catalysts have been tried experimentally an.] used 
commercially in wartime when platinum was unobtain-
able. Various combinations of oxides of bismuth, 
cobalt, thorium, cerium, and other metals have 
shown promise, and studies are continuing (26).
However, so far no commercial use of these materials 
is known it present. 

Reaction I is the desired overall reaction. Thesteps in the process are ammonia oxidation 
(reaction 2), oxidation of NO to NO2 (reaction 7),
and conversion of NO2 to nitric acid (reaction 12).
Reaction 12 is the overall result a series ofof steps
in which NO2 or N20 4 reacts with water to form nitric 
acid and NO (reaction 10 or reactions 7, 8, and 9).
The NO formed by these reactions must then be 
reoxidized and reabsorbed forming more nitric acid 
and NO and this cycle repeated until the amount of 
NOx is reduced to a very low level. q 

An extremely important variable is tile rate of 
gas flowing past the catalyst. Increased flow rates 
not only increase the weight of ammonia available for 
oxidation (assuming a constant gas composition) but 
also probably lead to higher oxygen transport rates 
on the catalyst surface and quicker removal of the 
newly formed internediate products. Furthermore, at 
low velocities, nitric oxide can diffuse upstream 
behind the catalyst to form nitrogen dioxide, whichwill subsequently result in loss of fixed nitrogen
(reaction 5). The same reaction can occur if 
unc6nverted ammonia passes through the catalyst,
which could occur because of poor mixing or holes in 
the catalyst gauze. 

Increased gas velocities, plus the provision of 
several layers of catalyst, also help to minimize 
undesirable downstream reactions between unconverted 
ammonia and nit rogen oxides, is well as the 
dissociation of nitric oxide into nitrogen and oxygen 
(reaction 6). Undesirable side reactions are thus 
minimized, and reaction 2 is favored by providing 
high gas velocities and a short contact time, which is 
usually in the region of 0.001 seconds. 

Naturally , there is some limiting velocity beyond
which undesirable effects occur which may include 
increased erosion, loss of catalyst, and perhaps 
incomplett ammonia oxidation. The optimuin velocity
increases with temper'ature (26). A common practiceis to relate the catalyst weight to the plant capacity
for design purposes. The relationship is commonly 

expressed as the "ammonia loading rale." recentApublication gave rates 2.16-29.1 lb ofusual ;as ammonia 
per troy ounce of catalyst per day (3.6-1.3 kg/g/day)
(24). This applies to both high- and low-pr'essure 
ammonia oxidation units. 

Nitric oxide pro(luced in the ammonia burner 
must be oxidizet to nitrogen dioxide )y the excessair present before absorption in water. Some nitric 
oxide is formed during this absorption and must also 
te oxidized prior to reabsorption (reaction 7). 

'lhis is an unusual, third-order, trimolecular 
reaction since it has a negative terrperature co
efficient and is thus assisted by decre , .d tempera
tures and increased pressures. Conversion time has 
been shown to be an inverse function of the squareof the pressure. The rate of reaction is directa 
function of the cube of the pressure (24). Although
this reaction has been studied tiy several workers in 
great detail, it, is still not fully understood 

he pr'incipaln T15 absoirpt ion reactions of significancein nitric acid manufacture are reactions 7, 8, and 9.The overall reaction between nitrogen dioxide and
 
water is given in reaction 12.
 

The absorption of nitrogen dioxide in water has 
been studied extensively, and several principal 
conclusions can be drawn from the mass of researchdata available (27-). For example, when temperatures 
are reduced, the gas-phase equilibrium moves toward 
the formation of additional dinitrogen tetroxide and an 
increased solubility in IlN0.. As a result, in some 
cases a reduction of 5"C not only improves the 
absorption rate but also increases acid concentration 
by about 2%. In addition, the tendency for nitric 
acid to decompose is diminished. IHence, the overall 
absorber operation is greatly improved by lower 
temperatures. 

Absorber performance is also aided by increased 
pressure not only t,ecause of the simultaneous 
beneficial effect on reaction 7 but also because the 
absorption rate is increased and the chemical 
equilibrium movcs towards the formation of stronger
nitric acid. At pressures of 50 atm and with cooler/
absorber residence times as long as 15 seconds, acid 
concentrations as high as 72% tINO 3 can be obtained 
although absorption efficiency is low. In commercial 
operation, however, uneconomic increases in pressure 



are 	 needed to obtain concentrations ahove Ot IINtO.. ,
except in absorher units of special dIesign, 

Production Considera tio0 

(;ener'al Information--Numerou,s j)opriet;irY pro-
cesses for nitric acid lanufaCtue te( now Valilde 
but they differ mostly in design details or selecle 
operating conditions and not in fundamental pr'inciples, 
The majo: features usually found in modern nit'ic acid 
plants include: 

1. 	 Vaporization, superheating. and filtration td an
hydrous ammonia: 

2. 	 Prehe'ting, filtration, and compression of process 
air; 

3. 	 C-italytic oxida tion of aninon ia;AT 

4. 	 Cooling of nitric oxide yI heat exchange with 
Val'iOus media, e.g., l'i (Ctss ail, boiler water, 
tail gas, etc. 

5. 	 Oxidation of nitrtic oxide to higher, oxides: 
6. 	 Absorption of nitrogen oxides in waler to form 

nitric acid; 

7. 	 Bleaching of acid tby additional aii or" other 
means ; 

8. 	 Treatment of tail gas to improve total plant 
efficiency and to reduce air potllutionl: 

9. 	 Recovery Of clelgy in comlllpessed piess gases. 

10. Recovery of catalyst fto resale. 

u'ommercial processes often atie classified according to 
the lrIssLu 'e Use d. M\lonoll'tSUlssu t'-tl (19 )o'o .sss use the 
same )Pt'eSsur'e thougt'hoLt wh,'hl't'la s, dual-pleSSulle 
p'ocesses use a lower I)VleSsulte Fil. the oxidation step
than for the a)sorption step. 
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Figure 8. Medium.Pressure Nitric Acid Process (Uhde). 
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h"'~"200 ppm 'by selective reduction with ammonia (BASF) below, and the oil content must be limited to a few process, which lowers the nitrogen recovery to,95.3%. pa rs per million to avoid fouling the vaporizer and
In this, as in other processes, the compressors may catalyst screens. Liquid, anhydrous ammonia pro
be driven by electric motors,' and the heat of reaction duced to the required specifications Is vaporized,
that is recovered by steam may be exported if needed filtered, and superheated to eliminate any possibility
in' other plant. 'units, However, 'the. arrangement of liquid droplets entering the: catalyst chamber and
shown usually is more common; the compressor is burning holes in the screens, iThe superheated vapor
driven, by steam and by.:expansion of the preheated is thoroughly mixed with process air in various ways,
tail gas, Uhde also offers a high-pressure process. e, g. , by venturis, :spargers, . diffusers, etc. ,
(8-10 atm), 'a dual pressure process . (ammonia according to the type of process,; Some plants also 
. xidat. .- at-..5-atm- and-absorption-at-,lO14 atm')'.and ---use-specially -- designed duct b'hfflea ihidev""

'a process for making highly concentrated nitric acid. packed columns to ensure c.)mplete mixing.

(98%-99% HINO 3 ),
 

Process-Air Preparation--plrocess air must alsoI"The . Grande Paroisse dual-pressure . extended ' be free from catalyst poisons, dust, and oil, In some
absorption process (figure 9) typically operates at a plants, ambient air is given a preliminary, wash with 
pressure of 4 atm for ammonia oxidation and 10 atm water in a spray tower or packed column before being

for' the absorption step. The absorption is carried compressed, 'filtered, preheated, 'and mixed with
 
out in. a single tall, tower (40 m high) although, for superheated ammonia vapor for 'subsequent combustion,

improving the recovery in an existing plant which has
 
a shorter tower, a second tower may be added, certain plants employing atmospheric or

Chilled water from the ammonia vaporizer is used to low-pressure oxidation, the process air can be raised
 
cool the upper part of the absorption tower. 'The to the required pressure by suitably designed fans,

NO content of the tail gas is 200 ppm or less, The For medium- and high-pressure oxidation, rotary

company alsooffers a medium-pressure process. The machines of the lobe, vane, centrifugal, or axial-flow

usual nitric acid concentration is 60%, design can be used, with an Increasing preference for
 

the two last types, since these units can be combined
The Weatherly high-pressure process typically with various turbine drives and expanders in the
 

operates at about 10 atm pressure for both ammonia form of. one large single-shaft installation, (In some

oxidation and absorption steps. As in other designs the heat of compression provides sufficient
 
processes there is some pressure drop as the gas air preheat,)
 
passes through the various process steps so the
 
pressure of the tail gas entering the expander may be The ratio of ammonia to air, as well as the flow
 
about 1.6 atm lower than the pressure at the air rate of each component, must be carefully controlld 
compressor discharge, All units are built to operate to ensure maximum conversion efficiency, freedom
 
at pressures up to about 13 atm; therefore, by from explosion, and maximum plant output, Hence,

increasing the air compressor speed, the pressure reliable instrumentation in this section, as well as in

and throughput can be increased, Also, ' the other parts of the plant, is of the utmost Importance,.

arrangement permits the operator to take advantage of 
the increased compressor output when the atmosphere . Catalytic Ammonia Oxidation--The customary choice K'
air is cooler and therefore denser,. Thus, the plant is n platinum-rhodium gauze since this alloy pro
can be operated at up to 120% of design capacity. motes reaction and also meets other operating criteria,
 

such as. the severe conditions of service, A rhodium
 
The various heat exchangers from the ammonia content of 4-10% is usual, Since' higher percentages


oxidizer to the platinum filter are butted against each tend to give slightly greater conversions and longer
other to form a compact train and minimize life, a 10% rhodium content has become standard in
 
construction costs, Spool pieces are inserted in the many processes,

train to increase retention time and thereby increase
 
the percentage of NO oxidized to at a
NO2 .. temperature high enough for economical recovery of The need to minimize and control contact time in 
the heat of reaction. As In other processes, cooling order to suppress unwanted reactions and to minimize 
water is recirculated through the ammonia vaporizer, catalyst requirements led to the early adoption of fine 

screens as a suitable. catalyst form, These' are' 
In the extended recovery option illustrated in usually circular In shape and are stacked In multiple

figure 10, the upper part of' the absorption tower is array, as the use of several (5 to 50) screens permits
cooled to about 20C using refrigerated potassium the residence time and contact time to be easily
carbonate brine as the. coolant, Water is chilled in varied in order to obtain the maximum yield of nitric 
coils by the cold gas leaving the top of the tower and oxide,. The use of multiple platinum gauzes in 
is circulated through heat exchange coils in a middle conjunction with preheated air was patented in '1909
 
section of the tower to precool the ascending gas, by Kaiser: in :Germany, and these principles are still
 
Refrigeration of the brine may be done In a low- standard oractice today, 'High-pressure burners are
 
pressure ammonia vaporizer with the ammonia vapor frequently fitted with gauzes .having wires 0,076 mm
 
going to ammonium nitrate production, Alternatively, ' in diameter woven with 1,024 meshes/Can. Finer

mechanical refrigeration can be used. With the gauzes with wires in the range of 0,051-0.057 mm are
 
extended absorption system, the NO, concentration preferred by some for installation In low-pressure
 
can be lowered to less than 200 ppm, The company units, Modern looms are capable of weaving catalyst

also offers the alternative of reduction of tail gas gauzes up to 4 m wide, which are required for some
 
by combustion with fuel gas. The usual nitric acid large plants, Chrome-nickel aloy grids are used to
 
concentration is 58%. . . support these fine screens because they have a very:


low mechanical strength when they are operating in.The C&I Girdler process (figure 11) is a the 9001C range and, simultaneously, are. being
high-pressure (about 10 atm) process,. Refrigerated .. subjected to appreciable differential pressures caused
water Is used in the upper part of the absorption by the high gas velocities In the burner chamber,' 
tower to. reduce the NO content of the tail gas to When first i a new g exhibits
 
less than 200 ppm', Nitric acid concentrations range When' first Installed, a new gauze exhibit
 
from 55% up to 65%. As' in other processes higher relatively low activity, but after 'several days ofconcentrations are attained at the expense of higher operation under proper conditions, catalytic efficiency

NO content of tall gas: unless special provision is rises to a satisfactory level and remains nearly

made for Its reduction by additional cooling, a greater constant during the useful life of the screen, whic
 
number of plates 'in 'the absorber column, or chemical should be several weeks, or oven months, for high
reduction, - .. 

' 

and low-pressure burners,. respectively, During
' ' 

"oporation, 'the crystalline structure of the platinum'
ueAmmonia Pearation-iThe anhydrous ammonia alloy Is modified by the severity of service, and dis


UsedMustbefreefromthe catalyst poisons mentioned 'tortion take 
 place, Erosion also occurs If vibration 



is present at arton ofNit Acid Usingespecially hindCetaeraturos' o Plant.s 


pressures,. ioi ',. -an_______________
which also results in diminished activity, .Lo , i .'-4' _xidatio
 

Eventually, the screen %%ears Out and has to be
 
replaced, t0,t Pressure (Absolute) i fresureu at-- (3-- &e34.
 

" M, Cs, tnCt,;ton~g/Ofl 
.As is well known,ta ,platinum;catalysts for most.- Net o ofh/t 206 1.52 94 0.0Net losof 29 0,48 01 

ceendby such elements as As, eovryrefining, etc. .0.20
Bi, P, , S, Si and Sn, and ammonia-oxidation 
gauzes are noaxception, Fortunately, synthetic Total catalyst cost81 110" 
ammonia is normally of high purity, unless Note Cost of platnum $2tiury ounce t$7.40/g.
Sholdealse, eelnt atonnay0o~"" raint nf-r oune sot$16.h43/g. reX -. t hae, $511/tirytf m t onofe was costthepaper written the ofplatinum hasIncreased o over 
contaminated by dust or many other pollutants, $300/o2), . 

thorough air cleaning is necessary, Location of the 
au intake in an area relatively free from contaminants 
will help. If poisoning by Impure ammonia or air, Most plants, particularly those with high-pressure
should arise, deep; penetration may occur, leading to .burners,' have filters of some sort that recover part 
the formation of inactive compounds In the wires' and,. of. the platinum that is lost from the catalyst, 
perhaps, to ruination of the catalyst, In other Reported net consumption of platinum catalysts is in 
instances, contamination by traces of Cr, Fe, or Ni the range of 100-200 mg/ton of iN0 3 for medium- and 
may temporarily, reduce conversion efficiency, but this high-pressure units. The downtime for catalyst 
can often be restored by treatment with hydrochloric, renewal is relatively greater in high-pressure burners 
acid or certain salts. Frequently, activity can also for a given weight of Installed catalyst, Nonetheless, 
be assisted by dismantling the catalyst screen In some high-pressure plants, an' average screen-life 
assembly from time .to time and removing accumulated of about 60 days of continuous operation is obtained, 
solids by gently brushing the gauzes, which also and further improvement is likely by more thorough 

.helps to reduce the pressure drop across the burner, cleaning of the combustion air and ammonia, 
However, catalyst screens should be handled to the' 
minimum extent because they become brittle during 
service, ' .. Cooling of Reaction Products--Hot gases leaving 

the burner are cooled in order to increase.the forma-
Ammonia burners are classified into low-, tion of nitrogen dioxide and to recover heat for use 

medium-, and high-pressure types in accordance with elsewhere in the plant, . thereby contributing to the 
conditions of operation. New plants are usually built self-sufficiency of the process, In most medium
with medium- (3-6 atm) or high- (8-12 atm) pressure and high-pressure plants, different sequences are 
burners although some plants with low-pressure used; the gases may pass in turn through a waste
burners are. still in operation. Burners for atmos- heat boiler, a tail gas heater, a cooler-condenser, a 
pheric and low-to-medium pressures are often 3-4 m. compressor (in dual-pressure plants), and a second 
in diameter and perhaps may incorporate up to five or cooler-condenser, In some cases the gases also may 
so catalyst screens; whereas, high-pressure burners . pass through a steam suereater and a combustion
usually are smaller In diameter--perhaps 1.2-1,5 m. air preheater, A pmtinum-recovery filter usually 
and may contain 25-45 gauzes, High-pressure units precedes the cooler-condenser. In one process all 
of this size can produce 250 tons of I1NO-, or even major heat exchangers aremounted horizontally end
more, per 24-hour day. Larger-size plants are now to-end to simplify plant design and to reduce capital 
common; up to 1,100 tpd can be produced with .a costs (see figure 10), In several European processes, 
single burner with either high- or medium-pressure some of the heat exchangers are built as an integral 
burners although two burners may be preferable for part of other equipment, for example, the burner or 
the lower range of medium-pressure processes, Gas the waste-heat boilers. Heat recoveries of the order 
velocities are much greater in high-pressure burners, of 82%-85% are attained in some plants; higher figures 
and efficiencies are usually less, e.g,, in the 93%-95% are limited by dew point and corrosion considerations. 
range, compared with 96%-97% or so for low- and In certain cases, about 1,1 tons of steam per ton of 
medium-pressure units, 100% lINO3 can be produced. Mostof this is normally 

used for power purposes within the nitric acid plant, 
However, recent designs of some high-pressure but as much as 0,4 ton may be available for export, 

burners, in which diameters are increased to reduce 
gas velocities, are said to approach efficiencies The optimum gas-cooling sequence is closely 
formerly only attainable in low-pressure units. Most associated with the number and types of energy 
low-pressure burners operate in the region of 8650 C recovery units and also the operating temperatures 
and high-pressure units at about 940 0C, The higher and pressures selected for each stage of the process. 
temperatures, pressures, and gas velocities associated Plant capacities, ammonia costs, and capital and 
with high-pressure burners reflect greater catalyst operating costs must also be taken into consideration 
losses, As a typical guide, MukherJee, et al,, gave when selecting the best cooling sequence for a 
the following relative losses before recovery LS), specific installation, 

Relative
 
Amonia-Rarner Absorption Platinum Nitric Oxide Oxidation--In atmospheric- and some
 

Pressure Pressure ' Losses low- to-medium-pressure processes, one or more
 
separate oxidation-cooling units are often included
 

Atmospheric Atmospheric I prior to gas absorption, These are built in the form
 
Atmospheric 3.2 x atmospheric I of vertical towers cooled with external water curtains,

32 x atmospheric x atmospheric 3 .3.2shell-and-tube units, and also drum and cascade
 
8.0 x atmospheric .0 x atmospheric 5 coolers, lixcess air In the gas promotes initial oxida

__________________ _ tion, and some of the water vapor Also present 
condenses to form weak nitric acid, which is later 
concentrated In the absorption section, Additional air 

Itsedshould be noted that the cost of reprocessing for oxidation usuallyis injected at some point in the 
catalyst screens and of recovering and refining process, often in the absorption tower, In some 

platinum and rhodium recovered in filters is plants, the gas io rapidly cooled inspecially designed 
appreciable, In a recent paper 'that compared units to condense the water vapor without forminl 
dul-pressure process (low-pressure oxidation) with a much weak acid, thereby helping to increase final 
high- pressure process, the following data were given, adid concentration, A combined multistage condenser

showing 3 that total catalyst costs were 81,1/ton of lone separator unit designed to remove water fromH ,higher for the high-pressure process than ' 

yieldi an acid concent ra
the low pressure iU4, 0 tionof abo 63 It , has been scribed U9l.;
 



Some high-pressure processes seek to 'maximizethe extent of oxidization of No to NO2 in the heat 
recovery train so 'that the heat generated by this
reaction can be recovered at a relatively high tempera-
ture level, This can ' be accomplished by Insertingextra chambers in the train to increase retention time,
for Instance between the waste heat boiler and the tail 
gas heater, Up to 80% of the NO can be oxidized to
NO 2 before it enters the cooler-condenser by this 
means, In some other high-pressure processesL gas 

- cooingand-NO:oxidation' detkin -a 
combined oxidation absorption column, However, the 
additional flexibility provided by a separate oxidationcooling unit and the ability to minimize the amount of
weak acid formed prior to absorption is considered
advantageous by many producers, 

Nitrogen Dioxide Absorption--At near atmospheric 
pressures, oxidation and absorption rates are slow,
and some earlier atmospheric and low-pressure plants
used between five and ten large, packed stonewaretowers in which the partially oxidized gases were
absorbed in a countercurrent stream of nitric acid of
increasing concantratton. Maximum strengths attain-
able were in the range of 42%-52%11Ne 3 . 

In order to reduce capital investment and to
obtain Increased operating efficiencies, absorption
under pressure was developed, using various types of
equipment, e,g,, cascade coolers, packed columns, 
spray towers, and columns incorporating bubble
plates, sieves, and such special devices as the
Kuhiman tray, 

Since acid concentrations are favored by
low-temperature absorption, several different cooling
methods have also been developed* eg., by external
units of the plate, drum, or cascade type; by water
curtains outside the tower: and also by cooling coils
strategically located inside the absorption column. In 
some plants using low-pressure ammonia oxidation,
vaporization of the ammonia is used to precool the
absorber feedwater and cooling water, 

Modern pressure-absorption systems permitabsorption efficiencies well over 99% to be obtained,
together with acid concentrations in the range of
55%-65%., In some processes, concentrations of up to
70% IINO are achieved by using high pressures and 
cooled water, in conjunction with specially designedabsorption columns. In some plants, excess air maybe injected into either the cooler or absorption column 
to speed up the oxidation reaction, Process water for 

'A' absorption systems must be very pure to reduce
corrosion effects in the nitric acid plant and also in 
applications involving subsequent use of the acid, In
particular., the chloride content must be very low,
Hence, water from condensate sources or ion-exchange
purification units In often used,• " 

Acid Bleaching- -Acid produced in most absorber 
units isa-;yrlably yellow or brown in color, because 
of dissolved nitrogen dioxide, This is removed either 
In a separate small bleaching tower or In an additional,
lower section of the main absorber column by means
of compressed-air Injection, 

Tai-Gas Treatment-,Except for atmospheric Units,exit gasFrom tFaes-rber Is normally preheated and
expanded in a turbine to recover an appreciable
amount of the energy used for compression purposes,
This gas contains mainly nitrogen plus some watervapor, oxygen, and mixed nitric oxides, 

In the 1960s typical concentrations of NO In
the tail gas ranged from 1,600 to 3,000 ppm, In re-
cent years concern about pollution control has led to 
laws and regulations that reduced permissible levels ofNO, IIn tail gas from nitric acid plants (see chapterXXIII). For example, the maximum concentration in
the United Statoesis equivalent to 200 ppm of NO for 
new plants or 600 ppm for existing plants. The
level it stated in kg of NO$ equivalent per ton of
liNOS). '' ' ' ' 

TO meet thle requir ements that authorities invarious countries have set up, a variety of methods
 
have been used, Some countries may take the view

that the NO' output of nitric ncid plants is only a

small p of the total, since far greater
quantit are discharged to the atmosphere from
combustion of fuels in power plants and Internal
combustion engines, in such cases dispersion by tal
stacks and/or dilution of tail gas by air to control 

_.ambient levelsmaybe acceptable.-Ilowovomost -countries 'require reduction of the actual NO, output
below the levels of 10 years ago, 

The principal methods employed to control the
level of NO in tail gas tare (1) extended absorption,
(2) catalytic reduction with fuel such as methane or
 
ammonia plant 
 purge gas, (3) selective catalytic

reduction with ammonia, (,t) adsorption by silica gel
 
or molecular sieves, or (5) scrubbing with 
 alkalies or
 
urea solutions,
 

Theru is a growing preference for "extended
absorption" as a method of control of NO in tail gas,
The method consists simply of increasing the
efficiency of the absorption system by adding a 
second absorption tower, by adding more sections
the absorption tower, or in some cases by reducing

to 

the temperature in the last absorption stages by
cooling coils using chilled water or other coolant,
One company uses refrigerated potassium carbonate 
solution as the coolant, These methods can be used ' with either new or existing plants; with new plants
there is greater flexibility in selecting the economic 
optimum combination of parameters, including
Increased pressure. Several organizations, including
Friedrick Udhe (Germany), Societe Chimique de
Grande Paroisse (France), C&I Oirdler (United States),
and D, M, Weatherly and Co. (United States), offer
nitric acid plant designs with extended :absorption
which will give tail gas NOx concentrations below 'K
200 ppm which Is low enough to satisfy the present
requirements of the United States or any European
country, For countries where less stringent regula
tions are in effect, some savings in capital cost maybe possible, The extended absorption method has 
the obvious advantage that recovery of nitrogen as 
nitric acid is Increased by 1.0%-1.6% (as compared
with former practice) which 
increased cost, 

TTail gas reduction by fuel 
NOx with natural gas, naphtha, 
which contains 11, Ni 3 , C11 4 ,reactions are: 

partially offsets the 

involves reduction of 
or ammonia purge gas 
and N2 . Illustrative 

I. 2NO +2112 N2 + 21120 

+ C14 ZN22, 4NO 2, + C02 + 2112O3, 4N0 3s C14 ",4NO CO * 211303 

4, ONO + 4Nile 5SN2 + 0 120
 
5, 2NO + Cll4 Ng + CO + 21iO
 

6. 2N0a + 4lig * Ng + 41lnO 
7. ON02 + 8NI13 7Nx + 1211O 

The tail gas contains about 3,5%oxygen which
also reacts with the added fuel, When a deficiency of
fuel Is used such as to reduce the Os content of the 
tail gas from 3.5% to 2.%, for example, the NOs inthe tail gas Is reduced to NO as in reaction 3 above,Thin "decolorizea the tail gas since No is colorless 
while NO, has a yellow-to-brown color. In some
countries decolorization of tail as Is acceptable
although It does not lower the total NOR output, 

PeFr complete reduction of No enough fuel gasmust be added to consume all of lhe oxygen In the
tail gas, This method generates much heat and 
requires two or more catalyst beds in. a series with
ntercooling to prevent. excessive temperatures, The

heat Is recovered as steam, This method is likely to 



pgenerate other pollutants in the tail gas, If the fuel 
i&2mcthane or, any other hydrocarbon, appreciable 
namounts of CO 'and IICN aire formed,, with ammonia 

'purge gas, some ammonia may remain in the tail gas. 
Seletiv,f reuctonNO by mmoia acoring 

Selective re ductiofiS NO :bymmona :ac ording

reactions 4 7 Is a 

Yisuccessfully! in several commercial plants in Japan, 
i'o and method that has been 'used 

the United States, and Europe. Commercial processes 
are offered by Gulf Oil Chemicals, Inc. (United 

(_apa___a1_ B1 
Various catalysts aire used, and the reaction takes 
place at temperatures ranging from 2500C to 150C 
depending on the catalyst, The reduction unit may
be located between the tail gas expander and the 
stack where the pressure is near atmospheric, or it 
may be located at some point between the absorption 
tower and the expander where the gas temperature is 
in a suitable range, The method is effective in 
reducing the tail gas NO concentration well below 
100 ppm. i~ii. i . :.... " " ., •balance 

Adsorption by silica gel or molecular sieves is 
possible; the process requires regeneration of the 
adsorbent and permits return of the NOx to the 
process. One disadvantage is that water vapor in the 
tail gas must be removed for efficient adsorption. 

Scrubbing with alkali solution is effective only 
1when the gas contains N02:NO mole ratios of 1:1 or 
more. Using NaOIl as an example, the reaction is: 

2Na.: + NO + NO2 '. NaNO2 + "O 
2NaOlI! i + No + N0 - NaNO2 + 1120 

Utilization of the alkali nitrite may be a problem,
Norsk Hydro has developed a scrubbing process in 
which the scrubbing medium is an aqueous solution of 
urea and nitric acid (30)., The oxides of nitrogen

* react with water to form nitrous acid. 

NO + NO2 + 1120 - 21INO 2 

The nitrous acid then reacts with urea and nitric acid 
according to the reaction: 

iN0 2 + CO(NI 2 + IN0 3 -' 11 0  N2 + CO2 + NI14NO3 * 

The intermediate reactions are believed to involve 
formation of nitrous acid (IINO,) which reacts with 
urea to form ]ICNO and N2 : the tICNO reacts with 
IIN0 3 and l12 forming N1t4NOa and COg. The loss 
of fixed nitrogen in the process Is a disadvantage,

: : : 


il In the Goodpasture process (United States), the 
tail gas is scrubbed with ammonium nitrate solutionwith addition of ammonia in the scrubbing unit under 
controlled temperature and p1l conditions, Part of 
the NOx may be recovered as ammonium nitrate, and 
part may be reduced to nitrogen, 

Variour otherescrubbingdeeoptsystems haveenlbeen 
proposed orarunedeeomnbtingeal 
the "extended absorption" method seems to be the 
most popular, 

EnergyRe ry -Except in older plants opterat-
Ing a'Tiatmos throughout in verywic -rpressure and 
small medium- and high-pressure installations, most or 
all of the energy needed to drive the air compressor 
can be recovered In the form of steam and hot tail 
gas In some instances, a small amount of surplus 
steam is generated, 

This Is made possible by the availability of 
highly efficient machines, which comprise a compressor, 
steam turbine, and tail-gas eIpander built In the form 
of a single, in-line unlt, In dual-pressure prcesses, 

compressor for raising the presoure of nitrogen
oxides, prior to absorption is also included, Occasion-

iele motoratm,

for startup or emergency purposes, if sufficient steam 
Is not always available, Eectrical requirements for 

pumps and ancillary purposes are usually drawn from 
the main factory power supply,' 

Platinum Recovery--Platinum passes into the gas 
stream in the arm of very fine particles, and Its 1Qss 
can represent an increase of several percent in 
production costs. Therefore, recovery units are H 

installed in many plants, and the fine dust reclaimed 
is returned with spent gauzes to the precious metal 
refinery, Several types ofrecovery units are in,~use, 
the more common incorporate filters or* glass wool or" 
silica fibers (31). One device uses calcium oxide as a 
filter medium, and the. retained platinum dust is 
recovered by slurrying with water and dissolving In 
nitric acid, followed by filtration, Recoveries should 
be of the order of at least 50% for dry filters and 
may be as high as 80% for the lime type of unit,
according to the permeability of the filter media used 
and the type of process, Attempts to increase 
platinum recovery by using finer filter media may
result in greater operating costs; hence, an optimumbetween these two factors must be adopted, 
b b t t f m 

-
" 

Technical and Economic Comparisons 

The availability of low-, medium-, and high
pressure techniques for oxidation and absorption
offers a variety of alternative combinations by which 
nitric acid can be manufactured, and this has led to 
the development of numerous commercial processes 
differing largely in accordance with the combination 
selected (32). In general, high-presbure operation
permits siler plant units to be used for a given 
output and helps to reduce capital cost, High 
pressures also favor NO2 absorption, flowever, 
high-pressure ammonia oxidation induces greater
catalyst losses and also Increases power requirements
unless additional equipment is installed for power 
recovery, Because of recent emphasis on pollution
control, the ability of high-pressure processes to 
attain acceptably low NO, levels in the tail gas has 
favored their adoption, 'Therefore, most new plants 
use either mono-high-pressure or dual- pressure 
(medium-pressure combustion--high-pressure absorp
tion) processes, although some mono-medium-pressure 
processes are used. 

According to lionti (24) the advantages and 
disadvantages of the three types of processes can be 
summarized as follows: 
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The above values are intended to be illustrative 
only; actual values may vary widely depending on 
plant design and operating conditions, Ilowever, the 
tabulation illustrates the point that the high-pressure 
processes generally will have the lowest capital cost 
and highest operating coat because of higher platinum
losses, less efficient Nils conversion, and lower steam 
recovery. The medium-pressure process will have the 
highest capital cost and lowest operating cost 
(assuming the NO content of the tail gas is 
acceptable), The dual-pressure process represents a 
compromise, The choice may be Influenced by local 
conditions, 

A more recent paper compared a dual-pressure 
process (COPAZ) operating at 3 and 10 atm with a 
sressure pring
 

both on a scale of 900 tpd and both i 
absorption efficiency sufficient to ensure tail gt NO. 
content of less than 200 ppM JW. Under U,87 



______ 

conditions the capital costs were 13% higher for thedual-pressure. process '($13,8uinder versus $12.2 miillion);French conditions the cost differential wasabout 10%. Process requirements cover: 

Requirements per ton of HN0 3Dual g ..
 
Pressure Pressure 


N1+,kg '81 L. 28" 

Catalyst loss, mg
Electricity, kWh 101 235
4.7 
 7.5

Steam export, kg 341 
 456 


The cost of production, with ammonia at $121/ton, 
was estimated to be $1,34/ton of HN031O for the.lowerdual-pressure process ($34.28 versus .$35,84), notincluding capital charges . The authors concluded
that, under the conditions assumed in the estimate,the saving in operating cost was not sufficientJustify the tohigher capital cost for U.S, conditions,
However, changes in the cost of catalysts or in thevalue of steam could lead to a different conclusion, Itwas noted that the value of export steam would.
lepend on what use could be made of it at the plant
K-,ation, 
Materials of Construction 

. 

The strongly. oxidizing properties of nitric acidproduce a passivating effect on certain metals, eg.
i on , steel, and aluminum, via the formation ofcomplex oxides and nitride films, Hence, these metalsca n be em p loy e d for the c o n s t r u c t io n of c e rt ainequipment items and storage vessels when used
conjunction with acids containing 55%-65% HN03 under

in 

mildly agitated or static conditions and not at elevatedtemperatures, For severe service, silicon-iron and 
some of the highly corrosion-resistant stainless steelsare 
needed. Type 304 stainless steel is widely usedfor storage tanks, . Dilute HNO solutions, especiallyIf agitated and heated, may also require the use ofalloy steels, e.g,, for the wetted parts of pumps,
impellers, and distillation columns. For equipmentused in handling hot, dry gases, mild steel is usuallyadequate, In some instancea, plants built almostentirely of stainless steel are preferred since thesaving in maintenance costs and the improvedoperating performance are said to Justify the addi-
tional inve tment costs, . ..+ .
 .. 


As regards nonmetallic materials, earlier plants
used stoneware extensively for equipment construction.
Industrial glassware has also been employed. Variousfluorocarbon plastics in thepiping, sheet and form of lined and unlinedcoatings, as well as gaskets and
Isal,are used to an Increasing degree In nitric acid
plants because of the inertness, flexibility, and
convenience even though initial costs may be relatively

greater than for steel or some ferrous alloys, Some
of the latest proprietary fluorocarbon materials aresaid to be inert even to hot, fuming nitric acid, 

AmmoniumNitrate 


Ammonium nitrate Is the most 
popular form of
nitrogen fertilizer inmost European countries and in
some other temperate zone countries, Itis popular inNorth America but not the most popular ance thatplace is held by anhydrous ammonia, It is morereadily available to crops than urea or ammoniumsulfatei most crops take up nitrogen mainly in thenitrate form, thus ammoniacal nitrogen must beconverted to nitrate inthe sol before It becomeseffective, While the nitrification process is p Inwarm soil It Is very slow in cool soil 0C andbelow),, Also urea Is phytotoic to some crops when 

placed !"near seedthe while ammonium sulfate isstrongl , acid forming, For these and other reasonsammonium nitrate is the most popular nitrogen
fertillzer in many temperate zone countries Including 
most lFuropean countries, It Is used as a straightmaterial or In mixtures with calcium carbonate,limestone, or dolomite called calcium ammonium nitrate 

. (CAN) or ammonium nitrate-limestone (ANL) or various
trade names and in compound fertilizers Includingnltrophosphates j.-_A principal- ingredient-ofmost nitrogen solutions (chapter X), 

The main disadvantages of ammonium nitrate are:

(1) it is quite hygroscopic, (2) there is some risk of
 
fire or even explosions unless suitable precautions aretaken, (3) it is reported 'to be less effective for
flooded rice than urea or ammoniacal nitrogen fertilizers, and (4) It is more prone to leaching than 
ammoniacal products,

I on ... . 
Increasing quantities of ammonium nitrate are

used for blasting purposes in conjunction with fueloil, and relatively small amounts are consumed by thebrewing and chemical industries. The earlier
grained" type of ammonium nitrate, made by rollingthe semi-molten salt in an open pan and coating withresins or waxes, has been largely superseded byprilled, granular and crystalline end-products, 

Properties of Ammonium Nitrate 
The ir re important properties of ammonium• nitrate are given in table 5. The changes in crystal 

T A B L E . PO P E R T I E S OF P U R E A M M O, I U N T A
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3 

Critical relative
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-04C 
 63,3

309C 
 59,4
 

state at 84,2C and 32,aC result Insudden expanlion, which may cause 
particle degradation duringprocels and storage, The chang in crystal format 32,11 can be particularly troublesome in climateswhere the ambient temperature often passe throughthis point; repeatedeycling'through this temperaturean cause isintegration of prill or granules to a
powder and Wled to caking problems, 1owever,methods of stabilliing the crystal form in the rhombclform IV have been developed and widely used, One 

1 I 



thesel 
Mississippi Chemical Corporation (United, States)
consists of adding a small proportion (about 1%) of a
mixture of aunmnum sulfate and diammonlum phosphate 

~Pof methods developed, and patented by 

called "Permalene," Magnesium nitrate Is also used 
as a stabilizer in some European countries. Another
characteristic of ammonium nitrate Is its negative heat
of solution; 60 parts of salt will give a reduction In 
temperature from 13.6 0C to -13,6 0C when dissolvea 

Hazards of Ammonium Nitrate 

It is well known that ammonium nitrate can be
used as an explosive, In fact, several plants were 
built during World Wars I and 1lto produce ammonium 
nitrate for use in bombs and other explosives, For
this purpose It was usually mixed with more powerful
explosives or detonators. A mixture of ammonium
nitrate with about 6%fuel oil is widely used as ablasting agent in mining operations, Fertilizer-grade
ammonium nitrate previously (in the 1940s) was
conditioned with an organic coating (a mixture of
paraffin, rosin, and petrolatum), and some disastrous 
explosions occurred when shiploads of this material 
were detonated by fire and confinement, These 
disasters led to strict regulations governing the
manufacture, transport, storage, and use of
ammonlum nitrate for fertilizer purposes, Some 
countries forbid the sale of straight ammonium nitrate as fertilizer, In these countries, the mixture of
ammonium nitrate with calcium carbonate called CAN is
permitted, Formerly CAN contained 20.56% N, corre-
sponding to about 60% ammonium nitrate; at present,
the most common grade Is 26%N (76% AN). 

In other countries (France,. US.S.R., Romania,
the United Kingdom, and the United States, to name a 
few) straight ammonium nitrate Is commonly used as a 
fertilizer with strict regulations. For instance, theFertilizer Institute (United States) has published
definition of ammonium nitrate fertilizer which followst 

a 

"Ammonium Nitrate Fertilizer is defined as solid

ammonium nitrate containing a minimum of 33.0% nitro-

gen, having a minimum p1i of 4,0 in a 10% aqueous

solution, 0.20% maximum carbon, 0.010% maximum ele-mental sulfur, 0,150% maximum chloride as -Cl or 
particulated elemental metals sufficient to release
4.80 ml, maximum, of hydrogen from 60.0-g sample
and which will pass the detonation propagation test
in section 2,0 andthe burning test in section 4.0." 

The publication contains analytical and test 
procedures. In the detonation propagation teat,ammonlum nitrate ti packed into a 6-ft (1,83-m)
section of 3-in (7,5-cm) diameter iron pipe of 
specified quality, and a specified explosive charge is
Splaced in the ammonlum nitrate In the top of the pipe.
-hen the explosive charge is detonated, the extent. 
itany, to which the ammonium nitrate is detonated is 
judged by the length of damaged pipe. Any materialthat propagates through the length of the pipe and
leaves no undamaged pipe Is considered unsafe. 

The burning test Israther complicated, but in
general it is designed to exclude formulations that 
may catalytically increase the decomposition rate ofammonlum nitrate even though the catalytic substance
is not excluded by the definition or detected by
analytical procedures, 

Further regulations cover precautions to be
taken in storing, packaging, and transporting ammo-
nium nitrate and in fighting fire where ammonium
nitrate Is present, 

lome compound fertillzers containing ammonium 
nitrate and chloride, such as potassium chloride, aresubect to propgated decompoition or "cigar burning"
when iglted, The ignitlon temperature Is about 
goose, but It may be lowered by certain sensltiilng 

agents, such as copper salts. The range of composi
tions of NPK and NK fertilizers that are subject to
decomposition has been studied by luygen and Perbal 
(33), TVA (4), and others, As little as 4% KCI

bout % CD Is sufficient to make some mixtures
susceptible to cigar burning. The reaction Is
Inhibited by ammonium phosphate; therefore, many
NPK compositions containing ammonium nitrate and
potassium chloride are free from this hazard, Figure 

burning compositont in the system N1 4N 3-KCI-
NH14112P0 4 , 

For materials that are susceptible to cigarburning, the reaction may be initiated by such
accidental means as a piece of hot metal from a 
welding operation or an electric light bulb that
becomes buried in the fertilizer or by overheating
material caked on the flights of a dryer. Once 
initiated, the decomposition propagates through the 
mass of material at a rate that usually ranges from 5to 50,cm/hr. The temperature in the decomposition 
zone usually is 300 0-500 0C, The exact nature of the 
reaction is not entirely clear, but it results in
complete destruction of the ammonium nitrate and
evolution of some of the chloride, Noxious red,
white, yellow, or brown fumes are given off containing
NH4CI1, HCI, Cl3 , NO2, and other oxides of nitrogen,
Na, and IfsO. The fumes are toxic and have resulted 
in several fatalities in some incidents. 

Since the reaction does not require oxygen,
other than that present In ammonium nitrate, the fire 
cannot be extinguished by smothering. It can only
be stopped by flooding with water. If a localized 
area of decomposition in a bin or pile is discovered 
early enough, the decomposing material may be
removed from the building by a power shovel, for
example, and extinguished by water, thereby saving
the remainder of the material. 

Since compound fertilizers may have a variety of
formulations, it is not always possible to predict what 
composition will be in the cigar-burning class. TVA
has developed a simple test; a S-lb (23-kg) bag of
the fertilizer to be tested is heated at one end with a
blow torch until decomposition has started as
evidenced by cobious fumes. If the decompositionstops when the ftas is removed, the material ts not 
subject to propagated decomposition. If it continues 
to decompose the rate of progress of the decomposition
tone can be measured bythermocouples inserted in

the material at 10-cm intervals,
 

A more elaborate and precise method is described
 
Ina handbook titled M t , 0$J,
Ibsn ti 001 u no ir E or which was issued JoIntly Y 
an-APRKA (fireI printing In O970).The "sonal de
composition test" is carried out in an apparatus
which consists of a trough 15 x 15 x 50 cm con
structed of heavy wire mesh, 

The trough is filled with the fertililor to b..
tested, and a steel plate at one end of the trough is
heated to a temperature between 4000C and SWOC,either with gas burners or an electric heating element.
lating Is continued until decomposition of the
fertiliar adjacent to the heated stee plate Is well
established or up to I hour. Then heatng Is discon
tinued and the position of the dempos ition front Is 
noted. If propagation of decomposition stops almost 
as soon as the hat source is turned off# the materialdoes not show self-sustaining decomposition. If the
decomposition sone continues through the entire 
trugh, the fertillzr Is capable of self-suatainin 
decompoiton, It desired, the rate of progress 
the none maybe timed, In some cases decompositionmay continue some time after the heat Is turned off 
but stops before It reaches the end of the trough.
In this case the handbook suggests that the decmpo
sition should be regarded as oelflsustaining i It
continues for a distance of 16 cm, 
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are. also .made In. the form or solutions- having
concentrations in the of 80%-930% for use In 
granular compound fertilizers, The hot solution is 

-range 

shped to granulation plants in in.ulated rail or road 
tan ers, especially In the United Kingdom. The
solution is> also Used to prepare nitrogen solutions 
containing ammonia or urea for use in granulation
plants or liquid fertilizer (see chapter X). The major
unit operations used In ammonium nto temrnu factur 

?~ aI' ~ --------

Neutrlization- -When sufficient steam to operatethe p ant sare.adiy available from byproduct or other 
low-cost sources, the. use of an atmospheric type ofneutralizer may. be preferable since such units are 
relatively low in capital costs and simple to operate,
Alternatively, most or all of the steam needed to 
preheat the feeds and to concentrate the ammonium 
nitrate solution can be generated by neutralizing
acids containing more than 50% tUNO3 in a unit of the pressure type, (5y using a 64%acid, about I ton ofr,
steam can be produced for each ton of ammonia 
neutralized,) In some plants, especially those
designed to make a crystalline product, neutralization 
Is performed under vacuum In equipment similar to
that used for ammonium sulfate manufacture (35), 

In pressure neutralizer processes, the neutralizer 
usually operates at 4-5 atm and 175 0-180 0C. Nitric
acid is fed to the neutralizer at a usual concentration 

grange of 50%-60%. In some 'cases It may be preheated
with byproduct steam, Ammonia is fed to the neutral
izer in gaseous form, If It Is avallabto in liquid
form, it is vaporized In a heat exchanger by steam 
or air, If air is used the cooled air may be used tocool the red or granulated ammonium nitrate
product, The neutralizer may be operated at a lowpHi (3.4) to avoid ammonia loss, and more ammonia 
may be addrd later to adjust the p11 to 7, The con-
centration co the solution from the neutralizer usuallyIs 	 in the range of 80%-Ah ammonium nitrate, It is
evaporated further by use of steam from the neutral-
tiar to a concentration of 94--91%, In many plants,
a final evaporator-concentrator is used to bring the 
solution concentration up to 99.5%-998%. 

In the cast of atmospheric pressure neutraliza-
?tion, the temperature in the neutralizer is lower 
(aout 1430C), and the steam generated is at a lowertemperature and pressure. The waste steam can be 

ued to vaporize ammonia or to evaporate the ammo
nium nitrate solution In a vacuum evaporator.
Depending on the efficiency of utilization, the heat of

reaction, the nitric acid concentration, and other
factors, the net steam requirement may range from
0.0 to 0.5 ton/ton ofAiD in some cases a small

surplus of steam may be available for export,. 


Finisrehn est reto 

In the past several finishing processes have

ben used Including graining, flaking, granulation,

donli a ni n

density prilling, the trate solution Is

fed to the prill tower at about 951 concentration,: and


resulting prils dried and cooled.-the are The prills 

are somewhat porous and may have an apparent
s.ci 	 ravity of 1.20 compared with 1.65 for high-


niltydgrill, ime of these methods are still in 

use, particularly for AN used as a blasting agent,

A porous prill or granule that will absorb oil is
preferred for this use, 

for frtt use, the i nit prilling 
hightOdenPity

~proces, using 99 %solution concentration, has beenused In wt now plants that make straight AN.
Quite recently however, there his been a trend
toward,,reater use of granulaton processes that also 
lus W solution, Two granulation processes are I.a
CoraMetiAl use a ..pan granulation process developed

by Norsk ydro,.(Norway) and a spray-drumgb Nton "pherodise) 	
i, 

U.sprocess developed in the UniedlitIr 	 i d V e... 1 

States 'by C& Girdler, a subsidiary of Bechtel Corp.

Trho advantages ofr the granulation processes over

rilling are; (1) a wide, choice of granule sizencluding "forestry grade" (4-10 mm) and (2) less 

difficult collection of fume and dust to meet new,
strict pollution control standards, The granulation 
processes are also applicable to urea and wiii be
described further in chapter IX. Figure 13 is a pro
ces _diagr ...- gh-densityprilllng-process 
including the neutralization and evaporation step, 
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Figure 13, Ammoniam Nitrate HO-Domlty PHIling Procss ICII, 

When the desired product is CAN, the usual
choice in between prilling and granulation, Eitherrotary drum granulators or pugmllls (blungers) are 
used, The concentrated ammonium nitrate solution is 
mixed with ground calcitic or dolomitic limestone,
chalk, marl, or precipitated calcium carbonate (a
byproduct of some nitrophosphate processes, see
chapter XV), The mixing should be done quickly to
limit ammonia loss by the reactioni 

3N114N01 t CaCO. Ca(N0 1), tN COs HlO
A soft or chalky limestone is preferred in some 
granulation processes. ayprum has been used Insteadof limestone experimentally with good results. 

This usual grade of CAN was about 21% N In theearly 1960si this grade corresponds to 60 AN; the 
grade has been Increased in most countries to 26% N(about 74% AN). As in the case of straight ammonium
nitrate, there has been a tendency to use more 
concentrated AN solution so as to avoid a drying 
step, however, 98% or even lower concentrations can
be used since the heat of crystallization Is sufficient

dry the product to an acceptable level, Figure 14 
shows a typical CAN process diagram. 

The MBA process is widely used in urope
The BOA granulator Is similar to a double-shafted
pugmil except that It contains Intermeshing helical
Irhs at the feed end where the ammonium nitrate 
so ution is mixed with ground limestone and recycled
finto, The remainder of the pugmIll Is fitted with theusual tyo of blades, The rate and direction of
rotation ie such as to obtain a fluidied bed effect,
and a flow of air through the granulator sweeps out 
water vapor, In rotary drum granulators, theproduction of granular IA Is much like that of
compound frtiliers (se chapter XIX). The product
Is cooled and screened, and fines and crushed
oversize are recycled. A fluidized bed cooler Isusedin som plants,. In ame plants part of the ground
chalk or limestone Is ,reserved for coating the final
product to improve Its physical properties, In other 
pn lay coni.thr may beud, 

pn aeclaco r a be usedt 
wm PP M # P-iiph prmk.a nth 
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is an appreciable vapor pr(Ssure of Nil:, + IINO during the last century. For exampil in the United ,resulting from dissociation of AN, according to the Kingdom, some 20.000 toris of N vas used in the form 
equation: of sodium nitrate in 1899; whereas, relatively none is 

used today. In the United States, current (1977)
NItNOa NIl 3 + ttN0 3 consumption is about 10,000 tons ot N. As with other 

nitrates, sodium nitrate is prone to leaching in the 
The diisociation pro(lucts recomline in the cooler butsoil, it has the advantage of possessing a metallic

air to form a blue haze consisting of AN particles of cation. Unlike atrimonia and its elerivatives, including
stinicron size. Particles of this size ate difficult to urea, sodium nitrate will not prom<ote cation losses in 
collect, and they [resent a highly visible and stable the soil and lead to unsuspected soil acidity.
 
haze or fog. The p'o)lem is iu'h less serious with
 
low-density prilling because of' lower AN solution 
 Industrial applications include nieat pr'eservation,
teilipuratures. It is less seri,,us in granulation heat treatment of metals, and lose as a flux in the 
)i'oi'eSSr abe'seof' itlch sni;llher volulmeVs of air in ceramic and mietallurgical industries.
 

contact with ihlt solution.
 

Prpoperties of__Sodium Nitratle
 

'Thc imount of AN iii exhaust gas from the Nitrate 

high-d nsity,y pr'ill tower is likely to he only about 0. ''he properties of sodium nitrate are given in 
of total Irodluction including both (lust and fume. table 6. 
iiecovlety of' this lnioullt is seldomn justifiable by 
V'nlolmcnl('s alone' but is often necessary for environ
lnltal reason".. A solution to this difficult problmn
 
has been levebort by thi 
 to-() tleative Farm TAtF;LE 6. PROPERTIES OF PURE SODIUM NITRATE
 
('hemniica Association (("U(A) anid is in use it its
 
plants in L.;wrence, Kansas. and it least 11 other
 
plants ill North America ((G). The fume abatement Foriula NaNOa
 
s 'steml i,)nists of installing a bell-shapedt shroud Griaranteed analysis (typical)

al'oUlnt tIl say htal in thi' Up)Ir 
 tart' of the p'ill Ni troger 16.48%
 
tower to r air t' part the
i'oli't firr-laenll f that of Sdi urn 27.05%
 
tow er' where fume+ 

is f ornel iluC t( Contact of the air Aipearance White crystalline
 
with 1ho(t AN ,,luti(n o' prills in the' plr'ocr'ss of 
 White ra 
slirfification 'l'le ;i" fl'v through this shrilud is olecular we ight 85.01
 
only afhut 2"/, of thetta i+l ll flow through the Melting toiit o


308.3 C
 
tower; the, relilaining 75,: i, Jir tically f'ee of (lust Detrsity, 20'/41C 2.257
 
alnt fume. At i., IiscCh;rg t'tthedirect atIrosphere. 
'I'll(ai' fr )m tl, shroud is drawn through ; scrllberl Solubility, g/t00 g of water 
;ndf Brink higlh-'fficieny iist e limina to', . lu,Fume p'mperature('C)
and valwr,, roar th*I' rnut r';rlizer' and evalorator's are 0 73 
tl'(','1t'd tihe smescrutinng system. The scrubbr 10in 96 
s,,lti(n is t( uild itsrci'i'i'ol' terl o li concentrationu ) 30 176
 
and11 rvrn tually ir.Y clerl I,,the AN solut ion ptreparation 100 180
 
sle . ( ntir' , is to cost ibout
'hi' i ,yst.m i',[tpoi ttd 
$0. 5-$l 5 milliorn for plants of 250-1.000 short tons/ Bunlk tensity 
dlay cant o'ily 'I'll(,hsystem recov s 3-7 kg of AN/ton PeI lets 31,202 kg/M

f li'hilr 't fi rildr ,,tr s (n utra'lize'r', r'v arpor'ator ', Coarse material 1.282 kg/m
3 

andi pi'ill tower) which mor' tlarn offsets tile operating Fiire powder 1,363 kg/m
3 

cost I ''luning caplritarl F1,11)). Il"r'orrr pollution 
a;tet'mniit virwtnoilt the system has met applic;able Critical relative hurrirdities 
stalind]ir'rls; irmosrheil'i (,mission., less tharn (1.5 kg/ton 2

0 
0C (68

0
F) 74.7
 

f' tr'mlutl ;in( oipa'it, o f less tharn 10', have been 3 "C (86 0 
F)


0 
73.7
 

attaincil (361). 

Sroliun Nitrate 

Production Metho1d0s 

Genral Infoirinat ion Fron Natu'ar l)elIosits--In Chile, the nitrate ore 
or caliche is widely varying in composition and may

Iefoei' th' avail;bility of synthetic ammonia and range from 80',o to virtually zero nitrate content 
its dl'rivailives, sirdium nitrate orf natural origin was although little high-grade material is available today.
IhelleIajor rifosill'nitric ;r('iil and chemical nit rogen A typial analysis (If run-of-mine ore might be the 
fol. fert ilizil' pur'pnoses in many countlrir's. Most of following (in percentages): 
this r init rat' riginated iii ('hil', whiere it is principally
found in a large orb' irny nearly 500 miles long and NaNti. 1 7-10. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .11-501 mile', wire, inn the castrin plrt rf the ('hilean NaC I .......... ..................... 4-10
 ,
c'rne,til r'nr('. Nitrate prouctrl ntir in till a inaj'or Na 2 S04 . . . . . . 10-30. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .induistry in (Ihilte, anii r'iii'i'rltlv (1976i) i, ibouit 1g , Ca , K, ir, 12. .................... .2-7 
650, 10 lols ,f !,rodiliillnitlrat, irintirr;lly. SmallI. ttiti . ...... ..................... .. 1-2
 

iepoit!, r'(.' ii ' th r areasl 1,,.g. 
 , Africa, R.m iintder ((ti;au ie).... ............. . 41-76 
Aistriil;, M txi'o , ainitEgyrt . Sub)st rntial ;i thlr( rrfts 
,yrntlht-li(' ilrll rrraile iOl1i irl0 (s>,ir uitr'ut, w'r' friri irly 
rinl thie' llliit(r'I ,M;l(,s, init i'otltiin liarod rlrclinrla 'dec'len (Theselco are priesenit inS ronnts the form of complex ,,ii' Worild Wr;i' iiaid now rnly insignificant anolnlts nixtrI sulfates, e.g. , larap'ikite ( NaN() 3 Ni 12 S0 1120)

*rl'r, irr'rolri'i flil byprurlrict Sr l C,, 
4 . 

Early pnrirluction Inmethods.m w(''e lias(d on hand
pricking th' higlii,' graile or' containing aloiut 13, 

rl'i'cipar l Iti'sor,, liul n itrate anil laching it irn dlirectly heatedl opren 
pin'. ultil sa;turation was r'ear'hed The solution wasAs a fvrIit iz-r , sorlium nitrat( hIs long been then irilliri,, 
 tIo sefttling prais u ld crro',l ft irrodice 

;v. ;ir'f:ir'f-drlrlirrIa rlressing for i'(ott(in, tribacco, and torliiirn rate r'ryr;ls, which weri' rl'ainerl, rl'ierl in 
!,rllrlv gtalr lu ('rIrrS . Ilowevil', iii' 
'straightih nit rog(n fi'tiliu has (Ih,-lutlni rd lronidlralibly Al iimtr'rv(,tl v(.rsir n of this itlihrl known as the 

its usef . as , I Iiii' iun, aind tragl or illlrure in bulk oversea'ats. 



Shanks process. hich was first used al,outl 189) and niric acid). Alternatively, the nitrosyl t'hltoridle canremained p)op)lar i'or'atoUi 5() ,.r is now virtually Ii' oxidized to yitld dilltrogen lel'oxide and chloineobsolete. Most current ipoiluctlion is undertaken by for further use, e.g.
the Guggenheimn process. whi'h permits ores con
taining under 10", nitrate lI It. profilably worked, 2NOCI + 0)2' N20,1 + (.

thus extending lift, thi.
the of I hiltan nitrate industry
by several decatdes. (ther' methods Used t )roduce sodium nilrate in 

minor quantities (sotnlitlies ;ista h'IroduCt ) includeIlithe (;uggenhiim imtthid. 
calichi, is mined by reactinfg nilric acid with soda ash or caustic Soda andopen-pit OitAtiollS, using dlr';tglin's and power using ion-excIange tiet w.n clciuh nitrate aind ashovels. and is crushed to 80)':, sodium;Iltut titw'en 3/I and .iolite. S(veral doileh,-dleconll)is:,ion reactionsin '.9-0. 95 cin) Thi, 14ltL is leaChed at3/8 betlVeenVlVarious nitrates and alkali salt , for exarmple,about -10"(' ate I of eaChwith l In !,(''it's vats, dlollnium nit rate and caustic soda ('oninionIi' salt,
having a capacit v of Some 10.)01) tlns of Crushed ore. have eithier tienri iroolised o' lested oin i small scale. 
The underfi w frim eiach vat; is hetilvd bfor passing
 
to the ne-xt since sodium nitrate has ;a negative heat
 
of solution After etxlr;iCtliin and washing are St _origt

eomlet , flhthe
r'sidUt' i, reoveld ftrol the vats b1y_

grabs and is haulit Ioi wasth dump. 
 Sodiun nitIrate can lt stored ati shijiietd in 

bulk under conditions of' low humidity but should lheFine, mitelrial 
frotm ti t Lcrushers is pulpeitd in ;i packed in inoistutri'- resislant hags when int-ndeii forseparate system, at the ganguel i. renived hy means use in
, 

damlp or torpical clinates. In some Count lies,of Moor. filters. The filtrates are corauined with it is regardtd as ;I Ipotential fire hazard ;Ind mayliquor from tW hit'ch tanks and are chilled in necessitate special labeling, insur'ance, and othershell-;lad-tuti, urt to crystallinell rt'i'i'itita*te sodiULm1 Ir'VC;IUtlliins foir';tlnoniual
os ilitrate aid Jolassiulnitrate. Initial ',oling i, efftected lby heat-exchange nit rate. Such materials as bags or" tinber', subsewith irn-pric,,ss ht;ich liquorz' nd final chilling t)v ituently allowed to dr'y after irniregnation withamionia - .ll whIlit ntrIt,tslurry is dewat,'reid and sodiui nit r'ate , may (uickly ignite it'exposed towasheid in bat Ch ii)t r'ifilt..,ti yitl a clvstalline elevated terlperat ures and shoilrl be itestroyed or 
prOtlut stiltl;titrlly l.V It-meshl ,i~o ;intlcontaining thoroughly washed and fireproofed.
;rlipr'oxinl;ittely fl''i'lllt aif t'25', . When a graiinetd 
or tir'ill-ty t, tip ,tilit r'eiq th cnlrifuged salti,, t'eitd, 

is itrulted it oit 1 Ill f'u'ri't'ii'r';ituI'.'
tl 10) turnaces.
 
spray drieitillI large te', csohdiy heat e.xchatnge Potassiura Nitrate
 
with m,,ther liqut' inl shlll-:tid- Iube units and
 
screened t' viif'tpt-Iles itt lhe I0- to 
 20-mesh range

containing lout .j98'. iritr';ti .',-). ,free
t,iu and : 
 The production , roper-ties, and use ofm0ist U I' 
 potassium nitrate will be covered in chapter XVIII
 

(Potash Fertilizer's).

l ititine salt1, which I i ' plst-scil ill the caliche
 

aCC uIIIta'ti- ill tht. i' ,cyclirg nither, li(uor' 
 ;ul ;ire
 
reduced to I ot iri, ill ;i 
 '(.I Irat c I)tItiss ; this 
productioll 
autiunl , to smni 2,10)0 tins annuilly. In Calciuma Nitrate
addition , foutotlld salts
has ten that which are
 
insolubi' 
 il ,'vycling l,;eh sdltons can ie extracted
 
from tIh'c;,lich, t,5 fresh vatit'" and 'ecovered bv General Information

solar' t'vuilir';it nd si-,lI.ctiii tol,,m cr'yst;Illiz;tion yield
substantil tlillagi', "I ;tiitiinal solitln nitrate, as Although osimple methods are available for pr'well as ,tas-siuit nirat V-r,itu', ioilate(,borates,t €tucing calcium nitrale, its use as a fer'tilizer is offsetand sulf;i, . l s issc;iti'i Salts tray It. of future by extreme hygroscopicity even in moderately humidsignifica'' tf. Ic 'hilei nitr'ati. industr. climates. It is liossihle that the 
nmor'e recent avail

ability of impervious plasticIbagrs raay increase theSyntlhei' itlilri
Nitlr;tl--'Ihv deplendence of the popularity of calciun nitrate for :igriCultUral Use.United St:ti,, 91nd ullir c,.Lrntr'S oinnatural Chilean As a fertilizer, calcium nilrate has Special advantagessoditi nit t dUt'inK thV i':i'ly hartl ot' the 20th for (i1nrs saline soils sine the c1lcitnnIl displaces thecentumy hid Io thi, de.vtilpment of siveral chenical sodium that is abisorletd ivy clay i, !oils. For this 
fr'ofor iies'temsltallufti'. All Ihese methods 
 r'eaton it may ie lreferred for use in ;'Icas with soil
s,,ditulll SoltLlollproduce a niltrate. which is concen- salinity pr'toilleis, stich iS ipats of Egylpt and Calitrated, trVdtallizi'I .int 'tt ifugei. In Ste'in cases, fornia . It also his tf|eaidvanlage of' t)eingrllaidthe dewatered and wS thil Sall is dried in a rotar'y forming. Other apllications include explosives,drier' prior t,I sc'reenilg. s Iorag, and ibaggin g; pyr'otechnics, and inorganic chemical operations.

alternatively, itmay be titltid aid graint'd or prilled. 

A~ppreciald' iltihintitit' of sodium nitrate have P'ope'rties of Calcium Nitratealso been madt, i the Uniteid States by the salt 
process develoied ItY the Allid (hemical Cor'porttion. The properties of calcium nitrate are given inInrthis rrlethod (which is believ'd olt to tbeCurr'ently table 7. 
in olieration), nitric acid and sodium chloride arereaceted to yield Sodium nitr'ate, chlorine, n it rosylI
('hlor'ide anti .. .ir',;I, 


Production 
Methods
 

,IIINO a + 3NaCI ' tNaN()$ I 'I1,. i 21120 + NOCI
 Most calcium nitrate comes from Europe, where it
'I'he nit rI chloride can b,,. useid as an is produced in two principal ways. In one method Iintermediate fir other derivativ's , or it can be direct reaction between calcium carbonate and nitricreacted with sotium car'ltnate to yield additional acid is employed, and in the other the calcium nitratesodium nit rali,, sodium chloride, nitric oxide, proand formed as a coproduct in sonic nitrophoslthatecarbon dioxide: cesses is separated by crystallization and filtration
 

or centrifuging. 
3NOCI i 2Na 2('(, -~NaNO3 I + :NaCl 42N0 + 2C0 2 Direct Process--In the direct process, crushed 

limestone is reacted with 50% nitric acid in towersThe salts lroduced (';inlie redigested and Ihe lined with acid-resistant br'ick, and the residual acidniltric oxide used to make additional sodium nitrate (or i is neutralize] with lime. The liquor which contains 



TAPI.E 7. IROPER'rIES OF CAICIUM NITRATE 

Formula Ca(NOa )2 
Appearance White, crystallineolecular ,'eighL 164.10 

Mtelting point 555.7 0 C 

Density, 201/41C 2.36 (anhydride) 


SoliubiliLy, g/lO0 g 

of water 


renpera tore (0 C) 

0 102 


100 364 


Approximate analysis 
(fertilizer grade) 

Nitrogen 15.5% 
Calcium 36.0% 

Critical relative 
humijdities 


200 C 54.8 

300 C 46.5 


about 4101'Ca(N0 3 ) 2 is clarified in settling tanks and 
brought to a concentration of 87% in a vacuum 
evaporator unit. Some 5%of ammonium nitrate is then 
added as a granulation aid to raise the nitrogen 
content to 15.5%, prior to spray drying in a prilling
tower. The granules or prills are cooled, screened,
and packed in moisture-resistant bags. 

The above reaction, which is exothermic, is 
represented by: 

CaCO3 + 21INOa -Ca(NO 3 ), + CO. + 1120 - 15.,410 

Nitrophosphate/Calcium Nitrate Production--The 
production of byproduct calcium nitrate in nitrophos-
phate processes is discussed in chapter XV. 

Nitrophosphate processes can be divided into two 
categories, namely, those in which calcium nitrate is 
separated from the nitrophosphate liquor and those 
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wherein calcium nitrate is converted to less hygro
scopic compounds, e.g., ammonium nitrate, and 
no separation is undertaken (10). 

Most )rocesses in the first category are
variations of the original Norwegian "Odda" method in 
which 1.0 part of ground phosphate rock is digested
with about 1.5 parts of nitric acid at 55'-70'C in a 
continuous reaction system. The reaction liquor isthen chilled by brine in '.cat exchangers to 
precil)itate calcium nitrate tetrahydrate, which is 
separated and washed by means of centrifuges or 
rotary vacuum filters. The crystals are melted at 
42'C, clarified, neutralized with ammonia gas, prilled, 
cooled, and bagged. In some plants, ammonium
nitrate is added prior to crystallization to yield the 
double salt, 5Ca(NO:) 2 "NI 4 N0 3 101{)20. 

A special prilling process has been developed in 
the Netherlands and used there and in othercountries. It. consists of prilling the product into an 
oil bath rather than air. Since the oil contains about 
10 , paraffin wax which forms a coating on the prills,
the rate of moisture absorption is retarded (37). The 
prills are separated from the oil by settling and 
centrifuging. They are stored in bulk for fewa 
weeks while th.. oil remaining on the prills is 
absorbed into the interior leaving the wax coating 
on the surface. The usual oil content of the 
prills is about 1%. The decahydrate salt,
5Ca(NOa )2'NIIN0 3 ' 1011.10, will rapidly absorb waterwhen the relative humidity exceeds 50% and will 
deliquesce; whereas, the anhydrous salt, Ca(NO 3) 2 ,although more hygroscopic, will at)sorb about ,10% of 
its own weight of water before incipient liquefaction 
occurs. Both products are promptly packed in 
moisture-resistant bags to minimize storage and 
handling problems during shipment. 

Storage 

Except in very dry climates, calcium nitrate is 
likely to deliquesce, and storage in moisture-proof
bags is usually mandatory. As with other nitrate 
fertilizer salts, precautions should be taken to avoid 
impregnation of organic material with calcium nitrate 
to reduce possible conflagration from a source of heat 
in the vicinity. For 
shipping regulations 
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IX Urea 

Introduction 

Urea was first identified in 1773 when it was 
isolated by crystallization from urine. It was first 
prepared synthetically in 1828 by Wohler from ammonia 
and cyanuric acid (1): 

Nil 3 + HCNO - CO(NH 2 ) 2 

This preparation was a milestone in science since 
urea became the first organic compound prepared by
synthesis from inorganic materials. Previously it was
believed that organic compounds could be produced
only by living organisms. The present method of 
synthesizing urea from ammonia and carbon dioxide 
has been known in principle since 1868, but 
commercial production by this method started in 1922 
in Germany, in 1932 in the United States, and in 1935 
in England. However, there was some commercial
production in Canada (by DuPont) starting in 1920 
using calcium cyanamide according to the reaction: 

CaCN 2 + 31120 - CO(NH 2 ) 2 + Ca(OH) 2 

Use of urea as a fertilizer developed rather 
slowly at first, partly because early processes were 
cumbersome and expensive and partly because of some 
doubt about its agronomic suitability. Urea has been 
considered a slow-release fertilizer in Europe since it 
must undergo two transformations in the soil before it 
becomes available to most crops (1). The first 
transformation is hydrolysis: 

CO(NH 2 )2 + H20 - 2NH 3 + CO 2 

The second transfor-mation is nitrification in which 
ammonia is oxidized in the soil by microbiological 
means first to nitrite and then to nitrate. These
reactions proceed rapidly in warm, moist soil, but 
they are quite slow in cool soils which are character-
istic of temperate climates (northern Europe) in the 
spring season. 

Under some circumstances urea can be phy totoxic,
and many cases of severe damage to crops have 
occurred, especially when the urea was placed close 
to the seeds. These cases were mainly associated 
with "combine drilling," which is a common practice
in some European countries. The practice consists 
of drilling fertilizer with small grain seed. The 
phytotoxicity may be caused by locally high
concentrations of ammonia during the hydrolysis 
stage, or it.may be caused by accumulation of nitrite 
during the nitrification stage. A possible third cause 
is the presence of excessive amounts of biuret as an 
impurity in urea. 

Aside from toxicity, poor agronomic results may
be caused by loss of ammonia to the atmosphere when 
urea is applied on the surface of the soil or as a 
topdressing to growing crops. This loss is caused by
the formation of ammonia by hydrolysis under such 
conditions that part of it escapes to the atmosphere 
rather than being adsorbed by the soil. A major use
for straight nitrogen fertilizer in the United Kingdom 
and many European countries is for topdressing 

cereals and grass. Studies in England and the 
Netherlands have shown that on the average urea is 
only 80%-85% as effective as ammonium nitrate for this 
use. 

For the reasons mentioned above, urea has been 
unpopular in most European countries, and it still 
finds little use in ncrthern Europe as a straightnitrogen fertilizer. However, recent studies have 
shown that urea is as effective as ammonium nitratewhen incorporated in the soil at or before planting
time. 

In :he United States the general conclusion of 
agronomists is that urea is as good as any other 
nitrogen fertilizer if properly used. However, it is 
not recommended f-or some uses, such as surface 
application on grasslands in humid climates or in 
placements incontact with or near seeds.
 

Urea is generally satisfactory for rice and 
preferable to nitrates for flooded rice since nitrates 
are reduced to N 2 0 or N 2 in the anaerobic zone ofthe rice paddy and hence lost to the atmosphere. 
Also the rice plant, unlike most other crops, canutilize the ammonium form of nitrogen efficiently. In 
tropical, subtropical, and warm temperate zones, the 
hydrolysis and nitrification (in aerobic soil conditions) 
are rapidly completed; thus, there is no delayed
release effect. For these reasons and because of its 
high concentration and favorable production cost,
it has become the most popular nitrogen fertilizer in 
Asia and in many countries on other continents. An 
excellent discussion of the agronomic effects of ureahas been presented by Tomlinson who concludes that 
urea can be used efficiently, but its use requires ahigher degree of understanding than is the case with 
simple inorganic salts (2). 

It has been estimated that urea will constitute 
about 85% of the nitrogen fertilizer capacity in Asia 
by 1980 (3). On a worldwide basis urea is now the 
most popular solid nitrogen fertilizer, and its use is 
growing more rapidly than that of other materials.Figure I shows present and planned future trends of 
world fertilizer capacity of urea, ammonium nitrate,
and ammonium sulfate. It is evident that urea 
capacity is increasing much more rapidly than that of 
the other two products. However, the capacity
figures for ammonium nitrate do not include a sub
stantial amount that is produced directly in compound
fertilizers such as ammonium phosphate-nitrates and 
nitrophosphates. Likewise, a smaller amount of 
ammonium sulfate is produced directly in compound 
fertilizers. 

Urea is also used as a cattle feed supplement 
where it may replace a part of the protein requirements. It also has numerous industrial uses, notably
for production of plastics. 

Properties of Urea 

Some properties of urea that are of Interest for 
fertilizer use are: 
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50 i I Biuret Formation--Biuret (N1 2 -CO-NH-CO-NHis formed during urea synthesis and 2 )in the processing 
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Figure 1. World Nitrogen Fertilizer Capacity Trends. 

Properties of Pure Urea 

Molecular weight 60.06
Nitrogen content, % 46.6 
Color white 
Specific gravity 
 1.335
Melting point, °C 132.7 
Solubility in water, parts per 


100 parts of water by weight at 

00
 C 66.720 0 C 108.0 

400C 167.060 0 C 251.0 
80 0 C 400.0 


100 0 C 
 733.0
Critical relative humidity at 
20 0 C 81% 
30 0 C 73% 

Specific heat at 20'C 0.320 
Ileat of solution in water
 

(endothermic), cal/g 
 -57.8
 

The relatively low specific gravity, compared
with that of other fertilizer materials, must be taken 
into account in calculating storage space requirements. For instance, storage space requirements 
per unit of nitrogen are about the same for urea 
as for ammonium nitrate since the higher analysis
of urea is offset by its lower specific gravity. Urea
is less hygroscopic than ammonium nitrate bit more 
hygroscopic than ammonium sulfate; it requires 
protection from humid atmosphere in some climates. 

of solutions containing urea following the synthesis.Its formation during synthesis is suppressed by 
excess ammonia. It forms rapidly in urea melts at theusual temperature 	 (about 140'C) used in prilling or 
granulating urea and at slower rates at lowertemperatures in hot solutions. In most. processes,
biuret formation is limited by minimizing the retention 
time of the hot solution or melt during theevaporation and prilling or granulation ste)s. 

Urea of very low biuret content (less than 
can be obtained by vacuum crystallization of 

urea solution. Less biuret is formed at the 	 lowertemperature used in vacuum crystallization, andbiuret does not crystallize with the urea. Biuret that 
accumulates in the mother liquor is disposed of by
drawing off a sidestream of the liquor which
returned to the urea synthesis unit where it 

is
is 

reconverted to urea. 

Crystalline urea can be dissolved and used forfoliar application or melted and prilled or granulated.
Some biuret is formed during melting, but prillscontaining 0.3% or less of biuret can be produced. 
In the usual evaporation-prilling method, the product 
commonly contains about 1% biuret. Plant constructorsusually will guarantee less than 1% biuret, but with 
variations in plant operation a range of 0.8% to 2.0% 
is common. 

For most urea fertilizer uses, biuret content 
to 2% is of no consequence; it decomposes in 

up 
the soil 

and its nitrogen content becomes available to plants
(4). However, if urea is placed in contact with theseed or near it, crop damage due to biuret may
 
result. This type of placement can cause damage
even with pure urea (or other concentrated 
fertilizers), but the high-biuret urea (more than 1%)
is more toxic than low-biuret urea. 

Biuret is toxic to citrus plants and some other 
crops when applied as a foliar spray. For foliar 
application on citrus crops, urea containing less than 
0.25% biuret is preferred. For other crops sensitivityto biuret in foliar sprays varies widely; solutions 
made from urea containing 1.5% biuret were consideredacceptable for foliar application to maize or soybeans 
(5).
 

Biuret is preferred to urea for use in cattle feed 
as a protein substitute. Processes are under study
for recovering biuret from urea production as a 
profitable byproduct. 

Production Processes 

All commercial production of urea is from carbon 
dioxide and ammonia. The carbon dioxide is obtained 
as a byproduct from ammonia production. The
reaction proceeds in two steps: (1) formation of
ammonium carbamate and (2) dehydration of ammonium 
carbamate: 

2NIlI3 +C N1I2CO2NII 42Urea forms addition compounds (adducts) withmany compounds; some of those frequently found in 	 NIIC0 2 N11 4 , CO(N1l 2 ) 2 f ll20fertilizers are calcium sulfate, monocalcium phosphate,and ammonium chloride. In some cases formation of The first reaction is highly exothermic (37.7these adducts may lead to severe caking. Urea also g-mole) while the second 
kcal/ 

reacts reaction is moderately endowith phosphoric acid and nitric acid forming thermic (-7.7 kcal/g-mole). The firstthe crystalline compounds, urea phosphate and urea 	
reaction is 

nitrate, 	
slow at atmospheric pressure, but at the elevatedrespectively. Utilization of these salts as pressures used infertilizers 	 practice it is practically instanor fertilizer intermediates has been pro- taneous (1). The second reaction does not go toposed, and experimental development is in progress completion; it approachesin several countries. Iowever, no commercial use is 	

equilibrium at a rate whichdepends on temperature and pressure. A summary ofknown at present. 0 the effects of the main variables follows. 



Operating Variables 

Temperature--Conversion of ammonium carbamate 
to urea in the absence of excess ammonia increases 
with temperature to a maximum of about 50% at 
170-190C when the pressure is sufficiently high to 
keep the reactants in the liquid state. The rate of 
reaction increases with temperature; it is slow at 
150'C and below (with stoichiometric NIIj:CO2 ratio) 
and quite rapid at 210 0C. A 3atisfactory approach to 
equilibrium can be obtained in the temperature range 
of 180 0 -200'C in 0.3-1.0 hours or at lower tempera
tures with excess ammonia. Corrosion difficulties 
increase with temperature, and a range of 180'-210'C 
is generally accepted as optimum for most processes. 

tPressure--At constant temperature, conversion 
increases with pres:;ure up to the critical point which 
is the point at which the vapor phase is substantially 
eliminated and the reactants are in the liquid state. 
Further increase in pressure is not beneficial. The 
critical temperature is a complex function of the 
temperature and composition of the reactor contents. 
For' example, at 150"C a pressure of about 100 atm 
might be near optimum for a stoichiometric NI 3I:CO2 
ratio, hut at this temperature the rate of reaction is 
unacceptably slow. At the preferred temperature of 
1800-210"C, pressures of 140-250 atm are commonly 
used. 

Mole RHatie ofNill: cO,--Excess Nil, above the 
stoichiometric mole ratio of 2 favors the rate of the 
reaction The p)ercentage of CO2 converted to urea 
is increased hut, of course, the percentage of Nl13 
converted to urea is decreased. Since recycling of 
excess Nil, is relatively simple (as compared with CO2 
which remains as carbamate), most processes use 50", 
or more excess ammonia (a mole ratio of 3:1 or more). 

Other Factors--The presence of water decreases 
conversion; therefore, most processes are designed to 
minimize the amount of water recycled to the reactor. 
The presence of small amounts of oxygen (air)
decreases corrosion; many processes use this method 
of minimizing corrosion. 

Optimum Conditions--It is generally not economical 
to maximize the percentage conversion in the reactor 
since this would require an excessive retention time. 
The aim therefore is to attain maximum quantity of 
urea production per unit of time with due regard to 
the cost of recycling unreacted (02 and Nl13 as well 
as the cost of increased reactor size and corrosion 
difficulties which increase with temperature. 
Typical operating conditions are: temperature, 
180"-210"(7; pressure, 1,10-250 atm; Nit,: CO2 mole 
ratio, 3:1-4: 1; and retention time, 20-30 minutes. 

Once-lh rough and Part ial-lecycle Processes 

Most new plants now use total-recycle processes. 
lowever, once-through or partial-recycle processes 
have been popular in some countries and in some 
cases may still be preferred. 

The once-through method is the simplest and 
least expensive (in both capital investment and 
operating costs) of the three basic types of 
processes. A typical unit flowsheet (synthesis section 
only) is given in figure 2. Liquid ammonia and 
gaseous carbon dioxide are pumped into the urea 
reactor at about 200 atrn. The reactor temperature is 
maintained at about 15"CIby regulating the amount of 
excess ammonia; ahout 10(0% excess Nl13 is required, 
and about 3r5 of the total NIl 3 is converted to urea 
(75, of the C0 2 is converted). The reactor effluent 
solution contains about 80% urea after carbamate 
stripping. The unconverted Nl13 and ('Oy. are driven 
off at noderate presisures b)y steam eliIi n 
effluent solution in the carl)amalte strippers. 

While this process is the simplest of the urea 
proeesnes, it is the lfast flexible and cannot le 
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Figure 2. Typical Once-Through Urea Process. 

operated unless some provision is made to utilize the 
large amount of off-gas ammonia. It is thus tied to 
the coproduction of some other material, e.g., 
ammonium sulfate, ammonium nitrate, nitric acid, or 
ammonium phosphate, for which the ammonia can be 
used. One case in which the system can be used is 
the production of urea-ammonium nitrate solution; the 
unconverted Nil, is used to make ammonium nitrate 
solution which is then mixed with the urea solution. 
Even in this case, most new plants use a total-recycle 
process. 

In the partial-recycle process, part of the 
off-gas ammonia and carbon dioxide from the 
carbamate stripl)ers is recycled to the irea reactor. 
Recycling is accomplished hy absorbing the stripp" 
gases in a recycle stream of partially stripped urea 
effluent, in process-steam condensate, or in moth(-r 
liquor from a crystallization finishing process. In 
this manner, the amount of Nil. in off gas .,s 

reduced. Any proportion of the unreacted ammonia 
can be recycled; typically, the amount of ammonia 
that must he used in some other process is reduced 
to about 15% of that from a comparahle once-through 
unit. 

The Mitsui Toatsu partial-recycle proces 
flowsheet is typical of the first method and is shown 
in figure 3. Liquid N1l1 and gaseous CO 2 are 
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pumped to the urea reactor at 200 atm. The ter
perato e 'ereactor atai110 at . 185"t' 
by proper balance or excems Nil, and carlrmna e 
solution recycle feed. Aboul 10'1,-Il11, excess Nil., is 
used; about 70%of the Nil, and IM, f the ( O) tre 
used ou The Nl, aiir 0%of the O2 ir 

It e u e a 'lse o er 3t1'1, The NIco 
iS st I uised in rane o Iher' lr(ice s. 'TIe reac tor' 
effluent contains about H()1, urea, 

Unreact,"d Nll:I and C02 are separated from tLe 
urea solution il the high-pIresisure separtator and III 



two to tr'ee sleam-hputed varbamalet Stiiptrs ill 
successively lower piressures. The off froni Iniategas li' 
separator antd the finst-stage strilpper is absorbed in 
the high-prtessure ahsortttr by ;I Side stiream of lar'-
tially stripped reactor 'ffluent from the highII-pressure
separator. lleat evolved in the abrsorber reaction is 
removed (to increase abisorption apacily) ty the
addition and expansion of part of' the liquid ammonia 
feed at this point. Pure gaseous imionki from theIli 
of the atbsOr'ber is ailso recycled to the urea reactor 
after being condenstd. 

a of 

can he absorhbel il the itsoruter solution 


Since the uillnotll tinllmllitlln carbanatt,' which 
descritd 

above is limited l)y its 1)1 in the ItSoluIt system
l12 0-ire'a-Nl:, Parl of tht, ammloia anid cartbon 
dioxidfe l tcannot recycled anld must he used in tht 
prodction (if ;I ctprod.ict rnitr'ottgen matetial. As in 

the ont'-thr'otig'h pir't'iess , tin' obrvtlion of 
 the urea 

plant still lllust coincitti' with that li' the coprioduct

plant. 


O)lhtr parlial-ret'ycvlt' ltr'ict'ssps differ in Wetail 
blt accomplish siriilar results. 'There is little interest, 

ill 
 Sucth irtises C it ireSt'nt . While the investment 

cost is rort'owhat lower' than that for total re ycle,
,thi advantige apparen''lly dtes not compelnsate for' till 

inflexibility ari,..ng from the ntcessity 'f oieraling a 

t'tiproditlct plant 
 with mutual il terdtlpell dtency
 
irobills.
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Tol'< -ro-cvCi, pro.CSU+. S, ;,+,,'llI,(, C'~i.Sr,~ iif I rivt + 

Il,0111tl11, al(co'rditlir 
ft) lhc 1-f.,cyclt. pi n i l e .d ( I) h,,it-

hrf: Iv, il IIur , r ecycle, ("! ) 1,t-pl al l-lifil- r o-cI''lyc'li., 
( 3) silurry- r -ol ,ht. , I 'I) cal-IIIllllIl1,-!,.o lllItoll r.1,cyc~h.,, 

and (.5) SIriiIl9 . Tihe first four lgrOuls) Use Car'ba
d(cOmpositi on steps basically Similar to those of 

the once-throlgh and partial-retcycle processes;
whl'eas, the last one differs evell in this respect. 

lhot-gas recycle of mixed IO.-, NII:, and 1120) 
has Wen used in Germany Ietween the two World 
Wars by . U i"ar'leindristr. i11 ()plpau. The hot 

collr'i !;ta;g(sgS was 'iip ( in five ty reciprocaling 
compressors with interstagi to ;itl ( til t ritur', of 
260"-270"(' and ;i prt'sO', of f' 120-130 ;it). It was 
then cooled to 160-' to condensetli' gases (with
carlmlt'l formation). and the heatl waS Isa's't'o'r'l't 
steaill. To pr'ct'ss Was riot verV suict'essful; when 

pliant was df'strotyetf luring the list war, it was 
not rtihilt '.l'h ihfi wa. revivef hy Ib'yehemical 'on
strutti)in 'ilpally with the proposal that lthe 
compression fie i(one with large tllt riftigal ('tllipiiressor's 
that btam' av;iilatle in t 19t rising it' nw tmiaterials 
of conllStlctill that Can o0l'al, ;i hi gh telrl)iit'ratlrt 
(,10(0"-510"tC) wilhoult inltr,'sl:t cooling. The plrtilostid 
lir'I't'ss steUms tchnically soutl, tll tit riftgal
c(mp-Irt'ssors tif this sllort are feasihlt only in Such 
large Sizts that ith Milimum scale would invIlve a 
urea plant oif abtut I 200-tpd capacity. Since smaller 
scale thevt'l)iilt't is not feasiiile, no torganization 
has tbeen willing to risk using tlit untrietd proess on 
such a larg' Sit'Al 

Tit' si'lstr'ailt'- Iais recyclt' wasIl'lthod tit'veloped 
ito it'tl'cmtn I lhtc difficulties tif tlt mixed tot gasrT- i ( c' prlc'lrc ss. 'It' ('02 ;itl( Nit:, can htet' o'pes't'setd 
separattly wit hottl difficultits caused hy carharnate 
formtliin. Pitrts ,s i' this type wt'erei dttvtelhpted by 
Inv'niti ( Siit/t''land) inl ('l'l-Alliel (t1rilted ,states).Tiie irintiiph, , tithe PIt ,siss is that '(), in tile gas
rnixtuir't frlnh t'til ecnpoltrs is arsorbclld sectively 
inl i Soilvent Such is, Ilolnot hariolajiilt (MIEA). The 
Nil: rImaining after ('02 rrnoil is co'plre',ssed and 
recycled toI th, synlhIsis reactor. lhe (02 is 
dts' 'lttid from tthe MEA Solvent by litaing, ;ilri] it is 
rcycled ,paravly (G). 

i'i 
The plr'C'S has the ildvantage that tInversion 

is rnot ri rIty ctlceti'hi watl, lo tilt reictr' and 
tihat hit pr'ttlim if recycling ctorr''osiv' sltllion lt fhle 
reactor is avoiided. (ffstling this iS lhit difficulty in 
r'c'iovir'ing heat and cost of' MFIA Themakeup, 

rutiroier tif ilants using 
 lie Inethoid is relatively !,rali
anid it is itt known t,) it' in list ill iry of tIh' large

larit S (1,1 0 tittp and uip) built in) rtt'ofl years' 

'lih liririclildi ' htit, i' lur'r'y-ricy ., itr'tess is 
ihat t Ill-C )2 -NII -II. I ga, riixtur Irigi ', li a I't'it tor

' ; paraffin si, d. ill'arrirte islight il afil C
ftrlnil ill Iii' rl iit~l ;IS a Sliit'n1isIi ill iil. This 
!,tsll t'I i li ctnit;aininrg 3!i,"10';, ,,,li i, IS iulll titd irito 
h urea un1it ttihtlr'nl'r wilh I'r'.,h 0, an dlhi, ,ylitlii,i, 

NII: t.detolnupo+',,l" tilt Sva,l IhcThe ,li(vanld I th,oili gi,,r i 'tru h ' 'l' tll lvdf ro,l fi ll] ulht '/1', 

Solutl tion. by by IPvchilivyali',i' ),) anldTI hai,' bevn lis'.tdIde dratu (France1(fill'. irti Thc ''t'loC, 

tI hat i tvi'tl li i.i ir r 

C a;r'h;ll1l1l I d I-!II I,I+ll - l't'cyc IcI I)VOCI-SW,!,, AIl't' CIJlr

ti Iit I11'tliti'rIc l 'iIt, tit tn'ti''. r TIt a I' ve'r' a lti 
IIIl1 rt;I-tiy ' 't ( nri';lli u hi,I mil ' 'ui ,llio;1, I r -S,,,y 

di ,tt i , ttnt' llu lli, ,'.) whici'h a rll iffurtd iy 
develp'ti andvlifillf-crin!g ,l lailS,, lic ,n tver, lit-illy t illItHlh<d,, l'ht difriI'tcc'oW ly,for ma'in'l' anld 

lIIH'aIII fr' , c'lllerg ,y vo rllcl'v ltJ<ll Ill gr ill'ral l l 
i<ollll it!'l-ro-coi h. pl'(Wf-'!,d -, I. lI +ea~llkilinv ' IC(I; and 
N ilI fil w t+'l andl, I'fychil ,r it Ii flt - Syid~li , ,to-lj 
a. ;f a lt ov, Ctliitlliito . r ii a o nt o 

a tl 1-r 1111. 1be% ; I'];111o;1 IflinilliIIlI . ho T-vll' ;III c aIII t i 

adw ilionl or waih't' iowel'S iht,, r o~C'l~f ('-onvv~'i-s n 
tit I11v; AI',,o , evaporatq,l;iionl Or addition,al water I ;'!,,
ai I~'r i m.lpart' onl flit, f-' l'lllv Of'" 11h' p tI-Sl''!, 

!;lt . ,t illal.. agr h+T-Io W;I!, coll ,idt-l-ahhl Varliationl 
inII iht- 41.,,ign ll I rv. (ftll-l.+, l va1" oll.Hl,-,.1111 it'll- I-fcylh
l ' . ,' ; Ihe , Ilf ftll lu' ! Iliuvi. igradhlally (if!,

0-1'1' 'l"), 11l'. lol l l , VI l~il(-A , r liv " ll ll l ll~ '1 dP I l , , 'co-N ,'+ 
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are much thill same. All te similarl'et'Itor tonditiol 
(temtieraitu'te about 185h'C and t)rCSSII' " hlbotl 
200 atni), maintain an Nil:(). mole ratiotof abutut ,I:I 
in tile synthesis hItil) , and get athtit te salle 
onvtsion (6-50i,7) 4tf ('( ) to ureatot' ea h pass

through tin' synthesis reactor. ()vtarl t'onvt'i'siol otf 
Nil., to urtl is T):, o1' Illto't'. All t'dtuct' tilt' t'e;t'toi' 
t''flt'nt ]'pbressure ito ;ill iltllent'di;itt , level and then 

pals the s]tilin thlrugl tWo or thr'eeo ,'t;l 's of 

decompositio'n ( byli hI ing ) at stcctssively lowe\cr 
presurte- levels. Ill ;Itch , te e evolved ga , 

Mixture is colrdiellsei (or ;io'ited il1 wr'ak t,Iltit ,trl 
t'olildt'nset iln a late, stag ), and t ue tilt It iniPr 
solutions ae't wor'kt't back thriuih tiln system It tilt! 
et'actort' tin'Iexcess aimloilia (ti the xesst' use d 

ill til intitial l't''otI'f eed) tts tthrough thte 
aibs(ot 'io':, , is col'i lli . 
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Ili tilt'! (tIt',iiiitmiiition section, heat lmuist i' iddd 
ill o'dte' to get all a(.(lUte;I It ot0 'trbllniite 
decompositiotn . Much of' this is heat releas(d wheln 
tle evolved gases are recondensed, and it is at this 
point that he;at is usually recovered. The recovery is 
limitled to the lCt'l Ilh'conIIIotSilion stage lt,hWVtl'', 
tealli tilt gases . i it so low a pressure ill tilt 

later stages that the condens;ition tlmperature is too 
Io, fol e'onotmtlIit'al rcv't'yt' of tilt' lheat. 

Thus, til' usal source I'r heat ''covey' is hot 
i'Itldt'll liquor' tutu tit flit'st-stlag t' ahsorbet, 
iactice varit's as to t e stt'aill tise ti to ;litot't this 

i ,hiat. Ill sttlli' cases, watet' hieatel and 
pioiud ill tntl' publishedl fl'wosletv, a 
stremt is involved. 

t'tO' t l i t.+llt, ll llt , I' %,v;1tvl re letty'id too I f
' "'lh< ,iln h ?ts +ll;t~~'lttl-lli'lr a l,-(M C II--101 lo, rl'ti.as+ilil), 

alltwiilg tie t't vtvd gasts to tt' lrt--i. 
iilelT'icivntl bt'ciuts it give" Il;iXillium e'\'altotl' 
water . T 'ol ,

'yste'1i have 'vovcdti , itoth o f which 
Inililimt' witeo' ti 'loi';Itioll . The firsl intvotlvte' a 
so'r t'i ' i t'iach t;i '+ i t ( ) Iii'i's-su, i't' i''dt'tion 
(2) gas r ha.. , (3) ht;iting ;, il (,1) furtht r is 
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Figure 4. Typical Ts)t&lR~cyclg Ursa Process ITVA Plant), 

. i-TO VENT to inhibit corrosion. The amount of air should be 
-sufficient to give a concentration of at least 5 ppm of 

REYLE NESTS*l.WI-- SCUIE 	 oxygen in the synthesis loop. The gas stream 
o 	 leaving. the stripper, which contains the Cox inputplus N~l1 and Cos that has been stripped from the 

solution, flows to the condenser. es stripped
solution, which contains Lurea and water Plus arelatively small amount oflcarbamate, flows to another& 	 section of the plant (described later) for further~ ~ treatment., The gas stream from the stripper enters!3 theatop of 	 the condenser together with the Nil1 input

REACTOR * I "'for .yte.* J 	 the The condenser also receives a stream.I COtNERN of recycledprovides enoughcarbamate: 
solvent

solution and a relatively smallI sidestream of solution directly from the reactor whichto prevent deposition of solid 
WRIER carbamate, The mixture flows downwardly through

the condenser which contains a series of sieve plates
to prevent back mixing. Thl reactor is cooled byothe :host ,releasedwater (generating bysteam atcarbitmate45 satm) which removesformation and 
condensation, 

Condensation is only partially completed In the 
--- -- --- -condenser; the mixture flows to the bottom of the

Me '-sA reactor and upwardly through the reactor where6111111,0,11 carbamate formation is completed and conversion ofcarbamuate to urea takes place, The reactor solution 
then goes to the stripper; the cycle is completed, 

$mal amounts of gas accumulate in the top ofthe urea reactor. The gases consist of air that wasFlues 1. Synth, Soot$" of Susnitwee C0 Sttrippig Pruu. added for corrosion control plus Hg tand Na dissolved 
In liquid ammonia and minor impurities in the COa. 

urea reactor is operated at a pressure of about 140 The gases are vented through a high-pressurescrubber where they are washed with carbamateatm and a temperature of 1801 I5'C with an Nil it COl solution to recover most of the Nits and COa and thenabout o8mole ratio of 2 (40t excess Nils), The vented to a ow-pressure- washing column (not shownsolution from the reactor flows by gravity to the in figure 5).
stripper, As In a urea synthesis processes, thesolution contains urea, carbamate excess ammonia, The basic flow dimgram of the entire proces Isand water. The sipr resembles a fallingflm shown in figure 6. The urea colution leaves the
evaporatori It c=ontai parallelheaed by steam. The steam 	 suppliestubes externa ynthesis section through an expansion valve atthe heat whi 1600;C It is firet treated at an intermediate pressureis absorbed by decomposition of carbama (about 2,6 atm) in a rectification column and a beater 
te sluto terature to maintained in the rang e and a separator to remove most of the remainingnio r ofw8001909, solution flows as a film down g o carbamate as Cog and Nit. le solution pressure isitr wall oftthe tubes, AU of the Cos required 	 then reduced to atmospheric pressure for finalin the process enters the bottom of the stripper and purffieation, Tho Nits and COs recovered in theseflowsupward through the tubes countrcurrent to the steps are condensed to form a carbamato solutionsolution, A small amount of air ia added to the Cog which Isrecycled to the synthesis sestion. 
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ilMost of" the equipment is made oel,ow-carbon Lresult in a saving in both capita and opertingr costs,
stilesSt. o he30or ;317 type contasiningr 17%l, Two coincidente ak e suc integrration. attrctvez12%'rland . 2%or 17%, 13%, and 4%Cr, HU, and MO, (I) Since the ranges of, pressure commonly used inirespectivelyL iowever, corrosion conditions are ammonia, and urea syntheses overlap, the sameparticularly severe in the stripper, .and a 25-22-2 -pressure can be used In both processes, and (2) Thelloy pref~erred

::proceSSeS, a titanlum-lined stainless steel vessel is natural ga 
a!! is for this equip~ment, For some amount of CO1 generated by.an ammosnia plant using

fedstock isaapproximately equal to that!:usedfor the synthesis step, required to convert the ammonia toura 
......The advantesa of, the stripping process ae Several organizations have studied -integrated
lower net energy consumption (steam aend electricity), amonia-urea procHesse experimentlly, Mitsui Toatsusomewhat lower investment cot ind reduced has operated & pilot plant in Japan tor severl yearsmaintenance requirements. E£nergfy saving results (6), and SnamprogrettiL (SHAM) has developed andifrom doing most of: the recyclinir at synthesis tilted th rcess .ina sml pln (Otd of urea)pressure thereby avoiding recompresston of reactants, in Siily (8!
The pump for recyclni| hot, concentrated crbamatesolution are a major source of,maintenance in Onepon atwih he moia nd reventionaiNRoonx processes, but they are not required processes can be inteigrted isaby combinlngr the COs5in the stripping pro:ess, . removal step of the amonia, process with .the 

.;l,ver!her laeoher tripinr p o~e sH hat carbamate formation step of, the urea process , In theThr re svrlohe tipn SHAM this is done byi absorbingr the CO)3processesrthat flowshethave benpooe rued. Somie involve strippin f'rom the ammonia synthesis gas inIa strong{ ammoniaat alreduced pressure (stuch aS 75*00 atm) with solution in ;two fal~ flm het exc.hatgr n eisrecom1preslion of the hot gas to full reator pressure. oe opeted at high temperature (iS0 C) with heatA major variation Is the Use of' Ifa insteadl of CO1 recovery ad the other~ operated at low temperature;for/ stipng ainte nprogeuIt-(SHAM) proess. the HIIIprocessTh rcs an be operate with stip~an (40*). In Mtu the CO. is removedrom the /amoiant esis gas11byscrubbing with 
reactor at th saume pressure (l30*160 at.)o wt recycld carbamate solution wihamoiaad tnstripping at -alower pressUre ;(l0d I80 aTS); and peked toweor,reation at higherpressure i(200.380 atm), .When at In bth cases the step isrieou:synthesis pressure (30.350 atm.), ::and 'the
-Iltripping n reaction ,are carried .out at the Samel resultingr strongi c rbamate slution is transfremd
 prssre, h reaction pressUre must somew.hat urea synthesis unit while the. scrubbed
bet_ ;.directly to theloehni onventional prOoesses hich to rs o th s~lyntheis unitr The, potentiallads ga, got lia os cnsoe i ersin ffcincy inthe reactor,. On. advantageso this integration are :obvious. , It]

-'th oarriedout aet: ; replceso herhnd, ifhe stri pin i a ajo energycnsuin steP inthel-l;lllwlh 

ureaplant
,'pln r pric: "olTe te picia oito inegatonIsiUrte 

tw possi chthorticll a leat, old ovnintmoi lattegs evn h 



ammonia converters containing about 14% NH3, 18 melt (less than 1%H3 aj0) and solidifying the melt oncooled by refrigeration to condense liquid NH and cooled3 metallic surface such as a Sandvik conveyor.thus separate It from the unreacted N2 and H3. In The solidified melt is broken up Into flakes, This i;the BNAM integrated process, the NH3 is absorbed in a convenient means for producing a solid material forwater in a falling-filmi absorber producing a solution shipment when the product is to be used in industrialcontaining 80% NH3 and 20% Hge which goes to the processes or in solutions, Flaked urea Is not usedCO, absorption step. Liquefaction of hasammonia and directly for fertilizer. Vacuum crystallizationstorage of liquid ammonia are thus avoided, This step been described brly pndqr"liur LrnationLalso-x carriedout-at -- high-pressure, (200 -or Tatm pricess Is similarTh-ermtalation to that describedmore), under "Ammonium Sulfate" (chapter VIil), The 
crystals are separated from the mother liquor byThe above descriptions of the integrated ammonia- centrifuging and dried, usually in a rotary fuel-firedurea processes are very much simplified. A more dryer, In some countries crystalline urea is baggedcomplete description of the SNAM process is given by and distributed for use as fertilizer, but it is notLagana and Zardi W and Lagana U. The authors very satisfactory for this use because of the smallclaim a 15% saving capital investment and a 17% size of the crystals which leads to caking, Crystallinesaving in raw materials and utilities costs for the urea may also be used for preparing fertilizer soluintegrated process as compared with separate NH3 and tions for folar application or for nonfertiliaerurea plants, However, no large-scale plants have purposes., For the foliar application at low-buretbeen built and therefore a certain amount of risk is content Is a specific advantage for crops like citrusinvolved in scaling up the process. Bnamprogetti fruits that are sensitive to biuret.
 sees no basic difficulty n scaling up the process
 

even to 2,000 tpd of urea. On the other hand, the
 
company suggests that small integrated ammonia-ures

plants of l50-tpd capacity might prove more economical
than large (1,500 tpd) urea plants. Although 10 small 
 Until recently nearly all straight ureaplants would cost about 13%more was

than one large plant, prepared for fertilizer use by prilling, and this i:this disadvantage would be more than offset by a still the most widely used process. The prillingsaving in marketing costs and in infrastructure process is similar to that described in chapter VIIIrequirements M. The case for decentralized under "Ammonium Nitrate," The 75% urea solution isproduction in oma plants has been put forth by evaporated to a melt and prilled using one of twoothers and does not necessarily depend on an drop-forming devices, (1) a "shower-head" sprayintegrated ammonia-urea process, However, there consisting of a number of pipes with holes drilled inwould be an obvious advantage in using some them or (2) a rotating perforated bucket usually ofstandardized design if numerous small plants were conical shape, Alternatively, the urea melt may bebuilt W. formed by melting crystalline urea. 
There are some disadvantages in integrating two The droplets formed by the prilling devices coolprocesses because of loss of flexibility. Neither the and solidify as they fall through an ascendingurea plant nor the ammonia plant can operate airsram. Urea has a lower melting point thanIndependently. Even in an ammonia-ure complex that ammonium nitrate or nther fertilizer materials that areconsists of, separate ammonia and urea units, there priled. Therefore, a longer time is required forare some problems of interdependency, an interruption soldification for tha same size prills, or in a prillof ammonia plant operation forces a shutdown of the tower of von height, the prills may need to beurea plant for lack of COg. The ammonia plant can smaller, n practice, hure prills In Ceneral arecontinue in operation when the urea plant is 6leut smaller than ammonium nitrate prills and considerablydown as long to ammonia storage is available or smaller than the usual size of granular fertilizers,when there is some other outlet (use or sale). Itis an engineering precept that when two processe Priled urea Is also weaker than granular urea,(or process 'steps) are mutually nterdependent, the both in crushtng strength and resistance to abrasion,reliabity of the combination is the product of the as shown by ih, following data from TVA, which alsoreUabillty of the individual processes. For example, show the effects of particle size and formaldehydeit a urea plant and an ammonia plant each have a addition j2:d dreliablity of 90A, the reliability of an integrated


plant would be o,90 x 0.90 - 0.81 or 81.
 
When part of the ammonia is to be used forproducts other than urea or when the ammona (-tlttvOjfeedstock has a higher C:H ratio than required forurea production,. there will be an excess of CO, over 6Fos&.,asthat required for urea production. The integrated rW =I6 A0ure-ammonia processes can be modified to meet theseconditim but at the expense of losing part of theadvantages claimed, 1111 .e clot 1s, 

Ursa FinishIngrocesse 

1,110amff 1.46 110 1115The urea synthesis processes described In the I__ An 1 1 1"

revious section produce an queouas solution contain-" .? we,6#00. I
in about 73%Urea. The solution can be used directly 0sTVA a I'sto prepare nitrogen fertilzr solutions (sea chapter X). i rnn i rC
It can also be used to prp a nular ompound .... fiie III## I! 
 'e'11a i~e ff I aNae0afertilizers (in chaptr XIX) altugh further concen , "wit isa WI Sim fami It. is 0 Wtratoon usually Is desirable for this purpoe. 

.... 

o o e M5 # a t l .W u m liS 

Methods for production of solid urva includeflaking, priIng granulation, cryatallizatlon, and a In addition to impiroved strongth, granular uracmbination of crystallization followed by melting and has the advantgo goter lni i rticlepr, or granulation.,,.ng oai anjt deeolals can be m t leastin the 
raN e 1.1 to 15,0 Am Peor U tance A #ISIs doneFa .ng by evporating the solution to matching gaular DAP or XCI (1,l1.1 M or 

__ lilt 



2.5-4 0 mm) can bu produced for bulk blending, or 
a larger, size (6-10 mm) can be produced for aerial 
forest fertilization or for other special uses, such as 
deep placement in flooded rice fields, Another advan-
tange of granulation over priling is the greater case 
.of control of -*,me and dust, as mentioned under 
"Ammonium Nltraell (chapter VIII), 

n
- aa e-p are 
sufficiently iportant that most new urea plants built 
In the United States and Canada have used granula-r
tion, and granulation factilttes have been added to 
some older plants that previously used prilling, Use 
of urea granulation in some other countries is planned,
Present capacity for granular urea is of th. order 
of 2.5 million tpy, 

The following description of urea granulation 
rocess is taken mainly from an IFDC report (13,

Three processes have produced granular urea-in 
commercial-sized units, They are (1)the Spherodizer 
spray -drum granulation process developed by C&I 
Girdler (2) the TVA pan-granulation process, and 
(3) the Norsk Hydra pan-granulation process, In 
addition, two more processes that are not known to 
be in commercial use but have proven feasible on a 
smaller scale are Flson't rotary-drum process and the 
spouted-bed granulation process which has been 
studied by several companies In Japan, Italy, France,
and the Netherlands, 

TVA tan aranulation 

The inclined pan granulator ts now being
demonstrated by TVA at 7.7 tph which Is the capacity
of the TVA urea solution unit, The granulation
process and the internal recycle or classifying action 
i the pan have been described by Young and McCam, 
(14) and Waggoner, at a. , Figure 7 is a sketch 
oT the pan operation, The feedto the process 
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consists of urea mell from on airoswppt, rotaryadisco
fawng-film evaporator, The mel at a concentration of. 
more than %and a temperature of 141 0C Is pumped
from the bottom of the evaprator to multiple sprays 
over the bed of moving solids in the pan granulator.
With proper, positkning of the hotiow-oone spray 
nonsus which feed the melt and with proper dietribu-
lion of the recycled undersise on the pan, the melt 
sidifies In even tapersaon the undersize in the upper
ar*& of the pan. When the particles reuh the proper 
ohm by #ring or enlon-slkinling process, they or$ 
deehorged by the natural clasuifying action of the 
pa boe any pprecable amnt of oversi Is 

formed. The pan may be rotated in either a clockwise 
or counterclockwise direction, The particle size and 
shape are influenced by the rotational speed and slopo
of the pan, Critical features for best operation of the 
pan granulator include slope, rotational speed, location 
of sprays, and the amount, particle size, and tempera
ture ofthe recycled material, 

....TVA_ has made piot-plant studies -or-both "high
temperature" and "low-temperature" methods for 

granulationurea in granulator, In highof the pan
temperature granulation, the bed temperature was 
kept at only a few degrees below the crystallization 
temperature of the feed melt (132 0C). This was 
accomplished by regulating the temperature and 
quantity of recycle,' When the recycle temperature 
was 491-571C, a recycle-to-feed ratio of 1.0-1.5 was 
required. Best granulation was obtained when the 
bed temperature was maintained at 1070-1211C. In 
this type of operation the granules are soft while 
hot and attain a spherical shape by rolling in the 
pan. An advantage of high- temperature granulation
is that the granules are stronger than those made 
by the low-temperature method. A disadvantage is 
that an upset in the recycle system can cause the 
bed in the granulator to melt and interrupt the 
operation. 

Low-temperature granulation is used by TVA In 
the demonstration-scale unit. Figure is a basic. 
flow-heet for this process, The bed temperature is 
maintained at 93*-1020C which Is substantially lower 
than the melting temperature of 1320C, Material from 
the granulator flows to a rotary cooler where the 
temperature is reduced to approximately 660C prior to 
screening, The cooler discharge Is screened to 
separate oversize, onsize, and undersize, The over
size is crushed and returned to the recycle system 
or dissolved and returned via the scrubber solution 
system. Undersize Is returned to the granulator as
recycle, Product from the screens goes to a cooler 
where the temperature is lowered to 430C., A drum 
is provided for coating the product with oil and clay,
However, at present (1978) the coating is not used;instead the product Is conditioned by adding 0.3%-0.4%formaldehyde to the urea solution before granulation. 

Use of formaldehyde increases the strength and 
abrasion resistance of the granules which significantly
lowers dust formation. Typical operating data are 
shown in table i. 
Norsk ildr[ Pan Granulalton 

Narsk Hydra (Norway) has developed a high
temperature process for pan granulation of fertilizers 

eincludingurea. The precess has been named the 
Temperature Pan aranulation (ITPO) technique,

A description of the process is given, by 0. Bkouli
The process emplays a pan granulator of 

oonventlnal design, However, since the process
operates at temperatures very close to the crystallixa

temperature, close control of the pan parameters 
Is necessary. The primary control is the location of 
the point at which solid recycle it fed to the pan.
Norsi , ydro reports that S0 of the material in the 
pan discharge is onie (2-4 mm) and that the recycle 
ratio (solid-to-melt) is about 1. The particles are 
three times harder than prllla of the same sixe and 
exhibit good storage and handling propertie,. 

Figure I Is a simplified flowshest of the process,
Melt and recycled undersize are added to the pan,
Onsixe materl is discharged from the pan to a 
polishing drum and then to a cooler which can be 
either a fluid-bed or rotary type, The cooler, die 
charge ti screened to s eparate the oversioe, ensue, 
and undersie fraction. The oversiz is ro..'hol 
and recycled to the pan along with the undersize and 
dust from the duet-control system. Although this 
technique has been used to e granular
ammoniurn nitrate a mereaf ureaon c01m sale, his 
been produced only on a pilot scale, fowever, plans
to build comurcial-scale unite have been announced, 
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GranulationFigure 5, TVA Pano Proc.l, forUrea. 

TABLE 1. TYPICAL OPERATING DATA--UREA PAN GRANULATION 

Production rate, tph 
 7.65
 
Pan granulator

Speed, rpm 
 18 to 19 
 1 $ON NO
Sloce, degrees 	 60Qm OO,1
 
Num or of sprays 
 10 

Urea, 75% solution from plant

Temperature, OC 
 93 

Concentrated melt to granulator

Temperature, 'C 
 141

Concentration, % 98,5-99,5
 

Granulation
 
Recycle temperature, C 
 60
 
Wecycle ratio, kg/kg of product 2.5 to 3.0

Granulator temperature, C 93-102 -


Cooler temperature, 'C 
 43 
Product clemical analysis, %74
 
Total N 
 Figure .Norik Hydro Pan Oranulatlon Proaull forUresatunet 
 1.1I
NsO (Karl Fisher) 0,1 	to 0,2 
 or Ammonium Nitrate,
 
Conditioner, %


Oil-vax mixture 

Clay 	

0.3 process was developed by COMINCO (Canada) which
0,7 holds the original patents with C& Girdler as the screen analysis, % (Tyler screen) 	 sole licenser.6 mesh (+3, mm) 	 for the process, The process is well0 proven commercially as evidenced 	 by 5,8006 +10 mesh (-3.3 m +1.7 me) 	 tpd of 

-10 +16 mesh (-1.7 Mm +0,99 me) 	
as either newly installed or newly announced capacityis in addition to three original plants built in Canada.-16 mesh (-0.9Ome) 


.... 	 0 Four other plants with a total capacity of 4,050 tpdare being engineered at present. Complex fertilizersa$ In recentooperatono the ol-ax Piro cmay were first produced in a Spherodiser in 1958,tond tioner 
 e abouthas been omitt and 0S% 	 production 
and 

of granular urea and aummonlim nitrate Wasformaldehyde addedt the total N content of the introduced in1965 1 .
 
" .
product Is 46 
 A simplified flowaheot Is given in figure 	 10, 

Molten urea
CIIGi.rdlirShrodirgerOranultion 	

is sprayed inside a rotating drumrolling bed of solid particles, Am at result ontoaof the 
- rolling action, the particles are 	 coated with thinThe Spherodiser, which Is a proprietary drum- layers of liquid and graduallygranulator process, Isdesigned to avoid agglomeration spherical granules, 	

build up to hard
Cooling air Is drawn through theand promote a layelring type of gaufton, The drum countercurrent to the flow of granules, D~ust

~adap aton of, he hoi mr toa metgranulat Ion removed by the cooling air Is collected In an 
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Figure 10. C&I Girdler Urea Spherodizer Process. 

impingement-tyleto !h wet scrubber, ant liquor isrecycled concentration section of thethe urea uni, 

After cooling, the granules flow to a conventional 
screening section for sel)ar'ation of oversize, onsize, 
and unders;ize. h'le oversize is crushed and returned 
to recycle along with the undersize. h'lhe product 
size is treated with the conditioner, if desired, and 
transferr'd to storage. 'lylical operating data are 
shown il table 2 for lrolu2tion of urea by tile 
Spherodizer process at t tproduction rate oIf 300 t1)( 
and a recycle ratio of 2. 

TABLE 2. 	 TYPICAL OPERATING DATA--UREA SPHERODIZER 
GRANULATION 

Melt 
Nolt 

temperature, 0 
C 

concentration, 
138 
99.3 

loisture ill product, % 0.06 

Air inlet tempera tire, 'C 10 
Productio, rate ,

(4.27 IT) (id 
t r it 14-foot 
yetdtr /'r u t 300 

Product tomperatusr'e, 43 

,'iss2ns (r'anular' trea P rocess 

Fisons Ittd. (United Kingdom) has operated ;i 
pilot plant to rtolu'e granular ur'ea ir I roltary-drull
granulator . Accordting tO i a resrev I papr,I urea 
s:olution oof more ttharn 991, concentr'ation frorn i conven-
lior'al eVatoraion unit is irstrod(tl J 'ia aIpr'ay to 
the rrarulsator where it contacts a recycled streamun 

rof fie",; thse r'c'ycle rat io is 2-3 kg/kg of 1product 
(18). (;r'ansla;riorn osClr'S ill ia high tenlemr'ature arm'! 
low-Ilsoistur' cortent After' granlatiois, naoterial 
flwi to ;i 'oole', wb(ch Isay b)e i r'ot;iry-drtn 
or frlidiz,'ol-l,'td lylpe, wherel', sOito illOls tur'v is '(emllOVed(l 
;tlt] th' (tmloralric'' of th tilsaterial is reduced. In 
tls' pro'!s!s no odrier' is ieol . After coolilgr 

, ths 
material it, SCr('l'ned ansI 'rlo l ov rsizo' and lmrs.s 
are rlrtr'lleot rl'l iust froll the ,yst'llth graulator'. 
is res'over'ed hoo wel s('rilrtill ns rid returi es to tilto' 
itr''a ('"Wvtintration step. 

'i!,on:s, offor, to oesigno arnt o,)lr'ate plant s of up 
too 1, OO)-11 cpe al cily toase on tri lr'oceS.i. 

Slooue l-lhd (l':lUl;t loitll 

As r ot' olon'ot p revioussly , slpooute'l-hllo r'llnmulation 
Ias beerl ,tudhi' e'xI me'n'ltru'rtally Ill tiev'r'al countries 
androl P. r+s,i' to to o ihe coor r r'c'ial iuse, In forIi 	 Jlapoan

f,gr'sirultl llri comorruiind fertilizes' ( chapter XIX)., 

While the 	method is not known to he in comnercial use 
for granulating urea, the feasiuility of urea granu
lation by this method has been demonstrated in a pilot 
plant. A recent paper describes the process (19). 

_TC 

Conversion from _Irilling to (z'a nulation 
Existing plants that are ('quipped for prilling 

may be converted to granulation by using thelt)rilled 
as at part of the fe'ed for the granulation unit, 

part of the recycle. In this case the 
granulation unit serves to buildl up the size of the 
prills to the desired level ty layering. This 
modification has been demonstrated with the Norsk 
llydro pain-granulation process and, presumably,
could be used with the other granulation process. 

)ust and Fumn e Recovery 

A par't of the decision to l)roduCe granular urea 
involves not only choice of' the process but also choiceof the (lust recovery method. The TVA )rocess
utilizes impingenent-type w('t s'ruhbers which were 
previously instaled for nother process. 'lhe 
prou in er process he 

Spherodizer roecss Usu;olly mploys wet scrubbing. 
uoweved dry collection rnId a bag filter (l'011dr be 

usel with either the. pan-grinilat ion1 the d(rum
arinulatnion than . g titers usuallyhe( ir more 

riinunance than wet st'ilhb)to's out they Io ishiove 
a ver'y, low level of particulate matter ill ill(' effluent 
slack gas. A wPt-ScrtuhinIg system II' the type 
envisione'd for ai new plnt has been included (in ith(
flwsh(et for the 'iVA tprocess, figure 8. A separate
SyStemll is ustd for' each ,f tih( coolers and inothe' for 

the fugitive (lust-cont rol system. Each consists of a 
heated cycrlone , wet scruobl)or', circulation bloUnl,blower, and lisquor tank; gas from thilt. hi'e' s'r'uhtIi's 
is ventedt to ;I crironn tack. list from tilt cyclones 

is dissolved irl the s'rubh'r liqumr. I'llc scrubber 
liquor is collectel ands fel back to tilt' conctnration 
section . As aI variation, the liquor tanlk and pounlp 

Could be common [4 the three systems. 

A very important conside'ratior in designing a(lust--collction system is flexibility th allow either 

dissolving thuil('y collctesd (lust or relurningto the granulator. 	 it slryNone of tle granulation tprocesses
operate well if there is a high troptr'tiof of (lust it, 
the re'ycle. 'lherefore, it mssay ho necessary at times 
to dissolv(' tl( (lust frlr the, ('yc'hnes ansI hag filters 
arn(d til- 'ruse'd over'si''' and feed it back as a liquor 
into tire 't ,'t ion. 'rh,1w concent r'ator(ons'ent1it wei 
shouhl hav. this, adhltisal capacity designed in at 
Ihe i('ginning. 

Effect of linishing Process on Iliugret tColnt 

Several investigator.s have found that biur'et is 
not for'm(s'l ii dtet(ctalle anounts during the prilling 
or giranulation oper';ition itself, tut it. is formedl 
dlurinrg prep'i';oion of the mel whether ty evapooration 

rof ,(,ltiosIIor' !y Inelt in crystallit (urea. Also 
tiii1'i' c(ntin(e(s to f'orn irs n ' i ltch so long a!; it 
remains in i1otrllen formn .The ilatistic'e of recycling 
r'o'oovo're'l su''a duist snt fIl(. to tlhe 'vapora';tln stoep 
I on(I, ton iss'r'ia,,', tile tillret 'ontent . 'Ilh r' is 
probtoably Imlore r'syo'h'l miaterial irs gralnslatioll 

, than ill jorillinrg. (;ranular urieal' roduicf5 
iii 11. S. plnits ;IV,raO's Iout I .rY/, hiret . Noo rece nt 
dlata are ;i,;l.ohIvo Ion tt - hiutur,t soonston ,f tri-ithtl 
urea irll h ittol stat's, tout I few analyss inoiate 
that a railr' o'f 1.0'i,-I .G', ray he Iypi'al. In t[ho' 
tnitod Slat's, Iow-tilli't1 'ontnt is no t regartd its 
inpoortant, ars(I oo Slj (iciI o'ffor' is, ina(i, to control it 
aot i low level. Sines the'r, is no kutiol tllllnr'(al 
iroutloon of granular urea in c'ountries ootlheor than 

Ui l 'oorlltil b let h n i tt'' , 1t1ol i,'i,or is avail * 
Iowever, Niorsok Ilylro haslmnaote' gra'lnular iroat 
'ontalinilrg oonly O. 561h, tllret I i a ln-Irralisllatiorn pilot

l Iplant l'r,sulnably low-hisrel gra'lrsllar' urea coul tie 



produced by exercising more care in minimizing the
retention time in the evaporation step and in melt
handling and by recycling recovered scrubber solution 
and fines to the synthesis step or to a crystallization
step rather than to the evaporation step. 

As mentioned pieviusl y low-biuret IproducL is 
produced by VNuunil c,'ys tgalliz'at ion of urea followedby dryingf the crystals and then remelting them
for pirilling or g'anulaition lloeV'r, the capital
cost of a l'ret planlt Using he crstallization step
is substintially greater thani that of a plant using
Ihe evaprt;it in nothd. In SlmmlIl~ar,, the prloduction
of' low-hili'g'tt grallult; ureIa beenhas (l'elonrll,tidte in 
a pil,)t tint ilt 11tI in) a culmn rcial-scial. operation,tlt tlht' 11, 1),, ;llJACilnt I'e;iSoll to sup)lose that 
KganiuL tl' willOi'el nTcessgiily (' ontain llorle biuret
than lrilled u i'ea;V 

("om9)aI'atlv, ,st tSf1(;';Illliation 10nd l'rilling 

The irlat ive C' ,st , 
tion me h,,ds dCetnds 
]roducticulon :1i, much 
single jrilling uitll 
(Sph l'odizc') 1'.';Ilulan II 
to 30()-tid unit>, o-u>;lul 
anl tI i.ml Cl't ing l.C'i 

Stl'V i'Clli/Ti ' h II'lill1',,1"
3.66 n ill till 'llt'i' ) 'Il' 
tot's is not piccisly kilw,,x, 
hie fi;isilt,; ti'a i '1 2-in 
capacity limit "I Iher tyJpes 
tive ail IlihgKh F"i-s , ,COfers, 
singh.-ruii g';rnulLgt,,n (hit . 

Thi' c'st 4CI'a prill t)ttl' inc'vases only lnder-at ely with 'l)apItY Iv rll'g's,. with othe' typc of 
gl';inUlil l') thC l';ll 14'CIl'rl'gSC't, ill Cost with cali('ityv
is KeneIir;dy gl't'tlr. csp'cially if' l uipl tint's are
require'd. Thi c'C1ll,;W.'sM i:, als) colplicated' by th
dust alnd fnlt, ll',, . ri'quirei ents; mecting 
string'nt reqlU'iil'i.0,s i, Inl'g' e\ltnsive with prillingthan with grmniltiCCn Thu',. for a smal (30)0 ld) 
unit, eqtlitl('nt fol Ki';int;itiI ny Iess expensivenu b 
than for prilling, tKrl'icuINlry if gCod (lust Control isrequielid. 1' lgC'e ulits, suicth as 1 200 tpil , prilling
is likely 1C,have I IC,\)" CalCi t C cs>t , 

Iuskmi has c,mllCred the ee'onoilni.s of prilling, 
pan granulation, and spray-drum granulation on a
scale of ahout 600 (20).t1Il The estimated olperating
costs. which apply only 
step, are : 

Spray-drum 
granu at ioCCn 
granati 


Pan grantlationPrilling with 
scruhbing 

Prilling without 
scr bing 

a. iakeii trom rliskan, 
b. Capitil-relateLd costs 

irilling 1nd various granula-
n teil scale of1 oliration. 

is 1.800I(1p is feasille ill a 
fiwherea,spray-drumlthl 

1 pitt's., his b)een iilnited 
, ,,f dificultieS in fabricating 

i' " , its. (Tihe standard 
HIt' 

tll 
;ll ill t ion1 -A urea Is

Tlr limit C4 I'an gi';Inula-
but 0t)) tI)d is known to 

[i)i.'tel'p;in . 'The upper 
f granulators i-, speula-
up to 1,00011) tpd ill a 

to the prilling or granulation 

Estimated Oteratin 
Cost, $/to,,Cof Urea'

wi thoiit Wi tLh 
Capital Capita 
Costs Costs) 

5.61 
 13.85 


6flowing 
3.96 9.553.50 8.69 

2.80 6.88 

depreciation, reurnon ilivestmen'it , ant interest o worki rig capital. 

The investment costs (1976) for the above four 
cases as read approximately from a graph given by
Iuskan for (;o-t1)t units are (20): 

-oriCio-m(ttns-(20-)-. Process Requirements
irlIl e 

Spray-dirum graniulation
Pan granulation 
frilling with scribbing 
Prilling withoit scruhliing 

$4.2 million 
3.0 million 
2.5 million 
2.1 million 

Waggoner compared pan granulation with prilling
(15). At a scale of 100 short tons (3063 mt)/day, tile
capital investment cost was about thv same 
($2 million), and the production cost, including
capital charges, was $1.36/it higher for granulation.
At 900 mt/day the investment costs were $3.9 millionfor pan granulatlion versus $3.1 million for prilling;
production costs $2.were 13/ton higher for pangranulation. The estimates were based on a dry
(lust collection for pan rranulation which was believed 
to provide adequate pollution control: whereas, for
prilling tile estimates did includenot scrubbing and
therefore probably would not ileet tI.S. pollution
control standards. 

Both authors concluded that differences in
capital ;ind operaling costs were a small percentage
tile total cost of iroducing urea,. ;aid tile advantages

of 

of the better physical propeCrties of the pan-granulated 
product and increased flexibility in choicesize would justify of particlethe mdditional cost (if any) of pan 
granulation. The same general coticlusion applies tospray-drun granulation. Although it!. cost is higher
thin that of pan granulation, tile imore widespread
experience with the process has led iany manufac
turers to adopt it 

Conditioning 

prilled or granula' urea may be marketed without 
conditioning Ireatment in some areas, but it is often
tIated( with a conditioner to improve its physical
strength and increase its resistalice to caking. 'Ihe 
1iost iopulal' Conditioning treatment at present is the
addition of' f'ornaldehyde to the concentrated solution 
just before prilling oi' granulating. The amount addedLsually is ,h , formaldehyde ay be addedin tile form of 37(1, a(lUt!UoS solution or as a solution 
contlining 59,r Oliild hydeg 26" trea ,ind 15% wa

Thei l;itt'r solution 
 is called "UF Concentrate-85." 
Both solutions are available in tank-car lots in theUnited States and prolably in other countries. The 
formaldehyde conditioning tireatlent increasesstrength of prills and 

the
granules and decreases their
 

caking tendency.
 

Coating of prills and granules also is used as a

conditioning treatment 
 although its use is decreasing
 
because the formaldehyde treatment 
 is generally preferred. Coating materials include powdery materials
such as kieselguhr, china clay, talc. , etc. A
combination of about 1% clay with 0.5% oil has been

used; the oil promotes adherence of the clay to the
 
urea prills or granule!. Some types of powdery 
coating materials will adhere without oil. Conditioning

treatments and conditioner alherence 
 as related tofertilizers in general discussed in chapter XXII.are 

A coating of medium-viscosity oil (without clay)
has been developed by the Dutch State Mines for
prilled u reaintended for to retard moisture absorption. It istreatment of urea that will be marketed
in warm humid climates. InI such climates, the free

properties of prilled urea can deteriorate very rapidly after the bag is opened and before theurea is used. The treatment is reported to he effec
tive in preventing rapid deterioration. 

The economics of urea production will be dis
cussed in chapter XI. The present section deals withprocess requirements. Utility requirements claimed 
or guaranteed by engineering and construction firms 
vary considerably and are influenced by local require
ments, the degree of caution used by the estimator,
and process variations. There are numerous tradeoffs; steam requirements can be reduced at the 
expense of increased electric power consumption or 
at the expense of higher capital cost for heat recoveryJ2,. 



equipment. Nitrogen losses can be reduced at the 
expense of higher capital cost and higher energy 
requirements. Pollution control requirements may
substantially to capital requirements 

add 
and energy

consumption. For these reasons, it is difficult to 
make an accurate comparison of the prucesses, and 
no such comparison will he attempted. 

The following tabulation shows a range of 
process requirements (per ton of urea) from several sources and a "selected value" which will be used in 
comparative estimates in chapter Xl. These require-
ments are for 	 total-recycle processes and do not 
include integrated urea-amnionia processes since 
experience with such processes is limited. 
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X Production, Properties, and Use of 
Nitrogen Solutions and Use of 

Anhydrous Ammonia for Direct Application 

Introduction 

This chapter will deal with liquid nitrogen
fertilizers including nitrogen solutions and anhydrous 
ammonia. The properties and use of anhydrous
ammonia for direct application will be described; its 
production was discussed in chapter VI. Nitrogen
solutions include solutions of ammonia in water (aqua 
ammonia), solutions containing free ammonia plus 
ammonium nitrate or urea or both, and solutions of 
urea or ammonium nitrate or both without free 
ammonia. Solutions that do not contain free ammoniaare called "nonpressure" solutions. Solutions thatcalecotai-n "oniarwillux e" soti o esus tt 
contain free ammonia will have some vapor pressure ofammonia although the vapor pressure may be below 
atmospheric ("low-pressure") solutions. The major use 
for nitrogen solutions is for direct application to the 
soil as a fertilizer although they are also used to 
produce compound liquid or solid fertilizers 
(chapter XIX). 

Unfortunately, there are no accurate worldwideUta r anofortunaely, ad ie 
data for use of anhydrous ammonia and nitx-ogen
solutions. The tonnage of these materials used is
relatively small outside the United States, but in some 
countries they supply a significant percentage of 
total N use. Available data from several sources are 
reported below. The year given in statistical data is 
the year ended June 30 of the year specified. 

Australia--Anhyd-ous and aqua ammonia supplied 

about of 
 total N use in 1977 (38% of straight N);
consumption of these materials increased *y 35% in
 
1977 over 1976 ("Fertilizer Consumption Statistics,"

ISMA Economics Committee, 1978). 


Canada--Anhydrous ammonia was the leading
form of nitrogen in 1977, supplying 22% of total N or
35% of straight N. Nitrogen solutions supplied 3.6% 
of the total N ("Fertilizer Consumption Statistics," 
ISMA Economics Committee, 1978). According
another source, fluid materials supplied 31% of the 

to 

total N in 1977. 

Denmark--Anhydrous ammonia supplied 41% of N 
consumption in 1976 and 36% in 1977 ("Fertilizer
Consumption Statistics," ISMA Economics Committee, 
1978). 

United Kingdom--Nitrogen solutions supplied over 
10% of straight N use in 1977 ("Fertilizer ConsumptionStatistics," ISMA Economics Committee, 1978). In 
1976 liquids comprised 7.5% of the U.K. fertilizermarket and were expanding at the rate of 10%/year.
Straight nitrogen solutions accounted for 60% of the 
total liquids; the remainder was mainly liquid
compound fertilizers (Fertilizer International, 1978,
106:10). 


France--In 1976 nitrogen solutions comprised 10%
of total nitrogen market and anhydrous NH 3 , 2. Of 
straight nitrogen use, nitrogen solutions supplied 
15.3% and NH 3 , 3.1% ("Fertilizer Consumption
Statistics," ISMA Economics Committee, 1978). 

Mexico--Anhyd ous ammonia was the leading form 
of nitroge-a in 1977 (285 of total N). It was expected
to increase to 324 in 1978 (estimates prepared by
GUANOMEX, September 1977). 

Colonbia--Liquid fertilizers were estimated to 
co o bewn1 adufl fertilizersaccount for between 10% and 20'0 of all fertilizers inin 

1975 (Lobo, P. 1975. "Liquid Fertilizer Technology
Runs Gamut," Fertilizer Solutions, 19:4t). Anhydrous

___• 

NH 3 supplied 10% of total N use in 1977 versus 20% in 
1976 ("Fertilizer Consumption Statistics," ISMA Eco
nomics Committee, 1978). 

In addition, some use of nitrogen solutions or 
anhydrous ammonia or both is known in many other 
countries, including Belgium, Brazil, China, India,Japan, Spain, Sweden, and the Netherlands, but 
quantitaive data are lacking. 

About 58% of the nitrogen fertilizer used in the
United States is applied i , liquid form, including the 
estimated N content of liquid compound fertilizers. 
Tabulated below are the amounts of N fertilizers used 
in the United States during the year ended June 30, 

1977 (1). 

Nitrogen Fertilizers Used in tbe United States 

in 1976-77
 

Thousand Metric % of 
Material Tons N Nof Total 

Anhydrous ammonia 3,664 38.0 
Aqua ammonia 120 1.2
 
Nitrogen solutions 
 1,528 
 15.8
Ammonium nitrate a 
 853 8.8
 
Urea 
 775 8.0 
Ammonium sulfate 200 2.1 
Ammonium phosphatesh 92 1.0 
Other nitrogen materials 107 
 1.1
 
Compound fertilizersc 2,312 24.0
 

Total 9,651 100.0 

a. Including ammonium nitrate-limestone. 
b. Includes 11-48-0, 13-39-0, 16-20-0, 21-53-0, 

and 27-14-0; other amnonium phosphates are 
included in compound fertilizers. 

c. Includes both solid and liquid compounds. 



The advantages of liquid fertilizers in general --
will be discussed in chapter XIX, "Compound

Fertilizers." These adv,"ntages also apply to nitrogen

solutions for direct application. Some of them also
 
apply to nitrogen solutions for use as intermediates in . .,

manufacturing compound fertilizers. In the 
 case of 
anhydrot.s ammonia, the mnain advantage is low cost.
 
The average prices paid by farmers in 
 the United
 
States for various nitrogen fertilizers are tabulated 

below: I-

Average Prices Pa id !y U.S. Fa r.e rs for _Nitrogen 

Fertilizers, October 15p 1977
 

$/20-11) $/kg .. :.
 
Fertilizer Unit ofN of N
 

Ammonium sulfate 5.00 0.55
 
Ammonium nitrate 4.21 0.47 .
 T 
Urea 
 3.66 0.40
 
N soltition (30% N) 3.96 
 0.44
 
Anhydroris ammonia 2.14 0.24
 

Source" "The1978 Ferti lizer-Si tuiaL iton," U. teart
ment of Agriculture, December 1977.
 

Use of Anhydrous Ammonia 

Processes and costs of production of anhydrousammonia are given in other chapters of this Figure 1. Atmospheric Ammonia Storage Tank.
 
publication. This section will be devoted to the use
 
of anhydrous ammonia for direct application. Some of
 
the physical characteristics of liquid anhydrous liquid at -33 0
 C (-28 0 F). This is (lone by withdrawingammonia are tabulated below. and compressing the ammonia gas from the tank,

cooling it with water to liquefy it, and vaporizing theresulting liquid in the tank itsto keep contents cool. 
Physical Charat t,,rist its of Aoydrous Ammonia Similar types of storage tanks are mounted on 

barges for transportation of the liquid ammonia on the 
... Characterist ics Value .
 various river systems of the United States.
 
Boiling point a 


-tt.41C (-28'1) Figure 2 is a photograph of this type of bargeFreezing point -77.7C (-lOS°F) 
 which usually has a capacity to transport about
Latent heat of vaporization 127.4 kcal/kg (589 t1./l))

Solility in water at 250C' 0.456 
 g/g l1O
 

2Vapor pressure kg/cm (psig) 
-18°C (O°F) 
 1.10 (15.7)
0
0 C (32'F) 3.15 (47.0)
0
380 C (O "F) 13.87 (197.2) 

Specific gravity
 
-180C (O°F) 0.6749
 
00 C (32F) 0.6385
 
380(;(ltO( 0

1) 0.5811
 
Explosive mixture It%-25% NIl. in air 

a. At atinospieric press,,re.
 
Ih. L;Guge pressure (psig = joiin(Is per squarv inci, gauge).
 

Pure ammonia contains 82.245% N; fertilizer-grade
"anhydrous" ammonia contains 82.02% N (minimum), rt.
0.2%-0.5% water, and less than 5 ppm oil. Anhydrous ..... 
ammonia is the most popular material for direct 
application in the United States (3.66 million tons of 
N, 38% of total N). The reason for this popularity is 
that it is usually the most economical source of .
nitrogen for the U.S. farmer to purchase. One of - -,: " the reasons for this low cost is the excellent facilities -for transporting and storing liquid ammonia. There Source: Breit& Garcia. 
are now two ammonia pipeline systems for the Figure 2. efrigeratedAmmonia Barge.
transportation of ammonia from the producing areas tothe major consuming areas, and there are plans to 2,400 tons of ammonia. Each barge is self-sustaininginstall additional pipelines for this purpose. There in that it has its own cooling system. Usually,are many large atmospheric ammonia storage tanks in several barges are lashed together as one shipment sothe United States, such as the one shown in figure I , that as much as 20,000 Ions is transported at onewith capacities ranging from 5,500 to ,15,000 tons. time, There are now large jumbo pressure-type tankThese tanks are maintained at atmospheric l)ressure cars used for rail traisortatiorr of the liquid. Theseby using the ammonia as a refrigerant to kee l) the tank cars range in capacity from 24 to 73 tons, and it 



is a common 'uI.tice to have "whole train" shipments
of ammonia with trains having as many as 100 cars 
and with all cars shipped directly from the producing 
area to the consuming area. 

Retail Operations 

Usually most of the retail merchants have 
pressure-type storage tanks that vary in size from 
13,000 to 50,000 gal (,49,000-189,00 liters). 'The 
working lresslre in these tanks must not exceed 
265 Ih/in 2 (18.7 kg/cm2 ). It is recommended that all 
joints be radiographed and the tanks be stress 
relieved before they are put into operation. The 
tanks a re usually equipped wit 1 a liquid-level 
indicator and have a pressure-type aminonia gauge,
Also, they should be equipped with a manway andrelief valve. F+'ig.ure 3 shoVs a sketch of a typical
layout for the pr'essure-ty) storage tank ;ita retail 
location. Liquid almonia is trans)orted frot the 
railway tank car to the storage tank by means of' an 
anmonia compressor or a positive displacement punp
(usually a gear pump). Tl'he ammonia compressor is 
the most fr'equentlv used method of transferring this 
liquid ammonia (method of figure 3). 'This transfer is 
accomplish e( t)y removing vapor f'om the storage tank 
and pumping it to the railway tank car. Iermoving 
vapor from the storage tank CaLSes its contents to 
cool, compressing the gas causes it to be heated, and 
the hot gas causes the temperature of the contents of 
the tank car to increase. These teinperature changes
cause a p)ressure differential to form between the 
railway tank car and the storage tank, thus allowing
the liquid ammonia to be easily Iransferred from the 
tank car to the storage tank, 

Those companies that use a positive displacement 
pump usually equip it with a bypass and a regulator 

PRSSR 


in the bypass so that the pump will not become vapor
locked .vhen liquid is pumped into the nurse tank. 
These pumps range in size; however, pumps having
discharge diameters as large as 7.6 cm (3 in) have 
been used to transfer ammonia rapidly. Care should
be taken to avoid completely filling either the storage
tanks or the nurse tanks because of the large
variance in specific gravity of liquid ammonia with
tennperiture. Some tanks have been rup)ured because 
they were filled when the ammonia was cool and there 
was no room for the ammionia to expand as it became 
warl. lFor this reason, the storage and al)plicator
tanks usually ar:'c never filled to more than 85% of
 
their capacity. At the retail terminal, the farmer's
 
nuse tanks ar'e usually filled by use of the same 

i'(litien as that used to transfer the ammonia from 
the railcars. 

Pressure-typ nurse tanks (capacity of l,000
2,001 gal, 3,785-7,570 liters) are often used to trans
port the ammonia from the retail terminal to the farm.
 
These tanks have the same 
 general specifications as 
the storage tank. At the farm the ammonia is trans
ferred from ite nurse 
 tank to the applicator tank. 
Figure 'I is a photograph showing a vapor transfer 
pump moving material fIrom a nurse tank to an appli
(cator. Son' farmers fill the atl1icator by simply
bleeding ammonia gas from ithe applicator tank into 
the atIosphere; thus, the vat)or I)i'ssur( of the 
amnonia in theIlnu'se tank causes the liquid ammonia
 
to t)e trinsferred to It(al)l)licator.
 

A typical retail nerchant may sell other fertilizer 
tnaterials and o her agricultui'al supplies in addition to 
anhydrous ammonia; howeve', usually he sU)plies tile 
anhydrous ammonia nurse tank and delivers the nurse 
tank to the farm. Ordinarily the farmer applies theanhydrous ammonia with his own applicator, but he 
may rent one from the merchant. 
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Figure 4. Transfer of Ammonia from Nurse Tank to Farmer's CHISEL 
Applicator Using Vapor Transfer Pump. 

The cost of a I)r(,,sLre-type slorage tank at the 
retail location 4 

5ranges fro") $i8.000 for a ,.20-liter
 
(12,000-gal) tank $30,000
to for a 113,600-liter
 
(30,000-gal) lank. Because of regulations, the largest
 
nurse lank usually suplied by the dealer has a
 
'aitacily of 3.7H5 liters 
 (1,000 gal) and usually costs
 
IoL t $2,81)()
 

Application of Anhvdlr()us Ammonia 

The direct application of ammonia started from BACK SWEPT FRONT SWEPT
 
rather huLMbith etuil)ment in the early 19,0ts. One of
 
the first trial applicators is shown 
 in figure 5. As Figure 6. Sketch Showing Ammonia Knives.

the agronomic effectiveness of anhydrous ammonia 
 was
 
p'oven, more sophisticated equipment was developed
an cused. most frequently. The piston is actuated by a drive 

chain which is driven by a sprocket attached to a 
wheel of the applicator. The application rate ischanged by altering the length of stroke of the 

,,...~piston. Thi. 1pump is equipped with a heat exchanger.* -r' Ammonia from the pump expands in the heat exchanger 
which cools the incoming ammonia so that no bubbles
form. This ensures that only liquid ammonia is 
metered. 

."Ammonia applicators range in size from the small 
. five-row rigs shown in figure 7 to large rigs which 

Figure 5. One of First Ammonia Applicators. 

Because it is alsplied as a volatile liquid, anhy
drous anmm()n it List be inject 15-25 ca below the 
soil surface. This is usually accomplished by an 
alpplication knife 
such as those shown in figure 6. 
Often in sandy loose soil it is applied by alnammonia 
chisel, also shown in figure 6i. Anhydrous ammonia is 
usually metered by a variable orifice-tylie ietetr, 
The flow ral,' is set by moving th V-shaped plu- ," 
into )r Out of Ihe orifice. A consstantt lifferential 
pressure is maintain;l, at the orifice by the I ialh raKis. 
Aplication rate is c'ontrolled by thse position of theplug iln fIt(. or'ifice* and the, speed,{of the apl icl~ator 

(2). 

Somsne farmers like to 
have their am mtonia a i a- Figure 7. Fie.trw Apticatr.
tion raltes indepenilent of alplicator seliel . To do 
this, the mnelering device .houild he attit'ualed bsy a
ground-triven wheel, A pislon-tytie melering liUtntl have swath witlllsi uI) to 2(0 sn and .rt- pulleI byis the ground-drliven ammonia nieltring device used rsiwler-typt' ti'icstrs shown in figureCr w e -y t tr co ss o I t (1), t lrj,.i :) 
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Figure 8. Anhydrous Ammonia Applicator with 20-Meter Swath. 

Because Of' its high vapor pressure, ammonia 
cannot he surfaci'-aplIed without losing almost ill of 

the plant food. Itowever, one company has con-

strrLIcteid an l)er'rimntal aplicator which shoots 

ammonia ( 2into the ground at :352 kg/cm g;aue (5,t) 

psig). This applicator travels a few 
 inches above 
the groulnd anid could l)( s d to apply anhydrous

aiionia on pasture(s. 'I'he exlierimintal equipment is
too heavy, and it necds to lic inr-oveI so that

smaller traclors can be us(d to miv(, it. 


'thei'' has been an effort to d(cr(ase application 

costs in thbe United States, antd 
 this has hen accoli-

plishd 
 I)y oni' or" more of the following practices.
One wiay is to use larger tractors so that an applicator

with wider swath widths can litused. 'Ihis increases 
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Figure 0. Ammonia Aplication )uring Tillge Opiiiraltotn. 

the nunher of acres th:;t can be treated in a day
which results in lower labor and (qlUil)ren costs per 
a cre of alptlied nit rogen A nother \way to (c rea se 
application costs is to use equipment that applies
anunonia during other tilling operations. Figure
shows a sketch of tilling equipment of this lype.
This is a concept that has heent for manyused years 
in one of the wheat-groving areas where anhydrousaumnmonia is added during tilling operations which
follow the wheat harvest . It is the practice in that 
area to pass a trianguhr-shp(ed plow alout 3-, in 
(7.6;-10.2 cn) henealh the soil. This helps destroyto 

we(ed growth, 
 tills the soil, and leaves a lrotectivestubble mulch on the surface to prevent wind and
waIer erosion. Usually about 50-80 lb/acre(56;-90 kg/ba) of can Ibeammonia applied withoutnoticeatble losses of ammionia. 

,Statecs ( Minnesota and North lDakota) add 

Ihro gh an el~o-end p~ipe directly Ich n
 

V-shaped I)low which usually Passes beneath the
10 cm 
StirfaWC of the soil. 

SOiti companie hiave tried to keep ammonia in a
liquid state long enoiugh for it to be covered with soil
during conventional tilling operations, such as disking, 
etc. By combining tilling and ammonia applications, 
one |)ass across the field is eliminated. tHowever, this
work is in the initial stages of development, and there 
is still somi' disagreemirnt ;s to the advantages of

its list.
 

Another l;iior'- anld (iliprnent-sr;ing lir'actie is 
to ;pply inhyldrou., ;aImllonia along with orpeslicides 
nitr'ification inllibitor's. It(c(ntly, has shownit beenthat inhibitors will decrease the microorganism activity
Soi that the colnversion of ammonia nitrogen t(onitrate 
nitrogen will Thus, is losshe delayed . there less ofthe applied nitrogen due to leaching of nitrate 
nitrogin from the soil. Th'lerefore'e, when the inhibitors 
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are effective there is a more efficient use of the 
nitrogen. lowever, to t)e effective and to save 
application time, the amnionia and inhibitor must 1<, 
added al the saie time. Figure 1t)1.f ows a sketch of 
equipment used for the dual application of ammonia 
ald pesticides )I nitrification inhibitts. The addi-
lives are incorporated af'tlr the ammnonia has been 
metered, Lhus ax jding plugging of the neter, corro-
sion, or contamination of the application tank. When 
a lesticide and ammunia att., applied with this device,
only one pass across lhe field is r(quired. 

of 21"C (70'F)--normal summter temperature for most 
consuming regions--the vapor gauge p res sure is about 
8 kg/cm 2 (11,1 psig). At the higher summer tempera
tures, such as 38"C (100"F), this pressure can be as 
high as 13.9 kg/cm 2 (197 psig). The pressure tanks 
noiraally tised at the dealer' locations can withstand 
working pressulles in excess of 18. (; kg/cm2 

(256 psig). 

Ammonia is a highly reactive alkaline chemical, 
and it should be handled with caulion. Liquid 

AMMONIA METER
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Figure 10. Equipment for Injecting Additives Into Ammonia During Application. 

Ti ll lit lJIplication eqil ipillent for anhydrous 
amolloni has a wide' rtlge Which Is illiildint polln 
the sizoe of the applicator tind til auxilial'y ,qtliilnfelt 
adhhdd to the aillicato. 'lypia';lly a !,miall fimr-row 
alill ot'(lis, atltilluo ia alu 'ator Witli at'Th-litir (?00-,"al)
ailll IliaIN al icali n lank has ;ill in vestin ti t Cost of' 
$2 ,3tuu, a ; I larger it lillt ha" a o'let 
f $ ,tijt( Uslially, a 3,71b-liler ( I ,0(0-gal) nur!,e 

tank i, twitol hbJhinl lhe largo,' i;,plicatlir, and if. 
cot i!,$,i,, I Iv, r hite larg r aplicatlu, elti apl y atlll lJI(l '11 ,(ll' or il ( ( ;l l(t''l.. arcsl 
atnd which havi. ,wath width,, iof 19.1 Ill (WUs ft) amnd 
ab)uSt 1( kmi., , h;vi', ;I lIt (If ahtl 16,5lt$ , tt IltIno lle II , ta 11cl, the co .1, f Ihe ;IIlIIllojlia allphl('to i , 
stoull When orIIIssd w i he ciet of itt t i 
it) pull1 it 

S;ifut y in lli dling Ammonia 

hIut,/a'Th l'l i i lta t, illv'olv,! Iln htllllnlg 
1hy mlll il a withWilltlh tn pl'ell'e-tyl, tolti-

Ii Ion "' 'Il' l d ea r "lle1 ilt I ,ha I ull tIIi,I u r IIa o f lt tVapo 1.0-top',,llie t''. fil;o'ltm, Il1i1"llalll !.I) tlhat 
|lank r pItllre! -I'li hel avo - d . Tht, vatpoi* p orll~lll 
or[ atrhylil'o l,, i llllt V ,'+lP Iti m ' l', jo. !,ho~w nII ll 
l* lr . h l w at It~l~'lll,iIm l il",r *hj |hiat IJltJ 
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Figure 11. Vapor Pressure of Anhydrou Ammonla Versus Tmperature. 

amoni ;ltmii ct I,, mrl'ol!, c ivinit-al blllrie, At. it jguti 
,It i!. , I'ote tl.vY itlitttili to tin' sys,, Anld I'l,, allitoly

I.ystem,. ,"Itlffichilm tlv high ilt 'llltt-l , (tin iAIV'I 
i roiI ;l',hyxiloltll Frlo'ill Itithe .tutt ll lit If 

heif, it uttyeI. wll It'iltn iatj l ,it t i,h ,o Ii l'ita stinli, tbcca'tl!,& wol'k,,I ' r  
w ill vo/ tinttl vjl h-'l~ riv , llt111l .I• ll-tl-11 

WHltlf f i-, I1 fill |q lllberol" ilnjiltry (1l[ ( i",I', 1th1f, 
ilrltvll't l n rl 'll itt l wd )itthl, lifillil ,,r. It I'11t11 '4
iI'rif- mllcttlrllinol+ , orI IhI. ga+,- A I-rmml,*lon'i llal/ 
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concentration for repeated exposure fornot been universally 	 8 hours hasestablished: however, federal 
agencies are now establishing these limitations,Several states have agreed upon a limit of 100 ppmof 	exposure over an 8-hour period, and at this con-centration a slight amount of eye and nasal irritationbecomes noticeable, Anhydrous ammonia has 	 a very...... u a f -watet ,nd- this -is, the reasowwhy
liquid ammonia can cause severe burns of the 	 skintissue. It has been generally agreed that no serious or lasting effects have resulted from exposure of
ammonia concentrations that 
 do 	 not cause extreme 
discomfort. Sowho of the safety precautions forhandling ammonia are as follows: (2 

I. 	 Always have ample clean water available, 
2. Always stay clear of hose and valve openings. 

3, Always 
 wear gloves and goggles when trans-

ferring ammonia. 
4. 	 Always close valves and disconnect hoses whenloading station is unattended, 
5. 	 Always be sure pressure is relieved before


disconnecting hoses or parts,
~into6. 	 Never fill a tank to more than 85% of capacity, 
7. 	 Never leave transfer operations unattended.: 

8. 	 Never tamper with relief valves or other safety

devices. 


9. 	 Never try to "get by"--use only approvedam monia equipment,-6. 

10, Never tow a trailer without secure connectingparts and safety chains, 
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The next most popular liquid material for directapplication is nonpressure nitrogen solutions, In theUnited States the consumption of these solutions Isincreasing at a greater rate thn ha anhydrousammonia,. The total amount consumed in the United
States during 1976 was about 5, 	 mill.on tons (thisincludes the estimated quantity used for 	the production of fluid mixtures). The most frequently
mentioned reasons for their increased popularity are: 

1 .	 Nonpressure nitrogen solutions are easier to 
handle and to apply than other sources ofnitrogen, such as ammonia or solid nitrates, 

2. 	 They can be more uniformly applied in the soil 
than can the solid nitrogen sources, 

3, Pesticides can be incorporated with the fluid 
mixtures and applied at the same time they areapplied, thus eliminating the needacross the field.	 for one pass 

4. 	 Nonpressure nitrogen solutions can be injected
it rr sytemsoN irrigation systems.

6, They can be transported easily in pipelines, 
barges, and rallcars. The transportation 

facilities are less expensive than those required
for 	 anhydrous ammonia and fewer hazards areinvolved.6. 	 Low-cost storage facilities can be usedo -o t st rg aiii s c n b to storeu ed o so ethe material, Facilities, such as pit-storage,
shown in figure 12, are frequently used forstoring these solutions, and these facilities have 
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a lower cost than those (or most other nitrogenmaterials. 
7. The solutions are an excellent source of supple.

mental N for NPK fluid-type mixtures, 
8, Cost of production is less than that for most 
-4olid-sources of-nitrogen 
9. They are safer to handle than anhydrous#aboutlmon... .free 

These nitrogen solutions are usually produced
from urea and ammonium nitrate solutions plus water,
They usually contain a corrosion- inhibiting agent and 
can be stored and used in mild steel (carbon steel)
equipment. Solutions usually sold in the United
States have three concentrations: 32%. 30%, and 28% 
N. ThOir salt-out temperatures vary directly with 
their plant nutrient concentration. Figure 13 shows 

ae t3 of AmmsaimhllfySy nMvw.tks 4tw, 

the olubililty system of ammonium nitrate, urea, and
Waterl the maximum solubility of the salts in solution
Is obtained when the urea nitrogen to ammonium
nitrate nitrogen ratio is about 1.0. Tabulated are 
aome of the physical and chemical characteristics ofthe three nonpressure solutions commonly used in the
United rtatest 

311, 
%P~dr-t s , I 
F'et to; Ctor) I (1 0'0 0e4) a11) 

Solutions of other concentrations may be used-,in England a 26% N solution Is marketed which has 
a salt-out temperature of -250C, In tropical 
areas more concentrated solutions could be used; for
instance, a urea-ammonium nitrate solution containing35% N would have a salt-out temperature of about 
li5ec.-TheInh ibiInk-agent~mot fr u___ thlfiasid for. 
these solutions is anhydrous ammonia, and usually5 kg of ammonia per ton of product is added asammonia to adjust the pi of the solution to 7,0, 
Another inhibiting agent which has been found to be 
effective is nammonium phosphate. Only a small 
quantity of ammonium phosphate is required to
inhibit the solution, Usually about 0.2% POs as
ammonium phosphate is added, This phosphate
material reacts with the mild steel tank to form an 
iron phosphate film on the tank which isa barrier to 
further corrosion of the tank. Inhibiting agents 
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which are usually used are tabulated belowt 

I nVontratlon
 
his 03%- w 0W

IO-4-0 0,2% P1OA
 
Ammonium thiecyanAt@ (9114CN) 0.2%
 
Sodium arsseate (NaglAsO8) 011%
 

Recently several companies In California, Nebraskaand Washington in the United States have starteAF" 

water (490C or 12M). One: company that produces
iiaua ammonia uses the heat generated by conversiono nhdF-Uanhydrous n toammonia aqua ammnia to heat thewater used to produce the urea solution. The coma
pan)y reports that it can produce an Siton batch ofsolution In a simple mix plant that consists of a batch 

duaing a urea solution that contains lg_J.X __I;_oued from N. Itpriled or granular urea and hot 



mix tank with a medium-oize recirculating pump 	 are produced initilly In solution form..ammonium(7,6-cm, or 3-in discharge diameter). No agitation 	 nitrate as 75%-85% solution and urea as about 70%other than recirculatin is required, About I hour of solution, Considerable expense and energy (abouttotal mix time is required to produce an 8- to 10-ton I million kcal/ton of N) are required to convert thesebatch, Field testing ot' the solution through sprinkler solutions to solids; therefore, for production of UANirrigation units shows that It caused substantially less solution it is preferable to-avo0|-his.,step,-For-this- iae-burn-than -the -ireammonium-nitrat--oution'.-oftth-e larescale production of UANwhich was also added through this type or Irrigation 	 solutions is located in plants where either ammoniumunit, Also, small-sidle tests show there is substan, nitrate or urea or (usually) both are produced,tially less corrosir, to mild steel with the urea solutionthan with urea-ammonium nitrate solution that contains The two types of production processes usedan inhibitor, Most companies report that it is more the 	 arebatch and continuous,. both are uncomplicated,economical to market urea solution than to market and in each process concentrated urea and ammoniumurea-ammnium nitrate solution (28%-32 N) pro. nitrate solutions are measured, mixed, and 	 thenvided the urea Is converted to solution at the retail 	 cooled. Figure 14 shows a sketch of a batch systemlevel and sold in a radius of 15 miles of the mix 	 in which a batch weigh-and-mix tank Installed on aplant, They report the main disadvantage of urea 	 weigh scale. The solutions are weighed in the mixsolution is Its low analysis tank: the inhibitor is weighed separately and added 
Other countries, such as India, have produced a to the mix tank. After mixing, the finished productimited quantity of urea solution by dissolving prilled is cooled. The continuous process is similar, excepturea in water. They report a small solid deposit re- for the fact that the nitrogen solutions, water, andmains in the solutio, if the prilled urea contains inhibiting agent are metered and fed continuously to adintomaceous earth-type parting agent, However, 	 mixing pipe which is similar to the TVA mixer shownthis deposit is a very small quantity of small-size 	 in figure I. Fluid from the mixing chamber is cooledparticles which settles to the bottom of the tank and and pumped to storage.

does not cause application problems, When urea conditioned with formaldehyde as a noncaking agent is Most of the larger producers use the continuousused, a clear solution with no particles it; formed system. One such plant is reported to have a capacitybecause the methylene urea formed is also water of 233,000 tpy, and a second unit of similar capacitysoluble, is under construction at the same location, Such
large plants often are located where transportation
by barge or pipeline or both is available. A networkProduction of Urea-Ammonium Nitrate (UAN) Solutions 	 of pipelines is available in the United States fortransporting petroleum products (gasoline. diesel fuel,Production of ammonium nitrate and urea has etc.), and this network is used alternately for transbeen described in previous chapters. Both materials porting UAN solutions. 
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AMMONIUM NITRATE SOLUTION - SOLUTION.L....UREIA 

MAGNETIC FLOW METER MAONtTiC FLOW METER 

IqOTAMITI[ lROTAMETClR + 

iiiNHliDTINo AGENT WATER 
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Figure It TVA CntowmtType UaI&Ammniu Nitrat# Slutic, Pit. 

lecently there has been some interest thein
productionimoinlumnitrteWhenof nitrogen solutions slolutioPnfrom priled ureathe ispos andproducednammonium nitrateproduced
from these solid materials, it is usually produced In abatch mix tank, and hot water Is required to decrease
the time required to dissolve the materials. Usually
enough heat is supplied so that all of the solid
materials will be dissolved at the end of a 30-sin
mixing time. About 75 kg/ton of saturated steam Is
required to have a reasonable mixing time. This 
process is more expensive than the one In whichsolutions are usedt however, sometimes special pricing,
policies make it advisable to produce a solution from
solid materials. Recently one ammonia pipeline
company which also has a river terminal close to the
pipeline decided it was economical to produce hot
ammonium nitrate solution from ammonia the pipelineat
and mix it with prfled urea that is received by
bargeS, When this is done, no hot water is required 
to dissolve the urea, and no coolin Ila required for
the nitrogen solution because the helat supplied by
the hot ammonlum nitrate solution offsets the negativeheat of solution of the urea, This company finds it more economical to produce solutions remote from the
ammonia plant because it Is more economical to shlp
anhydrous ammonia and urea (82% and 48% N4) than it
is to ship solutions (28%-32% N). A similar system is
used in aplant in Hngland jwater 
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Most of the nitrogen solutions are used fordirect applications however, a substantial quantity isused to p duce fluid 'mixtures, Most of them areapplied b hroadcsting using various types ofR
noales some applicator operators like a fan-type,noizle to apply mixtures of herbicides 
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solutions They report that they receive a uniform 
so from the and a uniform il hauior kill ofr the weeds.wesOteroperators report there Is too much drilt of the

fertilizer when these nozzles are used when the windis blowing. These latter operators prefer to apply
the solution through flooding noisles. These nozzles
emi. drops about the same size as the average rain
drop. There is little or no drift encountered when
they are used. They also give a uniform application
across the swath. 

The applicator wagons used to broadcast the
nitrogen solutions vary In sine from the small pull
type that is pulled behind a farmer's tractor
(figure 18) to the large self-propelled high-flotation
applicator (figure 17). The high-flotation types
minimize compaction of the soil during fertilizer
application so that the fertillzer can be applied during
wet periods, These large applicators are capable of 
applying an adequate amount of fertilizer solution at a 
rate of 0,71 ha/min (1,75 acres/min), 

Nonpressure nitrogen solutions are added through
various types of irrigation systems such as the drip
type, sprinkler, gated pipe, and ditch, This practice
has been often referred to as "spoon. feeding" of the 
crop because the solution is added with irrigation

several times during the growing season or 
continuously in the case of drip irrigation. The 
apparatus for feeding these solut ons to the irrigation unit usually consists of a storage tank and a
piston-type mitering pump, The rate is varied bychanging the length of stroke and the strokes parminute of the pump, 

ome of the solutions are mixed with other cleatr
liquids such as 10-34-0, 11-37-0, and potash to pro-In nitrogen dues clear liquid mixtures, Typical grades are 8-8-8,++.+*+:++++ +:+++ ++ 5.. ? ++ : : :+i ... . .++:+++i I:+:';+7 +++L 

LI . - -+.t+++& ..<++++,> . 7i:7T!i7;+7+++ 



• Figure 18. Pull-Typo Applicator for Fluid Fortilizeml 

: 

21-7-00 and 12-4-4. A typical i/quid mix plant for 
zthis purpose to shdwn in figure 18 (cold mix plant).The nitrogen: 5souin ar loued/

ol ta oes a s s d i o b n ationco
with base suspension materials such as It-0-....~ cnann~ ~ ,9 ~ ly~~~3- o ~ ~ e~n ~ 133-n rt
13r3-0ucontiingtures gettinag a0-d01po-as-h, tn
produc emitre se20-0- ,atiihdy sc ,ombin n
24-8-8sp h eyiare alo used inpomiash tonproduh
phoispbhoric tmidammones, adpts to rdue 

fluis rocss.pressureb thehotmix 
~are 

Aqua Ammonia 

!: 

Aqua ammonia Is not nearly as popular as anhy-drous ammonia; however, it Is gaining in popularity 
because it is safer to tUse than anhydrous ammonia. 

, .,,._%
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Figure 17. Five.Wheol-High Flotation Applicator, 

The most popular aqua ammonia solution contains
0 6 N n t e e t o g u e p e s r t t m e a

20oradi xet oguepesuea epr
tures ,-!ow about 36C (97F), Therefore, aqua
ammonia 'of this concentration can usually be stored 
n2IANcovered, nonpressure- type' storage tanks, Theses
tanks are usually constructed to withstand a pressure
of 0.35 kj/cm2 (5 psig), and they are equipped with 

and vacuum safety valves, These valves 
/set to openTANK at 1.051 and 0,9914.1atm absolute 

pressure. 

Aqua ammonia Is usually produced In distribution 
centers near the market n a continuous-type plantsimilar to the one shown in figure 19 M.) Anhydrousammonia, water, and recycled cooled aqua ammonia are 
mixed in a simple pipe-type mixing chamber. Enough 
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Figure 19. Continuoos-Type Ammonia Converter. 

Wat r is ad~ded to adlju st the sti~ecific gravity of the 
liquid to that ol aqua ammonia containling 2D% N. The 
'u rye in f'igure 20) shews thi.s sp cif'ic gravity ait 
severarl tempez.xat trEs. With this type of plant, a 
.S0(-ton tank ('aJ l'of tihitl'tuin monia ('(in usually hie 
converted to)'2O6 tons, o aqlua ammonia inlal)tpioxiimately 
,5-8 hours . This l'ate ,f conversion is dlependlent up)On
the ,izeof he.cooler the. plant.d inl 
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Because aqua ammonia has a low wapor pressure,
it does not need to he injected aisdeeply into the soil 
as anhydrous ammonia. Most operators have found 
thai they do not have excessive ammonia losses if 
they inject the aqual~ ammonia at)out 7.6-12.7 c'm 
(1-5 in) benea'h the sulrface. of the soil. T]his is 
Th)Ou~t half the depth of' injection that is reqluired fOr" 
anhydrous amisonia . The appllicators used for applying 
aq(ual ammoltnia are'( similar to those for anhydrous 
ammonia in that they have injection knives; however,
sincre these knives travel at a shallower depth, much 
less energy is reijuiredl to pull them. Also, aqua
ammonia canilbe appitliedl at a mnuch faster rate than 

hydriou s ainmnon ia b~ecause heep) inject ion of thisis not r'equired. Many operators have. 
found that they ean apply the aqua ammonia in tilling 
operations, such ais lowming, disking , etc:., without 
high ammonia losses. 

IPessu re-'l'yle ,S-olution s 

dlifferent piressure-tyjae solutions have beenin the tUnited ,"taes. t1.luilly these solt ions aire 
fromla;i othinat ion of ammnria and ammonium 

nitrate or urea or both. All of the solutions contain 
~water; howeve:r, ,someH ot t hem have ai water!l content)''ais low as (0.5,. 'l'atlh I shows; somne of the ('heroicalp~hy.,ical;rod~nt charaict(rlist irs of typicald anmmoniai

amon iun nit tate, water~l .s(ltit ions. thatl haIve beentused in the t nitecl States, and table 2 shlows s'imnilar 
datal~ fom' allmmonlia, amminon iuml lrut ratle-uIreai, aInd 
ammllonia-ureai soltions (5-). 

'l'hiesi solut ions, ;ire, pi~luceod in the samei( 
batrlh-hylia Itlant ilsal to piroihle the nontjir'esstire 

IIANohlli ig flure 1,) The liatoh talnk used inl 
~theliro((lu itil of thes'e s+olltions, is usually :onstiru(e

t94ed so thatl it will withshiln j)Ir(005si5'e2 Jipto b7.: 
n I(71 psig ) . Thle Samel. mnixing; lrocediire is 

used i the piroiduction tif thesle soltions, ais is used
for the ionpiresir so{lilionl e~xcept that ainhydrousi 
imniioniai is anl ext ia ingfredirnt whic:h mintst be( added,ald lhr l'illin g 'yot iiins Ihoul hi flihri('ii leid to 
withstand jire(ssurim, lifS . :t kg,/c.ill2 



TABLE I . ANItoNIA-ANVIONItUM NITRATE SO.UTIONS 

Speci fic 
aSolution No. TotalI N Fr, NIl, 

Gravity, Gauge2 Pressure, Salt-Out Teinp.,NII4 NOa i__0 at 16°C kg/cm at 40°C p oC 

448(25-69-O) 44. 25.0 09.0 6.0 1.124 1.20 6471(30-64-0) 41.1 30.0 -14
64.0 6.0 1.103 1.90 -32 -3646(25-74.5-0) 
 4.,i 25.0 0.5 1.150 
 2.04
490(34-60-0' 
74.5 5 -1541.0 '14.0 60.0 6.0 1.042 3.37 -52 -47414(19-74-0) 41.4 19.0 74.0 7.0 1.186 0.56 64440(28-60-0) 1844.0 28.0 6(0.0 12.0 1.083 1.76 -3b370( 16. o-l,3.8-0) 1/.0 -3810.6 66.8 16.6 1.182 0.07 48410(2t,. -5r.5-0 41.0 26.3 9
55.5 18.2 1.079 1.20 -25 -32452(29.9-s9.0-0) 4 L.2 29.9 59.0 1 .I 1.070 1.83 -27 -33452(2o-(8-0) 45, 17 26. 0 t,8. 0 6.0 1.12 1.97 6 -14 

a. In the sulot oll mh rl, (,de , , th i nirst- I. r s-is v-1vI I perce,ntage of total N (in tenths ot percent); theII-II.Ili)rs iIIlJIrinI h..St.!; ar ei)r s oftii. ll t,l g free arliuOlliit I alnnoion n itrate, and urea, respcCtively. 

TAJI.E 2. ATIONIA-AMMOIN I1UNNIfRATE- ANAIIE ANONIA-0REA SO.UTIONS 

Specific 
Soliutlo n N .
S- . . -t.. 

I ta I S r . . . .... .. .. .. Grav ity , Gauge 
2 Pressure , Sa lt-Out Teinp._IN NI,,Nu-i Urea 1120 at 16OC kg/cm at 400 

C OF oC
449(28-40-1')) 44.0 28.0 40.0 15.0 17.0 1.052 1.97444(25-55-10 44.5 25.0 

1 -17
55.0 10.0 10.0 1. 108450(27-0-121 1.55 -23 -314).2 26,.7 50.0 12.0 11.3 1.085 2.11490(31- 1-1 11 4). 1 -8 -223.5 44.0 13.0 9.5 1.020 3.80495) 1-40- II) 49 .5 -26 -3211.0 40.0 11.0 12.0 1.039 4.22 -50151(40-40-I01 51 . , -4640.0 40.0 10.0 1(0.0 0.983 5.48 -3.1/0(2'-0- 5) 1/.3 25. -19 

- :15.3 23.3 1.090 1 69 34451( 17-0-12) 45.0 16.0 12.0 
1 

31.4 0.929 3.80 17 -8 
a. 
In tht.i so lit, ,,,i11,I.,,1iig oil., the i ist 'imtaI r is the Percentage of totalN (iii tenths of Percent); thenilulh rS IIJ'rrtl),iraili, ;Ii, .ire.Ith, p rcent iges of free am ollii a, anlsioniurn nitrate, alld urea, respectively. 

US- Of t'r Sul'(-'.y1)e Nilrogen Solutions quantities of sulfuric acid and phosphoric acid tofix ammoniaSome ust. of Jir,'ssurt-lvJ, solutions for direct many 
that is used in the formulations. Also,of the nitrogen solutions are being replacedappilication has liven rt-ported ' hut they aret. primarily by byproduct ammonium sulfate. Recently,used is a SOor{e of nitrogen and ammonia for use in some

companies have thereplaced nitrogen solutions withammoniati on-granul]ation plant-, to produce compound low-cost urea. Usually, ureafertilizers The free ;Mlnab)ni; itf Ihe solutions 
and anhydrous ammonia 

reacts can be delivered to the ammoniation-granulation plantswith the s iitiperlhoi)sphatus and acii(s which are also at a lower cost than the nitrogen solutions, and foradded to tl, iganulator. These solulions also provide this reason it is anticipated that these solutionssuliilemenltarY nitrogen willas :anunon ituni nitrate and/or 
urea tf, prouce 

become less popular in the future as source of bothahigh nitrogen grades. The granulator ammonia and nitrogen for granulation plants.is usually a TVA-tvYj. rotary granulator in which thenitrogen solulions i(. added beneath the rolling bed In addition to the solutions shown tablesol material. The reaction of ammonia in I andwith other 2, a low-pressurematerials causes enough heal and 
ammonia urea solution has beenliquid pi, iSe to be produced in Europe and shipped to Brazil foradded to the g'anulator use inwhich cause th,. smjaller size granulation plants (8). This solution doesparticles to le agglomlerated into( the desired size of 

not exert 
a gauge pressure until its temperaturegranules for reaches about'xcellent storage, uniform application, 35-C (95-F), and at 41'C (105'F)and it exerts a gaugecustomur accepitance. Sometimes steam is also pressure which is estimated to be only 0.35 kg/cm 2added to promote granulation. The most popular (5 psig). The solution contains N, freesolution of this type is one that contains 44.8 total 

33% 160 
ammonia, 44% urea, and 40% water.N, 25",, free Nil,,, 69't NIJ 4 NO:;, ani 6o' 11:0. Thenext most popular solution., contain .17. 1% total N, The Brazilian company that received10% fre, -' this solutionNil:.6,1),, N1I 4 NO:I and 6%i 1120. These, solo- found it safe to store thelions solution in a nonpressurehave bieen used itoproduce comloun(t fertilizers, stcrage tank formerly used for the storage of crude:uch as 15-15-15. 16-8-8. etc. , in ammoniation-granu- oil. No ammonia was lost from the solution whenlation plants; however, the trend in the United States several inches of crude oil were allowed to coveris to relila( them with anhydrous ammonia, surface of the liquid in the tank. This 

the 
Compound fertilizers will he discussed in chapter XIX 

solution was 
in which 

used to produce granular products in a granulationthe use of nitrogen solutions, anhydrous plant containedthat both a rotary and a pan granuammonia, and acids is cove:etl. That chapter also Thelator. experiencecovers the calulation of heats of reaction 
of this company demonstratedand liquid that this solution probably could usedbe in dephase of granulation formulations to provide good veloping countries.

granulation in typical granulation plants using the 
TVA ammonialor granulator. 

These nitrogen solutions are being replaced by Summaryanhydrous ammonia berause anhydrous ammonia is now 
readily available to the ammoniation-granulJation plantat a lower cost than the nitrogen solutions,
fore, 

There- Liquid nitrogen materials (anhydrous or aquamost granulation plants now use much larger ammonia and nitrogen solutions) are major sources of 
I"1 



nitrogen in the United States, Canada, Mexico, and The medium-pressure ammonia-ammonium nitrate andDenmark; they are important and growing sources in ammonia-ammonium nitrate-urea solutions appear to beseveral other countries. About 60% of the N applied in losing their popularity as a source of ammonia andthe United States is applied in fluid forms. The nitrogen for the production of compound granularpopularity of these materials has increased because fertilizers in ammoniation-granulation plants. They arethey are usually one of tle most economical sources of being replaced by anhydrous ammonia and solidnitrogen. Also, the energy requirement for their nitrogen materials.
manufacture is less than for solids. The nonpressure
solutions have the greatest growth rate because oftheir ease in handling, storage, and application. Some of the developing countries have startedApplication with irrigation water is particularly using low-pressure nitrogen solutions, and a few ofpopular. Also, they are excellent carriers of the Asian and Latin American countries have shown
pesticides and micronutrients and are used as a considerable interest in the application of anhydrous
source of supplementary nitrogen for fluid mixtures, and aqua ammonia or other liquids. 
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XI Some Factors Influencing Choice 
of Nitrogen Fertilizers 

Introduction 


The usual aim in choosing which nitrogen fertili-
zer or fertilizers should be produced and marketed 
is, 	 or should be, to determine which products will 
produce the greatest increase in crop value per dollar 
spent. The problem is not a simplf: one; it involves 
estimation of the cost of manufacturing or procu ring 
the 	 products, the cost of marketing and dist ribu ting
them, the agronomic effectiveness of the alternative 
products, and the value of the increased ; gricul tufl 
production. The ;MnSw(MI may 1)e different for
different c rops or regions. Often some comptomise 
must be made between cost of lailnufaCtUre and distri-
bution on the one hand and agronomic effectiveness 
on 	 the other. The question, whether to supply 
nitrogeli in two or- more forms to iet livrse 
reluirements, needs to be considered in light of 
whether the additional benefit is worth the additional 
cost (if any). Finally. a decision is ne(l(el as to 
whet her only straight nitrogen fertilizers should be 
produced or whethet nitrogen should also be produced
in the form of com)ound fertilizers. Most countries 

have found it useful to supply both types. 


Agronomic Considerations 

It is sometimes said that all nitrogen fertilizers 
a equally effective when used properly. This is 
.. quile true unless one defines proper use as 
avoiding some types of uses in which certain products 
have inherently low effectivenecs. Perhaps more to 
the point, one needs to consider how the products 
will be used. It is very difficult. to change the habits 
ot- practices of a large number of fat'mers and, in 
fact, it may he uneconomical to do so if the proposed 
practices involve expenditures for equipment thatsmall farmers cannot afford. Therefore, effectiveness 
of fertilizers should be evahlated on the basis of how 
the farmers are likely to use them rather than how 
they should be used for maximum effectiveness. 

Nitrogen fertilizers may be classified into three 
groups according to whether the nitrogen is present
in the ammoniacal form or the nitrate form or some 
mixture of the two. A fourth group could be added--
complex organic compounds. Natural organic 
fertilizers do not fall within the scope of this manual 
while synthetic organic compounds other than urea 
will be discussed separately under controlled-release 
fertilizers (chapter XXI). 

Ammoniacal fertilizers are anhydrous ammonia, 
aqua ammonia, and the ammonium salts--sulfate, phos-
phates, chloride, and carbonate or bicarbonate. Urea 
will be included in this group since it readily hydro-
lyzes in the soil to ammonium carbonate, 

Nitrate fertilizers are sodium, potassium, nU,(
calcium nitrate. Fertilizers containing mixtures of 
ammoniacal and nitrate fertilizers are mainly ammonium 
nitrate and various combinations containing it., such 
as urea ammonium nitrate solution, ammonium phos-
phate nitrate, etc. 

1' 

Ammoniacal fertilizers as a group have some 
characteristics in common. Most plants cannot utilize 
ammoniacal nitrogen effectively (rice is a notable 
exception), thus for most crops, utilization is 
dependent on conversion of lhe ammoniacal nitrogen to 
nitrate nitrogen in the soil. This conversion takes
place through a series of microbiological processes 
and is usually quite rapid in warm soils. lowever, 
the reaction requires oxygen and cannot take place
when air is excluded from the soil as, for example, 
by flooding. The rate of nitrification decreases as 
the soil temperalure decreases, ind at soil lemlpera
tures of 10"C and 1elow the reaction practically 
ceases. For this reason fertilizers containing at least 
some nitrate are lreferred for use in cold climates 
for those crops that make substantial growth in early 
spring when soil temperatures are low. Many farm 
crops such as fiaize and colton will not germinate or 
grow in cold soil, thus the rate of nitrification is not 
likely to be a limiling factor for these crops. 

Ammoniacal nitrogen is adsorbed by colloids in
the soil and therefore is resistant to leaching. Be
cause of rapid nitrification in most agricultural 
situations, this advantage is short-lived and hence 
relatively unimportant . There are two important 
exceptions: 

1. 	When an ammoniacal fertilizer is placed in the 
reducing (anaerobic) zone of a flooded soil, it 
remains in the ammoniacal form and hence re
sistant to lwching as long as the zone remains 
anaerobic. Since the rice plant can utilize 
ammoniacal nitrogen efficiently, this situation 
provides an important opportunity for rice 
farmers to minimize nitrogen losses by leaching 
or volatilization. 

2. 	 Since ammoniacal nilrogen does riot nitrify in 
cold soil, it may be applied in late autumn for 
fertilization of crops to be plant(d in the spring
without danger of loss by leaching during the 
winter in those climates where the soil tem
perature remains below 10"C during the winter. 
This situation enables farmers to take advantage 
of a low lrice or abundant supply of fertilizer 
which may be availatile during the autumn and to 
apply the fertilizer during a less busy time than 
the spring planting season. 

Surface-applied amnmoniacal nitrogen is subject to 
more ot' less serious losses by volatilization of ammonia 
depending on the type of fertilizer, pl of soil, tem
perature, etc. Anhydrous ammonia would volatilize 
instantly if applied to tle soil surface, thus it must 
be injected 10 cin or more below the surface to avoid 
heavy losses. The same is true of a(lua ammonia of 
the usual concentration (25%I, Nll ,). Dilute aqua 
amnmota (5% Nil,,) can be surface applied withoutserious. losses on some soils. Surface-applied urea 
may be subject to moderate to heavy losses, particu
larly in warm, humid climates ot on calcareous soils. 
In 	 the case of flooded rice, loss of ammonia by
surface applicalion of urea depends on lhe )ll1of the 
floodwater rather than that of the soil. When urea is 

(C
 



applied to the surface of unflooded soil, ammonia loss 
depends on the rate of hydrolysis of urea to ammonia 
and carbon dioxide and can be largely prevented by
working it into the soil soon after application or by
timely rains or irrigation. 

Ammonium bicarbonate is subject to serious loss 
of ammonia unless it is worked into the soil. Other 
mnmonium salts are relatively free from ammonia loss 
problems; however, appr'eciable loss can occur with 
surface application on strongly alkaline soils alka-or 
line floodwater, especially with dianinonium phosphate 
and even with ammonium sulfate. 

All ammoniacal fertilizers are acid forming, but 
ammonium sulfate and chloride are the most strongly
acid forming since both the nitrogen and the anion 
contribute to acidifying the soil. (For a discussion of 
the acid- and base-forming characteistics of fertili-
zers, see chapter XXII. ) The acid-forming quality 
may be an advantag,.! for use on alkaline soils or for 
crops that require acid soils (such as tea). In 
other cases the acidity is likely to be a disadvantage 
since eventually the soil may become acid as toso be 
unfit for agricultural use unless corrected by applica
tion of limestone. 

The value of the anion of the amnonium salt 
must be considered. This is especially true of 
ammonium phosphates which are usually consrdered as 
phosphate fertilizers, since their N: P2O weight ratio 
ranges from 1:5 for MAI) to 2:5 for )AP. lowever, 
they are capable of economically supplying a substan-
tial amount of nitrogen, as will te pointed out in 
chapter XVII, and should be given due consideration 
in planning a nitrogen supply. Ammonium sulfate is 
often valued for its sulfur content since there are 
widespread deficiencies of this element (see
chapter XX). Ilowever, its S:N ratio is far greater
than needed for most situations, thus it is often used 
as an ingredient of compound fertilizers rather than 
as a straight nitrogen fertilizer. The chlorine content 
of ammonium chloride is beneficial in rare cases (see
chapter VIII) but more often deleterious for some 
crops and soils. It leaches rapidly from well-watered 
soils and is not consitered harmful in most cases 
except for specific crops that are sensitive to it or 
situations where chloride accumulations in the soil 
present a problem (such as semiarid soils). 

Nitrates are generally agronomically effective and 
preferable for some crops (tobacco) or for rapid 

response in cool soils. Nitrates leach readily from 

some soils under conditions of heavy rainfall or 

irrigation. As pointed out previously, ammoniaca' 

nitrogen is rapidly converted to nitrate in most 

situations, thus only in certain conditions 
 can any
specific advantage or disadvantage be attributed to 
the nitrate form. Nitratc.; are, of course, free from 
ammonia loss problems. In flooded or waterlogged
soils, nitrate nitrogen may be reduced ("denitrified")
first to nitrite then to N2 , N20, or NO and thus lost 
to the atmosphere. For this reason, nitrates are gen-
erally regarded as unsuitable for subsurface applica-

tion to flooded rice. 


Sodium, calcium, and potassium nitrate have a 
basic reaction in the soil which is an advantage for 
acid soils. The sodium content of sodium nitrate maybe useful in increasing yields of certain crops, but it 
may be a disadvantage for soils that already have an 
excessive sodium content. Calcium nitrate finds use 
on saline soils since the calcium will replace sodium 
adsorbed on clay, permitting sodium to be washed 
out. The main disadvantage of calcium and sodium 
nitrates is their low analysis (15'h,-160',). Potassium 
nitrate is generally considered as a potash fer'tilizer 
(13-0-44), and its advantages will be discussed in 
chapter XVIII. Ilowever, it is also valued for its 
nitrate nitrogen content for use in some specialtyferilizers, suech as totbacco fer'lilIize r 

Ammonium nitrate contains both ammoniacal and 
nitrate nitrogen in equal amounts aind therefore has 

some of the advantages and disadvantages of both 
forms. It is generally regarded as agronomically
effective for a wide range of crops and soils with the 
notable exception of subsurface application on flooded 
rice. It is satisfactory for use on upland rice and in 
some cases for surface application on flooded rice. Itis widely used in Europe and North America both as a 
straight nitrogen material and as an ingredient of 
compound fertilizers. The urea ammonium nitrate 
solution (UAN) and ammonium sulfate nitrate (ASN) 
contain one-quarter of their nitrogen in the nitrate 
form and three-quarters in the ammoniacal form. 

Plysical lPro)erties andSafety 

The physical properties of fertilizers are an 
important consideration and sometimes a deciding
factor. The physical properties of solid fertilizers 
will be discussed in chapter XXII and in various 
other chapters dealing with specific products.
Chapter X covered pertinent physical properties of 
nitrogen solutions, anhydrous ammonia, and aqua 
ammonia. 

Some hazards are involved in storage, transpor
tation, and usc of ammonium nitrate and some con
pound fertilizers containing it, which were discussed 
in chapter VIII. In some countries where safe 
practices are difficult to enforce, these hazards 
could be a serious drawback. Likewise transportation, 
storage, and use of anhydrous ammonia involve 
hazards (chapter X) which can be reduced to an 
acceptable level only by enforcement of rigid specifi
cations for the equipment and following safe practices.
These conditions may be difficult to attain in some 
countries. 

Manufacturing Considerations 

The choice of nitrogen fertilizer to be produced
within a country may be influenced by linkages with 
other industries or by the resources of the country.
The manufacture of urea is not economical except when 
associated with an ammonia l)lant. For countries 
where importation of ammonia would be less expensive
than indigenous production, a go tJ choice could be 
use of imported ammonia for production of ammonium 
nitrate, ammonium phoslhate, ammonium sulfate, or 
some combination of the three. Another possibility
for using imported ammonia is production of nit.ro
phosphate fertilizers, which would supply both 
nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers. In most cases it 
is better to plan the fertilizer industry as a whole 
rather than the nitrogen industry separately. 

Ammonium sulfate is often available as a bypro
duct from other industries, such as coking operations ,metallurgical extraction processes, and caprolactam
)roduction; low-cost byproduct sulfuric acid for use 
in making ammonium sulfate may be available from 
smelting industries. Also ammonium sulfate may be a 
convenient byproduct from pollution abatement 
facilities. Likewise, amrnonium chloride may be pro
duced economically as a coproduct of soda ashproduction or from byp'oduct hydrochloric acid from 
other industries. 

Conversely, fertilizer pr(iduction facilities often 
can supply raw materials for other industrifs;
ammonia and urea have many industrial uses, and
ammonium nitrate is widely used as a blasting agent
in mining industries or in road building. Therefore,
integrated planning of the industrial sector 
influence the choice of nitrof,,n fertilizer products. 

may 
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'Theusual aim in choosing a nitrogen 
 fertilizer isto select a product or products that will result in the 

lowest average delivered cost per kilogram of N at the 
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farm level, assuming that all sources of N are equally or urea to make APN, APS, or [JAI' compounds or byefficient. A later section of this manual will show using supplemental straight nitrogen at the farm level.illustrative comparative estimates of manufacturing
costs. However. a comparison can also he made on Evaluation of the economic advantage of improvedthe basis of actual delivered costs in a country where agronomic
various nitrogen products are manufactured and clear-cut
marketed in competition with each other under free instance,
market conditions. Such a comparison is available for averages
the United States. Data for' the 10-year period I I: , the
1968-77 are shown in table I. Anhydrous ammonia result in 

wherever 
If a ton
plant willTABLE 1. AVERAGE PRICES PAID BY 

efficiency would be relatively simple if a 
agronomic advantage could be shown. For 
if the response ratio of wheat to fertilizer A 
10:1 and the 	response ratio to fertilizer B is 

additional IM' efficiency o)ffertilizer B will 
I additional ton of wheat per ton of N 

fertilizer 11 is used rather than fertilizer A. 
of wheat is valued at $120 and a proposedproduce 300,0100 tons of N annually, then1J.S. FARMERS FOR an additional annual farm income 	 of $36 million willNITROGEN FERTILIZERS, 1968-77 ($/kg OF N) 
 result from choice of fertilizer 11 rather than A. This 

example illustrates the importance of choosing the 
Ammoium Aminoniium most effective type of fertilizer. Unfortunately,Arihydrous N Solution seldom possible 	 it isto demonstrate a clear-cut generalStu._lfate Nit rate Urea Ammonia (30% N) superiority of one nitrog'en fertilizer over another. 

1968 0.29 0.22 Differences of 10, in response ratios are often not0.22 0.12 0.23 statistically significant ; results are often variable1969 0.28 0.20 0.20 0.200.10 	 from year to year, from one crop to another, and1970 0.28 0.20 0.20 0. 10 0.20 from one soil to another. In t)articular, relative effi1971 0.28 0.21 0.20 0. 11 0.21 ciency is often influenced by method, timing, or1972 0.28 
 0.21 0.20 0.11 0.20 placement, leading to the conclusion that superiority197:) 0.30 0.23 0.22 0.12 0.21 or inferiority of nitrogen fertilizers is seldom an1974 0.59 o.440.46 0.2b o.41 intrinsic property of the material itself but more1975 0.81 0.61 10.59) 0.36 0.56 closely related to how it is used. Therefore, planners1976 0.52 0.45 0.40 0.25 0.41 are c:onfronted with the alternatives of selecting a1977 0.55 0.41
0.47 0.24 
 (.44 	 lproduct that will do best with prevalent farmers' use 
practices or teaching millions of farmers howSource: 1978 Fertilizer Situat oti, U.S. Depa rtnent- of given iproduct more effectively.	 

to use a 
Agriculture, Economic Research Service, )ecember 1977 
(original data coiiverted to metric units). 

Estimated Cost and ("ate Sale Price of Urea, 
Ammonium Nitrate, and _Ammonium Sulfate 

has been the least expensive nitrogen source during The following comparative cost estimates arethis perio(l 	 it costs only about one-half as much a; intended to be illustrative and to provide a comparisonrea or ammonium nitrate. tUrea, ammionium nitrate, between prolucts rather than provide absolute values.and nitrogen solutions have sold at about the same e n p at on publi d figure andes.price during this period with a tendency toward They are based in part tceive 	
inet 

on d iergu res inrrelatively lower urea prices during recent e part on information received from engineering firmsperhaps because of increased supply of this product. anre contracors. In each case IJant investment costsAmmonium sulfate prices have ranged from about are shown for a range of c;iacities. Production costs 
to ,404)higher than those of urea or ammonium niitale, are calculated for a in an case"industrial is for current(1978) condilions "base which location of 	 a 

'Ihe comparison is not necessarily transferable to develop d coaitry (tnitedStates or jgEurope). he
 
other cuntries. lowammoni delivered cos of anhydrousjudged the 	 bydenies on ai weli-organized large-scale comparison with current(and expensiv) distribution world market prices. Furthersystem that 	 would e estimates will then indicate the effect of higher capital(and~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ta~difficult match most 	 ~~11of' chesv)dsriuinssethatthe effe likely o be ofcopratin,to in countries. Distril)utionol earges chres are to e 	 eveffectincurred in developing 
nitrogen solution also has specialized re(uirements.
However, the relative cost of the solid materials 
should be at 	 least qualitatively relevant although their 
compar'ative 	 cost would be affected by transportation
costs. Ih e price data for solid materials in table I 
are a composite of bulk and bagged products. In 
1976, about 73'1, -'f the solid fertilizers sold in the
United States w.. in bulk form. Delivery in bags
would increase the relative cost of the lower analysis
materials per 	kilogram of N. 

Perhaps the 	 lowest cost solid nitrogen fertilizer 
is diammonium phosphate. An illustration in chap-
ter XVII shows that IAI' is tihe lowest cost phosphate
fertilizer when the nitrogen content is evaluated at
the price of the equivalent amount of urea. 'Ihe 
same data can be interpreted to show that when the 
value of thle V)r, content is based on the cost of
TSP, the net cost of the nitrogen would 1)e$1).26/kg 
versus $0. 34/kg for' urea. A similar comparison may
be made on the basis Of current world market prices 
as shown in "Fertilizer International" (,July 1978).
With 'rs, at $90/ton and I)AI' at $125/ton, the net cost
of the N in I)AI would he about. $1).19/kg of N versus 
$0.26 for urea. 'lThis differential would be increased 
by transportation, storage, and bagging costs because 
DAP is more concentrated than '-l'S or ur'ear. 

lnfortunately, most crops require a higher r'atio
of N: O,, than that of IIA, thus additional nitrogen
must he supplied from another source. 'This can be
lone by adiling ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate, 

countries, the effect of scale of operation, the effect
 
of percentage capacity utilization, and the effect of 
raw material costs.cost estimates (General assumptions used in allin this manual are listed and discussed 
in chapters VI and XXV and will not be r'epeated1 here. 

Estimated Cost of trea Production 
. .................. 
 . . . ......
 

The approximate capital requirements for urea 
plants in a developeed country as related to capacity 
in the range of 500-1,700 tpd are shown in figure 1.Hattery-limits costs range 	 from about $13 million at 
500 tpd to $27 million at 1,700 tpd. 'Total plant costs 
are taken as 	 1.5 times battery-limits cost. 

''able 2 shows the estimated production cost of
prilled urea for a base case in a developed country
for a plant of 1,000-Ipd capacity operating at 90% of
rated capacity. 'The cost of storage facilities is based 
on 45 days' production for bulk storage at $50/ton of 
dehumidified storage capacity plus 10 days' storage of 
bagged product at $75/ton. Carbon dioxide is assumed 
to he available at no charge from an adjacent ammonia
plant. Assuming that ammonia is available at $120/ton,
the estimated bulk urea production cost is about 
$111/ton. Allowing 10% return on investhent, the 
bulk gate sale price is about $123/ton. 'ihis is in line 
with current world market prices. Assuming a costof $12/Ion for bags and bagging, the gate sale price
of bagged urea is $135/toi. 'lhe cost of bags depends 
on the type of bag . 'Theallowance of $12/Ion is con
silered adequate for 51)-kg bags consisting of a woven 
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polypropylene outer bag with a polyethylene film inner 
bag. 

The effect of scale of production is indicated in 
table 3 and figure 2. In calculating the production
cost at capacities other than the base cost, the 
following assumptions were made: 

1. 	 The cost of raw materials, utilities, and supplies 
would remain constant per ton of product. 

2. 	 Labor-related costs (labor, overhead, and chemi
cal 	 control) per year would increase as 	 the 0.6 
power of capacity.
 

3. Capital-related costs per year (depreciation,
maintenance, interest, taxes, and insurance)

ewouldbe directly proportional to the capital
investment. 
The results of the calculation indicate that 

increasing the scale of operation from 500 to 1,700 tpd
would lower the bulk production cost from $118 to$105/ton and the gate sale rice from $132 to $11,t/ton. 
Thus, the economics of scale are moderate. Htowever,as pointed out previously, the economies of scale of 
ammonia production are quite important. Therefore, 
in an ammonia-urea complex where urea is the sole 
end product, the combined economies of scale of the 
two plants would he very important. On the other 
hand, a decision to 	 make two or more end productsfrom the output .)fa single ammonia plant might notincrease the cost of the end products by a substantial 
percentage and might have compensating advantages. 

The effect of ammonia cost on the production
cost of urea is shown in figure 3 for a plant capacity 
of 1 000 tpd. The figure was estimated on the basis 
case the urea cost would vary from that in thein 	 proportion to the difference in ammonia basecost 

times 0.575 times 1.05. The 0.575 factor represents
the amounturea. The of1.05ammonia required to produce I ton offactor increases the administrative 

and miscellaneous expense as the cost of ammonia and, 
hence, urea increass and thereby allows for increasedinterestfromon$100 to capital. the ammoniacost working Increasing$200/ton would increase the 	produc

tion 
 cost of urea from $100 to $lG0/ton. The gate
sale price would increase from $111 to $171/ton. 

Urea l)ants are invariably located adjacent to an

ammonia plant and, hence, the effect of location on 

TABLE 2. ESTIMATED PRODUCTION COST OF UREA (BASE CASE) PRILLED (46% N)
 

Capacity--l,O00 tpd; Capacity Utilization--90%
 
Annual Production--300,O00 tpy 
Plant Investment--$31 million 
Storage Facilities--$3 million 

Item 


RawMaterials
 
Ammonia 

C02 

Formaldehyde 


Utilities
 
Water 
Steam 

Electricity 


Labor 

Overhead 

Chemical control 

Maintenance 

Taxes and insurance 

Depreciation and interest 

Miscellaneous supplies 


Subtotal 

Adm. and misc. expense 


Production cost (bulk) 

Bags and bagging 

Production cost (bagged) 

Return on investment, 10% 

Gate sale price (bulk) 

Gate sale price (bagged) 


Quantity _ 


0.575 ton 

0.760 ton 

3.5 kg 


3
70 m
 
1.2 tons 


125 kWh 


0.40 man-hour 

100% of labor 

20% of labor 


5% of investment 

2% of investment 


10.67% of investment 


5% of subtotal 


Unit Cost $/ton of Urea
 

$120 
 69.00
 
no charge
 

0.38 
 1.33
 

0.01 
 0.70
 
4.00 
 4.80
 
0.02 
 2.50
 

7.00 
 2.80
 
2.80
 
0.56
 
5.67
 
2.67
 
12.09
 
1.00
 

105.92
 
5.30
 

111.22
 
12.00
 

123.22
 
11.33
 
122.55
 
134.55
 



TABLE 3. EFFECT OF CAPACITY ON PRODUCTION COST AND GATE SALE PRICE OF 
BULK UREA (90% CAPACITY UTILIZATION)
 

Plant cost, $ million 

Storage facilities, $ million 

Total investment, % mi llion 


Cost, $/ton of urea
 
Raw materials, utilities, and supplies

Labor-related costs 

Capital-related costs 


Subtotal 

Adm. and misc. expense 5% 

Production cost 

ROI, 10% 

Gate sale price, bulk 


a. Base case.
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urea costs is lprimarily relatedI o teh effect of location 
on ammonia cost. It is technically possible to produce
urea from imiported ammonia by usng carbon iloxide 
from soe othetr source. I"or instalnce, carbonl (lloxihle
could be extract,(i friom silack gats from limelIa kiln, it 
cement. ilat, or ta fuel-fh'ed electric generating ilatnt
by using C'0 2 absorlbenit soltitions stch as MEA (see
chaptler VI, "('() 2 removal"). 

500-tpd l,000-tLgd 1,700-tpd

Plant 
 Plant 
 Plant
 

19.5 
 31.0 
 40.2
 
1.5 
 3.0 
 5.1
 

2.0 
 34.-0 
 45.3
 

79.33 79.33 79.33 
8.12 6.16 4.98 
24.74 20.43 15.70 
112.19 105.92 100.01 
5.61 

117.80 
5.30 

111.22 
5.00 

105.01 
14.00 11.33 8.88 

131.80 122.55 113.89 

Since 0.76 ton of (( 2 is required per ton of 
urea, if (()2 could be obtained at a cost of $20/ton, 

the cost per ton of urea would be $15.20. There may 
be cases in which this alternative should be considere(I. ''he localion also affects the urea costby affecting the investment (ost. A location in a 

country or in a remote part of a developed 
country (suchinvestment costsas Alaska or Siberia) results in higherbecause of higher construction cost,need for more auxiliary and supportingIn the base caIse facilities, etc.(table 2), , 5 t.altt-i, ted ctsy 

totale( $20.43/ton of urea, and return on investmentwas $11.33. TIhe effect of increasinj the capital costs; 
by 25, and 50% is shown in the following tabulation 

IlIttI ,1 Jo .ost tr tIIt l q, Ii.toi,I 'i t lost old 
ltr .r1. lii*.,It, (lPOIC 

Ilolll!,c'Ill 1t Co ;l.Itv SI],, trirlh'€d fst, 
( t Ivestment, $/tol f hea (Io%Vol), 5/ton oI urvi 

0 these ,i 2')~~ 1(,~1. 21.22).44) 
5) 121.44 119.44 

The effect. of operating at a lower percentage of
capacity than 9011' (assumed in the base case) is to
increase the per of sincecost ton product ca)ital
related and labor-related (csts remain thse same on un 
annual basis and, hence, theytre grt'er per ton of 
product . In the base case the sum of the capital- and 
labor-related costs amounted t,,$26.59 per ton of urea.
The following tabltuation i]]ustratis the effect of 
,capacityutilization on costs. 

Ef'('tof (Ca cilmit 11t Iiz ti o n o il Polo tionlCos t ,ad 
l'ri(, tGate ale oI re.a (l,O000-tl)d, 3lO6O00-tily Capacity) 

Utilizatioi, Irotict ioti Cost, Gate Sale Iri e 
%- $/ol (10 k-) $t . - S/ton ( I0% HIIl) $/tn 

100 108.56 118.7690 (base 'ase) 111.22 122.5') 
80 114.1)4 121.21 
70 118.12 It -t960 124,51 141 ,11 

'I'hus, Ih, Incrensed cost autied by below
capacity oper ltlon i rallier Inoderiale . Ilowever, in 
Itn ammonla-uriea coltelx, ielow-,l'a, ity otrillon 
will increase the amtmionia cost soharply oni hletnce Ithe 
u'ea cost. (011llteoler ha11d, If the ('tillex contlinh
n0an lternative in, for immnll ot f teith, antmonia c/in 



be sold, failure to operate the urea plant at a high used as the base case in the preceding section. Thepercentage of rated capacity would be far less
serious, 

base case assumes the use of a high-pressure process
with a battery-limits capital cost of $15.3 million and a 
total cost of $23 millionEstimated Cost of Ammonium Nitrate 	

which should be sufficient toProduction allow for 10 days' intermediate storage of nitric acid 
as wellAmmonium nitrate production facilities 	

as other auxiliary and supporting facilities.are almost It probably would not be sufficient to allow for ainvariably operated in conjunction with a nitric acid large ammonia terminal and storage facility in caseplant 	 but not necessarily in conjunction anwith ammonia was imported from overseas sources.ammonia plant. The estimated capital cost of batterylimits 	 nitric acid plants as related to capacity and The estimated production cost of nitrictype is shown in figure 4. For the base case, 	
acid for 

a 	 the base case is shown in table 4. Assuming that 
ammonia is available at $120/ton, the estimated production cost is $53.40/ton. The effect of capacity on 

20o- production cost is shown in table 5. As the capacity
increases from 250 to 1,070 tpd, the production cost 

A decreases from about $65 to $53/ton. Figure 5 showsa 

the effect of ammonia cost and nitric acid capacitythe production 	 oncost of nitric acid. Further discussion 
15 . . .of1bined 	 the economics of nitric acid production will be com

with that of ammonium nitrate. 

a The estimated production cost and gate saleprice of ammonium nitrate (34% N) for the base case 
. . E 

0 are shown in table 6. The assumptions are the sameas for the urea base case which permits the following 
ESTIMATED BATTERY-LIMITS direct comparison. 

4 
 ~LOCATION COST FOR US OR EUROPEAN 
LO A NUrea Ainvonium5A-MEDIUM 	 NitratePRESSURE 5Jton, 5 jor N 5/t~n 06I'B-DUAL 	 PRESSURE I n cr.b,,ost, bulk 111.22 0.24 85.29 0.25 

CIHIGH PRESSURE Prohutnnn (o .t, hagled 13.22 027 91.29.i;,e sale price, h lk 122,5, 0.27 96 25 
0.29 

Gate sjle pri e, hlagArI 1 14,55 0 29 108.25 
0.28 
0.32 o f~~~~~ -- - -- --- 1 
 _ 	 I 

_ - _ -0 250 500 750 ID2O0 1250
 
PLANT CAPACITY, TONS OF HNO 3 PER DAY 
 The comparison indicates that urea is $0.01 to 

$0.03 less expensive per kilogram of N than ammoniumFigure 4. Effect of Type of Process and Plant Site on Capital Cost of nitrate. This is well within the limits of accuracy ofNitric Acid Plants. the estimates. However, distribution costs would behigher per kilogram of N for ammonium nitrate
because of its lower analysis. Ammonium nitrate hascapacity of 1,070 tpd of I|N0 3 is assumed which is a

sufficient to produce 	
higher density than urea, thus the nitrogen content1,353 tpd of ammonium nitrate per

(349 N). This 	
unit volume is about the same. Therefore, costsis equivalent to 460 tpd of N which is that are proportional to volume,the 	 such as storagesame as for the 1,000-tpd urea plant that was costs, would be about the same while costs that are 

TABLE 4. ESTIMATED PRODUCTION COST OF NITRIC ACID
 

Capacity--l,070 tpd (100% IINO
3 basis); Capacity Utilization--90% 
Annual Production--321,000 tpy

Plant Investment--$23 million (includes ' days' storage)

Process--ligh Pressure, Extended Absorption
 

Item 
 _.antity, 
 Unit Cost $/ton of 100% HN 3
 

Raw materials

Ammonia 0.288 ton 

Catalyst (Pt) 	

$120 
/g 

34.56
 
150 mg 
 $9	 1.35
 

Utilities
 
Steam (credit) 
 -0.4 ton 
 4.00 
 -1.60
 
Cooling water a 	 3
87 m
Boiler feedrater 	 3 0.01 0.878.5 m 0.13El ectricity 	 1.10

9.5 kWh 
 0.02 
 0.19
 
labor 0.08 man-hour 7.00 0.56Overhead 
 100% of labor 
 0.56
Chiemical control 20% of 	labor 
 0.11 
Maintenance 5% of investment 
 3.58
Taxes and insurance 2% of investment 
Depreciation and interest 	 1.43

10.67% 	of Investment 
taitel laneotu supplies 	 7.65 

0.50 
Stbtotal 

50.86Adm, anti m1 KC. expenIs 5% of subtotal 2.54 
l'rol t Ioin co s 

53.40 

a. t IniId', water to sihsorpt-ion-tower .Ib. Does [lot Inclulde electricity for mechasitcal refrigeration of absorption tower coolant (not always required). 

II'd
 



TABLE 5. EFFECT OF CAPACITY ON PRODUCTION COST OF NITRIC ACID
 

250-tpd 
 500-tpd 1,070-tgd
 
Plant 
 Plant 
 Plant
 

Cost, S/ton of HNOa
 
Raw materials, utilities, and supplies 
 36.97 
 36.97 
 36.97
Labor-related costs 
 2.22 
 1.67 
 1.23
Capital-related costs 
 22.97 
 17.22 
 12.66


Subtotal 6 . F 55.8A-
Adm. and misc. exlense 5% W.083.11 
 2.79 
 2.54
Production cost 
 5.27 
 58.T 
 53.40
 

a. Base case.
 

150 nproportional to weight would be 35% greater for 
011 1ammonium nitrate. z 

World market prices of bulk ammonium nitrate are
z0 not available for comparison, but recent bids on hag-0 0.... 
 . . NH3COST ' ged ammonium nitrate delivered in Alexandria, Egypt, 

iurea $/TON ranged atfrom $130$1to73/ton$1,13/ton compared with$1f0t- as bagged("Fertilizer International"
 

0 1010 No. 110, August 1978). The lowest bids corresponded 
050 

50 ,to $0.38 and $0.35/kg of N for ammonium nitrate anda A urea, respectively. Since freight costs are S12 

BASE included60 in the bid prices, they are noc' directly comparable 

0 [with estimated gate sale prices. 

00 According to the present estimates the capital0 250 500 750 I oo t250 investment cost for the tase case is lower for urea 
CAPACITY, TONS OF HNO 3 / DAY than for ammonium nitrate (including nitric acid)-

$31 million for urea versus $+1 million for ammonium 
nitrate. However, one advantage of ammonium nitrateFigure 5. Effect of Plant Capacity and Ammonia Cost on Production Costs is that it does not require a coexisting ammonia plant.of Nitric Acid. As an example of this advantage, ifammonia could be 

TABIl" 6. ESTIMATED PRIDUCTION COST AND ;ATE SALE PRICE OF AMMONIIIM NITRAT. (PRILI.E) 34% N) 

Capacity--I ,353 tpd; Capwaity Uttilization--90% 
Annual Produ(t ion--405,900 tois 
Plant Investment--S17.5 million 

Storage--$4.0 million 

Itemti.y 
 Unit Costsl 
 .tpn of Product
 

Raw materials
 
Ammoni a 
 0.210 ton 
 120 
 25.20
Nitric acid 
 0.773 ton 
 53.40 
 41.27
Stabilizer 
 4 kg 0.25 1,00
 

Utilities
 
Steam 
 0.2 ton 
 4.00 
 0.80
3
Water 
 8 m
 0,01 0.08
Electricity 
 20 kWh 
 0.02 
 0.40
 

Labor 0.17 man-hour 
 7,00 1.19
Overhead 
 100% of labor 
 1.19
Chemical control 
 20% of labor 
 0.24
 

Maintenance 
 5% of investment 
 2.65
Taxes and insurance 2% of investment 
 1.06
Deltrectatiot and interest 10.67% 
of investment 
 5.65
Miscell aneous jUtttulies 
 0.50
 

Subtotal 
81,23
Adm. and ili,. expense 5% of subtotal 4.06
 

Prodlction (oat (bulk) 
15,29
litns and tnaggring 
12.00 

'rodution (os t (bagged) 
97.29
 

Retiurnt oil Itvent merit. 
10% of $44, S million 


10.96
Gite sale lirite (hulk) 96.2!)

lirktte
Gate sale (baIgged) 

108.25
 



imported at a coat of $120/ton and it indigenous pro- too 
duction of ammonia would cost $200/ton, then produc
tion at ammoniumnitr~tofrom imported ammonia would. 
hviT iear advantage over productionof urea from 

domestically produced ammonia, This possibility may
be 	 of interes t to countries that have no economical 
feedstock fr producing ammonia, 

Another advantage of ammonium nitrate over urea 
is that the ammonium nitrate unit can operate
independently of the nitric acid unit and both are 
independent of the ammonia plant since storage of the 
intermediate products, ammonia and nitric acid, is
feasible, A urea plant, on the other hand, cannot 
operate when the associated ammonia plant is not in 
operation since it is not economically feasible to store 
the COg required for urea production, This degree
of independence of plant operation should result hi 
higher capacity utilization for ammonium nitrate than 
for urea. For example, it two independently operated
units each have a reliability of, 90% , the plant as a 
whole will have a reliability of 90% if adequate inter-
mediate storage is provided, but two dependent units 
each withof onlyreliability81% of 90%will have a reliability aswholea 
a whe atimly 8 od 

The estimated cost at producing ammonium 
nitrate an scales a 323 and 847 tpd, corresponding to 
250 and 500 tpd of,H O, is shown in table 7. The 
estimated bulk gate sale price decreases from $124 to
$98/ton af bulk product as the capacity increases 
from 323 to 1,353 tpd, These results are shown in
figure 6, which also shows the effect of ammonia cost 
on 	the gate-sale price of ammonium nitrate. 

Estimated Cost of Ammonium Sulfate Production 

Straight ammonium sulfate seldom is produced
from sulfuric acid and ammonia unless one o the two 
raw materials is a byproduct, thus it may not be 
relevant to most situations to estimate a production
cost on this basis. Ammonium sulfate often is pro-
duced as an ingredient of granular compound
tertilizers by including ammonia and sulfuric acid in 
the formulation (see chapter XIX). In this case the 

TABLE 7. ESTIIMATED PRODUCTION COST AND GATE SALE PRICE 
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Figue 6 Effect of Plant Cpaclity and Ammonia Cost on Gate . Price
of Bulk Ammonlum Nitrate (34% N) for Nitric AclkiAmmonlum Nitrate 
Complexes. 

1,' 
cost of the two materials is part of the formulation 

cost, with possibly some credit for the heat ot 
reaction, which assists in drying the product or in 
some cases eliminates the need for drying, 

The following estimates of the cost of producing
straight, crystalline ammonium sulfate may be helpful
even though the raw material cost is not likely to fit 
a 	 specific circumstance since the estimate can be 

readily adjusted to any raw material cost, 
Figure 7 shows the estimated battery-limits cost

for ammonium sulfate plants in the range of 1O0
500 tpd, The lower curve is for a crystallization
plant using sulfuric acid and ammonia, The upper 
curve is for i crystallization plant using a byproduct
ammonium sulfate solution of 40% concentration, The 
latter plant requires more equipment to evaporate
water and, hence, is somewhat more expensive.
Production cost estimates for the two types of plants 

OF AtHONIUH NITRATE AS AFFECTED BY SCALE OF OPERATION 

Capacitie--323, 6.7, and 1,353 tpdl Capacity Utilization--90% 
Annual Production--96,900, 194,100, and 405,900 tpy
 

Cost, $/ton of
 
Anmonium Nitrate
Item Quantity Unit Cost, $ JILjtiIi' 	 tpt 

Aimmnia 0.210 ton 120/ton 25,20 25.20 25,20Nitric acid 0.773 ton See table 5 50.45 45.34 41.27
stabilizer 	 4 kg 

Utilities b 

Labor-related costs 

Capital-relsted costs. 

Hi cellaneous supplies 


Subtotal 

Adm. and misc, expense,

S%of subtota 


Production cost (bulk) 

Base and bilging 


Production cost (bagged)

SRol, 10% 
Oats sale price (bulk)
Oate sale price (bagged) 


;9aBll case,
 

0,25/kg 100 1,00 1,00
 

. table 6 1.28 1,28 1.28
 
- 4,66 3.48 2.62
 

16.65 12.44 9.36
 
0.50 0 _M4
 

99.74 89.24 81.23 

4.99 	 4 406,4 

104.73 	 93.70 85.29 
10 -M12.00 

116.73 105.70 97.29
19450 14.54 10,96

124.23 108.24 96.25 
136,23 120,24 108.25 

i b, Annual labor coat assumed to vry as the 0.6 power of capacity,. 
, sed fton and *21.5 million#ti7 % of $9130 olt$13.67 

Sd, Soaled on total capital costso or nitric acid and somonium nitrate plants of $18,9, $28.3, and $44.5 million, 

http:olt$13.67
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Figure 7. Costof Bttery-Lrnits Plants for Producing Crytalline Ammonu m 
Sulfate, 

are shown in tables 8 and 9. The estimated cost of
producing bulk ammonium sulfate from ammonia priced
at $120/ton and from sulfuric acid priced at $35/ton is 
about $82/ton, and the gate sale price is $90. 

The economics of utilizing a byproduct solutiondepends on what value is placed on the solution. Inthe estimate in table 9, it is assumed that the solution 

is valued at the cost or an equivalent amount ofammonia at $120/ton and the estimated production costof the bulk 
ROI gives a 
equivalent tomarket price 

$0.36/kg of
the delivered 
much higher 

product is about $63/ton. Adding a 10% 
gate sale price of about $72/ton, which isabout $0.34/kg of N. The current world(June 1978) is in the range of $0.31 to 
N. Because of its low analysis (21% N),

cost of ammonium sulfate is likely to be 
per kilogram of N. 

When ammonia and sulfuric acid are used in agranulation plant as a part of the formulation for 
compound fertilizers, the purpose may be to assist 
granulation, to avoid drying expense, and to supply
sulfur for agronomic reasons as well as to supply
nitrogen. If the ammonia is charged at $120/ton and
the sulfuric acid at $35/ton, the cost of these two 
materials is equivalent to $57/ton of ammonium sulfate 
or $0.27/kg of N. 

TABLE 8. 
ESTIMATED PRODUCTION COST OF AMONIUM SULFATE (BASE CASE), CRYSTALLINE, 21% N
 

Item 


Ammon ia 

Sulfuric acid 


Electricity 

Water 


Fuel 


Labor 

Overhead 

Chemical control 


Maintenance 

Taxes and insurance 

Depreciation and interest 


Miscellaneous supplitj 


Subtotal 

Adm. and misc. expense 


Production cost, bulk 

ROI, 10% 


Gate sale price, bulk 


Capacity--400 tpd; Capacity Utilization--90%
 
Annual Production--120,000 tpy

Plant Invwstment--$9.4 mitlion
 

Storage Facilities--$.0 miLlion
 

Quantity 
 Unit Cost,$ $/ton of Product 

0.258 ton 
 120 
 30.96
 
0.744 ton 
 35 
 26.04
 

36 kWh 
 0.02 
 0.72
3
50 m
 0.01 
 0.50
 
0.25 

0.2 man-hour 
 7.00 
 1.40

100% of labor 
 1.40
 
20% of labor 
 0.28
 

5% of invesL.-
 4.33

2% of invr 'a 
 1.73
 

10.67% of inv at 
 9.25
 

1.00
 

77.86
 
5% of subtotal 
 3.89
 

81.75
 
8.67
 

90.42
 



TABLE 9. 	ESTIMATED PRODUCTION COST OF AMMONIUM SULFATE PRODUCTION FROM AMMONIUM SULFATE SOLUTION FROM CAPROLACTAM
 
PRODUCTION OR POLLUTION ABATEMENT SCRUBBING OPERATIONS
 

Assumption: Ammonium sulfate solution at 40% concentration is available
 
at a cost equal to the cost of the ammonia content. Solution preparation
 
is chargeI to pollution abatement or caprolactam production.
 

Capacity--400 tpd; Capacity Utilization--90%
 
Annual Production--120,000 tpy
 
Plant Investment--$10.5 million
 

Storage Facilities--$I.O million
 

Item Quantity Unit Cost, $S/ton of Product 

Solution, 40% AS 2.5 tons 12.38 30.96 

Electricity 
Water 

36 kWh 
50 m 3 

0.2 
0.1 

0.72 
0.50 

Fuel 0.25 
Steam 1.6 tons 4.00 6.40 

Labor 0.2 man-hour 7.00 1.40 
Overhead 100% of labor 1.40 
Chemical control 20% of labor 0.28 

Maintenance 5% of investment 4.79 
Taxes and insurance 2% of investment 1.92 
Depreciation and interest 10.67% of investment 10.22 

Miscellaneous supplies 1.00 

Subtotal 59.84 
Adm. and misc. expense 5% of subtotal 2.99 

Production cost, bulk 62.83 
ROI, 10% 9.58 

Gate sale price 72.41 
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XII Phosphate Rock and Sulfuric Acid
 

Introduction 

Phosphate rock and sulfuric acid are the two 
major raw materials for manufacture of phosphate fer-
tilizers. Nearly all commercial phosphate fertilizers 
are derived from phosphate rock; the major exception
is basic slag which derives its phosphorus indirectly 
from phosphate minerals that are present in iron ore 
or deliberately added to the iron blast furnace charge.
Minor exceptions are materials of organic origin such 
as bones and guano. While recycling of organic matter 
is still an important means for conserving the soil 
phosphorus, the recycling is not primarily done by 
inclusion in commercial fertilizers. 

Sulfuric acid is a necessary raw material in the 
most popular phosphate production processes. The 
major exceptions are basic slag and some nitro-
phosphate processes. Minor exceptions will be noted 
in chapter XVI, "Other Phosphate Fertilizers." Sul-
furic acid is also a raw material for producing some 
nonphosphate fertilizers, mainly ammonium and potas-
sium sulfates and sulfates of micronutrient elements. 

World reserves and current production of phos-
phate rock and of raw materials for sulfuric acid pro-
duction were discussed in chapter V. Data for 
production of these materials by country are also 
given in chapter V. Quality factors affecting the 
suitability of phosphate rock for use in chemical 
processing are discussed under each process
(chapters XIII, XIV, and XV). The present chapter 
will describe briefly the world phosphate rock indus
try, the mineralogy of 
for direct application. 

phosphate rock, 
The chapter will 

and 
also 

its use 
discuss 

production of sulfuric acid as related to fertilizer 
manufacture. 

Phosphate Rock 

The commercial production and use of phosphate 

rock began in the 19th century. The first recorded 
statistical data were for 1847 when 500 tons was mined 
in Suffolk, England, although it is likely that there 
was some commercial production earlier. World pro
duction increased rapidly to 5,000 tons in 1850,
10,000 tons in 1853, over 100,000 tons in 1865, over 
1,000,000 tons in 1885, over 10,000,000 tons in 1928,
and over 110,000,000 tons in 1974 ().1 Production in 
1977 was about 116 million tons. B-ased on projected 
fertilizer consumption with allowances for other uses,
it is likely that annual phosphate rock production will 
be of the order of magnitude of 300 million tons by
the year 2000 (2). 

Although phosphate rock has many uses, probably 
as much as 85% of the world's production is used for 
fertilizer man'ufacture, including direct application to 
the soil. The grade of commercial phosphate rock may 

I. All tons inthis manual are Inetric toll unless otlielwise 
specitied, 

be expressed as its P2 0 5 content; the usual range is 
28%-38% P 2 0 5 . In recent years the world average has 
ranged from 32.7- to 32.5% P 2 0 5 for commercial phos
phate rock sold or used by the producer. 

The grade is also commonly expressed in terms 
of tricalcium phosphate, Ca 3 (P0 4 ) 2 , known in the 
trade as "bone phosphate of lime" or BPL. This term 
originated when tricalcium phosphate was thought to 
be the main constituent of bone and phosphate rock. 
It is now known that the phosphatic component of 
both bone and most phosphate rock is apatitic com
pounds. Conversion factors are: 

P2O05- BPL x 0.4576 
BPL 4 P2O 5 x 2. 1852 

"Commercial" phosphate rock usually refers to 
any rock containing a high percentage of phosphate
minerals hat can be used for commercial purposes
such as fertilizer manufacture, direct application to 
the soil, or manufacture of industrial phosphorus com
pounds. The term usually applies to a product ob
tained by mining and beneficiation although in some cases the rock as mined can be used without benefi
ciation. 

"Deliveries" of phosphate rock (domestic and 
export) amounted to about 103 million tons in 1976 of 
which about 40% was exported from the country of 
origin (3). The following tabulation shows a break
down of the rock exported by grade: 

Grade, % BPL % of Total Exports 

65 and under 3.7
 

66-68 12.0
 
69-72 35.1
 
73-77 
 22.2
 

78 and over 27.0
 

100.0
 

The price varies with grade, location, and other 
factors. Listed prices in January 1977 ranged from 
$44/ton for 80-820 BPL BuCraa rock to $35.25 for
 
70%-72, BPL 'Youssoufia (Morocco) rock. For Florida
 
rock the range was from $31 for 75% BPI, rock to $25 
for 68% BPil, rock. Most phosphate rock is sold by 
contract at prices below listed prices. (Listing of 
prices was discontinued in 1977.) According to U.S. 
Bureau of Mines' estimates, the average price of 70%
BPL rock, f.o.b. Tampa, or Jacksonville, Florida, 
was $25/ton in July 1978, including $1.27 severance 
tax. 

Many countries exported phosphate57.5% of all rock exported came from rock, but
Morocco and the 

United States, The percentage of total exports by 
country follows (): 



Country of % of 	 Total Christmas Island are iresently being mined and used.Origin Exports (1976) 	 The extent of utilization of the C-grade ore is small 

Morocco 	 at present, but it occurs in a stratum overlying the35.5 	 apatitic ore so that most of it is mined and stockpiledUnited States 22.0 	 awaiting an economic utilization process while theU.S.S.R. 	 11.8 apatitic ore is being marketed. A similar situationTogo 	 4.8 exists in Florida where 	 a "leached zone" containingTunisia 	 4.4 aluminum phosphates overlays the pebble 	 phosphateJordan 	 4.0 matrix. Since the "leached zone" is low 	 grade andSenegal 	 3.7 variable in composition, no attempt has been made to
Israel 1.5 stockpile it. 
Algeria 
 1.3
Egypt 0.4 	 The principal aluminum phosphate minerals areAll others 10.6 crandallite, millisite, and wavellite. The chemical com

position of these minerals is somewhat variable, but
100.0 the following formulas are typical: 

Wavellite 	 4AIP0 4 .2Al(OH) 3 "911 20 
Phosphate rocks may be classified according to Crandallite CaO.2AI 2O3 't 2 O5 5H2Otheir origin as sedimentary, metamorphic, or igneous. Millisite 2CaONa2O6AI 2O3 4P 2O5*l7 2OAbout 85- of the phosphate rock used commercially isof sedimentary origin; the remainder is mainly igneous. As in apatites, various substitutions are 

possible: Fe for Al is one common substitution.
 
Ap .. a.Ps 
 'Ihe aluminous phosphate ores contribute only a 

commercial phosphate rocks contain they can be world use. However,Most 	 very small percentage to presentused for fertilizer manufacture by afluorapatite as the primary and usually' the only nitrophosphate technique or, in some cases, for" directsource of phosphorus. 'Ihe formula for pure fluor- application after calcining. Aluminum phosphate minapatite is Ca1 01( However, pue fluorapatite also occur as accessory minerals in some apatitic1, l'O4 ),6. 	 erals 
is relatively rare. The apatite structure is amenable deposits.

to many substitutions of which the most common are
 
Mg, Sr, and Na for Ca; Ofl and (C for F; As and V
 
for P; and CO 3 
 + F for tO,. 	 Accessory Miner:ils 

A large percentage of tile sedimentary rocks fall Phosphate deposits contain a wide variety of acinto the group called franrolite oi. carbonate apatites. cessory minerals; the value theof deposit often isLehr and McClellan give the following general related to the amount characterand of the accessoryempirical formula for the francolite group (:t) 	 minerals and the ease or difficulty of separating them
from the phosphate. Perhaps the most common are

Ca -a-b NaaMgl(lt));-x (CO,)x1 " 2 	 silica, which may be present as quartz or cristobalite, 
or in hydrous forms suchwhere: "a" represents the molar substitution of Na 	 as chert or opal; clays and 

for 	
other silicate minerals such as feldspar, mica, etc.Ca, "b" represents the molar substitution of' Mg and carbonates, mainly calcite and dolomite.


for" Ca, and "x" is the molar substitution of CO and
 
F for"P0 4 .	 

3 
Physicall'roperties 

The authors have demonstrated that as x, the lhe physical properties of the deposit are oftenextent of carbonate substitution, increases the reac- a controlling factor in determining whether thetivity increases. 'The value of x may range from deposit 	 can be mined and beneficiated economically.nearly zero up to abouI 1.2 in comimercial 	 phosphate Such factors include whether the ore is consolidatedrock. 'Ihe '2O5 content of pure fluorapatite is 12.2,; (cemented together) or unconsolidated, the size of thethe '205 content of the carbonite apatites decreases phosphate particles and accessory minerals, and theirwith increasing car'bonate substitution to a minimum of hardness. If the ore is consolidated, the type ofatiout 3t% in the most highly substituted apatites, cementing agent and degree of consolidation affect 

A beneficiation potentialities. Extent of weathering andsignificant number of phosphate rocks show crystal size of component materials are often 	important.substantial substitution 	 of O11 (hydroxyl) for" I". A detailed treatment of this subject is far beyond the'lhese include phosphates from Nauru, 	 Christmas scope of this manual. 
Island. and Curacao and Brazilian igneous apatites.
Some of these phosphates also have substantial car
bonate substitution. An extreme example is Curacao 

,phosphate. It contains only about 2W of tile stoichio- Factors that Influence Economic Potential 
metric fluorine fOr fluorapatite 'resumably hydroxylsubstitution accounts for most of tile remaining 8096 .he economic potential of a deposit will dependIt also has a substantial proportion of carbonate on many factors, including 	 market price or value,substitution for phosphate. ''le island phosphates extent and grade of tile deposit, location, estimated are presumably formed by reaction of coral limestone cost of mining and beneficiation, quality and grade ofwith phosphate leached from guano deposits; they are the t)eneficiated product, and environmental factors.included with sedimentary ores for convenience. In recent years increasing importance has been given

to environmental problems, and several proposals to 
mine new deposits have been postponed or abandonedMost Brazilian apatites 	 of igneous origin are because of objections of environmentalists who claimfluorine deficient. Typical samples contain one-third that the mines would harm wildlife, destroy estheticto two-thirds of the stoichiometric quantity; they may values, or pollute (or deplete) natural water supplies.

be classified as hydroxy-fluorapatites. 

When a deposit is to be mined for domestic use,
the potential economics is related to theAlum--n-ou-s__Ph-h.-	 alternative ofusing import!d ore or imported fertilizer. A complete 

Deposits in which study is needed to determine whether phosphatethe principal phosphate fertilizer can be manufactured and delivered tominerals are aluminous are fairly widespread. Tile domestic farmers at a lower cost using domestic ore misdeposits in 'Tlhies In Senegal and C-grade ore in i. compared with 	 imported ore. The value of foreign 



exchange needs to be taken into account. Also, the 
stability of price and supply of imported rock must be 
evaluated. Recent fluctuations in world market price
do not inspire confidence in stability, 

List prices in 1972 were about $10-$14/ton, f.o.b.Florida and Morocco ports, for 72% BPL phosphate 
rock. Starting in 1973, the price rose sharply and 
reached $48 and $65/ton in 1975 for Florida andMorocco rock, respectively. Thereafter, the price
declined, and in January 1977 the following listedprices were reportedI for 72% B PI rock: 

Source 	 S/ton 

Norocco, Khouriba 38.00 

tlorocco, Youssoufia 35.25 

Florida 
 28.50a 


a. Increased $34, 1977.to -July 

The average grade of U.S. phosphate rock exported 
in 1977 was 32.1% P20 (about 70', BPL), and the5 
average value at the mine was The$21.81. overall 
average grade of marketable production of phosphate 
rock in the United States was 30.8%, P2 05 (67.3 BPL),
and its average value was $17.39 (5). 

Direct Application of Phosph ate Rock 

Ground phosphate rock is not classified as a 
fertilizer in most countries and is not included in 
fertilizer consumption statistics re)orted by most 
countries. ttowever, FAO reports consumption of 
ground rock phosphate separately; in 1976 reported 
consumption was equivale:t to 1.2 million tons of
P.Or, about 51, of phosphale fertilizer consumption.
Over 70% of the reported use was in the U.S.S.R.;
the remainder was widely distributed among many
countries, 

It is likely that actual consumption of phosphate
rock for direct application is substantially higher than 
reported due to unreported consumption or, in somecountries, inclusion with fertilizer use. For instance, 
use of ground rock phosphate is believed to be a 
substantial part of China's l2.,, consumption, but no 
statistics are available, 

Considerable difference of opinion exists as to 
the merits of ground rock phos)hate as a fertilizer. 

In many countries, the chemical phosphate fertilizer 

industry perceives ground rock as a threat to 
 its 

prosperity and has urged 
 government restrictions of 

its use. In other cases, industry or government

authorities have promoted its use. 

Some of the factors that contribute to the diffi-
culty of making an impartial appraisal of the merits of 
direct application of ground rock phosphate are: 

I. 	 Phosphate rocks vary widely in their reactivity, 

hence their agronomic value. 


2. 	 The agronomic response to rock phosphate 
strongly depends on the type of soil and, to 
some extent, on the crop and climatic factors. 

3. 	 The response depends on timing, method of
application, and particle size. 

'I. 	 The residual value of a single application or 
cumulative value of r'epeated applications is 
important with all phosl)hate fertilizers, but this 
is not easily evaluated. Ground rock phosphate 
often has a more favorable long-term than 
short-term effect . 

5. 	 Agronomic atnd economic studies of long-term use 
on food crops are generally lacking. I 

The 	principal advantage of ground rock phosphate
is its low cost. When both must be imported, ground
rock may cost about half as much as TSP; when 
indigenous rock is available, the cost differential may 
be greater. Other advantages are: 

1. 	 A very low capital investment is required for 
processing. 

2. 	 No particular technical skills are required.
3. 	 The energy requirement is small. 
4. 	 There is little or no loss 	in processing. 
5. 	 Rocks unsuitable for chemical processing are in 

some cases suitable for direct application. 

6. 	 The long delay involved in constructing chemical 
processing plants can be avoided. 

7. 	 Economy of scale is relatively unimportant. 

8. 	 Ground phosphate rock has a liming value on 
acid soils which needs to be studied further. 

The main disadvantages are uncertainty as to 
agronomic value; inconvenience of handling and apply
ing the fine, dusty material; and relatively low P2 0 5content coml)ared with TSP or ammonium phosphates. 

It is generally agreed that ground phosphate
rock is effective only on acid soils (pl1 	 6 or less).
This statement applies to apatitic rocks, not
calcined aluminum phosphate ores which are effective

to 

on neutral or ('alcareous soils. 
Phosphate rocks are also more effective in warmer 

climates, in moist soils, and on crops of fairly long
term growing patterns. They aire less effective for 
short-season crops grown under cool scil temperatures, 
particularly in the first year of al)plication. 

It is generally agreed that the rock should be 
finely ground and well mixed with the soil. lowever,
there is sonic difference of opinion as to the usefulness 
of very fine grinding. The majority opinion seems to 
be that there is little to be gained by grinding finer 
than about 909%othrough 100-iaesh (0. 147 mm), although
there are some who claim that very fine grinding such 
as 80% through 320-mesh (0.0,13 mm) is worthwhile. 

Ground rock that has been granulated after
 
grinding has given 
 rather poor first crop results 
even when the granules disintegrate in the soil,
presumably because granulation reduces the area of 
contact with the soil. However, in most of the tests,the 	 granules have been in the range of mm.1-4 
Tests are in progress at IFI)C with "minigranules"
(0.1-0.5 mm) that give promise of overcoming dusti
ness of ground rock without significantly impairing 
its effectiveness. 

While it is generally agreed that the reactivity is 
important, there is some disagreement as to how important it is and how to measure it. Chemical methods 
for evaluating reactivity are discussed later. The 
importance of reactivity is greatest for the first 
crop or season; the long-term or residual effective
ness does not seem to be closely related to reactivity.Rocks of relatively low reactivity have shown good 
long-term effectiveness. 

Sonic investigators have related the response to 
p o e rock gto an e re l ;tte res lts 

phosphate rock to an annualwere 	 rainfall; better resultsobtainedI on well- waitcred soils. 

In the early part of the 20th century, geveral 
long-term experiments were conducted in the United 
States with ground phosphate rock from Tennessee, 
which is one of the less reactive sedimentary rocks. 
llopkins has reported results from experiments in four 
states of the United Slates which show that the 
increasedrock value of crops grown in a rotation withphosphate added exceeded the cost of the rock
phosphate by factors ranging from about 5:1 to 10:1 
(6). When superphosphate was used the ratio of the 



value of increased yield to cost was much lower, 
mainly because the superphosphate cost was about 
four times as much per ton of as the cost ofground rock phosphate. 

P2 0 5 

As a result of these tests, usephosphate increased in United 
of ground rockthe States to a maximumof well over 1 million tpy in 1953. lowever, more re fcel oer Ia decreasedinand53. , ,sharp o me 1cently use has decreased sharply and, in 1976, 

amounted to only about 411,000 short tons, including"colloidal phosphate" a fine material recovered from 
Florida waste ponlds, 

''he 	 decreased use is attributed to two factors,First, large-scale production of high-analysis phos.phates (TSP )AP)and has brought the delivered costof these materials down to the point that ground rock
phosphate has little cost 	advatage, particularly whentransported over long distances. Secondly, thegranular phosphates are 	 much easier to handle andanlar hoathes i mh heaiery goundle rdaply to the soil than the finely ground rock 

Cr'ound phosphate rock has been advocated and 
used for reclaiming low-phosphorus soils of abandoned 
farms or of new (previously uncultivated) land of low 
native phosphorus fertility. For this purpose a heavy
application is recommended, such as 1-3 tons/ha,
which may be repeated at 5- to 10-year intervals. 
Also, phosphate rock is used in Europe as a replace-
ment for basic slag to maintain soil fertility, usually
by relatively large applications at intervals of several years. In either case there may be supplemental
application of soluble phosphate fertilizers, depending 
on the crop needs. 

In tests with single-season crop results, the most 
reactive phosphate rocks have shown effectiveness 
nearly equal to superphosphate with some crops and 
soils, 

Methods for Measuring the tReactivity of 

Phoshate--ock 


Numerous chemical methods beenhave tried 
ex)erimentally, and several are used commercially for 
evaluating the reactivity of phosphate rock for direct 
application. 

The principal extractants that have been used 
for evaluating the reactivity of phosphate rock are 
citric acid, formic acid, neutral ammonium citrate, and 
alkaline ammonium citrate. The latter is used mainly 
for' evaluating calcined aluminum phosphates. 

Most of these reagents were not originally intend-
ed to evaluate reactivity of phosphate rocks. Forinstance, the neutral and alkaline ammonium citrate 
solutions originally were intended to separate chemical 
reaction products in superphosphate and other' fer-
tilizers from unreacted rock on tile assumption that 

unreacted rock was insoluble in these reagents. Citric 

acid extraction was developed to evaluate basic 

(Thomas) slag, a popular fertilizer material in 

European countries. "ormic acid extraction apparently
was developed specifically for phosphate rock. 


Nearly all extraction methods use a ratio of 
sample weight to extraction volume of I g:100 ml. 
Extraction times usually are 30 minutes to I hour. 
Extraction temperatures and agitation during extrac-
tion may be specified. For instance, the AOAC method 
used neutral ammonium citrate of specified concen-
tration (1 g of sample, 100 ml o' solution) with 
extraction for 30 minutes at 65"('. The Wagner
method used 2% citric acid solution and 30 minutes 
extraction time at 17.5"C. 

Variations of the extraction conditions have been 
tried experimentally, including temperature, sample: 
extractant ratio, time of extraction, and concentration 
of solution ini an effort to match more closely the 

values obtained with data.agronomic Successive 
extractions of the same sample also have been tried. 

One 	 disadvantage of all of these methods is that 
the percentage of extracted dependsP2 0 5 	 on thegrade of the rock, especially when the rock contains
inert gangue minerals such silica.as For instance,in a series of tests with mixtures of North Carolinarock and quartz in ratios ranging from 91:9 to 50:50, 
the amount of l'20S extracted from a I-g sample of the 
mixture wasbut nearly constant (5.5%-6.0% of the sample),the 	 percentage of the total 1'2Os extracted in
creased from 21.0 	 to 36.9 as the grade of the mixturedecreased. Thus, if the reactivity is taken as percen
tage of the P 2Os extracted, the apparent reactivity
increases as the grade decreases. This situation
tends to discourage efficient beneficiation since, when a higher grade is attained, the apparent reactivity islowered. It is also possible that unscrupulous merchants may deliberately lower the grade by additionof worthless diluent in order to increase the apparent 
reactivity. 

In order to eliminate the adventitious effect of 
grade, Lehr and McClellan have developed the concept
of "absolute citrate solubility" in which the dis-P2 0 5
solved is expressed as a percentage of the P 20 5content of the gangue-free apatite (4). The latter 
can be estimated by X-ray data or by complete
chemical and mineralogical characterization. The 
disadvantages of this method are: 

1. 	 The estimation of the P 2 0 5 content of the apatite
requires equipment and skills that are not 
commonly available. 

2. 	 The P2 0 5 content of the apatite varies from 
about 34% to 42% so that the method introduces a 
variable that is not clearly related to reactivity. 

Some minerals that often occur in phosphate rock 
depress the solubility of P 2()5 in the various extract
ants. The most important of these are calcite and 
dolomite. Also, gypsumr or any soluble calcium salt 
affects 1'2() solubility in the neutral ammonium citrate 
methods. These materials can be removed by the use 
of appropriate solvents before the P2 0 5 solubility is 
determined. 

When six calcite-free phosphate rocks were ex
tracted with neutral ammonium citrate, the average 
amount of P2 0. extracted was 5% of the sample weight 
or about 16% of the total P2 0 5 . Additions of 1%, 2%,
and '1%calcite reduced the P2 0 5 extraction as follows: 

Calcite addition, 96 	 0 21 4 
P2 Or, extracted, % of total P205 16 12 	 10 9 

Thus, even a very small amount of calcite in 
phosphate rock acauses large percentage reduction of 
P2 0 5 solubility in neutral ammonium citrate. Calcite
also affects P 2 0 5 solubility in citric acid and formic 
acid; in one test the solubility reduction caused by
10% calcite was from 37- to 26% for citric acid and 
from 59% to '17%for formic acid. 

Table 1 shows -lubility results obtained with 
four extraction 
rock 

me.. ds with samples of phosphatefrom six U.S. sources. The method using acidic 
ammonium citrate (pi 3) is a promising experimental
method that has been used by TVA and IFDC. The 
other three methods are used commercially in some 
countries. The results of these and 	other tests have 
been compared with tile results of va.-ious agronomic 
tests. A fairly good correlation was obtained between 
agronomic efficiency for' the first crop in two green
house experiments and solubility values by any of the 
extraction methods; the p1l 3 method gave the best 
correlation. lowever, in some tests with long-season
crops there was little difference in effectiveness of
rocks from different sources. Also, correlation of 
solubilities with residual responses was less 
satisfactory. 



TABLE 1. SOLUBILITY OF PHOSPHATE ROCKS IN VARIOUS EXTRACTANTS COMPARED WITH AGRONOMIC EFFICIENCYa
 

Rock Source 
North North Central
 

Carolina Florida 
 Florida Tennessee Idaho 
 Missouri
 

Total P205 30.5 32.4 
 32.7 30.7 
 32.5 34.7
 

% of Total P205 Extracted 
h ' Ammonium citrate, pl 7 c 26.1 20.4 
 16.2 14.9 11.5 1.4
Citric acid, 2% 
 49.6 29.7 
 25.7 25.3 
 23.8 6.0
Formic acid, 2% b 
 85.8 30.3 28.0 
 21.3 33.1 5.0
Ammonium citrate, pH 3 81.1 48.4 42.3 31.5 
 27.9 5.3
 

Relative A _onomic Efficiency TSP 100 d
 

Ricee 84' 46 37 
 6 24 0Corn 
 77 	 41 
 34 10 33 
 1
 

a. From unpullshed cooperative studies by IFDC and TVA.b. Ammonium citrate solution concentration was equivalent to 185 g of citric acid per liter. c. Extracted 30 minutes at 650 C (AOAC method). All others extracted I hour at room temperature.

d. Yield response expressed as percent of response to TSP. e. Greenhouse experiment: 
 Engelstad, O.P., A. Jugsujinda, and S. K. De Datta. 1974. Soil Science Society of
America Proceedints 38:524-529. 
, 
 __ -f. Greenhouse experiment: Khasawneh, F. D., TVA unpublished information. 

The general conclusions were: TABLE 3. RELATIVE DRY MATTER YIELD OF CROP RESPONSE

TO SEVEN PHOSPHATE ROCKS 

1. 	 All extraction methods gave a reasonably good
 
correlation 
 with the relative agronomic efficiency

(RAE) for the first crop in this particular experi
ment. In this and other experiments, extraction
with acidic ammonium citrate (pH 3) gave the Relativery atte Yield % bbest correlation. 	 aRock Sample Guinea Grass Beans Cassava
 

2. 	 None of the methods correlated well with the re- lHuila 44 82 90
sidual effectiveness or long-term agronomic value. Pesca 
 30 60 88
 
Sechura 
 100 92 
 -In another experiment, a group of phosphate Gafsa 85 90 
 100
rocks was used in greenhouse and field experiments North Carolina 88 100 98
in Colombia (7). The reactivities, as indicated by Central Florida 	 9257 78
P20 5 solubility in various reagents, are 	 shown in Tennessee 38 67 86table 2. No P 	(check) 
 0 43 41
 

A comparison of agronomic results obtained in a. Greenhouse experiment.these tests is shown table In the fieldin 3. 	 test b. Field experiment. 

TABLE 2. REACTIVITY SCALES OF THE PHOSPIHATE ROCKS AS MEASURED BY VARIOUS METHODS
 

N--e-utral -Soluble 
 P205 , % of Rock 
 AbsoluteAmmonium 2% 2% pl 3 Citrate
Total P205 Citrate Citric Formic 
 Ammonium Solubil~ty,
Rock 	Source in Rock, % Is 2nd 
 Acid Acid 
 Citrate 
 %u
 

Huila, Colombia 20.9 
 0.8 3.4 5.2 6.2 
 10.5 12.2
Pesca, Colombia 19.8 
 1.9 1.9 7.0 
 5.3 8.5 
 9.7
Sechura, Peru 30.0 5.3 
 5.4 15.2 
 21.8 24.1 14.9
Gafsa, Tunisia 30.0 
 4.9 5.6 14.1 22.4 21.1 18.5
North Carolina 29.9 
 7.2 6.7 15.9 
 25.7 24.8 19.8
Central Florida 
 32.7 3.0 3.2 8.4 
 8.2 14.0 10.1Tennessee 
 30.1 2.6 
 2.7 8.8 6.9 9.8 5.1
 
a. Solubility of P2 0 s in neutral ammiium citrate as eter-mine-dby a method described in referenc() 

with 	 cassava, there was a good response to phos- bestail 	 The correlation was obtained with the pH 3,hate rocks but no statistically significant difference method when the P20 5 solubility was expressed as abetween the rocks.different Correlation coefficients percentage theof sample. When expressed as a perof solubility versus yield for the other two experi- centage of the total P20 5 , the 	 correlation was poorments are shown in table 4. In these tests the three because the low-grade rocks gave a relatively highmost reactive rocks (Gafsa, Sechura, and North apparent reactivity.
Carolina) were always at least 80% as effective as the
comparison standard which was basic slag for 

The fact that there was little difference in the
the effectiveness of the different rocks in the 	 cassavaguinea grass and cassava tests and triple superphos- experiment illustrates that rock reactivity is notphate for the test with beans. 15; always a highly important factor, 



TABLE 4. 	 CORRELATION OF VARIOUS REACTIVITY SCALES OF 

TIlE PIOSI'IIATE ROCKS AND TIlE DRY MATTER YIELDS 

OF GUINEA GRASS AN) BEANS 


Correlation 
cuefti cie t, r_-

Method of Evallunat ion G;uinlea Grass Beans 

Neutral ammonllitu citratv 0.867 0.778 

Neut ral ainlnoti i cit rate 	 0.901rn 0.927 

2% citric acid 0. 921 0.774
 
20,torm1ic acif 
 0.944 0.879 

Ammotihinu citrate, till .3 0.984 0.10 
At'sollute citrate soliul iltv 0.811 0.874 


-ya. Fi r.,text rac-t iml. .. 
-. 

. 
Ib. Seconil extLict i ol. 

The field experiment with beans was continued 
for 3 crops covering a period of about 18 months. 
The results showed that the relative agronomic 
efficicicy (PAE) of the phosphate rocks, as compared 
with 'SI, 	 increased with time (8). 

RAE. .t 'hosphate Rocks ..
lligh - ledi fil 

Reactiyity 	 He~t itye tive 


1st cropi 90 71 29 
2nd croi 105 65 40 
3rd crop 115 95 85 
Total, 3 crops 105 77 51 

It was concluded that an effectiveness rating 
based on one cropping period is not sufficient. 

Leh r and McClellan have examined several 
hundred samples of phosphate rock from the principal
world sources (1). One noteworthy finding is that 
the reactivity of dtifferent samles from the same 
geographic location may vary widely. In cases,some 

samples of rock from different st rata of the same mine
 
may have different reactivities. 


While there is a ieed for an improved chemical 
method tor evaluating reactivity of' phosphate rocks 
for direct application, it is evident that reactivity is 
only one of several factors that affect the agronomic
and economic usefulness. Therefore, reactivity value,; 
are useful only as a general guide; where and how the 
rock is used is equally imlortant. 

Calcined Aluminum Phosphate 

Ores consisting mainly of hydrated aluminum 
phosphate minerals are useful for direct application 
after being calcined at a controlled temperature. 'he 
calcining may te done in a rotary kiln or in a 
fluidized ted calciner . Calcining drives off the 
combined water and thereby increases the grade and 
destroys the cryslallinity of theilhoslhate minerals,
which improves the reactivity of the phosphate. 

At Present, only two aluminum lhosphate ores 
are known to te used for direct application after 
calcining. One of these is in Senegal near TlIhies. 
'Tlie ore, as mined, contains about 2,'2, o a dry
basis; after calcination it contains over 3,1%' '2()t,.A 
partial analysis of the calcined product is: 

l 3,1.6%
A12 0 35.9% 
Cao 	 10.9% 
Fe20. 9.1% 
Si()2 2.9% 
T102 1.9% 
MgO 	 0.3% jn 1 

After calcination, the ore is ground to about 95% 
minus 100-mesh and marketed for direct application 
under the trade name "Phospal." About 75% of the 
P 2 0 5 is 	 soluble in alkaline ammonium citrate. Field 
tests showed thit fertilizer effectiveness of the pro
duct was approximately equal to that of superphos
phate on calcareous, neutral, and acid soils (9).
Superphosphate was marginally better immediately 
after applicatioa while Phospal was better in long-term
tests. The product is used mainly in France and in 
Senegal and some nearby countries. 

A similar ore occurs in the upper stratum 
("(C-grade") of the phosphate deposit on Christmas 
Island. ''he C-grade ore contains 25,,'" dryabout 1'20s 

t;basis; after being calcined the composition range is:
 

P2 O s29,-33, 

A12 0 a 29%- 2.. 
CaO 	 15,-2lo 
Fe 2o 3 11o-h-191-L 
(0 2 	 O.9- 1 
I 	 0.6,0.8% 

Calcination is carried out in a fluidized bed. Ex

periments showed that maximum citrate solubility was
obtained 	 in the range of 400'"-(i00"C. The maximum 
l20, solubility is about 7,5, in eithe neutral or 
alkaline ammonium citrale solution; lhe solubility in 
2%, citric acid solution is much lower, about 20%
30%. The product is used for direct application 
after being ground to pass a 100-mesh (0.15 mm) 
screen. 

Both tihe l'bospal from Senegal and the (hristmas
 
Island product may be shipped in bulk after calcinalion to be groand in the importing cointry. 

Some of the ground product is used in mixtures 
with other frrtilizer materials. Ilowever, if the mix
ture is granulated into granules of the usual size 
( 1-,tmm), the agronomic effectiveness is lower, at 
least for the first season after a)lilication. 

TVA has carried out experinents with Florida 

"leached-zone" ore which also contains a high percentage of aluminum phosphate minerals--millisite, crandal
lite, and wavellite (10). It was found that maximum 
P2 Os citrate solubility of 7096-79% was obtained by 
calcining at 500"-600"C. Ilowever, the leached zone 
material is low grade and variable in composition and 
hence poorly suited for commercial utilization. 

Sulfuric Acid 
.. .
 

Sifuric acid is an important raw material for 
phosr.hiate fertilizer production and to a much lesser 
extent for nitrogen and lotassium fertilizers. World 
production of sulfuric acid was about 121 million tons 
in 1977 (.111).Proially albout half of this production 
was used in fertilizer prodluction. 

About 5M. of the world's production was based 
on elemental sulfur, 251, on pyrite, and 17% on other 
sources. Of the ot be Solrutes, the pirincipal one was 
byproduct sulfuric acid recovered from smelting 
operations. 

In greneral term,, sulfuric a'idjs lr'oduced by
catalytic oxidation of sulfur dioxide (S0) 2 ) to sulfur 
trioxide (901), which is subsequently alsorbed ill 
water t,,form sulfuric acid (112S04). In lractice the
SO 3 is absoried ;a sulfuric acid which is kept at a
controlled concentration (usually 9811,) by water addi
tion. 

There are no majir variations ,of commercial in
terest of) this baldc chemistry. There lre lilternat vis 

sis to souree or so, undi method of COliversiol to t9.0. 



The two principal processes lor conversion of the So 2 are known as the chamber and the contact processes.
The older chamber process, which was introduced in 
Europe near the middle of the 18th century, ust's 
nitrogen oxides as oxygen-carrying catalysts for be 
conversion of S0 to S0 (, 13K2 3 "'he reactions 
which produce the S03:c and sulfuric acid take plaoe
within huge lead chambllhel's ( from which the process is 
named) or in packed towers' that Mayv be slbstitlIted 
for the chamber's. Major disadvaritagt's of il chamlr 
process are limitations ill throughpLt, qualily, and
concentration ( Usucally 6")' l t or atout 78:, li.S04).
All known 11e W t)la1ts LISe the conltlt I)r''SS,
although Some older ch;rmh'r" process pIlnts mcaV still 
the ill List'. 

In the tact pIntss S,2 is converted to SO:,l
by use of a metal or nictal-oxid' catalyst. Platinum 
Was once widely used as the calalyst but becauev 
of its excessive fir'st cost ;Itl Suscepititbility
''poisoning,' it has been largely replaced by vanadium

to 

ox ide (1- ). T he S():, is passed to an ab sorp tion lower 
acid . t]'he ri e i e m ny vre'i t io. s i In tg co IOI 

proc 'ss deprending uporn lie types itf raw nalterials 
availalae and other i'onsidert 'lions; ais,,, a number of 
engineering variations i'e in use by ll many
different dlesign/const r'uction firm'rs offering services 
in this field. Main idvanit ages of the contact lrocess are that c'rrr'ccent ritId acid (98%?,112SO.) rf' high pcurity 
can ll' t rollcel directly ail that 'omriiptact plants of
 
(Itrite high capacity tibecoei ,Do
have niw rather common-
place, and caiacit > Lisp to abtout 2,000 t)(1 are not. 

u n u s r a t 

Sulfuric Acid from Elerntal Sulfur 

El'mental s ci Ifur , iiso cat led "1)rini stone " is the 

t)rt'ftrre'el source of sirlturic acid whenever it is availatile at riasoniatl'Iv cos,. 'The te<m(intat Sulfur may be
 
mined iby the welt-known lr';isch pr t ss, r'ecovre I
front volcanic or'es, r'e'cove'r,'el 
so i~a%, r '<'~lV I froinlll.>"sour" a dli~d fl'll oi is Iosshl naturalrt 'i'rvmr'i'ly fro oil ,It islso l~ro sih'marid 


som con allI to f
eti' es c 'lfr t )rrlu', elerental 
sul.fur from yrites ard othir sulfiie ots and from 

I .
 
Cornne'rcial sulfur usually is 99.5% or 
 higher in 


lrity "Jark" sulfur' contains hydroc'arori imluriies
upI tic alut 0).5,; "bright" lfur' contains less than 

about 0. 1' (ne'asurecl ;is caion). 
 Datr'k sulfur catises 

difficultit's In, some types, of sirtlfir-bu'ning plants.

lowever, methods for, 
 using dark Sulfur witlhoit 
difficulty have been develotld, Another' iuality factorT
is Ihe ash content, which should tie (iuit( low to avoid 
dust that will accuulatt, in the caldyst bId. Solid 
impurities (ailibe 't'riovi'd frorrm molter sulfur hy
filtration (15). Altt'rratively, ty usinK i hot gas,
filter, (List arising from ash in the sulfur 'cllcnto r-
moved froill the hot gas It aviig tIhe sulfur burner. 

Most sulfur'-tirnirll Iclaris are cesigniild tio ise 

sulfur in liquid form, altliolrgh plarnts wilh Solid f'el
have bientiused In marny cast'es tie Sulfur' is tr'ans-

)oi'tetl in liquid foril ty Ships, bir'ges, or raih'arsthat are spilraly 'qilel d fr' that icir'pose. Ill this 

caste, the Sulfur is stcrl't'i in tliri f ata' I, llant 
r'eceiving terniral util it is util . Wheii sulfurtlt 
is receive'd ill stlid forii, it isiaully is ielted iefore' 
use, 

it i)rodiultori if ,ufcuric i' cili ftoii sulfir', ieat
is released ill Variiious stls of the lrc''.ss ;is follows
( 1t): 

Ii ac il lsvd 
Rpnr'tloll kc'l/mole of !Ii'SOt 

F) ()+ 2 70 9 
2';)2 # () 2 0", 21'1) 
TS i 4 11iW 11204 12. 
'rtct rem t lollS # t-I /2 l f H12(r 11 126.22 S0 4 

I -, s, 

Sone additional heat is release(] hy dilution of 
the sulfuric acid to the usual concentration of 989 or
934, but this is relatively small. The total heat re
leased is eqlivalent to about 1.3 million kcal/ton of
112 %SO. tHecovery4 of a maximum port ion of this heat 
as usable energy is an importnt objective. 

In a typical sulfuric acid plant (figure 1), the 
molten sulfur is burned with dty air. The lit is dried 
in ;i drying tower by contact with concentrated sul-
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. -(c. . .CONOMZER 
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Figure 1. Sulfur-Burning. Single-Contact Suttluric Acid Plant. 

tTntu rne add. The M u r is burned iln ;i refractory -linedcombustion chamber with excess air at a tcmper'ture
of 950"-1100C' pro(ulcing a comtiust ion gas containing
about 10, SO 2 . The gas is cooled in a oiler, which 
gener'ates St am, to birt 4t )(', the de ired inlet 

t'niper'atur'e to the catalytic c'onverter. Sole of the 
excess air ilay he bylassed around the bcurner lri(boiler to control the combus.tion chamlier ternperature
aind to lecreaset tlh requir'd size of the boiler. Alter
natively, excess air may lie added letweeni catalyst
hlds to control Ili' ttlnriceratcmre during conversion. 

'hi catalytic convrsion of to 5-) usuallySO2 is
carried ouIct in tlhre or' Illor'e Stet's (catalyst heds)
with cooling of' the gas bietwee'rn stepis to keep the 
teireralture within tht desired range of 121"-1t50"C. 
The coniv'rsioi stei', art ('arr'ie'dl out ry contact of 
thv' gas wilh suc'c't ssive h'ds of Vanialiui oxide 
ataliysI which ar', (,ften arranrged it, sections orf a

Siinglt tower. 

't'lil gas lt'avinrg th fi'st catalyst ed may hie at 
i ttrrlc'raltir't.f 580)"-600" ; intl rnt lite cooled to ar'lririt of" .120"-.t5O"' h liromotte 'ffi'iernt conversion in 
tit' s'conl itl bcicause' of urnfavtoralle u'luilihrium at 
hiigher tu'plit'r'i.biratts. (!iiilirig may tce clone ty
injllitiig i'rl air' or tcy hiat exc'thiligt' to iitltice 
more stt'eami. Like'wis, coolinrg bitweetrn tlhi' second, 
thiritd, and cnc'c'tss.ivt' ItulS is requlired, bill the
tu'rillpr'altrr' rist' is less than fro' lh' first bifd 

'The'grs having ttt tiowe is cooled further in a1 
heat exchangliier (econiliizer') hbtfore etitt'nirg thil-al-
Sorp ttionlwer. whte'r' lhet S0) is ahc'cirlte l i t i 'vetrtilaie str''ali of t'oicitr'tated sulfuiric acid, Thehulfnit'ic' aid i hedat frrii ntain the il intI uo nrce t r aihi n 
( ually !8', 16 ;;(04) Iy water ardtlition, ll( it, teln
lteratir't, is icitro lli In I I,tel'sir' ri ingef 71"- 19t"' 
Inteasurtd ;it Ihe lowtr ilt by toolnl Ihe rctirculatedcvId. llilt' if the it dihgto v'StIt the ogiill'-tlr'ylr tiw er' 
ntilliorild ;Irvioi.ly wli', trilistire f(rnt Ii e Iitoniflillf 

http:Irvioi.ly
http:lrc''.ss


air supplies some of the water needed in the reactionr. 
Since the heat released in this step is at a low tern-
perature level, little use can he made of it. 

In the above-described single absorption process, 
the recovery of sulfur as sulfuric acid is 97'-0-98"0; the
remainder is lost to the atmosphere as SO. In most 
countries the discharge of this amount of S02 to the 
atmosphere is environmentally unacceptable. There-

fore, most plants use a double-contact, double-

absorption (l)(/I)A) 
 system as shown in figure 2. 

SULFUR 

BOILER eABSORBING 
BOILER 

SU R 


AIR DRYING SULFUR 
BLOWER TOWER BURNER 

ACID COOLERS 

I 
DILUTION ".2-WATER 

WATER -l 

ACID PUMPTANK 

- GAS AND AIR FLOW 
ACID FLOW 

Figure 2. Sulfur Burning, Double-Contact, Double-Absorption Sulfuric Acid Plant. 

The gas, after passing through three catalyst beds, 

goes to the first absorption tower where tile S03 is 

removed. The i'rs is then reheated to about 420"C,

passed through the fourth catalyst hed , and then 

cooled and sent to a second ahsorplion lower. 


In Ihe ractlion, 

2So2 + ()2 - 2S;) 

removal of the re;cVlion prodl t ., S(), facilitates more 

efficient conversion in It' last catalyst The 

1)C/I)A process redlce, IO S 2 loss t) less than 2 kg

of sO 2 /ton of t12 S0 4 Itligh-ef'ficien(cy mist elillinal')s 

ar'e also required to limit the loss of 112 S( 4 mist to 

less than 0.05 kg/lon of 112 () 4 - 'hus, the re('overy 
itt a I)(/I)A plant should to at 1ehasl 9.7'. 

The u,.( or Il (, D{'/IA ,,!,t h 10'%- 1,, to th.cost of the tplant in comparison with ithe older single

absorption pro ,'ss It also uses mior'e energy alInd 

produCe;, 	 less leant or otlher recoverable energy. Al
alternalive, which is Said It h'- less exptensive, is to 

recover th, so,) from a single absirption plant by

arrnullia s(,rul)u)ing (17). Scrulbingr l'he gas with 

anmmnita Soittition ptrodues aimmonium
an stilfile/blsiulfite 	 ;,,litition which is then atidulaled with Sulfuric 
acid, The liberatetl ,2 i!, retetrnitI to I he ,tlfur'lc 
,lcitl plant nI ,r 'tjll(rntrated anuiboiullm sulfate soIu-
tlon retlins which imay find list, in a ferlillz'r plant . 

Alternatively, the ammonium sulfite-bisulfite solution 
may be acidulated with phosphoric acid, producing an 
ammonium phosphate solution. There are numerous 
other tail-gas scrubbing processes that produce vari
ous byproducts or waste products. 

Operation of a sulfuric acid plant under pressure
has some advantages; the equipment is smaller and 
less expensive, less catalyst is required, and equilib
rium conditions and reaction rates are more favorable 
in the conversion and absorption steps. The first 
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pressure plant was built by lProduits Chimiques Ugine
Kuhlmann near Lyon, France. It began operation in 
1972. Its capacity is 550-575 tpd. A recent article 
describes its operating history and gives the process 
flowsheet (18). The plant utilizes a double-contact, 
double-absorption process and operates at 5-atm
pr'ssure, measured at the air compressor exhaust. 
The conversion efficiency was 99.8'-,-99.85% during
the first 	 5 years of operation. It was estimated that 
the investment icosI was 10(%I'less than for a conven
tional (nonpressure) t)lant, but for larger capacities
u) toe(l.2,000 an investment saving of up to 17% is1o tpd, 
pIossible. About 'wo-thirds of tile energy required for 

olflt)mre5ssion is recovered by expansion of the reheated 
tail gas in a turbine that r'ives the compressor. 
Operatillg results are summarized below (18): 

Sulfur consumpltion 330 kg/ton 

Electric power 	 6,5 kWh/tonlyproduct steam (at '11)atm) 990 kg/to.i
Proess and cooling water Same as convenlional 

processes
Maintenance 	 3'1,-4% ofceapi cost 
)peraling labor 2 men/shift

Atidt t'orI('entration ( -9 	 5t 112 S04 

It was nolert that the plant was de:igned in 197)
hrforc the en''rgy crisis , anI Sirrme improvements in 
heal and enelrgy recovery woull he p)oSsible anti 
('(nmrtmmcally des;rable lnder current condilions 

http:99.8'-,-99.85


Another recently developed pressure process is 20
called the CIL process (Chemetics International, Ltd. ,a Canadian organization), The process operates at
8'atm and uses a single-contact, single-absorp tionsyseTTLsLATcs

7-t1m7Thlf' uiiicj~e' featire- of _,the process is that-S02 	 remaining in the gas leaving the converter is
absorbed in the sulfuric acid in the absorption tower,
The acid containing dissolved SO2 then goes to the:air-drying tower where the dissolved is strippedS02 
from the acid into the airstream and thereby recycled
through the sulfur burner to the converter, 

The solubility of SO 2 in sulfuric acid increases 
with increase of pressure and with decrease in tem-
perature. In a conventional plant operating at 1-atm 
pressure and with an acid temperature of 110 0C, the
solubility of SO2 in sulfuric acid is only 8 ppm,
However, by increasing the pressure to 8 atm andlowering the temperature to 491C, the'SO2 solubility
is increased to 190 ppm. Under these conditions, a
substantial amount of canS02 be transferred in the
acid stream to the air-drying tower and then to the
incoming airstream. Cameron, et al., point thatout
there is no theoretical lirit to the-amount of SO2 that 
can be recovered and recycled; it depends on the rate
of recirculation of acid between the absorber and air-drying towers (19). In a conventional plant, each 
tower has its own acid recirculation system (see
figure 1) with only enough Interchange between thesystems to maintain the acid concentrations at the 
desired level, In the CIL system, most of the recircu-
lation is between the two systems, It is claimed thatthis 	 system can readily attain or exceed the 99,7%efficiency that is required to meet U.S. pollution
control standards. 

The 	 CIL process would have the advantages of a 
pressure process, which were pointed out 	 in de-
scribing the Kuhlmann process, and the additional 
advantage of requiring only single-contact and singleabsorption equipment which would obviously decrease 
capital costs and simplify plant operation, However,maintaining the relatively low acid temperature (about
50 °C ) in the absorber tow er would req uire more
cooling , It is not known to what extent the CIL process is used in commercial practice, 

Ca1 R est mated capital cost of
/A sUlfuric acid plants based on elemental sulfuris shown in figure 3 The lower curve shows abattery-limits cost for an industrial country, The

estimate is based on early 1977 costs and does notalow for future inflation; It includes an allowance for4.weeks' storage of sulfur and sulfuric acid, doesIt 

not allow for a cooling tower
iwater, The upper curve for reuse of cooling
woter pthe upper is based on a battery-limitscurvl sow oabased atteupryit
cost plus,, 50% to allow for auxiliary and support 

facllititL-,, site preparation, etc; these costs
with location and coexisting will varyfacilities, When the
sulfuric acid plant Is part of an industrial or fertilizer

complex, this allowance probably is adequate, For

location in a developing cuntry, costs should bencreased by 25% or more to provide for the increased 
cost of delivery and construction, sedt o di vy ad 

The plant normally produces enough steam to
drive the main air supply compressor and boiler 
feedwater pumps plus about 1.2 tons of additionalsteam per ton ofr H 04, This excess steam can be 
used for generation of electricity or for concentration 
of phosphoric acid or other purposes 

Prodution Costs--An Illustrative estimate of the'cost of pr6duicgsulfurlc acid from sulfur In a plant
rated at 600 tons of 112804/dny and operated at fullcapacity 330 days/year, is given in table 5, 

Assumin n sulfur cost of $50/ton delivered atthe plant, I estimated production cost of sulfuric
acid would bo $2874/ton of i1s304 for a developed
country location or $28,98 for a developing country,
assuming that the plant capital cost is 25% higher, if
10% return on investment is added, the captive use 167 
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Figure 3. Capital Coit of Sulfur.Burnlng Sulfuric Acid Plants, Double Contact, 
u.s. or European Location, 1977. 

cost is $31.79 and $35,29 for developed and developing
countries, respectively. 

Table 6 shows the estimated effect of scale ofproduction on production cost and transfer price,
The results of the calculation, assuming 100% capacity
utilization, are summarized below, 

Cost or Prie._.to oHSol 
p t 
,osoCi 

or Prodouction u ri iropuitp,0_' -u 

.... r.98 35.29 
1 o 
1,80 

2,4 

22.69 
21,0 

25.19 
2,31 

23.9 
29.98 

21.66 

While sulfuric acid plants in general are notdifficult to operate at full capacity for extended per
ods, maintaining a high capacity utilization depends
on the reliability of production units that use the
product rand manyr other factors, Table 7 shows 
the effect of capacity utilization on transfer price,assuming a sulfur cost of $50/ton and a return onInvestment of 10% which Is usually about the minimum
that can be regarded as acceptable, it is evident 
ta o aaiyu~ztohat 	 low capacity a nraetecs costutilization caanincrease the
significantly. For instance, operation at 60%of capa
city Increases the transfer price by about $10/ton
in comparison with 	 operation at 90 capacity utilizationfor a 600-tpd plant in a developing country location,
Since about 3 tons of sulfuric acid is required perton of P2 0o produced as phosphoric acid, the effect 
of low capacity utilization can be quite serious In a
plant where the two units are interdependent, 

roducton of Sulfuric Acd from Pyrites or from 
Prdu tions 
m pera 

When the source *of the 802-containing gases Isroasting of pyrites (FeB), pyrrhotite (approximately
Feb 6 ), or nonferrous sulfide ores, the sulfuric acid
plant Is similar to that described above (figures 1, 2)
with the following exceptions: 
i' T h esu lfurb i ng "" r ac Is ie 

-rnin furnace is omited,
2, 	 The Incoming gas must be cooled and scrubbed 

or otherwise cleaned to remove all impurities that
might poison the conversion catalyst or clog the 
catalyst bed, 



TABLE 5. PRODICTION COST OF SULFIRIC ACI) 

Plant capacity, 600 tpd, 198,000 lpY

Carpital cost, Iv.'lopV,.
country, $10.0 million; developing country, $12.5 million
 

It . .... (tjalit Ulf itL 
11_iitv Cost. % Cost/Lo of S 4 

SujlIi r 0.34 toils 
 510 
 17.00
Boiler eelwater 1.25 tons 
Cool irigwitr 0.32 0.40

25.8 tons 0.01 
 0.26
Electri citv 15 kwh 0.70
St (aiI ( excess) 
0.02 

1.2 tons 2.50 
 -3.00
lahior-rel ,teidcosts, 
 0. 10 man-hours 15.40 
 -1.40
Suitot il 

17.82
 

Deve loed Deve op i rigl 
Counit ry_ Couttt rv
 

tlOera t trig costs h 

C,pitaIl-r'lateud costs 17.82 17.82
 

8.i92 11.10Tot I I prfiict i onl cost 
26. 74 28.98Return oil inuvstimtnt, 10% 
5.05 I.I 

T'uals icr price 

31.79 15.29
 

i i , ldts overlicol. Clieieu aii rri 1i sue I I Supcortri,i nd itWOlis iivs . .
 
1). Cap Li I - re Iattd costs:
 

cl)ricIat ion, I y'ars\' 
 6.67', of capital costs/year.
litevrest it ,/(tf1/2 capital cost 4.00/% of capi tal costs/year.
Mlaiuitna ic,0 5.00'/ of ipi taalcosts/yea r.
Faxw; 'Ind insurmci 2.00% of capitlIosts/yiar. 

C. Cipt ive uie in-p lant trais Iv r pr I(v. 

'ABLE 0. EFFECT OF PL',ANT CAIACITY OuNCOST OF S1IIJIIIC ACII) (ANNU AI, PLANT CAPACITY ASSUMED TO BE 330 x
 
IDAI A CAPAC11TrY)
 

600 DevelopeI,200Conr..YlvvelopingCa pacity, tId ..- i0rt.yl 1,00 . I , 0i Counvtry 1,8-00 

a
Plant 1 , $ llItion 10.0 14.6 18.4 12.5 18.25 23.00 

Co st $/tor of 112S0.1
 
SriI tir i 
 17.00 17. 00 17.00 17.00 17.00 17.00llor- ii ,ited (osts 

c 
2.46 1.87 1.51) 2.40 1.87 1.59CatitlI-r l t. clsts 8.92 6 .25 5.74° 11.It) 8.Otiucr tost's 14 6.84-1.64 -1.t)4 -I.t,4 -1 .4 -1.64 -l.0i4 

lPrnrd tTo (iivstRe'turn onrivestm(,ntet 26.74 213.485.0() 3. 54 22.60)1.I0 28.985.68 25.37 23.794.61 1.8 7 

Trrrsftr pi(t )i I. 79 27.02 25./9 34. (O 29.)8 27.60 
a. CipiitrI osts ior iv((loped count ri vs from I i gure 1; cost for hVvloling countris issiinfd to hi,' 25% higher.h. Atuiirl ki hor-relit d ( st s ;rssiiuml(d to I' liripOuorti on, to tlu OT. power of lilint capacity.
(. Seet' ihl( 5, footflott, h. 
d. lI-etricity, hoilir felw,iter, cooling waiter, ad stri.m cr-edit. 
p. Assumiurg 10',,, r turn i lant (ost. 

3. 'he" gas lrist hi' drIied if) a tolwer that lises lepends mainlystlfur'caid as the idrying agent. 
on how much heat can he recovered 

f'on the roasting operation. In general, the anount 
4j. 'ht' ehan, dry gas n I he: heated] to CI ron of Iheat recovelre ais4. [hrclen, asmus Stecam oifin other useful iorms isry ti ii~rtd 11 onversiuin soehitte m l e r atu r e ( a htrla 12 0 "'( ' is ally f( Iw less for antaI lyrites-basuul plant than ;It ' ) h e re tLisr S L i tll l for 

enougfh heat ,r'nerrae(l I the ('',(irsion shp toifr-litrrrhig lant

preheat thet, iriroing gas 
by heal exc-hangercs. "l'e lPYrih ,'(1,'eS2)contains .53.1T,S and,16.(W )lFe.5. Since fil, S() 2 'orientraltion of the' gas of[en is however , unlike suift'fu, l)Iyrit, ore, cntirt'o, u er'ouslower ''(n .ulflrthan that :,f )urlni) . aill irrmpuritii Which affect their value, either. positively or'eluipmrnent must he ,orrepluondirly la'gr negatlively. After mining and (usually) hienufiiation, 

a (Onnir'i'cial grade of pyrii ' Imlavin the ast' of jilurrls, tontr 101(,-.501),S.As irlfrrr-hiirrnirrg lihel i rrost n 
ain 

, com o valuale 1'tIllenis assoialedsulftric JicilpIlant INay rs, 1u11hh.-'onutu or tailgolas lryrite ar( colp lr', id 
with 

lead, Zinc, However, tIh' io'sc 'boing h) corfilli to iol'itin, co rloi l rqluire- InV conlaill nially otliri , elillnlts' rsrtlilly ;Isslfidles)lienm, A iIitf i nri;, sriluir (ii)xi(l,I ri-on si fu l, s u ch i, nickel , 'ohllt , Cau(i illln, hisi iilh , ars nic,roast irg Ji likely to I-osfI alout 51%mrore tir;n i aild irll i),ricrletages if silver and grldsulfu1-)Iurnhnh plaint int'hilding' ga;s ulcuiin1 hut'xludinhr the iroasIinl+lirt ion. IIat recovery A )art ini alysis of slanish ryrt' ollilows: 



TABLE 7. EFFECT OF CAPACITY 1tTI, ON1IZATION TR,\NSFER 
PRICE OF SULFURIC ACID, $ I'ER TON OF I.,SO.4a 


Ra ted Capliacity, til: 00 1,20) 1,800
Calacitv ltili ztion ,% .other 

Dlve I pid 

Couit r es 


1001 I 31.79 27.02 25.7'1)
90 33.b2 28.32 26.95 
7 37.28 30 .91 29.27 
60 42.75 14. 79 32.74 

Dev' Iop ilg 
CLO1t ri es 

1001) 
 5.29 29.98 27.00 
91) 37. 50 11.00 29.03 
75 41.9.1 4.85 1 . 76 
60 48.57 M. 7.3 35.8o 

t,Jluat-
 trom ti) ,lit ,i of t bl' 6, Issuilirg tlhit 
alibor-rtlartet jotn10ti l-il'ol~l costs irv con-

st,it MI aI1 ,i)iii,il 'iSiS 1oi suiat dth, mllfiji" i
Itilitles costs aiiil steumi cue lit.rie colslto t tier 
tol f silluit acid. 
A,uroili I cipicitv =* H) x ilItllit-ity, 

Comuposition of S'_nish Pyrit. (1._)
Sifir(l'yrit" oil, PyriteCruo' F 

Sultur (S) 48%, 48A'),
Coppe. (CII) (.8%-1.2° 0.3% 
Lead (l'b1) 0.5/o1.5% 0.3 


,- .
Zi (I 1 1.,512 5" 0.4% 
Gold (Ai) g/ton I g/toi
Silver (Ag) :10g/toi 30 g/ton 

Thbe r'ecovery the valuable metals and of the 
iron plays an important part in the economics of pro-
cessing pyrites. Ar';cnic is an undesiraiIde impurity;it tends to form volatile compounds during roasting 

j/ FEEDERn 
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which foul heat exchangers and ducts. However, 
methods of dealing with this problem have been 
developed. 

When the p' rites are relatively rich in copper or 
valuable metals the ore may be separated by 

beneficiation to provide a concentrate of nonferrous
sulfides which is treated separately. Alternatively,
the cinder (residue) after roasting may be treated by 
one of sevural methods to extract valuable elements.Since th,. cinder mainly consists of iron oxide, it may
be used by the steel udhlistry as an iron ore. 
lowever, since several impurities are objectionable for 
use as iron ore, treatment after roasting may serve a 
dual purpose of recovering valuable elements andpurifying the cinder for use in the steel industry. 

Figure 41 shows a simplified flow diagramproduction forof sulfuric acid from pyrites. The diagram
shows a tingle-contact , single-absorption process. In 
most locations either stack gas scrubbing or seconda 
'ontact-absorption stage would be necessary to prevent 

atmospheric I ,,lution. The treatment or disposal ofthe cinder, although important, is beyond the scope
of this manual. 

The capital cost of the plant including the pyrite
roasting step is about 2.6 limes the cost of an equiv
alent sulful-burning plant (20)). Based on the esti
mates in table 6, the capital--related operating costs 
would be higher than for a sulfur-based plant by 
about $13/ton of 112S04 for a 1,200-tpid plant in adeveloping country . Labor and other costs would 

also be higher. Assuming a total differential is
$15/ton of 112'L(4, it is evident that, for equal
production costs, the cost per ton of sulfur contained 
in pyrites would have to te $,45less than for elemental 
sulfur unless some value is assigned to the cinder. 

Iasaosa pureserted data showing that the net cost 
of producing sulfuric acid from Spanish pyrites, after 
allowing credit for byproducts, was less than from
sulfur in 1972 (2)). No gener'lized conclusion can ledr-awn 

value of ihypr'oducts, and local conditions.
 

( because of wide variation in quality of pyrites, 

The recovery of byproducts from pyritic ores 
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Figure 4. Simplified Flow Diagram for Plant to Produce Sulfuric Acid fro~m Pite, 



requires a high hevil 0' tt't'hnoio y and mav bv, a (lit'-
ficult tinderltaking for aI d vehtping t I*unit SoivIv. 


-coulitijts that I-cl' ' uiinl' (01i 'l'itf' s a VCtoi Sti ii't' 

stulfuri'1 int'il atl'vFinll itl , N,,'wav , ,iwvdln , S;iain,
lot-tugal, 
 Ital', (.'hin;i, inld the U.S.S.RIt. Sitm tlhti' 
CoUli.11,'0 slhi 1.t'liJ i n, hav, a l~ti't t',iictinn of'tiv 

S1if idtl 'llli lt'lting tljtitin.. Thlc cli.,-'iiici-
i 
tion btlt'tw('tn i.vilts int nonlli'tl ,l', i, ill thi'iiictl 

In so ci cit' ill ;i c ,iinji:in that I 
 tcs s i' con-
tining I", cptl.r IliightI,. cl:i.s-ifivdit I ci'stltl'r 

iterht prtl¢'i:.g hlt' .ti'hi t ",illti'iC 1(1' , ;i ,iiIll'il
L.I.Ii-n 
Ot'l'at ion in ;in l ihl' ii illIt'v lill,hl t th. scstI (,I;l Is
;I Sulfi it' ti'i('tlttuci(1 with 'LICtut%l itte1r 
tir f nti(t itll. 

must be Iti''Ci'Sly i giv, t i'Vletlrured 
ratios of, ('aI(), Si( Al,,(), ; 11 t.,,():, lot'r'ejuiieId
gotdi itifalitv ctllt'll. 

Thl' h ge i tooinixtil, gl'oun , intl jttlltli/et
I St I t ,. The kil m t- fired wilh ttilJiosl.' li 

oil, ol a, ' th llllixinium l i 'r:iltilie in tlit kiln is 
just shtrt t'I'tujon which imv Ill. of h ,l ldei' ,If'
1ti)00, ' 'Th t'eilt clinkei is dis'hmii'g l It a rooltelr;

th i it is>finely t l with a tut 1 ,",
-ui:,((a,inld 

ei'i(iIet i( ei'i'. 

ch s iltii'1, i Iivi n ott l i thv, 1h;li'i' v ;a 
lilfttit' ;intl elliti g -, in the kiln i'xiI:iiust gas, 

THil ()li~ti nt p %\';1 vt, e whith valso nd .xl' ,tnliAilit aountllti, cait)n ildixid .,lwccs., which d pc Ill w;ill. ail,.contai l ai tilhn , - d' Tl'hc 
Finlan cnds.hists -i)tlig tIyl'it' ill -i it- gII is,s c';i t'it alt! co ,dlt in

,t h 
;i .sv t ii ittnt,c ,o hxii ing itniitspltiil' in ;i luihit httol httll ha f th'y ehittl tatjic tl,''cipi;itn , %tct ,:iilti1dof nntthet t;il si 'll 


antd the Iminite ' is ill the, .isitit'-ityl,]ihi t :i 


llftll'i ti lt i 't'" 'tVi'l ls 't'l'lil '.et'0>l i . il.ltit'tiih Thisln ;illi,,t leii!t oi', 
jS()n. oiIlit Si): At this, t ' lto 1 . li t li S;().,magnelic ilw d>ul'iii 'h ilin . 'l' iht mil ni , t t he as;i, i ti t i . 'tlh l- gas eI, litd

htii' toi itntlit 

in in OxNBiiill iitii,ht'i'i' I I''i'v .
 ilt, llmnaiing 'I'li'al' Io t.tn ,'i'jl' tI(Illot'cii ili It' Intl piasseidsnlfu i' aS still'iliitdixhhit . thiitiilti th ii' tInlult a 'id whis h 1, "imili' it) 

,

thliltdt.-l'ihlwo l -.viou l. /n1)(!i"t"S1ilflli'hc AidI '(lll 

Pyi ,u "it ie i"t tIt' o t'l" tni lit lit in (i' S ., Int i''l ,ll -,I' SIllfilAcni,id 5iiI liltls.hitiii liinIh' ;',,I; ll (Imini t ii bt'l sutIli'. Tislh, 

,s o' . a pla nt h a~ t lr d , l i c c i d ' nslfti'n- [ ,g II
v l l s v ( ,mdti c c( - tll ;i f i n! !lf ).: ' 


g)yp s, , ;lh yi , ,% ip l ol t,p , l n dl c ,
 

mid i,si- l li t ati'i tlic i l ''ll';i tn, 
t i l i 1 il h '-o d i i > -l ai 


tin a 'i ;i Iti' , lnh .
lit, A ',ilnl)tApit,,w, , ,,v~I 1 li v~lt 5. 'lhTliten d i,,pws,sIlt i ' The ic 011 di'il Sif';it. 'IS: >il'il
4 
C>V t i b ' 015 1 k

i il ;Ii : kil whith 1,, 1, (ttll.nlin stlaig'esl i ,ti''; t i s t' 

2tnl I . 

kills whill- ,'ypsttil i, ii wd , 11 i irf- l ,tidraid
 

i ;i'h l ' ti t Wht it it t anh,,Ltv'(I the c,titii (i, '2iiinmi nttl), ' )
kiln. 
ptli l 'l tilt's 11'hiiii , i i ' mli tt:tliii ; i,'It'111irge t.t h)cf-vi~l ,I dllsl<>w, , , Will i n;ii o' h'i I i I " c ( I, 1ih1- tv2 'a

p'.'iill;ll~ I',Ill,. ,,;ivT ill iat i on i s h-i ckie h, 1l)1.(,(1 ill I wo',itp~l lcd 

.Fll-s 1 i " , l , pl r *1 h i i i ili t f ih I ' V,;n s W i th of l h 11,C ;Ii W~l'rt(, ,- >ll
ilt' ch t lh,-I it- I I;i'v,kiln ,,l,>l , I' ii v hv, ca11'-bn ( vo{k v.) toi fl'lll c'ci'iun ll'idt,: 

l-iht ( ,I.." n'-dn,,I llilil) c, k , ',J1iCA, ,ill(! Ihllh- 01,
 

llC l t10111i c' I !J()I,
 
, 

,d ,t~' . ,1il' ll Ihnd11 ,xidr,Th ('hlil-g [c (1 " (I as;" 

, ,
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At soleiWhalt h1ighel It,nj)elit i'ales 1hl calcium 

sulfide reacts with the r'st of the calcium sulfate: 


3(i;1.10.1 t I 'ta.l';It + .( 

At stillhigheltviipttl'ain litles, tht, (';i(t ,;acls wilh the 
other Chai'ge ilg, iit'llt. Ito oil'n the dtSil'td Coin-

pouinds ill )Ohrltwid certnll, m11ailty t icahciuin siliclate,
dicalciuml Sjli'lttt, lticalCiuiin ;ilumiiilt t' iill calcillI 

tl,lit' 

As1Ibutl'r git' lte atilitittt uIrt'tf[lit't'ntl. 

11he( ti'tll 'ss lich alt. sli'ivn btlow Io)gctlhtr with 

their tqivlt'iht s in Ithmet lic.ystina (21) 

.1,0 U ~$''Vt 
I ',, ', - 1 6 t,, I I 

i,,, t t0.2 nit 

0It 

, 

,, ,ht,0, ,,nIit,, .i m~lln k.l 
tl I 

.....iit I I00u .', lt~nII i 0l*t l li,lll( 
 I, i I ' it 

't.tt.A k6t 1kItW 
10.' min~-h,,, 1090 -t-t ints 

S.. 	 iti 1.Imi., 	It mti 

.+ I..,.sN.t',m I ,' ,, t ,Itl.ll O.dt,. 


h I ", Is ti,1, oInllj ,.,nvt , k,
i 

l 


'I"S ,,
00i 	 * Iit.l" 0t limits t21, 


Ito p otI~' t'itlct, .tri'ximaltel% equal (juan-
titit,, 	 .4 titieril intl silfic acid. Tht ilgest kiln 

i 
g 	 1,i8 olip; 1int,t ritiri, in ,t lh. Hi ralcfh Whiltihavenl,

t 1il'igL;nil ' li;il 1 'illlual ci lt it 'of,1' ,0l0)Osh tl tIons 
,,f ci dulfiro tiI t tt'i'ntd 	 lh, ,;iilt lit 'iof (21). 

.
lh Ijltiit l lici uted nitivt, illiiv tt l had five kiilns 
w ilh I ' ,f'1 t) ,00 short,,;ai lpi ,d ulti,n c:lacit )))o i ,tllfii.i lit .i1h ,I.cttl In1tlt tillsPltbtts- ;inlltht'i' 

,,I' "tilif Ind ct' oilt ionl it Intillgl , rga in 

Ill t fluii iii W,lft.in i 
 il iI till lh,,t 1n tand.-

hilt, A foitih pli attId iTi Aisltlil us+d nalitllal 
tKypsbii II i tli c-, Iiullixtllt. tIf latiial g'ylStin anld 

ititS )'li'v i'iiilii -1, , jm.t' ltt in and\ill ,,1 lili t 'ilnIce 

olaiilh;tvt f,.,. t ii 1i ,'t~l l (; 


ATI lth: I titt (P1,8) i,,planlt w;ts kit iwi i1li ;tvt' 
ti't'if jfh, i,tigyj'uti t .'Iiivtly f"I tt'lt l pt,'i, , 
ofl' , l'li ii. ttllhigh l i't llit, ha il t ',t, fol" 

',hoil PIl'ifds tlit i lis I f t ill t.Sir Th 
h ii , IIIii'i 't tit lantili ushingel I'r iimit l t 

j~ ,li,l .t1is '1.lvcI it he tin,ii 1 II iTi i'jlt'a'I il 
Aiistiiti. , ih Al'ii . 1 1,I (;t'rlii;tny, and l'tlaSi 

,
;flitIl tl' 1It . titti:illi(' Alwiis i It'l';iihivt' ljititi-

rTqui, t 
deve',loit td fy ('hItit l iii, ( Atsria ) lft' in gtrilral 

c (22) tui'tilifllishvd l iti ,ittly lt t ti,lh t'tilts 

iilrll''Ii~il ]i!,led aihovv'i.
v l lhu',(. 


Int <iilnt lillg t in i li I IIf ItI iit v li t 
fli t n-,ii acil p es!,, Asliui'rlnri'n it ialh, flit' 
fol)Ili g inis (21 ): 

I. 	 Ih' hyptit 11tiucl, lh(t, lgv , jl . ti tiAlly cnlitaiiskyiipil 
....r.,d t v l a d fi m t a o t . 1: 

colliililledl IA it('' ( I i'y ll ) T h ,, tilt, tuv We ig~h 
rat itt o ()f t ttt C ( t)'I , bt'tte'i ) :M and 0at5i8 

I11i11 If' IP waIndTia~I 
(a.illinl,iii iliil lits)Ifefv-


r 
tii'i il 


alh ~ i-if, hic (111t st',rl~iliii (.Illi1);11-1 o II .wit v, (1-Yoli withi ;iiythrih, which is Iluilt'try as., 

Inilit'd. 

TheititteC(IntIll (if JllfI! JyjiuLIF itlthIIIh 

,
1thlll w, t l ha :Idhhlil'i.i+ ,f'ccl Oli 

thie sit thug pitpel' ic' of it-lutrit 'Th' u) Ii' litti' 
h.,A)IT jrtaiO I, kritwr h t -,-Iiaiititliven leit 

/atifi,i (?! ) T1, ;lititin |hii, hfvtl, t he , ilio,ll)(

gryllsiiil shtiihl ct ai io lt l ii ia ift il,yi it;ill 


1 ii. h tlI i I , d it'ItI I I,I II'vlch in dil it( 
llan "ishuI li11, hil- ldIhy i'-4- , .li(lIlIill 

(IIli1l%111'-hI II'llII -atl ( Ih illiihIIy11 ,;1- I1 'IIyi II.lt, ' l( 1- y IIII'-i, 
ilitu'w ,,ow'sI(chaiith'i" X III) Thlri h iwiali , h)if 

3 "il t'illi,P, kill~v!.,a~,' IhlvIl t l iitil kiln chair-gel 
!'lliict, it ~ lowi t. il podint anid illiVtc;ilV,i, 

ring fovrmation in the kiln. A specif'ication of 
0.15'1. F"in the phosphogypsun is suggested (22). 
Most of' the fluorine inay hei removed hy drying 
nd calcining the tihosphogytisum which is neces

sai'v in ilv caeit, to (liv, off its water" content. 
Also, fltijrune,Ccompounds in the kiln gases should 
le completely iemoved before they enter* the sul
firit acid pIlInt to i'event iunpairelnt of the 
effeclei'ene offsstilevanadiuni oxide catalyst. 

.1. 	 Other impurities ctImmonly tii'stnt in pIhoslpho
gyuLIl such - and lninuiji compuitndsas1 silicai 
ate niot object ionatilt, but tlhet, nted to he Taken 
into acctunt in ftirmulating ltekiln chaige which 
nust tie cuvtrlld very tii't'ci.sely 

°].'It,main itlvantagc tt'sulfitic acid and cement 
fir) lphsphtgyjtuInL is thil life bYproduct phospho

autinh aituiiIn is i lly availat' 0ti a tAh0stihtoric acid 
plant at nI l ost llowt'vei., solit' addiliul- ,Ulce of
sulfrll wiould te needed to o','set" losses in recycling. 
AlSo, ise of tIltisp)hIogyJisUll woul|d ;Ivoid a disposal
pioblem. litv llping coutl'ies of ten neetd both cement 

anti phophatl fetlilizer. Illdeveloped ciountrits whelre 
ement I'odtluctin IS AlitolY atlt'tjuate, an additional 

suly ightuset the mii'kt ftalance. In countries 
,


;whtie altein itvt' sonlet'C of siifrl'ic i id lit', Verly
exlensive inl fuel costs irt low)%%,the Jirt( mighti'ess 
well 	 it+ con.,ide(,'ld In special casts there( may be 

alvaltigs f;avoling, use of pdhosihogypSum that a11'e 
difficull tol evalllte suih ;is: 
1. 	 Siivin in lfolreign t''chaigt 

. Ind, i from fu 
3. 	 Stimulation t dtlomestit' t'nploylmlit.nt 
I 	 l:ck of an environmtntally iccettaftt alternative 
. m1, ' ov d 1t) i I l l . ( S otcInsl. forl ifispoisiil of lih ,oihog'l um . (Some 

offtir tliti lls f,r utilizing phosplhoglpsmLIM Will 
to disctiSt'd in Ch;jtel' XIII. 

The main disadvanltagts of the sulfuric acid ce
m nt Iliioctss art. tlt- high capital ,ost anid high 
ener"gy (fue.l) r'tquirecmtl . A tIorjpavisl lnshould he 
I...... .. . of acidst'p;iia'ipr(odtitlt ion .Ilftric ani 

it''."I'
if tolf ;irefnettidl. The fuel requirelnenl for 
frolnll is,about 


tilii(, fhi I If(1iiit(IL t'itt'llint ticlittn 

ceillell plritductioli pihosphogytsullnm 2.5 

r f I'it f'r' the 
tistiilI'aw inial i'i;ils (linmes ont'. slale, Itc. ) . Whitas 
I)iiitiit'tiini If sulfuric itl f'ritis lfur Itl'tJd(ttces a 
,ibirlailltil liiill of elnerigy, usually in the fol'ii of 

tt1 r l ithlict team , lhetre is no (txp itr steamii fiom the 
ln-. -bastt No compariin capitalg ,'psti Ilait txat'l of 

co sl is. availablt, hut it is tvildent that th(, colnhiniitn 
ittihlt it' txltl(i tilaliill l iti'viplants sint'eiioui't sitt, 


Ittl it' ctement kiln and slifuric icid lilant WoUtld
Ineed 	to ti, ]a-ii-i and mli-v'icolmpliilicate iln ti( colll

hined ll'.ocets. than ill sejlaralt pi'odut'ion of' c('iillt 
fIll(q Iimit sf i ,t'nT 'tIlftirit' acitd fioi sulflr Es Ii

iatt, if the fitfl taptital inviestiiient fol lit! eomtiined 
peintii i('lig) from aIratio of F:I to 10: I when t'to 

jlirid with sulfuric't acitd fr' iL stilfti' (lone of 1he;
i v iri t (d It),c e m en t~ll( 2 1 , 22 , 2 1) . A T V Ai(l iis s ig n el ) 
il.Ilu y tom lngi l~ l the c l)ic, ,- l uhi n gl .sutlfl~ f l-r , it
 

:l d 	 iy'il , ind gy ,isilllsulfur. Ill Mo lt'c 

, intl IUruguiiay cnclutidid that jwlit,,phosjyplltin
 
woll ritt he ait t'tt 14tt111it'aI aItlnative in any of the 

i' , dl,r 19171conditions (24t).
|hi'#| 	i'(ailn ti u 

If is evideint that calciumi sulfate is unlikely to 
htt at itliorlnit'al sotll-c'of sulfuric acid excepf pel'
haips 	 in uti ti i;l t'ir't'tlnstantt'i,'. Tlis si itution might 

ihfillf'gtI illtll- fiulurt if the price tfsul'tii' should 
rr'ii'i':,, slbstalliilly ti'if ne1w tec,'hiioltgical tevelop

t. th lilltl i'e'sil lin ai tirell ltl . tine puS' 	 i'tsi 

. ithili 	 i ti .itld ic lio f1e le t a'l i fulfl-lh 	 'o n m n ll t i a n d little 

li til g i';ili'iuili silfi, wilh a I'thiiiig agent such 

, oaiil' iiwiit tiien mil hvr- . Thit, takes 
place illtwo t v,' 

+i5 ) t)4()
 

Thc, i'em-iolls: taike, placi'l l ;i lowl,r l i-lle~itl thinI 
thatlr'(piile fo,.t'llill -olil ,qil ii'odti 


http:t'nploylmlit.nt
http:W,lft.in
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XIII Phosphoric Acid 

Introduction 

In tit- past few years phoslhoric acid has been
 
the sou'ce of' perhap ,, 90':, of the new phosphate
 
fertilizer' production, and this Itend is expectled to 

continue in thelfor.steall future.. ForcaSls by tht 

UNIIJO!I'AO/World Bank Working ICroup o Ftrlilizers 
i'ldicatt' that in tiht l,riod, 1976-81.Il phosphoric acid 
supply will intceasc f',oii15.9 1,021.9 million tons. If 

illIncrease t4 8, (1 In tilt,sainlt peiotd
'ortiliMl'c V.).f Upply from ,Itlel' sourcts Ws 
(,,lillatcl t increast.e ,nly slightlY 'rom 12.; to 13.0 
million ton, Thu,, in 1981 phsphlic acid would 
onsltilte ;:i,, (,tth lital ferltilizetl' li.,()- supply. 

While ohtr hilSlihate ft l'iliit's Ai Nl'olUI 'it'e 
Npt'teltd to illcreste nly'N slightly, no,,,me illilicrease 

nitnrqi]to>i hate lt,duct ll n i,.xpclid which will Ie 
olffset ) ieclinel. illSSl' and ti)sic slag. Tht. study 
did not intluth anI.ylitetict ion ;tioti 'l r1.111.11eofuse' 
gtound itisphat rock for diect application since it 
i, ot ClaS',sil'ied a0,a ti;aufactur'.t fit tilizyt. 

Thert are two tasIt tY'pes (OfPIices.,es for the 
i~toduitli n (1fljilblhoiS 'ic acid--fturlalaC ti)'oCt-,st' and 

wel prclt(sses-. lutnapt l'icessS inCluit h e1wblast-
futllci process and lt. elet tit-'tl'ttiace plr'oc'. The 
blast -furnace piroc'ess has nit bVltustdI Coliilf'Cially 
si u. 1938. lowVe,'ert, the el tt'ic-fturnaCe tOCLes. iS 
is't! e.tensively to milk(- eleniental phosplihiu ;; m st 
of this phosphorlus is convertel to pthosphoric acidl for 
nontertilize:r usts. Since it is unlikely that furnace 
protcesses will lit comptlitiv' fot prtodtilcing phosphorit'
acid for fertilizer use except pIosibly in unusual cir-
cumstances, these ir-oces(tses will b idescritbed only 
briefly. 

Wet processes may lit' alissifiedt accoirding to the 
a id ti.ed to decOiapose piho phate rock. Sulfuric, 
nitric, and hydrochloric acid are used in commercial 
p'ocesses. Plroc(sses using nitric acid will l)e
described under "Nit rophosphale.,s" (chapter XV). 
Processes using hydrochloric acid are not competitive 
for fertilizer purposes except under unusual conditions 
and will te described briefly in this chapter. Pro-
cesses using sulfuric acid are by far tlt! most commion 
means of produmcing phosphoric aiid for fertilizer use 
(and sometimes for other usts) t IerIfore, s!-.
processes will be described in more detail. llow r, 
the scope of this manual precludes extensive detail of 
even the most important processes. For more detail, 
readers should consult Phosphoric Acid, edited by 
A. V. Slack (2), and other references listed at the 
end of this chapter. 

Production of 'lhosphoric _Acid] hy_Wet Processes 

Using Sulfuric Acid 

C hemistry of 
... ... . .. . . 

P rocess 
.... .
 

The main chemical reaction in the wet (sulfuric 
acid) proces': may be represented by the .ollowing 

equation using pure fluorapatite to represent phos
phate rock: 

Ca1l F 2(Pt) 4 ,),+ 1011 2 S0 4 + 10nf.0 
lOCaSO,1 n112 0 + (illa'O4 + 211F 

where n = 0, , or 2, depending on the hydrate form 
in which the calcium sulfate crystallizes. 

The reaction represents the net result of two 
stages. In the first stage, phosliori : acid reacts 
wilh the altatite forming monocalcium phosphate, and 
in the seconil stage monocalcium phosphate reacts with 
sulfuric acid to form plhospho'ic acid and calcium sul
fate. These two stages do not necessarily retlrie two 
react ion v,ssec.ls; they usually take lilace simulta
n.ously illa single 'eactorl'. 

As mentione ill chapter XII, phosphate rock 
contains many impriltitii both in the apatile itself and 
in ac'cesso'y minerals. These impurities participate in 
nuietois side reactions. Most phosphate rorks have 
a higher (a() l'20 ratio than pt'. fluorapatite . The 
addiioal ('aO consumes more sulfuric acid and forms 
more calcium sulfate. The H" formed by the reaction 
reacts with silica and oithtr inpiurilies (Na, K, Mg, 
and Ali) to folm1) flUosilicates anld other more complex 
compoutlnds. A variable amount of the fluorine is 
volltiliz l as Sil". IIF, or ioth. The amount volatil
ized ail] the form dlepend on phosphate rock comlposi
lion aInd [tl'i(ss cotntditions. 

As a resull of side reactions, numerous impurity 
compounds (solle of them ve'y complex) at'e formed. 
For a completet discussion of the nature of impurities, 
see Phosphoric Acid by A. V. Slack (2). 

Ileat Rteleased in Reaction 

The react ion involved in producing phosphoric 
acid from fluorapatite and sulfuric acid by the dihy
drate process may he represented by the following 
equation: 

Ca 1 0 F2 (P0 4 ) (s) + 10112SO., (liq . ) + 201120 ( liq.) 

1OCaS04"211,O (s) + 211F (aq.) + 6113104 (ag.) 

The heat of reaction may be calculated by use of 
the following heats of formation of reactants and 
products. 

H.at o, 

Fomt ion at 
2.-,
 

iymidllu1 lri 1,257.2 iimCI|,I'0i ii,. l) Fi,Ira,nilii () 

l,i 19 1. NM - 0 S li .ivd (4)91 ,, l... 

}1/) (I ql~l,o 0,111 N~lt,-- 1 Ifui.- - ,IfSt- d.larl(4)i 

' 6[ it"' i liii l I.i,, H"'*"",i,,l,,,i,)
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The heat of reaction so calculated is 256.91kcal/g-mole of apatite which is equivalent to 255 kcal/ 
kg of apatite or about 600 kcal/kg of P20.. The heat
required to raise the temperature of the gypsum
C - 2.", ) and703 phosphoric acid (C0',, PO5 

Cp 0.703) from 25" to 820C (77" to 180"F) is calcu-
lated I r) be 197 kcal/kg of I'205 (6, 7). T1Lhus , about 
,103 kcal/kg of 112Or, remains to be dissipated, and 
most processes l)rovide a means of removing the excess
heat. In practice, some of the heat lostis by convection and conduction. On the other hand, some 
heat may bc brought in by use of heated wash water 
or, if the wash water is not heated, some of the heat
in the gypsum is transferred to the recycled weak
acid and thus returned to the reaction, Additional 
heat will be generated by reaction of additional sul-
furic acid with impurities in the rock. Most phosphate
rock contains 10 -0, more calcium than that requited 
to form pure fluorapatite with the phosphorus in therock, which may result from substitution of carbonate 
for phosphate in the apatite or presence of calcite or
both. Reaction of this amount of calcium with sulfuric 
acid to form gypsum would increase the net heat of 
re;Iction per kilogram of 1'2()r, by about I lS,-lb',. 

lydrogen fluoride is shown IS a t)rdtdct of 
reaction in the first equation. It reacts with the ilica 
present is an impurity in l)hosphate rock to formfluosilicic acid which, in turn, forms fluosilicates and
other compounds with impurities in the rock. The
thermal effect of these reactions is negligible. 

The net heat of reaction is influenced appreciably
by the concentration of the sulfuric acid used, as 
shown by the following tab~ulation. 

Net Ieat of Excess Iteat 

Concentration Rea.itol, Lo ben
of Sulfuric kcal/g-mole Dissipated, 
Acid,_%ISO4 ~Y)of . patite.....~. kcal/kg o _0increasesdjj/ .. ... .... 

100 256.94 
 403 

98 247.54 385 
93 224.54 329 
85 191.94 253
80 174.24 211

75 160.74 
 180 

If the conditions are such that the calcium sulfate
crystallizes in the form of anhydritc or hemihydrate

rather than gypsum, the excess 
heat to be dissipated

is about 100 kcal/kg 
 of P 205 less than the valuesgiven above. 

T-r"y-p-e-s--of-Procg-esses 

Commercial wet processes may be classified ac-
cording to the hydrate form in which the calcium
sulfate crystallizes: 

Anhydrite CaSO 4

Ilemihydrate - CaSOg4YI20

Dih ydrate " CaSO 4 "21120 


The hydrate form is controlled mainly by tem-perature and acid concentration. At present there 
is no commercial use of the anhydrite process, mainly
because the r'e(luired reaction temperature is hIghenough to cause severe corrosion difficulties. Pro-
cesses in commer'cial use follow: i j 

Va"., , . ., ..... 
, , ,,,,., st,.1, ,, i . , . t ,,,.,It .. 

2 Q 
,,, ,,,. .. 

Lt,,t,-.I,,I,,, It., h d . . 00,,,,,,- 'ti',l- ) -,ql*lit.d -I' 

1--7,
. t rt ste, 

At present, straight dihydrate processes are by
far the most popular and, hence, will be described in
the most detail. flowever, there is increased interest
in two-stage processes that invove crystallization in
the hemihydrate form followed t~y lecrys'adlization in 
the dibydrate form (or vice versa), with or without 
intermediate separation by filtration or centrifuging.
'lhese processes will be described briefly. 

Straight dihydr'te processes ale Ihe most )OlI1ar
worldwide because they are relatively simple and
adaptable Io a wide ralge of grades and types of
phosphate rock. In the case of some theof newer 
processes, experience has been limited to rock from a 
few sources, al d the versatility of the processes hasnot been demonstrated. 

tlemihydrate processes have lle advantare
producing phosphoric acid of a relatively high ,ncen-

of 

tration. This means that the concentration step can
be eliminated if the concentration is high enLough for 
the desired use, which wVillresuAlt in lower capital andoperating costs. Since ptIosthoric acid plants often
have onsite sulfuric acid production facilities that 
supply byproduct steam for phosphoric acid concentra
tion, the advantage of theeliminating concentration 
step may depend on whether the steam canIhe profit
ably utilized for other purposes. Ilemihydratc pro
cesses also claim the advanlage of a sludge-free acid 
product and some decrease in the amount of impurities
(especially aluminum) extracted from the rock andappearing in the product acid. 'I'te main disad

iav- w
tages are the higher reaction temperature which 

corrosion and the incr, . (scdcomplexityof some of the pro(esses. 

1 emihydrate-dihyitate processes withoot intet
mediate filtration are widely used in Japan. The 
Nissan "If" process is typical. One advantage is that 

the gypsum byproduct is pure enough for industrial 
uses without extensive treatment. This advantageimportant in Japan where all natural 

is 
ported and gypsum is imexpensive. The process 
very high 

also l)rovides arecovery of 1'2O5 from the rock since losses 
in the gypsum are very low. The value of the 29-3'increase in P..0 recovery depends on the cost of Ihe 
rock. The disadvantages are the higher cost and in
creased complexity of the process. Also some phosphate rock contains impurities that stabilize the
hemihydrate, thereby preventing recrystallization to 
gypsum at an acceptable rate. 

Ilemihydrate-dihydrate processes with two filtra
tion steps have the same advantages as the abovedescribed single-slage Japanese process, plus theadded advantage of producing phosphoric acid of rel
atively high concentration. Processesare in of this type thatcommercial use include the Fisons' IIDII process
and the new Nissan "C" process. The extra filtration 
step increases the cost and complexity of the plant, 
but this, disadvantage may be offset by decreasing or 
eliminating the concentration step. 

The dihydrate-hemihydrate process has about the 
same advantages and disadvantages as hemihydrate
dihydrate except that the hemihydrate byproduct maybe more useful than gypsum in some cases. TheCentral Prayon process is the only one known to be incommercial use (in Belgium). On the other hand, the 
product acid concentration is somewhat lower. 

In tile following step-by-step general description
of phosphoric acid production, it will be assumed that 



a standard dihydrate process is used unless otherwise Starting with a standard grade of rock, the morestated. The discussion will be divided into the common quality factors for wet-process phosphoric acidfollowing steps: production and their effect are: 
1. Selecting phosphate rock, I Lower grade (% 1'2(),) means that more tonnage 

, 
must be bought, transported, handled, 

2. Selecting source of sulfuric acid 
(usually) ground. and3. Receiving and storing raw materials, uuly rud2. An increase in the (a0:lP2 0r,•1. Grinding and otherwise preparing of the rock, weight ratiocreases the sulfuric acid requirement. (Any5. Reacting the phosphate rock and sulfuric acid, 

in
('aO pr'esent as (';lS0 should be excluded 
calculating this ratio.) 

4 in 

6. Filtering to separate phosphoric acid from gyp
sum2 

, and 3. Magnesium oxide forms precipitates with fluorine 
7. Concentrating and clarifying the phosphoric acid. 

in the reactor which may blind the filter cloth;therefore, hi'rh MgO content is considered unde
sirable. When phosphoric acid is used to produce 
ammonium phosphates or polyphosphates, waterDescri'tion of Process insoluble (but citrate-soluble) magnesium ammonium phosphate compounds may be formed. TheseSelection of Phosphate Rock--Many phosphoric compounds form troublesome impurities in liquidacid plalts ar-e built in countries where phosphate rock fertilizers. 

must be impor'ted. ''he plant is often designed on the
basis of sine standard l)hosphate rock. lowever', it -1. Increases in the l"e2) + Al2 0.1 content 
 aboveis often prudent to build into the plant sufficient flex- 2%-3-,, decrease the plant capacity, often decrease 
ibility to permit us'e of rocks from (different sources, the P 2 0.5 recover', and cause post-precipitationThis versatility will enable the pro(lucer to take ad- problems (sludge). lowever, up to about 5%mayvantage of' competitive situations and to avoid disrup- be tolerable.
 
tion ol' supply when the intended source is inadequate
 
or iter'r'uptd )by hostilities, disasters, or other
circumstances. Many plants find it advantageous to 5. It is desirable to have enough reactive silicause a bl'nd of rocks from different sources. The (Si0 )2 to form Sil"4 andJ/or fluosilicates so as toextra expense in making the plant more versatile avoid formation of free HF, which is corrosive.usually can be repaid many times over by savings Excessive silica or other acid-insoluble impuritiesresulting from freedom of choice in the, world market. may cause erosion of equipment and possibleSome examples of steps to inc're,; versatility of the accumulations in digestion vessels depending
plant are: 

on 
particle size, character, and plant design. Also, 

1. l.Extra grinding capacity fr harder rock, 
a high prcentage of' silica in the rock would increase the required filler' area. 

2. E::tra filtralion capacity to provide for" rocks 6. Chlorine contents above atout 0.01% cause inthal caust less rapid filtration, creased corr'osion of stainless steel. More ex
Slur'r'y, handling systems that will cope with pensive alloys may tolerate a CI content of 0.10% 
acid-insoluble impuritie.s in the rock, and or perhaps higher. 

4. Mor' corrosion-r'sistant construction for rocks 7. Iligh organic matter' may increase foaming pro
that have corrosive impurities. blems (by stabilizing the foam), increase vis

cosity, and hinder filtration. The effect depends
When the plant is built at or near the mine, on both the char'acter and quantity of organic

there is still the 'kelihood that the rock composition matter. Some rocks Musthe calcined to remove
will vary. In ;addltion, there ir'( other questions to organic matter to make them Usable.

be considered relating to the economic optimum balance 8. Carbon dioxide (()
 2 ) contributes to foaming andbetween cost of extrai beneficiation as compared with increases consumption of antifoam reagents.the cost of utilizing lower grade rock, 9. All commercial phosphate rocks contain fluorine 

(F); no special effect has been noted due tovariations in fluorine content withintimes viewed as a simple matter of obtaining a given experience. lffects of 
the range of 

amount of l'205 in fluorine on scaling, corthe rck delivered to the plant at rosion, an(d post-precipitation are related to otherthe lowest price. Itowever, phosphate rock is a very elements that combine with fluorine, includingcomplex raw material which affects the plant operation Na, K, Al, Mg, and Si.

in numerous ways, some of which may be unpredictable. Therefore. a thorough evaluation of all q uality 10 Some rocks which contain sulfides release hydrofactors should be made before selecting a phosphate gen sulfide (112S) upon acidulation. This gas isrock or changing from one source to another. toxic. Also sulfides tend to increase corrosion. 

A comlilete chemical and mineralogical analysis of I1. Many other' less common impur'ities maya phosphate r'ock is helpful te presentin evaluating its useful- in sufficient quantity to require consideration
 
ness for' making phosphoric acid. lowever, 
 this in- (TiO 2 SrO, laO, Cd, etc.,formation is not sufficient in itself; trial runs in a 12. lar'dness is factor that harder rocksa in requireplant or pilot plant are needed for a reliable evaluation more grinding capacity.unless the rock is one that has been used extensively 13. 'he particle size of the rock as received affects
in other sim ilar p lan ts with know n results . the a r t OfCrush oc an re q uie d .the amount of crushing and gr'inding r'equired. 

'he following quality factors may pr'ovide a Very fine par'ticle size may lead to dust losses in

general guide for' selection of phosphate rock for handling.
phosphoric acid production. The economic 
 effect of 11, Low reactivity of the rock may require finermany of the factors can be evaluated quantitatively to grinding.arrive at a comparative value of alternative sources of 1 ilterability of the 'ock-acid slurry is one of thephosphate rock. most important characteristics of a phosphate rock 

for use in phosphoric acid production. Factors
influencing filterability are complex and not comt. S rtii -s.d prduciorll was dewrihed i diapter il. pletely understoodl. lowever, if a plant is to be 

2. I)issal of gystiin and flu rine designed to use a specific rock, an acceptablehylprtucs will be dealt wiih il, filtration rate can usually be attained throughdalter XXIII I'llti',j ('nnlrol, , j experimental means by adjusting operating condi



tions, addition of crystal modifiers, or pretreat- of phosphoric acid from any given rock is best ohment of the rock. taiued experimentally, it is sometimes necessary t, 
calculate it from the chemical analysis of tile rock.Table I shows the range of' composition and For a first approximation the sulfuric acid requirementmedian values of a group of 15 phosphate rocks may be equated to that required to combine with thefrom commercial sources. Although the group is calcium in the rock to form calcium sulfate. This cal

representative, compositions outside this range culated value is often close enough for planning purhave also been used. poses. The requirement per ton of 1'20, recovered 
should be adjusted according to the expected recov-TABLE 1. TYPICAL ANALYSIS OF COMMIIERCIAL rV. 'Th overall recovtery iiz seldom more than 9T1-, if 

PIIOSPIIATE ROCKS mechanical and sludge losses are included. 

If a complete analysis of the rock is available, a% iy _Weitt _ _ more exact calculation may L e aae. The method is-


_______ ! 

litiuet R gitMdir
 

. .. ... _ FIe.iLI illustrated in table '2and is explained below: 

P2 05 29-38 33
 
Cat) 46-54 51

S i02 °0.2-8.1 2 1 . Assuming 9,1,ove'rall 1'205 recovery , 1,06-1 kg ofAI.,Oa + Ft',.O: 0.4-3.4 1.4 rock P2 O. is required per ton of 1'2 0 5 recovered.
 
ttgOl 0.1-0.8 0.2
 
Na.,O 0. 1-0.8 
 0.5 2. If the rock contains 33T-, 11205, 3,224 kg of rock
 
CU2 
 0. 2- 7.5 4.5 is required.
 
F 
 2. 2-4.0 3..7 3.Cl The CaO content of the rock is calculated.0.0-0.5 -,0.02 the IfS03 0.0-2. rock contains any other cIion that forim). an1 .0 insoluble sulfate (such as tarium ). its C;10 equiv-
CaO: l'25O, weight ratio 1.35-1.70 1.5 alent should be ad(hjf .
 

I. The ('a() eq uivalent of the SO, content (not total 
S) should Ie taken into account. 

Assuming 9,T overall l'2O recovery,5 the 5. Typical filter cake contains abo1t 3.3', of thenumber of tins of phosphate rock required per inpt l'.20r, in insoluble forms of which 11,may beton of P.,Or, recovered as phosphoric acid is: unreacted rock and12.3'-, (Call'O, coctystallizedwith gypsuma. The aggregate weight ratio of CaO 
Grade of Rock, Rock Reqti rement, combined with .20.isalolt 1.0.% 120,5. Tons/. Ptt 5 itt Acid 6. The empirical assumption is that 159 of 

the fluorine combines with CafO to form Cta.' 2Low 29 3.(7 Act tual reactions ate much mote complex;Med iarn3 3.22 Ca,4SO4Sil",AIF ;(oli).12t1.,O is an example of a 
fligh 38 2.80 comtplex insoltte compound found in filler cake.7. Items 4, 5, and 6i ate totaled. 

8. Item 7 is subtracted from 3 to give net CaO for
Calculation of Sulfuric Acid leiluiremennt-- reaction with 11250,

Although the sulfuric acid requirement for production . 'he of the ()1 12I~ e q ui v aM o is calculated.9 . S O 4 le n t h ? O i a c l t d 

TAIBI.E 2. CALCULATION OF 1t2 SO4 REQUItRED PER 'TON OF '201 RECOVERED AS HlOSPHIORIC ACID USING MEDIAN ROCK
 
ANALYSIS (TABILE I)
 

Kg per Ton ofItem 
 PyO. Recovered
 

P2 ()., required in rock at 94% recovery, 000 1,064
 

2. kg of rock required ier tortof P205 recovered, _0 6 4 3,224
0.33
 

3. CaO in rock, 3,224 x 0.51 
 1,644
 

4. CaO equivaletnt to SO:s, 3,224 x 0.01 x 56 22.6
80
 
5. CaO comfuired with in filter cake,
P205 .033 x 1,064 
 35..1
 

56
 
6. CaO comfinted with fluorine, 0.15 x 0.037 x :3,224 
x 2 26.4
 

19x2
 
7. Total Cat not com, ineI with sulfat' 
 84.1
 

8. Net CaO for reaction with 112 SO4, 1,644 - 84.1 1,559.9

98
 

9. 112S04 required for CaSO 4 , 1,559 x 6 2,729.8
 

10. Excess 112S04, 30 x 1 0 05 
1.5x 1,000 
 500 ,
 

11. Iota l 112,04 requiretd 

2,779.8
 

Short Calculation
 
12. 112SO4 required based ontCaO ontly, 1,644 x 92,877 

562,
 

k(,L'..
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10. The amount of excess t12SO 4 is calculated by
assuming that the 30% 1'2 0 5 acid contains 1.5% 
free H2 S0 4 . 

11. 	 Total 112 SO 4 ieClui,'ement is item 9 plus item 10. 

12. 	 A simplified calculation based on 112SO1 equiva-
lent to total t'aO is shown in table 2. 

In the following tabulation the sulfuric acid require-
ment for median-grade rock is taken from 2table 
(2.78 tons of t12 s0., per ton of P2 0 5 ), and require-
ments for rocks of other Ca:l'205 ratios are estimated 
inllproportion to that ratio. 

!ll4 h edian Low 

Grade of rock, % P2 05 38 33 29 

Rock requi i
reln t, 

tons/tol of PLO . 2.80 3.22 3.67 
Cal):l.o , r ratio in rock 1.70 1.50 1.35 
112SO. requirement, 

toils/ton o 3.15P2 0 5 2.78 2.50 
-------------. ----..... 

Source of Sulfuric Acid--Although sulfuric acid
production-is iscusse-din-chapter XII, some aspects
of the source of' the acid will affect plans for phos-
phoric acid prodluction. Most, but not all, phosphoric
acid plants have onsite facilities for producing sulfuric 
acid from sulfuir or pyriles. In this case, heat is 
recovered from the sulfuric acid plants in the form of 
steam which is available for concentrating phosphoric
acidl 	 and other uses, 

Recently, double-absorption processes have been 

used in sulfuric acid plants to control emission 
 of 

SO 2 . This iprac''co adhds a))reciably to tile cost and 

decreases the amount of steam available for export.

An alternative is to use an ammonia scrubbing system

to recover 
S02 from the tail gas of a single absorption 

plant followed by acidulation with sulfuric, phosphoric,

or nitric acid to release a concentrated stream of 
 SO 2
for return to the sulfuric acid plant and a solution 

of amnonium sulfate, phosphate, or"nitrate for use in 

a fertilizer plant (see chapter XII). 

Finally, sulfuric acid from pyrites, smelter ope,-

ations, ori other byproduct sou rces may contain 

impurities 
 that may or may not he deleterious for 

phosphoric acid production. In at least orie case,

zinc in smelter acid proved useful since the fertilizer 

produced from phosphoric acid contained enough zinc,

mainly (lerived from the smelter acid, to improve crop 

yields in zin(-(ieficient areas. 

Receiving ---Raw effiient' 	 '.....--
system for bulk handling and storing phosphate rock 
and other raw materials is necessary for a modern 
phosphoric acid plant. (Other raw materials are dis-

cussed elsewhere. ) The criteria to be met are: 


1. 	Rapid unloading of ships Or other delivery units; 
2. 	Negligible loss of ock; 

3. 	 Easy storage with ability to separate shipments 

or to blend shipments as desired; 


,t. Efricient retrieval from storage; 
5. 	Protection against wind, rain, snow, and freezing

weather; 

6. 	Protection from contamination with other raw 

materials, windblown (lust, soil, etc. ;and 


7. 	Provision for' expansion if future needs warrant. 

When phosphate rock is received dry, it is
usually desirable, to keep it dry ty covered storage,
especially if it is to be used in a dry grinding system 
in order to avoid the expense of redrying. If openstorage is used, wind or heavy rains can cause losses 
of rock that may amount to several percent if it 

ILI 

contains much fines. However, relatively coarse rock 
can be stored in open piles, particularly if it is to be 
wet ground. The storage capacity should be at least 
1 tints the largest shipment to allow for delays.
Even larger storage capacity may be advantageous for 
blending shipments. 

Rock Grinding and Preparation--The choices inrock grinding seem to be dry grinding, wet grinding, 
or no grinding. Several processes claim the ability to 
use rock without grinding if it is finer than 35-mesh 
or in some cases 20-mesh (Tyler) screen size (0.417 
or 0.833 mm). Somerville suggests that such coarse 
rock is suitable for single tank digester processes 
when sulfate control is good, but fner grinding is
needed for multicompartment digesters and when 
sulfate control is pool- (8). lloughtaling states thatolder Prayon-type plants (which use multicompartment 
digesters) required grinding to 60% minus 200-mesh 
(0.074 mm). Newer plants of the same type specify
only 25% minus 200-mesh, 60% minus 100-mesh, and all 
minus 35-mesh (Tyler) (9).a 

most of the older' plants and some of the new 
ones use dry grinding. Ring roller mills or ball millsare 	often used with air classification. The 	 power
requirement naturally depends on the 	 initial size of
the rock, its hardne!;s, and the desired particle size. 
For grinding Floida rock to 55% minus 200-mesh, a 
requirement ef I5-20 kWh/ton of rock has been sug
gested, including air classification and pneumatic con
veying t(,ground rock storage. Softer rocks may
require one-lialf to two-thirds as much power. 

There is a general tendency toward wet grinding 

in newer plants that are located near the mine. Thewet 	 grinding is (one in a ball mill; a slurry containing
62%,-70% solids is produced and fed to the digester via 
a surge tank Adv'intages of wet grinding are 30%-40% 
reduction in power requirement and elimination of dust 
losses, atmospheric pollution by dust, and the neces
sity of drying the rock. The main disadvantages are 
somewhat faster weai" of the halls and mill andlining
a decrease in tile amount of recycled water that can 
he used elsewhere in the plant. It is also necessary
to maintain reasonably close control of the water:solids 
ratio in grinding. 

h'lhe power requirement for wet-grinding 180 
short tons per hour of Florida rock to minus 35-mesh 
was given by Shearon as 2,500 hp for closed circuit 
grinding and 3,800-4,000 hp for open circuit gi'inding
(10). The corresponding power consumption is 
*B-.-4 kWh and about 18 kWh/mt for closed- and open
circuit wet grinding, respectively. 

Thei'e is some difference of opinion about the
 
need for fine grinding of very unreactive rocks such
 as igneous apatite. Lutz and Pratt (11) suggest that 
such rock should be ground to 80% minus 200-mesh;
 
whereas 
 Somerville considers that rock reactivity is 
not a major factor. According to Somerville, unground 

Meramec (Missouri) apatit. (minus 150-mesh) is satisfactory. The explanation of this difference of opinion 
probably lies in the type of digester used (8). 

Calcining of phosphate rock usually is considered 
part of beneficiation. llowever, some phosphoric acid 
producers who purchase rock also calcine it to elimi
nate organic matter or to decrease carbonate content 
or both. One purpose in calcining is to improve the 
color of products such as liquid fei'tilizer or nonfer
tilizer products such as sodium tripolyphosphate.Ilowever, Stern statcd that one phosphoric acid plant 
was able to increase production by 30%-40% by
switching from uncalcined to calcined rock (12). A 
saving in foa'n-control reagents is another adivantage. 

Reacti-o-n Syy.stem -- There are' so many types of 
reaction systems In use throughout the world that no 

. -A i;lt oipir'y lytcr sievesI/esieAlh ()litsystellis isgiveln in 
th;,Itr XXtI. 



attempt will be made to identify all of them, The ob-
jective in designing the reaction system is to carry
out the reaction between phosphate rock and sulfuric 

'' 	 acid in such a way as to recover a maximum percent-
age of the P2 0 5 originally in the rock as product
phosphoric acid in the simplest and least expensive
manne! ;-Sincee the-filtration-stop -s- the- mos critical--
and expensive step in the process, a primary objec-
tive in the reaction step is to form gypsum crystals
of such size and shape that the filtration and washing 
can be carried out rapidly and efficiently. 

Maximizing recovery, means minimizingMaxilosses,r. " 

Three types of P2 0 5 losses are recognized: (1) un-.reacted phosphate rock, (2),P 20 5 cocrystallized with 
gypsum through isomorphic substitution of lIPO4" for 
SO4 , and (3) phosphoric 'acid lost in the gypsum
due to incomplete washing, Perhaps a fourth source
of loss should be mentioned--mechanical losses due to 
spillage; leakage; washing of filter cloth, piping, and 
equipment for scale'removal; and losses as sludge, 

Although the objectives of the reaction step are
clear, the means for attaining them may seem compli-
cated. To the uninitiated, it might seem that the best 
way to carry out a chemical reaction would be to mix 
the two reactants directly, In practice, however, re-
action systems are designed to prevent direct con
tact between the two reactants, phosphate rock and 
sulfuric acid, One purpose of this arrangement is to 
ensure slow growth of gypsum crystals to a relatively
large size rather, than formation of many small ones,
Also, a high concentration of free sulfuric acid will 
result in coating the phosphate rock with calcium sulfate reaction product, thus blocking further reaction,
A serious case of "reaction blocking" in a phosphoric
acid plant can take several hours or even days to 
correct; On the other hand, a high concentration of 
.calcium Ions (low sulfate) in the slurry will Increase 
the amount of phosphate cocrystallized with the 
gypsum, Hence, the aim of designers and operators
of 	 reaction systems is to maintain a uniform composi-
tion of the slurry, avoiding pockets of high sulfate orcalcium concentration., The liquid phase usually con-
sists of phosphoric acid (about 30% P2 05 ) with about 
1,5% free sulfuric acid; the optimum concentration of 
free sulfuric acid varies with rock composition, The 
solid phase Is mirinly gypsum, The proportion of 
solids in the slurry is about 35%-45%, Phosphate rock 
particles introduced Into this slurry dissolve rapidly
in the phosphoric acid in the liquid phase causing
supersaturation with (alcium sulfate,. which results in 
the growth Of qyp5Lz, Crystals. 

To app-, i.ch this ideal situation, the Incoming
stream s o f su lfu ric acid an d ph o sph ate rock are mix e d 
with the slurry (directly or indirectly) as rapidly
and completely as possible, and the slurry in thereaction system is agitated to ensure homogeneity, 

A simplified flow diagram of a modified Prayon
5sytem (Davy Powergas) is shown in figure 1, The 
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"attack" tank is divided into four to eight compart
ments, depending on the size of the plant, Thm sul
furic acid is premixed with recycled weak phosphoric
acid and discharged into the first, second, or third 
compartment depending on the type of rock, The rock 
slurry from wet grinding is discharged into theirst,
second r - third _con-o ints or divided among _them,
For temperature control, a portion of the slurry is 
withdrawn to a vacuum flash cooler. Part of the 
cooled slurry is returned to the "attack" system, and 
part is sent to the digester system, A large volume 
of slurryfrothe lstcompartmentlastis coprmnrecirculated tothroughfrom te 	 the frt the attackotefirst. system 

The "digester" tanks permit completion of reac-: 
tions and lowering of any supersaturation under mild 
agitation. Also small adjustments can be made here2 
by the addition of sulfuric acid or phosphate rock,
Plants of the type illustrated have been built with 
capacities as high as 1,140 tons of P2 0 per day in a: 
single train. 

In other dihydrate processes, the phosphate
rock may be premixed with recycled weak phosphoric
acid or with recycled reaction slurry, Sulfuric acid 
may be sprayed on the surface of the slurry in the 
reactor vessel, 

In many older plants, the sulfuric acid was 
diluted, sometimes to 55%-60% H 2SO 4 , and cooled in a 
heat exchanger before use, Most modern plants use 
the sulfuric acid at the concentration at which it is 
received, usually 93% H 2SO4 , 

When strong sulfuric acid Is premixed with weak 
recycled phosphoric acid, much heat is released, and 
this Is accompanied by evaporation of water and vola
tlization of fluorine compounds (mainly SiF 4 and HF),
In some plants this step is carried out in a flash 
vacuum cooler, providing a rich stream of fluorine 
compounds in the vapor which can be recovered as 
fluosilicic acid for sale or further processing, 

Several processes use a single-tank reactor,

One of these Is known as the Gulf Design Isothermal
 
Process, using a Swenson crystallizer as a reactor,

A diagram of the reactor system is shown in figure 2,
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Figure 2. Acid Sl T DePhosphoric via 	 nIsothermal 

Itsud benoted that atron. sulfuric acid is
sprayed on the surface of the surry th tpothe reactor, whfle the phosphate rock Is premixed 
with recycled phosphoric acid and ipumped in at thbottom of the vessel, The entire vessel Is under 



,reduced pressure, thereby controlling the temperature
4byevaporation. The circulation pattern is controlled 
by an agitator in a draft tube. It is claimed that the 
temperature varies less than 0,3C from one part of
the reactor to another. The plant illustrated in 
ffgul~e 2 rated at 640 tpd, using unground FloridaIs .-"fltaio oneni-aes--0.10-0.41- mm).- Ad 

claimed'are use of.'wet, unground 'rock;' lower capital,operating, and maintenance costs; and excellent con
trol of atmospheric pollution, .FILTER 

Another' type of reaction system is described bySomerville und illustrated in figure 3. In this pro-
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Figure 3.Somerville Phosphoric Acid Reaction System. 

cess, phosphate rock (0,5 mm or smaller) is mixed 
with recycled slurry in a cone mixer and discharged 
to the reactor, Sulfuric acid is premixed with 
recycled phosphoric acid, and the mixture is dis-
charged into a vacuum, cooler, A relatively small 
flow of slurry is drawn from the reaction vessel to 
the vacuum cooler and recycled to the reactor to con-
trol the reaction temperature, Typical operating tem-
peratures are 840r In the reactor and 730 C in the
cooler. By minor modifications the system can be 
operated as a hemihydrate process in which case the 
temperatures are about 100 0C in the reactor and 831Cin the cooler,. 

The arrangement shown is recommended for plants
with capacities of approximately 360 tons or. less of 
P206 per day,. For larger plants (720-tpd), two 
vacuum coolers are recommended with sulfuric acid 
feed' going to one and filter feed drawn from the 

- )other. 

Some advantages claimed are better gypsum ffl 
tration lower P20g losses in the gypsum, and lower 
capital and operating costs, Also , It is claimed that 
low-cost, small plants (20-50 tpd) may be economical 
for some situations, ''of 

Onenteresting cost-saving practice advanced bySomervle is the extensive use of concrete as a mate. 
of constructionarial for reactor and cooling vessels.

Based on 25 years' experience, Somerville claims that 
Soncrete, with proper design and, installation. is In-
iherently, resistant to 'wet-process phosphoric acid 
attack, provided it isImade with aoid-resistant aggre-

gate such as siliceous sand and gravel. Also repair
or replacement costs are low, 

Another process employing a single tank reactor 
is the Rhone-Poulenc process, illustrated in figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Rhone-Poulenc Phosphoric Acid Reaction System. 

One feature of this process is that the temperature in
the reactor is controlled by a flow of air over the 
surface of the slurry in the reactor, To assist inevaporative cooling, special spray-like devices pick
up some of the slurry from the surface and shower it 
in droplets through the air-swept space in the reactor 
above the slurry level, Sulfuric acid is also added as 
a spray at the top ofintroduced through the reactor, Phosphate rock isa center well to a zone of maxi
mum agitation, The system has been used in units
 
producing 100-800 tons of P205 per day,
 

No attempt will be made to describe or even
 
mention all of the phosphoric acid processes that are
 
avaflablc or in use throughout the world,
 

The processes described above are believed to
 
be fairly representative of dihydrate processes, The
 
Kellogg-Lopker process (used in England) employs a
 
novel two-tank reactor system, One unusual feature
 
Is the short retention time--about 1.5 hours--con
pared with about 8,0 hours for most other systems.

Fisons Ltd., Nissan, and the Dorrco Division of Jacobs
 
Engineering offer dihydrate, hemihydrate,-and two
stage processes, Most major fertilizer plant engineer
ng and construction firms offer phosphoric acid
 

processes either of their own origin or under license
 
from the developers.
 

While most plants operate with a small excess of
 
sulfuric acid, it is possible to operate with a deficien
cy of sulfuric acid but with an excess of S04 by

replacing part of the sulfuric acid with an equivalent

amount of ammonium sulfate (or other soluble sulfate) .

'Up to about 10%-16% of the sulfuric acid can be 
replaced by ammonium sulfate. This process modifica
tion may be advantageous for utilizing small amounts 
of byproduct ammonium sulfate, A further advantage
is lower corrosion rates. A disadvantage is longer
reaction time (up to 18 hours), Also the phosphoric
acid produced by this prmess contains ammonium
 
phosphate; therefore, its use Is limited to production


ammonium phosphate or compound fertilizers,
 
In other process modifications free sulfuric acid may 'be neutralized (partially or entirely) after diges

tion or fltration with ammonia or calcium phosphate to

render it less corrosive In subsequent steps, In case
of neutralization with calcium phosphate, additional 
calcium sulfate io fomed and can be removed, Elim-i 
ination or reduction of sulfate in phosphoric acid 

http:oneni-aes--0.10-0.41


makes it 	 possible to make higher analysis fertilizer 
"I products, 

Reaction Time and Retention Time--Somerville 
states that the average life of a phosphate rock 
ticle in a typical reaction system may range from-5Eseconds - to -3 mnutes , -.-Nevertheless-,---retention 
times in industrial plants range from 1.5-12.0 hours or more One the is(8). of reasons connected withthe formation of good gypsum crystals, as discusscd 
previously. Another reason is the difficulty of close 
control of free sulfuric acid (SO 4 ) content of the
liquid phase when the reaction time is short. Closecontrol of 	this value is extremely 	important, Although
the optimum level of control may depend on the char-.. 
acter of the rock, a level of about 1.5% is typical,
Serious upsets can occur when the SO 4 level varies
appreciably from the optimum, Obviously, the shorter
the reaction time, the faster (and more often) one canget into trouble. The success of the l'-hour reaction
time In the Kellogg-Lopker process is likely related tothe use of an automatic sulfate analysis instrument
that permits close control and rapid adjustments 

Filtration--The function of the filtration step is 
to separate the gypsum (and any insoluble materialsderived from phosphate. rock or formed In the reaction)
from the phosphoric acid product as completely, effi-ciently, and economically as possible. All modern
plants use continuous filters, although batch filters
have been used in small plants in the past. 

The most popular types of filters are the tilting-
pan rotary fillers, traveling pan filters, horizontal
table filters, and belt filters, In each of fil-these 

. ters, the cycle proceeds through the following steps:
(1) deposition of the phosphoric acid-gypsum slurryon the filter, (2) collection of product acid by appll-cation of vacuum; (3) two or three countercurrent
washes to complete the removal of phosphoric acid fromthe gypsum; (,4) discharge of the washed gypsum; and
(5) washing of the filter cloth to prevent accumula-
tions of 	 scale-forming materials, The sequence ofoperations is illustrated in figure 1, In the washing* 	 sections, successively weaker solutions of phosphoric
acid are collected. The last wash is with fresh water or sometimes with water recycled from a gypsum pondor from sumps that collect cloth-washing water andspillage or drippings, The very weak acid collected
in the last section is returned to the preceding sectionwith the filtrate from the first wash being recycled to 
the reaction vessels, Some of the product acid also 
may be recycled .to the digestion step to control thepercentage of solids in the slurry at a manageablelevel, usually 40%-45%, 

Filters are usually rated according to their active 
surface area, which may range up to about 170 M2 

The rate of rotation (in a rotary filter) or the rate oftravel (in a belt filter) is variable to permit adjust-
ments as required by the filtration characteristics ofthe 	 And other factors, 

The production rate may vary widely, but acommon design factor Is 6,6 tons of P2 O/m 2 /day.
The filtration rate is affected primarily by the sizeand shape of gypsum crystals which, in turn, areaffected by conditions in the reaction section includ-
ing the type of phosphate rock, use of crystal shape
modifiers, control of reaction conditions, etc, Insol-uble impurities in the rock, such as clay, may affectfiltration rates adversely, The filtration rate is alsoaffected by the temperature, concentration, viscosity
of the acid, and the desired recovery, While many
plants strive for maximum recovery, in specific plants
there i often an economic optimum operating rate, atwhich increased production is attained at some sacri-
fiee of recovery, . 

Filtration rates also depend on the design of theflter, amount of vacuum, and numerous other factors,
Moraillonl a ,, give Illustrations ranging from 2 to
18 tons/m/day (1 ), Shearon mentions rates ranging, ", l |J ||
" '5VII [ gl!'il 
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from 0.8 to 1,0 short ton/ft 2 /day (7.8 to 9.8 mt/M 2 /
day) for Florida plants (10), 

Concentration and Clarification of Phosphoric
-par- acid produce^-Phoshoric 

2 
by most dihydrate

' ocesses contAins a %-32%PO (flter- acd).A dof -hfi'-s c b u ic-oncentration i. 
processes, but for most purposes it is economicallypreferable to concentrate it by evaporation of part ofthe water content, The desired concentration depends 
on the use; some illustrations follow, 

.. Use 
Triple superphosphate - den process 
Triple superphosphate - slurry process
Dliammonium phosphate 

Hlonoanmonium phosphate (depending on
 
process)
Shipment (merchant grade)

Superphosphoric acid for shipment 
or liquid fertilizer production

a._________Although 54% P2O5 

a. 4______ is th_ us al_______________is the usual 	 ___ __standard for merchant-grade 

acid, variations are inthe range of 50%-60%.
 

The above concentrations are merely
standard practice; it Is quite possible to
contentrations in most cases, For instance,
acid has been used for TSP production by
requiring 	 extensive drying of the product. 

guides to
 
use other)

30%P2 05
 

a process
 
However,
 

energy is 	 usually more efficiently used by concentrat-Ing the acid than by drying the product with highrates of recycle, This is especially true when energyis available in the form of steam from an adjacent sul
furic acid 	plant. 

Precipitates form in phosphoric acid before, during, and 	after concentration, Compounds precipitating
before concentration are likely to be mainly calcium
sulfate and fluosilicates. A wide variety of compounds
may form during and after concentration, depending
on acid concentration. These compounds are collec
tively known as "sludge" and cause many difficultiesin handling and use of the acid, They also form
scale In evaporators, Therefore, many manufacturers
clarify the acid and either recycle the sludge or useit in fertilizer products where it causes the leasttrouble, Acid for shipment, In particular, should bewell clarified, Phosphoric acid produced by hemihy
drate processes (40%-50% P20) Is reported to be rela
tively free from sludge, 

Much of the fluorine Is volatilized during evaporation and must be recovered to prevent pollution.
In some cases salable fluorine byproducts are producedsuch as 	 fluosilicic acid, fluosilicates, cryolite, or
aluminum 	 fluoride, 

Phosphoric acid concentrators may be classified 
as direct-fired or indirectly 	 heated, In direct-fired
evaporators, combustion gases come into direct contact 
with the acid, as in a spray tower or submerged combustion evaporators, Use of. this type is decliningbecause of the difficulty of cleaning the exhaust gases
to recover acid mist and fluorine compounds, As anexception superphosphoric acid Is produced in several
plants by concentrating 54% P206 acid to 69%-72% 
P2 06 in a direct-fired evaporator similar to a sub-..
merged combustion evaporator,. Figure 5 showsa diagram of a TVA pilot plant of this type,. Subsequent • 
improvements and modifications have been made incommercial-scale units, one of which Is known as theOxy-Nordac evaporator, Somewhat similar evaporators
have been developed by Prayon, Nordac, and others
for concentrating filter acid from 30% to 50%-55%P O
The fuel requirement for concentrating from 30% t64% P20 5 is about 1,400,000 koal/ton of P O0, Also,
about 70
of P0, 	

kWh of electrical energy Isrsquiredper tonAny solid or gaseous fuel may be used, and some types of coal can be used, Concentration from
54% to 70% P0s requires About 600,000-00,0o
kcal/ton of PuoO170:, OfPs [1''' "i 

Acid Concentration, 
%P205 
50-54 
38-40
 
about 40 

40-54
 
54'
 

69-72 
+
 



1,Savings in freight occur if the acid is shipped, 
2. 	 Sludge is eliminated, The polyphosphoric acids

sequester most common impurities; however, in 
some acids, titanium or magnesium pyrophos"B,D tcsphates may precipitate, 

~ ,,~,lower concentrations, 
4. 	 Superphosphoric acid is suitable for production 

of clear liquid fertilizers (ammonium polyphos
phate solutions) since the polyphosphate seques
ters impurities that otherwise would precipitate•°.... upon ammoniation (see chapter XIX),


Figure 5.i Plant for Concentration of Wet-Process Phosphoric Acid,.. 5. S rh h rc can 
Pilot i~l~ig Superphosphoricp s -acid be. usedaid cn b sd tot produce,rd ccompound fertilizers by melt processes in which 
the drying step is eliminated (see chapter XIX). 

Indirect-heated evaporators usually are heated by
steam or in some cases by a heat-transfer medium such 
 The main disadvantages of superphosphoricas Dowtherm which, 	 acidin turn, is heated in a fuel-fired are the energy requirement, corrosion in some typesheat exchanger. 
Common types are tubular evapora- of evaporators, and the high viscosity. The viscositytors, usually with forced circulation, or evaporator- depends on temperature, concentration,crystallizers. The latter type is intended 	 and impurity
to convert content; some superphosphoricthe precipitating impurities into relatively coarse crys-	

acids must be heatedto 600C or higher to permit pumping with centrifugal- .tals to decrease scale formation and facilitate removal type pumps.
by 	 settling or centrifuging. Concentration from 30%to 54% P20 5 may be carried out in one, two, or three The compositions of superphosphoric acids prostages, depending on the scale of operation, duced from several types of phosphate rock are shown 

in table 3.Concentration from to30% 54% P2 05 requiresabout 1,9 tons of steam per ton of P2 05 in the acid Utilization of Sludconcentrated, This amount 	 e--As mentioned previously,Is usually. available from sludge ipurities precipitate in phosphoric acid before,the sulfuric acid manufacture if the sulfuric acid is during, and after concentration, If the acid is usedmanufactured by burning sulfur. Electric power re- onsite for 	fertilizer production, it may be possiblequirements may range 	 tofrom 11 to 16 kWh/ton of P2O5 use the acid without separating the sludge. However,depending on the scale of operation. About 6 tons of in some cases the amount of sludge may be greatsocooling water per tot 	 of P20, is required for con- as to lower the grade of fertilizer products below thatdensing the water evaporated from the acid, 	 desired, 

The amount of fluorine removed during concen- Sludge solids that form in filtertration from 	 acid (30% P 20 5 )30% to 54% P20 5 may be 70%-80% of that are 	 mainly gypsum and fluosilicates some 
cases, be returned to the: phosphoric acid production

originally present in the acid, most of which is vola-	
and may, in 

tilized and recovered in the condensate. unit without serious interference with its operation,
Sludge forming after concentration is likely to cubntainFor concentration from 54% to 70% P2 0 5 , about a high proportion of Iron and aluminum phosphate com-I ton of high-pressure steam (about 27 atm pressure pounds, One example is (Al, Fe) 3 KH14(PO 4 )8 4H 20,and 230'C temperature) is required per

Power 	
ton of P205 , Lehr has identified 38 distinct crystalline compoundsrequirements are about 24 kWh/ton of P2 05, occurring in sludge from wet-process acids (14), TheWhen Dowtherm heat transfer' medium is used, the return of iron and aluminum compounds to the acidfuel requirement is about 640,000 kcal/ton. production unit is likely to cause some difficulty,

When this sludge must be separated, as is usuallyIn production of superphosphoric 	 theacid (69%-72% case for shipment, "it is often used for production ofP2 0) by concentrating wet-process acid, most of the TSP, Most theof P206 in the sludge solids is citrate4fluorine is volatilized so that the acid contains only soluble but not0.2%-0,3% F. By addition of reactive 	
water soluble; therefore, this solutionsilica during is not advantageous when the TSP is sold on the .evaporation to enhance fluorine volatilization, the basis of water solubility,9fluorine content can be further decreased to about0,1%, Such acid is suitable for manufacture of animal- The sludge mayfeed supplement products, such as dicalcium phosphate 	

be used in the production of
nongranular monoammonium. phosphate (MAP) which,ior 	ammonium phosphate, and is used for that purpose. in turn, Is used as an intermediate in the productionOther advantages of superphosphoric acid are: of compound fertilizers, There is no standard grade 

TABLE 3, CRErnCAL COMPOSITION OF BtiPERP~IOSPIIORIC ACIDS 

IType 	 Western North
of Rock: 	 Florida United States 
 Carolina Morocco T, Ta-ba
 

SCalcinationt No Yes 	 Yes No No NonCompoition,. by weight
 
J otal P205 72.9 72.5 71.2
Ort~h P0 6 - 318 34, 	

72.4 73.0 72.1
37.6 25,1 353 27.1 

S70 5	 2.2 1.2 1.4 0.6 1.9 2,4VA1202 	 1.8 3,0 1.3 0,4 049 0.5
030.3 	 0,4 0.1 0,1S32.0 
 211 3,4 2.7 	 3,3'3  	 1.7H 	 0.3 0,8 • : ,-- ; I 0.6 : ''' 1.1 0,1 0.1clrBlack 
 Green Green Green Dark Dark
~Polyphosphate content,


At~Of total P209 56 	 53 47 65 52 62.5 

::::L:;S ' : :.- 1:.7
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for MAP to be used as an intermediate; the user can 
formulate compound fertilizers on the basis of actual 
analysis, In this case also, the iron, aluminum, and 
magnesium compounds are not water soluble. In fact, 
there is no economical method for utilizing sludge
solids in countries where phosphate :fertilizer is sold 
66it Theefoe ,Y 

s Precipitation after concentration to 51% P20is e ,
slowand never so complete but that more precipitate
will form on further storage, However, clarificationmethods are available that reduce the sludge problem 
in merchant-grade acids to manageable levels. 

Materials of Construction -- A rthough choice of 
materials of construction is very important, only a 
brief treatment is possible in this manual, Corrosion 
rates in phosphoric acid plants are quite variable,
because of the 'complex nature of the acid, Factors
affecting corrosion rates are not, sufficiently well 
understood to predict accurately how they Will be 
affected by change in rock compositionfor operating
conditions. Therefore, the additional cost or more 
resistant materias is often economically justifiable,
particularly when rock from various sources Is likely
to be used or- when the rock source -ror operating
conditions can be expected to result in highly corro
sive conditions. Reaction tanks arc often made of 
rubber-lined steel or concrete with an inner lining
of carbon brick. Rubber-lined steel may be used for 

tanks sbe 
auesg tsdempeas n elnetofiona reisnt agtes
gates dpper Inslation S i ot nre 
should be tested In acidulation slurries before use in 
str age tanks e se ofd uned oncsiyreledor-

rPhosphate
The most vital and vulnerable portions of th 

stor e h enined orevius tse 

wet-p essphosphoric acid a reagitato p p, a w-tehosporoive,codplntina re tpumpsevere for-
aerttor,h rowve gitatnts anetbe repla re it
aitantaos Hower, tatrs icuary we replac withrelative ease and low cost. Filters, on the other hand, 
are large and expensive and not so easily replaced01
repaired. Corrosive conditions are somewhat less 
severe for the filter than for tle agitators because theaverage tL'mperature is lower and erosion Is a lesser 

factor.the 

F-'r. many years, 3l6L stainless steel has been a 

common material of construction for agitators, filters,
and other equipment coming -in direct contact With 
wet-process phosphoric acid or reaction slurry.factorrt ever, there Is a growing tendency to use moretant alloys in new plants, particularly when the rock 
source may be subject to change or more severe con-
ditions of operation. In order of increasing corrosion
resistance, 3171, stainless steel, Ferralium,ea 
alloy are finding increasing use, Many similar alloys 
are available under other names or designations; these
four alloys tire mentioned by way of Ilustration,Their compositions are: 

316Ll______r 317 _ UB6 

Cr 16-18. 18-20 25 20 

to 2-3104 "2 45 
Cu 
C 

.3

Q.03 Q0,03 <0.06 
1,5

<0, 02 

two-stage processes. However, the simplified flow 
diagram, figure 6, for the Trepca (Yugoslavia) plant
using the Fisons HDH process is more or less typical,
A brief description of the process follows (15). 

ACTeON HadIHYtRAaE FILTER GYPSmr"FILTER 

SCU 
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F
SCRUBBER GPU 

RECYCLED -. 

generTconsit o n 
CALK 

PHOSeoRCACID
%P105 

Figure 6. Flow Diagram for Hemfihydrate-Dihydrate Phosphoric Acid Process. 

9he by te r Dhrotwo-stag -
Tshcons t worsteagoee theiydr roduction

of 50%-52% P2 05 phosphoric acid at high efficiency-
generally 985%, The process consists of a hemi
hydrate reaction system, hemihydrate filtration, a
recrystallization stage, and dihydrate filtration, 

dissu asion stutdfr.ecisfrtepouto
rock, 100% less than 1,7 mm, is fed to 

the first reactor Via a Weigh belt. The slurry from 
fthe first reactor overflows to the second reactor towhich premixed sulfuric acid and "return acid" *are
added. The temperature in both reactors is controlled 
within. 980 -IOO by circulating the slurry through
flash cooler to remove the 

a 
excess heat of reaction and 

dilution, 

The reaction conditions in both reactors are iaportant since the success of the process depends on. 
satisfactory growth of uniform crystals with a high


filtration and washing rate.
 

Sulfae con tors the pci pin s is tmo
Sunt e cntrixe poe ad in rectosurss iumpo

tataer ofpnflow- e s r theT s lucondrecy med
fo theiesis-fse reactor to te fh ceips citacilnratedtoliu firte todcontro thethe nireactor prcptainryateol
 
cium, sulfate' rIs 
 ret r nde t the scot 
se, an theess s ulratelne, ndto e slurrecondthe ae e t ly

then overflows to the filter feed tank,
 

The first reactor is a fully baffled tank with
six-bladed agitators, two pumping lourup and twopumping down, to achieve a highly efficient "turnover" 

flow pattern of the slurry. The second reactor and 
the filtefrfeed tank are equipped with single *six

hbladed and are, likewise, fully baffled.agitator 

The Fisons process uses two independently con
trolled filters for the filtration of the slurries, This
 
enables the speed and cake thickness to be optimized 
on both filters separately, . . 

Slurry from the filter feed tank ispumped to the
hcniihydrate filter--a standard horizontal tilting-panThe cost of 316L stainless steel InUS, dollars filter with three countercurrent wash stages,.Vacuum 

per kilograms. io about $4,4-$5, 2 for castings and "W~hydrate return. acid" recycled from -the second 
$3,244.0 for sheet, The cost of the 317L alloy is stage Is used for the final cake wash and the panabout 10% higher; ferralium, 2% higher; and UB , . wash . o
60% higher, f1lowevor, this extra cost can easily beJustified by Ion ger 'life, fewer delays for repairs, and The acid from the first wash stage, togethergreater flexibilifty In choice of rock and operating, with a 'part of the product acid, ii.returned to theconditions, '. . .reaction system, This is the "hemlthydrate return 

acid" which Is premixed with 08% sulfuric acid and fedemh~drat and-Two-Stago Processe-No attempt to the second reactor, The remainder of the productWlbe made todescribe the numerous he1yrtand, acid Is pumped to the 50% P206 acid storage tanks, 
L - _ ,_ ------ --



'hv henihydrate, discharged from the first-stage Phosphate rock 3.22 x $50 = $161 
filter, passes via a chute into an agitated recrystalli- Sulfuric acid 2.78 x 30 = 83 
zation tank. In this tank tile residence time, solids Total $244 
content, and chemical composition are controlled to 
ensure complete recrystallizat ion of the hemihydrate to 
dihydrate. Coprecipitated lattice l',,O, is released 
froni the hemiihydrate during the process. Sulfuric 
acid is added to the recrys allization tank to fix the 
calcium ions so released and to maintain optimum con-
ditions for maximum t'.,O recovery and promote the 
growth of good dihydrate crystals, 

The dihydrate slurry is pumped to a continuous 
belt filter where it is washed with incoming fresh 
water. Th( filtrate, the so-called "dihydrate return 
acid" whicl contliins the recovered lattice l'205, is 
recycled Io Ihe henihydrate filler as the final cake 
wash and pan wash. The dihydrate cak: is discharged 
(dry from the filter and reslurried in an agitated tank 
and pumped to (lisposal. Alternatively, a dry dis-
charge could lie used. 

Acid spillage is collected in a floor sump and 
returned to the retcrystallization tank. A wash tank 
is in stalled to allow a routine closed-cirrcuit wa,,h for 
the filter equ ipment with hot water or chemical solu-
tions, if required. No rgular washing is required 
for the reaction Slurry equipment . 

S'rom. of the fluorine fed with the rock is evolved, 
and flhit, may t' rtecovered as ll 2 SilF,;. With standard-
grale Motocco rock, .1()' ,-50' , of the fluorine, fed in the 
rock. is evolved in the flash 'ooler and the reactors. 

h'lhvapors from the flash cooler pass to a 
twu-t;g(' vacuum Scrubbing tower. In the primary 
fluorine scrubter. the vapotrs are scrulilied with re
cit'ctlating 112Si1,; . Fresh water is fed into the sec-
onary fluorine Scrubbietr. and a total florine recovery 


,in exces (,t .), IS guat raInteed, as a 23', I1 2 SiF"; 
byproduct 

h'lht (,xhusL gases from the reactors and the 
hemihydrate filter are passed through a gas scrubber 
operated under atmoslheric pressure, fotr which the 
sane fluosilicic acid concentration and scrubbing effi-
ciency are obtained, 

Advantages of hemthydrate-dihydrate processes in 
general have been discussed previously. In this par-
ticular case there was no ,,urplus steam available from 
sulfuric acid production; thus, avoidance of the need 
for steam for acid concentration was an important 
advantage. 

Economics of Phosphortic Acid IPlroduction 

Raw Material Costs--'lhe cost of )roducing phos-
phoric Icid is strongly affected by the cost of the raw 
materials--phosphate rock and sulfuric acid. The 
quantities of these raw materials, per ton of P2 0 5 re-
covered, are affected by the grade of the rock and its 
('aO:P 2 0, ratio, as discussed previously. In further 
discussion, only the median requirements will be used, 
but it should be remembered that requirements can 
vary substantially from the median. 

In early 1977, list prices of 72 BPI, Morocco rock were $38.(0/1on (Kouribga) and $35.25/ton (Yous-

soufia) f.a.s. Moroccan ports; Florida 72 lll1I1 rock 
was listed at $28.50/ton, f.o.b. Tampa. Contract 
prices for large quantities may be substantially lower, 
Ocean freight rates rray range uli to $20/Ion (froi 
Morocco to India, for example). In addition, un
loading and inland Iransportalion costs could increase 
the delivered costs up to $811/Ion in some cases. 

I)elive red costs of sulfur recently ranged from 
$510 to $71/ton. Sulfuric acid imade front sulfur costing 
$h(t/Ion is likely to cost $:t/ton or more. A.suming 
rock at $51) anl sulfuric acid ait $:10, Ihe sum of tlhe 
cost or these two raw naterials is $24,1/Ion of 1'2O), Its 
p)hoslphoric: ar*id. 	 7 

Since the current world market price of phosphoric 
acid is about $200/ton of P2 0 5 , it seems evident that 
the production of phosphoric acid from imported raw 
materials is not economically attractive at present 
(1978). However, the price of phosphate fertilizers 
and intermediates is currently depressed because of 
the oversupply. Forecasts indicate that the over
supply will continue at least through 1981. 

Most new phosphoric acid plants will be located 
at or near the source of phosphate rock or sulfuric 
acid or both. 'lhe cost of p hosphate rock at the mine 
may vary widely, but in many cases it is in the range 
of $20-$25/ton. The cost of sulfuric acid (or sulfur) 
also may vary widely depending on whether it is re
covered sulfur, mined sulfur, or byproduct sulfuric 
acid from smelter acid. In the last case, the cost 
could conceivably be zero or even negative, since 
recovery olf sulfuric acid from smeller operation is 
necessary to avoid atmospheric poliu tion, and the al
ternative to its use is an expensive disposal operation, 
such as neutralization with limestone. 

CapitalCosts--Capital costs for illustrative pur
poses are taken from TVA Bulletin Y-95 based on 
December 1971 costs increased by 26-, to allow for 
escalation to 1978 (16). The '[VA estimates were 
further adjusted as follows: 

1. 	 Rock unloading facilities were omitted; if the 
plant is located at the mine, such facilities would 
not 	 be needed. 

2. 	 Acid clarification is omitted; in most cases it will 
be unnecessary if the acid is used at the plant. 

3. 	 Acid storage facilities are decreased to I day's 
production of 30", P2 0, acid and 2 days' produc
tion of 5Tl, acid. This should be sufficient if the 
acid is used at the plant. If the acid is to be 
shipped to other locations, more storage would be 
needed (discussed under "Shipment of Phosphoric 
Acid' 

'[he resulting estimated battery-limits cost of a 
plant in an industrialized location, such as the U.S. 
Gulf Coast or an equivalent European location, is 
tabulated below for a plant rated at 600 tons of 1'20 
per (lay. 

Cost, % of 
Item U.S. $ Million Total 

Phosphite rock storage 0.74 4.4 
Phosphate rock grinding 2.96 17.6 
Reaction anl filtration 7.59 44.9 
Acid concentration 2.49 14.7 
Gypsun and scrubber ponds 2.59 15.3 
Arid storage 0.52 3.1 

16.19 100.0 

'lhelplant cost will also vary with capacity. The
cost of auxiliary and support facilities will depend on 

location, and the overall cost will depend on the infra
structure and the remoteness of the location. [he 
following tabulation and figure 7 show illustrative 
estimates. 
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P5O acid will be required whicih mily cost $2-$,l 
million depending on the amount shipped and size of 

30 . .,shipm ents. 

, 
 , 
~LOCATION... Costs--The estimated cost of producTl'roduction .
 

ii •tion of phosphoric acid in a developing coulntry is 
shown in table I. 'Ihe assuned conditions are rela
tively favorable; phosphate rock was assunmed to be 
available at $20/ton which is possible only when the

10 plant is localed at or near a nine where mining and 
BCATT heneficiation costs are moderately low. 'he sulfuric.......,SJSTL


vQ~O~M<,,,5i . WCA acid cost at $30/ton is attainahle with sulfurIol. Even with these relatively at $50/low i'niw iniaterials 

costs, their cost is 71'{,-78', of the total cost of pro
dLction when the plant is operaled at 100', of ralted 

10 -ap'.ity 

'he offec t of scale of ilmnration is relatively
5 small as cormpared with nitrogen fertilizer production;

increasing the scale from 200 to 900 tt)(Iwould de
crease the cost only ;tout $20/ton if i'2)O> or about 

0 ni o 10', of tile total. ltowever, if the phosphoric acid unitoo is tritr of' a cuimlex with sulfuric acid lr'oluctiOnl, and(HOPooC
CACO tATCAPACT,.MS tIlhosphl ic or' c loto ind f'rilizer' i)'Od1ct iol units 
Figure Cost siZed7. Capital of WetiProcess soiewhat scalle, e'f'fectPhosphoric Acid Plants. to MatlChingnre thIe of scale d bortteimportant . Al', if thr- plant requires 

extensive, infrastr'uctur ieveloprnent , the scaleoperat ion shou ld1 1 lahire enougfh Io justIify 
of 

thi:s 
The increased cost in I de'veloping country is (opiellshi

arbitrarily assumt.d to tie 25(1); actual cost differentials
 
may varys' widely depending (il accessibility or remote- "igure' 8 shows 
 the effect of plaint size and c;Iness of the loi'alion and availtility Of infristructure. )acity utilizltiln (il ir'oduction cost . (4aici!'' tlliliz;a

tion in the range of 80'f,-l00' , does not hiv , str'ingThe estimates do not i('Iluds' inf'raslrlctlUrCt that effe'ct in cost. til if utilization is as low a. 601,, thernaiv fe required such as highways, railr'oais, poIrt effect is more serious, especially f'or sinall plants.facilities, hosillg nd conintinity ievelopments , llrst Again, if' thelphosphoric ai'iI plant is a key unit in ahouse, elect rig 'nrerating facilities, eItc. Sorni or ill 'ilr'x, the effect of catiacity utilization oin the ('((stof these may tierluired in soni' lo'ations. of the final iriLuet will tie more 'Ionounci. 

If Ovrr'e;is shipmlent of pihostihoric acid is As nientioned pre'viously, Ihe costs of phosphateplanned, facilities fur clarification ind sloragi'e of' 57 r"'ock and stilfur'ic acid coniprise a high percentage of 

TAtLE 4. ESTItAI'Li) CIOST IOFl'llOSltoiRIC AtCID PRODUCTION IN A DEVEIOPING COUNTRY 

"rs ,tlla it ( i t tois I'2 Or,/dlay 200 400 600 900
 
Thoiianrlds ot tons t1r'r yrars

100% u'pic(i ty 66 132 198 297hFixl' (1) iital rr'uirement, $ million 15.8 25. 0 31.8 4o.8 

Product ion _Cos t $ _per toin of 1L0t5 

Capital-rel.ted Costs' 42.27 '33.48 28.38 24.28Labor- re l.t ed costs 8,_0 6.42 6.22 5.96
Sibtots l 
 (50.66) (39.90) (34.60) 
 (30.24)
 

Raw materials costs 
Ihoslhste rock, 3.22 tons x $20 64.40 64.40 64.40 64.40
Sulfuric ifid, 2.78 tons x $30 83.40 83.40 83.40 8w.4(0

Stilt o ta (147.80)
 

Other (ists
Water ,ndsuplpl ies' 2.50 2.50 
 2.50

lect rj(city, 15(0 kWh x C0.02 :.00 3.00 

2.50 
3.00 J.00Steam, I.9 tiins x $2.50 4.15 4.75 
 4.7J 4.75;

Sumtota 1 (10.25) (10.25) (10.25) 
 (10.25)
 

Total Irroduw t ion (ost s 208.71 197.95 
 192.65 188.29
 

is. CIliLal-rel1 1et trsts: 
Ilprrr it irn, 15 years 6.61% of calpital/year
 
literest it 
 8% of 1/2 oI capital 4.00 o caitl/year 

Taxes dl insiliraic'e 2.00% ol c'illital/year

Mailit'llill. r0.0Is 
 I. tnilli ti I/ye,,ir
 

Ttl 11.0l% (itcIallt. I/year
 

r , 

Sripivisiioin andt uve i il = It %o , r0 rflrlptat i11 I oihir
 
0i1,1 lity (ollt[il 20%. n t albo
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Figure 9. Effect of Sale Price of Phosphoric Acid on Allowable Cost of 

20 1_ Phosphate Rock and Sulfuric Acid.
 
IO 200 300 400 500 600 70 Boo 900
 

CAPACITY,TONS P05 /DAY
 

and acid at $26/ton or rock at $20/ton and acid atFigure 8. Effect of Scale and Percentage Capacity Utilization on $61/ton, would be potentially profitable. 
Operating Cost of Phosphoric Acid Plants. 

The above calculations are for illustrative pur
poses only; a thorough technical and economic study

the total produlction cost of phosphoric acid. As an should be made for any specific project.
 
illustration of what combination of rock and acid costs
 
might result in profitable operation, calculations were Shiprment of Phosphoric Acid
 
made(for the fslloing conditions:
 

A relatively recent development is the shipmentCa.p.1city of1)1 I lat 	 - 600 Lols P2O/day of phosphoric acid from the point of production to 
Capacity lit I i it il - 4)0% other locations where it is converted into finished 
Costs othler Lhin rock - $48.62/tort I'205 phosphate or compsound fertilizers. Extensive ship
.1hid
acid 	 ment occurs within the United Stales, mainly by rail,

Return si investment - 10% of Illant cost/ from producers in Florida, North Carolina, and 
year ($17.84/tot '205) Louisiana to small fertilizer manufacturers located in

Sale price oif phosphoric 	 - $200, 250, and $300/ton market areas who produc, a variety of compound fer
acill ' 20 5 	 tilizers (liquid or solid) for local sale. There are 

also substantial amounts (f phosphoric acid shippedThe results of the calculations are shown in within or between European countries; some of it is
figure 9. shipped by rail, but shipment by coastal vessels or 

by barge through inland waterways is more common.
If the sale price of phosphoric acid is $200/ton

of 1)2O (;albout the present world market price), the Overseas shipment is growing rapidly; several 
sun of the rock and sulfuric acid costs should not pr,,ducers have built oIi are building facilities for
exceed $131. 51/ton of i',o,,. rhis cost could tse sil- producing phospshoric acid intended mainlr1 for export.
tained with rock at $10/on and sulfuric acid at $36/ The principal exporting countries are Mexico Morocco 
ton or with rock at $20/ton and acid at $25/ton1. United States, Spain, lrance. Tunisia, South Africa,
Thus. an unusually favorabhle' csmbinatir wsousl bse and Israel. Importing countries inclildi, India, Brazil,
required to compIvt oi the world market at trrent (olomtsia , several European countries, and lapsan.
(1978) psrice levels. Additional costs associated with Overseas shipments exceeded I million tons of 112() in 
ocean shipment of acid will to discusstesI later. 	 1976, andI a further increase is expected in 1977 se

cause large, new ph,,slhoric acid plants are coiningIlowevr. if Ithephosphoric acid is to he ustled t into prodhusction in South Africa and Mo)rc(o with their 
make phIsphate fertilizer for domestic use, it shouhl outl1ut intended for export (17). In 1977 world trade 
compete with ilh delivered vost osf imsported acid which i, lhosplhoric aid was etimatet at 1 .5 million tons of 
may Ie as much a,, $2511/ttn in many locations. At 1120f", a 12'f, increase ovr 1976 (lfi). 
this prise proffitable ,speratisn 'stld Ie obltained with 
rfock ;i(] avild if aissl $30/lssn tash osr with r'k alt Most of tht' acil ov'rseasshipped thtus far has 
$20/ton and asid at $,2/ll.t lbeen of 5,11,I',Or, conct'ntration although sone "sulter

phos;phoric" acid, 1;',7',PAr.has been shippe,. 
If the wo-l markef pri'c rise:. (whish is likely) and pllans ar in pro ,s, t,,provide shipitt11 of up 

osr if Ill,'planti s, ill it narkel area where impr'tatiosn to I milllin tpy (f superphloslhoric asid fro the 
of ioho,,lh ri( aitid woo i ll . n ;,tially texps'.nsive, I lnitesd ;lalts (,Ia'kssnvill., Flssrida ) I, 11.S.S, It. 
lli)nt lIt' sf 1100/lo1t (o5 1intr',) lly It' realilic. worts osf o()e,s s a i,t'heItlas'k Sea and Vvispils 1,f 
In this cast vlitlillllatlios!, !,luih as rock it $5()/fsn flitBalti' Sea Advanlages 1sf shilpintntl f phosphoric 



acid are versatility, rapid loading and unloading of 

ships, and high concentration. Phosphoric acid may

be used to produce any desired phosphate or 
 corn-

pound fertilizer to meet local needs; whereas, TSP or 

ammonium phosphates are less versatile, 

As compared to the importing of raw materials, 
1.0 ton of P2 0 as phosphoric acid requires shipment

of 1.85 tons of 549 P20 or 1.43 tons of 70% P2 0 acid 

as 
 compared with about ,t.3 tons of raw materials (3.3 

tons of phosphate rock plus about I ton of' sulfur). 


Rapid loading and unloading decrease costs by

saving labor, decreasing port time, and decreasing

congestion in ports. Also, handling of phosphoric

acil (or any liquid) is dust free, thereby avoiding

atmospheric contamination by dust and minimizing 

losses. 


Some disadvantages are the requirement for

specially equipped ships and special terminals 
 with 
pumps and storage tanks at both shipping and receiv-
ing points. Also, the need for further processing 
by the importer limits the market to countries which 
have sufficient demand to warrant s ach facilities. 

Phosphoric acid for shipment should be relatively
free of sludge-forming solids, preferably less than 
1%. To meet this requirement the acid usually must 
be clarified, as discussed previously in this chapter.
The amount of sludge depends on the composition of 
the phosphate rock and the phosphoric acid 
production process and, in some cases, clarification is 
unnecessary. 

Many liquid chemicals other than phosphoric acid 

are shipped in bulk, 
 and numerous ships are equipped

with tanks lined with stainless steel, rubber, or other 

acid-resistant materials. 
 Such ships may carry phos-

phoric acid, as 
 well as various other chemicals. In 
add:1ion several ships have been built specifically for 

transport of phosphoric aci, and more are under
construction. For long dsatance shipment, large vessels 
arc preferred, and several have been built recently in 
the range of 20,0010- to 24.000-ton capacity. At least3one oK ,000-ton capacity is in use _(_). 

Obviously, the storage capacity at terminals must 

be at least equal to the size of the largest shipment

although ships may load and unload at more than one 
terminal. A terminal was recently completed at More-
head City, North Carolina, with a storage capacity of 
22,000 tons at a cost of $2.6 million (19). Another 
terminal, in Florida, with a 30,000-ton capacity 
cost $3 million. A 1973 -stimate gave the cost of 
30,000-ton acid storage as $1.23 million (2(1). Con-
struction cost increases since amountto197:3 about 
40% (CE plant cost index). A 1976 world survey
showed '16 terminals in operation or under construction 
for shipping and/or receiving phosphoric acid (19). 
A more recent survey issued by ISMA in August 19-78
listed 82 mai'itime terminals with an aggregate storage
capacity of about 1.5 million tons. Another ISMA re-
port lists 128 ships that are suitable for transport of 
phosphoric acid (and other corrosive liquids), with 
cargo capacitica ranging from 500 to over 30,000 tons. 
The following tabulation shows the number of ships
in various capacity ranges: 

Dead Weight Number 
Capacity of Ships 

950- 2,000 13 

2,001- 5,000 38 

5,001-10,000 35
 

10,001-20,000 9 
20,001-30,000 25

Over 30,000 8 

128 

1"7(.d 

For construction of storage tanks, rubber-lined 
steel is commonly used although stainless-steel lining 
may be used. In some cases, ponds or lagoons are 
used for storage. The ponds are lined with heavy
sheets of rubber or plastic underlaid with gravel with 
drainage to a sump so that any leakage can be detect
ed and returned to another pond. One such installa
tion near Tampa consists of four ponds with a total 
capacity of 11,000 tons (19). The ponds have inflat
able plastic covers to protect them from rain or other 
contamination. Most storage tanks have facilities for 
agitating the acid occasionally to prevent settling of 
solids. 

The operating cost of a terminal depends mainly 
on the throughput. Assuming that a 30,000-ton stor
age terminal costs $3 million, annual operating costs 
are estimated as follows: 

Depreciation, 15 years $200,000 
MIaintenance, 5% 150,000 
Labor and overhead 30,000 

Total $380,000 

For an annual throughput of 100,000 tons of 
P2O 5 (185,000 tons of 54% P2 O5 acid), the operating 
cost would be $3.80/ton of P2 O 5 . To this should be 
added interest and/or return on fixed and working
capital. Assuming the storage capacity is half full on 
the average and the acid is valued at $200/ton, work
ing capital is 15,000 tons x 0).54 x $200 = $1.62 
million, and total capital is $4t.62 million. If interestand return on investment of 14% is expected, the 
cost/ton of would be about $6.,t5,P2 O5 giving a total 
cost of $10.25. For superphosphoric acid the cost/ 
ton of P2 05 would be 54/70 x $10.25 = $7.91/ton of 
P2 Os. A similar cost would be involved for a receiv
ing terminal. 

It is difficult to compare the terminal cost for 
phosp,-ric acid wth that for solid products such as 
triple superphosphate (TSP) or monoammonium phos
phate (MAP). The cost of storage facil tias for the
 
same number of tons of solids (30,000 tons) has beenestimated to be about 40% of the cost for phosphoric 
acid (20). However, a substantial investment in
mechanical equipment would be required to reclaim 
bulk solids from storage and convey them to a ship.
In addition, a substantial amount of labor would be 
required for operating the equipment; whereas, loading
and unloading costs are negligible for phosphoric acid. 
For a receiving terminal in a developing country which 
may not be well equipped with mechanical devices, the 
total of unloading and port storage costs might well be 
higher for solids. On balance, it seems likely that 
overall terminal storage and handling costs may be 
about the same for acids as for bulk solids. 

Freight rates for ocean shipment of phosphoric
acid are not published; the larger cargoes are moved 
under long-term contracts in custom-designed vessels. 
Bulk solids are often shipped in tramp vessels; the 
freight rates fluctuate widely with supply and demand 
for shipping space. It is reasonable to assume that 
the freight costs would he higher for )hosphoric acid 
because of the special construction required. A 
study in 1973 assumed that the cost would be 40% 
higher for a short haul (north Africa to northernEurope) and 25% higher for a long haul (United States 
to India). lowever, at that time, only a few ships 
were equipped to transport acid. Now that there are 
a much larger number of ships the differential may 
well be lower'. 

Utilization of Byproduct Gypsum 

In production of wet-process phosphoric acid, 
4.5-5.0 tons (dry basis) of byproduct gypsum is produced per ton of P 2 0 5 recovered as phosphoric acid. 
The phosphogypsum retains at least 20% of waterfree 



by weight. The disposal of this material as a waste 
product is discussed in chapter XXIII. The present
chapter will briefly review ways for utilizing the by-
product. The principal means for utilizing phospho-
gypsum are to: 

1. 	 Make ammonium sulfate by reaction of the gypsum
with ammonia and carbon dioxide (discussed in 
chapter VIII). 

2. 	 Make cement and sulfuric acid by calcining the 
gypsum with cokII). and or shale (discussedin chapter coke clay 

3. 	 Make plas:.er or plasterboard for building mate 
rials or make pressed or cast blocks for con-
struction purposes. 

,I. 	 Use in cement as a set retardant. 

5. 	 Use as a fertilizer filler. 

6. 	 Use for direct application to farmland when the 
soil requires it. 

Use for Buildin~g Materials- -lPlaster consists mainly
of gypsum that has been dehydrated to hemihydrate
(CaSO 4 :kt12 0) under carefully controlled conditions so 
that it will rehydrate rapidly when mixed with water, 
The dehydrated gypsum usually is finely ground andsometimes mixed with a filler before use. l'hosphogyp-
sum must be purified for this use; the 	extent of puri-
fication depends on the amount and character of the 
impurities and how the plaster is to be used. 

When plaster is used as a coating on interior 
walls, a bright white color is often desired. Organic
impurities originating from some phosphate rocks may 
cause an undesirable dark color. Some phosphogypsum 
may be purified sufficiently by slurrying in water and 
passing the slurry through a hydroclone to recover 
the )arser fraction; the undersize which has a high
impurity content is discarded, 

When the gypsum is sufficiently pure, simple
washing to remove residual acid may be sufficient. 
The last trace of acid may be neutralized with limeand wash water separated by filtration. 

For wallboard production, rapid setting is espe-
cially necessary and phosphoglpsum with a high P2 Or, 
content is unsuitable. Gypsum produced by hemi-a 
hydrate-dihydrate process usually has a sufficiently
low insoluble P2 0 5 content for this purpose. 

Phosphogypsum may contain radionucloides 
originating from the phosphate rock; in some cases 
these radioactive ilmpurities may cause a radiation 

level high 
 enough for some concern in dwellings using
phosphogypsum-derived building materials, 

Aside from iml)urities, the main disadvantage of 
phosphogypsum for use as plaster is the high moisture 
content which results in a high fuel cost for drying.
For this reason there has been comparatively little 
use of phosphogypsum for building materials in coun-
tries where natural gypsum is abundant. In ,Japan
where there are no domestic supplies of natural gyp
sum, phosphogypsum has long been used for plaster
and cement additive. More recently the rising cost 
of environmentally acceptable disposal methods has 
caused some European countries to undertake 
utilization, 

The literature on the subject of production of 
plaster products from phosphogypsum is voluminous; 
only a very brief review of the many processes that are 	 in use or under development is possible in this 
manual. A more detailed review has been published
in Phosphorus and Potassium in a four-part series,
titled "Getting Rid of Phosphogypsum"; parts III and 
IV describe processes for making plaster products
(21). In general, the processes consist of (1) puri
fication of phosphogypsum including, in some cases,the addition of chemicals such as lime to neutralize 

acidity, (2) thermal treatment to convert gypsum to 
hemihydrate or anhydrite or some combination of the 
two, and (3) preparation for the market, which mav 
include grinding or agglomeration and, in some cases, 
drying. 

Ilemihydrate exists in two crystalline forms. The 
alpha form is produced when wet phosphogypsum is 
heated under pressure in an autoclave to about. 
130)- 160 0 C. The beta form is prepared by drying
and calcining at about l,0'C under controlledtions. Either form ran be used condifor 	 making plaster
products, but the alpha form produces (enser and 
harder plaster. Most calcination processes are likely 
to produce a mixture of beta hemihydrate and anhy
drite, but such mixtures are accel)table for most. 
plaster uses and may be t)referred for some. 

The C&F Chemie process has been described by 
Neveu (42) and is t-sed in France in a plant of
130,000- tpy capacity mainly to make plasterboard.
Phosphogypsum is wet screened to remove large par
ticles such is quartz, washed to remove soluble in
purities and organic imlurities, neutralized with lime 
water, and dewatered by filtration. It is then dried 
and calcined in a er'ies of three cyclones with hot air 
and ground to a fine powder. 

The Rh ne-Poulenc process is used in two plants
in l"rance with a total ca)acity of about 300,000 tpy.
Other plants aie under construction in Romania and 
lBrazil. Purification proctt(1res depend on the charac
ter 	 of the phosphogypsum; a minimum treatment in
volves separation of larger particles, washing to re
move soluble impurities, neutralization wilh lime, and 
dewatering by filtration or' centrifuging. For phos
phogypsum with more impurities, r'epeated washing
with slime , ernoval or flotation may be used. 'lhe 
purified matcrial is dried and calcined in one step or 
twu. An advantage of the two-step process is that 
some of' the dried phosphogypsum can be removed 
after the first (drying) step for use as cement addi
tive. Either a direct-fired calciner or a fluidized-bed 
calciner heated with hot 	air may be used. 

The Knauf processes are offered by the West 
German company, Gebrueder Knauf WestdeutcheGipswerke. Three different processes are used in 
two plants in Germany and one in Belgium with a total 
capacity of nearly I million tons variousof plaster

products including gypsum partition blocks. The
 
three lrocesses differ mainly 
 in the degree of purifi
cation. For example, one of the processes receives

heraihyurat e from the 	 Central Prayon process, which 
is already qutrite pure. The extent of purification is
 
minimized by allitives that precil)itale phosphates in
 
an inert 
 form. This reaction is slow and is carried 
out in a reaction silo after partial dehydration of the 
dihydrate. One unusual feature is that products in
tended for construction l)laster are pelletized in a pan
granulator to a particle size of at least 201', plus
1.2 mm after partial dehydration by adding a small 
amount of water to rehydrate some of the hemihydrate.
This coarse particle size is preferred for construction 
plster. 

The CEIPIIOS 4 process is used in a plant of
30,000-tpy capacity in Senegal. It appears to be very
similar to the C&F Chemie process except that more 
extensivw purification of the phosphogypsum is used,
and this involves wet screening, flotation, two washes, 
and calcium carbonate addition. The product is dried
with heated air in a flash dryer and calcined in an 
indirect-fired kiln 

The ICI process was used in two large plants in 
England, but both were shut down because of difficul
ties resulting from changes in composition of the 
phosphate rock. The process used standard methods 
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of washing and neutralization to purify the phospho-
gypsum followed by calcination to beta hemihydrate. 
The company has developed a wet-phase dehydrationprocess to produce alpha hemihydrate, but it is not 
yet in use. 

Other processes, not known to be commercialin 
use, have been developed by FCI (India) and AlliedChemical (United States). The latter process, which 
is intended specifically for plasterboard manufacture, 
includes the unusual feature of ammonia neutralization 
of acidic components of the phosphogypsum. Processes used in Japan for making plaster products are 
influenced by the prevalence of hemihydrate-dihydrate
phosphoric acid processes which produce an unusually 
pure gypsum; therefore, the purification step can be 
simplified. 

From the above brief summary, it is apparent 
that processes to make plaster products by the dry
(beta hemihydrit-) route may vary widely dependingon the mpur'ity ,ntent of the phosphogypsum which,
in turn. deptn,.. on the composition of the phosphate
rock iM Ihe rOcess used to convert it to phosphoric
acid. The ge(neral tendency toward utilization of lower
grade rocks is likely to result in more complicated
phosphogypsum purification processes. A substantial 
portion of the phosphogypsum may be lost in the pur-
fication process; the recovery may be lowas as 70%. 

For the above reasons process requirements vary
widely, but the following average requirements for 
the Rhone-Poulenc process may be illustrative (21). 

Requirement per
Item Ton of Plaster 

Phosphogypsum 
 1,500 kg
Water 3 m3 


Lime 
 5-10 kg 

Fuel oil 
 45 kg

Power 
 50 kwh
Power __ 50 k~hAs 


The only known commercial process for produc-
ing alpha hemihydrate from phosphogypsum is the 
Giulini process which was developed in West Germany
(23) and is used in two plants in that country, one in 
Ireland, and one under construction in Russia. Asmentioned previously, alpha hemihydrate is formed by
dehydration of gypsum in an aqueous suspension in an 
autoclave, 

The purification step of the Giulini process, as
with other processes, depends on the impurity level 
of the incoming phosphogypsum and the type of 
plaster product to be made. It may consist of washing 

or 
 flotation or both. After purification, the gypsum ispumped to an autoclave as a slurry which is operated
at 120°C and a pH of 1-3. The temperature is 
maintained by injection of steam. Dehydration and
recrystallization occur in the autoclave, releasing
cocrystallized impurities (mainly phosphates) which 

dissolve in the liquid phase. The size and shape 
of
the alpha hemihydrate crystals that are formed in the 
autoclave are important and are controlled by additives. The slurry is withdrawn from the autoclave 

continuously 
 and sent to a filter where the crystals 
are washed and dewatered to 10%-20% moisture. The 
filtrate contains an appreciable ,amount of P2 0 5 and 
may be returned to the phosphoric acid plant. The 
treatment of the wet crystals from the filter depends 
on the desired end product. Cast building block, are 
produced by adding a controlled amount of water tothe filter cake and pouring the slurry into molds
where it solidifies as the hemihydrate rehydrates to 
dihydrate. For production of dry plaster powder,
the crystals must be dried and ground after which the 
powder can be stored for use as plasterboard or vari-
ous other plaster products. 

The raain process requirements per ton of alpha
hemihydrate are: 

Low-pressure steam 0.4-0.6 Lons 
lot water (901C) 0.5 1113 
Raw water 2.0 111:1
Electricity 25 kWh 

If a dry product is required, an additional 
10 kWh of electric pow.'r and 200,000 kcal fuelof are 
needed )er ton of pr'cdact. 

The new IC! process, which has not yet been 
used on a commercial scale, is generally similar to tile
Giulini process. lowever, it uses two autoclaves in a 
series which are operated at 150"C, and the product
crystals are separated from tile liquid phase by cen
trifuging. As does the Giulini process, it makes useof crystal modifiers to control the size and shape of 
the crystals. 

Use as Cement Additive--Portland cement usually
contains a)out5- gyp sum -which added controlis to
(retard) the setting time. For this purpose PO)0
cocrystallized with gypsum is undesirable and fluorine 
compounds are also undesirable. However, the by
product from a hemihydrate-dihydrate process is said 
to be suitable (24t). Also a process for treating
phosphogypsua fr-om dihydraie processes to make it 
suitable for' use as cement additive (and other pur
poses) has been described (25). It consists of' cal
cining the phosphogypsun to heraihydrate and then 
rehydrating it with addition of limewater, Ca(Oll)..
Recrystallization during dehydration releases the co
crystallized P2().,, and the lime converts the '205 to 
inert forms. The lime also converts fluorine com
pounds to forms.inactive Requirements for the 
process per' ton of treated gypsum are: 

Quick lime (CaO) 55 kg
 
Fuel oil 
 45 liter
 
Electricity 
 15 kWh
 

a variation in the process, the lime may be 
added to the gypsum before calcining which eliminates 
fluorine evolution during calcining. The product may
be granulated during rehydration for convenience in 
handling. In general, any of the above-d,-scribed 
processes for making plaster products can be used to

make gypsum for cement additive by adding a rehy
dration step.
 

Use in Compound Fertilizers--Small amounts of

phosphogypsum 
 are used as a filler or additive to 
compound fertilizers. Calcined gypsum is sometimes 
added to assist in granulation or to increase granule
strength. In other cases, the purpose may be to

supply sulfur for agronomic reasons. Granular gyp
sum is available in some countries 
 for use in bulk
 
blends.
 

Direct Application to Farmland--Gypsum is used 
in fairly large amounts on some soils to combat the 
effects of salinity or alkalinity or to reclaim soil that
has been inundated by seawater. Clayey soils tend 
to retain sodium from salt water; use of gypsum
replaces sodium with calcium. Gypsum is also a good 
source of sulfur for use on sulfur-deficient soils. 

Some crops, such as groundnuts, benefit from
soluble calcium in gypsum. Wet phosphogypsum is
difficult to handle and apply; the cost of drying is an 
economic disadvantage that often leads to a preference
for natural gypsum. In dry climates the l)hosphogyp
sum can be air-dried in the sun. Drying to about 6% 
moisture is sufficient to make it free flowing. 

Despite the numerous uses mentioned above, only
a small percentage of the phosphogypsum is actually
used on a worldwide basis; in most cases it seems to
be economically preferable to dispose of the byproduct
in ponds, in other land disposal areas, or in the sea 
by dissolving it in seawater. 



Utilization of Fluorine 

In thle dihydrate process. only a smlall percentage 
of the fluorine in tile phosphate rock is volatilized 
during digestion and filtration; 5,-75 , of the fluorine 
is retained in tile gypsum (depending mainly on the 
rock composition), and most of the remainder is in the 
filter acid (26). About two-thirds of the fluorine in 
tile filter acid is volatilized when the acid is concen-
trated to 50,-5-1" I'2() 5 . In ai typical case, about 50 
kg of F is vola.ilized per ton of P2 ()5, usually as 
SiF"4 or IF, or some mixture of the two. Collection of 
this fluorine to prevent atmospheric pollution is dis-
cussed in chapter XXIII . 

Numerous processes have been proposed and de-
veloped experimentally for recovering salable fluorine
compounds; some of these processes are in use on an 
industrial scale. A description of all of these pro-
cesses is leyond the scope of this manual. 

Fluorine usually is recovered in the form of' an 
aqueous solution of fluosilicic acid, 1l2 SiF.. The con-
centration may be as high as 20%-25 , The fluosiiicic. 
acid is used directly for "fluoridation" of municipal 
water supl)lies in some countries to prevent decay of 
teeth. 'he acid is shipped to various municipalities
in rubber- lined railcars. Salts of fluosilicic acid. 
such as sodium, potassium, and ammonium fluo-
silicates, have various uses and can be produced 
readily from tile acid. Sodium fluosilicate is used for 
fludridation of municipal water supplies, but fluosilicic 
acid is generally preferried. 

Processes have been developed for making alumii-
inune fluoride (A1F:;) and cryolite (NaaAlIFj) from fluo-
silicic acid. These materials are used by tie aluminum 
industry in substantial (luantity. lowever, they must 
be quite pure for this use; in particular, the silicon 
and phosphorus must be very low. This requirement
complicates production from byproducts of the phos-
phate industry. Calcium fluoride may be )roduced
and used instead of natural fluorspar for production
of hydrogen fluoride (HF) which is the basic material 
for producing numerous organic and inorganic fluorine 
compounds or for metallurgical purposes (27). 

In general, the economics of l)roducing chemical-

grade 
 fluorine compounds from byproduct fluosilicic 
acid is marginal to unfavorable for small phosphoric
acid plants. lowever, large plants may find recovery 
profitable. Where several phosphoric plants are oper-
ating within economical shipping distance, the crude 
fluosilicic acid may be shipped to a central point for 

production of refined fluorine compounds. For more

details on fluorine utilization, see reference (26). 


Purification of Phosphoric Acid 

For most fertilizer production processes, purifica-
tion of wet-process phosphoric acid is not necessary.
However, there are two common fertilizer uses that 
may call for partial purification: 

"Merchant-grade" acid which is shipped by rail, 
barge, or ocean vessels and is often stored at 
shipping and r'eceiving terminals should be 
purified sufficiently so that formation of insoluble 
precipitates (sludge) during shipping and storage 
is minimized. 

2. 	 Phosphoric acid to be used for production of 
liquid fertilizers, such as ammonium polyphos-
phate solution, sometimes requires partial purifi-
cation to prevent formation of precipitates upon
ammoniation or during storage of the ammoniated 
solution, 

Although ammonium polyphosphate sequesters most of 
the common impurities, excessive amounts of some 
impurities (especially magnesium and organic matter)
cause precipitate formation. Superphosphoric acids 1 

usually do not form sludge, but magnesium or titanium 
have been known to cause :;ludge-forming precipitates. 

A major fraction of sludge in most merchant 
sludge acids is the compound (Fe,AI) 3 Kt1l4(P0. ) .
'11120. It precipitates slowly over a period of several 
weeks; therefore, long torage periods are needed to 
ensure reasonably near completion of the precipitation
reaction. Methods for clarification of merchant-grade 
acid have been discussed in a previous section of this 
chapter. A recently developed method of "stabiliv'ng"
tile acid is to concentrate it to 40" P2 0.; (a point of 
minimum iml)iurity solubility), treat the acid by un
disclosed means, and then concentrate the acid further 
to 60", P205s. This method iz said to be successful in 
preventing further sludge formation. 

Several solvent extraction methods have been de
veloped, and some are in commercial use. These pro
cesses have been reviewed in recent publications (28, 
29). Such processes usually separate the phosphoric
acid into two fractions, a cleaner fraction and a dirtier 
fraction containing most of the impurities. The 
cleaner fraction can be used for production of liquid 
fertilizers and the less pure fraction for TSP or mono
ammonium l)hosphate. One exception is a process de
veloped by Garrett Research thai selectively extracts 
magnesium and calcium bv extraction with sulfonic 
acid dissolved in kerosene (28). The objective is to 
upgrade acid made from low--g.rade rock; 9,t, to 971, 
of the '20 is recovered as partially purified acid. 

Methods have b een dleveloped for removing 
organlic matter by flocCulation or copolymerization
during digestion (29). T'lho' agglomerated carbonai
ceous matter is removed along with the gypsum filter
 
cake. Many other methods are under study; for fur
ther details see the followint references: (28,29, 30).

Possibly further development of acid p-urification
 
methods will permit utilization of low-grade rocks that
 
cannot l)e utilized because of their high impurity
 
content.
 

of Phospboric Acid tsin 

Acids Other than Sulfuric 

Phosphate rock can be dissolved by several 
organic and inorganic acids to produce phosphoric

acid. The use of nitric ac'id for this purl)ose is
 
described in chapter XV, Nitrophosphates. Commer
cially used nitrophosphate processes produce phos
phoric acid containing nitrates and, hence, used
are 

to produce coml)ound Ni' or NPK fertilizers. It is
 
technically feasible to p roduce phosphoric acid sub
stantially free from calcium or nitrates by separation 
methods involving solvent e.xtraction. One such 
process using tertiary amyl alcohol as th.., solvent has 
been developed in Finland and described by lounamaa 
(31). llowever, no corimercial use has been reported. 

Several processes using hydrochloric acid have 
been developed or patented, but only that developed
by the Israel Mining Industry (IMI) has been used 
commercially. The IMI process has been described in 
a UNIDO pulblication (32). The following description is 
a condensation from that publication. The main stages 
of the process are: 

I. Dissolution of phosphate rock by hydrochloric 
acid, resulting in an aqueous solution of calcium 
chloride and phosphoric acid; 

2. Liquid-lioluid contacting in a number of solvent 
extraction steps to obtain a solution of substan
tially pure phosphoric acid; and 

3. 	 Acid concentration to obtain 95% 113PO 4 (69% 
P 2 O). 

The materials' raw and reagents used are as follows: 



--- - -

1. 	 Phosphate rock (any commercial grade). The Ca 1 oF 2 (PO 4 ) 6 + 2011C1 , 2111" 61131'0 4 + lOCaCI 2

P 2 0 5 recovery is over 98%.
 

2. 	 Hydrochloric acid for acidulation can be used as Other acid-soluble components of the rock, such as 
a solution of 20% tlCI or higher or in gaseous CaCO3 , decompose simultaneously. 
form by combining absorption with reaction. For 
reasons of economy, concentrated acid is pre- The rock is dissolved by hydrochloric acid. The 
ferred because most of the water accompanying insoluble residue amounts to a small percentage of the 
the acid must be evaporated in a later stage of rock feed and consists mainly of silica, silicates, insol
the process. IICI consumption is dependent on uble organic matter, etc. The insoluble matter can be 
the composition of the rock. Acid consumption separated from the dissolution liquor by filtration, 
for 	 Florida rock of 31% P2 0 5 is about 2 tons IIC1 followed by washing of the cake or by sedimentation

in a thickener, followed by countercurrent decantation(calculated]as 100%) per ton 20. 	 washing of the sediment. 'The choice of the proper 
3. 	Solvent. Several solvents can be used for ex- method of separating solids delends on the character 

traction. Those preferred are technical isoamyl of the insoluble residue and on economic considera
alcohol or n-butanol or a mixture of both. Sol- tions. The dissolution liquor is fed to the subsequent 
vent makeup is 4 kg/toh P2 0 5 . section. 

4. 	 Process water. 
Figure 
 10 	 shows a typical flowsheet of 	 the 

5. 	Auxiliary reagents. Depending" on the type of process. 
rock and the method of separation of insoluble
 
residue from dissolution liquor, minor quantities

of filter aids of flocculating agents may be Liauid-liquid Contacting
 
required. 

This stage consists of a number of operations:Dissolution and Mechanical Separation of Insoluble extraction, purification, washing, and stripping.
Residue 

Extraction--This is performed by a countercur-The dissolution of phosphate rock is essentially rent contact of dissolution liquor with the selected
decomposition of fluorapatite by HCI according to the solvent. Phosphoric acid transfers selectively from
equation: the 	 aqueous dissolution liquor to the organic solvent 

PHOSPHATE
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H20
 

-	 Ir EFFLUENT 

HO
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LIQUID-LIQUID CONTACTING
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 SOLVENT RECOVERYEFFLUENT
 

AQUEOUS STREAM CONTAINING H3 PO4
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Figure 10. Typical Flowsheet of the IMI Phosphoric Acid Process (HCl-route). . 



phase, giving the extract and a calcium-chloride brine TAtLE 5. COMPARISON OF,ANALYSIS OF IICI-iOT'lE 
(raffinate) containing substantially all the impurities, PIIOSPHORIC ACII) AND WET-PROCESS ACID 
such as fluorine and iron. 

Purification--Th4 solvent extract, which contains 
small amounts of Ca and some other impurities, is 
purified further by countercurrent contact with an 
aqueous phase.
 

Washin--The acid of the purified extract is 

transferred into water. The solvent leaving this 

stage is virtually free of acid. 


Stripping--The acid-free solvent stream extracts 
the residual acids present in the raffinate and is re-
cycled to extraction. The spent calcium-chloride brine 
is stripped by steam to recover any dissolved solvent. 

Acid Concentration 

The dilute aqueous acids emerging from washing 
consist of an aqueous solution of 113 0 4 , lidC, and 
some dissolved solvent. This solution is concentrated 
to 95% H 3 P0 4 which is the end product. The separa
tion of H 3 P0 4 from other components of the solution is 
essentially a distihation operation; this permits a full 
recovery of the minor quantity of solvent that is dis-
solved in the aqueous phase on washing and of the 
IiCI, both maintained in closed cycle in the process. 

, 

The main requirement of this operation is heat 
economy, and a multiple-effect evaporator is used to 
achieve this. The amount of steam used is less than 
0.5 ton/ton of water evaporated. The complete ab-

sence of dissolved solids in the solution being concen-

trated permits maintenance of high heat-transfer
 
coefficients. All of the volatile streams from the svs-

tem are recycled to the previous steps of the process. 


Solvent Recovery from Spent Calcium Chloride Brine 

The residual brine leaving the stripping stage 
contains a small amount of dissolved solvent, which 
has to be recovered for economic reasons. The sol
vents used form an azeotrope with water on rectifica
tion so that the simplest system to be applied is steam 
stripping. The costs of this operation are reduced by
the recovery of heat from the brine leaving the sys
tem. The recovered solvent is recycled to the liquid
liquid contacting section, and the brine is discarded. 

Construction Materials 

The process requires the use of acid-resistant 
construction materials that are solvent resistant, as 
well, in those parts of the process where solvent is 
present (i.e. , the liquid-liquid contacting section and 
a part of the sections where acid is concentrated and 
where solvent is recovered from the brine). 

For the dissolution and mechanical separation of 
insoluble residue, rubber-lined steel is the least 
expensive material. In the liquid-liquid contacting 
section, rigid polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is very satis-
factory. In the parts of the system operating at ele-
vated temperatures, impervious graphite can be used 
for the heat exchangers. Other construction materials 
include thermosetting resins and lined steel. 

quality of 11(1- Itout~ Phosphoric Acid 

IICI-route phosphoric acid is much purer thanwet-tirocess acid, and its analysis is similar to that of 
thermal acid (table 5). By E.light adjustments in the 
process, food-grade acid can be obtaine!(. The com
position of wet-process acid is (ependent on the rock 
as raw material; whereas, almost the opposite is true 
for IICI-route phosphoric aciud. 1 

Component 


lIIP0 4 
P,0 5 
Heavy netalsa 
CaO) 
Fe203 

AlzO. 
Mg 

112S04 
Si0 2 
F 


ltCI-Route Wet-Process 
Phosphoric Acid Acid 

(%) (%) 

95 69-77 
69 50-56 

0.002-0.01 0.5-1.5 
0.008-0.04 0.014-0.35 
0.003-0.05 0.80-2.30 

Traces 0.3-2.45 
Traces 0.0-0.8 
Traces 1.0-5.6 
Traces 0.04-0.10 
Traces 0.25-1.10 

a. Calculated as Pb. 

Capital Investment 

The capital investment required for a plant may 
vary from location to location. In this report cost 
estimates for battery-limits plants assume a location in 
western Europe, a feed of phosphate rock containing 
33%-34% 1 2 5O, and the use of a 30, aqueoius solution 
of IICI. 

The estimated total fixed capital investment 
(battery limits) as dependent upon capacity for" 11(1
route phosphoric acid plants is shown by one of the 
curves in figure 11. 

Plresent capital costs (1978) would be at least 
double those shown in figure 11. lowever, for 
comparative purposes, it will be noted that the capital 
cost for the IICI process is about 35% higher than for 
the standard (112 S0 4 ) wet process when production of 
the acid (ICI or 11250(4) is excluded. 
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If HCI were available as a byproduct from another the acidulation of plhosphateprocess, the capital cost would be lower 
roc% with hydhrochloricthan for a acid can e advantageouswet-process if the quantity of the byplant including 112S0 production

ities, However, 4 facil- product is adequate for an economical scale of operawhen using byproduct IRl, the scale tion and disposal of or- utilization of the calciumof the operation would be limited by the amount of chloride brine is economically l'easible

byproduct HCI available.
 

Al interesting possible source of hydrochloric 
Process Requirements acid is through calcination anI hydrolysis of magnesium chloride according to the euto at ion: 

Operating costs may be estimated from the process requirements which are given in table 6 for a MgCI 2 + 112 () - 2ltI Mg(

plant of lO0-tpd capacity. 
 h'lis possibility is under study in Israel using 

TAIB, E 6. PRODUCTION COSTS PER TON P20 5 IN A PLANT WITH A CAPACITY OF 100 TONS PER DAY (1969 BASIS) a 

.. . . . . ... . ltern .. . .. ... . Amouiit$ Cost, 

Raw materials
Phosphate rock "14/% P205 3 tonsICI (catculated as 100%) Price riot corsidered 

2 tons Price not considered 

Variable 
(isoarnyl 


Stear 

Solvent costs

alcolhol) makeup 4 kg 1.60 
4.3 tonsPower 7.17 

100 kWhCooling water (250C) 3 0.87 
165 m
 1.10Process water 3 ni 0.45Tota l va r iab le costs 11 .19
 

11.19 
Fixed costs
 

Labor: 4 men/shiift (including shift supervisor),4 shifts/lay 

Overhead: 100% of labor 
 2.56
 
Ma i ritenance: 2.565% of fixed capital investment (FCI)

Depreciation: 6.7% ot FCI 
 :1.36
 
Insurance .rid taxes: 1.3Z of FCI 4.51
 

Total fixed costs 
 0.87 
0.. 8Total operating costs 

25.05 

a. Exc I ui ing raw mat-erials ad interist on cap-ital. 

In addition to the process requirements given in magnesium chloride from Deadthe Sea.table 6, the expense of disposal of the byproduct sium 
"I'll( magne

oxide could be useful for Iroduction ofcalcium chloride brine must be considered. If the refractories.
 
plant is located adjacent to the sea, disposal ill the
sea may be acceptable and economical; for an inland 
 Another possible sour(- of hydrochloriclocation disposal may be difficult and expens.ive. acid is

from Ihe production of potassium pihosphate from ihosphori( acid and ipotassiui chloridle (see c'hapter XVI).

Ill-route phosphoric acid has certain disavan-dc
 

tages as compared wilh wet-process acid. Its lroduction is economic only in places where IRAI is available At present thil' only plant,Sor where it uing the I I Cisscan )e produced at a moderate pirice. are.relatively small (iones,Transport and 11ost of fI1(- rioduc't isof ICI in tie form of an ;alleotiS Solution used Imaketo indust riil lh).shate,. rather th;nnof perhaps 339, IIC(l is possible only in pipes ofr rail- fertilizers. 
cars lined with rulbber, 'VC, or similar[materialIs. 

lowever , IlI-route pihosphori acid has somebadvantages over wet-process acid, irilike wit-process., P'hosphoric Acid 'roductIion by |he lhctlricacid, it conltains no s('ale-forminrg coillonenlts, and its Furnace rl'ocrsscom)osition anti quality are practically independent of
tile type of tphosplhate rork used. Superphosphoric
acil (70t-72 12() ,), can easily he lproduced from1 The first stii ) in ti' wi-)lOltulii of furnacet]l1(l-routl iphosphoric acid, a id 
is o prodhce elm ntal plhi~ilhrus ini at elc''tril' fril'

Wet-proes,s, acid woul lie suilahld 
lare (see firure 12). l'hostdhatt. nodules or olther 

facture of 
for the rri1nU- lump, phosphate Imaterialt, silii'a pele-., ani aretripll' sulrlersphatl(If coke'boritl 14-'1-4', 

and 
noixdi an4 fid to thn 'Urlsici rhle (elctr'i trrlntl2)r of diammoniun ph(,sphate with a grade 

i 
if which entirs the ftrlai. Iirrouglh carbl'on r118-46-I. l-ianoninitu pllh(shlale (2 1-53-t0) orraplhitf'

(can he ilie( ( de!, fuse!, themanufa(rtureI rock anl ',ilicta, ulil the c 'arSonilireetly fr'oer IICi-route lphospilhoric' aid 
owinr 

iii lil vokk i'educ' , the tlho ,ljhatv. A inixtur' ofto its high ionentrlion and purity. Ihosphoulis vapor 'full raltlll inoltllXidle l'as, is. wilh
dlr'awn continuouslyl('l can le used Where I'otill t(. furnace. vh i)hs,,i horus,available. by- isit is as, a conldenseldproduct. This is, impnjortanit for 

to a liquid which is, nOlnvertilz intlo Illosil(!'evopiinr (0unt Idhorijcis ari if1i a 'l)aral'l ilanl, ofl(n loatld far fromrIroducing NiOIl , whe' there in i,) captive iarkel
tlhe chlorine that ili 

for thi' pIlJhoui plaill. M(llei calilnirl !,slagp)rodiuced fiilullallueisly. flypro- !,ilica, aridanU lt'ilr-Iiphlh:rl)lU coollutdllduct hydroeh](ir( acid known ai feirrolphosiis, Fisn,ltlniei fromValalh,' Illit'iii,
other ,;ourcei and mlialy 

are. tallPli, fro'ilIhe furnace priodically. Thl,even ce'(sl disls osal pr'ohi'lmi, followlier ielUal I' finlr llsiit Il' nciallal ractlion iniIn sluch casm's the produoielof oI)hosphorh, acid hy ihe furtit.: 
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Figure 12. Manufacture of Elemental Phosphorus. 

Calt 2 (P0 4 ),) + 15C + 6SiO 2 
1.514 	 + 15CO + 3(3CaO2SiO2) + CaF 2 

gas slag 

One advantage of the furnace process is its 
ability to use low-grade phosphate rock provided that 
the principal impurity is silica. Iron oxide and 
alumina are much less objectionable in the furnace 
process than in the wet process. Siliceous phosphate 
rock containing about 24% '20t, is used in several 
plants. Such rock may be obtained at a very low 
cost in some locations. Rock containing as much as 
7111A12 O3 is acc eptable. 

If lump or pebble rock of suitable size (about
0.6-1.0 cm) that is resistant to decrepitation on 
heating is available, the cost of agglomerating the 
charge may be avoided. Hlowever, such rock is seldom 
available; therefore, the rock usually is agglomrrated 
and calcined or sintered before charging it to the fur-
nace. ("arbon monoxide gas which is a byproduct from 
the furnace is the usual fuel for the calcination. Even 
so, this step is expensive. 

'The recovery of l'2(05 us elem:'ntal pfhcsphorus 
usually is in the range of I -2 of that charged to 
the furnace. '[he loss of P2 0r, in the slag is about 

rom to ite 0(),charged 
as ferrophosphorus which contains about. 231, phos-
3 . I , 24, 8%l,of 1'2 is recovered 

phorus, 	 70', iron, and small amounts of manganese,
silicon, and otier metallic elements, depending*on) tIh 
charge compo tsiIion.'hie amonltinI of ferrophos phi is 
formed dellends on the iron oxide content of Ihe 
charge. The ferr-ophosphorsis is !,old to Ih esteel inI-
dustry, bill the income only partially colnpernsale!s for 
Ito( loss of phosphorus, production. 

Of the phoslhorus rIecovered a:, eleme'talnl phos-

phortus, 	 abot 5% In forll sludge, afler51, is the of even 
isiphoset-es,sphoIr setlli,his' to ipho ,sphorus mayfrombecleanof .'ll, tsitps,sudire sepiarate sludg! 1.!-
covered by burlling It Sepalely to produce impure 
phosphoric clid, by dilstillalion, or by dewaltering ind 
retlurning It to ither urnicif. , 
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One advantage of the furnace process is that the 
production of elemental phosphorus provides oppor
tunity for saving on transportation cost. One ton of 
elemental phosphorus is equivalent to 2.29 tons of
I2O5. When the market area is remote from the phos
phate mine, a very substantial saving may be realized 
by shipping elemental phosphorus rather than phos
phate rock or finished fertilizer. For instance, I ton 
of elemental phosphorus is equivalent to the phos
phorus content of 5 tons of 'SI' or DAP or 7 tons of 
high-grade phosphate rock. Since shipping costs 
may amount to as much as $15/ton, a saving of $26
$39/to of l120f, is possible. 

Another advanlage of the furnace process is its 
ability to produce high-grade products. Superphos
phoric acid (766,i-8I, 1'20.) may be made 'ithout extra 
cost annd, f'om it, llnmonillll polyphosjliate (!5-60-0), 
high-analysis superphosph ,lte( 
analysis liquid fertilizer (11-37-) 
phate made from furnace acid 
21-53-0 compared with 18-16-0 
product. 

'hle main drawbacks of the 
the relatively high capital cost 

,t ,, 2( ,) , or high-
Iliammonium pos

has an analysis of 
for the wet-process 

furnace process are 
of the plant and the 

scarcity of locations where low-cost ,lectricilyis avail
atie. For this rea son Ihlie ele cic tfurnace' process is 
used almost exclusively to produce p)hosphollrus and 
phosphor'ic acid for industrial chemicals, inisecticides,
detergents , and food or animal feed additives. 

roduction of phosphoric acid 
pho.sphorus is relaliv ly simple. It 
tburning liquid elemental phosprhorus 
drating III(, resulling P20r, to ll110 
a typical planl is shown in figure 
eqlullripmet is made of slainless steel, 

'Thw overall reaclion is: 

from eemenlal 
Is carried ol by 

in) air and hy
. A diagrami of4 

13. All process 
isuially type 316. 

1'4 f ,)02 # (;112() , '11131'04 

'lylc l (' , r'eitlir 'mints per oinl of ,2o, reryp caipr 
( covere dt u lmi hosloi'' acid iissuming 116", o wvlll re
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Figure 13. Manufacture of Phosphoric Acid from Elemental Phosphorus. 

covery for a 	 plant of about 100,000 tons P2 O/yearcapacity are: 

I. 	 Phosphate rock, 31,2% PaoS 3,73 tons
(or equIaValentsnots of rock of other grade)2, 	 Silica rock or pebble, 95% S ,OI,dry
(LesI IlIca Is needed it the phosphate rock is high 1. Itons
In silica)

3. Coke,screeed anddried, 6% fl ed carbon 0.6 ton 
4. Carbon or graphite electrodes A kgS. El lor c -thy 6,700 kh 

1,A.. er
6. Cooln (once-th~rough
basis) 1 10 tonsI. Stea i ton8. 	 Operating labor
9. 	 labntenante (labor I an-hoursand material.) 10% of plant cost per year
1, fuel, negligible to I,",on elfiiency .io.n br.l dependI.A s,of use o, byprodoct rarbon monide 

Estimated capital costs for an electric furnaceplant in the range of 25,000-100,000 tpy of elementalphosphorus (57,000-229,000 tons of P20 5 ) are shown 
in figure 14, These costs are for a US. industrial-

TO 

60. 

INLN O4 IN 
H0or 

50 

RU 4 

ANNUM.T .nl InOC~~AH OUSANDSOf t 

Nuts 14, Etimlnted ClPital Colts for amletri.Furnae0imlntisl 
Phosphorus Plan, 

Ied location, including ancillary facilities and offassites, adjusted from 1989 estimates to December 1978
costs by means of the Chemical Engineering Plant
Construction Cost Index, 

It phosphate rock Is available that is satisfactoryI' -. afor use without agglomeration '+ I .~tiYand calcining, the plant 

capital cost would be 25%-30% lower, mainte nance andmi+ 
labor costs would also be 25%-30% lower, and fuel 
requirements would be virtually eliminated, Thebyproduct carbon monoxidewould 	 gas from the furnacebe more than sufficient for drying coke,a	 silica,
and rock. Some rocks that have been used success
fully in electric furnaces without agglomeratio i..,cal%_nn,-rsneigaescreened_
6 mm), Florida lorida pebble (plus

hard rock, and Montana hard rock(crushed and screened), Use of uncalcined rock may
increase the electric power consumption in the furnace
by as much as 10%, depending on the C02 and comwater content.
 

The Tennessee Valley Authority 
 (TVA) began; 

development of 'the electric- furnace process for producing phosphate fertilizers in 1933 and produced
phosphorus and phosphoric acid from 1934 to 1977,At one time five furnaces were in operation. In 1977operation of all furnaces was discontinued by TVA
since the process noproduction. compete with thewet process for fertilizercould longer Numerous publi
cations are available from TVAmental phosphorus on production of eleand phosphoric acid by theelectric-furnace process; selected references areincluded at the end of this chapter (33,. 34, 35, 36, 

37, 38, 39).
 

Phosphoric Acid Production ..by the 

Blast-Furnace Process 

A flow diagram of a TVA pilot plant for producing
phosphoric acid by the blast-furnace process is shown 
in figure 15, The scale of the pilot plant was about 
1 ton of P2 05/24 hours (4) 

In general, the blast-furnace process differs fromthe electric furnace in the following respects: 
-1. Coke is used for both fuel and phosphorus re 

duction, The estimated coke requirement for a 
large-scale unit is 2.5 tons/ton of P2 05 recovered 
as phosphoric acid (allowing for ferrophosphoruslosses). About 0,6 ton of coke is 	 consumed inreduction of PgS to phosphorus, and the re
mainder generates heat by combustion with pre
heated air to form carbon monoxide. 

2, As with the electric furnace, the charge-phosphate rock, coke and silica--must be in lumpagglomerated +form, but it is not necessary to
Calce or dry the chargeheat in 	 since there is sufficientthe ascending gases in the furnace shaftSe gas from the furnace contains about 37% CO 

and1.0-1,5 P4by volume, The remainder Ismainly nitrogen, Although recovery of elemental 
phosphorus by cooling and condensation Is fensible, it would be difficult to recover a high
percentage because of the low concentration in
the gas, In the TVA pilot plant, phosphoric acid was recovered after preferential oxidation of the
phosphorus in the gas with air. 

4. The gas remaining after phosphoric acid recovery

contains about 34% CO. 1%2% Og, and the remainder Ns (dry basis), About 40% of this gas
can be used advantageously for preheating the 
air to the blhit furnace, The remainder wouldbe available for other uses, 

The blast-furnace process was used commerciallyto produce phosphoric anid for Industrial and chemical
products from 1929 to 1938 by the Victor Chemical
Works, now Stauffer Chemical Com any, The plant a wes located at Nashville, Tenneisee (United States), 

-) 	 a++The use of the blast furnace to produce phos-phori t: h+ ii:+Pacid for fertilUer purposes seems unpromising, 
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Figure 15. TVA Experimental Phosphate Blast-Furnacs Plant. 

at present due to the high cost of coke. However,
with some improvements it might be considered in

certain circumstances (41). As does the electric 

furnace it 
 can utilize lo-grade siliceous ore with 

moderately high alumina and iron oxide content.
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XIV Fertilizers Derived from Phosphoric Acid
 

Phosphoric acid may be used as a fertilizer, and In most processes, a large percentage of the fluorine a relatively small amount is so used (about 50,000 tpy remains in the product, probably as fluosilicates andin the United States). It is particularly useful on at- possibly as calcium fluoride. If'some of the calciumkaline soil. However, expensive corrosion-resistant is converted to calcium fluoride or fluosilicate, someapplication equipment is needed. what less phosphoric acid is required than indicated 
by the equation. lowever, phosphate rock usuallyTheoretically, any phosphate can be made from contains a higher, ratio of CaO:(; Or, than fluorapatite.

phosphoric acid. With minor exceptions, the commer- The proportion of acid to rock often is calculated tocial fertilizer products are triple superphosphate, yield 1'2 0:(CC,'1 mole ratio of 0.95 to 1.0 (weight
ammonium phosphates, and other compound fertilizers. ratio 2.11 to 2.5,4) according to the formula:
 
(Some of the minor exceptions are potassium

phosphates and m:rgnesium ammonium phosphate-- Acid P20.+ rock 1,O 5
MgNI14 PO 4 .) Use of phosphoric acid in compound fer- - o c 2.41 to 2.51 (weight ratio)
tilizers will be described under subject heading~s,
"Compound Fertilizers, " "Liquid l"ertilizers," and Ilowever var'iours impurities in the acid and rock
"Nitrophosphates (Mixed-Acid Processes )" (chapters cause variations in the optimum acid;rock ratio. TheXV and XIX). The present chapter will deal mainly product will contain--in addition to monocalcium phoswith triple superphosphate and solid ammonium phos- phate--iron, aluminum, and magnesium phosphates;
phates. probably a small animount of dicalcium phosphate; un

reacted rock; calcium sulfate originating from free 
Iiple Squperphosphate (TSI1) sulfuric acid in the phosphoric acid and sometimes 
.. ....... . .. ........'from rock impurities; and various other impurity 

compounds.
 
Since 1965 TSP has supplied approximately 15%- The economic 
 optimum acid:rock ratio is best de20% of the world's fertilizer phosphate. No definite termined by 'st methods and will depend on whethertrend toward increased or decreased popularity is the commercial value is based on solubility in water,evident. As phosphate fertilizer consumption has in- ammonium citrate, or other solvents. When water

creased, TSP production has increased at about the solubility is the criterion, both the rock and acid 
same rate. should be as low in iron and aluminum as is econom

ically feasible.One of the advantages of TSP is that it is the 
most highly concentrated straight phosphate fertilizer The effects of CaO: I'2O, ratio of the rock andavailable. Another advantage is that part of its 11O2, grade of rock on the p'oportions of rock and phoscontent is derived directly from phosphate rock, a phor'ic acid and on the grade of the TS11 product arerelatively low-cost source. From another viewpoint, shown in table I.' As the (a(): 1'20), weighlt ratio inwith a given amount of phosphoric acid, a greater' r'eas.s 
fr'ont 1.35 t 1.70, ht p(r)ntage of 1'2()5 deamount of fertilizer 1'2 ()r, ('n be produed as I' r'ived from 'ock decreases f'om t0% to 2,1,while the
than as ammonium phosphate. 1,ercentage derived from acid increases from 70(',to 

7(7,- the grade of Ithe pr'dtu't 'I'S.S increases from 45%The peicentage of 1' 2 ()F, in 'FP that is derived to ,17, 1'2 0 .5 As the grade of thie rock increasesdirectly from rock varies from ;'', ' !51- to 30',, de- from 28%, to 38% '() , (with Ihe (';l():l'2(), ratio conpending on the Ca(): l'20f, ratio th,. i,.u'k, i . at 1.5),the stantn Ihe gr'ade( of the tur'odkct increases fromrity content of the rock and acid, d i I, (l' . 13.0% to ,18.f% l' 2 0, These. lcalcurlations ar'(' based on 
phosphoric acid of average impurity content and rockThe main disadvantages of 'TSI' . 1I I 2 with the usual amounts and types of impurities. Thetotal nutrient content is lower Ithan Ihal of ammonium calculations are intended only for' llustration of genphosphates, k2) its acidic ('har'acter' may cause deteri- eral trends; accurale values can he obtained only fr'om 

or ,'.,iof some types of bags (paper or hemp), and experimental data derived during tests with the spe(3) it is not well suited for blending with urea be- cific phosphate rock and phosphoric acid in question. 
cause of r'eactions that cause d(ler'ior'ation of physical
condition. The reactivity of Ihosphate rock is of more im-

TSl' may he lrep:red portance in TS'11 production than in phosphoric acidin either granular or non- production. tlnreactive r''cksi may r'(quire unusuallygranular foi'm. 'thellongranular' form is pireferr'd fine grinding or long reaction times or both, Evenfor use as an intermediate for production of compound so, it may te difficult to altain an acceplalde degreefertilizer by grtanulation pirocesses, whereas the gran- of completion of r'eaction wilh solrie igneous apalites.
UlaM' form is preferred for direct aplication or for 
bending . Rock conlaining carb'olinate; or' carbonate stbsti-

The basic chemical reaction involved in production tutions in apalite releases C(O. during reaction, T,i:t
of '151' is: released gas,,eIresult in a porous structure of the 

superphospiate made by den proceises. ''his is con
("a o"2( 1'04 )G l+ l aI'O 4 'lOl() , sidered desirable when the ,uper'phisphate is to be
(Florapatilte) (Phosphor'ic acid) used in making compound fertilizers'c. When the rock 

IOCa(ll2I'O4)2'12O + 21W1 contain very little carbonale, the supe';hosphate may 
(Monocalcium (Ilydrofluoric be hard and dense, leading to granulation difficulties 

phosphate) avid) and poor ammoniat ion characlerisl is. 



TABLE 1. EFFECT OF GRADE AND CaO:P 2 05 RATIO OF ROCK ON PROPORTIONS OF ROCK AN) PHOSPHORIC ACID AND ON GRADE OF TSP 

Weight Ratio 
CaO/P 9 0; in Rock 

Pr
Rock 

% Total 
1'205 in 
oduct from 

Acid 

1.70 
1.50 
1.35 

24.0 
27.0 
30.2 

76.0 
73.0 
69.8 

1.50 
1.50 

27.0 
27.0 

73.0 
73.0 

a. Phosphoric acid containing 54% P205. 


Grade of 

Rockt9 

33 

33 

33 


28 

:38 


Acidulation mole ratio 

Tons/Ton of 
Product P20; 

Rock Acid 

Grade of 
Product, 

%Total P2o, 

0.73 
0.82 
0.92 

1.40 
1.35 
1.29 

47.0 
40.1 
45.2 

0.965 
0.71 

1.35 
1.35 

43.0 
48.5 

1P2()5 :Ca-() 0.97 . . 
b. 	The grade will be increased by loss of volatile ingredients in the rock ano by loss of free moisture; the grade

in terms of "available" P205 will be decreased by citrate-insolu hl P20)5 in the product. These two factors may 
approximately offset each other depending on the composition of thel phosphate rock ind acid. 

Production of Nongranular Triple Sup~hosphate 


Nongranular superphosphate is commonly produced 
by continuous den processes followed by a storage 
curing period of up to I month during which chemical 
reactions are completed. Dens that are suitable for 
single superphosphate (SStP) are often also suitable 
for TSP and will be described in connection with SSI'. 
The main difference is that TSP sets (hardens) more 
rapidly than SSP, thus the den retention time can be 
much shorter. If the retention time is too long, the 
TSP may become so hard that disintegration is diffi
cult. Depending on the reactivity of the rock arid 
other factors, denning times of 5-20 minutes are suit-
able for TSP as compared with 30 minutes to 2 hours 
for SSP. 

Special belt conveyors are often used for TSP 
rather than conventional dens. In any case, the belt 
or den must be enclosed and connected to a fume ex
haust system to remove fluorine-containing gases to 
a scrubber. Small amounts of fluorine compounds 
continue to be evolved during storage curing, and 
good ventilation is needed to remove the fluorine from 
the working area. Scrubbing of the exhaust gas may 
be necessary to prevent atmospheric pollution. 


After storage curing, the TSP usually is re
claimed with a power shovel and disintegrated in a 
cage mill to pass a 6-mesh screen (3.3 mm). Some-
tunes blasting is necessary to loosen the pile of TSP 
before reclaiming. The disintegrated TSP (sometimes 
called run-of-pile TSP) may be used for making com-
pound fertilizer by granulation processes, or itmay 
be granulated for direct application. In some cases it 
is used for direct application without granulation, but 
in most countries, farmers do not favor such a prod-
uct. Also the nongranular product tends to cake in 
bags; caking can be prevented or alleviated by the 
addition of about 5% of ground limestone. 

Many plants use 'he cone-mixer process that was 
originated by TVA (1, 2). Figure 1 sIcws a flow dia-
grain of the process. A somewhat similar process is 
known as the Kuhlmann process; the mixer is a small 
cylindrical vessel equipped with a high-speed stirrer. 
The mixed product discharges to a belt conveyor 
where its retention time is in the range of 5-10 
minutes. 

Both batch and continuous dens have been used; 

a Broadfield-type continuous den (described later) is 

suitable with a retention time of about 20 minutes.
 

Granulation of Cured TSP--TSP is granulated in 
some plants by the procedure shown in figure 2. 
Cured run-of-pile TSP, 3-6 weeks old, is removed 
from storage and fed to a screen. The oversize is 
milled and recycled; the fine material is conveyed to a 
rotary-drum granulator. Water is sprayed onto the 
bed of material, and steam is sparged underneath the 
bed to provide wet granular material. The wet gran-

ules are discharged to 

granules are screened. 

turned with the fines 
fumes from the dryer 
scrubber. 

a rotary dryer. The (...d
 
The oversize is milled and re
to the granulator. Dust and 

are scrubbed in a water 

A few plants feed phosphate rock and acid to the 
granulator to supply a portion of the phosphates; 
production cost is lowered and granulation is in
proved, but greater investment is re(uired. 

The requirements per ton of l)roducl are sum
marized in the following tabulation: 

Requirements per etric Ton of l'roduct
 
for the Production of 

Granrtrll_r_'Tri_)leSiirjhos hate 

Cured TSP, tons 1.02 
Steam, kg 75 
Water, kg 250 
Fuel, kcal 160,000 
Electricity, kWh 29
 
Operating labor, man-hour 0.3
 

Direct Granulation of Triple Superphosphate 

When granular TSP is the desired end product, 
it is usually preferable to produce it directly rather 
than by granulation of cured TSP. Sonic advantages 
of direct granulation processes are: 

1. 	Cost is usually lower. 

3. 	Granulation equipment can be used interchange
ably for producing 'I"S' and ammonium phos
phates. 

4. 	 Storage curing is eliminated, thereby reducing 
working capital and eliminating the difficulty of 
dealing with fluorine emissions from storage
 

curing.
 

5. 	In some processes, compound fertilizers contain
ing potash or other plant nutrients may be pro
duced optionally (luring granulation. (This is
 
also true of granulation of cured superphosphate,
 
but that issomewhat more difficult.)
 

The main disadvantages of direct granulation are:
 
1. 	Because the reaction time is limited, unreactive
 

rocks are poorly suited for use in granuuirect 

lation processes
 

2. 	Somewhat greater loss soluble may occurof 1'2()!, 
because of incomplete reaction or, alternatively, 
i higher acid:rock ratio may be needed to pre
vent this loss. 
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Figure 1. Manufacture of Run-of-Pile Triple Superphosphate. 
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Figure 2. Granulation of Cured Runof.Pile Triple Superphosphate. 

Two general types of direct granulation processes be somewhat more finely ground and the den ret3ntion are in use: slurry granulation and ex-den granula- time is longer (25-45 minutes vs. 10-20 minutes).tion. In ex-den granulation the acidulation and den- Also, the product from the den goes directly to aning steps are similar to those described above for granulator rather than to storage. After granulation,producing nongranular THI' except that the rock may the product is dried, screened, and con,,eyed to 



storage. Drying is controlled to yield a product of 
4%-6% moisture. Under these conditions some further 
reaction takes place in storage. 

Sirte Maartensdijk has described a plant of this 
type which is capable of producing 20-35 tph of TSP, 
SSP, or mixtures of the two (3). It can also make 
PK compound fertilizers by the addition of potash at 
the granulator. A simplified flow diagram of a typical
direct ex-den granulation system is shown in figure 3. 

Typical data for the production of TSP given by
Sinte Maartensdijk follow: 

Phosphoric acid concentration 

Ratio of recycle to product 
MoistureMoisture content after
 

granulation and drying 

content, ex-den 

Water-soluble P205 
content of product 

Water solubility of P205 : 
ex-plant 
after curing 

Steam consumption, kg/ton 
Water consumption, kg/ton 
Power consumption, kWh/tona

Labor required, man-hours/ton 
Particle size of granules 

a. 	 Presumably includen rock 
as 25 kWh/ton of rock or 

The plasticity and heat 
SSP) make it much easier 

50% 	P20 


1.25:1.0 


10%-12% 
5%-6% 

46% 

94% 
98% 

50-60 
60-65 

38 

0.25 

1.6-4 mm 

grinding which was given 
about 10 kWh/ton of TSP. 

content of fresh TSP (or 
to granulate than cured 

TSP; less recycle, water, and steam are required. 
Presumably, less fuel is required for 	drying. Total
electric power consumption is somewhat lower, and 
labor requirements are only 36% of that required for 
the "conventional" two-step process. The product 

GROUND PHOSPHAT 

ROCK 


PHOSPHORIC ACID
50% P2 0 5 

quality is said to be superior in hardness, shape,
uniformity, and smoothness. 

The most popular slurry-type granulation process
is the Jacobs-l)orrco process, formerly known as the 
Dorr-Oliver process. A simplified flow diagram is 
shown in figure 4. Ground phosphate rock and phos
phoric acid, 38f-('0% 1

)2 
0 

5, are led to the first of a 
series of two or- three steam-heated, stirred reaction 
vessels. The overall retention time is about 30 min
utes, an(d the temperature is about 90-C. The thick 
slurry is fed to a blunoger or rotary ,hrum granulator
together with a high proportion of recycle. The moist 
granules are dried and screened, and the product sizeis cooled and sent to storage.
i 

Leyshon has described some recent improvements 
in the process (4). An "aging :onveyor" is used to 
transport the granules from thecooler. granulator to theA small amount of moisture is evaporatedthe 	conveyor, moisture absorbed the onand is into inte
rior of the granule. The result is that the granules 
are less sticky when they reach the dryerand, hence, 
less likely to clog feed chutes or cake on the walls of 
the dryer. Single-deck screens are used; the over
size is separated on one screen, crushed in a chain 
mill, and recycled. The stream of undersize, includ
ing the product size, is split into two streams;portion 	 oneis withdrawn for recycle to the granulator,
and the other is screened to separate fines which are 
recycled and product size which is cooled. A final"polishing screen" is used following the cooler for 
more complete removal of fines and oversize. As with 
all granulation systems, the dust and fume removal 
system has been improved to increase efficiency. Theslurry process for granulating TSP1 is essentially the 
same as for granulating ammonium phosphates and will 
be described further under that topic. 

Recycle ratios (ratio of recycle:product) are be
tween 10 and 12:1 for blunger granulation and about 
8:1 	 for rotary-drum granulation. The lower ratio for 
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Figure 3. Direct Granulation of Triple Superphosphate (Also Adaptable to Production of Granular Single or Enriched Superphosphate). 
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Figure 4. Slurry Process for the Manufacture of Granular Triple Superphosphate. 

rotary-drum granulation is ascribed to moisture evap- Recently, ammonium polyphosphate has been produced
oration in the drum granulator enhanced by a counter- by TVA. When produced from furnace ac;- the grade
current sweep of air. was 15-62-0; at present a similar product made from 

wet-process acid is 11-55-0. Ammonium polyphosphate
The estimated 	 utility requirements per ton of consists mainly of monoammonium orthophosphate and

product are about 40 kWh for electric power (including diammonium pyrophosphate, (NH 4 ) 2 H 2 P2 0 7 ).

phosphate rock grinding), about 125,000 kcal of fuel
 
oil for drying, and about 20 kg of steam, 
 mainly for Relatively small amounts of pure DAP and MAPheating the reactors, are made by crystallization processes using phosphoric 

acid made by the electric-furnace process. Also, aAnother slurry 	 process reported to have been nearly pure crystalline product (20-52-0) is produced
developed in Europe is similar to the Jacobs-Dorrco in Europe from wet-process acid made from Kola 
process (5). However, granulation and drying are apatite; most of the impurities from the apatite arecombined by spraying the slurry onto a cascading eliminated by bleeding off a portion of the mother
curtain of granules at the feed end of a cocurrent liquor in the crystallization process. The sidestream 
rotary dryer. of mother liquor is utilized in other fertilizer products. 

The pure, fully soluble DAP is used iqinly for liquid 
fertilizers. 

Granular DAT is commonly produced by a slurryAmmonium Phosphates 	 process; the process developed by TVA and illustrated 
in figure 5 is typical. The average concentration of 
the wet-process acidAmmonium phosphates, 	 is about 40% P2 0 5 ; however, mostparticularly diammonium plants use part of the acid at 54% P2 0 5 and part atphosphate (DAP), are the most popular phosphate 30% P2 0 5 . The acid reacts with ammonia in a preneu

fertilizers on a worldwide basis because of their high tralizer where the mole ratio of NH 3 :P0 4 is controlledanalysis and good physical properties. 	 at about 1.4. This ratio corresponds to a point of 

high solubility (figure 6). The heat of reaction raisesThe compositions of the pure salts--monoammonium the slurry temperature to the boiling point (about
phosphate (MAP) and diammonium phosphate (DAP) 115 0 C) and evaporates some moisture. The hot slurryare: containing about 16%-20% water is pumped to the gran

ulator where more ammonia is added to increase theMonoarnmoniumn Diamnonium mole ratio approximately to 2.0. Additional heat is
Phosphate (MAP) 	 Phosphate (DAP) generated, evaporating more moisture. The decreased 

solubility in going from 1.4 to 2.0 mole ratio assistsN, % 12.17 21.19 granulation. The moist granules from the granulatorP2 0, % 61.71 53.76 	 are dried and screened, the product size is cooled, 
and the undersize and crushed oversize are recycled. 
Some of the product size may also have to be recycled 
to control granulation.Grades made from wet-process acid of average product 	

The usual ratio of recycle tois about 5:1. Ammonia escaping from the
impurity content are 18-46-0 for DAP and 11-55-0 for granulator, dryer, and preneutralizer is recovered byMAP. A lower grade MAP product, 11-48-0, has been scrubbing with weak acid (30% P 2 0 5 ), and the scrub
produced since 1933; the lower grade is due to the ber solution is added to the preneutralizer.
addition of small proportions of phosphate rock and
sulfuric acid. 	 Grades containing both MAP and DAP The same equipment can be used to make MAP by
also are produced; examples are 13-52-0 1q1and 16-48-0. one of two procedures. 
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Figure 5. TVA Diammonilsm Phosphate Process. 
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1. The preneutralizer is operated0.6 	 at a mole ratio of(a point of high solubility), and more ammo-nia is added in the granulator to increase themole ratio to 1.0. 

2. 	 The preneutralizer is operated at a 	 mole ratio ofabout 1.4, and phosphoric acid is added in the 
granulator to decrease the ratio to 1.0. 

In producing MAP, ammonia recovery by acid scrub-bing is not necessary, but all gaseous effluents are
scrubbed to recover dust and fumes, 

A recent improvement in the TVA-type process
for making DAP is to substitute a pipe reactor for the 
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preneutralizer.pipe 	which Ammonia anddischarges phosphoricdirectly into acid react inthe granulator. 
generated by the reaction is released in thegranulator and swept out 	with a current of air. This 

arrangement is simpler and less expensive than the
tank preneutralizer. An additional advantage is that,
by 	 using more concentrated phosphoric acid, the
 
slurry discharged into the 	 granulator contains lessand, hence, the recycle ratio is decreased.Torney reports that a plant in Australia using the 
pipe 
reactor has a recycle ratio of 3:1 (as comparedwith 	 a 5:1 ratio for tank preneutralization) (6). Asimilar system is used in Spain by the firmof S. A. Cros to produce DAP and other grades of 
compound fertilizers (7). The use of pipe reactors in 
granulation processes will be described further in a
later section of this 	 chapter and in chapterFertilizers").	 XIX 

Danos of Jacobs Engineering Group, 
Inc. 	, has described a process for DAP productior.
which involves use of a 	 pipe reactor and eliminatesthe 	 need for drying (8). About 65% of the ammonia
used 	 in the process is fed toit reacts 	 the pipe reactor wherewith a mixture of phosphoric acid (52%P2 0), scrubber liquor containing partially neutralized 

phosphoric acid, and a small proportion of sulfuric 
acid. The pipe reactor discharges a viscous, frothymixture of steam and slurry directly into a rotarydrum granulator through multiple spray nozzles onto abed of drythe ammonia recycled material. Theis added 	 remaining 35% ofthrough a sparger
later bringing the N:P atomic ratio up 

in 
to 

the granu
1.8. Thegranules leaving the granulator contain about 2% mois

ture, and after cooling from 98"C to 520C, the mois
ture content is reduced to 1.2%. No drying is required, and the recycle ratio (2.5:1) is only abouthalf that of most slurry processes, Danos estimates asaving of $1.1 million in capital costs for a 60-tph
plant and an annual saving of $583,000 in operatingcosts because of eliminating fuel for drying and de
creasing electric power consumption (8). 



The process described above is the same in prin-
ciple as that demonstrated in a pilot plant at TVA's 
12th Demonstration of Fertilizer Technology on Octo-
ber 18-19, 1978 (9). The equipment is similar to that 
described in chapter XIX under "Melt Granulation"(see figures 10 and 11, chapter XIX). Part of the 
phosphoric acid is used in a scrubber to recover am-
monia and dust from the exhaust gas from the ammo-
niator and cooler. The pipe-cross reactor receives
phosphoric acid at a concentration in the range of 
40%-5,1% P2 O5 (including partially neutralized acid from 
the scrubber), ammonia in orliquid gaseous form,water (if necessary to control the reaction), and sul-
furic acid if necessary to adjust the grade to 18-46-0. 
The pipe-cross reactor discharges a mixture of low-
moisture melt and steam through spray nozzles into 
the ammoniator granulator at a temperature ranging
from 116'C to 137'C. The N:P atomic ratio of the 
melt is about 1.4:1. Additional ammonia in gaseous
form is added through a sparger under bed tothe in-
crease the N:1P ratio to about 1.95:1. This ratio does 
not include the ammonia that combines with sulfuric 
acid when that acid is used in the formulation. Thegranular product leaves the ammoniator at 86 0 -92°C 
with a moisture content of 2.5%-I.0',. It is cooled to 
about 380 C in a cooler; the moisture content is re-
duced during cooling to a range of 2%-,3%. The prod-
uct is said to have satisfactory noncaking properties
when the moisture content is 3.0% or less. When sul-
furic acid was used the amount was about 50 kg/ton,
and the purpose was to adjust the grade to 18-,46-0.
Without sulfuric acid the analysis was 18.4%-18.8% N 
and 47.2%-17.5% available I'20 using clarified phos-
phoric acid. whenIowever, unclarified acid fromsome low-grade rocks is used, it may be difficult to
attain a grade as high as 18-46-0 (10). 

In the TVA pilot-plant tests, from 12%-20% of tile 

ammonia input evolved thewas in exhaust gases from 
the ammoniator-granulator and collected by scrubbing
with part of the incoming phosphoric acid. The re-
cycle ratio ranged from 2.6 to 4. 1:1. 

It should be noted that if a plant is designed to
make MAP or DAP by the pipe-reactor process and a
dryer is not provided, the plant cannot be used to 
make TSP. Also control of the moisture content of
the product may be more difficult. Therefore, some
engineers suggest that a dryer should be provided,
at least for the final product, to provide more versa-
tility even though it may not be necessary to use it 
most of the time. 
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Figure 7. Jacobs-Dorrco Slurry Granulation Process. 

The original Dorr-Oliver (now Jacobs-Dorrco)
slurry granulation 	 process for DAP production resem
bled the TVA process with the following exceptions: 

1. 	All ammoniation was done in reaction vessels; for 
DAP production, three vessels in series were 
operated at 0.6, 1.4, and 1.85 N113 :PO4 mole 
ratios. 

2. 	 Granulation of the slurry with recycle was carried 
out in a blunger. 

The recycle ratio was about 8:1. As in the TVA pro
cess, ammonia losses were recovered by acid scrub
bing. MAP and grades in between MAP and DAP could
be produced by adjusting the mole ratio in the re
action vessels. In subsequent modifications, ammonia 
was added in the blunger, or an ammoniator-granu
lator drum was substituted for the blunger. Other
improvements have been mentioned under TSP and in
the 	 description of the Jacobs Engineering pipe-reactor 
process.
 

Both the original TVA process and the original
Dorr-Oliver process have been modified and improved,
and in addition other organizations have developed
similar slurry granulation systems using similar basic 
principles. A basic flowsheet for the improved
Jacobs-Dorrco slurry granulation process is shown in
figure 7. This and other slurry granulation processes 
are adaptable to production of a variety of compound
fertilizers by the addition of potash salts and urea,
ammonium nitrate, or ammonium sulfate. 

Both MAP and DAtP usually have very good
physical properties when frommade wet-process acid. 
Both their storage properties 	 and ease of granulation
depend on the impurity content; 	 a gel-like structure 
of impurities, mainly aluminum and iron phosphates, 
promotes granulation and serves as 	 a conditioner to 
prevent caking, even at a moderately high moisture 
content (about 3%). On the other hand pure ammo
nium phosphates are difficult to granulate and tend tocake badly in storage, even with a very low moisture 
content unless coated with a conditioner. It has been 
demonstrated that the addition of impurities, particu
larly compounds ":ontaining aluminum, can improve
granulation and product quality when there are insuf
ficient impurities in the acid for this purpose. Also,
the addition of a small proportion of phosphate rock to
the phosphoric acid before ammoniation can improve 
granulation. 
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A recent development is the growth in production
of nongranular MAP for use as an intermediate in pro-
ducing compound fertilizers. World capacity was esti-
mated at 3.4 million tpy in December 1973, including
plants under construction. In most cases the product
is made in large plants located adjacent to phosphoric
acid plants. Often the product is shipped to smaller 
granulation plants for use in making compound fertil-
izers. 

Processes for making nongranular MAP have been
developed by Scottish Agricultural Industries (SAI),
Fison's Ltd. , Swift Agricultural Chemicals (now Es-
tech), and Nissan. In general, all processes aim at a 
simple, low-cost method by eliminating granulation,
recycling, and drying. However, the product should 
have sufficiently good physical properties to permit
storage, handling, and transportation without excessive caking or dust problems. 

In the Fisons process (figure 8), phosphoric acid 
of about 50% P2 0 5 concentration is reacted with gas-
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Figure 8. Fisons "Minifos" Process. 

eous ammonia under 1.1 kg/cm 2 gauge pressure. Theheat of reaction drives off part of the water as super-
heated steam. The remaining slurry contains 9%-10%water; the temperature is 170 0 C, and the pH is 3.5-
4.0. This hot slurry is released into a spray tower 
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through a special spray nozzle. More water is flashed
off and evaporates as the droplets cool and solidify by
falling through an ascending airstream. The product
(trade name--Minifos) contains about 6% moisture; the
grade ranges from 10-50-0 to 12-56-0, depending on
the impurity content of the acid. The product is in
the form of small round particles (microprills) ranging
from 0. 1 to 1 5 mm. 

In the Swift process (figure 9) phosphoric acid(50% P 2 0) and liquid ammonia react in a two-fluid
nozzle which discharges into a reactor pipe. The
mixture of divided andfinely MAP steam is ejected
into a cooling towe," where a countercurrent airstream 
carries away the water vapor formed theby heat ofreaction and cools the product. The product moisture 
content is 3%-5%. 

The Nissan process is also a spray tower pro
cess, in which droplets of phosphoric acid react withammonia in an ascending airstream. 

The Scottish Agricultural Industries (SAI) pro
cess (figure 10) consists of a reaction vessel in which 
phosphoric acid (about 50% P2 0 5 ) is neutralized withammonia to a mole ratio of about 1.35, and the resulting hot slurry is mixed with more phosphoric acid in 
a specially designed twin-shafted mixer somewhat like 
a pugmill, which disintegrates the mass into small par
bothticles releasing water
steps. The productvapor. Water is evaporated in(trade name "PhoSAI) typi
cally contains 6% moisture, 11% N, and 50% water
soluble P2 0 5 ( 11). The process can be modified to 
produce a nongranular diammonium phosphate called
 
"Di-PhoSAI" or an ammonium phosphate-sulfate.
 

Recent 
 articles discuss the storage and granulat
ing properties of MAP made by different processes
(12, 13). Better properties of the product made by
the lower' temperature process (SAI process) wereattributed to precipitation of impurities in a gelatinous 
form that coated the MAP crystals. 

Ammonium Polyphosphate 

TVA has developed a process for producing am
monium polyphosphate, and in late 1973 the process 
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Figure 9. Swift Powder MAP Process. IiJ 
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Figure 10. SAl Process for Producing Nongranular MAP. 

was put into oleation in a demonstration-scale plant The process is based on utilization of the heat of" 
with a capacity of 13-17 tph. The plant produces reaction of phosphoric acid (54% P2 O) with gaseous 
straight ammonium polyphosphate and urea-amamonium ammonia to evaporate water and dehydrate the amoa
phosphate alternately. A flow diagmn is shown in nium phosphate, thereby forming a melt which can be 
figure 11. granulated with or without urea or other additives. 
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The main reaction takes place in a pipe reactor wherethe temperature reaches 210 0 -230 0 C. The melt usually
contains 15%-25% of the P2 0 5 as polyphosphate, but
the polyphosphate content becan increased to 50% or 
more by preheating the acid and ammonia or by using
a more highly concentrated phosphoric acid. The melt 
is granulated in a pugmill in the demonstration-scale 
plant, but a rotary granulator has been used in thepilot plant. The usual grade produced in the demon-
stration-scale plant is 11-55-0; higher grades (such 
as 12-57-0) which were made in the pilot plant using
phosphoric acid contain less impurities. By the addition of urea, 28-28-0 and 36-17-0 are produced. 

The principal advantage of the process is that 
very low-moisture products are made without drying.
Elimination of the rotary dryer and its appurtenances
substantially decreases the investment cost and the 
energy requirement (fuel and electrical energy). 
Another advantage of the process is that the product
has exceptionally good storage properties which areattributed to the low-moisture content theand poly-
phosphate content of the product. 

TVA estimates the saving in capital cost as com-
pared with a slurry process would e $7,l0,000 for a30-tph plant or $1.120,000 for a 50-tph plant. This 
is equivalent to 20,-,,2,5'-'of the battery-limits cost of a
granulation plant. The saving in energy cost was
estimated at 7 kWh of electrical energy ane] 1.10,000
keal of fuel/ton of product (11-55-0). The fuel say-
ing would be partially offset by an increased steam
requirement for concentrating the phosphoric acied to

about ,3.t,P)sl20S as with an
abt09 1forh )cescompared average of about 

Norsk llydro has developed a mnxthod for air-
prilling MAl' melt containing some polyphosphatt.:, (14).
The melt is produced in a pipe reactor. The i is
11%- 12% N and 57,-53% " 20 5 , depending on the acid 
composition. 

Other Fertilizers Made from Phosl)horic Acid 

Ammonium Phosphate-Sulfates 

A group of fertilizers known as amntonium phos-

phate-sulfates has been popular for many years and

still is popular in many areas. The best known 
 grade
is 16-20-0, which essentially consists of MAP and AS.
One reason for its populamrity i, that it is relatively
nonhygroscopic. Ilygroscopicity, awimeasured by the-
critical relative humidity ((,'ill) of some phosphate and 

nitrogen fertilizers and contbinalions, is tahulald be-
t 

low and discusseI further 
 in chapter XXII. The
values given are for pure c(hemical comp(ounds; itnl)U-
rities present in fertilizers may lower the (gil some-
what. 

Critical 


Relative
 
Ilumidity 


. .aterial(s) 0
at 30 C 


toneoamition tim phosphate (MA') 91.6 

)ianmmoni in plhosphate (DAtP) 82.8


Ammonium nultate (AS) 79.2 

Urea (U) 
 72.5 

Ammon i m nitrate (AN) 59,46odliet
Comn~ratiois 

AtI'+ AI' 78 
MAI' + AS 
 76


AP' + U 65

Al'1 4 AN 5


t)AI' 4 U 62 

)AP # AN 59 


It is evident that MAP is the least hygroscopic
(has the highest C1II) of the materials lisled and that
ammonium sulfate (AS) is the least hygroscopic of the
straight nitrogen materials. When fertilizera with a
higher N:P 2 0 5 ratio than that of I)AP (0.4:1.0) is
needed, the MAP plus AS combination is the least 
hygroscopic. 

Another advantage of ammonium phosphate-sulfate
is the sulfur content, which is agronomically useful 
for many crops atnd soils. 

Amnmonium lphosplhate-sulfates have been produced
by the IDorr-Oliver. slurry process (previously discussed) since 1933 and more recently by othergranulation p'ocesses'. slurryThe usual method involves re
action of sulfuric and phosphoric acid with ammonia,
although ammonium sulfate from byproduct sotrees caan
be used. In addition to 16-20-0)and 11-18-0, several
NPK grades are produced such as 11-28-1, 12-36-12, 
and 13-13-13. 

Still more recently, TVA has developed the pipe
cross reactor system which is illustrated in figure 12. 
In- this pro(Jcess,and sulfuri most of the reaction of phosphoriciacids with ammonia is carried ott in a
tipe which discharfges a melt inlo the drum granulator.
Steam generated by the heat of reaction is swept out 
of the granulator by an airslr'eaa . ()te tadvatage of
the process is that the heat of reaction is utilized to
dy the lr'odut, thus no dryer is necessary. Al
ttter advantagv l- lUt(CeSS is the compar.

atively low recycle ratio, itt the range of 2-3:1 for
12-18-0 or 1-2: 1 for 1-13-13 or G-2.t-l-4. A somewhat 
similar p~rocess Ims heen developedSpain (7). by SA. Cros inlIn bIh ltrocese s, part of the acid is 

for- and reactsthe bed alnnnloniai 
te bed here womotingiranlaios and supplying 
t b n d p 

spIrayed on with ')fInaterial in the injechc-dgranula-underwhich is rotary 

be, ithlhre e - ctoi t o t-anryi 

mote chemi(';l react iot heat tot drying.
 

Ammonium l'hosllate-('-Ilot-ide 

Ammonium chloride is used in ,lapian and some
other countries , both as a straight nitrogen fertilizer
 
and as atningredient of (ompIound NI', NIIK, andIlK
fertilizers. Ando descrilbet the 
 ope; ation Irit-fly (15).

fie mentioned 
 that, as cotmlpare d with ammioniUll Stil
fate, ammonium chloide was 10't, cheaper ler unit of
 
nitrogen (it ,1apan 
 itt 1970) and titot(o ontentratld(251 vs. 21% N). Filter-grade, wet-pt-ocess plos
tihoric acid is ammtnoniated to form 
 a MAP slury which

is fed to a pugmill altng with atnnonium chlorite., re
cycle, (opitiotnally) potassium chlorid-, and other fer
tilizer materials. Ano tientions that gramitlatiun ill
Ihe pugrmill wwe, not ;a,easy as with inonilln sulfale

but thal the difficulty had t-en ,verol-ele 
 The me
cycle ratio ranged front 2-,I: I. The. taoistlure content
of the granulator product tanged frot Yl-t, before
drying and , after dryimg. The imi Nil grade 
was 18-22-0; NI'K grade-, included I1-14-14 and 
12-18-Ill ( 1). 

Amnoniumn I'hosphat-Nitrate (AI'N)
, 


There are sevral I~r)(e,',, that tr dti('e fertil
izers containing atnonium ihosplhate and ammtonitum 
nitrate, ,but umost (If them ate tis-, tol plodu( NI'Kgrades and will be desrileIl fitrIltr under-"ompounl
Fertilizers,,H 

leyshl n, itnde -,riling dt i raiutlatoltt ini th(
blul ger ill1967 ttnitlioned ta ilaintitl l(hmai;t that 

2-23-) a cviral ottiem-, that tiotl-e 
vi ious NI'K graher, (17). 'l'll(-s-hirry was irodt-l
hty tatmimnotiatimn of pioh)sl)oric anmdni lic aiids, IjiItil1i"
Ill, d ,(ri)eel at P'tthiney-Sain t (haill ip'I.e,,s ill
whit| ttonii 'lttrae-d timtnmmonll tll n (9'f,)nt itlrae 'lhitll 

nd atml lllUln I hot,Ii .h11we-'e fed to
i t ',li-y1. a1 rotary

dlntitit gra ulait r (Il). l 1'11o litO lllltttittothate 
slurry wiS Ii'oIhlicetl hiy tut111toltlatli, lihospiht)rhto aill Nl: I'() i , ratio or it, 

a id 
ft .q ti Iltetut rml zetr; 

1 
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Figure 12. Flow Diagram of Pilot Plant for Production of Granular Fertilizer Using TVA Pipe-Cross Reactor. 
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lator and then to a dryer, screeing facilities, a 
cooler, and a coating drum. A typical moisture con-
tent of the granules leaving the granulator iS ahout 
3%. and this is controlled by the addition of steam 
and/or water in the granulator or mixer and by the 
moisture content of the m'ethylenc-urea slurry. 'lhe 
temperature in) the granulator is ahout 63"(',and the 
recycle ratio is 2.0-2.5:1. Formulations given in the.. 
paper indicate that the nlithylvhne-li'iea i'ictoi' 15 notused for 28-28-0; it is Ised foi- several NI'K grades
in which the mole ratio of urea formaldehyde is 3-7: 1. 
The paper also mentions that gypstm may bo added 
isa granulation aid; miagnesium or maniganese is atde d 
to some grades; and nitrification inhihitors are added 
in some )iroducts ( chapttr XXI). 

'['VA has pur'tltd the development of' flAP pro-
ceSseS fol' 5e\'eirl yeal's. 'Th fii'sl t1)Itl'o:itW was to 
incorporate urea into the TVA IDAI' slurry gr-anulation 
process. Iniot-plant test" )f this method, trAI'
grades ranging from 38- 13-0 to 21-.12-0 w r ptrtiuce'd.
Urea was added lin the gi'antlaitom' cithi as concen
trate s(,l oi , lWills). 'ThisLion sotit t'rys t , or 

general 
method has heen used inll ht'st t%%w,1plants in 
India to make 28-2H-0 antd othr griad, usingr solid 
uri'ea 

' VA's pcs'-,nt tithction 1elt a()I ,l' t 
granulation it1 Ce) is Iint'iitVli td y :., t'(n tll i'l'vioil 
ammonium poly'h,)hate melt ;Id 1tttiil it.rit'"-
granulated in o pugmill I'lh.]rncip d grr;ile r, 28-

28-0 which is pi-duccl at :i rate t,1' Ip h U5-17-) 

has ils') t mil m'thlt' the 
 pi', 'ticlhi' tate ik
limited by the it tc'iiht iiiea ,isc;ijt, ,t th' unit . 
'IVA has, a ,,,p 'illeil i ji ,Ilttn mixi ilc ' t At' ill a 
pilot-plalt oil-prillincg lilti Nomsk Illi', h , 'vel-
opcl ;Ipices), o t ch;dfor pmilling PIAl'ti) ;iIil(i-1)la 
it,tir %ilti 0r witittit i i tii (23). In Ih,'

'I'VA"W,}lk , aimmllit lll ) (1 %1I.V
)hIl hllt( ITelt 1;il,]prei i 'd,( 


with ure.Vi melt immeitiately ht'f tire prillink . in ,,hi'
variation (,fthe Norsk Ilydr' lprel' s l-dt 
MAI' is prc'nixcd with ume; mIeltlh f e,r,prilling ; ltvr-
native'ly prehaled s d ure;i is pri-mixetd with MAt' 
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c.lt . The rirills are relatively large (0.8 amm, aver
age), hard, and dense. (Grades of 29-29-0 and 38-
1(-I) were produced. A diagram of the Norsk llydiro 
process is shown in figure 13. 

Use of 'h ospho ic Acid in (;ranulation Processes 

often used 
pound fertilizers to supply part of the P(2r, in formu
lations in which Ihe remainder of the l'l (),, is supplied
hy sisiiiSaddor itriple supepihosphate or asumlloniun phos
phates. 'The acid usually is siprayed into Ile granu
lato. and ammonia or ammoniating solution is added 
during granulation to neutralize it . ''h( heat of re
act)ion promotes granulation an(] moisture evaporation. 
Bothimerchant-grade (5,1%12Or,) and superphosphorir
acid (6911-723, P2(,) have heen used in this way 
(chapter XIX). 

Phosphoric acid i.,, in granulating com-

Miscellaneous Fertilizer Uses for Phosphoric Acid 

A potentially promising use for phosphoric acid
 
is in the production of potassium phosphates (chapter
 
XVI).
 

Suh antial amounts but relatively small plerc'int
r, ('J phl)ltoric acid are u ,(d for dirct aplihation
 

to Ito' soil, v'p'cially alkaline soils
 

Slow-1 east, fertiliers, MiNII 4 1(" ;llntMgN 't()4
(6 1'-IlliXILlFt', of Ili' two s Ilt )I,(| 1' llothl) USi('.4 1 1l54' 
t('i i(m '' formula MNJI,,I0(.. where %1iliound tlh ge'e.,cal 
m; tt ' a;b ivalent imetal i,, such as mev. Mn, ('u, or 
an. hiav h'e n tie'tw,'t is slow-relvat vs t,urCS (I'sof mi
c.'ronitrlli f-..
' 


Utt l p,,litlthotsphati' ll:p()4 i, ii iliI'it'.titre C( (Nll;II2) 
iig ('lilOtrOUnd that h;15 ttt'til consider'd ot' se as a 
fi'i'tilizt'r. Ilowever, a more prmising use is an in-
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termediate for production of high-analysis solid and 
liquid fertilizers. These possibilities are under study
by TVA and others (9. 24). 

Important uses for phosphoric acid which are 
covered in other chapters are for production of liquid
fertilizers (chapter XIX) and mixed-acid nitrophos
phates (chapter XV). 

Cormlparative Economics of 'l'SP, .I)., and MAP 

The question of the choice of a phosphate prod-
uct to be produced from phosphoric acid often arises. 
With established technology the choice often lies with 
MAP, [)AP, TSI', or compound fertilizers based on 
these products. All of these products call he made in 
a slurry-type granulation plant; therefore, it is pos-
sible to build a single plant that can make the thr.-
products alternately although the plant cost would be
somewhat higher than that of one designed for a single 
product. When there is likely to be a market for two 
or three paroducts, it is psrob)ably desirable to have 
this flexibility, and many plants are so equipped. In 
large plants there may be two or three granulation 
lines, but even so it is well to he able to use 	 each 
line 	interchangeably for different t)roducts so that the 
product mix can be altered to suit the market slemand. 

A given granulation plant will have different ca-

pacities for different products. For instance, the
 
production 
 rate may Ie only 6.5%-7(01, as much for "[sI'
as for I)AP tecause of the higher recy,'le ratio for 
TSP. Alternatively, itgranulatiOn tilant fr prodUction 
of "'5' by the slurry process should the larger than 
for DA' if the same output is required. 

Si ere 
of equipment to grind the rock should be alded. If 
the 'I'SI' unit is associated with a wet-process phos
phoric acid plant, it is solnetnlles possible to prepalre
ground rock for both units in the same equipnent 
Iowever. phos'phor'ic acid plant!, often use wet grind-
ing, 	 coarse grinding, or even no grin;ing whireas, 
'1I'P requires (d'y, finely ground rock. Also, in many 
Plants a higher grade of rock is used for 'I'SP than
for id prodiution Therefire, searate ok 
g'initing facilities often ar equired. 

in addit ion to lbs factot's outline'd ibove, any
eConom1ic" enlpar'ison will he. inflhenctl by the overallplan, wflh,.th ' ,ng l h a r
sothelseio 

annini: isroluct i:,n facilities an whether he plant i.s 
totats;i' t phosieatnddju' ,nt acil roc(K t pat. 

Ini ordel' to iake' a cilparison of the relative 
e('onoillics( f prodlction of '1'SP ( three processes ), 
I)Al' (tw', processe.), and MAI' (two processes,), the 
following assumltliorns are made: 

4. 	 The capacity of the plant is 800 tpd, 264,000 
tpy. 

5. 	 The cost of the granulation plant is related to 

the throughput rate according to figure 14. The 
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Figure 14. Capital Cost of Granulation Plants as Related to Throughput
 
jthroughput Output + Recycle).
 

throughput rale is the production rate plus the 
recycle rate. Thus, for an 800-tpd product rate 
with a recycle ratio of 5:1, the throughput rate 
is (5 x 800) + 800 = .1,800 tpd. 

6. 	 Fos' present purposes, total plant cost is consilequal to 1.5 times battery-limils cost for an 
insustrialized location in a tev 'esi country. 

The process requirements b, r',( rithese assump
lions are shown in tables 2 and 3, aid the estimated
 

-lrouction entering is shown in lables 4
cost storage 
a 	 ,.
 

Of 	 the tilt'(' 'SP pro'sses consideted, the ex
den granulation process shows the lowest investn.mnt 
atd operating cost. Ilowever , there has beell little 

exper'ience with the proces f(Othe two more popular
processes, the slurry granulation process has a higherinvestment co,t iut a lower operalting cosl. The oper

atingr cost of the two-step proess is higher tecause 
the pri'ess :scluill y consistsaration 	 of thiee steps: ( I ) prepof 	 liongrllnulari T'-51', (2) 	 30(lys' storage 

l'l 1, (:I) ra;nsill io sit s'uir' SIled thae."inst si'pelpho~ 

The capital cost of stor-alrill'
Uilli, inchiding fluorine 
etiintioa and nChanicl handling eqjuipll'nt, was 
isumied to he $5(/toit of !.torage capu'ity. If the 
value of the inaterial in storage curing (;bout $2 mil
lion) wer' added to ti' capital cost, the proces!is wouldhave the hi-fhest capital (co.,t. 

1. The p iti u'tion unit is ass urneld to be part (if aomlarin gr th ( et eot of P2 0 , in ammonium 
complex, henceno
Il)ore oIfIw o}rintermiediate 

Prlodtcts was asISSiiesI haeyolld that requiret ty
the procesf,,, i im,,iphoirc aid or asmonia is 
host l[s'0,duce'd sin ,il, storags will he i:ce.ssai'y. 

2. 	 storalge fasititi-'s frot. ths 
il u'hsded Ihv'in apitall 
Separthely 
I'rit'.:, sf saw mal;tsli;sls, sius 
Proxillte s'su'ielt (19'/8)
lowl'vi'Vl, ,ins'seno Slccifi' 

no transIsolitatioii iuist haI. 

pi lel.re:l 


IPV()0
I'h-o',ilhoric avid (54'f, 

Ammiai 

I'hsshat rock (31l, '2()r,) 

Ireis ( hulk) 


final prodl't are rot 
t hiltait'e' costdtst'd 

ints'i'rii i :tur'ea;s-
worlt rllllrk'tpIsi(' . 

locallist Iui:,sUmed, 
ben added. t!is. Avtied 

$200/ton or 

$120/ton 
$25/ton 
$120/ton 

P, rP
 

lhosliatl 's wilh that of 'SI' hy crediting fll nitiogensst at ite (cost of an equivalent atnsissit of urea, it is
evident that I)AP is Ihe most econolmical siource of 
PWr,(), MAP by the mell proce'ss is slightly less than 
tlhelowest cost 'I'SP psrocess in net cost of '.()r,. 

t(s'auie of its high concentrat ion of toital plant 
nra iti'is'nt:,, I)AI' priovidets further 'savings in ,torage,lagging, anid tr'rSmp(rllion. 'lh(s :s' are illussaviti 
Irati y lhlh U svhiich indicat'ei costs atet' leaving
tlh planlt proidtlttlol lnit for I tollof I)AP as con
Isare(t wlth I ton of 'rsI' Ishs 0.39 ton of ursa. TIhl 
l r 'te t(ulnatlion pro'svides this Salne al]Outl| of N and 
P,() s 

Naturally, the 'osst of Ifransliport will sepend on 
ih(, ns'thot antI istanre, an(t tIh(' coist of bagsi will 
depend (in thst type and !;Iz(of hamg required by the 
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TABLE 2. ESTIMATED REQUIREMENTS FOR PRODUCTION OF GRANULAR TSP (800 tpd) 

Product: 

TSP (0-46-0)
 

Process: Ex-Den 
 Slurry
Two-Step 
 Granulation 
 Granulation
 

Plant Investment, $ Million 

Rock grinding 
 1.0 
 1.0 
 1.0
Acidulation 
 J.8 
 0.8 
 .
Storage curing" 
 1.2 
 1.2
Granulation 
4.5 
 4.0 
 7.5
 

Total. battery limits 
 7.5 
 8.5
Total plant (Bl.x 1.5) 7.0 

11.25 
 10.5 
 12.75
 

Procetss _--Relti
t.rem,nts_j)e r,-ll of Product 

Rock, 33% p205 , tons 
 0.39

Acid, tons 11 0.40


205 0.345 
0.39 

0.345
Electricity, kWh 0.345
 

40

Steam, kg 75 

38 40
 
55
Fuel, kcal x 10 20
 

160 
 100
l.abor, man-hour 125
 
0.25
Recycle ratio 

0.55 0.25
 
2.5 
 1.6 
 8
 

a. 
Cost of storage curing facilities, 
including removal of evolved fluorine, estimated on 
basis of 24,000 tons'
capacity (30 days' production) and $50 capital 
cost per ton of capacity.
b. Estimated plant invest,,nt for in industrial location in a developed country (e.g., U.S. Gulf Coast).
 

TABLE 3. ESTIMATED REQUIREMENTS FOR PRODUCTION OF GRANULAR )AP AND MAP (800 tpd) 

Product: 
 DAP (18-46-0) 
 MAP (11-55-0) 
- ,Slurry .Pip-eProcess: R -acto-r Slurry
Granulation Granulation Melt -Granulation 
 Granulationa
 

Plant Investment $ MiI ionb 

Battery limits 
 c
Total plant (Il.x 1.5) 6.8 5.8 6.8
10.2 5.1
8.7 
 10.2 
 7.651
 

Process Requirements per Ton of _Product
 

Phosphoric acil, tons 1205 
 0.47 

N113 , tons 

0.47 0.56
0.56 

0.224 
 0.224 
 0.137
Electricity, kWh 30 

0.137
 
30
Fuel, kcal x 103 125 

20 20
 
125
Labor, man-hours 
 0.25 
 0.20 
 0.25
Recycle ratio 
 5.0 
 2.5 
 5.0 
 4.5
 

a. This prodUct contains 15%-30%  - y i-9}hW-lateb. Estimated capital investment for an industrial 
location in a developed country (e.g., U.S. Gulf Coast).
c. Product storage not 
included.

d. Plant cost estimated by TVA to he 
7.5% less titan for the slurry granulation process. The recycle ratio wasnot used for estimating plant investment. 

TABI.E 4. ESTIMATED PROI)JCTION COST OF TSP ($/TON OF PRODUCT, 264,000 TONS OF PRODUCT PER YEAR) 

Product: 
TSP (0-46-0)


Process: Ex-DenTwo-Step Granulation Slurry
Granulation
 

Rock, $25/ton 
 9.75 
 9.75
Acid, $20 0/ton of P20 5 
10.00


69.00 
 69.00
Electricity, $0.i27/kWh 1.08 
69.00 

Steam, $0.04/kg 1.03 1.08 
Fel, 

3.00 0.80$0.01/thotsand kcal 1.60 
2.20 

I )  1.00Labor-relatd costs 1.25 
Capi_-t-related osts 

9.68 4.40 4.407.50 7.00 
 8150
 
Sbtot aI 101.61 94.38 
 95.03
Adm. and misc, tosts, 5% of subtotal 5.06 4.72 
 4.75
 
Total product ion cost 
 106.67 
 99.10
Cost/ton of P2 )5 99.78
 

230.91 
 215.43 
 216.91
 
a. Labor-related totots 'icluiide liea- SiIljieH anil chical -oi.oi- i-h-----.
1. Capital cost; = 17.67% of capital cost er year. Includes depreciation--6.67%; maintenance--5.0%; interest-4.0%; and taxes and 
insurance--2%. 
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TABLE 5. ESTIMATED PRODUCTION COST OF DAP AND MAP (s/TON OF PRODUCT, 264,000 TONS OF PRODUCT PER YEAR) 

Product: DAP (18-46-0) MAP (11-55-0)
-lu rryProcess: Pipe Reactor Slurry ltGranulation GranulationPhoslphoric acid, $200/ton Granulation GranulationP2 05 49.40b.. 94.00 i i2y. --Ammonia, $120/ton 112.0026.88 
 26.88
Electricity, $0.027/kWh 16.44 16.44
0.81 
 0.81
Fuel , $0. 01/thousaiid kcal 

0.54 0.541.25
Labor-relafted costs 4.40 

1.25 
3.52CapiLi -related costs_ 6.80 4.40 3.525.82 6.80 5.10 

Subtotal 
 134.14 130.76 
 141.70 
 137.60
Adm. arid isc. costs, 5% ofsubhtotal 
 6.71 
 6.54 7.08 6.88
 
Productio cost 140.85c 137.30Nitrogen credit 148.78 144.4846.6 46.96 28.70 

Net l' • 28.702iJ cost
Per ton of Product 93.89 90.34 120.08
Per tor of I'25 115.78204.11 196.39 218.33 210.51 
a. Labo,- rel,itel costs incliie labor, supplies, overhead, aid chernical 6cortrol--$17_ h. Caprital-related /i-rour.costs = 17.67% of total plant cost per year. Includes depreciation--6.67%, rnaintenance--5%,taxes arnd insirance--2%, ann interest--4%. c. [iasi(d or cost o1 equiv.ilent airouuit of bulk urea at $120/to = $260.87/ton of N. 

TABIIE 6. COST OF STORAGE, HANDI.ING, BAGGING, AND SHIPPIN(; OF DP VERSUS TSP PLUS UREA 

S/Ton of $/Ton of TSP 
DAP (18-46-0) Plus 0.39 onof Ure 

Cost of bulk material, ex-plait 
99.10 (TSP)

137.30 
 46.80 (Urea 

Storage cost, $2.10/ton a 2.10 145.90 Total2.92 

Reclaiming from storage,bagging, arid shipping 15.00 20.85 
Transportation cost 20.00 27.80 
Total delivered cost (bagged) 174.40 197.47 
Savings for IMP 

$23.05 about 12% 

. Hase-d on 45 lays' storage in bulk anf 10 (lays' storage in bags. 

aiarket conditions. ttowever, table 6 shows that at3tal saving in delivered cost of $23 or about 12I%would result under the assumed conditions by pro-
oucing and marketing 0.15 tons of N and 0.46 tons 
of P2 O5 in the form of DAP as compared with TSP andurea. 

The illustration does not assume that TSP and 
urea are mixed. The mixture (blend) would have 
poor physical properties because the two materials are 

4. 

5, 

Leyshon, D. W., and I. S. Mangat. 1976. "In
novations in Slurry Granulation Plants," Proceed
ings of 1976 ISMA Technical Conference, The 
lague, Netherlands. 

Superhosphate: Its list Chemistry, and' ~up-e-P_ P~'-= . .. _ __ y . sr- -hm n 
Manufacture. 196'4. Prepared by U.S. Department of Agriculture and Tennessee Valley Au
thority, p. 105-106. 

incompatible. 
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XV Nitrophospha es
 

"Nitrophosphate" is a generally accepted term for 
any fertilizer that is produced by a process involving
treatment of phosphate rock with nitric acid. The term 
"nitric phosphate" has been used to some extent, particularly by TVA. but on a worldwide basis "nitro-
phosphate" seems to be more generally accepted. 

Pro(luction of nit rophosphate has increased rap-
idly, especially in Europe, since 19.15; world capacity
in 1975 was estimated at 3.16 million Ions of 1'2()r, of 
which 57 0 was in western Europe and 33% in easternEurope (1). Assuming an average 105 con tent of
15%, world capacity is equivalent to about 23 million 
tons (gross weight) of fertilizer. 

The principal advantage of nitrophosphate pro-
cesses is that nitric acid is used for the dual purpose
of converting phosphate rock to a more soluble form 
and furnishing fertilizer nitrogen in the product.
Since the cost of the nitric acid may properly be 
charged to fertilizer nitrogen production, the nitro
phosphate pro,,sses enjoy an economic advantage over 
processes that use sulfuric acid or other nonnutrient
reagents to solubilize phosphate rock. 

Chemistro___'........ c..se 


The simplest process is the reaction of nitric 
acid with phosphate rock to produce monocalcium 
phosphate and calcium nitrate: 

CaoF2 (Po + 1411NO 4 )6 

3Ca(11 2 1)O4 )2 + 7Ca(NO 3 ) 2 + 2HF 
(Equation 1) 

The reaction may be considered analogous to that 
occurring in SSI1 production except that nitric acid 
replaces sulfuric acid. The Lonza process, which was 
used commercially for several years in Switzerland,
utilized this method. Nitric ofacid W-'0-70% concentra-
tion was mixed with ground phosphate rock in equip-
ment resembling a superphosphate mixer and den.
The product containe(d about 8%N and 16% P 20 5 . A
technical difficulty was loss of nitrogen as NO2 by
decomposition of nitric acid (or calcium nitrate) due 
to the heat of reaction. The calcium nitrate content 
caused the product to be quite hygroscopic; this and 
the low analysis of the product were serious disadvan
tages. 

'TVA has produced superphosl)hates on a pilot-
plant scale in which up to 50% of the sulfuric acid wasreplaced with nitric acid (2). The products contained 
3%-5% N and 18% P2 0 5 . Nitrogen losses in the range
of 1%-8% were minimized when the water content of the
mixed acid was 29% or more and when the phosphate
rock was calcined. 

Most nitrophosphate processes involve dissolution 
of phosphate rock in nitric acid (50%-60% IIN0 3 ) to 
form phosphoric acid and calcium nitrate: 

Ca 1 oF 2 (P0 4 ) 6 + 20HNO,3 
6113 PO 4 + lOCa(NO 3 )2 + 211F 

(Equation 2) 

Although the equation shows formation of IF, only a 
small percentage (usually less than 109) of the fluorine 
content of the rock is volatilized. In most cases, theproportion of nitric acid used is at least stoichiomet
rically sufficient to convert ,all of the calcium in the
rock to calcium nitrate; often a slight excess is used. 

Nit rophosphate processes differ mainly in their 
treatment of the phosphoric acid-calcium nitrate solu
tion that is formed in the first step of the process 
(equation 2). The general objective is to remove calcium or at least precipitate it in an insoluble form so
that it will not interfere with the desired course of 
subsequent ammoniation reactions. 

Calcium Nitrate Removal 

The most common second step is calcium nitrate
 
removal by crystallization. Calcium nitrate removal
 
processes are based on the Odda process which wasinvented by Erling Johnson in Norway in 1928. Vari
ations and improvw.nents have been developed by several European firms. The basic flow diagram 
 of theprocess is shown in figure 1. l'he heat of reaction of 
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phosphate rock with nitric acid raises the temperature The grade of the nitrophosphate product depends onof the solution to 50"-t60"C. When the solution is the extent of calcium removal and impurities in 	 thecooled to 15'-20'C, about 60% of the calcium nitrate phosphate rock; for a 1:1 ratio the usual grade ranges
crystallizes as tetrahydrate, Ca(NO 3 ) 2.. 11 2 0. The from 20-20-0 to 23-23-0.
 
crystals are separated from the solution by centri
fuging or filtration. The remaining solution, 
 now 
containing only 40% of the original calcium nitrate, is Removal of Calcium b oyn Exchange

ammoniated according to the following reaction:
 

The firm Superfos (Denmark) has developed an6113 P0 4 + 4Ca(N0 3 )2 + 211F + I INHI3 - ion-exchange process for calcium removal (4). The
3CaIIPO 4 + 3N11, 1l2 PO,, + 8N1 4 NO3 + CaF 2 phosphoric acid-calcium nitrate solution resultng from 

'.Equation 	3) equation 2 is passed through a potassium-loaded resin 
which absorbs calcium and releases potassium. TheAccording to the equation, half of the P2Os would resin is regenerated by a potassium chloride solution,be present as ammonium phosphate which is water sol- discharging calcium chloride to waste. A simplified

uble, and the other half would be present as dicalcium flow diagram of the process is shown in figure 2. 
phoiphate, which is citrate soluble. lowever, since
the Ca:P ratio in most phosphate rocks is higher than 
in pure fluorapatite, the usual range of water solubil- PHOSPHATE ROCK
 
ity is 30%-0'%. For !he same reason, more ammonium NITRIC ACID DIGESTION
 
nitrate occurs in the final product than that indicated
 
by equation 3.
 

One variation in the Odda process is to crystal- H3PO 4

lize calcium nitrate as the double salt, 5Ca(NO 3 )2'

NIt 4 NO 3 '101120, by the addition of ammonia or ammoni-
 Co(N0 312 um nitrate before cooling. (AI, Fe) 

Another variation is to control the pti during

ammoniation to form monocalcium phosphate rather
 
than ammonium phosphate according to the equation: C0C12 (RAIFeC13 ) 

KCI _+_ TO DISCARD6H 3 PO4 + lCa(N0 3 ) 2 + 2HF + 8NI1 3 ' EXCANGE 
2Ca(1 2 PO 4 ) 2 + CatIPO4 + 8NH 4 NO3 + CaF 2 

(Equation 4) 

The percentage of calcium nitrate removed by 	 HN03 
crystallization depends on the temperature. By cool
ing to about -5"C about 85% of the calcium nitrate can H3P0 4be removed by crystallization, and the resulting prod
uct, after ammoniation, has a water solubility of 80%- KNO3
85% (3) 1. 

The calcium nitrate can be melted either as such NH3 - IATION
 
or as the double salt, 5Ca(NOa) 2 .NH 4 NO 3 .lOH 2 0, and
 
granulated or prilled. However, there 
 is relatively
 
little demand for this low-grade (about 15% N)hygro
scopic product. Therefore, the usual procedure is to
 
convert it to ammonium nitrate according to the follow-
 NH4 HPO4ing equation: KNO 3 

Ca(NO 3 )2 + 2NI13 + CO 2 + 1120 4 2NI1 4 NO3 + CaCO3 NH4 NO3
(Equation 5)
 Figure 2. Superfos Ion Exchange Nitrophosphate Process Used in Demark. 

The ammonium nitrate solution can be separated
from the calcium carbonate solution by filtration.
 
Part or all of the ammonium nitrate solution can be The net reaction is:
 
combined with the ammoniated product from equation 3
 
to adjust the N:P 2 0 5 ratio. The remainder can be Ca(N0 3 ) 2 + 2KC1 - CaCI 2 + 2KNO 3
granulated or prilled with or without the addition of 
 (Equation 6) 
some of the calcium carbonate to provide a straight
nitrogen coproduct. As an alternative, the ammonium If the rock contains cationic impurities other than
nitrate-calcium carbonate slurry can be evaporated calcium, such as iron and aluminum, these elementsand granulated without separation; the product, may also be removed by the ion-exchange process.
usually called calcium-ammonium nitrate (CAN), con- After ion exchange the solution which contains phos
tains about 20, N. A higher grade CAN product phoric acid, potassium nitrate, some excess nitricis preferred (26% N is now the usual grade); there- acid, and perhaps some residual calcium nitrate isfore, most. plants 	 separat the calcium carbonate and ammoniated, dried, and granulated. Grades ranging 
use only part of it for CAN production. In countries from 21-9-12 to 17-17-17 are produced.
where marketing of straight ammonium nitrate is per
mitted, the solution may be prilled or granulated The solution leaving the ion-exchange unit has awithout calcium carbonate. By varying the amount of K 20:P 2 0 5 weight ratio of about 1.8:1.0. When lowerammonium nitrate solution returned to the nitrophos- ratios are desired in the final product, the current
phate product, the ratio of N:1l20S in the nitrophos- practice is to add phosphoric acid from another plantphate product can be varied within certain limits, unit before ammoniating. An alternative, which isThe minimum ratio is about 0.6 with no ammonium under study, is to remove part of the potassium ninitrate return and maximum calcium nitrate removal. trate by cooling fhe solution to crystallize KNOa which
The maximum ratio is about 2 if all of the ammonium can be marketed as a separate product.
nitrate is returned. Most plants produce nitrophos
phate products with 1:1 N: P2 0 5 ratio (20-20-0, One advantage of the process is the production
15-15-15, or 13-13-20). In this case, for each ton of of low-chlorine fertilizers (less than 0.6% Cl). Suchnitrogen produced as nitrophosphate, there is approx- products are agronomically desirable for some crops
imately 1 ton of additional nitrogen as CAN coproduct. and Anothersoils. potential advantage is the ability 



to use phosphate rocks of high iron and aluminum 
content, even aluminum phosphate ores. This possi-
bility is under study. 

Removal of Calcium by. Sulfate Addition 

The solution obtained by reaction of nitric acid 
with phosphate rock (equation 2) can be treated by 
the addition of a soluble sulfate to precipitate part or 
nearly all of the calcium as calcium sulfate (gypsum
or hemihydrate). In commercial plrocesses, ammonium 
sulfate, potassium sulfate, and sulfuric acid have 
been used. Langbeinite (KSO4 .2MgSO 4 ) has been 
used experimentally. The calcium sulfate may be 
separated by filtration or left in the product. In 
most plants, the calcium sulfate is removed in order 
to produce a higher grade product. Chemical reac-
tions are: 

(NIl4) 2 SO 4 + Ca(NO3 )2 2NH4NOa + CaSO4 
(Equation 7) 

K2SO 4 + Ca(NO3 )2 -. 2KNO 3 + CaSO4 

(Equation 8) 

112SO4 + Ca(N0 3 )2 21lN0 3 + CaSO 4 
(Equation 9) 

Ammonium sulfate solution obtained as a byprod-
uct from caprolactam production is used in at least two 
plants, Two plants known toother are use potassium
sulfate. In the Veba phosphoric acid process (figure
3), phosphate rock is reacted with a mixture of sul-
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Figure 3. The Veba Phosphoric Acid Process 1200 tpd P2 051. 

furic and nitric acids under conditions that form Cal-
cium sulfate in the hemihydrate form, which is removed 
by filtration (5). In this process, part of the sulfuric 
acid may be replaced by ammonium sulfate. 

When ammonium sulfate is used to precipitate cal-
cium as gypsum, the gypsum can be treated with am-
monia and carbon dioxide to regenerate ammonium sul-
fate which is recycled and to convert the calcium to 
calcium carbonate: 

CaSC42H2O + 2NH3 + C O2 CaCO 3 + (NH4)2SO 4 + H20 
(Equation 10) 

This is the basis of the "sulfate recycle process" 
which was developed by TVA on a pilot-plant scale 
(6). One disadvantage of this process is that the 
N:P 20s ratio in the product is fixed at about 2:1 
(28-14-0). However, various methods were developed
experimentally to separate ammonium nitrate from am-
monium phosphate by crystallizing ammonium nitrate,
monoammonium phosphate, triammoniumor phosphate 

at yarious stages in the process (7, 8, 9). Complete
(99 %) separation of phosphate from nitrate was ob
tained only by the triammonium phosphate method. 
Triammonium phosphate crystals were precipitated by 
ammoniating the solution to a pH in the range of 9-10.
The crystals were separated from the ammonium nitrate 
solution by filtration and washing with water containing ammonia. Heating the triammonium phosphate con
verted it to diammonim phosphate and ammonia which 
was recycled. 

Use of potassium sulfate for calcium precipitation 
has the disadvantage that the K 2 0:P 2 0 S ratio in the 
product can be varied only within narrow limits and 
only by varying the percentage of calcium precipitat
ed. For precipitation of 90% or more of the calcium, 
a weight ratio of K 20:P 2 0 of 2 or may be remore 
quired; this ratio is seldom optimum for compound
fertilizers. Since the potassium is present as KNO 3(see equation 8), most of it can be separated by crys
tallization by cooling the solution. Sale of potassium 
nitrate as a separate product could be profitable, but 
the demand is relatively small. 

Addition of Phosphoric Acid or Soluble Phosphates 

Instead of removing calcium, the CaO:P 2 0 s ratio 
may be adjusted to a desired level by adding phos
phoric acid or a soluble phosphate such as ammonium 
phosphate. This is the basis of ;he "phospho-nitric" 
or "mixed-acid" process. Several firms have developed 
or use mixed-acid processes. After adjustment of the 
CaO:P 2 0 5 ratio, the solution is ammoniated as indicated 
in equation 3 or 4. Mixed acid processes have bee. 
developed and used by Kemira Oy (Finland), PEC 
(Societe Potasse et Engrais Chemiques) (France),TVA (United States), and FCI (India). The FCI pro
cess used DAP rather than phosphoric acid for adjust
ment. 

The advantages of mixed-acid processes are: 

1. 	 The process is relatively simple. 

2. 	 There is no coproduct. 

3. 	 The N:P 2 0 5 weight ratio can be varied in the 
range of 1:2 to 2:1. 

The main disadvantage is that phosphoric acid
(or ammonium phosphate) is required and, hence, part
of the advantage of nitric phosphate processes--the 
elimination of the need for sulfuric acid that is needed 
to manufacture phosphoric acid--is lost. However, amixed-acid process can be a good choice for smallplants which use imported phosphoric acid or imoorted 
ammonia or are associated with an ammonia plant. 

The proportion of the product 25Os that is de

rived from phosphoric acid is related to the water sol
ubflity of the :'20 5 in the final product. Table Ishows this relationship as determined experimentally
by TVA (i"). To obtain a product in which 40% of 
the P2 O5 is ,'ater soluble, for example, 62% of the 
P2 05 is derived from phosphoric acid and 38% directly 

from phosphate rock. These proportions varyslightly 	 willdependin, on the composition of the rock and 
acid and on the extent of ammoniation. The water
insoluble P2 0 5 iF soluble in neutral ammonium citrate 
and consists ma.nly of dicalcium phosphate. Under 
certain conditions of ammoniation, some of the phos

phate can be precipitated as citrate-soluble apatite as 
shown below in equation 11 (11): 

6H 3 PO 4 + 4Ca(NO3 ) 2 + 21F + 16Ni13 

4(NH4 )2 11P0 4 + 0'33Ca1 oF 2 (I0 +4 ) 6 

(Equation 11) 

The effect of this type of reaction is to increase 
the proportion of water-soluble with a givenP2 0 5
Ca:P ratio at the expense of converting the water



TABLE 1. RELATIONSHIP OF l201 WATER SOLUBIILITY TO SULFUR REQUIREMENTS AND PRODUCT GRADE IN TVA NIXEI)-ACII)
NITROPIIOSPIIATE PROCESS 

Water Solubilily Proportion ofof P2 0 in Product, Ton S Requi red/ Product P2 05 Ilighest Possible
% of Total iPO_ Ton Product P205 from 1 110'U, 1 1:l:0 Productrade 

94a 0.94 100 25-25-0
50 
 0.55 
 69 
 21-21-U
40 0.58 62 20-20-030 0.53 56 20-20-0
25 0.51 54 20-20-0 
20 
 0.35 
 38 
 19-19-0
 

a. All ammonium li)hosPhaL. 

insoluble to apatiteP2 0 5 which, even though citrate Extraction 
soluble, is probably less reactive in the soil than di
calcium phosphate. 
 Figure 4 shows a flow diagram of the TVA (lem

onstration-scale plant (10).In one modification of the PEC mixed-acid pro- The extraction step was 

cess, dicalcium phosphate is precipitated as the dihy
drate, 
 CaIPO4 '2i 2 0, by cooling during ammoniation. 
The dihydrate is claimed to be agronomically more " 
effective than anhydrous dicalcium phosphate. Ilow
ever, the dihydrate is unstable at temperatures pre- F Ac" 
 -c0.ES ,vailing in warm climates and reverts to the anhydrous LEJ-\ ,CSS 100.,t 
form, releasing the water of crystallization and,

thereby, causing deterioration of the physical proper
ties of the product. 
 GRANJaoA 00005,01 J***DRYERscREEN, 
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Figure 4. Flow Diagram of TVA Mixed-Acid Nitrophosphate Process. 
In general, reactivity of the phosphate rock is
 

no problem; even igneous apatites dissolve readily in

nitric acid. The rock need not be finely ground; carried out in two stirred reaction vessels in seriesrock finer than 1 mm is satisfactory. In general, the with a total retention time of about 1 hour. The rock,rock need only be fine enough to prevent rapid Florida flotation concentrates, was used as receivedsettling in stirred reaction vessels. ttigh-silica rock without crushing, grinding, or screening. The nitric can be used if the equipment is designed for that acid concentration was 60%-65% 1lNO 3 , usually about purpose. Depending on amount silica, "sandthe of a 65%. The extraction tanks were made of type-316trap," a filter, or other means for separating acid- stainless steel, but tests indicated that type 304 (ainsoluble materials may be used. Coarse silica par- less-expensive alloy) was equally suitable. The temticles can be very abrasive to pumps and piping, and perature in the exlraction step was about 85"C whenthis fact shoulu be considered in plant design. producing 20-20-0. Foaming was controlled by me-

It is desirable that the CaO:P 2 0 s 
chanical foam breakers and thorough agitation. Gasesratio in the released from the extraction vessels were ventedrock should be as low as economically feasible since through a scrubber. Nitrogen oxide losses were smallan increase in that ratio increases the amount of cal- but probably too high to comply with present atmoscium that must be removed or offset (in mixed-acid pheric pollution control standards. 

processes). While additional calcium requires addi
tional nitric acid, it does not necessarily involve a 
direct economic penalty since the nitrate is subse- Calcium Nitrate Removal 
quently converted to ammonium nitrate either in the
nitrophosphate product or in a coproduct. In processes using calcium nitrate removal, the 

usual procedure is to cool the solution stepwise andCarbonates in phosphate rock cause foaming slowly enough to form large calcium nitrate crystalswhich is usually dealt with by using mechanical foam that can be separated readily by centrifuging or filbreakers. However, foaming can be a difficult tration. The cooling may be batchwise or continuous.problem with some rocks. The first stage normally utilizes water from available 
sources, such as streams, lakes, or sea. If the waterOrganic matter is undesirable in nitric phosphate supply is limited, it may be necessary to reuse itprocesses; it reacts with nitric acid with loss of ni- through the use of cooling lowers; in warm climates,trogen as NO 2 or other nitrogen oxides and causes a the cooling water may be chilled; vaporization of thedifficult problem in pollution control, ammonia used in other steps of the process can supply 
the refrigeration requirement. Cooling to 15"C usuallyIron and aluminum oxides present no special will remove enough calcium nitrate so that the waterproblem within the range of occurrence in commercial solubility of P 2 0 5 in the final product is about 40%,phosphate rocks; these oxides usually are dissolved depending on the CaO:P 2 0 5 ratio in the rock, thein nitric acid and reprecipitated during ammoniation concentration of the nitric acid, and other factors. as citrate-soluble phosphates. TVA has used "leached- If more complete calcium nitrate removal is desired,zone" Florida phosphate containing a high percentage cooling by refrigerated brine may be used.

of aluminum phosphate minerals in a special nitrophos
phate process (12). The process was operated on a Ileat-exchange surfaces, if used in the coolingdemonstration scale for several years with technically step, are likely to become coated with calcium nitratesatisfactory results, crystal, thereby slowing the heat transfer Onerate. 
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way to cope with this problem is to use a temperature 
cycle so that the coating is redissolved in each cycle, 

In a process developed in Czechoslovakia, cooling 
is accomplished by direct contact of the refrigerant 
with the process solution (13). The reCrigerant is a 
volatile liquid which is injected into the solution and 
cools by absorbing heat for evaporation. The refrig-
erant in vapor form disengages from the liquid and is 
collected, cooled, and compressed to liquefy it again 
for reuse. Suitable refrigerants mentioned are 
butane, propane, and carbon dioxide. Alternatively, 
a nonvolatile supercooled refrigerant, such as a light
hydrocarbon, can be used as the coolant and separated 
from the solution by decantation. 

The process as developed in Czechoslovakia uses 
an immiscible, light hydrocarbon liquid, "white spirit," 
which is supercooled by refrigeration, injected into 
the nitrophosphate liquor and then withdrawn from the 
upper level of the vessel for recirculation through the 
cooler. The process was developed for the use of 
Kola apatite; when phosphate rock containing organic 
matter is used, it must be calcined before it becomes 
a suitable feedstock. 

The calcium nitrate crystals are separated from 
the solution by centrifuging or by filtration using a 
special filter with a stainless-steel filter medium. The 
crystals are washed on the filter or centrifuge with 
nitric acid, and the wash solution is returned to the 
extraction step. 

Ammoniation 

When the CaO:P 2 0 5 ratio is adjusted to the de-
sired level by calcium nitrate removal, sulfate precipi-
tation, or phosphoric acid addition, the next step is 
ammoniation. Two general methods are in Theuse. 
method developed by TVA involves ammoniation in two 
steps, first in a preneutralizer and then in an ammo-
niator-granulator. The other method consists of am-

moniation in a series of stirred reaction vessels, 


When the ammoniation is all carried out in the 
liquid phase, it must be carried out very carefully to 
prevent formation of apatite in a citrate-insoluble 
form. Four or more stages are required for best re-
sults. In TVA pilot-plant studies, four-stage ammo-
niation to a final pH of 4.5 resulted in products with 
a citrate solubility of 98% or more (14). The percent-
age distribution of ammonia to the first, second, 
third, and fourth stages was 57%, 26%, 13%, and 4%, 
respectively. In the PEC multistage ammoniation pro-
cess, a small amount of magnesium sulfate is added 
which acts as a stabilizer to prevent formation of 
citrate-insoluble compounds. 

In the TVA process, about 85% of the ammonia 
was added in the preneutralizer (pH 1.8) (10). The 
temperature reached the boiling point (about 150'C), 
and about half of the water was evaporated. A large 
volume of freeboard space above the liquid level was 
required to control foaming. 

In most other nitrophosphate processes, the heat 
of ammoniation is utilized to evaporate water as in the 
TVA process. However, in one version of the PEC 
process, the slurry is cooled during ammoniation, and 
this prevents evaporation, 

Finishing Processes 

The final slurry after ammoniation is granulated, 
with or without addition of potash salts, by a variety 
of methods including granulation in a pugmill or 
blunger and granulation and drying in a Spherodizer;
ammoniation and granulation in a rotary drum; and 
evaporation to a melt followed by prilling. These 
granulation methods will be described in detailmore 

XIX. In nitrophosphate processes involving calcium 
removal, the slurry often has a high water content 
due to introduction of wash water. In this case some 
(or all) of the water may be evaporated in steam
heated evaporators before granulation. 

Some Other Nitrophosphate Processes 

A process known as the "carbonitric process" has 
been used on a commercial scale but is not known to 
be in use now. It consists of four steps: 

1. 	 Dissolving phosphate rock in nitric acid. 
2. 	 Ammoniating the solution from the first step to 

precipitate essentially all of the P 20 5 as dicalcium 
phosphate, leaving the remainder of the calcium 
in solution as calcium nitrate. 

3. 	 Adding ammonia and carbon dioxide to convert 
the calcium nitrate to ammonium nitrate and cal
cium carbonate. 

4. 	 Granulating and drying. 

The final product consists of a mixture of dicalcium 
phosphate, ammonium nitrate, and calcium carbonate. 
The grade is about 16-14-0. None of the isP2 0 5 
water soluble, but nearly all of it is citrate soluble. 
The product is not popular because of its relatively
low analysis and generally poor agronomic results. 

A proposed variation of the carbonitric process 
was studied by TVA experimentally. In this study
the slurry from the second step was filtered to pro
duce dicalcium phosphate as a separate product, and 
the 	remaining solution was treated as in the third step 
to separate ammonium nitrate solution from calcium 
carbonate. 

In a proposed variation o^ the Odda process, the 
calcium nitrate crystals were decomposed by heat to 
form calcium oxide and nitric acid which was recycled. 
One of the difficulties was that nitric acid recovery 
was 	incomplete because nitrogen oxides formed. 

As 	 indicated in equation 2, dissolution of phos
phate rock in nitric acid yields a solution containing
mainly phosphoric acid and calcium nitrate. Various 
studies have been made on the possibility of separat
ing 	 phosphoric acid by solvent extraction. At least 
two 	processes were developed experimentally that were 
apparently technically feasible. In a process de
veloped in Finland, the solvent was tertiary amyl
alcohol (15). Addition of ammonia produced an aque
ous 	 slurry containing ammonium phosphate and ammo
nium nitrate crystals in their saturated solution which 
was separated from the solvent. The product grade 
was 26-26-0. The solution remaining after solvent 
extraction contained essentially all of the calcium ni
trate; it was converted to ammonium nitrate according 
to equation 4. Although plans for a full-scale plant 
to use the process were announced, the plans appar
ently were cancelled. 

Some other processes have been developed that 
provide virtually complete separation of phosphoricacid from both calcium and nitrate, but none are 
known to have been used commercially. 

Nitrophosphate slurry fertilizers have been 
produced commercially and sold in the United States 
and perhaps in other countries. In this process, 
phosphate rock is dissolved in nitric acid, and the
solution is ammoniated to a pH of about 4. The re
sulting slurry containing dicalcium phosphate, calciumnitrate, and ammonium nitrate is sold without further 
processing. 

Economic Evaluation of Nitrophosphate Processes 

under granulation of compound fertilizers in chapter 2/7 Economic evaluation of nitrophosphate processes 
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is difficult and complex since it is necessary to select 
for comparison some alternative method for making
equivalent amounts of nitrogen and phosphate fertil-
izers. Sometimes nitrophosphate processes can be 
ruled out because they do not meet thle needs of the 
market area. Therefore, any economic evaluation must 
assume that certain preconditions exist in the market 
area that will validate an economic comparison. These 
preconditions are: 

1. 	 The ovnrall weight ratio of N:I'20 s in nitrophos-
phates and coproducts is about 2:1 (in calcium 
nitrate removal processes). Since the general 
trend in the world as a whole and in many indi-
vidual countries is toward this range, this pre
condition may often (but not always) be 
acceptable. 

2. 	The nitrogen content of both pioduct and co-product will be mainly in the form of ammonium 

nitrate (or otptionally calcium nitrate). There-
fore, a precondition is that this form of nitrogen 
must be acceptable. Ammonium nitrate is gener-
ally regarded to be fully as effective as other 
nitrogen fertilizers and sometimes preferable to 
urea, with the important exception of use on 
flooded rice. 

3. 	The range of N:1P2 0 
5 ratio in the compound fer-

tilizer is limited to approximately 0.75:1.0 up to 
about 3:1. This range must be suitable for the 
market aea. 


4 	 Some of the P2()5 will be in a water'-insoluble 
form (dicalcium phosphate). lowever, nitrophos-
phate processes are available that attain up to 
75% or 80% 1)2O, wl er solubility, and most agron
omists agree that s-. h products are suitable for 
all soils and crops. Lowe,' water solubility may
be acceptable for acid soils. 

Ewell has compared the calcium nitrate crystalli-
zation nitrophosphate process and the sulfate recycle 
process for making 28-14-0 fertilizer with production
of the same grade by the sulfur-sulfuric acid-phos
phoric acid-ammonium phosphate-ammonium nitrate 
route (16). His conclusions were that capital invest
ment costs were about equal, and production costs
 
would be lower for' the nitrophosphate route when 

sulfur costs were about $10/ton or more. 


Slack, et al. , compared the cost of producing
20-20-0 nitrophosphate with other NP products in 1967; 
in the Odda process, byproduct ammonium nitrate in 

solution form was credited 
 at the estimated cost of 
production directly from nitric acid and ammonia (17). 
The cost of sulfur was assumed to be $26/short ton 

($28.67/mt) delivered. The results of the compar'ison 

are tabulated below. 
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The authors noted that the Odda process showed 

a clear advantage in price per unit of plant nutrient 

at the factory, but the urea-ammonium phosphate
might have the lowest delivered cost, depending on 
cost of transportation and price of sulfur. 

llignett compared production of nitrophosphate 
having a high P2 0 5 water solubility by the Odda 
process with production of an equivalent amount of N 
and P2 0 5 as I)AP and urea under the following 
conditions (18): 

Nitrophosphate TSP + Urea 

Product grade 	 23-23-0 
 18-46-0 
Product capacity, tpd 1,000 500 

gradeCoproductCoproduct capacity, tpd 26-0-0 (CAN) 46-0-0 (Urea)
950 
 841

Total N production, tpd 477 477 
Total P205 production, tpd 230 230
 
Cost of ammonia, S/ton 200 200
 
Cost 	of sulfur, S/ton -

The estimated plant costs based on early 1975 
data for a U.S. location follow: 
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It 	 should be noted that in each case it wasassumed that the production units were part of a
complex containing an ammonia plant and various 
auxiliary and offsite facilities: therefore, the total 
cost of the complex would be much higher than the 
totals shown above. Also, present (1978) costs woulI 
be higher because of inflation. Therefore, the 
difference in capital cost might he a relatively small 
percentage of the total. 

By using the estimates and estimating procedures 
given in other chapters of this manual and by adding
21"0 to the estimated cost of Ih, nitrophospihat.e units 
to update them from 1975 to 1978, the following
estimated investment costs for a developed country 
location are obtained: 

Sulfuric Acid Route 

Cost, $ 
Item _ Mill ion 

Sulfuric acid, 656 tpd (112S04) 6.7 
Phosphoric acid, 230 tpd (P2 0 5 ) 9.2 
DAP, 500 tpd (18-46-0) 5.1 
Urea, 841 tpd (46-0-0) 17.0 

Total, battery limits 38.0 
Total plant (battery limits 
x 1.5) 57.0 

Storage facilities 3.8 

Total 
 60.8
 

Route (80% PrO Water Soluhiliy)
 

Cost, $Item 
 Million
 

Nitric acid, 1,000 tpd (llN0
3 ) 14.5 

Nltrophosphate, 1,000 tptd 
(23-23-0) 20.1 

CAN, 950 tpd (26-0-0) 

Total, battery limits 
 34.6
 
Total plant (battery limits
 

x 1,5) 51.9 
Storage facilities 5.8 

Total 
 57.7
 



Nitrophosphate Route (30.-40% P2 0S Water Solubility) 


Cost $ 

Item Milln. 


Nitric acid, 1,000 tpd INOa) 14,5 

___ Nitrophosphate, 1,150tpd--


(o20)_- ~ 16.0 
CAN, 715 tpd (26-0-0) 

Total, battery limits 30.5 

Total plant (battery limits 

x 1.5) 45.8


Storage facilities 	 5.6 

Total 	 51.4 


ls Thus, the nitrophosphate route requires slightly
less investment than the sulfuric acid route in the 
case of 80% P20 5 water solubility; for nitrophosphate
of 30%-40% water solubility, the required investment is 
considerably lower. However, when nitrophosphate of 
the lower water solubility is made, less CAN 
coproduct is produced. Thus, the total production ofplant nutrients is less, For this reason, the estimatefor facilities to produce the 30%-40% water-soluble 
product is not precisely comparable with the other 
two estimates. 

Under the conditions assumed in the 1975 esti-
mates, the production(bagged), with cost and the gate sale pricereturn on investment, were:20%20% nvestmtent,. 

~depending
$/ton 	of N + P20s 

Nitrophosphate Urea + 


+ CAN DAP 

* 	 Production cost 325 337 

Gate sale price 365 393
 

The results of this estimate, like the two pre
vious ones, show a small cost advantage for the nitro
phosphate process as compared with the sulfuric acid 
route, which may be offset by higher transportation 
costs due to lower concentration of, products, Hence,<factors other than cost are likely to be decisive, For 
instance, for countries that do not have sulfur or

* sulfuric acid, the saving in foreign exchange may be 
an important factor. Also, the sulfur supply has beensubject to recurrent shortages which have limited for-
tilizer production; this Is another factor that might
favor nitrophosphate processes in countries dependent 
on sulfur Imports, 

The mixed-acid (phosphonitric) process is particularly well suited for relatively small satellite 
plants, where either ammonia or phosphoric acid or 
both are imported, Davis, et al,, have discussed the 
economics of the mixed-ac-f -process in comparison
with an ammonium phosphate-nitrate process (10. A 
20-20-0 nitrophosphate product (60% water so u-ty)would have a cost advantage over. a 25-25-0 ammonium 
phosphate nitrate, per unit of plant nutrient, when
sulfur cost is more than about $3/ton, under condi-
tions assumed in the estimate, The advantage is in-
creased by using less phosphoric acid (lowering theP2 06 water solubility) or by increased price of sulfur, 

. Detailed estimates for specific conditions are 
necessary to guide a choice between alternative pro-
cesses, It may be pointed out that nitrophosphate

j!processes are especially popular in several European
countriec where the following conditions exist: 

1, 	 A large tonnage of fertilizer can be marketed in a small market area; therefore, high nutrient 

.
 

2, 	Ammonium nitrate is generally preferred as a
 
source of nitrogen,

3, 	 A high percentage of P205 water solubility Is not 
considered necessary.
 

4, 	 There are few or no indigenous raw materials for 
the production of sulfuric acid,

.fertiizers -'... are prefe'red to straight 
materials. 

-


TO assist those who may wish to make a rough
fea;!bility ,tudy, the following process requirements 
ft. the udda-type nitrophosphate process are sug
gested as typical for a scale of 230 tons of P2 05 perday. Two options are shown--the production of a 

- nitrophosphateor or of water(80% more) product higha product of lowerP20 6 water solubilitysolubility 
(30%-40%). The latter option is more economical 
(lower steam and electricity requirements) and would 
be preferable where high p205 water solubility is not
essential, The coproduct is shown as CAN (26-0-0),
but straight ammonium nitrate. could be produced
without extra cost, 

.. uir.t..er ton of Ntroho 

Phosphate rock (33% PO,), ton. 
Nitrir aeid (100 baois), Ions 

Am0nia, toilsrron dionld"', pns 


1 
Labor,-nrahonr e 

oElectricity, k.h .... 

Cool Ing water, tons 

Fuel oll, ki 


1jig CP 

o 
nd 	 .95ton of nd 0.75Ion o.1 

CAN (261N , CAN(261.0) 
0.719 
 0.624
 
1.069 0.838
 
0.280 
 0.14J
0.33 0.235 
0276 0.60
 
0.407 0.35

210 10
1o,.66 1,22 

79 
 68
 
7.3 
 1.3
 

a. s0o Pog.wateran phosphate rock(2-tu23lopuritle|]. a 222. -,nolublilty my be between 2l -r0d.nd 
b. 30. PIe waterbolublllty. 

r. Usually aa'l a 1 from an amnouna plant.
d. Byproductof proceon.
 
e. OPerating labor and supervision, 

V onre-tlronghbasis, 
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XVI Other Phosphate Fertilizers
 

Sngle Su perphosphate 

Single superphospihate (SSP), also called normal 

or ordinary superphosphate or acid phosphate, has 

been the principal phosphate fertilizer for more than 

a century and supplied over 60'L of the world's tihos -


phate as late as 1-55. Since then its relative impor
lance has declined steadily; ill 1975 it supplied only

20', of the fertilizer phosphate in the noncommunist 

world (data for sofl colmtnist countries are incomh
 
plhte). The decline in actual tonnage has been small,

but most of' the new facilities have been built to pro-

duct other, higher analysis ;irodlucts . F:or the world 

as a whole, including communist countris', TVA esti-

mated 1972 5"1' pirotduc~tion :it 7.87 million tons of 

l'(),, atbout .', of total P1r'J, 
 fertilizer lproduction, 
and projected irodu'tion of' 7.1 million tons in 1978 
Which would be about 2,fU of' the total phosphate fer-
tilizer production ( 1). Thus, SSI' is still an important 
plhoslihate fertilizer and is likely to remain evenso
though its relative importance will (le rease. 

The advantages of SSI' are: 

1. 	 The lr(cess , is !,imle, requiring little techno
logical skill and small capital investment.
 

2. 	 The economics of scale are minor, thus small 
plants call le economical 

3. 	 Since the proce'.,ss is not capitarl intensive, there 

is little advalntage in a high percentage utilization 

of capacity; In fact, many SS1 plant!, operate on 
;a planned seasoial ,chedule. 

,I. 	 The fertli er effectiveness, oif SS-;l i i tfn(ll(,s-

t'ined; in fact., it is a stanlard of comlparison 

for otil,( r ph ,,i,:te fertilizer., 


5. 	 SSI' supplies tw, codl;ry r'hruionsl, sulfur and 
calhilnii, 	 which are ioilii ,.i , rhoficiiit in the 

i()il. 

l)pite lt ,e ilpre+s!iwv advalltales, the lisadl-
vantage of low a ,alysi, 1,-20(tl'(),anid ('0nSCICtrIt 
high (list ibuliout'ost, hlvi catl.', declining ilitrest 
ill it, production ibecai the dllivired cost at the 
farli level i, uilially hilii' per unit of '2 (), than that 
of "11' or alliniadlitlin ihal , 

SS1' will otill to a lIgiial rlioi,' ill !,lvr al 
lion s t.i1c ;1!,i: 

.	 Wli.ro, tb hll) 1'2(n and ,,ililfllr artil r(ficivIil, S; P 
iray hr lil lirt ecoilliii cal way Io Ilir,t lh !, 
ti rls. Tlhiis is iriv;gr in li h of A iiali 
aird New Z/,;iland, p;rt!. ll, iteirpiai rf i dIti 
Slll(ts, inid Irazil It i', likely thit inoir lir-

lioli, wlirr ',uilfilr i, rlrfiirllit will Ir. ilnrItifhiril 

2. 	 In siill clliilirirs or i-.llolt. rIlgii l il e 

uhrriauil ist iiiriffr 'i(,it Io justify at, r( rrli iil 


mlr('i ir iriirlr t i rrfo iriiir iiugtrr litiirslihfigt 
ferl lllzer, iird wIhrl, tilor tliitii llIs ive.,o ,)(rli
.,11 ralii the rt lri,)ililir lirrlinun ouni, t siill-
i)lyIltg Ioral iils . 

ii 	 I 

3. 	 In many cases, SSP can he an attractive way to 
utilize byproduct sulfuric acid which cannot he 
used to produce more concentrated products be
cause the quality or quantity of the acid is un
suitable. Likewise, S51' can utilize deposits of 
phosphate rock that are too small to justify a 
more expensive plant. 

Suitability of Phosphah, Rocks 

Since the grade of thel rock determines the grade
of the product 5"1', a high-grade rock is desirable. 
leactivity is alo imlportant ; lnreactive rocks must be 
ground motn, finely. It is extre.mely difficult to pro
dluce SSI' from some igneous apatites. Iron and alu
minin cll)Ounds ('all tolerated Up to a point, 
although they (ecrease the PO0, water solbility. 
Silica has no adverse, effect ,hter than decrealste ill 
graide. Al increase in (,a():11205 ratio increases tlhe 

sulfuric acid (osumlit ion per ullit of t'2Or, anl de
creases lhe glrade. Iligh-chloridt rocks (u) to 0. 5o 
(1 and torhaps higher) vall te used without serious
disaValllre sirince corrosion is not a serious problem 
in XSI' prdiuction. 

(Clemistry of SSI,' 

The maill overall chemical reaction that occurs
 
when finely ground phosphate rock is mixed with sul
furic aicid in tlh( manufacture of s55] may be repre
"Wlted by the followingi eqlation.
 

Cr oI"2(1() ) 71lz,,(, I 31leo
 
(flirapalil') (sulfuric
 

ai'irl
 

(a( 111'4))*llA) "(':;iS) # 2111"
 

4 

4 
(,,l()lo (llill (calciilt (hy drofluoric 

I lirati 3 s,tilfate ) acid) 

It i!, gfuiirally agreed ti;it thIl riactiorn iroels 
Inl two stages': (1) the# uilftric avid reacts with part 
of the rock, forming|, tholp]ii acid and calcium strl
fatw ;nd, (!) It, lis;l)horic, acid firnijitl in, itie first 
slep rIacts wilh moreliIlitiati rock, forming orbono
rlium phrli(atr. Th two ir;iciolit, take pjlacr rill
urirritly, tbitl lt- first tae it, copllrltd raidly 

wiili- thior )irt iliialr, avrysloarwlrli ,t. stage fir 
%. k, 

Th'i caliii ll ilf;lt( i, iritiily 11 thr. moilihydrouis
fnroti. Thl, hiyrlrr i'li flioridlr irr(ts wilh ili'; ill 
li l rock n, i iart ,f it i-. oil;atilizt , risilally a', 

5114. irnuriliirl il;ry fr inafliilii'tr, ni' rithi.r 
ruiapridliii , itiii thn '. tiially or r i 

.flllo il i., volatill 'd 11lirl 1lur1st lol I rr(irvrl.ird i< ill-
Viurt itin 'l p I t.1,1111.(rir i r''rVrl. 'VYh ;rriclliii. 
as !,llliihl, fluoriiti. coll i1iil4i i f ,rnt.lrhh, lil Ilulor 
4)ftri iilt t,,ri rili liiinior I,. ldilpo.1-I if iii a Iilirl try

iirrrit'all.itiri it wilh lilif, or linlrtrrlit, 

i +"l(ritka .. lillo ih rll t' lt 'rf r*n ,ir ai i ulilv ltl 

rrir, ligr iir ilrlihrd , I , l lrhilg irirck. t liaireil fr tIh 



city of Kotka, Finland, where it was originally made. 
It has the advantages that little curni'g is needed, 
and the free acid content is low. Its effectiveness 
generally is equal to that of equivalent amounts of 
fully acidulated sulerphosphate plus raw phosl)hate 
rock applied separately. 

Table 1 shows the chemical composition of one 
sample of Kotka superphosphate and five typical sam-
piles of SStP. SSP usually contains 61-10'{, moisture; 
therefore, its grade can be increased by drying. 

TABLE 1. COMI'OSITION (IFSING LE SLtPERI'tIOSl'IIATES 

Water
Source of Hock Tota I Avd i able Solubl_. 

Florida 19.9 19.6 17.5 
Floridl, (graiuti r) 21. 5 20.1 17.4 
Nrrocc,, 	 19.8 - 18.8 
Moorot,, 21.4 20. 2 -
Ocean Isltid 22.8  20.8 
Mrorm to ad Ko t)h 

(Kotk.,)' 22.8 14.(, 14.5 

. Sui' th siliat lilus tti t on l llislih it -lock. 
h. 	 Alkal i-iii t ; iihle.it.itv i .

"'SirpIenti suLpip'IhoShArte'" his eiil produced 
in New "/.'ilxald by ilixing serpentine (;i iiiner;l ('on-
sisting of hydroii, niaginsiuin siliate) with ,S The'I' 
usual iilli'tion is nie part of sriepientine to four 

r
Parts, if si. The si-rltin( iinproves the physical 
proplerties f Sl by' re.acting with lhe free acid , and ,
it st ipplirsinatgiiirsiui to I crops. V irio us other ini n-
,rals or chriical conlpounis -oome times ire added to 

iinialr oSull y esliu li riicru, t i i'ints that may he 
neeed focally 

Plroilit,)In Methods 

The inaniif;ricturr of sili,.erthospate invorlves the 
fllowing thrVV (or fr'i) otrrei'iis. 

1. 	Finely ground lliiwhatr rock (901, 100(-mesh) is 

ilixirt with stfirh awid. Wilh irck rif 3-11 112O, 

coltient , ahblit 0 _58 kgr of sulfuiric acid ( 1i0I, 
bia,i,) is riliiri ll lir kilogram if rock. silfii' 
aciid i,a ailabtl Criiiirri-citllty ill ,incelitiatiollt', 

iraingil fo t I (( luiilly
is 1iluted8'-'," tiefoi', it i% illixldto 11,<(4 
with the r ,hk, the oflit- cone mixer,(ir Iii cami 
th Water ililiav lc adeilieil piiratilty to Ilre iixei 
Wile[) vort-ltilaitid iilfi-iicacid it, 
beat is I rvi-l-Atd , rill;ir ify l!,ltri ol 
hea';t ei ;ii ,I,,;i ll '0"C i,1hi' u t 

2. 	 hliifriiil Iiotiriat fiii Iti iriixir 
whire it S.1il ifi ti llijoitiri i ,i l ll i l 
cal ilrilr Th,, y'.tatt lii 

('1ainltit iiiir llit ll. ,it il .i'i !)-4 0 -thiis Ilillif'i I , %,tillo.-oilifwhal I1la*,li,, aili, 0%1if',rleiill~l'i';llililat'i , unitl it'. 

hillutI , nirich 
the- aili ill 
i 

i. t i a itnfv 
uio'iIirts fiorirtol1I 

or itiolnr , 

I. 

h it At 


3 Tilt u c t iirig 14ii 

veyei. t, ,,lig,' l i. fi fir l iiii'uit, 0 whi h 
r(iq it v'. -t wiork', , oib-litiiiiii, ;,,: lit rintrirr 
andil iri, tr tii ,frii,. h. Iii w irilittiii, anit Ii, 
rldilitiri., ,f Inialiifitirl, n rg. i, . thril'l-irtilnd 

I-ilitlo ll, 

fliltrlire . alril iini 


111 liiI ' IVlli' i 
itcritlio. T ei.tiit iIrltui ct. ri.,illi,., 

ifiliillV,if the 

lTh' 11tuiliiillrt 

ii itrttii Th'l i' acin ,five 
rlitir,,ik r'tite lt ut i se,.. 

d ii', ar i( i'cral,11.ii1ii% 
.' 1 it r vriI iIIin to of itT , 1ti l i tl, 1 it d t. r ,r 


oiiriiiuir-iiilt,i 	eii lr-iilll I pe 
,
ilt Ii hI4,i1g11i ititi ml 

/ 

inclined screen of about 6-mesh size. The mate
rial that fails to pass the screen is returned to 
the mill for further grinding. 

,1. If granular superphosphate is desired, the prod
uct is granulated either befeie or after it iscured. Granulation tIefore curing has the advan
tage that less water or steam is required. After 
granulation, tht: product is dried in a fuel-fired 
dryer and screened; the fines are returned to 
the granuilation unit. 

Com psition , °/b Wei ht 

Free 
Acidl 111O Cat) SO R20' F 

2.4 5.9 27.1 28.4 1.3 
0.6 1.1 30.5 30.7 2.3 1.6 
2.0 8.4 	 - 
1.7 9.8 
4.6 10.6 

1.3 8.9 ---

For many years SSP was piroluceI only by batch
mixing methods; however, most modern plants use 
continuous mixing and denning processes. There is 
a wide variety of both batch and continuous mixers 
and dens; nlo alleillI will be mlide to diescrili them 
all. Mir' d(tail mary to round in thl book, Suprer
ph s ph alte Is Hist ry , h, ilis v and M an f acur e 
(2). 

( 

(ne pMiutar iilih .ytAlii is,shown in figure I 
Tit' r'ock ;cid weigiel aiil ihargr!d into aand aire ind 
pan nixer which may h;ivi callaci! of 1-2 lolls per 
batch. After mixing about 2 niniil.s ,,lhe fluid mix is 
discharged into i box ile.l, which may hoh 10-1l tons. 
Wlien till'. lie is filled, oile side'i., rell vil and the 
den is advaincel :,ltowly oill a trwk Io ;i;Ii'ilhariicrl 
citrrll which tav., thiltclr', i ,I !llpibhslihat'e 
from thi't 
l'vatw. 

With 

:t-iiiirikiti 
a 11-loni 
lavc lus1 
ithili i, 

lock aid dilhai;ig,, tii )ii :, onveyor it, 

alitiiltel- wtiihili ; ;iot1 pall ,li,charg ., i 
iiiixir u rf, wit, amixer, 
,,.iiran lot. filled ill I holl i Ilants 
il , thathi l till(,i,,t01i1i . fittl itd thiletit 

liviig, irrptiil, this givfs ar p m clliioln iate 
of .11 flit 

F iil '2 ,li's, a flow ,tiaigaill,if I Illili(if c lifililltli,dff-li; 	 lyapefiht'Iti4;oifiv~l,dv'i I,.;i we'lll-knowni 

lroiit ei riii. 
i idtll,'Iir'

d i',hil li ir 

ilrii i m ht.e liofitfiil . Ilixii ,wt!,ik owin, 
ix1i li a o)," ii , a . oi iixeriir Iti,iil lil,Ini ei lrt 'i la ini rlliillilich i ,iii i iiA ;iil,.r 1 i4i 1 1liiit1 1 0 

allt r ml tie ,ll l ty viiriig ll . ',liriio 
i-'i i''VyiI Th .l ii~ i ,fo dina'I i,,. it'., "lhldfim'l~rlvi if i ,. itlll 

I I' i lih il ,iiltl ih'.li.il , 

1 lito i' 

if lilt-ti1te'~l fur i"liak-k 

'l'ii l mit ti ,iiif ;iliii f;'I , if i, ;uilrlr, 
Itii,, i ,oii l t iiilil i iliil i.l'fi kI f grirtl l ilt,.
lha ,tirio k ((1', ,l() , TOO I:, ,if ,,iilfirri ritd (91:11, 
Jlt 4 ), 10) kg, if tri Iht' Iiaitli,1 i i'tr'. 
i,,,ii'.il, ii , heial Atploxilintrl 1I.I-1tI,(if il, wi-ight 
if II' tigi il .irirtsi (wai' v tll'rand vililt l .I, I", foo 

14L 

I lith - l illir i 111 1 11141 i iti 
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Figure 1. Batch Manufacture of Single Superphosphate. 
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________ 

laborers, and a part-tine supervisor per 8-hour shift The production cost,would be required $38,04/ton' of SSP (20%'to operate the plant. isP2 00) equivalent to about $190/ton of whichP2 0 5may be compared with $200-$213 for TSP, estimated inBy applying prevailing unit costs, a rough ap- chapter XIV by similar methods and unit costs, Thisproximation of the direct cost of producing superphos- small advantage would be more than offset by the costphate in a specific location :can be obtained. The " of bagging, transportation, and storage. If theseoperating requirements per _tjn -of-superphosphate,- -costs-amounted-to-only_$20/ton-;they -wouldacdd-$100/ 
--- 7-7 arF--1ton Of P205 to SSP as compared with $43.50 for TSP,Phosphate rock, ton 
 0.626 Thus,, it may be concluded that large-scalepro-Sulfuric acid, (93% H2S04 ), ton 0,390 duction and distribution of SSP is seldom economical

Water, ton 
 0.1 
,' Electricity, kWh 3 a in comparison, with TSP or DAP, unless there areOperating labor, man-hour 0.15 special circumstances such as an agronomic require-'Supervision, man-hour 
 0.017 meat for sulfur which would render the SSP more 

valuable 
Sa. Does not include grinding, which requires O t o h , t s7-25 k~h/ton of rockrock depending on rock hardness laOn the other hand, small SSP plants to serve


and desired fineness, 

ad d e fraw small local 'markets can be economical where suitable

materials are available, and the alternative ofThe capital cost for SSP production will vary importing more concentrated materials is very expen
widely, While the process equipment itself is relative- sive. 
ly inexpensive, a self-sufficient plant including sul
furic acid production, phosphate rock grinding, stor
age curing, and granulation could be as expensive as
 
a plant for making concentrated fertilizers (TSP or Enriched Superphosphate
DAP):for an equal P2Or, output. However, SSP plantsoften use byproduct sulfuric acid derived from a plant "Enriched" superphosphate is essentially a mix
that is not a part of the SSP plant, Also, smallSSP ture of SSP and TSP usually madeby acidulation ofplants may purchase sulfuric acid from a larger plant phosphate rock .with a mixture of sulfuric and phosthat supplies several customers. phoric acids. Theoretically, any grade between SSP 

When several SSP plants are planned or in us and TSP can be produced, but the usual range isthe phosphate rock may be ground at the mine or 25%-35% P20 5 1 Processes and equipment are about the 
a port and shipped to individual plants to take advan- same as for SSP (4).
tage of economies of scale in grinding. When in-plant Enriched superphosphate may be a useful prodrock grinding, facilities are necessary, the cost de- uct for application In sulfur-deficient areas where SSPpends on the initial size and hardness of the rock, would supply more sulfur than necessary. One ad-

Storage curing costs will depend in part on the vantage is that mixed acid of the proper concentration 
extentorgo fluringemissii cot n rl d i ir can by mixing concentrated sulfurice u e d t r e be obtaineds i(93% or 98% H2 SO4 ) with dilute acidphosphoric acid (30% 

Whether the SSP should be granulated depends P 20), thereby avoiding the need for concentrating 
on local preference. In some countries nongranular the latter,
 
SSP is acceptable. Also, in many cases the SSP will

be used as an ingredient for producing granular com
pound fertilizer,
 

When granular SSP is desired, the ex-den gran- Basic Slag

ulation system described in chapter XIV is suitable,
 
According to Sinte Maartinsdijk, the recycle ratio in B

this plant was 0,63:1,0chapter (3. Referring to figure 14, Basic slag, also calledXIVhithe batterpnlimits -cost of a pata fo Thomas slag, is a byproduc of the steel industry. Iron made from high-phos
granulating 800 tpd would be about, $3.2 million, In phorus ore is converted to steel in a Thomas converteraccordance with , table 2, chapter XIV, the battery- by oxidation In contact with a basic (high CaO) slag,limits cost of the plant, not including sulfuric acid The usual range of P2 0 content in slag that is usedproduction facilities or final product storage, would for phosphate fertilization Is 10%-20%. Sometimesbe: phosphate rock is deliberately added to the blast fur

nace charge to increase the phosphorus content of the 
Item 

Cost, iron and thereby increase the P20 5 content of theU.S. $ lillion slag,
 

Phosphate rock grinding 
 1.0 Basic open-hearth slag also may contain P205 UP
Acidulation 
 0,8 to l0%-12%, and it is used in agriculture in someOranulation 
 3.2 countries, both for liming and phosphorus supply, ' 
Storagecuring 
 1.2


Total 
' Since most of the high-phosphorus iron ores oc

________cur in western Europe, most of the basic slag is pro

to•ganulriSP duced and used there. A typical range of compositionuireent . .. for high-grade basic sl..ag is: 
Typical process requirements for granular SSP 

(800 tpd) and illustrative costs are: ',s i b Weight
: •: : ~ Co:: Composition, %byW/eight : 

Reqi -Jton t ~ .i PRO. Bfl0rl.h CaO lMnO .A1x20.1. tis F 
.Pt.htitroc ?C1


slfuric 
r3 0,626to 'J is ' 15-20 4-6 42-50 3-6 0.5-2,5 2-4 9-13id(n o 4) 0,o30ton 2,90 .0,88
 

Labor ' 0,208owli*bour '15:4.g 3.20
 
N t62 ktal 008 so5
 

'iis-oao Cep:selqel"eis15 k" ed .1A II4,R The P206 in basic Is mainly present astoot. calcium slagslcophosphates--sfllcocarnotite' (6CaO'P1
206'
 
_ _ S 1 2) and nagelschmlitite (7CaOeP2O,.2S102)- Small 

fte ird 6 amounts may be added to sgs tob .er'elaid s~dahf overhead trol, of flUorspar (CaF2)
t. hhtee~agter-to 1,3 +26,0s PY, decrease their viscosity during the steel-reffi ng pro-. 



cess. Such slags contain fluorapatite and are likely 
to be less suitable for fertilizer use. 

The Wagner test, which measures the solubility 
of P2 05 in 2% citric acid, is widely accepted for eval
uating the suitability of basic slag for fertilizer use. 
P2 0 5 solubility in this reagent ranges from 85% to 98% 
for English basic slags (5). 

The consumption of agricultural-grade basic slag 
was equivalent 1.2 million tons into of P2 0 5 1973 and 

varied only slightly from this level for many years. 

However, the available supply recently has decreased 

because of changes in steel-making processes and 

importation of low-phosphorus iron ore. In 1977 world 

production was about 572,000 tons of less than
P2 0 5 , 

half of the 1960-65 average (6). Further decreases 

were forecast in the 1978-81 period.
 

The slag is regarded as a good phosphate fertil-

izer on acid soils and is also valued for its timing

effect and for micronutrient content. It is usually

applied 
 in a finely ground state although granulation

with potash has been practiced to some extent, 


Potassium Phosphates 

Potassium phosphates are excellent fertilizers,
 
and their very high analysis is an advantage that has

stimulated much research in an effort to find an eco-

nomical production process. However, no process has
 
been developed that is economical enough to result in

widespread production; therefore, present use is 

limited to special purposes for which the high cost 

can be justified. 


At present, most of the potassium phosphates
used in fertilizers are produced from potassium hy
droxide or carbonate and phosphoric acid and are used

in liquids for foliar application or other specialty uses. 


Some of the potassium phosphates are: 


Approx.
Grade 

Monopotass ium phosphate 0-52-35
KI2P04 

Dipotassium phosphate KIIP04 0-40-54 
Tetrapotassium 


pyrophossphate 
 K4P,0 0-3-57 


In addition, a potassium polyphosphate solution 

of 0-26-27 grade has been produced from superphos-
phoric acid and potassium hydroxide; it contains a 
mixture of ortho, pyro, and higher polyphosphates. 

TVA, SAI, and others have produced potassium
metaphosphate in pilot plants by high-temperature re-
action of KCI and phosphoric acid. The pure mate
rial, KI1O 3 , has a grade of about 0-60-40 and, thus, 

a 100% nutrient content (on an oxide basis).
 

In a recently developed process originated jointly
by Goulding (Ireland) and l'ennzoil (United States),
potassium chloride is treated with concentrated sulfuric 
acid to produce potassium bisulfate (7, 8): 

KCI + 112SO4 - KIIS0 4 + tICI 

The hydrogen chloride is recovered as a dry gas
and can be used for certain oxychlorination reactions 
or other industrial purposes for which elemental chlo-
rine is now used. The potassium bisulfate is used, 

,2-1 

with more sulfuric acid, to make monopotassium phos
phate and phosphoric acid. A simplified equation, 
representing phosphate rock as tricalcium phosphate, 
is:
 

KHSO 4 + 2112S04 + Ca 3 (PO4 ) 2 + 6H 20 -* 

3CaSO4-2H2 0 + KH 2 PO 4 + HaP0 4 

After removal of the gypsum by filtration, the 
mixture of phosphoric acid and monopotassium phos
phate can be ammoniated to produce a chloride-free 
NPK fertilizer such as 8-48-16, or monopotassium 
phosphate can be separated from the phosphoric acid 
by precipitation in methanol solution and marketed 
separately. If desired, the monopotassium phosphate 
can be converted to a pyro- or polyphosphate by 
pyrolysis. 

The process is being carried out by Pennzoil on 
a small commercial scale in a plant in California. The 
obvious advantage of the process is tht, recovery of 
HCI in a useful form. Another advantage is that a 
standard wet-process phosphoric acid plant can be 
adapted with a minor change. Numerous other pro
cesses for making potassium phosphate from KCI have 
been proposed, patented, or developed on commera 
cial scale, but are to be innone known commercial 
use for fertilizer purposes. 

Bone Meal 

A relatively small amount of bone meal is used as 
fertilizer mainly by home gardeners. It is much too 
expensive for farm use. Most of the bone meal is 
marketed for use ii, animal feeds. 

Fused Calcium Magnesium Phosphate 

In a process developed by TVA, a mixture of 
phosphatesilicate) is rock in olivine or serpentinefusedand an electric furnace (magnesium(9). The 

molten product is quenched with water and used in a 
finely divided state as a fertilizer. The product, acalcium magnesium phosphate (CMI') glass, containsabout 20% PNOS and 15% MgO. Over' 90% of the product 

is soluble in citric acid. 
CMP is produced in several plants in Japan where 

the annual production is about 500,000 tons. It is
also produced in Korea,and South Africa. Taiwan, China, Brazil,
tither electric or fuel-fired fur
naces are used.
 

The theoretical compositions of some magnesium

containing minerals that can be used to produce CM
 
are:
 

Olivine (Mg,Fe) 2 SiO 4 

Serpentine Mg:,ll 4 Si 2 () 9 
Garnierite (MgNi)H 2 i0 4 

Magnesite MgCO3 

The minerals are variable in composition; iron,
nickel, and sometimes manganese may substitute for 
magnesium. A sample of ,Japanese serpentine contained 
38% MgO, 38% Si0 2, 8% Fe 2 Oa, and 14% ignition loss 
(10). Magnesium oxide, obtained by calcining mag
nesite or extracting it from sea water, can be used in
the process; in this -;Iste,silica must be added in 
sufficient quantity to give about 20%-30% inSi0 2 the
product.. luang reported that ratios of serpentine to 
phosphate rock in the range of 6:10 to 8:10 gave the 
highest P205 solubility in citric acid, using phosphate
rock from Christmas Island (39% '20,) or Lao Kay 
(" P 2 ) (--10). Moulton reported using ratios of(33% 



olivine to phosphate rock of 1:2 with Montana phos-
phate rock (30%-32% P2 ) (11) Wadthall and Bridger 
recommended a ratio of olivine to phosphate rock of0.46:1.00 using Tennessee phosphate rock (339. 1'2.) 
and North Carolina olivine (,l5,NgO and '14% SiO.,) 
(9). About 30,, ot the fluorine was volatilized, butthe product P 2 0!, solubility was not related to its 
fluorine content. In tests in which magnesia and 
silica were supplied separately, it was found that 
0.24 kg of MgO and 0.25 kg of Si0 2 /kg of phosphate
rock gave product P.0t, solubility of 96% (in citra ted
ammonium nitrate solution). Also, 0.28 kg of Mg0
and 0.21 kg of Siui gave essentially complete 
solubility. 

In ,lapan, CM't is produced in electric-arc fur
naces of the type used for the manufacture of calcium
carbide. The furnace charge is prepared by crushing 
and mixing phosphate rock and serpentine or olivine. 
About 850 kWh/ton of product is required for thefusion process. It is essential to quench the molten 
material rapidly, and this is usually ;.com)lished in a 
trough provided with high-velocity jets of water. 
Approximately 10 tons of quench water, which may be 
recycled, is required per ton of product. '['he 
quenched material is allowed to drain and is then
dried and ground. The specified fineness is at least
70% through a 100-mesh screen. 

Ando reported tests in which charges of garaier-
ite, phosphate rock, gypsum, and coke were fused in 
a blast furnace or electric furnace to produce I' 
and nickel matte, a mixture of sulfides of nickel and 
iron containing 20(-25 Ni, 60%,-66% Fe,, 

and 11%-I S 
(12). The nickel matte was processed further to re-
cover the nickel. The coke reduced the gypsum and 
the iron and nickel oxides to form the sulfides. When 
the process was carried out in the blast furnace, 
combustion of additional coke supplied the necessary 
heat for the fusion process. 

A blast-furnace process is inused China also 
to produce CMI' with separate recovery of iron and 
nickel. 

Greenhouse tests made by the U.S. Departmentof Agriculture showed that the product is, on the 
average, more effective than superphosphate when 
used on acid soils. Field tests in Japan have given
favorable results on many different crops and soils. 
The product has a liming value equivalnt to 0.5-0.7 
ton of calcium carbonate per ton of material. 'lhemagnesium oxide content is available to growing 
plants. In some situations, the soil-soluble silica may 
be an advantage. 

Defluol'inated Phosphl~ate. Roc)k-

There is a substantial produclion of defluorinated 

phosphate rock for fertilizer usage in Japan (aboul 

100,000 tpy). Ground, high-grade rock is mixed with 

small proportions of sodium carbonate or sulfate and 

wet-process acid. The mixture 
 is calcined at a temperature of 1350"C'in an oil-fired rotary kiln 45.0 m 
in length and 2.7 m in diameter. '['e product con-
tains 38-21 120 r of which over 90, is soluble in 2%,
citric acid by the method used in Japan to evaluate 
this product About 85%-90, is soluble in neutral armi-
monium citrate solution. Substantially all of thefluorine is driven off'. Sodium bifluoride (NaIIF 2 ) is 
recovered as a bylrr'o(hll. A similar product is made 
in the United States, but it is mainly used for animal-
feed supplement. 'Ihe principal phosphate tcompound 

in the product is tricahcium phosphate. 

Requirements per ton of product containing
41 %-42%total [)205 are: 

Phosphate rock (37% '2(), kg 900

Wet' process ac(id, kg (as P'2)0 95 

Sodium carhonate, kg 120 
fleavy fuel oil, liters 
 200
 

The product is said to be an effective fertilizer 
when applied in finely ground form on acid soils. 

TVA has studied defluorination of lower grade
phosphate rock through fusion processes. Ten pilot
plants and two demons t rat ion- scale llants were built 
and operated. The more successful plant operated for 
10 years (19,15-55) and produced about 170,000 tons
of product containing 28%, tt)r, from low-grade Ten
nessee rock. The results of the studies have been 
published ( 13). 

Rhenania IPhosphate 

henania lhosphate is another thermally pro
duced phosphate fertilizer. It is made tby calcining a 
mixture of phosphate rock, sodium carbonate, and 
silica in a rotary kiln at 1250"C (1,). Enough sodium 
carbonate is used to form the comPoulrid ta Na04 and 
enough silica to form t;a2 Sio), with the excess calcium.
Typical charge pro'portions are one part of sodium
carbonate to th ree parts of phosphate rock, plus 
enough silica to raise the SiO,2 content of the product 
to about lt',.k The iroducI Containst28 -301, P205 
which is nearly Allsoluble in neutral or alkaline ame
monium citrate solution even tboLgh much Of the 
fluorine remains in the proluct. It is applied to the 
soil in pulver'ize(l form or granulated in small granules
with polash salts. Some grades are piroduced contain
ing magnesium or horon which are olded during gran
ulation as kieserite or borax, respectively. A sub
stantial quantity is produtced in E.uropean countries, 
particularly West t;ermany. 

A somewhat similar prodtt , Roethling phosphate, 
uses a iotla slag that is a byproduct from the steel 
industry as the soturce of sodium. Also, the naturally 
occu rring minerals, trona (sodium ses(Iuicarlbonate) or 
nalron (sodium carbonate), may be used. 

Experiments have shown that a similar product 
can be made by sintering potassium carbonate with 
phosphate rock and silica to give a product grade of 
0-25-25. The phosphate compound in this product is 
presumed to be CaKPlt),. 

The overall reaction in producing Ithenania phos
phate is assumed to be: 

Cali: 2 (['()4), + 'Na 2C( 1 i 28i0 2 

6CaNal)) 4 f 2CazSi0 4 f 2NaF f 'ICO 2
Any grade of phosphate rock can te used, but 

since the grade of the product is determined by the 
grade of the rock, a high grade is preferre. 

Estimated requirements, using an igneous apatitc, 
e
 

are: 

eq i rem'n 
per tori o 

)-29-0 
-ro29-0
 

-....... .. 

Phoslhate rock, Na2OC38.0 % , 1.49 tons 
Soda ash I00% Na2 COa 
Sand, 97% Si0 2 

0.289 
0.077 

tons 
tons 

Electricity 36 kWh 
Steam 
Fuel oil 

I0 kg 
66 kg 

'l'he )roduct,.I' 4 been reported to be substan
tially more effective than superphosphate on several 

http:0.46:1.00


acid tropical soils in Costa Rica, Liberia. Congo,
Zaire, Ghana, and Malawi perhaps because of its 
alkalinity and resistance to fixation by the soil (15).
In some crops or soils the sodium or soil-soluble silica 
may be beneficial. 

Calcium Metphoslhate 

For several years TVA produced calcium meta-
phosphate, Ca(PO, )2, in a demonstration-scale plant.
The process consisted of burning elemental phosphorusand reacting the resulting l'0s vapor with phosphate 
rock. The molten product was tapped out of the furnace and solidified on a water-cooled steel drum (16).
The resulting vitreous flakes cooledwere further and 
crushed to pass a lOi-mesh screen (about 1.6 mam). 

Development of a process, for production cal-of 

cium metaphosphate involved three 
 pilot plants and 
three demonstration-scale plants, as well as a consid
oral) e amount of labtor;torv- and) bench-sscaL work 
(17). The third demonstration-scale plant was tech
nically successful and operated about 16 years, start
ing in 19419. A total of nearly I million tons was pro-
duced , includinT relatively small amounts from the 
first and second demonstrat ion-scale plants. The pro-
cess was eConomically competitive 'lSI' whenwith both 
tproducts were based on elemental phosphorus made byelect r'ie pr'oc ss.- fu rn Ice 

Pure 	 calcium metaphosphate contains 71.71, P 0 5; 
the T\VA iroduct contained about 65 ,, PO , Lecause of 

imljurities in the rock. The material was not water 

solule
forming but hydrolyzedcompoundsslowly water moist soil,wa tt'-soluble in (18) . orAbout 98%, or 

foreming he 
 .2) 	was soluble in -neutral ammonium
moreth 

cit rat. 

The main disadvantage ,)f the process was its 

dependence on elemental phosphorus which has become 

too 	 expensive for fertilizer use in most situations.Also its agronomic effect de ends on the rate of hy-

drolysis in the soil which may 
 be 	 too slow for short-sea on cro s.Concentrated 


cros. 


Calcium metaphosphale glass may also be Ir'oduced by heating '[SI' to fusion; crystalline struc-

tures , which are not 	 citrate soluble, are formed atlower' 	 tempieratures o 

.icaleiu I l phate 


Dicalcium phosphate is a common constituent of 

nitrophosphate 
 fertilizers and of compound fertilizers 
formed by ammoniation of superphosphates. There is a relatively small but substantial production of straight
dicalcium phosphate in Europe which is based on utili-
zation of byproduct hydrochloric acid. The process
consists of dissolving phosphate rock in hydrochloric
ani] and then precipitating dicalcium phosphate by 
stepwise addition of limestone and slaked lime. 'lheproduct is recovered by filtration and washing, and 
the remaining solution of calcium chloride may be 
utilized or discarded. 

Various other methods for producing dicalciumphosphate are know,,. but none are known to be used 
commercially for fe, izer production. Direct neutral-

ization of pure or defluorinated phosphoric acid with 
lime or limestone is used to produce feed- or foodgrade dicalcium phosphate. 

__gnesu_. Ihosphat s 

Monomagnesium, dimagnesium, 
and 	trimagnesium
2./7
 

phosphates are known to be effective fertilizers, but 
there is no known commercial production of these 
materials for fertilizer use. No doubt small percent
ages of these compounds are formed in processing
phosphate rock containing magnesium. 

A process has been developed by Israel Mining
Industries (IMI) on a pilot-plant scale in which impurecarnallite is heated to 00C with phosphate ro.:k (19). 
The presumed reaction is: 

CaoF.,(10.4),; + I(CI MgCl2 61120 + 
(phosphate rock) (carnallite) 

O

319gPO.)v + Mgl"2 + 10CaCI2 + IOKCI + 601120 

The reaction product is leached with water to
wash out the calcium and potassium chlorides, and the
remaining solid consisting mainly of trimagnesium 
phosphate is (tried for fertilizer use. Potassium 
chloride can be recovered from the leach liquor. 
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XVII Some Factors Influencing Choice 

of Phosphate Fertilizers 

Phosphate fertilizers described in previous chap-
te,'s cover a wide range of solubilities in water andsoil. In contrast, all popular nitrogen and potassium
fertilizers are water soluble. Also, the most popular
phosphate fertilizers contain other primary or second-nutrients--nitrogen (ammonium phosphates andnitrophosphates). calcium, magnesium, and/or sulfur,
Selection of a phosphate fertilizer is therefore rela-
tivelv complex. 

The first stp in the selection process should be an accurate estimate of present an-!future r'e(uire-
ments of' the country, province, or region involved,
For the reasons mentioned above, the estimate should 
include nitrogen and secondary nutrient requirements 
as well as phosphorus. 

The next step should lie an assessment of the 
types of soils, crops, and climate to determine what
kind of l)hosphate fertilizer is acceptable. Water-
soluble tphosphate Gertilizers are usually satisfactory,
but insoluble or partially soluble products are often 
equally effective and cheaper. In general, phosphate
that has a high percentage of its phosl)horus in awater-soluble form is needed on high-pli soils. As an
exception calcined aluminum phosphate ore is satisfac-
tory on some high-pIt soils. On acid soils, on theother hand, water solubility is much less important,
and even completely water-insoluble products may he 
suitable. 

The acceptability and advantages of compound
fertilizers, including the most useful N:P 20 5 ratios,
need to be evaluated. Where compound fertilizers areacceptable, fertilizers based on ammonium l)hos)hate 
or aitrophosphate may be the most economical source. 

The need for secondary elements should enter
into consideration; where sulfur is needed, single or
enriched superphosphate or ammonium phosphate-
sulfate may be preferred. A need for calcium sug-gests that ground rock, basic slag, or Rhenania
phosphate could be considered. Of course, the best way to supply secondary elements may not be in com-
bination with phosphate fertilizer, but the possibility 
should be considered. 

Concurrently with an assessment of rertilizer 

needs, there should be an assessment of the country's
resources to produce phosphate fertilizers. Phosphate

rock is a key resource, but the mere presence of a

known phosphate deposit does not automatically ensure

that it can be profitably converted to fertilizer.

Phosphate rock deposits vary widely in their ame-
nability to profitable mining and beneficiation and in
their adaptability to various fertilizer processes.
Other resources thait may be considered are materials
for producing sulfuric acid, possible byproduct sul-
furic or hydrochloric acid, and energy sources and raw materials for thermal processes including sodium
minerals for Rhenania phosphate and magnesium sili-cate minerals for fused calcium magnesium phosphate. 

If a country has neither phosphate rock nor the
materials needed to treat it, the question becomes 

what hould be imported- -basic raw materials, inter
mediates, or finished products. The answer willdepenc on several factors which are discussed in
other chapters. Importation of phosphate rock for 
grinding and direct application will likely be thelowest cost solution in both capital and operatingcosts. However, ground rock is not a satisfactory
source of phosphorus for some soils and crops, thus
agronomaic tests aire needed to determine its useful
ness. Importation of intermediates (phosphoricnongranular acid orMAP) for further processing may beattractive when the demand is sufficient to support an
economical scale of operation. Nitrophosphates may
be considered when the products are suitable for 
agricultural needs 

When there are indigenous sources of phosphate
rock, its use for direct application or for conversion 
to phosphate fertilizer may be considered. The choice'
is likely to depend on the character of the rock, theestimated market demand, distribution costs, and 
agricultural needs. 

When indigenous resources include either phos
phate rock of satisfactory quality and cost, byproduct
sulfuric acid, or low-cost sulfur, production of phosphate fertilizer for export as well as domestic use can 
be considered. 

It is evident that the problem of how to supplythe phosphate fertilizer needs of any country or region at least cost is a complex one that requires much
study. It is hoped that the information supplied inthe preceding chapters, XII through XVI, will be
helpful in solving this problem. 

In the previous chapters, the productions ofsulfuric acid, phosphoric acid, and final product
(TSP, DAP, or MAP) have been considered separately.
In many cases, the three operations will be carried 
out concurrently at the same plant location. The
operation of such a plant may involve some problems
and opportunities that are not evident when the plant 
processes are considered separately. 

Example of EconomicStudy 

As an example of the economic and technical
factors involved in planning a phosphate plant corn
plex, a hypothetical case will be assumed in which adeveloping country has a relatively small phosphate
deposit such as 5-10 million tons which it wishes to 
use to produce phosphate fertilizer for domestic
sumption. 

con-
The rock can be beneficiated by simplesize-separation methods to 30% P2 0 5 , and tests have

shown that it is suitable for' producing phosphoric
acid of satisfactory quality without unusual technical
difficulty. Further beneficiation of the rock to a
grade of 34% by flotation to remove silica has beenconsidered. However, this option has been discarded 
because this step would be costly on a relatively smallscale, and losses during further beneficiation would
seriously decrease the useful life of the deposit. 

,pj9I 



The prospective demand for phosphate fertilizers
is 120,000 tons of P2O5 per year'. The country also
has a substantial demand for nitrogen fertilizer which
is supplied from another source, mainly as urea with
smaller amounts of ammonium sulfate. Use of potash
is small but growing. Little information is available 
about the need for supplying sulfur in fertilizers. It 
has been decided that supplying phosphate fertilizerin the form of an NP compound would be acceptable,
provided the minimum N:P205 ratio does not exceed
0.5:1.0 since all crops require at least this proportion
of nitrogen as a basal application. lFor crops requiring
a higher ratio, urea can be added by blending. 

A study of agronomic and economic factors has 
indicated that high-analysis, soluble fertilizers would 
be preferable, and the choice has been narrowed toTSP, DAP, and MAP. The problem, therefore, is to
obtain a preliminary indication of whether production
of phosphate fertilizer would be economically attrac-
tive and, if so, which would he preferable. 

It is estimated that the phosphate rock containing3W-,, 205 can be delivered to a plant site for $20/ton
and that the delivered cost of sulfur is $65/ton. Am-
monia is available at $120/ton and bulk urea at $1,15. 

It is assumed that the proposed phosphate plant
will operate at 90%'. of capacity, equivalent to 297 days/
year at full capacity. Calculations of daily capacity
requirements and capital cost are shown in table 1 and 
production cost estimates in table 2. 

TABlE I . CALCULATION OF CAPITAL. COST AND )AILY MATERIAL. REQUIREM'tEN''S 

Production of 120,000 tons of P205 

d. Based on it CaO:P2),, ratio in rock of 1.5 (chapter XIII). 

Grade 
Tons of product/year 
Tons of product/da 

P2 05 recovery, % 
P205 required, tpd 

c
P205 as acid
 

1205 as rockc 

112 S8,5 required, 1rd, 


Capital cost, U.S. $ millionSulfurie acid plant e 


Phosphoric acid plant f 


Granulat ion g 


Nilfi storage h 

Product storage 


Total 


a. Using -:0% rock wi-l at CaO:P 20,,IP LO ,
). Assume 2%product loss and overage 
C. Assume 73% 1205 from acid, 27% from 

per year,

297 wrating lays per ea
 

TSP_ 
 flAP MAI 
0-44-0a 
 18-46-0 
 11-55-0

272,727 260,870 
 218,182
 

9t8 
 878 
 735
96 
 97 
 97
 

420.9 
 416.5 
 416.5
 
307.2 
 416.5 
 416.5
 
113.6
 
854 
 1,158 
 1,158
 

14.4 17.8 17.8 
20.8 25.6 25.6 
18.9 13.3 11.8 

2.5 
 2.5
 
2.3 
 2.2 
 1.9
 

56.4 
 61.4 
 59.6
 

rat-io-of 1.50, TSP contains 44% available P205.in analysis, plus 2% unavailable in TSP, 1%in DAP and MAP.P205
rock for TSP (chapter XIV). 

e. See chapter XII. 
f. See chapter XIII. 
g. See chapter XIV.
 
t. Based on 45 days' bulk storage at $40/to, plus 10-day 

As shown in table 2, the cost per" ton of product
is lowest for TSP, but the net cost per ton of P205,
after allowing for the value of the nitrogen content, is 
lowest for DAP by a substantial margin. Allowance 
for distribution costs would increase this margin. 

Calculations should be made to determine whether
the project would be profitable in comparison with im-
porting phosphoric acid or importing bulk TSP, DAP, 
or MAP. This would require a forecast of world
market prices plus transportation costs. Present 
(mid-1978) prices are somewhat depressed. Prices
(f.o.b.) are about $035/tonfor bulk DAP, $95/ton for'moderately capital intensive. Raw materials (sulfur 
and phosphate rock) account for, about 49% of the 

L) 1 

bulk TSP, and $205/ton of P)205 for phosphoric acid. 1The prospective costs in table 2 are somewhat highr,
but depending on location, the delivered costs of im
ported materials may still be higher. Thus, the
project might be considered potentially profitable,
particularly in view of probable future increases in 
cost of imported materials. 

Flexibility for possible production of compound
fertilizers would orbe a point in favor of either I)AP
MAP. For instance, by adding sulfuric acid and more
ammonia in the DAP process, a grade such as 18-36-0
could be made containing sulfur for' sulfur-deficient 
areas. Potash could be added to produce NPK gradessuch as 14-35-14. Relatively little additional equip
ment would be required. 

The example calculation provides an illustration
in which three plant units (sulfuric acid plant, phos
phoric acid plant, and granulation plant) are interde
pendent. Taking TSP as an example, the plant
capital cost is $170/annual ton of product P20 5 foroperation at 90% of capacity. Capital-related costsincluded in production costs amount to 17.67% of $470 
or $83.05/ton of P20 5 or $36.5,t/ton of TSP, about
36% of total production cost of the bulk product. If a 
return on investment of 10% were required, $47/ton ofP205 (about $20.68/ton of '['SP) would have to be
added. Increasing the operating rate from 90% to 100%
would decrease production cost of TSP by 3.6% while 
decreasing the rate to 60% would increase costs by
about 18%. Thus, the complex as a whole is 

bagged storage at $75/ton. 

production cost of bulk TSP. In the case of DAP,
the cost of the raw materials, sulfur, phosphate rock,
and ammonia accounts for about 59% of the pro',uction 
cost of the bulk product. 

In practice, the situation is seldom as simple and 
well defined as in the above hypothetical example.
However, a calculation of this sort can be a helpful
first step in assessing the feasibility of a phosphate
project and selection of a product. A much more de
tailed feasibility study should, of course, be made 
before approving a project. 

I. luitrmliomit Price Tretdis," [ertili/er Interttiona , N,). I 1, September
 
l178, page 4.
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TABLE 2. 
ESTIMATED PRODUCTION COSTS
 

TSP 
 DAP 
 MAP
Sulfuric acid, $/ton of 112SO4" 1 31.70Phosphoric acid, S/ton of P205 
30.60 30.60217.83 
 210.17 
 210.17
 

.$/ton of product ...........
 
Phosphoric acid 72.?.9 99.66
Phosphate rock (.4123 tons at $20) 119.17 
Ammonia (.224 and .137 tons 8.25at $120) 

26.88 16.44 

81.14 
 126.54 
 135.61 

Ut i1i tiesLabor-related costs 2.00 1.45
3.36 1.45
Capital-related costsc 3.50 4.1913.73 
 12.19 
 13.12
 

Total bulk cost 
 100.23 
 143.68
Bags and bagging 154.37
12.00 
 12.00 
 12.00
 
Cost of bagged material
Credit $341.3 112.23 15568frr N t
tfor4N.at 
 166.37
61.43 
 37.54
 
Net cost of 
P2
,O, $/ton of product 


94.25 
 128.83
 
Net cost, $/ton of P205 
 255.07 
 212.50 
 234.24
 

a. Estimated from data in chapter XII, assuming sulfur at $6 
b. 5/ton.Operating cost estimated from figure 8, chapter XII, plus 2.78 tons of 112SO4 
at cost shown on line 
1 and 3.55
tolls of rock at $20. c. Based on granulation plant, ammonia storage, and product storage capital costs.d. Equivalent to bagged urea at $157/ton. 
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XVIII Potash Fertilizers
 

Int'odlhcti°n 

Potash was first mined commercially as carnallite 
ore in the Stassfurt region of (3ermanv in 1861 soon 
after the investigations of liebig indicated that potas-
sium salts might he ustd advantageously as a chemical 
fertilizer. Within 2 years, H, plants had come into 
operalion. In 18G4 the total [iroduction was 110,000 
tons of' salt-,, and this v;iIu gradually increased to 
albout 3 nijlion tons in 190( and to iboutl. [1, million 
tons in 1978-79 (c'ilu,lied Ias 0'Y,K.) p)rOdUCt). 

PolasS.iurn1 is the, s'ventli most attlandint eIe-iment 
ill the aithslust. In addition to being an essIential 
constiltlnt II tlant and animal life, it ccrii's in very
low nt't'entr'atins in rocks and soils; in the oceans,
lt' anitld river' anl ill the a,;line, residues of saitlakiv,. '['hi' l<st witlt's,r'ttl ec it' sotlfrC' o' potash
is the, ivaploite dlepoits--s,,liorntaryhle,,sits formed 

tlt f .itol' ;iseater under very acid con-tI',vapotr;tin 
itiolns ( I ). t('ortrllercial d epo its such ;is th o.se,in th(., 

Ilk[Ioint Hasilln itlsltern 'anada , reqUired the flo;Wn
i )flr' hunts of seawater tin a lagoon where the 
dis-	 dved salts iret'cititatd in the inverse order of 
th ir , lu bfliti s , first calcium ca'r onati,, cAilciu nl sul

ittr, anhytdrile, .1rd sodium chloride, followed by tIhe 
higly isoluttle ,[a,;issitlil Inagn(isitiln its wheninld 

the siawatr reachtd Niboil1 100 times its 
 originalt)cntnt irit in)l. 

Ti ptrincilal rt;ir.h i'vAltt)r'ite lini(ral of c(tii-
lnerci;il inportr'tillm,' ;ire sylvite,, larigiteinlti',, kainite , 
ant t 'i 'naIllitt . Sylvinit' ;,i lli.Xtur'e of ItotassiUlll 
chiloide itl sodiliunl chltride crystals. is tihe easiest 

tio)'Otv ,, intl is irlin d ill tlie larg1'st i uIntilitits. Itnorially occr, ill laeyr!,, ideilain anid overlain with 
soditl , chlorili'. 'rV' sy.lvillite tur's ill i11ore than 
tll' strattlll. 

All North American iotash nen I'((''vr ,ylviif.
Two Ihlint's In ihe' Unitetd State, l.SO i)r'(luct' lang-
tb illite', whi'h is !,otl as a (tl'rr ' of w;lt'r'-sttlhll' 
ln:tlgni'sitlill wa well ;I ,, ltailll ant Sulfur'. One [tro-

l(it(' also r'('at'tS lirlig'intil' wilh IOiAutr,iill Chloiritde 
tt It)Iituce pitassiriti sulfrte itll thi ' w e, )'hl't 't 
Ill; nsitgI cIilctrllt'la ItdesirPllll c l(l' tr ' sulfate' is, 
:i]st) t't''tivt' l( { fr'ol n hl .'ii )isits 

atliallite (Kt'I ( )) rrlorel *tdl, is, diff'icult ti
pr'i s''s., bti it p, 't,f'illf, ill Eurtolpe, Israel, and the 
[L. .S.I.ft i i'oe',,iver its, JIitaSiui i chlit'il',. 

Kainite (KCI ',IgS(0).1t 1 ) tcur'!, In ,evral
l':irr'o te'an tliil '!, , tIutlaly in ctirltinatti(r wili tit[it,
pitI:ash oir's 

The prtpoliise if 	 thi ,h.ulther i, ti stale lre 	 ili
,ilt 	 intan,'of il,, lh ti re'vie'w its rriitii'ralogy and p'il 

rOillcl,,,refining; it, h4)Indic'ate Irln1(, Ill i:lk to 
It't irt ice' 
finally toitlt, 

vcel, aridk Iayit'al 
w oli 

;trilit'tioll 
lt l iir 

itists, 
te 

and 
ni 

Ilu i lul .itiiih 

il.jm'iiltri c teII(h ll<l,,Irittuit ti l S t.rlifi':urri'e, tufItt) lI 

Altlhough tIrI' 17 i't at, norm'rarlly 'e(,eilirede'leinr 

ti suliliort healthy liliit grotwtlh, illl'olgret 	 , pioltvl;ulii, 
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and phosphorus (the three primary nutrients) are 
required in much larger quantities than are the other 
elements. In order to attain 	 the maximum effective
ness, these primary nutrients have to he supplied to 
crops in essentially the same proportions as they exist 
in most plant life, where the ratio of nitrogen to 
)otasSiLnm is about 2:1. Thus, amntong the commercial 

fertilizers, about half as much potash is used as ni
trogen, except when the soil is capable of supplying
potash. Thus, the ever-increasing use of nitrogen
fertilizers necessitates the application of potash in 
similarly increasing quantities. 

The physiological functions of [potassium in plants
include at least the following: 

I. 	 Promotion of cartohydrate metabolism or forma
tion , breakdown, and translocation of starch. 
Promotion of nitrogen ini'litolisrn and the syn
thesis of ptrotein inl rell l bnts 

3. 	 Control land regu~l;itionI of activitiVs of various 
essential mineral rlltt'iellts. 

Neutralization of 	 the ordth.sohltgicilly important 
g 

5. 	 Activation of various enzymesi 
6. 	 Promotitmn if 
 the growth of young meristems.
 
7. 	 Control of stomatal movement and internal water 

relationshi)s. 

About 95l, oif all poltash mined is used as fertili
zers (2). other i, used in various industrial
'['hi' 1, 
aplications. A higher purity (99.92 KCI) chemical 
gtrate of oittash is used Ity the chlttr-alkali industry
in 	 tIt(, electrolysis if KCI-water solutions to 	 form 
chlorine anld li)Otassiurit hydroxidei (((11) comn(tnly

called caust it' 
 pitta l . ('tll i' totmilh is Itl,e ill 
liquid !,oals, textilh,, rI.'iS, allly, , elngr'aving,
alkaline hatcitu,, ald rtthte'ir fabr'icatiotn . A sithtan
tialalotnt tf, caustic lota l is, frllrther prjtt'ss'eld to 
fttr'ri it(tasiurt1t'i (a 'rl;onate antI other I)otaSiSIrtl touln-
Ititull(,. ?ttt'e' that) tifM hIlf tlrl, O;tttasiiiIr tabIt nate 
Iro'iditlr'e't innuially is r,'se ill glass iianlufactur'. 
tal',lici is, aelsit u el ill relatively srriall altluntss tasl, 
tio miaki itot;siulr ltho!,lthllv , fot ! p'cial ferlilizirs 
such as, liquid fertilizvr', ' ftliar altlllcation bntall 
qillalltiti:. tif agricu''ltt'ral grades of 1l linitil oif I, ;iSh
aie iuseid Willi ,ttliulll ihlorih' and ilhi,' i'hem"icals as 
f'lux 	 ', ill thl' e''iinilar'y sIll illrg if allininiluill al 
Ialrrlesillll . Muirat' of ptash ik inilled ill drill 
tiIlIS VA'tt (iil well drillinigii 

litta!lirui attitilt, fit' 2.35t if the', earths cru'dt
whire it Is ririxil rainly with il, tol rif Mtd Comlum 

. Iit it s+ else fi&nl.l0 ti'ltl',e;ern , nrillu'ovilte 

oi ltlicisi. 

litr Irell abihout of 

(whlite nt'), gr 	llei', ;t sc(lienmtiry rockli 

prm !)'j,tii'+I(II tIrh' earth'!. (Ttil . 'The lilniletern ill eletillI.I'i, lotl lrii, Nthalofi abotit 
.71,, anI lilirn'thlll aetit 0.,271. hltast hulln, ii llonieveletitl alkall itlreth , eite'. n t octtc r lii iiure tiecauil'(

it Ili highly rel rlive . il I htre, ia cllng affinity fot
'" 

'ipal it' 1 p il , It) ive' ail t)v 'ivje w if tlre' 	 if Itita h ()re'sO,lir()'(,+,,M(,;,i'alttgyfor 
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other elements. It has a melting point of 63.51C, a 
specific heat of 0.177 cal/mole/°C, and a specific 
gravity of 0.86. 

Potassium mineral deposits are usually the result 
of evaporation of water from landlocked seas that have 
become separated from the main oceanic body and from 
which the contained salts have gradually precipitated. 
In some cases inland seas have evaporated to form 
such deposits. Potassium and other alkali metals were 
brought into the oceans and inland lakes by river 
water that leached these materials from rocks and 
soils. Sodium is ieached more easily from soils 
because potassium becomes fixed to clay particles in 
soil. 

Salts crystallize in an inverse ratio of their solu-
bilities; the order of deposition usually is calcium 
carbonate, magnesium carbonate, calcium sulfate, so-
dium chloride, magnesium sulfate, magnesium chloride, 
and finally potassium chloride. Other conditions alter 
the deposition, and they may account for the various 
strata encountered. 

The mother liquor or bittern of seawater after 
the moderitely soluble salts have precipitated is rich 
in magnesiuur chlorides and sulfates and smaller 
amounts (if potassium and bromine. 

Bittern salts of marine origin include: 

Sylvite KCI 

Carnatite KC'IMg(I26120 

Kieserite MgSO 4 .112) 

Polyhalite 2CaSO 4 'gSO 4 K2 5 211204 

Langbeinite K5,,O 2MgSO44 

lBoracite 5Mg() *MgCI 2 711203 

'he mineral,, associated with brines of lake beds 
include other mineral; such as those found in Searles 
Lake in California. 

lalite NaCI 

lhanksite 9Na 2 SO)4 .2NazC0.KCI 
Trona Na 2 C( ).NaIICOa .21120 
Borax Ndate 

Na 2 114 0 7 101120 
(laserite 2 5( 4 -K,Na 2 S0 4 

The following potash minerals are found in na-
ture. The most important is sylvite which is usually
found mixed with sodium chloride the mixture is 
called sylvinilt.. Other ores being used in fertilizer 
potash production are carnallite, langbeinite, niter and
kainite. 

...Mn-r'.. ..... Corrlosit ioo %z 

Chlorides 
Sylvite XCI 63. 1 
Caria I ite KCI "MRCl2.bllO2 17.0 
Kalnite NC I lgS('1 0 18.9 
flanik i te 

Sulfates 
KCI ,9Nam2S04 ,2Na2(,O:I 1.0 

Poly..a.it N 
larrgtirite 
Letonl t 
Sclwenli tr 

K2 S0 4 .2"t''O4 
K2;O 4 ,*MSO4 4112( 
N,0 N4 *RS .I4'(0121) 

22.6 
25 . r 
21.3 

Krugite 
Glmauritv 

KV;o 4 M9!;()o0 4 4C,0.0 
:K 2 (;()4 N 2 ;!54 

4 *2112O It),7 
42.6 

Ayrpilit I4.(Ul!((,Aipht h It a Ii t e K2.i 4 .1NiO( K, Nl ) Wt,;()4 28.8
2 9 1Il 

a 

Ka I Ii t 
Alurtitr 

KS( 44 A12 ()04).1' 
K2 ,AI 1 (0II) 12 (I 

241120 
4)4 

.nitiorual 
11.4 

Niter KNrOt:l 46 

A. A"rriumili rquiin lir( ul r iorol t i o oifraI l Na.lid 
> 

Silicates and other nonsoluble minerals (except 
alunite) are not included in the tabulation above. 
Potash deposits can be classified into three basic types 
according to the mineralization of the principal hori
zons, namely: 

1. 	 Carnallitic mineralization including a carnallite
kieserite-halite zone, a carnallite-anhydrite-halite 
zone, and a carnallite-halite zone. 

2. 	 Sylvinitic mineralization, including a sylvite
kieserite-halite zone, a sylvite-anhydrie-halite 
zone, and a sylvite-halite zone. 

3. 	 Kainitic mineralization, conilai ling sulfates, chlo
rides, and a kainit e- Ingb einite-picronerite 

zone, 

World Potash HResurves 

World potash restrves are enormous and sufficient 
to meet requirements for many centuries to come. l'he 
U.S. Bureau of Mines in 1978 estimated the reserves 
of potash at about 12 billion n tons of K ,O at 1976 do
mestic mine prices, with total resources at 132 billion 
tons (3). The fact that potash can be t'rcovered from 
seawater means an additional, almost unlimited, but 
more costly, resource of this material. 

Enlorlous quantities of lotash art, present in 
Canada and tile 1.S.S.I. These two countries to
gether probatdy represent more than half the worlh's reserves and about 80'% of tie world's resources. 'Ihe 

remaining known reserves are distrihut,'d among the 
United States, Eurolpe, the Middle East , l'hailand, theCongo, and South America. Al estimate of world 

potash reserves and resources is given in tatile I 
which was taken from a recent U.S. Bureau of Minesreport (3). A sini"' estimate has tecn published by 

The World Bank (4). A brief description of each 
deposit follows (5, 6 

In the U.S. Bureau of Minr s classification, "re
serves" are desc'i-ed a, ores that (,air be recovered 
at or near the current mark't pIrics' whereas, "re
sources" are potentially rinable ores which, because 
of cost or other constraints, could not necessarily be 
recovered al current prices but might Le at a later 

(3). The World Bank estimates use a similar 
classification. Thie n ecessary data for making such 
estimate, at riot always available or may ben subject 
to different interpretations, lo alions of the major 
potash deposits are indicated in figure 1. 

Canada 

Saskairlhewan--Te de'velopment of tIhe vast 
potash depo,its irr the lDvonian Prairie Evaporite 
formation ill Saskatchewan aid adjacent Alberta and 
Manitoba hras, been the most impilortant event in the
pota:,h industry in the last three dhecade" Thre( main 

potash zonie:, in, this Evaporite hav, b'rr, de-fined.Zone I ( Es'terhazy), the lowest, attais a maxinumthickness of about 21 Ill and consist,, of a ('rrtrIal syl
virrite regiO Surrorrrded by carnallih'-rich mirneraliza
tion. Zone 2, tht' 1vIll. Plain Ii olerr, rraclesi a 
maxlnri thickness of 2:1 r with a central sylvinit 
regiorn, but the center carnallil zorrne is nalarrowur than 
in Zone I. Zone 3, the Iritlenc' Lake rnierber, is over 
21 Ili thick, ;n(I t'he varn'allilt nmineralizatiorn stur
rounding Ill ' Psylvinie is narrower still. Il Irt-11'eral, 
tlh' grade ill ll Ihrrie zVonEf's inlrt''!,'i toward le 
south fr'om 2011, to 30O1t,Kw( arid is cor,mpar',tble in all 
three, 'Ih(' dehjpth of the Prairie [vaporit' ranglls from 

60{ Iliong.€ its nolherrn edge to 3,0.O inlitn lia i l il tire inlter
b9oundary 

Seven orgaruizatlorra pierahe I0ll lrrrre In SasIat

chewrn with un uaggr'g,,tr', ann iulal'pa(cit y of h.1 riil-

I Inll tthiItOIl ilhl,.it "h111,1" it opilv.rlit 1'. 1,0(0 lilhill
&' 



TABLE 1. ASSESSMENT OF WORLD POTASH RESOURCES (MILLION TONS OF K20)a
 

Location 


North America
 
Canada 

U.S.A. 


Total 


South America 
Chile 

Pe ru 

Brazil 


Total 


Eu rope
Fr an te 
Gerriany, Democratic Republic 
G(rmany, Federal Republic 
Italy 
Spa in 
U.S.S.R. 

United Kingdom 


To)t
a1 


Asia
 
Israel ,and Jordan 

Chini, Peoples Repuhlic of 

Laos 

Thai Ianid 


Ttal 

Atri(a
 
Congo 


Total 


Ouean i a 
Australia 

TOTAl. 


a. 	U.S. Bureau of Mines. 1978. "Potash," 

tols),
 

h. 	At average 1976 domestic mine price. 

b Other 	 Total

Reserves 	 Resources 
 Resources
 

9,000 58,000 67,000
 
180 5,260 5,440
 

9,180 63,260 	 72,440
 

9 	 9 
 18
 
0 	 9 9 

45 225 	 270
 

54 243 	 297
 

35 145 180
 
270 4,260 4,530
 
180 3,080 3,260
 
9 27 36
 

27 154 181
 
1,800 43,500 45,300
 

45 225 270
 

2,366 51,391 	 53,757
 

218 870 1,088
 
9 9 
 18
 

18 27 
 45
 
55 9015 	 9,070
 

300 9,921 	 10,221
 

0 180 	 180
 

0 180 	 180
 

0 18 	 18
 

11,900 125,013 	 136,913
 

Mineral Commodity Profiles MCP-II, (Converted from short to metric
 

lion tons. )ne of the mines, is a solution mine; the 
olhls arv shaft lilles. Total resources may be 
71 billion tons of K20. of which 18 billion tons may be 
,-(noraically recoverable-- rS billion by conventional 
mining and 13 billion by solution mining (3,_6). 

Maritimo'rov il(v.,- -The eValoritI diposits of a(-
jaclnt Iparts of Nova Scotia and New lh'runswick have 
been known since Ithebeginning of the 20th century; 
gypsum and rock sall have been mined for many years.
Potash was discovered in the Nova Stcotia salt deposilts 
in 1919 and again in 1939, but the low grade and un-
favoral, miling conditlons discouraged further 
intleres,t. More inlensive exlloration started in 19615. 
EIcnomrlcl' reservl.' have been found Iinalladjacent area 
of New Btrunswick in tii Moucton Itasin ita (h1pth of 
aibout (o) in. rlhe potaslh (on,, r.e from : to 15In 
in thickness, and the average grade is 21%-30', K20(), 
()nl lme .is currently (1979) under construction, anti 
1l1)5, for ,m-ct(nll anti refinery have been an-i inn,
notino'd, The'I mtlined capacity of these two projects 
is expei.cted Itl be 2 million liy or more or touriate of 
plolash A favoralel fathlr is oih location within 
!,0 killof the deepwliter sleapllort ofrSt , John. 

I'olash dtellositn have also been found in New-
fOlllldland, lid exploralIl)l Is exiected to( continue 
there and IinNovt N(ot.ia, 

United States 

North Dakota--The Prairie Evaporite formation 
km2underlies 20,700 of the North Dakota-Montana 

section of the Williston Basin at depths of 2,000
4,01)0 m. This is an extension of the Canadian de
posits. The ore beds are thick and high grade, but 
the depth would require expensive solution mining.
l'P( Industries reported in 1976 that tests of the 
effectiveness of solution mining would be made at
deiths of 3,000-3,600 m which is about twice the 
depth of the Kalium solution mine in Canada. (Kalium 
is a subsidiary of PilH; Industries.) 

New Mexlco--A sedimentary basin of Permian age
km2covering some 104.000 in western Texas and 

Isoutheaster-n New Mexico has been outlined by explor
atory drilling. The most abundant mineral is poly
halite, bul minalde sylvinite occurs in the area around 
Carlst ad At least 61) piolatah layers have been en
countered, of which II ore zones are signifficant. The 
productive ztones are localed 250-610 m below the sur
fa:e. plinl)lnggently southeast, and are between 1.5
And 3 in thick i |he mining area. 'I'll(- ores are syl
vinite with more than 3', water-insoluble material and 
two mixed ore beds containing sylvite anid langbeinite, 

it-ilrvIs are estiimlted to be about 8.5 nillion tolls of 
1(
2../
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Figure 1. World Major Potash Deposits. 

Seven mines are in 
Five recover only sylvite, 
beinite, and one recovers 
f the ore is about 16% K20. 

Utah--The Cane Creek 
in southeast Utah lie at depths of around 1,200 m.
The sylvinite horizon which is exploited is 3-4 m
thick, and it contains 25%-30% K20. I'he formation is 
highly faulted and folded. It is estimated that reserves
of 200 million tons of potash-bearing salts are present

km 2in a 31 area. 

One mine is in operation in the 
originally a shaft mine, but because 
caused by faulting, it was converted 
mine in 1972. Water pumped into the 
saturated in 300-350 days and attains
of 32"-33'C after which it is pumped
of evaporation ponds. A sodium and potassium
chloride mixture is slurried from the ponds to the
original refinery for recovery of potassium chloride, 

The Great Salt Lake in Utah covers a variable 
area between 2,600 and 5,200 km 2 . It is a remnant 
of ancient Lake Bonneville. The Bonneville Salt Flats
in western Utah 3re another remnant of Lake Bonne-
ville. They are a desert deposit of salt or mud flatsimpregnated with a saturated or nearly saturatet
brine. A 1-m 
underlain by a 
lies the brine. 
K20 are pumped 

Two plants 
plant brine from 
Lake is carried 
ponds. Sodium 

operation in New Mexico. 
one recovers only lang-

both. The average grade 

potash deposits near Moab 

area. It was 
of difficulties 
to a solution 
mine becomes 

a temperature
into a series 

mixture of kainite, carnallite, and schoenite are
successively crystallized. Schoenite is crystallized in
settling tanks and converted to potassium sulfate. 

In another operation brines in the Bonneville 
Salt Flats are recovered from a 35,000-ha area inabout 1,15km of ditches from which they are pumped
Into 3,000 ha of evaporation ponds. Following a short 
(about 3 months) evaporation season, sylvinite is 

top layer of hard-packed salt is 
layer of fissured clay beneath which 
The brines which contain about 2.4% 

to eva)oration ponds. 

are in operation in this area, In one 
the northern part of the Great Salt

by canal to 7,000 ha of evaporation 
chloride, sodium sulfate, and a 
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trucked to a flotation plant. Standard potash and 
compacted granular muriate of potash are produced. 

California--Searles Lake covers an area of about104 km and is a remnant of a much larger fresh 
water lake. Today, it is a and sand flatmud within 
which are two superimposed crystal bodies of mixed
salts permeated with concentrated brines. The upper
layer from which the potash is obtained averages 20 m
thick and has a total area of 31 km2 . The upper
brine contains about 8% K20. Muriate and sulfate of 
potash are produced together with nonfertilizer
products. 

Central America 

Mexico--Potassium minerals have been reported in
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec and the Yucatan Peninsula. 
Carnallite is the most prevalent, but sylvinite is also 
present. These deposits are not yet being mined, but 
exploration indicates that they may be economically
promising. 

South America 

Brazil--The potash deposits of northeast Brazil 
are estimated to contain 500 million tons of sylvinite
and 6 billion tons of carnallite at depths in excess of
550 m. Although plans have been announced for re
covery of these deposits, near-term commercialization 
is hampered because of difficult access and its loca
tion. 

Peru--Brine deposits have been located in the 
western half of the Sechura Desert legion of northernPeru. It is estimated that 30 billion tons of brines
circulnt-. in the desert sediments and that they contain
17 million tons of KCI and 146 million tons of MgCI 2. 
No plans for exploitation are currently under consid
eration. 

Chile--The nitrate deposits of Chile are located 
on the plateau lying between the coastal range and 
the Andes, principally in the Atacama Desert in 



northern Chile. The deposits which vary in thickness 
from a few centimeters to several meters are patchy,
poorly stratified layers of red-brown gravel cemented 
together with sodium nitrate and other soluble salts.
Potassium salts, mainly nitrate, are recovered as a
byproduct from sodium nitrate production. The coin-
position and processing of the Chilean ore are de-scribed in more detail under the heading "Sodium 
Nitrate" in chapter VIII. 

are found in three separate basins. The hulhouse 
Basin is a SoUrCe of tih, present prOductiOnl where tile
beds are .00-1,100 in below the surface. The u)per" 
zone contains 20-25% 20 as sylvite 1-3 i thick, an(
the lower bed is 2-5 ni thick with ,5%-20%K20 as
sylvite. Total resources for the French deposits are 
estimated at about 300 million tons. The potash deposits also extend across the French border into the
Buggingen district of (;ermany, utI mining has now 
ceased in this area. 

.friC 

Cong0--During the ofcourse exploratory work in
the Congo Basin between Pointe Noire and Brazzaville, 
an area of approximately .1. 1 km2 of salt and potash
deposits was outlined in 10 evaporite cycles. Carnal-
lite beds are regiular and extensive with a cumulative
thickness of up to 90 m. The zones are located a-round I[olle-St. laul where sylvinite occurs in three
beds at relatively shallow depths (90-120 m) with Q20 
contents at a range of 20%-35%. There are two beds 
containing sylvinite averaging about 20'-,,21% K2().Large-scale mining operations were started in 1969,
but flooding of the mine has terminated production. 
There are no known plans to resume it. 

Ethiopia--The eval)orit e deposits of the Danakil 
Iepression contain substantial reserves of plotash as 
sylvinite, carnallite, and kainite. In the area southof IDallol. the potash horizon has been found at 730 hi.
T[he prospected potash bed is 3-15 in thick and con-
sists of sylvinite grading downward into carnallite,
kieserite, t)olyhalite, and kainite. The deposit has 
not yet been exploited although several feasibilitystudies have been L;irried out in tile last few years. 

Morocco--The potash reserves in the Khemisset 
Basin extend over an area of more than 31 km2 . The 
principal ore is carnallite which occurs in two beds1-10 m thick. There are also low-grade sylvinite
deposits. No exploitation has yet taken place. 

IMiddle East 

Israel and Jordan--The Decad Sea lies between 
Israel and Jordan 1and now covers an area of about

km2700 to a maximum depth of 400 m. It is fed by
the ,Jordan River and natural springs, but it has no 
outlet. The potassium resources of the Dead Sea are
being exploited by Israel, and plans call for exploita-
tion by ,Jordan also. 

Solar evaporation is utilized to crystallize halite,
followed by carnallite. The latter salt is harvested 
and converted to muriate of potash. Bromine is alsorecovered as a byproduct. The Dead Sea is estimated 
to contain ovei" t billion tons of K2O of which about 
20% may be economically recoverable (3). 

l'akistan--Pakistan possesses potential for potas-

sium reserves, both in bedded salts 
 and brine. 'I'(,
salt bed occurrences thus far reported are sporadic 
zones of sylvite and langbeinite in salt mines. The 
area of potash-rich beds is believed to include the 
greater part of the Salt lange and the Potwar andIndus Plains. The brine occurrences were discovered
in the l'unjab province (luring oil-drilling operations.
The brine is hot and under great pressure and is
saturated with carnallite. It contains about 7, Kl(,
17% MgCI 2 , 3%, CaCI2, 21, NaCI, and fractional percen-
tages of tboron and bromine compounds. Ultilization 
of the brine to recover K(MI and other soluble products
has been proposed, but no definite plans have been 
made. 

Europe 

France--The Alsace potash occurrences lie in afaulte--dl-ep-ression of aout 2101 knml between the Rhine 
River and the Vosges mountains. Two sylvinite beds 

Federal Helublic of Germany--In West Germa ny,
the Kali und Salz mines- the Z-e hstein deposits in thesouthern Werra district and the north German plain
near Hannover. Kali-Cihernie has a mine nearby at 
Friedrichshall where it mines hartsalz (a rock com
posed of sylvite, halite, anhydrite and/or kieserite)
at about 900 in depth. luiiate of' potash and a 12'-

K20O product, magnesia-k;inite, are produced atFriedrichshall. All the mines of the Hannover region
exploit the highly concentrated potash beds of salt 
donies in the Permian Zechstein evatorites 

No further changes ar(! anticipated in the potash
production capacity of this country in the next few 
years 

l)emocratic lRepublic of (;eriany,--VEB Kombinat
kali operates mines in four groups: 

Kalibetrieb Werra 
Kalibelnb ZiOlitz 
Kaiiletieb Sud-llrz 
Kali und Steinsalzbetrieb Saale 

Various ores ate mine(' to produce mnuriate and sulfate 
of potash as well as kieserite and minor amounts of
miscellaneous Irodtic ts. The total annual produrtion
is now slightly ov,.r 3 million tons of K2(). In' the 
early 1980s with the Zilit, mine operating at fullcapacity plus other aninor expansions, the Fast (;erln
potash industry should have a capacity of nearly
41million tons of K2O I7). 

England--All four Zechstein evaporite cycles have 
been found in the coastal areas between Iurham and
Scarborough and have been correlated with the ;erman
deposits. The ovaponite beds thicken front the north
west and south to a central area around Whitby and
Scarboiough where the lower, middle, and upper
evaporites occur. theIn Whitby area sylvinite do
posits occur at depths of 1,000-1,200 m and at
1,500 In. One mine is in operation at a (epth of 
1,1;0 m where the ore grade is 27, K.,O. 'The operation has been hampered by a badly faulted seam , but
production is gradually increasing. 

e)(nmartk-- lotaslm-bm;ring evaporite treds have
been found to be up to 0.16 1 thick in North Jutland
 
at depths of 800-1 ,300 I .
 

Poland--The eastern extension of the Zechstein

formation fron (;erraany 
 contains bedded potassium
deposits in the vicinity of Klodawa. The known 
deposits contain low-grade (81, K()) carnallite ores 
that are 500-1 6(( In in depth. 

Spain--In Spain there are up to four potash beds
which contain narnallite and sylvinite ore within the
inge of 15%-29% K.0.are-lona in the irea between 
and Pamphna. These mines are operated at deplh,
of 300-500 m. Further west, the delmosits are mined 
in an area south of l'atnplona. These beds also con
sist of carnallite and sylvinite, but they are less
faulted than Ihose in Ihe Catalonian field. Two 
potash beds occur in the Navarre district at depths
of 130-650 m. The upper seam contains principally
carnallite with an average grade of W,, K20, The
grade of the sylvinite hed is ('%-20% K2()- lou r 
mines are in operation in Spain. 

Italy--Potash deposlts in Ildy are found only In 
Sicily. It is one of the few areas of the world where 
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kainite is the principal ore mineral although some syl-
vite and carnallite occur in the ore mined. The four
mines in operation produce potassium sulfate and
potassium-magnesium sulfate. 

U. S.S.R. 

In the U.S.S.I potash is produced in three
main regions: the north Urals, southern Byelorussia,
and the western Ukraine. Sylvinite occurs in the 
first two of these regions, while both sylvinite and
kainite are mined in the Ukraine. Muriate of potash
is the principal product. A.ctual production in the 
U.S.S.R. in 1975 was 8.7 million tons of K20 from thefollowing sources: 

Byelorussia 3.8 
Urals 4.3 
Ukraine 0.6 


These three major projects will probably increasethe Russian potash production significantly during the 
next 10-15 years. 

The deposits Sichniknear and Kalush in the westUkraine contain hartsalz, sylvinite, kainite,, and lang-
beinite. These dleposits are inclined, an(J mining in
steeply dipping beds is common, 

Additional potash deposits are present in east 
anI south Russia. In Siberia, comparatively deep-
bedded deposits are known at Irkutsk, Krasnoyarsk,and Yakutsk. Widespread mineralization exists north
and east of the Caspian Sea, and several beds of 
potassium minerals have been found in salt depositsin Turkmenistan. Total resources are estimated at 
4t5billion tons of K20, of which about 1.8 billion tons 
is currently classified as reserves (3). 

Asia 

China--tPotash has been recovered from salt lakes 
in China for several years, and production from 
underground mines began in the early 1960s. Potash 
is also recovered from underground brine andseamsfrom sea salt operations. Over 3,000 salt lakes are
found in northwest China in Tsinghai Province. lake
Cha-erh-han is one of the lakes from which potash is
recovered. The brines which occur in Szechuan 'ro-

vinte have been processed for many years to recover

potash, 


There are deposits of potash in west central
China containing 10",-20', Ki2). These are cur'ently
being exploited. 

Thailand--A tpotash leposit beenhas discovered 
in northwest Thailand extending into laos. This deposit is essentially carnallite which lies at (lepths be-tween 80 and ,100 in. Sylvite is also present in some 
areas. Only a small area of the potential deposits has 
yet been explore(d, but it is believed that the deposits 
may be extensive. The (leposit has been estimated to
contain 10 billion tons of KvO, of which 60 million has 
been classified as reserves (3). 

Australia--Several extensive evaporite basins havbeen lound in Australia. Lake Mcleod in western 
Australia contains about 6.5 billion tons of rock salt 
below the dry surface of the lake. Underground
water" dissolves the salt and Ir'odlu'es a saturaterlbrine which contains , Kn(). langeinite was r'e-covered from the b rines in a plant lbat was rece-tydestroyel by a typhoon. i'here are no known plnsto rebuiyl it. 

Mining 

Potash Is very largely extracted from under-
ground deposits of sylvinite, lrimarily mixed crystals 

of )otassium chloride and sodium chloride. The shaft
room-and-pillar method of mining is generally prac
ticed Long-wall mining is used in limited instances.
Solution mining technology is well developed and is 
practical on a limited scale; the cost of energy required is the main deterrent.practiced when the ore body 

Shaft mining is generally
is less than 1,300 m from 

the surface. At greater d,'pths solution mining isnecessary. Potash is also recovered in much lesser
quantities from brines, such as those in the Great Salt 
Lake and the Dead Sea. 

Shaft Mining 

Shaft excavation and construction are generally 
conventional and costly. In Canada the Blairmore zoneof high water pressure and unstable formations neces
sitated freezing the material to be removed before the 
shaft could be excavated and tubbed. Similar diffi
culties were experienced in Yorkshire. 

The success of underground room-and-pillar
mining is dependent on the character of the ore body; 
thick, flat beds are preferred. A thin sylvinite orother potash-bearing ore zone necessitates miningsodium chloride above and/or below the sylvinite, and 
this dilutes the ore grade. Equally difficult and ex
pensive is a badly faulted mine, which also results in 
the excavation of an undue amount of debris in orderto operate mobile equipment or to install conveyor 
belts. 

The proportion of ore removed (rooms) during
the initial mining depends upon mine depth, roof con
dition, and other factors. Primary mining often removes in the range of 10%-50% of the ore. Secondary
mining can increase the removal to the 80%-90% range. 

Ammonium nitrate oiland mixtures have virtually
(lisplaced dynamite as the blasting agent because theyresult in a substantial cost saving. Improved drill 
patterns increase the yield per charge andfurther therebyreduce cost. More recent installations use
continuous mining machines having the capability of 
up to 5 tons of ore per minute. 

Mechanical loaders gather the fragmented ore,
whether dislodged by blasting or by continuous 
miners. Conveying from the mine face to the hoist
shaft has traditionally been by railcars. Belt haulage

is rapidly r'eplacing rails, thus reducing labor and

other costs, especially 
 as the distances incr'ease from
 
mine face to hoist shaft. Mine maintenance and other
underground services are usually rendered from facil
ities located underground. Working conditions, in
cluding teplerature, freedom from harmful 
 (lust,
 
utility services, and mechanization, are nearly 
 ideal
in most potash mines. 

Or. storage and facilities for primary crushingto a maximum of about 15 cm are located at the hoist

shaft. The crushed ore is automatically loaded into
 
skips for hoisting to the surface.
 

Solut[ion Mrin~i 

'Ibis method ining involves the apllicationoff ofIhase chemistry as well as large amounts f increas
ingly expensive energy. Tec'hniques include investi
gations (if thI salt Solution, trin flow, selective
extraction of KCI fron sylvinite, and control of cavitygom,try. Adlvantal,,e arv reiortedly thethat method
(1) avoids the construction of shafts which are alsocostly and (2) l)ermits(lteposits the ruining of land orwithout regrard marineto overtiurden and at delPths 
not feasible ty shaft mining. Wilh solution raining Ihepreferred approach is to )em)yinul Iiwell, circulating
the solvent )etween wells.the Most of the solution can
take plhace i(le cave r'n rIoof. Achieving a highfrom 
level of dissolved polassimni chloride per utnitof sol
vent is the key to efficiency, One technique to aisfiI 



in controlling contact of the brine with the potash ore 
is to inject diesel fuel to blanket the brine. Drilling 
costs for identifying the ore zone as well as for pro-
duction holes are high; yet, solution mining is an es-
tablished technology, 

A hole is drilled to a level near tie upper level 
of the potash strata and is then cased down to this 
level. A pipe is placed in the casing to a level below 
the lower level of the potash strata. An aqueous 
medium is pumped between casing and pipe to the 
potash bed where a cavity is established. When the 
cavities of two adjoining cased holes meet, water un-
saturated with regard to potassium chloride and sodium 
chloride is added through one cased hole, and the 
saturated solution is withdrawn through the other. 
The concentration of the solution can be partially con-
trolled by the rate of pumping which determines the 
retention time in the cavity, which can be very 
lengthy. 

Brine tecovery 

The recovery of potash from natural brines is 
practiced in a few locations, most notably the Dead 
Sea where the net evaporation rate is exceptionally
high. At both the Dead Sea and the Great Salt Lake, 
brine is taken from that part of the lake where rteten-
tion has been longest and, thus, the brine concentra-
tion is the highest. Brines can be accumulated from 
certain "dry" lakes by ditching and accumulating 
brines that move laterally through the soil to the 
ditches from which the brine can be )umped to solar 
evaporation ponds. 

Beneficia ting_-__Refininag 

Beneficiation of Sylvinite_ r'es 

There are three principal methods of beneficiating 
flotation, andsylvinite ores: heavy-media' separation, 'one 

solution-crystallization (8). 

Froth Flotation--This method of refining is the 
motwdey.. ce areagentmost widely practiced ad] the most economical methodof recovering sylvite (KCI) from sylvinite, a mixture 

of potassium chloride and sodium chloride crystals with 
some attendant clay and clay slimes. Flotation, as the 
name suggests, is a method of floating off either the 
potassium chloride or the sodium chloride on a froth.' 
Flotation of the potassium chloride is the preferred
commercial method. 

The steps in flotation of sylvite from sylvinite
after the ore is hoisted include the following: 

1. 	 Cr'ushing and classifying. 

2. 	 Adding a saturated brine of NaC1 and KCI to 
Iroduce a pull) containing 501,- 75', solids. 

3. 	 Wet grinding the ore to a size that liberates the 
sylvite from the sodium chloride crystals. 'lhis 
size varies according to the size of the crystals, 

1. 	 Adding the chosen sylvite conditioning agrents
usually including an amine to make the potassium
chlk,ride more hydrophobic. A blinder is also 
added to depress slime flotation and an alcohol to 
act as a frothing agent. 

5.	 Diluting with brine to 201L,251, solid!,. 
I. 	 Introducing the sylvite-contailling brine into a 

series of rourher flotation ells , providing agila-
tion anl introducing air which adlheres in tIlr, 
form of bubbtle, to the sylvite particles and 
caiuses them to float to the surface. The sylvile 
float is raked off mechanically froi li', top of 
the flotation cell". 'l'his flotation ProceS, ill the 
rougher cells i'; repeald usually throurgh five 
cells, 

7. 	 Harvesting the flotation concentrate from the top
of the rougher cells, The concentrate contains 
some sodium chloride as well as a high percentage 
of the sylvite in the raw ore. For that reason it 
is introduced into a "cleaner" flotation circuit 
which further refines the sylvite. The unfloated 
particles from the cleaner circuit can be and 
usually are recycled to the rougher cells. 

8. 	 Drying the sylvite either in a rotary dryer or in 
a fluid bed dryer. 

9. 	 Screening the dried sylvite --cording to the sizes 
chosen to be marketed. 

10. 	 Compacting the offsize material from the screen
ing operation. Screened-out fines are processed 
through a compactor which produces "flakes" of 
potash. These flakes are crushed to the desired 
size, and the fines and oversize are recycled to 
the process. 

Both flotation and compaction involve the applica
tion of considerable chemistry and mechanics. Thereis, 	 however, substantial art to achieving high recov

eries, good production rates, and stable particles in 
each chosen size range of products. 

Beneficiation of sylvinite ores by flotation 
(figures 2 and 3) necessitates conditioning the ores 
with selective collectors and depressing agents before 
they enter the flotation cells. Amines are used to 
make potassium chloride more hydrophobic; a blinder 
is used to depress slime flotation; and an alcohol 
serves as a frothing agent. 

A clay and slimes impurities range of 3.5%-4.0',
requires more extensive mechanical desliming. Above
this recoveries decrease, and this necessitates more 
equipment to recover slime-entrained sylvite. 

Flotation techniques for removing insoluble slimes 
from potash ore can become complex. One arrangement is four flotation stages for insoluble flotation and 

cell for potash r'ougher and cleaner flotation, lRe
agents for insoluble slime flotation can include 

Superfloe 127-Aero 870 at a rate of about 68 g of each 
per ton of ore. Armneen TD at about t00 g

and Barrett's oil 631 at about 15 g/ton can be used inpotash rougher flotation while about 20 g each of 
Armeen TI) and Barrett's oil 631 can be used in potash
cleaner flotation. Iigh insolubles removal is encour
aged by recycling potash ('leaner tails back to insolu

ie flotation. 

Slimes have been removed from loli-grade ores 
containing 5', water' irisolubles using nonionic or cationic polyacrylamide flocculants and cationic, anionic,
and/or nonionic collectors. Subsequent potah flota

tion 	 recovers a high percentage of the potash. 

Ieavy Media teleficiatio--'l'his modification of 
the beneficiation technique is especially useful in pre
serving large potassium chloride crystals which maybe classified without furtther processing to products
for use in blended mixed fertilizers or' for direct 
application (8). 'Ihe process utilizes the difference 

in specific gravity o)f sylvite (KCI) and halite (NaCl).
Ilalite is Itermor'e dense (specific gravity 2. 13 versus 
1.98 for sylvile); therefore, in a liquid of intermediate 
specific gravity, halite will sink and sylvite will floal. 
It.S. piatent No. 3,638,791 to International Minerals 
and Chermical Corp. describes this techniq(ue as "Ore 
berieficiation try treatment with a heavy media, e.g., 
an amlue'ous liquor and a very finely divided weighting 
alrent , typically magrnetite or' ferr'osilicon of minlus 
.j(}-irit'sh. The efficiency of the imagretite separation 
operatioll is rertor'ed ty treating Ihe rilse liquor in a 
seconid hymrocyclone,. Thew density of the rillse liquors 
if, iruch Is thall the dlnsity of Ihe ore constituents, 
and flle ore ronstitluents in thit' wash liquor report to 
til' hydr'ocyclolle iunderflow while the overflow con
prleMS It !,ilsl,)eriln of the filely divided weigrlhting 
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Figure 2. Simplified Flowsheet of Potash Refining System Using Flotation. 

SLGS 	 agent in the liquor. This liquor is suitable for sep-AND 'IRE FRM STORAGE aration in the magnetic separator at high efficiency.!CREEWG IThe underfow is treated to separate ore impuritiesBRINEfrom 
 the weighting suspension. This may be accom-
PULPNG lihshed by means of a fine screen." 

SCO BING t 	 Solution-Crystaliczation-- )issolution of the ore 
recovery of KCI by crystallization is necessarily 

ULPI GwithSL Nused is 
DE SLM INGtages SNextent for beneficiating shaft-mined ore. Its'advan-
P ICME in solution 	 mining. It also used to soe 

are that it can utilize osres with a high percent-
LEACHINGage of insoluble materials such as clay, and] it 

psoduces a high-grade (62--639 K2() product that is
fully soluble and hence suitable for use in liquid fer-CONDITONINGtilizers. The beneficiation process is based on the 

THICKENING CRYSTAL- solubilities of NaCl and KUIl in hot and cold waterLIZAT ION which are: 

CEILI TAIINGSSolulhility, /100 ml of Water
INSat 
 20%-c at 1000C 

ESLIMES 
 l 
 34.7 	 56.7
TO WASTE 
 NaCl 35.4 
 39.1
 

CENTRIFUGE J
 

The data shown above are the separate solubili
ties of KCI and NaCl. For solutions containing both 

DRYING Isalts, the solubility of NaCI decreases slightly as the 
temperature increases. Thus, when a brine that is 
saturated with both NaCI and I(CI at 201C isheated to 
100 0 C, it is capable of dissolving substantial amountsSCREENING MURIATE OF POTASH 	 of KCI but no NaCl.ITO PRODUCT STORAGE Figure 4 shows a typical flow diagram of a solution-crystallization process. Sylvinite ore is crushedFigur,3. Diagram of Flotation Process for Recovery of Murlate of Potash. to minus 3-mesh and washed with a cool, saturated 
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Figure 4. Diagram of Solution-Crystallization Process for Recovery of

Muriate of Potash. 


NaCt-KtI solution. Most of the clav is carried off in

tile solution to a desliming step whe re lit clay is dis-

carded as tailing. The charifi(-d solution is then

heated and used to dissolve the KCI from the washed 

ore. As mentioned earlier, NaCl is not soluble in 
 the 

hot brine, and the undissolved NaCI is discarded

tailing. The 

as 

brine is then cooled, crystallizing KCI 


which is separated from th: brine, washed, and dried. 

The remaining brine- is 
 recycled. When a high-purity
product for chemical use 
KCI 

is desired, the crystalline
is redissolved and recrystall zCel to provide a

double-refined prodhct containing more than 99.9(-, 
. 

Electrostatic Beneficiation--This method of bene-

ficiating potatshUtilizes--ml triboelectric 
 charging

of the salt components. This can te done 
by heating

the material to 300"-700"'C, followed by cooling to

100".200'C, or trealment
by with specific conditioning

agents. These agent, selectively alter the electrical 

properties of the individual minerals separate
to one 

or more components front salt Preferred
a mixture.
agents are andaliphatic aromatic monocarboxylic acids,

ammonium salts, or 
 aliphatic monocarboxylic acids. 
The raw material is ground, conditioned, and treated
in a heating apparatus with air of a specific moisture 
content and simultaneously triboelect rically charged lty
frict ion. A charged residue and i px'econcentrate are 
obtained in the preseparator, 

Beneficiation of Carnallite Ores and Brines 

Carnallite ore is the source of a small percentage
of the world's potash supply even though there atre 
large deposits of such ores in many regions. One 23.5 

of carnallite ores is their low grade; 
even pure carnallite (1KCI. gCI 2 .6Il2()) contains onlyI7' K20. A second disadvantage is that dissolution 
and recrystallization methods must be used which are 
energy intensive. A third disadvantage is the largevolume of byproduct magnesium chloride solution which
is likely to pose a difficult disposal problem. The 
magnesium chloride becan hydrolyzed to magnesium
oxide at elevated temperatures. 

IlgCl 2 f 112() , MgO + 211CI 

oxide is useful as a material for manufac
ture of refr'actories and other pur)oses, but disiosal 
of IICI is another problem. 

In spite of its disadvantages, ores or )rines containing carnallite are processed to recover KCI in sev
eral countries including Spain, Israel, and East and 
West Germany and may be utilized in the future in 
developing countries such is Brazil, Thailhnd, Congo,Jordlan, aind Pakistan. 

Processing methods vary widely and depend on 
what accessory minerals ar-e associated with the car
nallite. Halite (Nat) is a common accessory mineral,
and there are various other combinat ions as mentionedin tile preceding description
Because ot world potash deposits.of the wid(e variety of carnallite-con taining 

ores, no attempt will he made to describe any specific 
beneficiation proc,.s in detail. A iecent article sum
marizes methods for ireating carnallite Oos (9). 

There fieU two ge.rlt:1-1 tblpes of processes: cold 
leach and hot teach. ('old leach proeces,;es at'e carried.at 20"-25( ('arnallite oe, which usually contains some NaCI, is lcached with water or dilute brine 
which dissolves lg( 2 Itretcrentially. Actually, KCIdissolves anti relrt,iilates is the Mg(CI 2 content of 
the solution increascs. The rates of dissolution and 
recrystallization affect the size of the crystals; relativel,, coarse crysIftal; which may be ,;el)arated from
the MgCI 2 solution by centrifuging ;Ire )referred. If 
the ore contains insoluble material such as clay, it
remains in suspension in the solution. 'Phe mixture
of NaCt and KCI crystals may be separat by either

Of two previously described methods that are used for

refining sylvinite--by flotation or by a hot leach which

dissolves the KCI treferentially. The M9C12 solution
 
is clarified and then evaporated to a high concentra-

Lion 
 to recover plotash by crystallizing carnallite which

is recycled. The MgCI, solution can then be 
 dis
carded or, utilized.
 

Alternatively, carnallite ores may be treated by
a hot leach at a)out I00"C which lissolves both M9CI 2
and KCI and also any NaCI that may be present. The

hot solution is clarified to remove solid impurities and
 
then cooled and evaporated; after the KCI 
 and NaC1crystals are recovered, one of the above-described
 
separation techniiques is employed. Part of the
 
mother liquor, 
 which has a high MgCI 2 content, is
diluted, heated, and r'eturned to the hot leach step.
The remaining mother liquor is eval)orate(l further to 
recover the remaining KCI as carnallite and then
 
discarded.
 

The Dead Sea brine typically contains 11.5 g/liter
of KCI. The concentration of the other salts in 
grams/liter is MgCI2 , 130; NaCl, 87; CaC12 , 37; and
M9K3r.2 , 5. At th( )ead Sea Works in Israel, brine
from the sea is first fed into large shallow ponds cov
ering about 155 km2 where the brine is concentrated 
by solar evalporation until about 90"'D of the NaC1 crys
tallizes. The brine is then transferred to a second 
series of evaporation ponds where the carnallite crystallizes and is recoveretl by dredging. The brine is 
then pumped is a slurry to the refinery. The carnallite slurry is treated by i cold leach process similar 
to that described atbove 'o seprate KCI and NaCI from 
the brine. Both flotation and hot leach processes are 



used to 	 separate NaC1 from KCI. The KC1 is dried 79.3 tons of potassium-magnesium sulfate is reand marketed in several grades differing mainly in quired for 100% conversion 
particle 	 size; all grades contain 60%-61% KCI. The 99.1 tons of potassium-magnesium sulfate is regrades are granular (compacted), coarse (crystalline), quired for 80% conversion 
"standard," "fine," and "highly soluble." 

The firm also markets table salt, industrial salt Alunite--Alunite [K 2 .A1 6 (OH) 1 2 .(SO 4 ) 4 ] is a po
(NaCI), and bromine compounds. Part of the brine tential source of potassium sulfate, alumina, and sulfur
remaining which contains MgC and CaCl 2 is used to dioxide2 	 byproduct. The economics of its production
produce 	 IlCI for phosphoric acid production and re- hinges on the value of the alumina. Technology has 
fractory grade MgO, and part of it is returned to the beLn developed in the U.S.S.R. (10, 11) A 	 major
Dead Sea. operation utilizing a large alunite deposit in south

western Utah has been intensively investigated technically and economically without reaching any satisfac-
Beneficiation and Utilization of Sulfate Ores tory solution to date, mainly because of the lower cost

of alumina from Australia. 
Lang beinite--Langbeinite (K 2 SO4 2MgSO 4 ) is


separated from sylvite and halite by selective washing, It was proposed 
 that the alunite ore would befroth flotation, or heavy media. The langbeinite may mined in an open pit opeCation. The ore, after it hasbe marketed as such as a source of K, Mg, and S, or been stockpiled, would be crushed to minus 2-mm sizeit may be converted to other products. Potassium sul- before drying and further grinding of the ore that isfate is produced by reacting one molecule of langbein- coarser than 14-mesh. This would 	 be roasted to conite with 	 four molecules of muriate of potash (figure 5). 	 vert the potassium to a salt soluble in water or dilute 
alkali. Leaching would follow to recover potassium
sulfate solution. Washed, filtered solids would be 
transferred to a Bayer-type plant for alumina 

LANGBEINITE FINES MURIATE FINES recovery. 

' In a Bayer alumina plant, the filtered solids are 
PULVERIZING DISSOLUTION digested with caustic

PULVEIZINGAND
 
soda to dissolve alumina. Alu

Sect,0n I CLARIFICATION mina is precipitated as aluminum hydrate followed bySection U calcining. To recover sulfuric acid from the sulfur 
dioxide stream, a double absorption acid plant is in-

Water stalled. The sulfuric acid can be used in the manu
facture of the concentrated phosphates or other prod-

SULFATE [REACTIN	 ucts using massive quantities of sulfuric acid. 

Section M 	 Mixd Production of I million tpy of alumina (A12 0 3 ) 
Salts 	 would require about 10 million tons of alunite ore and

would yield about 500,000 tons of potassium sulfate 
EVAPORATION,DB N Brine CRYSTA LLIZATION I and nearly 800,000 tpy of sulfuric acid. The magni-

AND FILTRATION tude of the coproducts tends to limit the potential for 
Section T" Son 3C the production of alumina from alunite. 

SULFATE I Waste Liquor Complex Sulfate Ores--Complex mixtures of potashDRY,SIZE Discord ores have been successfully beneficiated in Russia 
STORAGE (10, 11). These ores may contain any or all of the

fo-owing minerals: anhydrite, epsomite, halite, kai
nite, kieserite, langbeinite, polyhalite, and sylvite,
along with clay. Extraction of potassium salts from 

Note: Loneinite and muriote fines are such ores becomes quite complicated because thecoanentrate 	 products rom the mineralogical formsIongbeinite leach 	 and sylvitl, flo- unstable, 
of the various components areand the chemical composition of the group

as a whole varies considerably. The process used toextract the ore depends upon the various proportions
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines. of the different minerals present. For example,

whenever potassium sulfate is the desired product,
free sylvite and kainite must be present in the sameFigure 5. Diagram of Process for Production of Potassium Sulfate from 	 molecular proportions or the potassium chloride nustLangheinite and 	 Muriate of Potash. be added if there is an excess of kainite. Ideally, 
the reaction is: 

Potassium magnesium sulfate is produced by refining KCI + KCIMgSO4 .311 2 0 -* K2 SO 4 + MgC12 + 3H 2 0
langbeinite. The reaction to produce potassium sul
fate from langbeinite is: When the ore is deficient in sylvite, schoenite is 

produced.

(1) K2SO4 "2HgSO4 + 4 KCI 3K2S04 + 2MgCl 2*
 langbeinite mat. of potassium magnesium 2KCI'MgSO 4 '31-20 4 K 2 SO4"MgSO 4 '6fl2O + MgCl 2potash sul fate chloride (kainite) (schoenite) 

(2) 2(K 2 S0 4 .2MgS0 4 ) + 2KCI 4 3(K 2 S0 4 .MgS04 ) + MgCl 2 (In both equations above the interaction of the solvent
langbeinite mur. of potas, magnesium mag. has been omitted.) Thus, the product varies between

potash sulfate chloride potassium sulfate and schoenite according to the comkl)___________ position of the ore.
*Dis ca rded. 

A new method for extracting potassium compounds
from Carpathian ores that contain several minerals is 

For each 100 tons of potassium sulfate being extensively tested on an industrial scale at 
Kalush. A flowsheet56.7100%tconvesof muriate of potash is required for figure 6. In of the process is shown inthis process natural ore containing about9% potassium is ground and leached in two steps, with 

70.9 tons of muriate of potash is required for a hot "synthetic kainite" solution (described later) in80% conversion , dissolving tanks. The leach dissolves epsomite, kai
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Figure 6. Flowsheet for the Processing of Carpathian Polymineral Ores. 

nite, and sylvite as well as any other readily soluble The potassium sulfate is removed as an endmineral, but langbeinite, halite, and polyhalite are product by centrifugation, and the hot liquor is repractically insoluble in this liquor. If the con-ore cycled to the settling tanks.
tains significant quantities of langbeinite and polyha
lite, then the residue from the leaching process should
be treated to recover them. The ore as mined nor- The thickened slime from the settling tanksmally concontains about 15% clay which remains suspended tains salty clay which is washed with a countercurrentin the hot leach liquor until it is clarified in Dorr flow of water in a washer to minimize lossessettling tanks. As the liquor begins to of potascool, potas- sium. This washing liquor along with the filtrate fromsium salts begin to crystallize out. Normally, potas- the schoenite filtration is sent to the dissolving tankssium chloride and sodium chloride would precipitate to act as a solvent for the original ore.
first, but since the desired product is schoenite, theprecipitation of these chlorides is inhibited by the During the conversion of kainite to schoeniteaddition of a solution that is saturated with magnesium (second equation above), magnesium chloride is alsoand potassium sulfate. (This solution is obtained from formed. If the concentration of this magnesium chlothe later decomposition of part of the schoenite to ride were allowed to increase indefinitely, the processform relatively pure potassium sulfate.) This, in would not function properly. To circumvent thiseffect, leaves a solution that is saturated with respect problem, a part of the schoenite filtrate is withdrawnto schoenite but unsaturated with respect to the and sent to an evaporator where enough of both sodichlorides. Under these circumstances, only schoenite um and potassium are removed to maintain a constantwill precipitate. concentration of these materials in the system. The 
2KCI + 2MgSO,4 + 61120 + K2 S0 4 .MgSO 4 .'61120 + MgCI 2 

remaining slurry is recycled to the dissolving tanksas "synthetic kainite." The concentrated magnesium 
chloride liquor is used to make products that requireThe clarified liquor, plus he add-l sulfate solu- magnesium.

tion, is cooled in a vacuum crystallizer to 20'C. Theschoenite so formed is thickened and filtered. Part This process permits the use of Carpathian oresof the filtered schoenite is mixed with water to pro- to produce several commercially valuable products,duce potassium sulfate according to the reaction: such as potassium sulfate, potassium-magnesium sul-

K2 S0 fate, potassium chloride, sodium sulfate, and mag4 'MgSO 4 '611 2 0 , K2 SO 4 + MgSO 4 + 61120 nesium chloride liquors. 

.3
 



Production of Potassium Sulfate by Thermal Processes piate rock followed by neutralization with limestone or" 
lime (see chapter XVI). A CaCI 2 solution is a by
product of this reaction and may pose a disposalMannheim Process problem. In the United States the principal us,. for 
the byproduct 11C1 is for acidulating oil wells to in-

This process for the manufacture of potassium crease oil recovery. The 1 2 SO 4 plant may be built. in
sulfate from potassium chloride and sulfuric acid in- an oil field to minimize transportation of IICI . Other
volves a two-stage reaction. The following first re- possible fertilizer-related uses for I[CI are to produce
action is exothermfic: ammonium chloride (see chapter VIII) or to producre 

phosphoric acid by a solvent extraction process (see
K(I + 1104 • llSO, + t1(1 chapter XIII). 

[owevei', the secon . reaction is endothem'nic: 
Uses of Potassium Sulfate 

KI1,l t 1 7 - K2S(. + 11(. 
The sulfate or other nonchloride forms of potash

The first reaction pi'ocetds at a relatively low are preferred for fertilizing certain crops for which 
temperature to pri)Iluce potassium bisulfate (KIISO,I) the quality may be adversely affected by chloride.
which is heated in a Mannheim furnace to 'omplete the Examples are tobacco, liotatoes (in some cases), and
second reaction. The proces!, is used in Belgium and grapes. Also nonchloride potash sources ai'e needed
the United States. in areas where chloride accumulation in the soil is a 

pro)lem as in the Netherlands or in many arid regionsliargreavts Process where chloride salts in irrigation water accumulate in 
the soil. Potassium sulfate may be preferred because

In this pricc'ess, tille finely ground potassium of its sulfur content where soils are deficient in both 
chloride is briquetted, dried, screen(ed, and then potassium and sulfur. 
charged into a conver'sion Chalnh( '. Ilot sulfur diox
ide frola a sulfur turner flows into the chamber to
gether with enough air' water vapor to ofexceis and Production Potassium Nitrate2 

co(inl)l(tc, the reaction which is: 

tK'I 4 2S(,0. + (),g + 211,0 - 2N,2SO t ,lIICI Southwest Potash Process 

In Iractice, the gas flows through series of Potassiuma chloride is slurried with 65% nitric acid
Con veri'sion chambers which are charged and discharged which has been previously chilled to prevent, a re-
Iatchwise The flow of the S0 2 -vontaining gas is action occurring before the slurry is fed into the re
such that it fi'st contacts a tonverter in which the actor (figure 7) (12). In the reactor, which operates 
ptlash ha ill, ist n(at', )ee(n 'onVel'ted to '(),5 , and
the 

K 2 at about 25 psig (I .76 kg/cm2 ), the slurry is heatedgas lastl5 flows through a Convertr containing a with nitric acid vapor to about 75'C , whereupon re
fresh ch;gr f KC1 briquettes. action takes place, according to the following equation: 

31(I + 411N0:1 , 3KNO, + Cl 2 + NOCI + 21120
 
11CI Utilization 
 Some !)0', of the chlorine is removed in gaseous 

Both the form. Because of the extreme corrosiveness prevailingHI;tnheim and Ilargi'eaves prcse 

produce byproduct hydrochloric acid which must be _utilized oi' llnt 52. 
to make dicalcium phosphate by reaction with phos- with file iicrl ksin ,oftil e British SNullur (orlmrtiu (t 2). 

disposed of. In Belgium the IICl is used 2. tlies Ciion has heen ahstractd trolln 'tls.)horuS l'PtISSillll, VotlllmC 
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Figure 7. Flow Diagram of Southwes Potash Proces for Production of Potasum Nitrate. 



in the reactor, this vessel, which is in fact an agitat- practical to the upconcentrate 	 solution to 81% nitriced autoclave, has to 	 be fabricated from titanium and acid; the weak acid vapors in the overhead fractionlined with acid-resistant brick, are subsequently concentrated to around 62% HNO 3 in 
a second distillation column. Bottoms from the firstThe solution from the reactor flows theto chlo- acid distillation column are fed to a battery of vacuumride-stripping column where it is heated with more 	 crystallizers where potassium nitrate is precipitatednitric acid vapor to its boiling point of around 150 0 C. and 	 separated by a centrifuge. The product is driedThis treatment 	 takes the reaction to completion

gives 	
and and may be stored direct or melted and prilled atrise to a stripped solution containing less than 340'-3500 C 	 in a 35-ft (10.7-m) tower. Both technical10 ppm of chlorine. For this degree of completion to grade (99.3%) and an agricultural grade (99%) potasbe obtained, it 	 is necessary to maintain an excess of sium nitrate are produced 'or the process.


nitric acid corresponding to a concentration of 55% in
 
the solution.
 

IMI ProcessThe gaseous mixture, 	 containing nitrosyl chlorideand chlorine, coming 	 from the agitated reactor, is ox- The alternative to a high-temperature, distilidized in the gas reactor by means of hot 	nitric acid lation-based process for manufacturii.g potassium niat a concentration of 	 at least 80% at 150 0 C. The re- bytrate direct acid attack is sohtent extraction ataction which takes place yields nitrogen 	 dioxide and relatively low temperature. At low temperatures, themore chlorine as 	follows: potassium nitrate formation reacion proceeds, with 
the aid of solvent extraction and with no side reac-NOCI + 21N0 -,3 C12 + 3NO 2 + 12 0 tions occurring, according to the equation:
 

Water formed in the oxidation is condensed and 
 KCI + llNO 3 -, KNO 3 + llCI
fed to the primary reactor. The chlorine and nitrogen
dioxide are separated into liquid products; the chlo- In this way the solvent 	 extraction route obviates somerine is fed to storage, while the nitrogen dioxide is of the intense corrosion 	problems which are an inheroxidized with air and absorbed in water to produce ent feature of the process previously described.65% nitric acid. This oxidation step is characterized However, solvent extracticn installations, with theby the following 	chemical equation: associated regeneration facilities, are fairly expensive; 

thus, the economic advantage of reduced corrosion is2NO 2 + 1120 + 02 + 2FN0 3 at least partially offset.
 
The overall reaction through the process is given 
 In this process 	 developed by Israel Mining Inby: dustries, potassium chloride, withtogether stoichio

metric quantities of chilled 60%-70% nitric acid, is fed2KCI + 2HNO 3 + 02 - 2KNO 3 + + H2 0Cl 2 	 into the first of a series of conversion reactors at 50 
100 C (figure 8). Recycled brine and solvent are alsoIn the gas section of 	 the process, two distillation added. The reaction between potassium chloride andcolumns are used to 	 separate the pure chlorine from nitric acid is, under normal circumstances, reversible,pure nitrogen dioxide. Chlorine is removed from the but in this case because of the presence of solvent,top of the first 	 column and nitrogen dioxide from the the reaction goes almost entirely to completion. Pobottom of the second 	 column while in the wet section 

the 	
tassium nitrate is produced in the solid phase. Bothpotassium nitrate-nitric acid solution is concen- hydrochloric acid and the unreacted nitric acid distrated in the acid distillation column. It has been solve into the solvent phase and are removed, while 
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the potassium nitrate crystals are separate(, fly de-
cantation and centrifugation, and dried for storage.
Part of the product is melted and prilled. 

The remainder of the process is concerned with 
the treatment of the solvent phase to recover hydro-
chlorie acid of reasonable purity and to recycle the 
solvent-nitric acid mixtutre to tht reactor system.
Both hYdrochloric and nitric amids are soluble ill the 
solvent, but fort unately the (list ribut ion coefficients 
differ sufficien tly for the hydrochloric acid to be re-
moved se)arately in a countercTrrent li(uid-liLuid Cx-
traction system. Th' hydrochloric acid is utilized to 
lr'rOluce' I)hoslloric acid bY the IMI solvent extraction 
process as described in chaI)telr XIII. 

Other Processes 

Potassium nitrate may be recover'ed as a coproit-
uct in cert;iin nit rophosphate processes as described 
illChapter XV. 

Waste lDisposal 

The beneficialion of s ' Ivinite results in hyprod-
ut soliull chLO'idte containing a small amount of po-
Itssiul Chloride . ' Ii.asIt produtCt slurry usually is 
jtirpet to a stol'age area bounded by an earthen retaming wall t slidity gradually as It( entrained 
Vater ev;tl)oir;teo, . A few mines are located where the 
slurry can et' lunlped to in oall or' river. Til
latter disposal lthod is coming under increasing en-
vir,,nrt'nt;,l criticism hanning.;nd The refining of 
other ,l-ash orcs incurs othlr' hyliroduct salts that 
art' Irat;tld similarly. It .tf'ii'rt solid, level land is 
iv:iilaill t;i' ilt rtfimory, fl iost of containment is 
nlt t'xc, sivt . Ifowv(ir'. 'iitlilth land is nit always
iv;ihldtt. ;irol this plrisrits a s-rious lproblvi. Also, 
the net t'v;tl'iration rat' dilffir with salts, ind this 
lf'IctIs IHt ' Inerequiri-d Io' solidil';itl ion 

';ti'nalliti toyrluct liqu. conlains primarily
,MgI'1b'2. ()lIt. toll oI' ca'n;llitl irv pruoduce, O.3-0.5 m3 
(d' i-ilrt' . , ltvr'ului-t loo 's ltill I)Ot Ssiull Sulflatelpro-uti,,niMgCl hv hydrllyalso, con,sistlihl hu'gely %"IKC'I.- [Utilizatlion (ifiind calcint;ion is practici'd in 

Israel. l' rt';o't in is: 

M gtI., f II() • , 1I + 2111 

The' Mgo is usitll flor .DitirICtlion of 'ef'aCtories, 
and the ll(.l is used to irOtilCI phosl)horic acid by the 
I11MIsolvent extra' tion oir' t'ss. 

(?hemical Gra ei olitash 

Chemical gr'adilie poitah, a highly r'efinel potassium 
chloride, is urse(d lalost tiirely in liti iroduction of''hlorine intl potassiuirrm hydir'oxiile (Koll), crnonly 
Called caust iiotash. 

Iligh ptir'ily of c'li'rllici l ,rali' lpoa ,h is i rll a'lint 
loriat least h r'i'i'r iatr(,ols: 

'erai tI rr,l~e un;iccii;ihle imlil iliis in lthe ci'ili'al 
g. ad plll assitUli chloridhe art.( c i edl'tlforlward' inl 
thelt p' i'oc'',s ilt) Ill caustic' piash . 

2. 	 t"ffi('n lry olii' i t rrIirpoltn ; 'tit in an 
electIrolytic. -(-Il is, imi redi',lhy iilidh e pri'., e, o>f 

iif 	 (llU ri;,h 'e 

ililuiit! . 
:1. rl''ilerc tif licivy rietils. cai;i!, m'i'ei,, of hy-

drlogll inl lhc l, i rll(lylJ(, velli Ini lhv I)IT.,Clen I.e 
if cihlorine, giving rim- l i ilt, formatin i iif x-

phosie Inixltures, 

Refinement of muriate of potash to pioduce the 
chemical grade is achieved t)y redissolving and recrys
tallizing an already crystalli'ed potassium chloride. 

Most chemical-grade potash is used in lhe 'pro
duction of potassium hydroxide (ROIl). The process
entails electrolysis of a KCI brine to yiehl KOlH and 
chlorine. The main use ot' caustic potash is ill the 
manufaCtUtre of liquidl soaps whiceh arI( bteoming ill
creasingly popular. Other uses are in texiii opera
tions, greases, catalysts, engraving, alkaline hat
teries, and rubber fabrication, to addition t) dir'ect 
use of caustic loitash in li(jluid soap)s oir other 1)ro(1
utCs, a substantial tinnai' is Us( il( tih 'tIiOJlCtion 
of' polassiuni carbonate (Kjt(X(): ) and other ptlassilm
compounds. More than halt of the potAssium ctarionate is used ill glass manufactlure. Some t()tiiuSAm
 
Carbonate is carb'ionatedl f'urther' to form l) s)."SiUm
 
bicarbonate, KII(OI. 1 , used lAr'gely in foods anl 
medi
cine. K0l is also ustit tto make boltassiun phoislhates
for use in specialty fertilizers. 

About .t', of the world potassium consurlmption is
for 	indust rial alililical ions, as follows: 

Detergenfts awl soaps 35% 
Glass and ceramics 25%
 
Textiles and dyes 
 20%
 
Chemicals andl drugs 13%
 
Other 
 7% 

100% 

Refined potassium chloride is shipped in bags or
 
in bulk ft'om in modified hopper cars called spar'ger or
 
solution cars. Anticaking agents ar not added to
 
chemical-grade K'l 
since they may cause, explosions in
 
the electrolytic tills. With a sp;irger car thv cherni
Cal-gr;id )ot;ssium chlor'idlr is slurried out o' 1h(icar',
ind wilh a s tioi Ca'i it is fully dissdioldT(J and]

lIumpeid Out O' the Car. 
 Table 2 gives thil product
characteristics of aI typical chericil-gt'llga, potassium 
chloride. Note that it is guatl'rile,-d to Contain i
minimum of'9.9, KCI 

PIITASSIUMTAtBLE 2. tIC(LORIIE (ClIEMI:AL. G;RAt(E) 

Compollnnt tU t Gia raiitt',lI 'ry1 ica I 

KCl % 99.9 (llirl.) 99. 92 
K'() % 12It. (nuiil.) 63l. I1 
1l2 (fd ltlSOC) % It.07 (inax.) (1.02 
1120i (0, 701c() % 0.6 1 (n,.ax.) 0. M0 

Watt'r- insol htile pill}, 7) (iax.) 12 
V)Aci d irs tlubl' pp (iax ) I8 

Soulitiil, Na 	 I 1Oppn (iax.) I(IBromn et, lBr plml 7tit 1 (Illlax.) (100 

Stultai't , Si. ppm )10(miax. 13
(;IcI Ii im, CI pp Itt (unx. 

i t ,11tIlliim 

lgrit's;I llrn, Mg plll It) (IX J
 

Irot, Ie Pn 5 (Irax.) 2
ieid , Pt' ppm 1 (max. (). 5 
Iopler, C1 t)im () (Ilix. O. I5 
Ni ike, l , Ni liltiti 1.5 (ilax.) 0.11r,
(hronillill, tr tt)[l 0. I (niax. ( tI.Il,l yhl)111, Mil plln (). 1 (llax.I 0, 01| 
VinilI inlt, V ppim 0. 1 (mix. ()1tt 
Tttllhi , To Ir 

aIhilkI itisIy. , l itti-- 1 04 1
1	

kg/Rim

oitlor - Wille 



Potash Particle Size PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION,oo-

During much of the history of potash production

in Europe and North America, particle size was of
little consequence. Each company shipped for agricul-
tural purposes the size range most easily produced,
approximating what is now classified as "standard" 
grade (13). Agricultural potash was then either ap
plied as a straight material or used in production of
"pulverized" or later "ammoniated" nongranular com-
pound fertilizers. Ini the early 1950s when granula-
tion of compound fertilizers was being developed in 
the United States and the initial equipment proved to
be sized too small, Southwest Potash Corporation in-
troduced "coarse" grade as an aid to granulation.
Coarse potash is now offered by most North Americanproducers; its particle size is mainly between 0.8 and 
2.0 mm. The use of larger particle size muriate of 
potash did assist in the agglomeration war.ted andthereby reduced the recycle of particles finer than 
the bottom size screen being used. This practice led 
to increased production rates in many plau1 ts with 
undersized equipment. Granulation units installed 
during the latter 1950s or later in Europe, the United 
States, Japan, and other countries were better engi-
neered with respect to incorporating "standard" grade
potash materials into granular compound fertilizers. 

'l'l1advent of "bulk blending" in about 1960 led 
to th e in tro d u c tion o f "g ran u lar " m a te ria ls . Th is 
trend was fostered by the introduction of granular 
diammonium phosphate, largely in the 6- to 14-Tyler
mesh (1 .2- to 3.3-mm) range. As the trend to bulk 
blending in small plants located in immediate consumingareas developed, the demand for large particle size 
materials increased similarly. Bulk blending is most 
commonly practiced in the United States and Canada, 
butotheritsregions,use is growing in Latin America for(;ranular I)otash is also preferredand some 
direct application, 

Both "coarse" and "granular" grades of potash 
are used by bulk bhlnders. Iowever, the "coarse" 
grade does not match well the particle size of nitrogen 
and phosphate materials commonly in blendused bulking, leading to unsatisfactory analysis control of
bulk-blend mixtures (see chapter XXII). 

Gradually the potash industry, in North America 

especially, 
 is increasing its granular grade compaction 

capacity. Likewise, 
 blend plant owners are recogniz
ing the need for using potash of a size that is similar

to that of the other materials in the mixture and,

therefore, are imore renerally 
 choosing "granular" potash. Figure 9 illustrates the similarity of "granular" 
potash to other granular materials andithe dissimilarity
of "coarse" grade )otash. Studies at the National 
Fertilizer )evelopment Center, Shoals,Muscle Alabama,
demonstrate that all materials in a blend mixtureshould be within -101, range of particle size on eachscreen size to avoid undue segregation. 

In Germany, where potash was first produced,
the kieserite, carnallite, and insoluble anhydrite are 
finely grailed, and the crysails are intergrown, mnik-
ing separation by grinding and flotation almost impos-
sible, Crystallization is the princilpal method1 of benle-
ficiation used in Germany. Some flotationnow in units areuse. More recenl crystallization unils installed

ill~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ lurpaeClaeofirdcngarudeltrninl Europe aire caabeof producing a routdt gran1 
of about I-tint diameter. Compact ion of fine particles 
to grantihr size range lian been In troduced in EIurope,
In North America coarse grade alnl, with certains ores,
s,(,ni irranular lotash (cinbe produced by flotation. 

In Norlh America rlanlar grade ranges in size
between 1.2 antI 33 1m1. In Irante rolliplailed polalh 
ro n gr ,, between , 1 and 5.0 uil. A :-reInetd fravtiOllo 
,ohrl Is "K' larl ' ' Il I,.5-5.0 film withll t! major per-
rentilge of partltiles beltwerli I . find '4.0I1 111. 
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Figure . Particle Size of Granular and Caare Potash in Comparison with 
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Granular Phosphates Available in the United States. 

used to produce a semicoarse particle at most West 
German plants. 

In the German Democratic Republic, the Untel'
breizbachabout plant has granulating250,000 tons facilities to produceannually on a K2 0 basis. This 
product ranges from 0.5 to 4.0 mm but can be 
screened at Wismar, a port, to 0.5-1.5 mm and 1.5- to 
1.0-mm fractions for export. 

The potash industry in the U.S.S.R. intends to
increase the pr'oportion of granulated product to 75% 
of total output. Only about 1.0 million tpy was pro
duced in 1977. Both Uralkali and Byeloruskali mines 
have compaction units. 

P
 
PriceIifferential for Grades
 

'he following prices are illustrative of the var
ous "grades" of muriate of potash offered by North
 
American producers (i ):
 

.
Price (Febl:-June I97_7)' 

Typical Sizr $/Sort Ton " 
__ange,Rrde Unitel of K O0 V tLkii~L O0 
.0.. .... 

CoSaa 0.8-2.0 0.84 0.093 
Granuilar 1.2-it.3 0.86 
 0.097 
Soluble 62%-63 K20 leam than 0.8 0.86 0.097 

-. List price fom 'hosh -risand "',t.a 83:14htu-, (1976), f.o.b,
 
). Specificatlons vary aomewhlat from one produter to another.
 
ine in Canada, 

c , Short-ton unit of XIO r 20 I (1% of short ton). 

The prices shown above umoulI to is iremlum for 
grantlrir liti tVer afsIrtintiard of about $4 per met-
I o' or r'on te of Iottoislth e 1O11ail1nf1g 4%0 K20,tiU tu 
"Soluble" potash torsn sitctulm1 ltilIlar pIremiutm; It con
tlnfin no insiolible flpritlletiis find Is uttd mainly Ill 
(Iuil fertilizers. A fins' particleThe Wet Geriman rlilll, hIive comlaltli utlolltll ralpid mze it prefrerred fordisuolluton or, It Ie cas of tth nI toor '.raiilir" ratle (13;), Swvmlilln Cry ilallzerti tire prevent rapid telltling. 



'The premium for granular potash has varied con-
siderably since 1976. In mid-1979 the piremium for 
international sales of granular Canadian or European 
potash was about $10/ton, but for sales within North 
America the premium varied from $10 to less than $5/
ton, presumably ill response to supply and demand 
factors, 

Sulfate of potash also is offered in standard and 
granular sizes; the price of the granular gt'ade in 
1976 was about $8.60/ton more than the standard 
grade. For potassium magnesium sulfate, the premium 
for granular gtrade was $6.60/ton. Granular potash 
products may be obtained tty stieetning flotation ptod-
ut or by roll compaction as described elsewhere in 
this report. Ilowever, granular sulfate of potash is 
tiroduced onlY by coinlact tion. , 

(tr1.anulation of Pot ash Salts 

Granulation of fine potash salts is carried out on 
a commercial scale by compaction. Some other methods 
have been tried, but there is no known commercial 
use. A typical flowsheet of a roll compaction unit for. 
producing granular muriate of potash is shown in 
figure 10. The feed is fine potash plus recycled fines 

FINE[ MATERIA L 

I I-

M 0GRANUtATING 
MIL. 

_L :OVERSIZE 
RE TuRNE D 

FFeed 

SCREW[ 

UNDERSIZE RETURNED GRANULAR 
PRODUCT 

Source: Allit Chalmers. 

Figure 10. Simplified Flowsheet for Granulation of Potash hy 1R011 
Compaction. 

from tile iocess, The feed is preheated in a 
steam-heated conveyot' and fed to a hopper above a 
pair of smooth rolls. Tl( rolls turll toward each
other and comprtess the material into a continuous 
sheet. 'The sh.vt is bItoken into flakes by a "flake 

rea ke t. ''lh' flakes are stcreened to r'einove fine,
and then fed to two "granulatilg tmills'" in paralel.
The granulating mills arte cori'tiatetd riolls with sharp-
edgre cotrtugatins designed to hreak the flakes in such 
a way as ttt ftrt t maximum tet'centagpe of ill' desired 
patticle size. Othel' types tf cr'ushfi'es, such as car(e
mills. may lie used. 'ht' pioduct frtom th( ptimaiy 
mills is ett fiies Iwhoi reitteen remove ne, .ecy(led 
to ite comlta:to'), pi'oduct tsize (1.2-3.3 mm), and 
oversize (which goes to it thi'd Ktratulating mill). 
The plmodutt't frlm tte mill is seteeneld to t-ecover lote 
product size. Oversize is tecyced to the mill, and
tines aie 'ecycld to the cutiltactit.r Of Ihe total 
thr'oughput, '40',-6)', is tectove'td a!, granlItl prod-
li't, atnd file rIemaindvrt is ecycld ls fints tt tht,
c(iolipactottr. 

smooth r'olls. The shape of tit biiqueltt's m1;y be 
long and narrow like a cigair. The biriquettes ate then 
crushed and scireened to recover ithe desired size. 

The r-oll compaction machines consist essentlially 
of a set of two, powered, inward-turning rolls. One 
roll has a fixed beaing; the other is floating in a 
slide atranged so that it can he forced towatrd the 
fixed 'oll by hydraulically act ualed IIistns 'acting on 
the bearing blocks . '11e material to be compacted is 
fed continuously into the nip of the rolls from/ atbove. 
Very high piessur'e can be exerted on thei itttrial as 
it is forced or drawn between the rolls wht'r(e a o
menta'y phase change to a plastic flow condition takes 
place. The crystals at, fused together into ;n almost 
continuous sheet of product which is ejected beneath 
tle rolls. The void content of the sheet may applroach 
zero, and the thickness may vat'y fron 1/8 in to 
3/.4 in (0.3-1.9 cm), depending on the feed texture 
and compaction machine in use. ('onptaction machines 
vary in size (table 3), but the nmchanism of com
paction is the same. One of the vety few in-depth 
studies on compaction has been 
B. E. Kurtz and A. .1. liarldunhn (15). 

published by 

lctors afftcting compaction of potash ate its 
follows: 

Feed 'Textut'e--The optimum patticle size distti
bution lies on the slope of approximately 8", plus 1t
mesh to M. minus! '200-mesh. 'This includes ntinus 12mesh fines and dust tecyceI fi'om the ('eompILact ion 
circuit, in addition to fiesh crystalline feed. Exces
sively coat'se crystalline feed may result in a weaker, 
grainy-textur'ed sheet . A high minus 200-mesh con
tent increases the void content in the sheet and pi'O
duces severe nechanical stilesses on the drive gears 
of the compactor due to chateing' in which fite 
rolls vibrate and slip unde' load. Seg'egation call 
be a serious piotlem. It is minimized by using a 
small volume feed bin so that fresh feed is constantly
blended with recycled mateial. 

Condition--An oil or amine r'esidual film on 

the crystal from pt'evious tireatment inhibits fusion of 
the surfaces and results in weak sheet atd heavy t-o 
cycle to the t'olls. The film can be removd h high
tenipeitture di'ying. Solme ilroducm's add a small a
mount of noisturme to the feed; olhei's find that trace 
additiQes, such ts starch, impriove the qua'ity of the 
pr'oduct. 

Fe leniiT: r t u -- i nui ft ee (I Itmpel'aturte 
without wattr-cooled rolls is 120'"- 1l5(0" (,t'1 -6'?). 
Higher tempteratures result in additioiial inaintenancte 
p oble ms th1 'ou1 hout the p ha t Ihot fecd 0 ')0"-500"F) 
( 150'-'28)"(') , howeve'., call te coltaittt' intot ain exIr-emely denlse siheert at so.melwhat lower, l'(st,vllt, whe(n 

'ill!high lemereatt conditionsmw canlte tole-rated. 

Methods f liltrodtt tion--I'ved to coilltctl', can
hte littrodiuced either ty gravity or with assislanct' by 
fore fetding scvrews. 

Iligh bulk density of ltit' feed it, imlomant to 
succes,ful comptaction when roills :we fed ity rravity.
1'he density, howevel', ialttred dtrastically by the 
| resencet or air fntia)ted itt the tnate'ial. andile 
quatliie,, of this aitI' must t' (,creat,,ed ti ttletabl' 
levels. The deaeratiotn tf feed mightl| at'tcitplishtled 
by vib)ration of the feed hoplpre atove tht' Ioll]., by 
vacuum, or' by mechanical stiring. In varying de
grreves, all of these itethods help Iy devit'ming the 
void contett of the feed. Solne olt'alorts clail thit 
deat'ation and incteased bulk density tesultinig thelret
rion are qtite effectively olmtilted hy uinr it high, 
sliaft-like hiopper drlctly over, Ih(ltoll,, 

lorce feeditnir utlllmzeii ote' ior ime vetil iai 
screws; to lrt itl(te fred I lit i,anlre o tllt, intletr 

In it nlmilat rrci,ett, flil' intcotming hltt l I,formled Into b7ilquettes b~y l,pi-cssni ptr',ent 'u , 'ThIs; ielrvei twi IItIi'p iit , tIlmamlely, Itfthe nulilfrral be(- aliiis it) (lbli;, vvr~il'ent of the cntrlpl-dl all. and~ In
tweei I'lls lhit lavt' tnllhh|1r IockeIs rtthietr that C theI tcoffic'hlt tt frtIl-iton btwen fle reed 

14 Li 



TABLE 3. ROLL COMPACTION MACHINES IN CURRENT USE 

All is-Chalmers 


Roll diameter, cm 
 61 


Roll width, cm 
 61 


RPM 
 24 


Peripheral speed, i/min 46 

Roll construction Cast iran-alloy 


shell. Solid 

steel shaft. 


Bearings Sleeve or roller 

Motor capacity (kW) 149-224 


Applied pressure, kg/cm 3,575 

Feeding method Ei ther gravity 
or vertical twin 

screw force 
feeder. 

'll rouighput , tph 27 

AIp rox imat e p rodut t Io,
 
r.t, (tOx 14 miesh) , tph 1I 


mItrial and smooth surfaces of both roll.,. The 
benefits claimed for the force feeding method are: 

(I) decr' a;Ied sensitivity of colillaclion rolls to flu('tu-
ation.s in texture of the feed; (2) increased angle of 
nip, Which is reflected in increased thickness of the 
coraamleid sheet and higher produclioln rate by the 
'orplliactor resuliting therefrolml; antd (3) gleater ,ffec-
liveness of automation by us' of screw feeders, e.g., 
t)y (,ntrlhign fcl'C lper s((i to maintain a1 specifi(, 
loading )iI hi(' 'omactor riot.! or to to(lpr(e a con-
stant sheet thickness I)v trarisdircr signal to a vari
Spec'l for(i. fedr d'iv,'. 

ioll Spied--This variahle Inust tbe regulated in 
relaition to feed textur., rulthlt of its introduction , 
arlid roll diallmilt.r. fligh-sl.ed rolls g',neratlly produce 
a thilner "heet with less r.cycle, tiut they' are sensi
tive to feed textitt'e chan|ges. Slower turning roll; 
(10-25 rnn) are nhore slabtle, hill they lolut I nar-

row sivel 

1Holl P'r',ssur'--Al other' variatiles It't controlled 
to l''mit lh hilghest pIuisilv roll pr(',SSUre Consistent 
Witli : ,itaiined oporation, This is thit' most critical 
factor itt ttr,'' sfrl aorroineration of free-flowill, 
pIlash betwietll complactiin rolls. Iholl pr'SSr' Oil Ille 
totash i, Irriotlly quotel in pounls per linear inch
and is collilltonly inllthe range of 20,("00-30,0()0 ti/
linlar int (;biut 3.5)00-.)100 kg/lirevar cm). el''ssrte', 
is applied iii tht hiarrit bdock!: (f tltt! floating roll by 
a hydraulic sytehl which Is itlhe'r set manually or 
automatically co(trollerd to rmaintain olitillilressurt 

Iloll Strfac,'--Silolth roll, aire standard, witl a 
pr'ovision f(or Sralpin fused mr;tte'rial fr'o11 the Stm'fraceThe rolls may bie solid or ductedl for cooling water, 
tbut a r'olltrmoriprlct it.' itt the tinduslry i', to apply eX-
|ternal coolinlg tby water' spray', dalip slon,'s , c. 
Applicatoln of Iroisturi'e' r'stlts it se-virt! coroston of 
it'l
roll su rfae'ss 

Iholl t)iotnhr--,'rlivitypi rIze;rarticl' 

I)ton andtI res t ual tlt' t'i hrit i , tithe fr(.etiis 
itei'ri'red as roll dilarmeler I increased, thereby per
!tlltling increaie(i ci'culnrerellial ilive. Ote Inallntfic-

Komarek-Greaves lhuboldt Vulcan-Koppers
 

71 
 91 
 102
 

69 
 119 
 127
 

42 
 25 
 14
 

94 
 72 47
 

Cast iron roll Cast steel. Monobloc body
 
2" alloy shell. Internal water and shaft. Water
 
lollow shaft, cooling, cooled tinder
 

roll surface.
 

Roller 
 Roller 
 Roller
 

373 2 x 186 
 448
 

3,932 4,182 5,362
 

Tapered-screw, Hydraulic Five 22-kW 
twin-force variable-speed, hydraulic motor

feeder twin-force driven force 
(4:1 ratio), feeder, 
 feeders.
 

45 77 91 

20 
 26 27
 

turer of large diameter rolls utilizes a grating immedi
ately abo-,e the angle of nip. The air is drawn down 
into the rolls instead of escaping above with some 
turlulent effect. The resulting sheet leaves the rolls 
as longitudinal strips. 

The flowsheet (figure 10) shows a 24 by 24 in (61
by 61 cm) Allis-(.halmers compaction unit running in 
an independent closed-circuit system. The equipment 
is common in the industry, and this flowsheet, al
though not standar(, is )articularly illustrative be-
CalUse of its simplicity. 

Most recent comnpiction installations are designed 

to recycl(' all or part of the near sized granular material back to the mill product screening l)lant to re
cover a 1)er('cntage- of the product is coarse or stan
dIr'd-gr;d( prolucts. 

Onet drawhack of roll coml)action prr'ocesses is 
tlhat the grallules may have thin edges or corners 
that break off ill handling to for'n fines. To overcome 
this protilem, some iroducers put the granular product through a tulnlble! so that fragile edges are bro
ken offr ad can be remrioved by screening. Also, a 
tr'ealrlnent with steam has bee rll olrvced that helps to 
loudl(I the e(gles. Other particle stabilizing,, treatments 
may involve abtition of rroislur( it' l)rie followed by 
dryini 

(;ranulation by roll comrpactioi c;in also lie iplied 
to piotassiumn t:ulfate, amrnmoniun sulfate, and crystalline 
tliallUlloniurn phosphates . TheI')(roess also can le 
used to grl'nulate sonie types of corliourl fertilizers, 
as dis('ussel ill chaliter XIX, and to ;ggloierate a 
wide 'rangeof nonfertilizer produicts. 

As to Ilit! cost of irrimuliation by roll compaction, 
Ihe price differenlial of about $,-$8/ton for granular 
piotash sualts versus; the prlce of standardI grade ire
umiably reflects arn ordler of llignitulde of lhe coit. 

WorhlWorrld- ahloshh'r'(ihtioll (ap)a!cities 

Hince the fil'tit pothsh mine wits opened in 1861 

A.A/ 

http:fligh-sl.ed


near Stassfurt, Germany, world potash production (4). 60% ofOver this forecasted increase will be incapacity has increased to 	about 32 million of K2 0tons the U.S.S.R. The report estimates that the rate ofequivalent in 1979 (4), largely as muriate of potash capacity increase will be sufficient to satisfy the inand much lesser amounts of potassium sulfate and creased demand at least up 1982, when the capactosmall amounts of potassium nitrate. The following ity is expected to be 36.18 	million tons of K 2 0.tabulation summarizes the present (1978-79) capacities
 
by country.
 

Prices and Production Costs
World Potash Capacity in 1978-79
 

Million 
 Historical information in potash prices is not veryTons K20 Percent useful because of the major dip in prices during
1966-72World total 	 which resulted from the overambitious devel31.96 	 100 opment of new mining capacity in Saskatchewan and 
the U.S.S.R. following:U.S.S.R. 10.00 31Canada 7.50 24 	 1. A worldwide campaign to "feedGerman Democratic Republic 3.20 101 the world."
 

German Federal Republic 
 3.30 10 2. Discovery 	 of large potashUnited States 	 reserves and suitable2.30 1 technology in Saskatchewan and the U.S.S.R.

France 
 2.39 7 	 3. Expansion of nitrogen and phosphate productionSpain 0.88 3 which lent encouragement to investment in newIsrael 0.88 3 potash production.
Others 
 0.95 3 

Figure 11 shows price trends to date for three
major fertilizer materials (16). The potash price, 

A World Bank report estimates that 
f.o.b. Vancouver, rose from 33/ton of 60% K2 0 muriworld capac- ate in 1970 to a maximum of $80/ton in 1974 and thenity will increase to 39.05 	million tons of K2 0 in 1985 fell 	 below $50/ton in 1977 and rose to about $78/ton 
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in mid-1979. Note that potash 	 prices rose much less tural soluble grade and chemical grade. The estimatedduring the 1973-75 shortage than most 	 cost is $219 whichdid other fer-	 million equates to about $194/annual
tilizer materials (17). Noting also the modest increase ton of product expressed in 1977 dollars.
 
of potash price during the past 1,1years, it seems

certain that 
 potash prices will have to rise to support Table 5 approximates typical operating costs ofthe more rapidly increasing construction costs. On a an operation in Canada as described above. It mustconstant-dollar basis, potash price is lower than it be emphasized that ore grade and other conditions are was 15 years ago. highly favorable in Saskatchewan, and these costs are 

lower than many other potash operations, substantiallyTable 4 shows the estimated capital cost of lower than some.a On the other hand, the capital re
plant designed to produce 1.13 million tpy of product for a mine inquirements opening Saskatchewan areas muriate of' potash at the mine in Saskatchewan. unusually high because of the depth of the depositsThe ore is very high grade and will be used to pro- and the difficult geological formation (high pressure
duce agricultural 	 muriate of potash in all size grades. aquifer) through which the shafts must be con-Some of the product will be used to produce agricul- structed. Also, the severe climatic conditions increase 

the cost of the ore refining plant. 

TABLE 4. 1977 CAPITAL COST OF POTASH MINE AND 
REFINERY IN SASKATCHEWAN 1.13 MILLION TONS OF' 
 On the basis 	 of the premises expressed in tables 
PRODUCT/YEAR CAPACITY 
 4 and 5, theic are calculated prices necessary to yield

5%, 10%, and 15% after tax return on investment, as-
Cost, Million 	 suming further the stated 15-year depreciation rate,
_U.S. Dollars 	 royalty/taxes, and general ard administraive costs. 

These calculations made with and without the Sas
ine katchewan reserve tax, a business expense peculiar
2 shatts, lb-tt diameter x 3,000 ft, to Saskatchewan, are shown in table 6. 

with hoisting equipment 53.0 
It is difficult to compare the investment and
Milre equipment 	 30.0 
 operating costs of solution mining with shaft mining
 

because solution 	 mining is seldom used except whereSubtotal 83.0 	 shaft mining is infeasible owing to excessive depths 
or geological character of the deposit. Also, in solu-

Surface planta 136.0 tion mining there is no clear-cut separation of mining 

219.0 and beneficiation.TOTAL' 

TVA has estimated the energy requirements fora. Includes eight compactors and a crystallizer three combinations of mining and beneficiation for 
ci rcu it. North American conditions, assuming an ore grade of 

included.
h. No working 	capital 2;% K20 (18): 

TABLE 5. CANADIAN PLANT, DIRECT OPERATING COSTS
 

Annual Cost, $/Ton
 
Cost, $ Product
 

Mine Personnel
 
Office 
 16
 
Maintenance 
 74
 
Productior,, face 
 104
 
Production, backup arid utility 
 42
 

Total 
 236 4,786,000 	 3.51
 

Plant Personnel
 
General and administration 
 48
 
Supervisory 
 19
 
Operating 
 88
 
Maintenance 
 65
 

Total 
 220 4686,000 	 3.43
 

TOTAL PAYROLL 
(includes 20% 	fringe benefits) 
 9,472,000 6.94
 

(;eneral Plant Overhead 
 643,800 	 0.48
 

Mine:
 
Oprating supplies 
 876,6(10
 
Maintenance Supplies 
 3,123,600
 
p'owe r 
 957,200
 
Expelndable and niscellaneous 755,500


Total 
 5,712,900 	 4.19
 

I'lant :
 
Operating suppl ies 
 2,830,100

Maintenance sipplies 
 1,146,100

Power 
 1,587,00(1

Expenidable and 	Mlsceliarious 
 .377,800


Total 	 9 4
_ I.,0O9. 	 4,36
 

Total annual direct operating costs 
 21,769,700 	 15.91
 
Z.43
 



TABLE 6. 
POTASH PRICE CALCULATION
 

Basis:
 
1.12 million tons of product per year capacity

Plant includes eight compactors and a crystallizer
 
Capital cost, $218.75 million ($192.50/tpy)
 
Direct operating cost, $15.97/ton

Costs expressed in 1977 U.S. dollars/mt of product

Reserve tax, $15.00/short ton, nondeductible
 

__ -- Costs Excludin.SReserve 	Tax 
 Including Reserve 	Tax
 

Operating 
 $15.95 
 $15.95
Depreciation (15-year life) 
 12.84 
 12.84
Royalty/taxes 
 2.20 
 2.20
Administrative, etc. 
 2.20 
 2.20
Reqerve tax 
 0 
 16.50
 

Total 
 $33.19 
 $49.69
 

Price necessary to 	yield "ndicated after tax return on 
total investment based on current 1977 Canadian taxes:
 

Return o Investment Aftencludin 	 Price$m fo.b. Saskatchewan 
tnesmnt 	 eserve TaxftrTang__ 
 ____ erv ax___ ExcTig eserve Taxi 


5 73.59 49.5010 
 89.82 
 65.78
15 
 106.32 
 82.12
 

Energy Requirement, World Potash Commerce 
G6J/Ton of 60%-62% K20
 
as Nuriate of Potasha
 

World potash exports in 1976-77 were 13.3Solution mining million
 
Crystallization recovery 

6.5 tv::s K 2 0 and 51% of world potash production. Thus,

5.4 	 potash is an impo.-tant item of world commerce. World 

potash fertilizer exports increased at anTotal 	 average an11.9 	 nual growth rate of 7.11. over the 10-year period 
ending 1975-76. ThisShaft mining 	 was 2% faster than the potash2.2 	 production increased on averageBeneficiation by flotation 	 during this period.1.O 	 Nine countries export over 99', of all potash materials: 
Canada, the T S. S. I . , EastTotal 	 and West Germany,3.2 	 France, the United States, Irael, Spain, and Italy, 
about as follows:Shaft mining 2.2
 

Beneficiation by crystallization 5.4
 

Total 
 7.6
 
Exporter % of Total Exportsa. 1 .=1 0.948 million Btu = 0.239 million kcal.
 

Canada 
 40
 
United States
The above energy requirements include both 	 7 
France
electrical energy 	 4and fuel with the equivalent fuel 	 6re- West Germany


quirement of electrical energy calculated on the basis
of 	 East Germ:ny 19a conversion efficiency of 33%0. It is evident that U.S.S.R.
solution mining is 	 energy intensive and, if based on 

19 
Israel 3


world 
 market prices for 	oil (about $2/G,1), it would be
uneconomi,:al at culrrent potash prices . loweve, any

kind of fuel (can be used to generate steai and electricity which are 	 the major forms of energy needed. North American exporters account for ia)out'rhus, where low-cost coal or natural gas is available, 	

half 
of the exports to lesser developed countries. Northsolution minin g may te economically accep tabIe. In American ex)orters also sulpply the major ipo'tion ofarid climates solution mining may be modified to take the 	 demand in Oceania and Jalpan. Western Europeanvantage of solar energy; a relatively dihlte solution (ounlrie S supplied nainly by trade within theare 

can be produced iat nmoderate temlperattire, and most region.
of the evaporalion and crystallization can be carriedout in) lagoons by 	 !;ola' energy. ''his is done at the Internl ional ti'ade patterns for potasih are de'l'exasilrulf mine Ii 	 Utah. triined largely by: 

lieneficiation of siaft-nin(ed ore by :rysitallization I. Relative tiainsportation (osts.methods also requllie'? i a substantial anmount of energy, 2. All) all( oth'i' figls conc(ei' ons.
but It ha, the alviintalri of producing a fully solublehigh-grade ( K2)2(, or more) IrodLuct which IS pr'e- :1. Political rIilatioitdlips and the Iurolwan cimrelferred for liquid fertilizeis :'ntd asp :'i Intrlediate forhigh purity material for industrial ut,es. Soilne llants 'lis' expolrt lattllr has, been reatonlibly stnbeprepar'e .i portion of their ollflput by crystilllzation in recent years bill ayfor thr e ina'kett,sli. 	 Ie altered somewhat If tiWUS.Slt. naterially in'realsi'h Wi exports. 



Table 7 gives tile potash trade in 1976 from nine somewhat higher rate of consumption increase,exporting countries including Spain to developed, de- reaching 34.5 million tons of K2 ( in 1985 (4).

veloping, and centrally planned economies (19). Im
ports in 1976 were divided as follows: 60% todevel- North American 
 potash exports are expected tooped market economies, 15% to developing market continue to increase primarily from Canada but alsoeconomies, and 25% to centrally planned economies, from Carlsbad, particularly because of its logistic ad-

TABLE 7. POTASII TRADE IN 1976 ('000 TONS K20)
 

Fed. Rep. Dem. Rep. 
 United
hn orters France _ermajry_ Italy S Germany U.S.S.R. Canada 
States Israel 1976 1975
 

World Totaal 476 
 779 54 239 2,303 2,304 4,923 848 341 12,268 11,721
 

Developed
 
Ma rket
 
Economies 371 566 lb 179 639 597 6412 323 273 7,377 6,781
 

North Amerit'a - 5 20 15 
 - 4,030 14 48 4,132 3,286West Europe 283 11 618
453 150 
 462 25 38 172 2,21:3 2,237 
Octisa  2  - - 14 54 175 - 245 21Othersc 88 91  14 21 121 303 96 53 787 1,048
 

Deve oping
 
Ma rket,

Etoioines 100 190 38 60 349 104 420 524 
 68 1,854 1,677 

Atrica 47 5 1 - - - 3 8 64 42-
Latiii America 30 78 4 36 201 101 147 471 19 1,088 821
 
Near East
 

Africa 
 4 - 25 24 3  - - - 56 85Asia 
 - 5 - 10 - - 15 8 
Far East
 

South Asia  91 - 131 110 - - 335 245East Asia 19 16 3 4 163 50 41 296 476 

Cent ral ly 
I' l dnrned 
Eco,mues 5 23 - - -. 1,603 91 1 3,038 3,263 

Asia- 38 33 91 I 1(3 292E. Europe 5 23  1,277 1,570 - - 2,875 2,971 

a. Tota Is rounded, riot always comparab,le 
b. Yugoslavia includeil itWest Europe. 
C. lnncludes ,Japan, South Alrila, arid Israel. 

Source: lterniationla I'lhospliat' Industry Association (ISKA) (19). 

World Potash Consumnption vantage to Central and South America. This adds to 
the strategic importance of the Carlsbad location, 

World consumption of piotash fertilizers has

increased at an average annual glowth rate 
 of about Il a recent AMAX study using three iublished61 during, the pa:.st 2) yeal's. Table 8 gives the re- independent pr'ojetIions of world potash con- umption,gional and world potash conslmption for 1962-77, with it wa, estimated that world consunmption will increase
 
projections to 1985. Il)uring this lI-year periol, the 
 to about GI million tons of K2() by Ihe year 2007.avergllr' anntl increase forr)tash tnstmli)tion for the To ,tilpply this delriand, p)r'li¢it-in capacity woulldworld wa, 1,.G.Ko hav( to he increastd hy at least IImillion ton-fsof 

K2() dlurinif the tperiod 1976-2007. The -11 million tonsIl 1J77 wl-ril I)ta;,l fertilizt.r' collsnrrl)tilou was of I () i, eiriiv;ihent to a)out ;8million tons ofabout 2:1. I mrillion loll,K2(). North Amrrer'i'a, prinmarily niuriati of l)otash. Since nlew Iillrr!,will have tothe United State', cnmsumd 5,.5f million toins and Latin suplly most of this added p;ot.si there shioulhl beAnerica, I.I million tons, In Asia it is etiiicptd that strong" Ul)war'l long,-term Jrsrrure on prie , sufficient,lalran consullied 655,)00 hons; ('hima, ,100.000 ton,; to justify the inv,,stnitnt in ever-increasing potash
India, 360,000 loll, and South Korea, 200,000 trrn,, op-ratini. 
while others uedr 522,)00) ton., 

(;anular grade is lett fitted to the largest andIuringl, thehext 7 years, 1977-85S, world iul;,.tsh still growinlg s,har, of tle 1U.S. mrarket . 'Ihe ilenlingconnrlIrrtimn fot' f'rtiHizer Is pn(rojvctd by 'IVA to i- of gralnulr'r rnateJrials at sunill loral plants lar, become(rc' ,,i' l)out I2't, ;ann ally fr'm n.1, I niillior, tons KV() ,tr|rlldll'(i 't'(hli' I i l i rhf tlit' Irijru' fertilizer uSe 
in) 197'7 to :12. I million tons Kiv( ill 19)H4 (I;). It, stalt "'s 
terrlls of irlale of miotash, that would Ie,an irrcreat('
orf l) IMillioni !oni of Inrodtict th, years (set itothin 7 igranliar and ((nar';e giides of potash irtetnbi. 8). 'Io ineri't this dillnand, lrdluction should lit'e il I hlk-rlend mixtures, hut nlnticalltonal iffortsibout I0)'!, highrir' thall airiciltliral -nilrtillmptloll ill on the ireriefit i(l use of ranula;r gr'd(, are ino
ordir to all1ow for lnilh.,I rial riminutl oll 11an Il' relsilig ;i !,hown ill lablm(' (i,'snliln gr9. ldl' idmnot'
usual .r11 gap Irtral wlj(II lro lut lo ml c'tn iilmlitlon n(,arly pi'artt', sizerIuich, i fill . of other ialnterlals(i' rhliptr I). A World Bank report projn't ;a ) uted In (rllrdthil i-nrhed mixture, (,f tmt'rils. 
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TABLE 8. 
REGIONAL POTASH FERTILIZER CONSUMPTION
 

Nnth Latin Western Eastern
 
Americ.a America 
 Eirope Europe U.S.S.R. Africa Asia Oceania World 

'000 Mt K20 ......................
 

1962 2,156.4 193.9 3,474.5 1.244.4 703.0 
 96.2 683.8 130.3 8,682.6
1963 2,372.7 
 210.5 3,663.6 1,247.3 826.0 

1964 

107.1 758.4 91.3 9,277.0

2,585.8 270.3 3,779.0 1,410.4 
 901.0 124.4 
 877.6 128.4 10,076.9
1965 2,694.3 268.6 3,895.4 1,522.4 
 1,421.0 156.5 924.3 152.5 
 11,035.0
1966 3,064.1 292.7 3,930.0 
 1,709.5 1,891.0 158.0 1,066.5 
 171.1 12,282.7
1967 3,465.4 3,941.2
326.7 1,929.6 1,902.0 184.4 
 1,165.6 174.9 13,089.8


1968 3,606.6 366.1 
 4,231.3 2,092.4 2,136.0 191.2 
 1,292.1 157.0 14,072.9
1969 3,698.7 536.4 4,191.8 2,308.7 2,176.0 
 201.7 
 1,404.9 175.7 14,693.7
1970 3,835.7 556.5 4,371.1 2,468.0 2,319.0 
 214.7 1,508.6 194.5 15,468.2
1971 4,022.9 646.5 4,796.4 2,678.4 2,574.0 
 237.0 1,519.1 196.0 16,670.3
1972 4,120.4 659.3 4,996.2 3,015.9 2,788.0 
 264.1 1,572.4 193.9 17,610.3

1973 4,398.1 5,091.2
769.6 3,011.3 
 3,238.0 294.8 1,750.5 240.5 18,794.0
1974 4,803.2 894.7 5,395.7 3,319.4 
 3,605.0 308.6 
 2,118.7 287.9 20,733.2
1975 4,246.1 929.6 4,602.3 3,397.4 3,884.0 343.8 2,182.8 
 237.9 19,824.0
1976 4,968.2 872.0 4,478.1 
 3,707.6 5,176.0 326.3 1,814.6 
 195.7 21,538.4
1977 5,545.6 1,097.1 
 4,741.6 3,499.4 5,577.0 350.1 2,002.0 
 251.5 23,064.2
 

. . . . .-. . . . . . . ..-..---- - - - - - - - - - - - Fo r e c a s t
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1978 5,264.8 1,138.5 4,981.2 3,674.9 5,400.0 
 376.4 2,364.7 274.0 23,474.5
1979 5,557.4 1,261.5 5,125.2 3,819.0 6,143.0 
 400.7 2,408.9 283.5 24,999.3
1980 5,743.9 1,362.0 5,269.4 :3,949.1 6,650.0 

1981 

426.0 2,501.2 292.9 26,194.6

5,930.5 1,464.9 4,078.1
5,344.7 7,174.0 
 453.5 2,594.7 302.4 27,342.8
1982 6,117.1 5,434.2
1,570.2 4,217.3 
 7,714.0 479.0 2,687.1 311.7 28,520.6
1983 6,302.6 1,676.9 5,515.6 
 4,336.3 8,270.0 
 506.5 2,775.8 321.0 29,704.7
1984 6,488.2 1,787.4 
 5,604.7 4,465.4 8,850.0 534.1 
 2,868.4 330.3 30,928.6
1985 6,673.8 1,897.3 5,692.9 4,593.4 9,430.0 
 558.6 2,959.4 339.5 32,145.0
 

Source: (16)
 

TABLE 9. AGRICULTURAL SALES OF POTASII BY U.S. AND 3. Singleton, R. H. 1978. "Potash," Mineral Corn-CANADIAN PRODUCERS IN TIlE UNITED STATES AND CANADA modity Profile MCP-11, U.S. Bureau of Mines,('000 TONS KO) Washington, D.C. 

4. Sheldrick, W. E., and 1H. Stier. 1978. "World 
Potash Survey," World Bank Working Paper 2.93,Granular Coarse Standard Washington, D.C. 

1,3941973 2,141 1,394 5. World Survey of Potash Resources, second edi1974 1,588 2,241 1,476 tion, 1976. British Sulphur Corporation, Ltd.1975 1,191 2,022 1,046 London, England. L 
1976 
 1,665 2,485 1,174

1977 1,824 2,417 1,119 6. Von Peter, A. 1977. "The Potash Situation 1973-77 increase--percent 
 31.1% 12.9% (19.7%) Global Status and Development," Proceedings of 

the FAI-IFDC Seminar, Paper No. Tech 1/5-1, 
New Delhi, India. 

AMAX Chemical has successfully promoted the use 7. "G.D.R. Potash - Progress Since 1970." 1977.of granular grade in blend mixtures through the use Phosphorus and Potassium, 87:40-45. 
of the trade name K-Gran and promotional/educational
material explaining the merits of its use. Consumption 8. Mitchell, J. B. 1970. "Three Ways Processof the granular grade in North America has increased 

to 
Potash," Mining Engineeringr, 22(3):60-62.

by 31.1% during the 5-year period 1973-77 which in
dicates that retailers and consumers are becoming 9. "Carnallite: The Other Potash Ore." 1976. aware of the advantages of this grade (table 9). A Phosphoius and Potassium, 84:39-41. 
substantial proportion of the potash used in the 
United States and some other countries is for direct
application. For this purpose, either coarse or gran- 10. "Potash, A By-Product of Soviet Alumina-From
ular grades can be used, but the closely sized gran- Nepheline Process." 1971. Phosphorus andular grade is likely to give a more even distribution Potassium, 53:,40-41. 
pattern when broadcast by mechanical application. 11. "Technical Advances by the U .S.S. . P'otash 

Industry." 1972. andPhosphorus Potassium, 
59:41-45.
 

12. "Routes to Potassium Nitrate - l'art 2." 1971,
References Phosphorus n( 'otassium, 52:52-55. 

13. "Sized Pota'h "_ .!977. Phosphorus and Potas
1. Smith, f. C. 1977. "The Potash Industry," sium, 91:39-43.
 

Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of Ameri
can Association of Plant Food Control 
 Officials, 14. "Canada Prices." 1976. Pho horu, and l'otas-
El Paso, Texas. sium, 33:14. s~n . _ 

2. Potash and Potassium Fertilizers. 1966. Chemi- 15. Kurtz, B. E., and A J. Baidun, 1960.caPocess Monograph No. 57,Noyes Development "Compacting Granular Solids," Chemical riineerCorporation, Park Ridge, New Jersey. aIg Progress, 56(l):67-72. 
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XIX Compound Fertilizers
 

"Compound fertilizers" is the term used in this
manual to denote all fertilizers containing more than 
one of the three primary nutrients--N, P20 5 , and 
K20. They may also contain one or more of thesecondary elements and micronutrient elements. In 
the United States, the term "mixed fertilizers" is 
synonymous with "compound fertilizers" with someexceptions (see "Definitions," Chapter IV). In some
European countries compound fertilizers are further
subdivided into "mixed fertilizers" and "comnplex fer-
tilizers," according to whether chemical reactions are
involved in the mixing process. 

The derivation of the word "compound," as ap-
plied to fertiliZer use, is related to the dictionarydefinition "formed parts,by combining ingredients, or 
elements." "Mixed" in European usage relates to the 
definition, "formed by mixing"; in U.S. usage it isapparently related to the definition, "consisting of
different parts or elements." 

In the early stage of development of the 
industry, "straight" fertilizers predominated in most 
countries. Phosphate fertilizers were developed firstin the 18,10s; a potash industry was developed later
in the 1870s and a nitrogen industry still later. In
the United States compound fertilizers were developel
at an earlier stage on the basis of superphosphate
mixed with Peruvian guano, Chilean nitrate of soda,
potash salts, and byproduct organic materials such as
fish scrap, cottonseed meal, and abbatoir waste. In
developing countries it is common to start with
straight nitrogen and later move on to compounds. 

With these diverse beginnings, as the fertilizer 
industry and agriculture mature, the usual tendency
is to supply most of the phosphate and potash and a 
part of the nitrogen as compound fertilizer. Thus, in 
many European countries and Jlapan, over 90'1,, of the 
P 2 0, and K2() and about 50W,,of the N are supplied ascompound fertilizer. This compound fertilizer is com-
monly applied before or during the planting of farm 
crops. An additional application of straight nitrogen 
may be supplied during the growth of the crop 	 as a
"topdressing" or "sidedressing." The reason for a
"split" application of isnitrogen that nitrogen ,:upplied
at the time of planting may be partially lost by leach-
ing or decomposition. In sandy soils, for example,
leaching is likely to be serious, and a low-nitrogencompound fertilizer (such as a 1:4:, N:I'2O5:K 2(
ratio) may 	 be applied at planting time, with additionalapplications of nitrogen during the growing season. 

Choice of Grades 

Different grades of compound fertilizers are for-mulated to supply different proportions of N, '205,
and K20 in accorlance with the needs of various 
crops, the native fertility of the soil, and the desir-
ability of later' supplemental applications of straight
nitrogen. lecommendations for N:I'2Or,:K 2 O ratios are
based on soil analyses, if available, or on general
knowledge of the type of soil and its fertility status 
in a district or r'egion. The estimation of the "best",, 

ratio for any soil-crop combination cannot be made
with mathematical precision. Therefore, it is common
practice to recommend a few ratios of whole numbers,
such as 2:2:1, 4:2:1, 1:1:1, 1:4:4, 1:4:2, and 2:2:3.
Very often a few ratios are sufficient for any region. 

Low-nitrogen or no-nitrogen grades may be
preferred for fertilization of soybeans and other
legumes which obtain their nitrogen from the air by
symbiotic fixation. Low-nitrogen grades are also
preferable when nitrogen can be supplied more eco
nomically by separate application of nitrogen as anhydrous ammonia. For this reason, 6-24-24 is the most 
popular NPK grade in the United States, and variousno-nitrogen PK grades (usually blends) are also 
popular. 

Compound fertilizers may also contain one or more 
of the secondary or micronutrient elements when the 
need for such elements has been identified. Methodsfor incorporating these elements in compound fertil
izers are discussed in chapter XX. 

When suitable ratios have been determined, the
grade can be formulated to provide the highest con
centration that can be attained with the 	 available 
or recommended materials. When a variety of mate
rials are on hand, there could be several grades of
the same ratio. For instance, a 2:2:3 ratio is popular
in Europe. Several grades of this ratio or a close
approximation of it have been produced, such as
10-10-15, 12-12-18, 13-13-20, and 15-15-21. In most 
cases the lower grades have been replaced by succes
sively higher grades as higher' analysis materials and
improved technology permitted. However, in some 
cases lower grades are preferred because of some 
agronomic or economic advantage or better physical
properties. 

Figure I shows how the average analysis of fer
tilizers has increased during the last 20 years in the
United States and the United Kingdom. There was a
sharp increase from 1957 to about 1970, after which
the concentration tended levelto off or even decrease
slightly. Similar trends have occurred in many other 
countries. 

'rocesses for Manufacture of Compmund Fertilizers 

Compound fertilizers may be classified according 
to the type of process used in their production as 
follows: 

1. 	 Dry mixing of nongranular or pulverized mate
rials. 

2. 	 Granulation of dry-iixed materials by processes
in which chemical r'eactions are not an essential 
p r or thep ic ess
 

part of the process

3. 	 Granulation of dry materials with the addition of

materials that react chemically, usually ammronia 
or' solutions containing ammonia and often sulfuric 
or phosphoric acid. 



4' N11 4NO 3 + KCI = KNO 3 + NH 4 CI 

(Equation 3)42 

40 
"/ I (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 + CaSO 4 + H 2 0 = (NH 4 )2 SO 4 .CaSO 4 .H 2 0

.(Equation 

4)
UTED 

. .6000M K 2 SO4 + CaSO 4 + H 2 0 = K 2 SO 4 CaSO 4 .H 2 0•,8(Equation 
5) 

34 - -UNITED STATES- 11 3P0 4 ' + (NHf4 )2 HP0 4 =2N1-14 H2P0 4 
(Equation 6) 

.3-

71 Ca(fl 2 PO 4 ) 2 .H 2 0 + 4CO(NH 2 ) 2
32.... 

Ca(H 2 PO 4 )2 .4CO(Nli 2 ) 2 + -20I(Equation 

7) 
30. .. . .. 

2a The above reactions and many others may occur 
.' , which result in crystal growth or absorption or release 

of water, thereby causing caking.,26 'so '60 '62 64 , 4 'r6 Urea forms several'64 ',o adducts;' 6A6 in addition to the adduct with monocalciumphosphate shown in equation 7, adducts with NIIaCl, 

Figure 1. Trends in Concentration of Compound Fertilizers. 
CaSO4 , and ll1 PO4 have been identified. Also, urea may hydrolyze according to the reaction: 

'I. CO(N11 2 ) 2 + 1120 = 2NIla +Slurry granulation in which the materials to 
CO 2be (Equation 8)granulated aire in the form of a slurry, usuallyderived from reaction of sulfuric, nitric, or The reaction may occur slowly in storage pilesphosphoric acid with ammonia, phosphate rock, depending on temperature, moisture content, and acidor* some combination of these materials. In ity moresome or rapidly in drying compound fertilizers.process modifications, solid materials may be The ammonia released in reaction 8 may react withadded to the slurry during granulation; in other monocalcium phosphate in superphosphate or withprocesses, all incoming materials are incorporated monoanmonium phosphate:in the slurry. Ca(f12 PO4 )2 + NIl3 = CaIttPO 

4 + NII 4 fl 2 PO 45. Melt granulation in which all or a major part of (Equation 9)
the mixture to be granulated is in the form of a N114 112PO 4 + Nl = (NH) 21tPO4hot, fluid melt, usually containing less than 3 

(Equation 10)about 2 water, which solidifies on cooling. 
6. Blending or bulk blending consisting of mechan- Many of the reactions are exothermic and causeical dry mixing of granular materials. The mate- "self-heating" in storage piles. The increased temrials may be either straight or compound fertil- perature accelerates the reaction rate and may raiseizers. The mixture may be marketed in bulk or the temperature to the point that rapid decompositionbags. of nitrates occurs, releasing toxic nitrogen oxides.7. Fluid or liquid compound fertilizers of two types: In acidic mixtures containing nitrates and organicmatter, rapid oxidation resulting in fires has 

a. Liquids in which all or nearly all of the in- occurred. 
gredients are in solution, sometimes called
"fertilizer solutions" or "clear liquid fertil- ! y.ixingof Fertilizers 
izers. 

b. Suspensions or slurries which are fluid mix- One of the oldest processes for making compoundfertilizers is dry mixing. Fertilizer materials suchtures containing solid., usually suspended as 
in a single or triple superphosphate, ammonium sulfate,saturated solution of fertilizer materials, sodium nitrate, and potash salts are weighed out in 

Processes 1, 2, and 6 (dry mixing, the desired proportions and mixed mechanically,granulation ally in a rotary drum mixer. usuof dry The materials are usuallymixes, and bulk blending) are sometimes re- crushed to pass (for instance) a 6-mesh screen (aboutferred to as mechanical processes for preparing
pound fertilizers, as compared with processes in 

com- 3.3 mm) before or after mixing. In the early historywhich of the industry, the mixing was done manually withchemical reactions are an essential part of the process. rakes, orhoes, shovels; and in some countries manualProducts made by the latter methods may be referred metho.. are still ubed, particularly for small batches.to as "chemically mixed." manyHowever, chemicalreactions do occur in mechanically mixed fertilizers. To alleviat, caking which often occurred withThe reactions are sometimes helpful but more often
detrimental to the physical properties of the products. 

such mixtures during storage, bulky conditioners were
added, such as ground hulls fromThe cotton, rice,extent and rate of these reactions are greatest in groundnuts, or tobacco stems. Wastegranulation processes organic matein which increased temperature rials were also used, such as cottonseed meal, fishand moisture accelerate the reactions. The extent of

reaction is least in bulk blends, but even in 
meal, or "tankge" (ground, dried waste from animalblends slaughter). These materialsreactions may oc'ur which may seriously 

also contributed somesome affect nutrient value. Ground limestone often was added tothe quality of the products. neutralize the acidity of superphosphate and -thus im-
Some of the more common chemical reactions that prove its physical properties.

may occur in "dry" mixtures are listed below: In an effort to control caking, in many plants 
Ca(112 P0 4 )2"1120 + (NI1 4 ) 2 SO 4 4 1120 the mixtures were stored in bins lor several weekswhich permitted chemical reactions between ingredients

CaSO 4 "211 20 + 2NI1 411P0 4 to approach comlletion. 'Ihe "cured" material, which
(Equation 1) was usually severely caked, was crushed to pass a 

(N11 4 )2 S0 4 + 2KCI = K2 SO 4 + 2NIi4CIt(Equation 2), , , 1. ,t'eechl in,uperphsphate. 



6-mesh screen before bagging. This treatment tended 
to alleviate caking after bagging. In some countries,
light ammoniation of the superphosphate was practicedboth to improve its physical properties and to supply
part of the nitrogen. Either anhydrous ammonia or 
nitrogen solutions containing ammonia and ammonium
nitrate or urea (see chapter X) were used for thispurpose. In some cases the superphosphate was am-
moniated separately and then used as a base materialfor preparing other compound fertilizers; in other 
cases the ammoniation was carried out as a part of the
mixing step. Ammoniation decreases the water solu-
bility of the P2 05 ; in countries where water solubilitywas a criterion of commercial value, ammoniation ifpracticed at all was limited to that required to neu-tralize free acid content of the superphosphate. 

Granulation of Mixtures of Dry Materials 

Two factors influenced the development of granu-lation of compound fertilizers: 

1. The concentration of compound fertilizers was 
gradually increased order minimizein to costs of 
transportation, bagging, storage, and handling.In general, the higher the concentration, the worse the caking problems of nongranular com-
pounds. 

2. Mechanization of farm fertilizer application equip-
ment developed as farm labor became scarce and more expensive. Mechanical applicators required
dependably free-flowing fertilizer and worked 

The first granulation processes were viewed as an additional step to the previous dry mixing process,
The pulverized dry mixture was moistened with water
and subjected to mechanical action which caused themixture to agglomerate in more or less uniformly sized
particles. The particles were then dried andscreened, the oversize was crushed and recycled
either to the screen or to the granulator, and the
undersize was recycled to the granulator. In some 
processes, the product was cooled and coated with a
conditioning agent such as clay or kieselguhr to prevent caking. Often a small percentage of oil wassprayed on the granules to ensure adherence of the
clay. 

In the early development of granulation process-
es, many diverse types of equipment and processes
were tried, and development of new methods and
equipment is still continuing. Some of the types ofgranulators that were more or less successful were:
(1) extrusion machines, which produce cylindrical
pellets; (2) rotating pans, either horizontal or inclined, some of which were equipped with mixingblades; (3) "pugmills" which are horizontal or in-

clined U-shaped troughs equipped with rotating

blades 
 or pins on one or two shafts to agglomerate
the material and move it through the trough; (4) hor-
izontal or slightly inclined rotating drums or tubes,

sometimes equipped with internal stirrers; and
(5) pear-shaped rotating mixers similar to concrete

mixers. In some processes, granulation occurred

mainly in the dryer; thus 'ie function of the mixer was to prepare the material by agitation and moisture
addition to a consistency that would promote efficient
granulation during drying. Only some of the more 
common processes and equipment will be described. 

The development of processes for granulation byagglomeration of dry materials took place mainly inGreat Britain and some European countries. One ofthe earliest successful processes was the Eirich mixer process, which was widely used in several countries
particularly in Europe. The Eirich mixer is a rotating 
pan, usually horizontal, containing rotating, off-center 
mixing blades. Granulation is controlled by the addi-tion of water and/or 'team. mixerThe operateF
batchwise; successive batches are discharged to a 
conveyor feeding a continuous dryer. When properly 

operated, the mixer is capable of doing an excellent
job of granulation of compound fertilizers, especially
compounds containing superphosphate. It is stillused in some plants for making small lots of fertilizer.
However, it is not well adapted to large-scale produc
tion. 

The rotary drum or tube became and still is the
most popular method for granulation of compound fertilizers starting with all dry materials. Figure 2 is a flow diagram of a typical granulation plant of this 
type. The process is often called "steam granulation." 

Incoming materials are screened to remove lumps
which are crushed. The materials are weighed batchwise to a feed hopper from which the mixture is fed 
continuously at a controlled rate to the granulator.In some cases, a mixer precedes the granulator. The 
most common type of granulator is a rotating cylinderwith a retaining ring at the feed end but none at thedischarge end. It is usually horizontal or very
slightly inclined toward the discharge end. Depending on the design capacity, the granulator may be
1.0-2.5 m in diameter by 3-10 m long. 

Steam is discharged theunder bed of material atthe feed end, and water is sprayed on the bedthrough spray nozzles located at twc or more points 
along the axis. Granulation is controlled by the 
amounts of steam and water added. 

In theory, for each mixture there is a percentageof "liquid phase" at which granulator efficiency is
optimum. The liquid phase consists of the moisturecontent plus the salts that will dissolve in that amountof water. Since the solubility of fertilizer salts increases with temperature, the higher the temperature
the less water is required. Thus, for any given mix
ture theie is an optimum moisture content for eachtemperature which may be described by a curve such 
as figure 3. The main advantage of steam granulation
as opposed to use of water only is that granulation 
occurs at a lower moisture content. As a result, less
drying is required, and the dried granules are more
dense and usually stronger. 

A. T. Brook has given an excellent account ofthe development of steam granulation and the impor
tant factors in the process (1). 

The importance of temperature and moisture content and their interrelation have already been mentioned. Temperatures in the range of 701-95'C,
measured at the granulator exit, are usual. The optimum moisture content depends on the formulation
and may be as high as 7%or as low as 2%. 

The speed of rotation of the rotary drum granulator is quite important in order to produce a combi
nation rolling and cascading action. Brook determined

that the optimum speed is 50% of the "critical speed,"

which is de~ined as the speed at which material could
just be carried completely around the drum by centrifugal action. Brook's 
 formula for the critical speed
in rpm is 76.5/4d, where d is the drum diameter infeet. If the drum diameter is in meters, the formula

becomes 42.3/4ld. Thus, for drum diameters of I and
2 m, the critical speeds are 42.3 and 29.9 rpm, 
 and
optimum speeds are about 21.1 and 15.0 rpm. There 
may be some mechanical difficulties in rotating large
granulators at relatively high speeds, but satisfactory 
results can be obtained at somewhat lower speeds. 

A common criterion for granulator capacity is itsinside cylindrical area; a range of 20-30 ft 2 /short tonof product/hour is considered satisfactory (2). Themetric equivalent is roughly 3-4 m2/mt/hourT Thus, 
a granulator 2,0 m in diameter by 6.0 m long will
have an inside surface area of about 37.7 m2 and acapacity of roughly 9-12 mt of product per hour forbest results. Acceptable granulation can be obtained 
at considerably higher production rates. 
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Figure 2. Typical Plant for Granulation of Dry Materials. 

IXCESSIVE FLUIDITY The particle size of the feed materials has someeffect on granulation efficiency (3). It is helpful to. .have some of the particles in the-feed material coarse 
enough to form nuclei for the granules. Thus, coarse 
potash salts are preferred for granulation of someGRANULATION CURVE grades that. are otherwise difficult to granulate. 

GRANULATION AREA Brook gives examples in which granulation effi-
U. ciencies in the order of 80(',were ol)tained consistently 

I).Gr'anu lat ion efficiency is dlefined as the percentage of the product leaving the granulator that fallsin/> 
 within the desired size range. Inthe case of Brook'sey'amplcs, tedsI size range was either 1.8-
INSUFFICIENT FLUIDITY 


"Qi*/. 4.0 mm or 2.0-3.75 m. h'Ihe overall granulation' efficiency for lhe entire plant may be greater or less 
than that measured at the granulator because of dis
integration or agglomeration in the dryer, cooler, and 

-accessory
INCREASED WATER CONTENT equipment. However, recycle:product ratiosof 0.3-0.5 can be attained in a well-operated ptlant. 

Figure 3. Relationship of Temperature and Water Content to Granulation of The requirementsteam may vary with the forniu-Fertilizers. lation. Brook gives examl)les of 75-90 kg per ton of 
product. Iow-pressure steam was used. 

Methods for' obtaining tihe lesired granulationThe bed depth at lhe teed end should Ie deep
enough to absorb 

temperature other than sleam injection have been
the steam from the steam nozzle. 
 us4ed. In some plants, gas flames are directedIncreasing on thethe bed depth by means of a retaining ring surface of the material in the granulator. 'I'le shellat the discharge end does not appear to be helpful of' the dryer may be heated. , Using hot. rather thanand adds unnecessarily to the power re(luirement for watercold helps conserve steam. Some plants userotating the granulator. hot ammonium nitrate solution as the source of nitro
gen. A common practice is'The ilasticily of the mix is important tut diffi- chemical 

to supply heat through
reactions. This practice will be d(escribed incult to definc or Imleasure. Pure salts such as the nextltota.,- section.

sium chloride or sulfate ;til] ammonium nitrate or sulfate have little plasticity anti are very difficult formulalions usedto h'le in granulation of drymategranulate. Superthosphates (single triple)or have rials (luring the 1950s contained nainly ammoniumgood plasticily, and mixtures containing them are sulfate, single and triple superphosphate, and potaseasily granulated. Ammonium phosphates made siumfrom chlorid(e. Gradually analysis beenhas increasedw(t-process acid have ilasticity in proportion to their by replacing atnonium withsulfate ammoniumimpurity content. Formulations that are lacking in 
nitrate 

(solid or1 solution) or urea, Single superphosphateplasticity can he granulated by addition of binders has been gradually relplaced by triple sulperphoslihalesuch as clayb. or y Itowdered monoamnmoniurnl phosphate, During?f, 1
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this transition, many of the larger European plants 
shifted to slurry processes based on ammonium phos-
phate-nitrate (chapter XIV) or nitrophosphates
(chapter XV). However, granulation of dry materials 
is still a useful process for small plants both in 
Europe and many developing countries. 

The remainder of the plant (following the granu-
lator) is generally similar for all granulation processes;
it consists of a dryer. a cooler, screening facilities,
and facilities for dust collection and for recycling fines 
and oversize. 

In dry-nix granulation tplants, the screening unit 
often follows the dryer, and fines are recycied to the
granulator while they are still hot to ('onserve heat. 
Oversize is crushed and recycled to the granulator or 
to the dryer- or sometimes to the screening unit.
Since oversize may be incompletely (tried, it is often 
preferable to recycle it to the dryer after it is
crushed rather than to the screening unit. hi most 
European plants the coolt product isconditioned by
coating it with 0.3'- I.(Y, of oil followed by l,-2, of 
clay. 

Granulation with steam and Vater is a useful pro
cess for small plants, especially where acids and am-
monia are not readily available. Whyte described a 
modern plant of this type which is located in Scotland 
(,I). Its ver'satility is illustrated t)y the four types 
of products it produces: 

1. 	Single superl)hosl)hate-biase( compoun ds, such as
9-9-9 and 6-15-6. 

2. 	 Compounds base(i on nongranular monoammonium 
phosphate, such as 10-20-15, 12-12-18, and 
15-10-10. 

3. 	 Compound,, based on urea and nongranular 
monoammonium or diammonium phosphate, such as 
20-10-10 

41. 	 NPK compounds based on organic materials for 
horticultural use. 

[toll_Compaction--A relatively new method for 
granulating dry -mixed fertilizers is roll compaction.
Unlike other granulation processes, compaction works 
best at low-moisture levels such as 0.5--I. 5 -- There
fore, drying and cooling are riotnecessary. 

Compaction is used on a large scale for granulat-
ing ammonitum sulfate and potassium chloride. The 
process is de,cribed in chapter XVIII (Potash lertil-
izers). Relatively little use of the process has been 
made for granulation of compound fertilizers. Ilow-
ever , a recent [aler describes a plant used in (er'-
many to produce small lots of granular fertilizers for 
specialty use at rates of 3-7 lph (5). While some 
materials are difficult to granulate -by compation,
other rrateria,'s that are difficult to granulate by other 
methods ca, be granulated ty compaction. 

One of tire alvantages of compaction is that high 
temlieratures are not necessary; heat-sensitive organic
materials may he included in the formulation without 
danger of harm. Although large-scale unit; ire in
usc', the economies of scale are relatively unimportant;
thus, small units can be economical. Small lots of 
different grades may be made easily since Ihe time 
required to change fror one grade to another is short, 
and there is little in-process material. 

One disadvantage of comaction of comlound fer-
tilizers is that Ill(different materials in the formula-
tion may react with each other irfter granulation,
which may cause disintefgration of the granules in some 
cases. Some )ossiible reactions of dry nixed fertil-
izpr'- ds'e mentioned in an earlier lart of this chalrter. 

Gr'anules irade by collpaction lend to Ie blocky
and angular rather than round. The shape is riot 
particularly irlrortNint but may Ire viewed with dis-

favor by farmers who are accustomed to well-rounded 
granules. 

Granulation of Dry Materials With the Addition of
 
Materi-That- et-Cheiall.
 

-.. .. ............... ....
 
Granulation develope(d later in the United States 

than in England .and other European countries and 
followed a different course. With the exception of a 
few early plants, U.S. granulation was based on 
chemical reactions. Amnmoniation of superphosphates 
was the principal reaction at first; the addition of 
sulfuric acid or phosphoric acid with more ammonia 
followed. 

Some reasons for tie different course of develop
ment are: 

I . Ammoniation of superphosphates was already a 
common practice in the United States before
granulation. Nitrogen solutions containing am
monia and ammonium nitrate or urea were available and were usually the lowest-cost form of 
nitrogen available to compound fertilizer manu
facturers. 

2. 	 Ammoniation of superphosl)hate decreases its 
water solubility which is of little concern in the 
United States where solubility in neutral ammoni
um citrate is the standard for phosphate fertil
izers. In contr'ast, England and some other 
countries use water solubility for evaluating
P2O5, content of fertilizers. 
The reactions occurring during ammoniation 

superphosphate and their effect on water, solubility
of 

have been described by Neenan and later by White,
lardesty, and Ross (6, 7). The reactions are listed 
below in the sequence in which they are believed to 
occur. 

11.1')4 + NIt = N11 41121)O4 
(Equation 11) 

Ca(ll 2 PO 4 ) 2 + Nlt3 = Calll'O 4 i N114 I12PO 4 
(Equation 12) 

N114112P0 4 + N1l i (NH4 )2 11P0 43 

(Equation 1) 

3CaIIPO 4 + 2Ntta = (Nil 4 ) 2 1Hl'0 + Caadl)O4)2
(Equation 14) 

2Calll'O4 + 2NI13 t + (N114)2804 
+E uti 15) 
(Equation 15) 

4 

N 14 12 )O4+ N it:,+ CaS O, I C lll O4 + 2(NI4) SO4 
( n 1 6) 
(Equation 16)

Equations -1ianW 12 ai~ipy -o both single-aind
triple superphosphate. 

Equations 13 and 1H apply to triple superphosphate 
(CaSO4 absent).

Equations 15 and 16 applrly to single superphosphate 

t'S4 presen 

In amroniation of triple superphoslphate, in which 
calcium sulfate is absent or present in minor lropor
lions, reactions 11 and 1: (o not aIffectl 12()r water 
solliility, reaction 12 dhereases water solubility to 
about 50'1, and reaction 14 increaes Water solubility.
In pilot-Irlant experiments, Yaites, et I., leternined 
the effect of annonialion of 'rSl) on l' 2 ()5 water sol 
bility experimentilly (8). 'Ihe results are shown in 
figure 4, It is evilent that the experimental results 
agreed roughly with theiltheory; a, the extent of am
rnoniation increaised, water solubility di'creilsd tohi 
minirnu of about 5t0,, "Inl then inrrerrasid lightly. 

In rrrrnorllniation of single Stllperlphosplhrte, tlh 
calcium surlfah, itr'icipt.,le in tIe reaction tis shown 
in r'earctionl I 15 and 16, willhtle result thlt P2(r, 
water ;oluhility nlilues to rr'cr'a,.se willh Increasing 
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extent of ammoniation. Experimental data shown infigure 5 confirm this effect; water solubilities as low 
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Figure 5.Effect of Ammoniatlon on Water Solubility of P205 inSingle 
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as 201, were obtained when tl extent of ammoniatiolt
reached an NII3:P.A, mole ratio of 2 8. The phos-
phate comi)tound formed in reactiolns 14 and 15 isshown 
11' triai'iiuiii p)hoSphite, Ca:3(1,O 4 ) 2., However, more 
recent studies have indicated that an apatitic cotn-pound is formed which issolule in neutral ammontiul
citrate but not in alkaline ammonium citrate. I)icalc ium 
Ihosphate (formed in reactions 12 and 16) is solubleIn either neutral or aitimonlit ('Itlrahl, ., 


The development by TVA of a continuous ammoni
ator-granulator had a significant effect on the devel
opment of granulation processes in the United States. 
The continuous ammoniator originally was developedmore efficient ammoniation of superphosphate as
compared with batch mixers that were in common use 
(8_). However, it was found that granulation often 
occurred during ammoniation and could be controlled 
by addition of water or 	 steam or by adjusting theformulation to provide sufficient chemical heat. For
mulations were developed to provide enough heat of
reaction to raise the temperature of the mixtures to arange of 80°-1000c to permit granulation with minimum 
moisture content (9). When the heat of the reactions 
involved in ammoniation of superphosphate was insuf
ficient, sulfuric or phosphoric acid was added alongwith more ammonia to increase the total chemical heat.Granulation of two grades (6-12-12 and 10-20-20) was 
demonstrated in the TVA pilot plant in 1953; by 1962,164 plants in the United States were known to bethe TVA process, probably about two-thirds of
all U.S. granulation plants. Later the process was 
adapted to receive a slurry produced by reaction ofammoniaphoric or ammoniating solution with sulfuric or phosacid for 	 use with formulations in which theheat of reaction was too great for release in the am
moniator-granulator, and eventually all slurry pro
cessesThe TVAwere carried out in this typeammoniator-granulator of equipment.is described in U.S.Patent 2,729,554; a sketch of one of TVA's early pilot
plant units is shown in figure 6. A sketch of a large-

CID SPARGER 

AMMONIA SPARGEt 

SIDE VIEW 

-% 

FEEDENDVIEW 

FigureSa. Sketch of TVA Pilt-ltant Ammoni ator.Uronul mtr. 

scale unit used by TVA in a slurry granulation process is shown in figure 7. A diagram of a typical 
plant using a TVA ammoniator-granulator is shown in 
figure 8. 

uring the past 15 years 'VA has collected nu
merous anmoniation-granultion formulations that have 

provided 	 excellent results duringlproduction runs inplants using a TVA ammoniator-granulator. Theseformulations have been used to calculate empirical
liquid-phase factors that have been used to determine 
the total liquid phase in each formulation. These
liquid-phase factors are shown in tabhe I. totalTheliquid phase is caIculated by multiplying the weight of
each material utsd in the formulation by itu apltroljrl
ate liquid-phase factor (table I). The total heat inthe formllation Is calculated by multiplying the weight 



--

factors have been incorporated into a comp)uter pro
grami which is used to determine least-cost formula
tions for these types of plants (10). 

The principle of combining chemical reactions 
% granulationwithes. In sonic was utilized in various other processprocesses, ammoniation and granulation 
weire carried out in a pugimill. In some plants that
had d rum -ty pe batch inixers for preparing non granular
mix tures, the nixeri was altere.rI to serve as a combi
nation mixer- Illunonia toi-gtanl' tlatO'. 

The number of como)und fertilizer granulation
plants in operation in Ihe tinited States has (lecreasedfrom a high of about 250 in 1962 to 118 in 1976; those
remaining in oper'ation ;ire the larger ones. According
to a 1976 estimate by Hargett and Sills, 58", of the
compound fertilizer sohl in the United Slates was bulk 
blends, IT', was fluids, and 28',8,was granular (chem
ically mixed) (11). Thus, bulk blending and liquid
mixing have larg-el r'eplacet granulation as a method 
for l)rWOtlICing c('omliound feileilizer. 

In most other"Counries glanllation is the principal met hod for p)roducing compound fertilizers, but 
no data are available as to hos this capacity is dividedFigure 7. Cut-Away View of Large-Scale Ammoniator-Granulator. among various types of granulation processes. 
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of ammonia that reacts withIeach naterial hy the ap- Slurry Granulation
propriate heat reactionf shown iii table 2. Experienr i. ,jloVn lhal usually goo(d grnulllatioll occrll*s slurry granulation processes may Ie definedwhen Ih l tlal nlount of hvlmiv;l asbeal tLsei(l in the tho,;e iocessesfotmIlllatioln i t, ween tI 

in which all or most of the materials m /shortt) amiid l()oi, ti( l entlting ihp Irvanulation piocess are in theton of prduct (44.4-1-19,997 kc;l/int), provided the slurry. 'The 
form of fl

slurry usually isi prepared )y reactiontotal liquid ph ,e ill Ih fotiitlatioI, e ltween 60t0 of nitric, phoporic, o ;tlfur'ic acid or solme mixturealn( mot) It/!,hot to (31)0-1(00 kg|/it . All of these of these acids with ammiioni, and (ill sionle ca ese ) ihos-Z6 ,I 
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TABLE 1. EMPIRICAL FACTORS FOR LIQUID PHASE IN A 
GRANULATION FORMULATION 


Material 


Aihydrous ammonia 
Anioniat ing solution 
Orthophosphoric or 

sul luric acid 
Superlphosphoric acid 
Water or steam 
Anunonium stil fate 

SSP 
TSP 

Granular KCI 
Fine KCI 
Mo-10-0 or 25-25-0 
18-4t,-l 

21-53-0 


MAP 

Iiquid Phase, 
lb/lb of 
Material 

or k___ 


0.50 

1.00 


1.00
 

1.00 

2.00 

0.10 


0.10 

0.20 

0.30 

0.00 
0.50 

0.25 


0.20
 
0.20 


mulitiply the weight of ea'h raw nmterial in tie 
formula by the appropriate empirical factor to obta inthe tota l weight of the liquid phase. This total 
weight shoud be about 600 lh/short ton (300 kg/nit)
for good graniul ation, butt it will th. subject to 
judgmeot. 


TABLE 2. 


spray. Heated air for drying is blown in concurrently
to the spray. Typical inlet air temperature is 1800 
200'C. Since the granules cycle through the spray 
many times before they leave the drum, a layering
type of granulation and rapid evaporation of water are 
obtained. 
on-size; 
process 
granules 
excellent 
2-4 mm is 

One 
capacities 
Units 3.0-3.6 m in diameter have capacities of 250
300 tpd, units 4.25 m in diameter produce 500-700 tpd, 
and the largest uniit, 4.50 in in diameter by 12.0 m 
long, operates at 600 tpd although the capacity maybe greater. A unit 5.25 m in diameter was plannedfor capacities in the range of 1,000-1,300 tpd. Such
large units are not easily transported to the plant site 
unless the site is accessible to waterways. 

All of the Spherodizer feed must be in the form
of a slurry, which could result in the need for addingwater for grades of unusually high potash content. 

Another example of drying during granulation is
the Scottish Agricultural Industries' double-drum 
granulator with internal recycle. The outer drum of
the granulator is 15 ft in diameter by 30 ft long 

Most of the granules leaving the drum are 
only a small proportion is recycled. Theproduces closely sized, well-rounded, hard 
which are generally considered to be of
quality. Granule size may be varied, but 
typical for European units. 

disadvantage of the Spherodizer is that large
require very large units or multiple units. 

HEAT OF REACTION OF AMMONIA WITII VARIOUS MATERIALS
 

Material 

a
Phosphoric acidl (to MAP) 
Phoslhoric acid (to DAP) 

MAP to DAP 

Triple spil)erIhosphate 

Single sulmerphosl)hate 

Silfric acid 


. . ... 11t1/l1b Nll_ - - - kcal / kg , . ... 
Nlla Nil N13 Nil 3NI Gas liquid Sulution Nl, Gas Lituid Solution
 

3,402 2,465 2,200 
 1,890 1,369 
 1,222
2,719 1,782 1,517 
 1,511 990 
 843
2,036 1,099 
 834 1,131 611
2,845 1,908 1,643 1,581 
463
 

1,060 913
2,630 1,693 
 1,428 1,461 
 941 793
3,898 2,961 2,696 
 2,166 1,645 1,498
 
a. 'losph,,ric aci c ion-entration abouijt
54%; product (AIIA
or DAP) as sumed to be in sol ihase.
 
h. N1l3 in Nil.-NIh4 NO.-120 amMonniating solution. 

phate rock. Such processes have been de.cribed in
chapters XIV and XV under the headings "Ammonium 
Phosphates," "Ammonium Phosphate-Sulfates," "Ammo-
nium Phosphate-Nitrates ," "Urea-Ammonium Phosphates," and "Nitrophosphates." In each of these 
processes, solid materials such as potash salts may be
added to the slurry before granulation or mixed with 

it in the granulator to produce a variety of NIPK com-

pound fertilizers. In some processes, 
part of the 

chemical reactions may be carried 
out in the granu-
lator. The granulator isusually either a rotary drum 
or some type of pugmill or hlunger. Recycled product
is added , usually in the granulator, in sufficient pro-
portions to d(ecrease the liquid phase to the proper
level for granulation. 

The Spherodizer, a )ro)rietary device developed
)y t&l (;irdler, is a spray-drum granulator in which 

granu lation and drying are coml)ine(. The "cold 
Slherodizer" for granulating andI cooling melts of am-min ium nitrate or urea has been described in chapter.
IX. h11e'hot SI)herodizer'" ist used fro granulating
and dryin; slurries. It has become quite popular for
nitrophosphale granut atir, an(l more -ecently for am-
monium )hosphate-nitrates Als,, urea-ammoniuin 
ihosphate has been granuilateJ anid ried successfully 
(12). In tle hot sipherodizer process,slur ry containing the neulralizedpotash is sprayed against a falling 
curtain of solid particles in ii rotary drum; flights in 

the drum lift the particles and cycle them through the
(4.6 x 9.1 m), and the inner drum is 9 ft in diameter 
(2.7 m). The rate of rotation is 14 rpm (4). 

Mixtures of nitric acid (65%-69% 11N0 3 ) and phos
phoric acid (28%-39% l20s) are neutralized with ammonia in two stages to a pil in the range of 
4.5-6.0.
 
The heat of reaction evaporates much of the water;

thus, the neutralized liquor contains only 10% water
 
and its 
 teml)erature is 140°-1,t5°C. This liquor is in
jected into the granulator through a sparger under 
the rolling bed in the outer drum. The granules
leaving the outer drum are elevated by means of in
ternal buckets and discharged to the inner drumwhere potash salts and recycled material are added. 
The material from the inner drum discharges by gray
ity to the outer drum, thus maintaining a high rate 
of internal recycle estimated at 500 Iph . Air, heated
by combustion of fuel, is blown through the outer 
(rum for drying. A portion of the product leavingthe outer drum is drawn off for" screening at 1.5
3.5 min. The undersize and cracked oversize are re-
Cycled to the inner drum. The granules leaving the
granulator-dryer have a moisture content. of 0.3%-O.8%,
and a temperature 
of 75-95"(C depending on the 
grade. The onsize granules are cooled in a fluidized 
bed cooler to 35"C andi tien coate( with oil and clayin a rotary drum. Product grades range from 15 
I5A-21 to 27-7-7, 

') A'r-. 



Another process that involves drying duringgranulation is the fluidize(i bed process developed t.Montecatini and described by Arzani (13). ',n thisprocess, neutralized ammoniun phosphate-nitravt e slurr'yis mixed with potash salts and recycled ma Hnal landinjected upwardly into a "spouted bed" conicfl gran-
ulator concurirently with a stream of hot gas. At thecenter of the bted where the gas velocity is highest,the granules taivel upward; at the periphery of thebed, they travel downwal'd thus producing a c:'cu-lating action. Each passage through the spray a;'eaadds a thin coating to the gr'antills . 

Further development of the sJ)oute(d bed teCnique for granulation of fer'tilizer.-, has been r't)otted
by llerquin (141). The feed material may be a solu-tion or sluiry with a st i'am of hot gas for drying or a melt with ai stream of unheated air for- cooling. Inaddition to (onliound fert ilizers such as 17-17-17,various grades of ammonium )phosphate and -iminonium
sulfate-phosphate have been granulated xpeiimentally
as well as ureI and other nit ogen Iert iIizors andtriple Suletphosphate . 'The granules are wel!-rounded, hard, and closely sized. Recycle ratios ofthe order of 2:1 were reporled. Ando reported it1970 that a fluidized or spouted bed granulation pi'o-cess had been developed in ,Japan by 11he Industries
and was in commercial us,' foi' gralulating compoundfertilizers (15). 

The obvious advantage of combining granulationand drying is the elimination of one major p;ece ofequipment. Also, heat for (i'ying may be utilized more efficiently than it wou hI be in a separate dryerwith a high recycle ratio. 

Melt Gmanulation 'rocesses 


Since the d ryei' usually is the largest and mostexle(nsive unit in a granulation plant, melt granulation
pr'ocesses have a sti'ong advantage in eliminating theneed for this unit. The saving in fuel foi' drying isa further advantage. Usually eneigy is rtequited toeval)o'ate water in some stage of the ptiocess by con-cent rating phosphoric acid or" by evapoi'ating waterfrom solution, to l)i'oduice a melt. Thus, the savingin fuel for drying the granular product is l)artiallyoffset by the additional energy spent in producing

the melt. Ilowever, energy is utilized more 
 efficiently
in eval)orating water from solutions than in dryinggranular products; therefore, there is Some net say-ings. Also, there someare combinations or processes

in which the heat of reaction is sufficient to evaporate

all of 
 tile water'. For example, phosphoric acid can 

te produced at concentrations
(chapter XIII). lind nitric 

of 501"0,P2 or higheracid can te produ'.ed atconcentrations in the range of 65%-75(1, IINO, withoutexternal heat. The heat of reaction of these acids
with ammonia may be sufficient to evaporate their
water content. The production of sulfuric acid creates 
excess energy as s'team which can used forbe concen-
trating other acids or solutions. Furthermore, thereaction of sulfuric acid ammonia iswith highlythermic. Mixtures 

exo-
of sulfuriic acid with phosphor'ic

and/or nitric acid often pIrovide enough energy byreaction with ammonia to produce anhydrous melts, 

Melt granulation processes for pr'oducing monoam-uonium phoslphate, ammonium phosphate-nitrate (APN),or urea-ammoniuoi phosphate (1AP) have been de-scribled in cthapter XIV and (fro nitrogen fertilizers)
in chapter VIII. In these l)r'ocesses, potash salts andother solid materials can be added to pIroduce NPKgranular, products. Methods for producing grantles
from melts include flaking (solidification on water-cooled surfaces of a di'uim or be lt), pr illin1g , pan
granulation, spray-drum granulation, rotary dh'umg~ranulation, and lpU',nill granulation. 

The Fisons,' melt granulation process is in com-mercial use in EngIancl (0 6). Ea'ly 'esea t'rch byFisons has shown that, the (utectic mixtuire betweenammnimin nit ita ti iamnmo nii phmosphate inelted 

at a tempeirature well below (,ven that of ammoniumnitrate (17(0"C'). In practice the melt is produced bvreacting wel-process tihosphoric acid (50'1, l)205) withthe ammonia in stirred tanks with the addition of 92%ammonium nitrate solution. In this stage, the Nila:PO,1 iatio is kept below that of monoammonium phos
phate (MAP) to avoid ammonia loss. In a secondstage, ammoniation is complete(l to MAP and the waterevaporated by a countercurrent stream of hot air in astripping column. The melt could be granulated byflaking or any common granulating equipment. Inpractice i'otai'y drum gi-anulators aire used since they 
are available in conventional granulation plants. 

The IVA Pipe-reactor l)rocess has teen in use
for several years in various al)plications to lproduceammonium l)lyPhosphate (APP) melts or solutions. Ademonsti'ation-scale plant is in operation at MuscleShoals, Alabama, which uses a pipe reactor to pi'oducelb tph of granular APP (11-55-0 to 11-57-0 or 28-28-0
(17). A flow diagram of the process is shown inrigure 9. Phosphoic aciI (.54% I )) is partially pieneutiralized in a spray towelr and then ieacted withpieheated, gaseous ammonia in a pipe reactoir made of3161, stainless steel about 15 cm in diameter by 3 mlong. The reaction temperatuire is 210)-230'C. Themelt, which is foamy when using Florida black acid,goes to a vapor disengager and then to a pugmill forgranulation with recycled,contains about cooled fines. The pr'oduct' of,,,,,the PO as polypnosphates, 
mainly py rophosphate. 'The proportion of polyphos-Iphate is controlled by the extent of preheating theammonia and acid and by the concentration of theacid. For pioduction of 28-28-0, urea melt is addedto the recycled fines in the pugmill near the feed end. 

In pilot-plant tests, a rotary-drum granulator 
has been used successfully, and potash has been
added to produce several NPK grades. Urea can beadded either as a melt oi' in solid form, or alternative
ly ammonium nitrate (melt or' solid) may be used. Thevapor disengager' is not necessary in this arrangementbecause steam flashedis off from the melt in thegranulator. Also, the pr'eneutralizer can be omitted,and the small amount of ammonia in the vapor leaving
the granulator can be recovered in a scrubber with
phosphor'ic acid. 
 The ammonium phosphate scrubbersolution is returned to the granulator. There is sufficient heat in the hot granulai material to evaporate

the water in the scrubber solution. In some process

modifications, more ammonia is added in the granulatc.r. Figure 10 shows the pilot-plant granulator-pipe
reactor combination, and figure 11 shows a diagram of
the entire )ilot plant. 

A fuirther modification of the TVA melt-granula
tion t)rocess involves the use of the "pipe-cross reactor" in which sulfutic acid and phosphoric acid react
with ammonia to form a melt which is sprayed into therotary-drum granulator (18). The use of sulfuric acidincreases the heat of rieaction so that a melt can be
produced with phosphor'ic acid concentrations below
54% 1'2()5 or" without pieheating the reactants. Alternatively, the additional 
 heat may be used to gene'atemore polyphosphate which impi'oves granulation. Several commercial-scale giranulation plants thein United 

States and some other countties are using this pipecross reactor plrocess to make a var'iety of colimpoundfertilizers, such as 12-18-0, 10-,10-0, 6-21-24, and13'-13-1:3 (19, 2(,0, 21). In some modifications, part ofthel phosphoric acid addedis directly to tile granulator
together with almmnonia to react with it. This arrangemeit gives teler granulation of some grades (22). Inother mo(lifict ions, the pipe reactor is used - tloroduce a low-moisture hot s;lurt'ry rather than a ieltwhen ratieir ammoniation is carried out in tie granu
lator. 

A somewhat similar system is used by the firmS.A. Cros in Spain although, in this case, the pipetevaCto)' is uitI to )rlodultL(' e a sl rry coniain inl t 5%-0%
moistilre which disciharges into a paIn gratnulitor followed Imy a duinm wtimon it tor- gran it l tor (2:1). The 
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Figure 9. TVA Pipe Reactor-Pugmill Process for Production of Granular Urea-Ammonium Polyphosphate. 
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The lrtferrt(id droli-forming equipltievit is a rotating, Ib(rforiated ('up with ;n internal s(.raper. This 
equiptlnit is d(rs(trib(d in sIoil(detail by van (,ilnllterg 

'lh(r,i olIhand iallie(27). ot' droplets is (t-onliIlled 
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The droplets cool and 
through an ascending airstream 
The prills are collected at tht 
and cooled further in a rotary 
is screened between I .2. 2 a1
(mainly cluIStelr's of prills) is 
amounting to between 3', and 8',of the throughput, 
are rec3,cled to the mixing vessel at the top of te 
prill tower. Some f'the g'adst' produccd art 25-9-9,22-11-11, 17-9-22, and 15-15-21. 

One special reC'quirement of the process is that
the potash must be ground fill(enough to prevent 
cloging of the holes inl the prilling cup ald preheatedt 
to a temltatur sufficiently high to pltvtnt chillingiof the melt. The trtferred particle size is smaller 
than 300 plln,and he plrefleried temperature ',all ' 
is 110"-1;0"U'. ilomevcr, very fine iti.tash is undesir-
able btecau.s it is m1,rC difficult to mix with the mell 
in the mixer. The polash is pr'p;ii't'd in a combination
drying, grinding, and lheating plant and tin(utniatically
conveyed with hot air to a feed hopper .itthe tollof 

towtr. trash ;is wood 
palter. )I'lrallp by 

the plriil Alny Such splinter, 
it'tal is reillovcd screenling. 

The nmixing tiit must he vtry short since the
chloridte catalyze.s dtcoltio.ition of amloniut nitrate. 
The rt'lttt'io time in the tllixter that mixes the potash 
with ilte ielt, is less than 1 minute. In view of thes lot lixillg" uil,,the feed rates of' iltIt and potash 
to litinixt'r tust be 
excesive v'imri~tioS Ill 

The No'sk Ilydro 
int ''erjessen i a 
In te r reg ion a l lF't tiliz 

solidify as they fall 
in the prilling tower. 
b,)ttin of the tower 


cooler. The product 
.0 mll; Ihe oVt'rize 
crushed; and fines, 

1971 ), sems t it' gent'rally similari to hat dt scriitt'l 
abtvt 
However, th. an itilil iphtos.ihate-nitr itte silt is Pt-
plred by a m dificatiotn ,i'ht' )dda nitrolihosliatte 
protes., in whitch up, to 85', )f thetcalciumn is itlliovetd 

;as calcium nitr;te. Thus. tite It'llailliig soltion,

afteT netralizali contains mainly monoamlnnium 
phosplhat and alllllitll nitrate, btitit also tontains some dit'calcium piht lite . This solution is Vtrlti'led 
to)a milt cintaining tnly 055'b, moisture al 180"'. 

lt' ralio ()f;immonium niliate to aIlnonitn Ithoshilt
b':,ohe
ctrilt,lhtd, withill limits, by atlition iof
.lltllo-

ii11 flital, ':,tlti l t ia t 
n ' t 'b si1illhl of 1Ihcal'i m nitraie The Ilt is lixed with lreht'ated 

aCcuritt' nltl sltady to Iti't:',nl 
tOIlIhOSitiotI Of thit' mix. 

protess, asi dt'sctibetl by Steen 
paper'p'esetd it tht Seron 
' SynmpOs iL a t Kit' \o 

tower, Eitir lottassium chlOride r sulfate may be 
used. Ntrsk lyudro mInt itns the lentiny of 1ic co'ity of' the I ,el to intreast' after tllixing i't';iust I)o-

tassiuni chloride 
'acts Vilh l lttinlliitralll tt ot'Illtn 

immonilli CItlit(tili' antltl Silll
asl flitlate 'Ibis tenl-

denicy is cotllrlh Itil iliiting lii ret ''niti n tihet of
the mix and cntl'illillg tht particle'size of" the liotas-

sitlllchltridei: Simet' 
 f thil:gi'ili', mnttiion:d art' 

20-30-0, 23-23-0. 22-1I-11. 17-17-17, and 15-20-15. 


Comllpoutndl fertiliz,,rs, containlingii i£1-a are, prilhed 
only in japan si far is i, kntwn. lheret Mitsui
'roat utlti io1c'silhet - uli' .l'Ih't , tIlet(I ix ll 
liotas h is pl'rhetlld And added to Ihl lr'atllt just
before prilling in ;i prill ltower '10Il high (29). lw-, 

ever, .'vt'ral orgrliih.alitins have pr'l'tdtt:ed |rilhd NI'
aInd NPK fertilizel'rs biivd 
ol turia oll a pilot-;ilanl
stale. 

In 1968 TVA deimmstratd oil prilling uf ulea-
alllltIllillll
I<lliht,,liha|u. mixtll't's (311). The list'
of oil rthterthan air as a coolingllit:titlli for prills
W; s dvelhpe'd hy Dulch Slat', Mineis antd aplied tli-
it-rcially foi irillil, t';il'ittilnitraet (27) Illihe TVA 

Il'ui''S!,, hil niiillItlyl ho ,lhtWilih Ulrea IIaII' waW il't'lnixtiIntvllill a Iroughh Which di:,,hau'Irv~d inlto aI 
relatingt prillingl c'upl. The l'llperalltll' of fletmlixltureV 
Wa! aib lt 13,1"('. 'rh, dl'opl's flotilth . prill t:tupWerle 111ltllchedt atnd collhected Inllig~ht oil wvhichl Was, 

inailililil 4t aboult 81:'by coling wilh Watt' coilt,,
Tht ;ur'illk wert, ,l~attl fr'on the oil by entltiftlgring
antd sieild at 7- to I2-inesh ' The ,linitiiillitll ll lyhl t,,-

2 !;
 

phatt, mnelt was prepared frum electric-furnace phos
phoric acid ant contained about 5', of the l'()5 in 
polyphosphate forms. Crades produced were 30-30-0, 
36-18-0, and 39-13-0. 

Further pilot-piant Studies of oil-prilling urea
based mcompound fertilizer were reported by liltake
yama (29). In this process, urea melt was mixed with 
dried and preheated Imonoammoniun ihosphate and (insome casts) iMItassinl chliiride and inunoniulo sulfat,. 
The fluit Mixtui'(' was prill('d in a "prilling dCiec"(details not disclosed) and collected in a1 low-viscosity
oil, As in the TVA proces, tile prills were separated
from the oil ly centrifuging. 

llataktyama stiessed contl'ol of ti telperatLre
of the fluid mixtutir' to be prilded. The optimum tol
perature for an 18.1;-18.(;-18.6 mix was 125-(C. Some 
othei grade,!; mentioned ''e 18-21-17 and 28-28-0. 

A short mixing time (;about I minutes) was pre
ftle't'ed prolonged contact of LI'ea Mnelt wilth llloiOiim
monium )hosphate caIses decomposition of Urea atdit
 
formttalion of polypihosphate according to the reaction:
 

(NIl 2 )-.(;O + 2NII, 1112 1t,
 
(NIl',)2112l'207 + ('()I 2NI
 

(1 qtlIatioll 17)
 

'I'he reaction is un(esiralle because of foaming anid 
possil)e loss of ammonia. (Some of the ammonia may
be retained ialninliollniumas oilhophosphate 'ortriam

ionium pyrophoslhate)
 
o' ret'tnly Norsk Ilydro has develoied aIinair

c o p o u n d fe rtiliers ase d o i r a 
jdiii n o ci o t' to p had e based on urA a miofanwas roduiidoammOniuias Phostiltei!It (MAP) (as). Tile AIcti ftr'iii wel-pmoc'ss phosihoric
acid in a pipt 't'atto' of' th', type developed by TVA 
(22). The n tell some ' . tocoltains polypho-lspila up 
301,. The plesence tf sollne tilYtihosphat, is desicabile
because 
it lowers the Ilvtin. poitilt ;itl improves the 
physical ptroperties ofl the prttuctls. floweve', melts 
containing i high pturc'ttagu of ltlyihophato airslhw It) cryslallize anil may rtmaill pla,.tic too long for 
prilling. 

Three illthods olfopt'ration were tes'cribed: 

1. 'TIheMAP melt lay ie prilletl without additives. 
p olash sal s ilia slt'ci;l m ixer at lhe lop of the i'illTla 

2. 'he MA' ltd nay be p'ilhtt with itlittn of
 
preheatei soliil ti nt lI.
 

3, The MAP mclt my le soliuified, thten ileheattl,
 
and mixed witi 
 urea til I for irilling . Preheated 
KCI iatiy also ie aitted. 

h'lle ,hird nlttlhti ]ia the advanlage that a higher

polyphosphate conlenta in' tilerateti sinc, the itily
phosphate in the :,olidified melt will hav had time to
 
crystallizi b'fore returning
and the II) lht'ilrillinlghence plasticity orl',h,\w process,hardenling~character
istic of' high-liolyjihti,,,ilahte mill:, 
 ik avoided. As in

oethr NPK prillig pl'iett'ssst', t empeatt'llittrt toil
trol antI 
 rapid mixing with slotit l'i't:llion inilut:theill
ttixt.'r are importl;l. 

'lh' advantages and dlisadivantages of'NI'K prilling 
ar iiany. 'Ihe advaill'es arl' Will knowln. A very

high percen('11Itag ofi the lprodhucl is, 
 andiie,
;i{
 
hence there is litlh r'tcycle. lsually therei'. little

dust althtoughi !hi''t'ere may Ie' filtmi' with !,tol1' colliltpsi-

Iions . The moitturt' is rell)vt IIlre effi'it'ly by
evaporatinlg solutions thall I dryini'r lmist gr'ltle!,
palrticularly when the 'rantillalioin process ilyIIs 
high r'ei:yle ratli,,. Tht' llttar-,lht'ric lprills oflen is'p~referredt~t shalut of Ihe 
graliluh'es. The capital and ol tdilill(-o!,lof a prillilnig 

o Ihlato)firrvg*'lllal-I ,Ih~apvd 

plant is usually It's, tlhai thaI oif a gratilalioll Itlaill,pl),ic'ularly for larlrt,-cah +. <)leXatl,m:. 

A dlisalvantagt is that formulatitli which call 
be 
prillh'd have sollt' limitat lu ,intll'the nixil're lust 



be capable of forming a fluid melt. Also, formulations of the two. The most common materialscontaining high percentages of ammonium sulfate, are monoam
monium and diammonium phosphate,potash salts, and superphosphate might be difficult triple superphosor phate, potassium chloride,impossible to prill. The particle size ammonium nitrate, urea,is not readily and ammonium sulfate. Table 3 showscontrollable within as wide the particle sizea range as in granulation. and some physical properties of materialsHowever, most formulations will produce an acceptable used for
bulk blending in theparticle size. Control of temperature, United States. In most otherparticle size, countries, somewhat larger granules are preferred.mixing time, and proportions is generally more criticalthan in most granulation processes. Since a prill

tower Bulk blending originated in the United States insomemust have minimum height (commonly ,0 m) the early 1950sa small-capacity unit tends to be and grew rapidly in popularity. Innearly as expensive 1976 a joint survey by Valleythe Tennessee Authorityas a large one. Thus, prilling may be more expensive and the American Plant Food Controlthan granulation Officials showedfor small plants even though it
cheaper for large 

is that 58.5% of all compound fertilizers and t*0.1H6of allones. fertilizers sold in the United States were blends. Theresults of the survey are tabulated below:
 
Diammonium phosphate is unstable at the high
 

melt temperatures involved in prilling and in most
melt granulation processes. Therefore, disadvan-a
tage of melt processes in general is that full advantage % of All 
cannot be "Mixed Fertilizers"taken of the capacity of phosphoric acidto fix ammonia. Since ammonia costs only halfabout Blendsas much as solid forms of nitrogen, diammonium phos- Sold inbulkphate has a Substantial economic advantage, as pointed Sold in bags 

49.2
 
out in chapters XIV and XVII. 9.3


Total 58.5 
Bulk Blendinkr Chemically granulated compoundsSold in bulk 

14.4
 
Sold in bags
Bulk blending is a special form of dry mixing 13.1
 
Total 
 27.5
in which the materials to 
be mixed are all granular Fluid mixtures
and about the same particle size. The mixtures may 
 Liquids and suspensions
be distributed in bulk, 14.0or they may be bagged for Total 100.0marketing. 

The materials to be blended may be either" The total tonnage of bulk blends instraight or compound fertilizers or some combination about 1976 was1.1 million mt. Official annual U.S. statistics do 

TABIE 3. APPARENT SPECIFIC GRAVITY, PARTICLE SIZE DiSTRIBUTION AND PARTICLE ShIAPE OF SOIE GRANULAR FERTILIZER
MATERIALS 

Apparent Specific Tyler Screen Ralge, Wt . % . ParticleGravity Grade +, -6 +8 -8 +1-0 -10 +16 - 1_6 Shape a 

Ammonium nitrate

Prills 
 1.29 33.5-0-0 0 6 65 
 25 4 WR
rills (high density) 1.65 33.5-0-) 0 0
Granules 8 89 3 EWR
1.50 33.5-0-0 1 35 54 
 8 2
Flakes FWR


1.63 33.5-0-0 0 25 43 28 4 B
Ammonium nitrate sulfateGranu Ies 1.51 30-0-0 2 29 56 
 10 3 FWR-PIR 
Urea
Prills, unconditioned 1.32 46-0-0 0 1 17
Prills, conditioned 78 4 EWR

1.31 45-0-0 
 0 0
Granules 1 94 5 EWR 
- 46-0-0 1 90 9 <1 0 WR
 

GranulesAmmonium sulfate
 - 46-0-0 3 80 17 <1 0 WR
Compacted flakes 
 1.64 21-0-0 0 6 
 46 41
Crystals 7 I1.75 21-0-0 0 
 2 38 51 9 R
 
1.75 21-0-0 0 4 20 
 51 25
Ammonium phosphate nitrate B1 

Prill-like granules 
 1.27 30-10-0 0 5 63 31
Granules 1 WR1.56 30-110-0 
 0 33 55 9 
 3 FWR
Diammonium phosphate
Granules (from wet-process acid) 
 1.63 18-46-0 0 5 
 83 12 
 0 WR
 
Crystals (from furnace acid) - 18-46-0 0 42 57
1.62 21-53-0 0 8 1 0 WR45 39 8 B


Triple superphosphate

Gramles 
 2.12 0-46-0 <1 29 
 56 14 
 <1 WB 

- 0-46-0 1 21 37 31 10 IWR
 
Potassium chloride
 
Flotation product, granulurb 
 1.97 0-0-60 2 36 52
Flotation product, coarse 10 0 B
 - 0-0-60 0 0 19 51 30SOlution-rounded crystals B
1.93 0-0-62 
 0 5 29 58Compacted flakes 1.96 

8 WR
 
0-0-60 0 14 
 65 20 1

Filler

Crushed limestone 2.53 0-0-0 0 9 60 26 5 1 

2.56 0-0-0 0 22 
 42 24 12 1
 
blocky,a. B I T= irragular, R r roirided- (PR--po-orlyr--undi-eTFR fairly well----- rounde, W- = well rcunded-EWR = exceptionally well rounded).b. "Granular" and "coarse" are terms used by the industry; "granular" usually is 6- to 20-mesh, and "coarse" is

mainly 10- to 28-mesh. 



not sepCir'ate bulk ilntlds frolni othelr itry "n1iixed tertil-
izers." Also, in several s-tates blended iater'ials ;ire
recorded as sales of, straight miterials for dirte ip-

plicat ion. For instance. Ihe tarmer 
 is invoiced torstraight materials (TSP, NUI, and urea), aid tllee 

materials 
 are mixed hy the retailer tetore delivery to
the farnier. This situation makes it difticult to deter-

rnine how 
 initch bulk blend s are at'tuiallY .'lht and used,

but the sur'vev nerntioled al.ive is to tilt
btelieved hi eII,st relialblt' intormati, av;ilahl. 

Bulk-bleniding systelms art also illListeillseveral
ol her' ctilriets ut not ;l;ty s lit sael type tf'
ttperaI iol is illtilt lnitttl St;it's. ThTe tytesot
tiulk-hhndi'nrg '-,st'ns have t'enrgc't 

I. 	 A small local distr'iltuhr" serving allarea of per-

haps 50 km illr'a 
 liu ,, u sually in tonjuntlion Witlotlit'l'
;1grit'tlllur;it St'r'Vit't', 

2 .	 At;i'gt'r' ttisr'ibtilt,,tr' ltttl at aI lit'l or rns-2.A at'at istrbul(lr o'Itwcs h p 	 ,,rIo l ttivingp ri;itr'i;ilsrl I v r I r r g IT't( - %id s h \
Sill)t II ir't .t 

3. 	 'pt ;i't'i;tt Wiith Iil;lIIuf;It'tr'ir g ill 

which 
 a ftw.; gliht's -4 i'arltllr' c,,ntiurit orIst'aight f-'tllictr'i, ar', thil 	 .titdh, ltr',oduct ;I a;t
wide.' v;iieity 4' ti'llitu i t'tr'tjiif i's 

'typ, I itlhr (.i .titr'ibut r') i: Ht( iliNt colilitin 	 t t' ill t ilit, tl ,t;ilts 'Ihrl' i'r 5,v'
hulk- tl'ldilU t,,triqitdns> iT tlii' United States with ;i
rnt'tli;iiu ;uiili;l ,u1tp I I atiut 2,5(0) nit (,f h'itdts. 
t'su;:lly th lit i trliiti kt'it'r' its'>, sells ,tit'r' tvlws 
ofl 't'rtiliy'r.-, stUb is str;iigIht st,lhil fluid ft1r 
ant tte' ;Ig 'it'ltur ';itsl s tpli',, (i)t,-,icitlts, sctils ,il'ill,
arlinir;lf'it1; imliilit, 

i 1itl ilizis 

it' . Thi' list rittiitri 

,J
 

center may, 	a1lso be ;1 center' for purchasing far'i
roductts such as grain foi- resa.le to food processors,

exorters or animal;l reed COlill)oLinders Fertilizers' br ' blending ire ur'T'hiAsd in bulk and received usually 	 by rail in covered, hopper-bottom railcars that 
are 	 easily Lnlloaded by gravity. The success of thistype 	of' operation depends on a reliable transportation
system that can dceliver' bulk nmaterials without loss byleakage or- damnage due to exposure to the weather'.
'he, fertilizer. materials are stored in bins, mixed to 
the 'arner's order, antl delivered immediately to thefarln or' to the farmer's vehicle. ften the blend is
taken irnmnetiitey to lit fitld Intl 	 br'oadcast on the
soil 	 by a sptadeir truck, e ither by the, farmler or by
tihe blender (distr'ibution center' opratlor). Only 2,3
of' lt, ilenil's in the United Slates have bagging 
facilities.
 

A ctilnion type of blending systen is shown ill
 
figure 12. Many types of' illixt'rsare ill use, butbatch rot;ir'Y-tir'liixtrs 
,. o s t l l i N Vt's seeI to he t; WVttC h h M ix in g a t r almost common.; p ai or' a t e o f ' at le as t1,5tph rI n tri . If'ol r;tttd 21 hours/day and ] 10 
&as,' ear', thit ;innl;lil output would hC illeXCess of

I)) 00) tins. It 
 follows that the ,'pilal blenler oper

his nuxing sysntm less than the equuivalent of ten 
t ,urt(- S;ys Iyi';iI'. Usu;lly, ll of' the blending is
 

Ilit, dur'ing Ptcak e;isolls.
 

ile
T c,;)0)main IdvanIa.g c., of this 	 lt'al distributor 
svs-em follow . First Ithe bllnder is also ile retailer,
tlt'r't,y'v 01w Atijp in the ditriltuitirl systell is elinii
lalItcd . Si'ont sintcc 
 thie 	 terlilizers tt ie blended 

lll idely 

ill t'anSpor'talioln 


it ' i s'larattled stllrtces, there is sonmc 
costs by shipping to local 

diistrilutitin centers rather than to iregional centerr. 

Figure 12. A Common Type of Dulk.Blending Plant. 



Third, the blender is able to make any N:P,.0:K,)
ratio desired; prescription mixes guided by soil
analyses aire popular. Secondary or micronutrients 
may be added. 

The conditions that make bulk blending popular
in the United Stales are often lacking in other coun-
tries. Poullon has described :i bulk-blending plant oftype 2 in the United Kingdom where blenders supplied
5.81}, of th. com-Ioun d fertilizers used in England and
Wales in 1975 (32). The bulk-blending operation de-scribed by 'oulton receives materials in small ships
carrying 1,500 andup to tols, this requires substan-
til storage qpace (a total of' abiout 5,000 tons). The
granular material, are purchased to a size specifica-
titon. loVever', the materials are rescreened at 
2-.I mm before being mixedl , and the fines ;re sold 10
granulating plants. Mfixing is done in . rotatiovdrim. '-1,,n b::tch ,nixer all a rate up to 9-60 tllh
Sevteral g;14'S arT produced to serve the needs of 'he 
area; somne contain m;ignesiumn or )oron. The mixing 
1drun is equipped t(, coal lhe l granules with licronlutrient materials (such ;as boron) and/or clay using oil 

to ensure a(.he'ence of, the fine powder to the gral-
ules. The blended material is rescreened before bag-
ging or bulk s.orage. Tlt arepr'oLcts distributed 
in 50-kg hags, in large bags of I-ton capacity, or' il
bulk. The bags (large and maill) are weatherproof
ant ar'( often delivered to the farms in advance and 
stored in the open until needed. Some bagged mate-
rial is also stored til the plant either in the tpen or 
under coverl. 

This type off bulk blending tends to be a much 
larger operation than the local dist riilutor' tylie ;annual outputs in th* range of 10,0)00-300,000 tis ar 
typical. One such blending operation is The Ander'-
sons loCaled ill Maunleev, Ohio (3 :). The location is 
near the pi,,'t "olo, which'." ( )hio, is well eluitiied 
to r vecviv' ship entls from overseas (or Florida) locations through th,, St. lawr'ence R)iver. The plant has 
storage facilities for' 200,(000 short tons of fertilizer 
an p mor e than 3,i 000 short tons per yearir'oduces 

of' bulk-blended pr'oducts. A few basic 
 formulations 
are ipr'oduced and sold either in bags or bulk. The 
company is also a grain dealer, and trucks bringing
grain to the shipping terminal can transport fertilizer 
on the r'eturn tripi. Only 20-, of' the output soldd ire c tly to, f ar nmrs ; the re ma ind e r go es to re 

is 
ta ile rs 

and cooperativs. Costs are minimized byVbuying ill 
large quantities dur'ing the off-season arid by auto-mated handling, mixing, and loading for shipment byr'ail or tr'uck . 

A third type of bulk blending consists of blend-
ing a few grades of compound fer'tilizers to produce 
a wider variety or compounds. One examle is in
Korea where diammonium phospihate is produced with 
potash alded during granulation, Examples of the
grades produced include 11-37- 12, 12-32-16, and
10-25-25. These r'oducts are blended with urcea to 

produce other grades 
such as 22-22-11 and 18-18-18. 

One large fertilizer producer in Englano )roduces
a large number of grades by blending a few grades ofN-11 and N-K granular liroducts. The advantage of 
this system is that numerous grades can be produced
by blending without the expense and delays caused by
frequent change in grade in a large granulating plant. 

The technology of bulk blending is simple; yet,
there are some basic trinmCililes that I'(aua'e attentionto ensure satisfactory results. In the U.S. system
where most of the blends a re mixed and spread the 
same day, storage properties of the mix may be of
little concern. In other countries where blends may
be bagged and stored several weeks or months,;, sto-
age properties are impor'tant. 

All materials should be in the form of strong,
well-dried granules of about the same size. The incoming bulk materials should be protected from mois-
ture absorption during unloading and storage before 

mixing. I humid climates, dehumidified storage may
be needed. If this is not possible, covering the piles
with plastic sheets may suffice. l"or best results, the
materials should be rescreened before they are mixed 
to eliminate any fines or lumps formed in shipment andhandling. Also equipment for coating the granules
after they are mixed is desirable. 

Urea or compounds containing it must not be
mixed with ammonium nitrate or any compound
taining 

con
it . The mixture is extremely hygroscopic

Urea and single or triple superphosphale should not
le used in the same blend if the blend is to be stored
unless the superphosphate is exceptionally well dried.
The rnonocalcium )hosphate in superphosphates reacts 
with urea forming an alduct and releasing water of 
crystallization: 

'ICO(NtI 2 )2 + Ca(112P0).1 ) 2 12O 
('a(tt2'04)2 •ICe (NIl1 2 )2 + 1120 

(Equation 18) 

lloffnmister r eporle, tests of compatibility of five sam
piies of TSP and two samples of SSP in blends with 
urea 13,1). Reactivity varied %%idely, but only one 
sample of '1'SP and none of the SSt' produced blends
with entirely satisfactory storage properties. 'he 
ot hers became wet and sticky or severely caked in 
storage periods r'anging fron I day to 3 months. le
activity was related to the hydrate water content 
rather than the free water' content. 

Further dr' ing of the Sulprphosphates rendered 
them compatible with urea in blends, but it seems un
likely that the bleder can rely on receiving such 

'thoroughlydried material. Therefore, unless the
blender has his own drying facilities, it would be 
better to use ammonium phosphates (t)AP or MAP)
r'ather than superphosphates in blends with urea. 

uerlioshates weill react with diammonium phos
phate according to the equation: 

Nhd)21PO4 + (-'a(12P04 )2'1120 
CaIlIPO 

-

4 + 2NI14112 P0 4 + 1120 
(Equation 19) 

omhisa t io n shiii ca us ed in ble n d s th u s , t o 
combination should be avoided in blends that are to 
be stored 

Segregation of the materials ofter they are mixed 
can e 'e ai n o b aeil ,t rt e r i ebe serious. For instance, if a blend is bagged

from a hopper, successive bags may have widely dif
fering compositions (35). The segregation 
 is caused 
by differc~ncec in partiicle size of raw materials and can
 
be prevented by exact size matching 
 of the materials.
 
Since exact size matching is seldom possible, addition
at precautions usually are necessary. Suitable pre
cautions have been described by ttoffmeister (36),

Silverboi'g and lloffmeister (37), and Poulton (32).
 

A UNII)O iuldication (F"ertilizer Industry Series,
Monograph No. 8, 197%) describes specifications for abulk-blending and bagging plant in a developing coun
try with an annual capacity of 30,000 or 50,000tons,
The estimated cost is $,1t0,000 or $550,000). Much of 
the cost is in storage buildings and materials handling
equipment which would be required for importation
and distribution of fertilizers in any case. 

A bulk-blending plant may be a good choice for 
a developing country that imports its fertilizer re
quirements when the annual requirenments are too small 
to justify a granulation plant. For developing coun
tries that produce some or all of their fertilizer re
quirements, some type of bulk blending may be useful, 
bul alternatives should be considered (see chapter
XXIV). 

Use of bulk blending in small local distribution 
centers requires a well-developed infrastructure
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capable of timely delivery of bulk materials without 

loss or deterioration in quality: such conditions are

often lacking in developing countries. 


Production of FluidI Compound Fertilizer's 

TWo types of fluid compound fertilizers are ie-
cognized--liquids in which all ingredients are 	in solu-
tion and suspensions which are liquids containing

solids which are held in suspension by an addition of 

a gelatinous material such as cc rtain typei of clay

which increases the viscosily and delays settling. The

solids in suspensions are oflten soluble salts in their 

saturated solution but may also be insolulle materials,

A third type that sometimes is recognized is "slurry
fertilizers" which are fluid fertilizershat 	 se'thI rapidly unless containing solidscontinuous ly agitated. TPhis 

type is nt v'.'ry ti tar and will 
 not e describedhere. ihe first part of this st ion 	 will deal withSOlutionsTr 'clear liquids', followed by 	 a brief wi-siltion ,fr 	 f ,"clear, frtiqui, olo abriefde-available
script ion of stslitisil fertilizer technology 

Fluid fertilizers are n,)ta new development

several references 10 t''uction and use of liquid
to 

fertilizers in the ear-ly part 
 of the ninteteenth century

are found in the litera1ture. ll'wever, the manufac-

tll'e and use 1' liquid fertilizers did lnot becole pop-

ular until quie recently. Their popularity has grown
raldil vin the United States where liquid compound
fertilieirs (including suspenions) now constitute 15(
()f allcompounnd fertilizers. Straight nitrogen liquid

fertilizers 
 (see 'hapter X) it even more p)optular.

AboUt ;)',of all ftertiliztr sold in the United States is

fluids, including anhydrous ammonia. liquid fertil-

izers also have foumli substantial us e in England,
France, Blelgiul. Mthxieo, C'olombia, and perhaps other 
countries It' 	 which data are not available. 

Clear Liquid Fertilizers 

Some advantages of clear liquid fertilizers are: 

1. Energy telquirements are lower, and no evapora-

tion or drying is re(luired. 


faCtre
2. 	There areoren pr,blemstof of' dustds or0lmuids.film! inmanu-

3. 	 P'roblem; of physical properties such as hygro-

scopicity anti caking are absent. 


,I. Stor'age. handling, and loading for shipment are 
lesssolids expensive. and require less labor than for 

5. 	Application of liquids is convenient. and rapid,

given the 
pr'oper e('uipnent. Even distribution or
precise placement. is easier with liquils than with 
solids. 

6. 	 Liquid fertilizer can be applied in irrigationwater, particularly with spray or drip-type
irrigation. 

7. 	 Liquid fertilizers ire adaptable to foliar applica-

lion (when properly diluted) which is sometimes 

more efficient than soil fertilization. When 
spraying with pesticides is necessary (as in some 
ttree crops), filiar fertilization can be tcomhinedwith the sprayingoperation. 


8. 	 'I'ranslplanting solutions atre ItIular' for use with 
some crops, particularly vegetable crops such as 
tomatoes. 

9. 	 Equipment for plroducing liqluid compound fertil-

izers is simple and inexpensive, provided suitable 

materials are available from manufacturers of pi-


ry materials. 
10. In some cases liquid :,rlilizers may have a higher

agronomic efficiency. This is a debatable point
(.18). 

Some disadvantages are: 

I. 	Materials for liquids must be water soluble; thus, 
2 	5 

the choice is limited. Some of the materials are 
more expensive or less readily available. 

2. 	 Liquid compound fertilizers are less concentrated 

creased. therefore,than solids; shipping costs are in

3. 	 When solutions are cooled, crystals may form and
settle. To guard against this, liquids should be
formulated to withstand the lowest temperature
that is likely to be encountered. Thus, warm
el'nates permit marketing of more concentrated 
solutions. However, in any case solutions are
less concentrated than solids, thereby transport 
cost is increased. 

t Specialized equipment is neeed for storage andtransport of liquids- -tanks, barrels, and rail or 
road tankers. Ships, barges, and pipelines also are used. The equipment is not necessarily
expensive than 	

more
that for solids but may not bein some countries. On the other hand,bags are not required. 

5. 	 It is often stated that expensive, sophisticated
equipment is required for apllication of liquids.
This is true of anhydrous or strong aqua ammo
nia, but it is not true 01' liquid compound fertil
izers. While expensive equipment is used in the 
United States to save labor, equally expensive
equipment is used for solids. Primitive equip
ment can be used (such as a bucket and a ladle).
The feasibility of distribution and application of
liquids with primitive eqtluipment has been demon
strated by use night soil inthe of some coun
tries, the use of low concentration ammonia solu
tions in China, and the use by small farmers of
liquid compound fertilizers in Colombia (39). 

'he principal materials for liquid compound fertilizers are urea or urea-ammonium nitrate (IUAN) solu
tion, ammonium ortho or polyphosl)hate, and potassium chloride. UAN solution usually is less expensive

than solid nitrogen. Fully soluble potassium chloride

is slightly more 
 expensive than grades containing
insoluble impurities but cheaper than granular grades.
 
It is availatble from potash producers in Canada,
United States, England, and Israel that use solutionmining, recrystallization refining, or recovery from 

salt lakes. The ammonium )hos)hate is a key ingre
dient; its cost, availability, and technology for pro
ducing it vary widely as discussed later. 

For some special uses such as foliar application,potassium phosphates, potassium sulfate, and other more expensive materials may be used. In some sul
fur-deficient areas, ammonium thiosulfate solution or

ammonium sulfite-bisulfite 
 is used. Various micronu
trient materials also are used. 

The most important source of phosphate is ammo
nium polyphosphate solution. 
 In early practice pure 
crystalline diammonium phosphate was an important
material; it was made from furnace acid or from wet
process acid by a special process that eliminated in
soluble impurities. Some relative minor use is still
 
made of the crystalline material. Later, amnmonium
orthophosphate solutions wereand 	 still later ammonium made froni furnace acilpolyphosphate solutions were 
produced at first from furnace superphosphoric acid
and later from wel-process superl)hosphoric acid. The 
most recent develo)pment is production of ammonium 
polyt)hosphate solution directly from wet-process 
orthophostdhoric acid (38). 

Amonium polyphosphate solution has two ipor
tant advantages for liquid fertilizers; it is more solu
b than the orthophosplhae, and it sequesters (holds 
in solution) most of the common impu rities in wet
process acid, as well as sortie microntitrient materials 
that may be added. 

l"igure 13 shiows the effect of N:l'()t, ratio and 
polyphospihate content oilthe solubilily of pIr'e ammonium phosphate solutions at 0"C. 'The solubility of 
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Figure 13. Effect of Polyphosphate Level and N:P 2 0 5 Weight Ratio on 
Sotubility of Ammonium Polyphosphateaat °C.s 

impure s,,luti,ls maItle from wet-process acid depensbut 10-.1-0 is the most popular
grade. It na iavie a saltng-uts temtature u 

,,f IhiMo',l,,st ;unniunftl tolytphosphate solution 
- :1niorll,(ti Io in t 1 Itahpl~le fr t o lt-ionproisuid ill lht,rtii States ist"ade froi wetidi' 

tI'rost(ldi'lplosoi ic ls1) etacidhe I 
lrOducif in 11 plants nllthe0 tllited Stat(s. ' production 1tcIpacit loits 0,91 million mi of lfer (,I(. 
Most of te aid is used to make liiuid fertilizers 

'wo methods at. used to convert superlhosphoric
acid to anronium polyphosthate (API) solution. In
the first method the superphosphoric acid, ammoniaanti -~t(i ~'.ln(t
water i;ito et'(' into aI stirred reactor vessela st .0 
wertet is ct rolld 
tempelatur! is controlled aIbouitat 75"' b circulationthr'ough a cooler, and the' product is futitht' cooled toabout 35"(' to minfinize the rat( of Iiydrolysis itt stor-
age. In thi: mel hod, the tolyphosphlate level in the 
product, exrp'sseC ;Id as liWi'C'lltag( , of total P.,(),,
aboutt the same ;isthat in the 

is 
acid or' slightly less. 

In the seconil leth)d sutperphosphoric acid and
ammonia react ill;apipe reactor at tenrlperaturtes ralig-
ing from ,t" to 190"(' (see figure 1). The reaction 
pt'odjuts, melt aIl(] Steam, 'Ie tInenchoed in the cooledsolution which is adjusted to the desired 1)11, 6.) to6.5, by additional ammonia. fIv this mnetlhod the poly-
l)hosphaite level is inicreased as a result of dehydrationand iolymerizat ion in the iipe eac'tto'. Fo)r instance,"low-poly" acid containing only l0(,-20't of the 1120f;as 
lolypthoslphate can he used to make solutions withpolyphosphate levels above 501, ;Iltl often as high751, (22), 'I'lis method has become 

as 
1)opular becausethe l'%W -wpoly"sul)erphosphoric acid is much easier to 

l)roluce than "high-poly" (above 50't) and is less vis-cous and therefore easier to l)tnilP 

The quality of the AIi solution depends ol
the impurities in the acid. The most troublesome
inpurities are carbonaceo us matter and magnesium,
Carbonaccous matter forms a black, flocculent 
)recilpitate itn tile solution, rendering it opaque.
This is objectionable mainly because farmers expecta clear solution to be actually clear. Magnesiumt'
causes delayed or cottillnle slow pirecipitalion ofcompounds su'h ;isMgN14 P04,O,(;I20, Mg(NHI4 )21)1 20 7 
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Figure 14. Production of High.Polyphosphate Liquid Fertilizer from Wet-Process 
Superphosphoric Acid. 

'11120, and MgAI(NIl,)s(li20 
7 ) 21F2 .6 2 0 depending onthe composition and tbolyphosphate level of the solution 

(;-I). Th.se crystalline precipitates grow to such 
amount to cause clogging of spray nozzles.of magnesium Thethat can be tolerated in super
phosphoric acid is somewhat indefinite, but 0.89, MgO 
is probably a maximum. Some producers of Superphosphoric acid lave developed methods of removing 

I asgneSIM. Satisfactory quality suierphosphorie

0Idhas produed fromgrades of' Moroccaneen rock, Kola apatitecalcined North , someCarolina andWestern U.S. rock, and some Florida rocks (calcined 

or raw). Some partially purified acid made fromFlorida rock is iniporld into the United States from 
Mexico for liquid fertilizer lroduction. 

AIlP solution may be made from orthophosphoric 
wet-process acid (., 12O ,,), as described previouslyunder "Melt (;ranuilation." A process of this type is 
in use in France (4t2). To attain a polyphosphatelevel of' 50, or more-, it is necessary to l)reheat the
acid and ammonia whei the acid concentration is aboutr"i,. 11a m naw en teai o cntain i b uT4o; at concentrations above about 60",P2 0 5 , preheat

t bot .1)(i 6 'irhlationing may not he necessary. For production of satisfactory clear liquids by this proces.,, the phosphoric acidshould be unusually low in impurities; acid made from
Kola rock is suitable, but acids made from most Florida
rocks have not 1)roduced sludge-free solutions. 

APP solutions are stored and transported in mild 
steel tanks. The polyphosphates hydrolyzeat ratestorage a dependent on temperature. (luring 
or below, the ral, is At 15'Cvery slow. It is still moderate at27". but in the range of 30w-,()C, the rate may be 
50 rapid as to cause serious deterioration in 2-3months, Thus, in tropical areas, All' solutions may
have to be cooled ty refrigeration or used soon after 
production. 

Production of compound fertilizers from water,
tJAN solution or uroa, APP solution, and potassium
chloride is a simple mixing process, often carried outbatchwise, The used bewater should reasonably
plin'e; high conc(entration of calcium or magnesium
will cause formation of insoluble phosphale precipitates . If th( API' solution is manufactured onsite, it 
can be used while. hot to dissolve solids, such aslotassiua chloride or prilled urea. The solids have anegative heat of' solution andimay be slow to dissolve 
in coli water. Also, the negative heat of Solutionhelps cool the AI' solution to 
drolysis, 

The choice between urea 
d(pend on which is available. 

i2are possible with [JAN solutions 

slow the rate of hy

and [IAN Solution may 
ligher concentrations 
for NI' grIldes while, 



with most NI'K grades, straight urea gives a higherconcent'ation. This is because ammonium nitrate re-acts with potassium chloride in solution, producingammonium chloride and potassium nitrate. Potassium
nitrate has a low solubility at low temperattres. Ifthe plant is near a urea produClion unit, ulea solu-
tion may be used as the source of supplemental nitro-
gen; if inimediately adjacent to it,thetion which usually contains about 75'(, 

hot urea solu
urea can beused. For shipment thu Solution should be diluted to,10,-50i,depending on the ambient temperature. 

As mentioned previously in important piropertyof liquid compouni fertilizer, is the telnperat lire atwhich crystals appear, commonly known theas "'salt-ing-out point ." S'-lack has given empirical methods for
predicting salting-out telper'atrtls fol' MixIT rs ofKCI, urea r UAN solution, and APP solution ofstandard composition ('13). "''he predictions are onlyapproximate since the APP solution is of variale c,m-position. The prCdicted (cItCUlated) and meIasured
salting-out temperature., for Kl(I-UAN-AI'P for-some 
mulations are given in tathd t. ofMost these formula-

TABLE 4. FORNULATIONS FOR LIQUID FERTILIZERS USING 10-34-0, 

Formulatior:, k/tonGrade 10'i4"-0 . . AN, 327o N kcIl, 02% K 0 
16-16-0 470 35 

13-26-0 


765 
 167


10-30-0 88:3 36 
 -8-8-8 
 236 
 126 
 129

8-16-8 
 471 
 102 
 129 


7-21-7 
 618 
 25 113

5-5-t0 
 141 
 11 
 161
5-10-10 
 294 
 65 
 162
5-15-10 
 441 
 lq 162 

4-4-12 
 117 
 99 
 194 

4-8-12 
 236 
 51 
 193 

3-9-9 
 264 
 11 145 

20-10-0 
 294 
 533 
10-5-5 
 147 
 266 
 80 


1t-15-5 
 441 
 175 
 80
10-20-5 
 588 
 130 
 80 

-3-0 
 88 161 97
1-12-8 
 353 
 140 129 

3-9 
 88 161 145 


i-6-9 
 176 
 133 145 

i-9-9 265 106 
 145 

!1-7-0 206 592 
 -18-12-0 
 353 453 
 -12-4-4 
 118 
 339 64 


12-8-4 
 235 
 302 
 64
12-12-4 
 353 
 266 
 64
12-16-4 
 471 
 228 
 64
9-3-6 
 88 
 254 
 97
9-6-6 
 176 
 227 
 97 


0-9-6 
 264 
 200 
 97
b-2-6 
 59 
 169 
 97
6-4-6 
 117 
 152 97

24-6-0 
 177 
 695 12-3-3 
 88 
 349 
 48 


12-6-3 
 176 
 321 
 48
12-9-3 
 265 
 292 
 48
12-12-3 
 353 
 266 
 48
8-2-4 
 59 
 2:32 
 64
8-6-4 
 176 
 196 
 64 


8-2-6 
 59 
 2:31 
 97
8-4-6 
 117 
 214 
 97
8-6-6 
 176 
 196 
 97
8-8-6 
 216 
 176 
 97
8-6-8 
 176 
 196 
 129 


tions have salting-out temperatures o1'O"C or lowerwhich is desirable in tenlperate climates. Highergrades would be possible in tropical areas where theminimum temperature expected is higher than 0C.This is particularly tiue of potash-containing gradesin which the crystallizing phase is KNO. , which has 
a high temperature coefficient. 

'Ihe formulations shown in table I could be tnodified by substituting an equivalent amount of nitrogen
in the form of urea (solid or solution) for PAN solu
tion. 
 'lhis would change the salting-out temperature;lost potash-conaining grades would ahave lowersalting-out temlperature, while nonpotash grades wouldhave a higl er salting-out tellelratUlre. The inaximum
grade that could be l)p/duce'l at any givh lempera
ture Could he estimated with the help of charts andformulas given by ;lak, et 1., but it is usuallypreferable to determine it. expr'imentally, using theactual materials that are availale for formulation ofthe mixtures (.13). Table 5 
 shows some formulations
for liquid ferthi]zers inade from urea, 10-3.1-0, and(('I and their estimated salting-out temperatures. 

UAN SOLUT'ION, ANt) KCI 

Sa0ling-Oii Ihei ,C-
 C I calcuatioi1)etermi[iaLioi 

177 
 -3.3 -3.3 
68 
 -7.8
 
81 -17.8 

459 
 +5.0 
 +0.6
 
29" 
 +2.8 
 -10.0
 

244 
 -11.1 
 -11.1
 
581 
 -6.7
 
479 
 -7.8
 
378 
 +6.7 
 +2.2
 
600 
 -6.7
 

520 
 0.0 
 +6.1
 
580 <-18.0 
 .
 
173 <-18.0 
 =
 
507 
 0.0
 

:304 
 -5.0
 
202 
 +1.7
 
654 -7.8 .

378 0.0
 
606 -2.8 .
 
546 
 0.0 
 -

484 0.0 .
 
202 <-18.0 .

194 <-18.0 
 .
 
479 -2.2 
 -


399 
 0.0
 
307 
 0.0
 
237 
 0.0
 
561 
 0.0
 
500 
 +2.2
 

439 
 +2.2
 
675 
 -7.8
 
634 -7.8 
 -

128 
 -6.7
 
515 
 -7.11
 

455 
 -7.8
 
395 
 -7.8
 
33:1 
 -5.0
 
645 
 -10.0
 
564 
 -12.8
 

613 
 0.0
 
572 
 0.0
 
531 
 -2.2
 
491 
 -2.2
 
499 
 44.4
 



___ ___ 

TABLE 5. FORMULATIONS FOR LIQUID FERTILIZERS USING UREA, 10-34-0, ANt) KCI' 

Grade UreaL 46%-N 
Formulatioi, 

i-t-4--
k&/t 

KC 62°K 0 . . 0 
Salting-Out 

TemP4C (calc.) 
18-6-0 
16-8-4 
15-10-4 
15-5-5 
14-7-7 
12-12-6 
10-20-0 
9-(-9 
8-24-o 
7-14-7 
6-18-6 
5-10-10 

353 
296 
262 
294 
260 
184 
90 

138 
20 
63 
16 
45 

177 
236 
294 
147 
206 
353 
588 
265 
706 
412 
5:30 
294 

0 
65 
65 
81 
113 
97 
0 

145 
0 

113 
97 
162 

470 
403 
379 
470 
421 
366 
322 
452 
274 
412 
358 
500 

-3 
-2 
-1 
-9 
-1 
-3 

-17 
-8 

-17 
-13 
-17 
-13 

.- itrssiaitg-oit temperatures-bv'1ow-0 0C. 

Fornmulations for foliar application can, in gen-
eral, be made from any soluble fertilizer material ifdiluted sufficiently to avoid leaf hurn. The required
dilution varies widely depending on the materials, thetype of crop, moi:tur'e conditions, etc. The "salt
index" is a general guide to selection of materials; a
low salt index is desiratile because it indicates that
higher concentrations can be tolerated. Salt indexesfor common tertilizer -aate,'ials are given in chapter
XXII. Among straight nitrogen ma terials, urea has
the lowest salt ind,,x per unit of N and is generally
favored for foliar application. Some crops are sensi-
live to biuret in urea, but commercial urea containing
up to 1.5 -, biuret has been used on grain crops with-
out deleterious effects (.,H). Salt indexes are not
available for i')lylihosllhates , but experimental work
has demonstrated that leaves arc less sensitive to 
polyphosphate (pyro and tripoly) than orthophosphate.
Also, polyplhosph te gives better responses in experi-ments with grain. Potassium sulfate has a lower salt
index than potassium chloride, and monopotassium
phosphate has a very low midnex. 

A promising practice, still 	 in the experimental
stage, is foliar fertilization of soytieans and other
grain crops during the seed-forming slagev. WiJe-
spread experiments in the United States and Brazn 

have been carried out mainly by Allied (henical
Corporation and Iowa State University since 197,1. 

Allied Chemical has developed several forimu1-

lations trade-marked "Folian" 
 which are ('omlposed of 

urea, polyphospihate, and potassium 
 sulfate. 'Iheexact formulation has not been puldished, but a 1971
patent mentions ammonium polyphosphate. Since pc-

tassium sulfate is not very soluble, it ii likely that 

some of the potassium is in the form of potassium 
ortho- or polyphosphate. In the mest recently report-
ed tests, the solution grade was 12-6.0-6.0-0.5s. Five 	field experiments with four replications were madein Brazil with !,oybeans. 'The test treatment was a
single spray application of 112 kg/ha (1(10 It/acre) at 
a growth stage of between early-pord and mid-pod.
rhis 	 treatment gave a 22-(, inr'rease in yielh (about 42kg/ha) as compared with Io foliar application ( 1 5).
The foliar application was Supplemental to soil fertili-
zation, not a substitute for it. 

Formulations used by Iowa State University weremade fron urea, potassium iolYluhosphate, and pota,-
slum sulfate. A solution grade of 10-2.4-4-06S 
used 	 for soybeans illstet 

was 
tests. ('ray has reviewed 

these and other tests (II). The resltls were very
encouraging in Soie r'asa's anId lisappointing in other 
cases. Evident!v, much further' r'esearrh will heIT'e
quired to provide predictable rro;ults. 'Ihe high rorstof potassium polyphrophate made fron oita;s,iumtn Iv-
droxide and siperphosl rihri acid is a drawback. 
Less t'x!pensive potassiumr phosphates or' othier lessexpensive for'nnulations arT likely tIoIr n'ee fror
econorlm'ally favorabe results oin gr'ain crops. 

__ _"___(,j, 

Suspension Fertilizers--Formulations and practices
for production of suspension fertilizers are so diversethat no attempt will be made to describe them corn
pletely. The most popular type uses 	 techniques andmaterials similar to those used for clear liquids except
that 	 the concentration is limited by fluidity rather
than solubility. Ammonium orthophosphate suspensions
made from wet-process acid an(d containing insolubleimpurities can he used, but ammonium polyphosphate
gives better quality products. [JAN solution is the
usual source of supplemental nitrogen, and fine potas
sium chloride, not necessarily fully water soluble, is
the usual source of potash. Insoluble ,naterials, ormaterials which form insoluble precipitates, may be
added to supply secondary or micronutrients. In
fact, suspensions of entirely insoluble malerials such 
as Iround limestone or l)hosphate rock can be pro
duced and applied with 	 the advantage of eliminating
(lust 	problems.

The most common suspending agent is attapulgite
clay, which forms a gel on vigorous alvitation with 
water or aqueous solutions. The usual amount is 1I%
2', which is enough to tprovide a suspension viscosityin the preferred range of 300-700 centipoises. ''hisviscosity range prevent.: rapid settling of solids but
does not cause difficuIlty in pumping or spraying if
theiproper equipment is used. 

Suspensions may e slored for several weeks or 
months by using periodic agitation, but the generaltendency is to limit storage since crystals may grow

to such size as to causellroblems.
 

Balay and Salladay have described tie lractice
ti c from solid materials (46). It,, suspension,, 

: dent that suspensions coulh have an econiomic 
;.over bulk tiher r, for' the following reasons: 

.wder MAP or )AI' can he used which is (heap

ei than granuhr amroniur phosphate,
2. Supplemental nitrogen could be Iirea soltior

which would ie les; expensive' than solid urea if 
near the surce. ()therwise solid urea in any
form can Ie used. Iltyjrolhct armrorniun sulfate
might he all ecollrlliral nrlaterial iii some loationis 

3. Fine potash houhl te used which is chepert than 
granular potash. 

'Ihe application of Stlspenrision fertlilizi's 1equires
spe'ialied Il-t'lipiiprnelt and t t'hni('ues. F"or Isir, iVaW.sn
Suspensions are usually (listributed try ru',ton atplica
tion sr'viees r'athiir t train by the farner. Iiowvvrr, in,
countries wtnn'r'' labor is abnundant and ine.xpensive,
mlranual appllication would b f,';eilh 

Ecornoilira of Idl',hirtuiotl of 'ompiujiind lerlilizer 

Capital antI ouratli'i (ost:, fror Ii'htitcIon of
roirpouJrrl fr(rtIit'r';r will vary wiivly lt';t'ndintr on 

http:12-6.0-6.0-0.5s


whether the operations start with basic raw materials,intermediates, or finished prou(ticts. Comments in this
section refer exclusivetly to the capital and operating
cost of' producing compound ler'tilizersclude marketing and do not iland dislritbution. In choosing a pro-ducLrion process, the aim should bt, to achieve the low-
est deliver'.d cost o the most Slilb;thlt'i IO(ttS.t lie-cause of the diversily of ,marketing system,,s, raw 
matet'ial availability, and agricultural n ed ,tempt will te madellt no atto ft.n tII( leahst-c()st produc-
tiotl-ilnarket ing systemll tor any specificsotte ,guttllnes will hI situation, httg'i\,'tn in t'hapthr .'XIV. 

[ilt-ntling is ,o. t' Ithlehast exliensivte IprIctsses,
[lit its s cce -ss e oti.ls o, tight -Pt''ifit';ition~sseltectikve lUt'ht.'-IS ot' Ihe andglr;Inulo' 1mtIrTials to he 
bli l ed w h ich an Illt ilways t . ; tlm lishe du sa is-tact. ,ilY. Also. tothe 1;mteri;ls ace nli' t1\l(I nsive Ithalnongtantla materials O' internldiates. As ,iottd pre-viuslY itonogr';iph No. 8 ot'UNIDO's lertili;!vr Indus-
try 'Seis gives a do tail'd dcsct'iption ot' t'ertilizer
tilk-thttln and taig i. with(.t,00 or' 5(1 , ()l., 

Ilnts thl',UghplUts ofr tl llctiw.lud capital costs ate 
$143.:t00cotwld$.5its:;00 l il f MuchfIvcapilal cst 

v 
feTtili/t-l' kikgf i, Anld fl'qfIrt'sStol';gt, offceivinghulk

;tuldwld alsgiitht (I iuK gI't ' ilh-omlingbulk nmate'i: l and ,ulgl.o llI ,;ggct nliatItial . Smaller'bulk-ltning ficililitotl~itlti(l sales Itf :.0(-,(110t)0I 
tons have 1(1 l built in l,'v (lt'( d ',llntt'i('s tot, ;slittle, as $l1) ,01101. uisually without hagging facilities o r 
sto apF 

F"acilitis f," I ,duci li lllt IttIilizersi nI ,,d I'(clr-2-i IIxI!li,quilt, intxlpcnsiv if fie ilngredietltslikewise tta 
lhe rtI-luired e ofuialit 'cat ht.totaillted fItt, hasic slip-
plilt's, which ),,oh I,(-ditffilt illn maliy countries,Production Of (tilliotiil,ltll hldl,at(h solution ftomitlimnlli ;llladill otic isacid mut11h less tesIve

itl capital 
 ((id O, ll) ig, ost tht;1i the prdtl(ction ofrillUl;lt' :unffull.li phosphate, hti it tequites phos-

thlor ,ict.Ia hi lt' c'Olictlt tat I tinlfl rigidmore
sto-cificatlot '
o Iflt l st in S-uch ici iS,not radilyavailahl, ill SOilll. t,,utrtics tI'S solut ion ,or IAN
solution, it ;. Ivlathl,' f 
 (,,ld lW;I ,' ',Out'((',Should
Im lt'ss I)t'l.tsiv. than ,,lil f'eula. ".'lt'gy ,'cqui,' 
1tcills to' , 
,,I t, aCt' les!, tot'tItn for 'lids sitl('l' filte 

for .'valb it'lotlI' tltilg Is llt I''st' y.
not c 

llltstrtiv,' estll~il'f, It' plduction of' g latultl' 

iftnonium 
 ph,I1 AIt,;s aol tilt t'l phosplates ate givenin chaptrs XIV, XV .as IhI a ts inll 

and XXV. Th. allition of pol-I ..st. p r-o ,,', s rflu ir's v,ly lit IhII a d tli-
tion1 i tve'st toetit otr op'cr~ titig c't. 1ti rsliu iinu-tat tto I[l) tIssc1s , tpotash Itditill) usually ('('t.IsIS tilI 

tcq irull[ dT,'
r'cvcv rai I- I 1 t' '1, lltlput 4, (fol"f, f' ;I l ft vVIrnllds " ,) 10-2,5-:!!,ell of4 gtl, ;llii) -S0 

t h ;i, 18 .4 l o t'.t l t c ' ll (, t i n - 6-0 i N d I ,.Iut,a d d i 

l yt h, Ir , 1; I el '.f, 'tn, the , 'i/t.;1I tIt I ( If I h( 'lll,-

i11f( IrmaI t In i s,iIv;1 I IIII1 lte -il ld; 11 
 I~~ o" Imell lr'lllU 

fe.w irr;m i, 
 !tlJ iI C~;pt'lr XIV.hajol A (-,llp[arli

i,, t', ttonof til ', ttp,'illfii, 'Ii I t et'tlll ttill folr
U('47).1'r';ilos s 1,)1ytlltqIti. Ill[';lt' tIAt h t'lli'
oI' lot l ". co~~lll' l"Oll 1ll;1Vbt otv:Ilidi , d a lptf,),'
plil]11111, r s us'.,ct, I rilllA i,101, 4f' ,lit omp nlll: Iln 
 -11 c l d fI'i-t ]-

( inntl'.,ffe'o mIz ';I , ,'ll, rUlli hyon 4 1ot, 

1,I, ., wlhi,'h Offers! ',l.1
l; ,'olized "I ;r~lu lpak,, plants, HinC~Ct 
V ,ll'11o u s l ,z u!. ( .18l) T]h e' k ,b ic 1 [1, 1 c oIt I, fl! , ( I ' ;Aw 
1l g.raillll' 1.111p tll f.,., sI -';iii

watl, a~ddiliorl, ai(hVvel', 

lploj'ni a,,d splalyaicool,', dry},(111,l collet~cors:, 
SI,14',111s, o Vvl".,i/c' cTU ,' , idl c'quipmo-il I co
Il(, fil-A,h d lprdhicl, h,;11'1lh,

ft, 'or ing| 


T with, litcc,,aIy c-onvvy-
ors! an~d i,,siVli ,,-if"I,,Thl ,do-,-nskil d , v ,o~fhalhf-,'y-hli birh ,ic.Irllla;t it'll pl ll, 1o inlclu imh" sta, O ,r'l.¢ralw Imatf,iio,, ,,r i~rmiiwts, hki,,d Ol 
pr'lcv!, pl'vv~v~ilinllrill l':nl1,1anilor, 
July~ I, 19T7, as I, , 

Cost of

Tons/Hlour Basic Plant. (Approx

YtV 9-p ,,7.,-VT
-


1 5 to 10 15 906,000 1 ,540,000
1t 7 15to 22 1,196,000 2,033,000
It t0 to 20 35 1,696,000 2,883,000IV 15 to .30 55 2,161,000 3,673,000 

. Ass tiflifIg extti,.mge rite of ir-US$1 ....
 

Optional additional equipment can he included 
the following apl)roximate costb: 

at 

I. Package steam boiler for granulation {21,500
2 . Wet g s S cr,'tl ,f
 

£39,7503. Phosphoric acidi,'eneutralizer system .55,250,I. Ammonium nitrate solution addition £17,500 

The Fisons' Iochute gives th ietollowing range 
of utility requiremtnents for granulation of a wide range01' NP, NPK, and PK ferlilizers: 

Requirement per Tom of' Product 
te a.( kg/CM2 , mi) 20-8 04

Water (3 kg/crn2 , mint) 0.-05 Il 
60,000- 150te000 k(', I 

ElIectLr ic ity 
 15-25 kWh
 

tI' 

t]hese data could l uied to estinmiate roughly the 
cosI of gralulation' of c ('llpotnd fe,'tilizer" using dryIiterials. Natu'ally, allowante should e malde ful'
storage of raw IIattials and(- products; bagging facil
ities (if t'(ti,'(l ) id1( VarioLs ot'fsilte,auxiliary facilities; atd aly additional costs associaited wilh the par,
til;r lrat io(ln. The lyrating cost pet' ton of product will obviously (elt'nt on the tcyclh ratio sincethis ralio det'tlines lte l),'.(Itlction t'ate 
size 

for a,given
pInlt . The I'cyc i' atio depenids oil the formula

liom and tht:atctltaty of tolllot of operalting vaiables
' 
as pointed (lilt lttviously in this chapter. 

ligut'. l5 sfhows estlitated capital costs for hatg.,ty-litits plantsrulation of variou, types for an 
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XX Secondary and Micronutrients
 

In recent decades there has been a growing ieed Secondary Nutrientsfor the inclusion in fertilizers of nutrients other than
the primary elements, nitrogen, phoslhorus, and potassium. There are several reasons for this. The The importance ofgrades of fertilizers the secondary nutrients,hav,. been increased cal
handling and shiplping 

to decrease cium, magnesium, and sulfur, in agriculture has beencosts, with the result that realized forthere is less room forl the some time, and the, addition of sources ofset'ondarv ant Imicronut ci- these elements to soilsents is commonly practiced inthat formerly were inclutltld incidentalh, b cauSe areas 
they were where modern fertilizer technology i.-applied. Inpresent in the original raw materials. Fur- dition 

ad
thtnlmore. thel IrotIlem Of Sl))lying micronut rients 

!o serving important functions as plant nuI
uxpeced to tcotin 

is trients, they ;ir' also used extensively as soil amendincreasingly important as the nat- ments to correct und(sirable soil conditions.ural supply in th(, soil Maintebtcomes depleted. Needs have nance of thedevelopjd in soelltae'as and proper soil fill,generally G;-7, is mostfor some Crops for sl)'- important in order to obtain efficient utilization ofCific MiLront lieuns in fairly large anmounts--larger trients by the plants. 
nu

than Would be supplied even by unpurifiedUI| raw nlltrials. More instances of need for micronutrient 
 cle- Certainments are being discovered also by r('sear('h and 
soils ar(. naturally t)lo'ductiv.; however,by to retain their high )roductivity, the additionimproved metlho(s for identifying deficiencies. of the

amendments is necessary. In soils that it'e naturally 
untrotuctive becauseThe need fo' including additive:, in feltilizers has of excessive acidity or alkalinity,these conditions mustintrodutcedl he corrected before the soils cansev(ral p'olemns in iproduction. Ii making l)econ. economically productive.solid mix(,,, it is difficult to g( t good mixing ,f'the 

Furthermore, many
soils whichsmall amount of' additives are currently considered unsuitable forwith the other nat(rials anld, agricultural purtposes could quite possibly he amendedonc Inixed. seglegat ion mnay,v take place in htzudling. economically andl used satisfactorily.Moreover, some of the additives may niot h chemicall'

comatlible wilh ihlleaillconstituents of the mixlture.

In the production of' liquid fe'ltilizers--liquid mixed
and nil'ogen liquids--the pirolehm of incorlporating the 
 Calcium and Magnesimadditive thoroughly is often sim)lified tut, unto'tu-nalely, manyvof the .additive m;iterials needed are iot Calcium and,vW','y solublt in the usual types oIf 

to a lesser extent, magnesium resuch liquids. present in many of the commonly used fertilizers (table 
This I ). lowever,chapter covers net~iod.s for incorporating calcium and magnesium compounds areoften applied separately for correction of soil acidity.secondary nutrients ('alciun, inagnesiutn, and sulfur)and micronutrients (ioron, 'opp(ler, iron, mangainese, Calciummolybdenum, and magnesium are important constituentsand zinc) in the solid, liquid, and sus- of plants, and symptoms of deficiencies inpension lypes of fertilizers. These nutrints are just 

these nutri
as essential to proper plant ents are shown in thible 2. H[owever, the sourcesgrowth as the primary ofcalcium and magnesiumnutrients. Chlorine is also an are often supplied in amountsessential micronutrient required to adjust thebut deficiencies seldom occur (1). soil pil, rather than in response

to an indicated Ilant deficiency. The usual materials 

TAttLE I . CO MON FERTIIZE.R MATERIALS WIlICHI ALSO CONTAIN SECONDARY NUTHII.NTS 

Ft-rtilizer Formntil, Analysis (t'vrcvitageof Principal Compotind PIresent N 1",)5 by Weiglt )K;0) C"10 l 80 S 

Ailitrori Iitin i trate-I' iiLt'i N114NO: + CA'O: + MgCt;OAnitoli u phosphate stillite 21-26 - - 10-22 0-7 iin NtI4 tt2I'0 4 + (NIl., 2 S0 4 16Amno i tint sitl fi t v 20 - - - I5(N1t4) 2S 4
,nin, witisl lite' nitrite (NIl 4 ),SO, .NI 4 NV

21 - - - - 2:1 
1 2) -C, I lt tIyal.tal deh - - 12CaCN2(.I1iji n itt t.t 21 - - 70 - -Ca (NO:,) 2. 15los Io k - - 27 -I' h,jtite 2IC.I'0 1O,)2'(lIl' 
 - 30-16 - 45-50 0,1-1 toIt ,ss l 1111ilgltes I tll stul itt'aglei(li litt.) K2 S04 .2fig


iot iIts i llil tillat ' K2S(
) 4 - - 21 - 19 22
 

4 - - 50 Or-ll liery ilimerplhsph,,t,, - 17Ci(112104)'lO + (;"S04 20'r il sueii rph hite llZO 
28 - 13Cl(l12 ti)4)2 
 46 19 -tiscl ( I . i mll 

I
1 iigi les ll 

plstlill.e t ilt' I iiI e' 
-v 20liIs;itsl g 32 I' 

iullfjlll' 
- 15-220 42-50 2-H 

,i. Also kntotwin is t i ii 70lit ,tmilntiiio n li tit e'ite,. ?.. 




TABLE 2. SYMPTOMS OF CALCIUM, MAG;NESIUM, AND SULFUR DEFICIENCIES IN PIANTS 

Secondary Nutrient Symptoms of IDeficie ncy 

Ca I ci rim In most plants, root growth is rediiced, root rotting frequently occurs, and 
the roots are affected before tie tops have shown any symptoms. In
moderate stages of deficiency, the young leaves become distorted, fail to 
grow, and slhow spottting or recrotic areas. Ini the acute stage, there is 
a general collapse of growing and die-hack thepoints a of terminal buds.
 

Magnesium 
 Deficiency symptoms are frequently found on lower leaves of plants. In 
cotton, a redden i ng of the lower leaves occurs; wh iIe in pota toes, ain 
orange-ye Ilow co I orat ion appears on tre lower leaves and a long the ve ins.
In corn, there is a strip i ng or ch loros is hetwein the ve ins, and if thedef i ci ency is sev, re, a criison- red col or t requently appea rs oil the lower 
leaves.
 

SolI fr Sulfur deficiency symltons tend to) resemlr Iv those of ni t rogen def i ciency.
Under a coritioius low supljy of- rither elementu, plant appea rarte does iot 
p rovide an eristred means of diitereltiatinrg bet ween detic'ieilt ies of sulfuror nitrogen. With a diministhing supply, however, a distinct ion may Ie
observed. With n itrogi deticiericy, the plant may become a yellowisti-green
color; and with some plants, the lower leaves may turn yellow and tall from
the plant. With sulifur dvtici'ncy, tire older leaves remain gr-en, and the
voiniger leaves hecouir yetllow-grven and, iii severe cases, clilorotii. 

So-ur-ce - -K C-.-3- ergevr,-nid- I. -F. l'rat t. 1903. "Adivances Iii S,'conrda nr Mi rouitiriten Fertili zation," IN-Fertilizer Technology and Usage, p. 287- 340, M. II. McVic kar, G. L. Bridger, and I. B. Nelson, eds. , Soil
Scie'ce Society of America, Madison, Wisconsin.
 

are finely ground agricultural limestone (p'iricipally tent, phophates are made less available because ofcalcium Carbonate) , dolomite ,a double carbonate of their reaction with these compounds. Liming to a pHlcalcium and magnesium), or dolomitic limestones which of 6-7 increases phosphate availability hecause of theare mixtures of the two minerals. Other sources in- precipitation of the iron and aluminum in forms otherclude burned or hyuIratedt limes, marl, and such cal- than the phosphate. At nigher plls, the availabilitycareits wastes as oyster shells, sludges, or' slags, is decreased, however, because of the precipitation of''lue material used depends principally upon local calcium or magnesium phosphates.

availatility and economic considerations. 'l'he relative
neutralizing values of pure materials are shown in Nitrification--Most of the organisms responsible
table :3. for co-nver-io-n-of ammonia to nitrates require calcium. 

TABLE 3. RElM IrVE NEUTRAL IZING VAILUIES OF PURE L.IIN; MATERIAILS 

Kilograms of Liming 
Materials EquivalentRelative to I mt

Neut ral i zing CalcI Imiming Hateriils ____Va ires Ca' -i-um 
Carbonate Oxide 

Calciuim carbonate 100 1,000 1,785Magrits i u crrlnate 119 840 1,500Calcium oxide 178 560 1,000
Mignesi rm oxiih' 250 400 715Calcirm hydlr.ate 135 740 1,320Magnes i ri hydrate 
DuoI omi t ' 

172 580 1,135
108 

Iolomitic hydrate 
925 1,665

175 
 572 1,020
 

Source: R. S. lonir.1960.-Cr iiuranl Magn,'siti in i ixed--Fertilizer, iN Chemistry arid Technology ifFertilizers, It.447, Viicnm it Saichrln' li, ed., Reii ld r lisIing Corloration, New York; Ctiapman & tHall, Londn. 

'Ihe finencss of limestones uset for Ihis lirect Nitrogen Fixation--This lrocess favoredis byapplication, calledI liming, varies widely and ranges the addition-of-hamig agents.
fr'om lircstone "meal" passing in 8-mesh scr'een tolimestone "lour" of 100-mesh or smaller size. ''lre Optimization of MiceronutrienII Uptake--Althoughfiner a liming material is ground, the mo r'e nu ickly it small amtount i - ('- micro-nthuteiv-s re r-equired forin-clernir, effective. A larticle size such that atiout healthy plant growth, whenever any micronutrient is50'-r passes an 80-rae sI screen nay lie a good conlipro- p r'esent in the
mise. available form in too large a concentra

lion, it become toxic ani Ipoduces an adverse effect 
on the plants. liming materials can be added to reg
uilate the micronutriient uptake.'I'he alpplication of these 'alhiumrr and magnesium num, the 

Except for molybde
availability of Ihe micr(Iutrients decreasescomlounds to many soils risults in strikinig increases wilh an increase in tihe p1l )uf the soil. )ependingin plant growth beyond Ihat eXpected from a simple rpon tie soil, a p1l of 6-7 is usually most satisfactlory-esponsi', li lil' rleficient nttrient viernflit (2). h'lre from the sitanhllroints of nut'ii'nt availability and tox

icily ?Molyubdenun dlefiicieni'y genirally itecras, wilh 
uinifits frollow 

hrnlrow'd I'lloslrru.'r Availaluillt -- Willr low an incr'ease in soil Ili, anrd a p1l greatner than 7jill preferrrm; hmw'ver, limiing soil to lhi, hibigh lll is 
soils nnul sls 'Inirinn aanlnn rr d ol'nnoxide con- ris'ouragedi henulse nufirneviouiy ,tlate reasons,

:' / 



Ph.sical Condition of Soil--Liming improves thestructure of fine-textured soils, 

Sulfur 


The use of sulfur compounds as soil amendments 
to correct alkalinity or salinity in soils (presence of 
excess sodium salts, particularly sodium chloride andcarbonates) is commonly practiced. Large tonnages of
calcium sulfate (gypsum) are used for this purpose in areas where these conditions exist (3). Elemental sul-
fur also is used. typsum is also aseful for reclaiming
soil that has been inundated with seawater. The suc-
cessful use of pyrites (FeS 2 ) for reclaiming ,dkaline
soils in lirdia has been reported (4). Thousands of 
hectares have been reclaimed by apilication of 7 tonsmore this,or" of mineral pert hctare. Application of 
pyrites is also useful in decreasing the 1)I1 of calcar-eous soils. 

Until comparatively recently, the essential role ofsulfur in plant nutrition haid not been given much 
publicity, nor had it required roach attention. From 
its very heginning, fertilizer tmIanLfactlure has reliedheavily on sulfuric acid as a rt'age.nt o ftree I)hostihatefrom the ire--as illthe hi-,iuction of supirrtihos-

phate--and to fix ammonia 
 il t solid form--as in ammo-niu, sulfate. Much of the sulfur in the ti'as sulfur
dioxide i, hi'olght dotwn anId mMi av;ailable for ilant
nutrition tiy rainfall. The amounts vary from perhaps
.1to . kg ha/year', dleending largely on the proxim-

it,(if irs as where sulfur-containing fuels are used.
Sulfur so ( 'ecurs naturally in some soils illample 

amounts, 


Changes illrecenlt yealr, have te nded to decreaMe
these- siurcies, and attention is now focused on how
best to supply sulfur to r;mny of the crops being

grown. ()ie of these chianges is tilt Irend toward

higher analysis fert ilizers. Another 
 is that the 

amount of slfu.r availaile from the atmosphere is de-

creasing. reter emphasis is bving placeid on the 

contr(,l of atMsph'eriiC pollutantS, sulfur dioxide 
 in-

chided, ani the uSe of low-sulfur or sulfir-free fuels
is incrTasing. 'omlust ion of coal in iower-gener'ating

plants releases large quantities of stilflur into the 
at-
mosphere, hut this soUr(e will dirminish because of 
more stringent pIllution control regulation and ill-ce'ased lse, iftatomic power. 

ifSymptoms sulfur deficiencies in plants ar' 
given in table 2. A deficienlcy is corrected either by

adding a sulfur-containing fertilizer or by sieparate

application of a sulfur cormpound, 
 depending generally

on economic consiilei'ations (5) A usual range of

alplication rate is 10-50 
 kg/ha. The analyses of manyc mon 


intbeI.Sorme 

of th e on , s u lfu r- cont a in ing fe r tiliz er s are giv e n 

Incorpor'ation of Secondary Nutrients in (ranular

Fertilizei',s 


Even though significant quantities of calcium are 

present Il many of 
 the common fertilizer naterials(sup('r'phosh-tes, nitrolhoisphates, calcium cyanamide,and calcium nitrate), calcium is cormronly applied di-
rectly to the soil illthe forn of ground limestone
dolomite, or

which ailso is the common source of magnUe-
siurnl. On some soils, howeve', nragnesiun is neederd,
and dolomite addition is undesirabl because the soil 
Ill is already high. Magnesium sulfate or magnesium
trlassiuln sulfate is incorporathed in) the fertilizerthese soils (6); generally for20-60 kg of nllr,,nesillm is
supplied per hectar'. (r'ound lragnesilli silicate 
minerals sich as s'r'lrenline have also been lised for 
this lurplose. 

In sorile E".rolian countries, it(- addition of rlag-
nestlnrr to fertilizer , is quite common. lieserite
(MgSO 4 '01t2) is tihe iural form. With heavy aplica-
tiols of nitr'ogr'r noil 'aslanl, the Illagnresitrr need 

g?;
 

becomes acute in some areas. The need for supplyingmagnesium in fertilizer in other countries probably will
increase as fertilization rates approach those in Euro
pean countries. 

Several methods for incorporating sulfur compounds in granular fertilizers have been developed(6, 7). Elemental sulfur has been incorporated sue
cessfully in concentrated superphosphate by granulat
ing the SUperphosphate and sulfur with steam and 
water in a rotating drum. Commercial-scale productionof granular high-analysis fertiliLer with added elemen
talsulfur has been relorted. lurthermore, a prillednixture of urea sulfur N and 10,and (.t0'-, S) is a
relatively new n;aterial now being produced in the 
western part of the United States of America. 

Ainmonium nitrate, or any other undiluted nitrate 
fertilizer, should not be combined with elemental sulfur(8). The sulfur is an oxidizable material, and in such 
mixes it constitutes a potential explosion hazard. Ni-Ifrates can be combined safely with sulfates, however,
and one such product, ammonium sulfate nitrate (26%
N and 12'1, produced. Care shouldS), is commercially 
he exercised also if elemental sulfur is dry mixed withgranllular fertilizers. To avoid the possibilities of explosions, it is essential that dusting in enclosed areas 
be minimized and that any possible source of ignitionin the vicinity be avoided. Adequate ventilation must 
he provided. Some oielators have found that the useof steam or water fog is helpful in minimizing dusting
and the (evelopment of static electric charges (3). 

Sulfur is commonly added to granular compound 
fertilizers or bulk-hlended fertilizers in the form of
ammonium sulfate, single superphosphate, or calciumsulfate. 11se, )f sulfuric acid and ammonia in granulation processes forms ammonium sulfate in situ (see
chapter XIX). In some plants, part of the phosphoric
acid-gypsum slurry from a phosphoric acid plant is
drawn off before filtration for direct use in production
of granular compound fertilizers in such proportions 
as to supply the desired amount of sulfur in the 
iroduct. 

In some countries, enriched superphosphate with
 
a sulfur content ietween that of ordinary and triple
superphosphates is used. Il Australia an(n New lea
land, ordinary superphosphate is fortifie with elemental sulfur to give mixtures of 1811-36% sulfur 
con
tent. ''he materials can le simply mixed; however, in
most cases, the sulfur is added during the acidulation
 
step. 

Materials for Bulk Blending or Drrect Appication~i T__ --- H 
secondary element-containingwould be avIib 

-- - _ D ir t -I a lb - lein granular form that materia s~suitable for direct
 
application or bulk blending are:
 

Single and enriched superphosphate

Ammonium nitrate-limestone (calcium ammonium nitrate)
 
Ammonium sulfate
 
Armmonium sulfate-nitrate
 
(;yistM

Langtieinite 
Irea arrnonium sulfate 

Urra-sulfur 
Elenienltal sulfur 
Pot assium sulfate 

"Granulai" in this context is used to include aily
material of a suitable size whether produced by pritl
ling, corptaction, crushing and screening, or conven
tional granulation. 'ypi al analyses of some of these 
Mnate'ials are given fit table I. Some examples of compIsition of comrmercial iproducts not given ill 111b6e I 
are: urte-stilfur--,10, N I01t,urelland S, alirioniutll 
irlfate-,10%, N and 61, 8, and gypsur--3' rh CaO 1ni 

Iil', S, 

http:rt'age.nt


Secondary-Nutrient.. .: ... ... . .. . -Lu- ..Addition to Liquid Fertilizers. . .M 

Of the secondary elements, calcium and sulfur are the ones most often added to liquid fertilizers
(9). The addition of calcium is restricted mainly to 
the western United States where it is used in the
form of calcium nitrate in ammonium nitrate solution. 
The solution produced there commercially contains 269,
calcium nitrate and 301, aiionium nitrate, with a total
of 1790 nitrogen. The solution is applied directly
rather than being mixed with other solutions, 

(Calcium is not compatible with the usual type of 
liquid compound fertilizers containing phosphates,
since it precipitates as the phosphate. There appearsto be little need for adding it to mixed liquids, how-
ever, because the direct alpplication ot limestone from
local sources generaily is norc)dreeconomical. 

Very little magnesium is used in liquid fertilizers. 
Like calcium, it precipitates its lhosphates f'romi th(
liquid-mixed fertilizers containing phoslphate. 

Sulfur is added to nitrogen solutions and to
liquid-mixed fertilizer's in thret forms, as ammonium 
polysulfide, as arnonium hisulfite, and as arnmonium
thiosulfate solutions. The ammonium polysulfide solu
tion is compatible with anhydrous or aqua ammonia,but it is not soluble to any useful extent in mixed 
liquids containing phosphate. The nammonium bisulfite 
solution (8.M nitrogen and 1, sulfur) (cain be mixed 
with any of the fertilizer solutions. Typical grades
with ammonium nit ra Ie solution are 18-0-0-2)
(N- P205 -K2 0-S ) and 14-0-0-7. With mixed liquids,
such grades as 10-10-0-3, 8-8-0-8, and 15-5-0-1 are 
reported. 

Addition of the ammonium bisulfite solution to a
1(-3.1-0 grade ammonium tiolYtl0oSphat liquid fertilizer 
gave liquid products with such grades as 10-30-0-3

nd10-26-0-,. As is discussed below in th in-
trient section, this 10-3.1- 0 grade liquid, which, con-
tains about half of' its phosphate itS ortliophosphate
and half is polyphosphate, is an effective sequester'ing
agent. Its use in the liquid fertilizer industry is in-
creasing rapidly. Ammonium sulfate and ammonium 
sulfite are solmewhat less solule in such soltion. 

Anronium thiosulfate is used its a 61' , aqueous 
solution which contains 12!, introgen and 26% sulfur.The solution is compatible in any proportion with 
neutral or alkaline phosphate-containing solutions, ;is
well as with aqueous anionia and nitrogen solutions. 
Addition of this solutio' to 8-2,4-0 gradeI otr-tholilos-
phate solution or 10-3.1-0 grade polyphosphate solutiongives such grades as 10-12-0-13 and 11-17-0-13. 

Ammonium or potassium sulfate is also used to
Su)ply sulfur in liquid fertilizers, but the relatively
low solubility (of these materials limits the percentage 
that can be used. 

Sr coridary-Nutr'ient Addition to Suspension Fertilizers 

The best method for incorporating niagnesirm
and other insoluble mater-ids in liquid products pl'ob-
ably is the recently developed suspension technique
(1I)). The insoluble material, in fine particle size, is 
combined with a susp'nding agent to give a stable,
nonsetIling suspension, 

A r'ecent development is lhe practice of applying
finely ground lirnesone or' d,domit as a stispension.
It has the advantage of avicidinr th,' dusty conditions 
involved in applying 'hedry ialerial. Suslensions 
containing up to 6(11, by weight of limeson i) water' 
are practival. 

sulfr'i rmay Ii' addei tio mis,,lftn ions ;s fir(- tle-
mental sulfur', airnlrrornirrir sulfate,i' ir'ltiniit y, r rUl, £i; 

icron u t r ent s 

The micronutrient elements-- boron, Col)per, iron, 
manganese, molybdenum, and zinc--are just as essen
tial to plant growth as are the primary elements (ni
trogen, phosphorus, and potassium) and the secondary
elements (calcium, magnesium, and sulfur). As crop
yields are pushed upwards by more adequate fertiliza
tion with primary nutrients, the need for one or more 
of these micronutrients often becomes the limiting fac
tor. Each year more cases of economically significantresponse to added micronutrients are found, often in 
areas where deficiencies were previously unsus)ected. 

Progressive farmers who learn of crop increases 
deriving from inicronutrient additions are eager to 
rea l) these benefits, but the job of determining which 
micronutrients are needed for each crop and each farmis formidable. Even if this information were obtained,
there is no gu;a,'antee that it would hold good for suc
ceeding years. licronutrient needs are likely to 
appear for' it variety of reasons: exhaustion of soilsupply, change in soil 1)t1, repression of availability
by interactions with other nutrients, and removal of 
other yield limitations. 

(enerally the nicronutrients are combined with
standard chemical fertilizers and added to the soil in 
the normal fertilization program,. In some specialcases, hoevr the are atppllied direct ly to the soilhowever' they 
or used in foliar .'prays. Many manufacturers mix 
the micronutrients with the fertilizer' at the time of
shipment. Others incorportte the micronutricnts dur
ing manufacture of the fertilizer' to give "premium"
fertilizers, which supply moder;tte quantities of several 
micronutr'ients. Some agronomists object to this ap
proach, however, because the use of' unneeded ele
ments wastes the farmer's money, and the indiscriminate use of micr'onutr'ients may cause adverse effects. 
The first point is an economic question of whether the
insurance is wor'th what it costs. lailure to supply
needed raicronultrients also wastes the farmer's money,
and determination of micronutrient needs is often ex
pensive, eumber'sone, and uncertain. As to lit !;ec
ond point, atlverse effects are unlikely when the premium fertilizer" supdies
rricr'ornt rit'nts that approximately the amount ofwill be r'errovedl by the cr'ops. 

When micronutrients are combined with fertilizers,
however', chemical reactions may occur, forming new
comlounds. As a result, the solubility of the micro
nutrients and, hence, lheir agr'ononical effectiveness 
may be altered--for better' or' worse. Use of a watersoluble mic'ronutrient carrier does not necessarily mean 
that the element will he water soluble in the mixture. 
Conrver'sely, when insolublh ,ricronutrient carriers ar'e
incorporated in mixtures, the micronutrient may be
come soluble. 

The'e is not much information available to answerthe question of whether water solubility of the s-veral 
aricronutlrient e'lenent s agr'noricallyis imlporIant.
lowever, it is likely that micr'onut rienis in granular'fertilizers will be more offective if they are at least 
partly water solible a, this is usually true of thepriinary t'lenents. Some insoluble comounds are
known to be effectivi micr'onutr'ient sources when fine
ly ground and rrixed with the soil, but when supplied
in gr'arular' form, they usually are less Pffective. 

The principal Sou lce, Of Ilicionutrients now coll
,ironly used are boranx ( ,odiulri tt'arborat, decahy
drale), sodium Irolylbdate, anI the solublh sulfate salts 
of the metallic elerents. Otlier' matlrials that are used 
include: (ai) oxide and carhonat( salts; (b) frits, 
prelared by fusing rnicr'ontr'ient salt, and silica into 
a glass or slag; and (c) chelat, romplexes of mic'o
inutrient arld orlganic i'poliound,,, e.g. , thyhnedia
min lelr'aacelic- av'id. Sol- mIniecronur'ienl coin-ei ,S andtheir' nutr'ient contelnt are shown in table 1. In ad li
tion to It -s! refined Illater'il,, Ihere arte nIu roi( ui'olS 



TABLE 4. MICRONUTRIENT CONTENT OF SOME MICRONUTRIENT SOURCES
 

Hicronutrient.
 
Content
 

-Ma te rial] _______ 
Formula of Principal (Percentage byColmlpund P rese'nt Wei&it of Element) 

Sources of' boron
Sodium Letraborate decahydrate (borax) Na211407 .101120Sodium tetrahorate plentabydrate II 

Na2 1,107 511O 14Sodium Let rabora te-pentabo raLe 

Colemani tC 
 20 

{ I:a6lt( "5110
( 1 16 

Sources of c(p)l)er
Cup r ic ox ide 

Cuprous oxide 

Ct 79
 
Cu2OCupric solfl ato monohydraLe 86
CIS04" 112(J 35Cupri st tale pnotayIydraLe CuSO 4 '-5112) 25
 

Sources of iron
 
Ferric sultate nonahydrate 
 Fe 2(S04 ) 3 "91120 )0
Fe rrous su Ifate hlp tahydrate FoSO, "71120 i0
 

Sources of maniganese
Mranganious i zlila Lo 

Manganous oxidh (impure) 

MnC0 46

MnO

M'argarrous -sadgrmir Ic oxide 48 
MnaO4Nariganoos sl f;ato monobydrate 69 
MInSO4 'l O 24
 

Sou rces of mo Iybdelnli
Ammonium imnIyba te (NIl 4 )2MoO 4
Sodium molyldate (anlhydrous) 49
 

Na2 1o0 4 46Molybic oxidoh (teclnical grade) Moo. 58-62
 

Sources of zinc
 
Calcined zinc concentrate (impure ZnO) ZnO

Zinc ca rbornate (byproduct) 74
 

%nCO
3 56
Zinc oxide Z1O
Zinc st lfate moliobydrate 80 

ZlS0 4 "1120 36
 

byproducts from mineral and metal refining industries bulk-blending plant. The advantaget, and disadvanthat are sold and used for their micronutrient content. tages of each method are discussed oelow. A more 
complete discussion of this subject has been given by

The amounts of micronutrients supplied in actual Achorn and Mortvedt (12).practice are quite variable, depending upon soil con- Addition at Time of SI~pment--Micronutrientsditions and the crop to be fertilized. Typical applica- are 
e im - c whot thenu en
tion rates recommended for correctionare tabulated below: of deficiencies sometiese mixedfertilizer is removed granular fertilizers when the

pile for shipment. 
with from the manufacturer's storage 

Such a method provides wide flexibility in types and proportions of micronutrients for 
icronutrieut Applied, various customers. The chief(B, Cu, Fe, Mn, Mo, problem with such aZn), procedure, however,_icronutrie_ 
 t is that of providing a nonsegrek/ha gating mixture of the powdered micronutrient andgranular fertilizer. If segregation of micronutrients 

Boron 
 0.1-1.1 
 occurs during handling or application of the fertilizer,Copper 
 5-22 crop responses may be spotty. In the case of someIron 3-I micronutrients, overdosages are toxic; therefore, it isManganese 
 5-22 possible that nonuniform application on the field willMolybdenum 

Zinc 

0.01 to 0.07 result in poor yields in spots where the supply of mi
5-1l cronutrient is excessive, as well as in spots where thesupply is inadequate. 

In United 
One way of obtaining a nonsegregating mixturethe States of America, in 1964, fertil- of micronutrient with granular fertilizer isizers enriched with to furnishboron, copper, iron, manganese, the micronutrient in granular fo'm withand zinc the particlecontained, on the average, 0.09% B, 0.36% size matching that of the fertilizer; some micronutrientCu, 0.46% Fe, 0.63% Mn, and 0.39% Zn (11). Micro- manufacturers are now producing their materials innutrient deficiency symptoms in plants are shown in such a form. This method, however, may not be entable 5. tirely satisfactory f.'om an agronomical standpoint.

The proportions of micronutrients usually added tofertilizers are so small that onlyMicronutrient Addition to Granular a relatively smallFertilizers number of granul-L, would be added; thus, the distan-
Several methods are ces between granules of micronutrient on the fieldavailable for combining mi- could be excessive. For example, use of micronucronutrients with agranular fertilizers. These are: trient as 8-mesh granules at the rate of I kg/ha would(a) dry mixing with product granules; (b) coating on result in the application of about 1 granule per 1,000product granules; and (c) incorporation during manu- cm 2 of field surface.

facture of the fertilizer. In methods (a) and (b), themicronuitrient may be combined with the fertilizer An alternate method of producing nonsegregatinggranule at the time of its manufacture or later at a mixtures is to coat the fertilizer granules with micro



TABLE 5. SYMPTOMS OF MICRONUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES IN PLANTS
 

Nicronutrient 
 Symptoms of Deficiency .
 

Boron Stunted growth of the younger 	parts of plants, frequently combined with a red or 
yellow coloration, Common symptoms are disintegration and decomposition of' 
tissues in root crops and in]stalks of.niembers.ofLthe,.calbag..famlly,..-.. 

Co)p'er 
 wilting and eventual death o f 	 lea f tips. 

*-Iron 	 In early stages, leaves are pale without veinal patterns. The next stage consists
 
of an interveinal -lorosis 
 in the leaves. In the most severe stage of deficiency, 
the veins are yellow.
 

Manganese 
 Plants with net-veined leaves develop chlorosis in interveinal tissues, while veins 
remain green. Plants with parallel veins develop a general chlorosis condition and
such secondary symptoms as grey 	 specks on cereals. 

Molybdenum 	 Foliage is yellow or greenish yellow, similar to nitrogen deficiency symptoms.
Leaf blades fail to expand. 

Zinc 	 Inmost plants there is a decrease in the rate of terminal growth with a decrease 
titstem length accompanied by a rosetting or whorling ol the leaves. 

Sources: 
 The Use of Additives isTheme 	of Liquid Fertilizer MeeLing." 1964. Agricultural Chemicals, 19(12):
46, 48, 50; and Berger, K. C., and P. F. Pratt. 1963. 
 "Advances in Secondary and MicronuLrient- Fertilization,"

*IN Fertilizer Technology and Usaa-e, p. 287-340, II.II.McVickar, G. L. Bridger, and L. B.Nelson, eds., Soil
 
Science Society of America, Madison, Wisconsin.
 

nutrient in finely divided form (13). Since each trients, However, the method is useful in many casesgranule of fertilizer has a coating of-mronutrient, the when a regional deficiency of a 	 micronutrient has beendensity of distribution of micronutrient on.the field is identified.
 
as uniform as that of the fertilizer. In most cases, a
 
binder is required to promote adherence of the micro
nutrient material to the granule. In work at TVA,

micronutrient materials were blended with granular

fertilizers for 1 minute in a small 
 rotary mixer; then Micronutrient Addition to Liquid Fertilizers
oil (usually waste motor oil) 	 or water was added and
the mixing was continued. (This procedure was better Follar application of soluble micronutrient sourcesthan adding the binder before adding the micronu- is another method of combating micronutrient defitrient). Over 90% adherence 	 of various micronutrient ciency. This method has the advantage of fast cropsources (salts, oxides, or frits) was obtained by the response, Furthermore, with some soils, foliar appliuse of small amounts of oil (1,50%-30 by weight) or cation is often the most effective way to supply thewater 
(,5%-2%). The proportions of micronutrient micronutrient, The major disadvantage is that withmaterials ranged from 2% to 	 12.5% by weight of the some nutrients an excessively large number of dilutefertilizer, Fertilizer solutions have been used instead applications are required to supply sufficient amountsof water as the binder. of the micronutrients. 

The treated products were dry 	in appearance and 
were free flowing. When treated with oil, no loss of
adherence of the micronutrient was noted after 1 Addition to Liquid Compound Fertilizers--Themonth's storage. However, in some cases, the bags incorporation of micronutrients In liquid compoundwere discolored and weakened. While the treatment fertilizers would be advantageous since little difficultywith water promoted adherence with many combina- would be encountered in homogeneously supplying thetions, the water treatment lost most of its effective- small amounts required. However, only sodium boness after 1 week of storage, Also, It caused some rates and sodium molybdate have adequate solubilitymixtures to cake In storage, 	 This treatment should in
be 	

liquid fertilizers made from orthophosphoric acid touseful, however, when the 	 materials are spread supply agronomical needs, The solubilities of copper,immediately after being mixed, Coating bulk blends iron, manganese, and zinc salts In such liquids are
with micronutrient, oil,i be a practice used In Englandand clay(14),has been reported to practically nil,
 
be a prac uOne 


method of incorporating these micronutrients
Since micronutrient requirements vary widely in is through the use of a sequestering agent, whichdifferent areas and with different crops, provision of forms complexes with the nutrients and makes themthe proper micronutrients fits in well with the custom resistant to precipitation by the phosphate, Organicformulation service that bulk blenders usually offer sequestering agents have been used to some extent;(14), The addition of micronutrient materials during however, their cost is quite high, An inorganic see ding offers the blender the greatest flexibility in questering agent, e.g., ammonium polyphosphnte liquid9 formulation and does not require additional storage fertilizer of 10-34-0 or 11-37-0 grade, appears to. befor fertilizer, a better choice because of its relatively low cost, 
Such solutions contain about 50%and 70%, respectively,Incorporation in Granules During Manufacture-- of their P201 as polyphosphates (the remainder isIncorporation of micronutrients in granular fertilizers present as orthophosphates), Production of theseduring, manufacture. eliminates the problem of, segrega- solutions has been described In chapter XIX, Studiestion of the micronutrients from the fertilizer granules, by TVA have shown that the 	 solutions are effectiveThe method also probably has 	 economic advantage in sequestrants for the metallic trace elements, with thethe production of large quantities of fertilizer contain- exception of manganese (15), The solubilities at 270 Cing micronutrients, Disadvantages arise from the in- of several of the mcronutrnt salts in ammonium polyflexibility of the method, ,,Manufacturers cannot eco- phosphate solution of 11-37-0 grade and In ammoniumnomically make and store small lots of special products orthophosphate solutions of 8-24-0 grade are tabulatedcontaining various kinds and proportions of micronu- - below " 
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Solubility, % by 

Weight of Element: 

Bt 
Cu Fe, Mn, o, Zn 

i 8-24-0e
In 11-37-0 
Ammonium Ammonium 


Polyphosphate Orthophosphate

Micronutrient Source Added 
 Solution Solution 


Sodium tetraborate decahydrate 
0 .9a 0.9a 
Cupric oxide (CuO) 
 0.7 0.03 


Cupric sulfate pentahydrate 

(CuSO 4 "5H20) 1.5 
 0.13 


Ferric sulfate nonahydrate
 
[Fe2(S0 )a'g9l 0
4 2	 1.0 0.08


Manganous-manganic oxide (Mn3
 04 ) 0.2 <0.02 

Sodium molybdate dihydrate aplants,

(Na2MoO4 "2H20) 0.5 0.5 


Zinc carbonate (ZnCO3) 
 3.0 0.05

Zinc oxide (ZOO) 3.0 0.05 

Zinc sulfate monohydrate 


(ZnS ' 2 ) 2.0 
 0.05 

a. largest amount tested. Maximum solubitity not determined 
because only small amounts of molybdenum and boron are required

for plant growth, and the amount solubilized was adequate. 


Ferrous sulfate (FeSO 4 .7120), ferric oxide

(Fe203 ), manganese dioxide (NlnO 2 ), manganese sulfate 

(MnSO4"H 20), and manganese carbonate (MnCO 3 ) were

much less soluble in the 11-37-0. 


Use of the sequestering effect of ammonium poly-

phosphate solutions 'o incorporate micronutrients in
liquid fertilizers appears to be attractive. Aside from 
the sequestering effect, its use is advantageous be-
cause the grade of the product is increased. Thus,
the sequestering effect is an incidental advantage,

without extra cost for a sequestering agent. The in-

corporation of trace elements by sequestration has the

advantages, in comparison with solid mixes, that good 

mixing can be obtained easily and that segregation

cannot occur after mixing. Moreover, there are no

undesirable reactions 
among the trace elements and
other constituents of the fertilizer, as sometimes occur 
in solid mixes. One disadvantage is that the amount

of trace element which can be dissolved may not give
the amount per hectare desired in some cases. Prac-

tice isso varied in regard to application rate that this 

disadvantage is difficult to evaluate, 

Some of the metallic micronutrients are soluble in 

nitrogen solutions containing free ammonia and in aqua

ammonia, 


Addition to Suspension Fertilizers--The 3uspen-
sion type of technique jiscussed earlier appears to
be especially applicable for use with micronutrients, 
since the solubility of the micronutrient carrier is im
material except insofar as itaffects the 
agronomical

properties (10). If insoluble, the micronutrient should 
be fine enough that itwill not settle rapidly or clog

spray nozzles. The only restriction to the amount 
that can be added isthe viscosity of the final prod-

uct, as limited by the type of application equipment 

used, 


Experimental NPK suspensions have been made 

with micronutrient additions from fritted trace ele
ments--copper sulfate, zinc sulfate, manganese sulfate,
 
or iron sulfate. In general, these materials had no
 
important effect on the physical properties of the sus
pensions when the amount added was about 5%. 


Suspensions applied soon after preparation present no difficult problems of settling and crystal

growth. They can be appiied with some types of 

standard liquid fertilizer equipment, although larger

nozzles usually are required. If suspensions are
stored for days or weeks, provision should be made 
for agitation. Crystal growth may be troublesome in 
long storage. 

Other UsefulElements 
OeUf Emn 

"Essential" elements are those which have been
dcmonstrated to be essential in the sense that plantscannot grow to maturity when the element in question
 
is absent. Some elements or compounds that have not
 
been demonstrated to be essential have been shown to 
increase yields substantially under certain conditions 
or to increase the nutritive value of the crop. 

Large dmounts of silica are taken up by thulas a m th of lie (1ke0 te hs
and from the time of liebig (18,10) there has 

been speculation as to the role of silica in plantgrowth. Silicon has not been proven to be essentialto plant growth, but it has been shown to be essential for maximum yields of some crops. In hlawaii on 
soils with low extractable silica, application of calcium 

silicate slag increased the yield of sugarcane by 8-10tons/ha. On the same soil, application of calcium
carbonate did not increase yields (16). Subsequent 
studies showed that several slags and silicate minerals 
were useful in increasing yields of sugarcane or sudan 
grass, but calcium metasilicate (CaSiO3 ) was the most 
effective (17). Sodium metasilicate was also effective. 
Portland cement (which contains di- and tricalcium 
silicate) was effective. Calcium metasilicate is now 
produced commerciadly for agricultural use in lawaii 
by sintering a mixture of silica sand and coral lime
stone in a cement kiln. 

Silicate applications have given large yield in
creases of rice in Japan, and application of silica in
the form of slags or hearth ashes has become a stan
dard practice (18). Consumption of calcium silicate 
fertilizers in Japan in 1977 amounted to 789,000 tons, 
not including fused calcium-magnesium phosphate
(515,000 tons), which also contains soil-soluble silica 
(19). 

Elsewhere in the world the deliberate addition of
silicate materials is rare, although there is extensive 
use of various types of slags containing silicates for

their calcium, phosphorus, or micronutrient content. 
As noted previously, fused calcium magnesium phos
phate contains 20%-30% Si0 2 while Rhenania phosphate
and basic slag contain smaller percentages. Produc
tion of iron in the blast furnace yields slags containing
30% Si0 2 or mr-e, and production of elemental phosphorus in th- electric furnace yields a calcium silicate 
slag contr.ining 35%-40% Si02 . These materials are 
occasionally used as liming materials. The usefulness 
of their silica content sometimes has been mentioned 
speculatively but seldom studied systematically. 

Sodium sometimes increases the yield of asparagus 
or some root -*ops id is sometimes added to fertil
izers for that puM, pse, usually as sodium chloride. 

Cobalt has beer applied to rangeland in Australia
in small amounts, inainly to improve the heal i of 
sheep that graze th.re. Cobalt isessential for animal
nutrition, but ithas not been established as essential 
to plant growth. The more common practice is to 
supply cobalt-containing materials directly to the ani
mals, when needed. However, cobalt plays an essen
tial role in fixation of nitrogen by legumes and,
 
hence, ishelpful to growth of such crops.
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XXI Controlled-Release Fertilizers
 

Fertilizers that release plant nutrients slowly
throughout the growing season or even several grow-

ing seasons continue to attract the attention of tech-

nologists and agronomists. Potential advantages

c-imed for controlled-release fertilizers are increased

efficiency of uptake 
 by plants; minimization of losses

by leaching, fixation, or decomposition; reduction in 

application costs through reduction in number of ap-

plications; elimination luxuryof consumption; and
avoidance of burning of vegetation or damage to seedlings. This is an impressive list of potential advan-

tages.
 

The term "controlled-release fertilizer,' " as usedin the following discussion, refers to fertilizers that

for any reason release their nutrient content over an
extended )eriod. Even a simple choice among materials
inherently slow dissolve viewed ato is as measure of
control. Also, the release rate of water-insoluble

materials often can be controlled to some extent by
particle size and placement in the soil. 


Controlled-Release Phosphate Fertilizers 

Numerous controlled-release phh sNumerus cntroled-eleae con-
pounds have been phophors co-poorlytested, and some are in use. Prom-re gouninen mnng temphsphae rck, alcnedbeyondinent among them are ground phosphate rock, calcined 

phosphatealuminum phosphaterock ore, basicphosphate).slag, fused calciumis
(tricalcium defluorinated 

magresium phosphate, Rhenania 
 phosphate, bone meal, 

dicalcium phosphate, magnesium 
 ammonium phosphate,
calcium metaphosphate, and potassium metaphosphate,

(The so-called metaphosphates are more l)roperly

designated as polyphosphates.) 


The use of ground phosphate rock, includingcal-ciTned aluminum phosphate ores,in de ailuin u h phte ores has been discussedslahasi e, cusedad iu 

in detail in chapter XII. Basic slag, 
 fused calciummagnesium phosphate, lihenania phosphate, bone meal,dicalcium phosphate, defluorinated rock phosphate,
calcium metaphosphate, and potassium phosphates were
discussed in chapter XVI. Magnesium ammonium phos-
phates and similar compounds were discussed in 
chapter XIV. 

Most of the insoluble or slightly soluble phosphate 

materials are used either because they are less expen-
sive than soluble phosphates or because they supply
other elements. Very seldom can any agronomic supe-
riority be attributed to their slow release of phos-
phorus in the soil. In fact, the slightly soluble mate
rials often give inferior results, particularly in thefirst year of application. lowever, some of them are
valued for specialty uses because they may be safely
placed in contact with seeds or roots 

fertilizers in the soil. The main effort has been tofind ways to increase the release rate. When soluble
phosphates are applied in granular form, the reaction
with the soil is delayed, and pockets of relatively sol
uble phosphate may persist at the granule sites forseveral weeks. Thus, good results usually are ob
tained by placement of soluble granular phosphate
fertilizers near the seed. 

Controlled-Release Nitrogen F"ertilizers 

The need for a slow-release nitrogen fertilizer ismuch more acute than fo, phosphate (or potash), particularly under certain soil and climatic conditions. In 
most cases phoslp.iate not utilized in the year of application remains in the soil and benefits future crops;
therefore, the long-range utilizationI often is high.
A similar situation applies to potash. In contrast
there is seldom much carryover of fertilizer nitrogen
from one crop to the next. Nitrogen applied as fer
tilizer is lost from the soil in several ways. 

1. Leaehi#rg or Surface Drainag e--iteavy rains orcon tolled ir-rigation may leach thle nitrogenPooly controe ofrlanmrootsachcarryitrawaythe reach of plant roots or carry it awayin surface drainage. In either case the nitrogen 
l toto the r andanis lost t t e croplandp an mayy contaminatec n am n e 

streams, lakes, or underground water supplies.
2. Volatilization as Ammonia--Surface-applied 

r yhar 
urea 

di
oxide. Part. of the ammonia may be volatilized 
into the atmosphere. Also, ammonia b volmay e 

atilized from surface-applied ammonium salts,particularlyfields, part offrom high-pl soils. In floodedthe ammonia dissolved in the sur-rice 
face water may be volatilized. 

3. Decomosition--ltnder anaerobic conditions (flood
ed or waterlogg-d soils), nitrates are reduced to
nitrites, which are unstable and decomose form
ing elemental nitrogen or nitrogen oxide that es
capes to the atmosphere (denitrification). Ammo
nia nitrogen is rapidly oxidized to nitrate under 

aerobic soil conditions and may susequently ae
lost by denitrification when it leaches into an
anaerobic subsoil layer or when the soil becomes 
waterlogged or flooded. 

Thus, inefficient use of applied nitrogen is closely
related to nitrogen losses. Utilization of nitrogenin some situa- fertilizer by crops seldom exceeds 50% and may be astions. Some of the slightly soluble phosphates may low as 20', under some conditions.prove to be particularly useful in tropical agriculturewhere conditions are quite different from those in Withtemperate zones. the preseat and prospective high price ofHowever, relatively little data are

available regarding the 
nitrogen fertilizer, improved utilization is particularlyuse of these materials in trop- important. If the recovery of nitrogen could be inical agriculture. creased by one-third, for example, the effect would 
be equivalent to increasing theSoluble phosphates react rapidly with nitrogen supply bythe soil to that amount. Nitrogen lossesform relatively insoluble are heavy with floodedproducts (1). Therefore, rice, especially when grown under conditions of intereven fully soluble phosphates become slow-release mittent flooding or poor water control. 



Slightly Soluble Materials 

One group of controlled-release nitrogen fertili-
zers comprises chemical compounds that atre inherently
only slightly soluble in water or soil solution. It maybe noted that the rate of release of nutrient in the
soil from most of these slightly soluble compounds is 
not necessarily a function only of their water solu-
bility. Instead, release is related totne rate micro-
biological attack or hydrolysis which converts the ni-
trogen to forms that can be utilized by plants. Ilow-
ever, tile rate of attack is related to the rate of solu-
tion which depends, in turn, on solubility, particle
size, and 	other factors. 

Urea-aldehyde compounds are the principal rep-
resentatives of this group that ae producedcially, 	 commer-lsobutylidene, diurea (IBD)IU) is produced incialal throuh. tldee direa-01' (I1 Wli is pcu dein_
Japan th,'ough the treaction of urea with isottvalde-
hyde in a 2:1 mole' ratio. When pure. it contains 
32. 18, N. ltamamoto reported methods for its prepa-
ration and discussed its usefulness as a fertilizer (2).
Crotonylidene diutrea (CI)U), also called cyclodiurteal
is produced ,Japan Germany through thein 	 and reac-
tion of urea with crotonaldehyde or acetaldehyde. The 
l)utc COMp)Oind contains about 32',', N. 

Ando reported a ,Japanese consuml lion of 1,800
tons of N as IBI)U and 1.l00 tons as ('[Dtin 1968--a 
total of 3,200 tons of N or 10,000 tons of the two 
slow-release materials (3). This was more than twice 
the 1966 use. Tsuno retted 

" " 

construction o' a
-t0,000-tpy plant (13,000 tons of N) in ,tapan in 1972(4). fte has desctibed the ptmuction eriless and 
use of the pteoduct to pasre comond fertilizers e
which about half of the nitrogen was in slow-release 

tlamamoto discussed agronomic studies made in 
Japan with IBt)U and other slow-acting nitrogen mate-
rials (2). The release tate from these slightly solubI 
materials is :t function of the p:'ticle size. Under
Japanese conditions, use of these materials was often
advantageous in improving yields and in saving labor
by decreasing the number of applications. Ilamamoto 
stated that the cost of IB1)tU to farmers was over twice 
that of conventional nitrogen fertilizers per unit of 
nitrogen. Compound fertilizers of 1:1 I:Iratio, witij'
half of the nitrogen supplied as IBDU, cost about 20W 
more thai conventional fertilizers. For this reason" 
they, were used mainly on vegetables ani cash ctrops
and not so much on grains. 

Urea-formaldehyde reaction product s, usually
called "ureafotm,' ate l)troduced by about six manu-faeturers in the United States anI in s ixealother

countries. 
 tnlike IItd antl CI)a, utseafotrm is notdefinite chemical compound. It contains metmiylene
uea. of diffeent chain lengths; the solo ility in-creases withdiec'ease in chain length. It usually con-
tains about :38 N. e 

Perhaps the most useful component of ureaform as a slow-release nitrogen material is trimethylene te-
traurea; shorter chain lengths are too raplidly decom-
posed, and longer chains are highly resistant to de-composition. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to 
produce commercially a pure trimethylene tetraurea;
ureaform contains both shorter and longer chains. 

A typical ureaform may contain 309, of its nitrogen
in forms that are soluble in cold water (25"C). 'lhe 
quality of the remaining 70% is judged by the pe'cent-
age that is soluble in hot (boiling) water as deter-
mined409% of bythe prescribednitr'ogen insolubleanalyticalin procedures. At leastcold water should be 
soluble in hot water for acceptable agrbonomic
sonbe 	 ic vares ac ago-7coes po n s e ; ty pic al v a lu e s are 50%-70 9. 

formaldehyde and on the p1l, time, and teml)eratur, 
of reaction. The reaction is stopped by neutralizingthe acid. Production processes have been described 
by Clark and by Kolterman and Rennie (5,6). 

In Japan ureaform is also produced as a compo
nent of compound fertilizers by addition of formalde
hyde solution to the urea solution fed to [he granula
tot- (3). Kuwabara described the use of a methylene 
urea reactor to react urea and formaldehyde sohution 
to produce a slurry that fed directly to a granulation
plant with other materials to make compound fertilizers 
(7). Some slow-,release nitrogen was formed, and the 
physical )ropertties of the products were improved. 

In the United States, ammoniating solutions containing urea, formaldehyde, and ammonia are used to 
pepare compound fertilizer contining wat.r-insolublep e ae c m o n etlzr cnann 
 ae -nou l
nitrogen. The composition of one such solution is: 
urea-35.:3%, formaIlehvde-8.0, CO 2 -8 T"., Nllaj-25 .0%" 
and 1120-23.3%. Other solutions with high foitaald
hyde content (up to 60-,) are available fot use with 
additional urea (8). 

Addition 	 of sulfuric or phosphoric acid (or
suerphophte) neutralizes the ammonia nd catalyzes 
the formation of methylene utea. Ptoducts containing 
about 201,-30%, of their nitrogen in a water-insolubleform are produced. Good controloiconditions in tie 
granulator and dryer is neeed to prin ath 
t'an ult n f(l r i soe ed t ntogen. sn isf m 

tory quality of watet-insolul)le nitrogen. Incases, a 	 prlerealctor is Used prior to the granulatorsome 
tio 

(7)
 
The consumption of ureaform the United
in States

is apptroximately 50,000 tpy, not including that fo'tmed 
in compound fertilizers from solutions. Most of the 
production goes into compound fertilizer totr specialty 
uses, such as fotr lawns, flower gardens, and golf 
courses. The wholesale price of ureaform ter unit of 
nitrogen is about three times that of urea, ammonium 
nittate, ot amtonium sulfate. 

In tests 	made by TVA of many other organic

nitrogen-containing compounds as fertilizers, some 
proved readily available, some slowly available, some 
inert, and some toxic. Among those that showed 
promise as slow-release fertilizers were oxamide, gly
couril, cyanuric acid, ammeline, and ammelide. tor 
lack of an economical process, none of these materials
 
have been manufactured commercially fot' fertilizer use.
 

Magnesium ammonium phosphate (MgNILIPO,) is a
 

slowly soluble surce of nitrogen although it contains 
more phosphate than nitrogen. The coamercial prod
uct called "Mag Amp" contains a variable amount ofwater of crystallization and some impurities; a typicalgade is 8-10-0. A similar l)todiC containing i)otash
is marketed under the trade name "En Mag" in theUnited Kingdom. The grade is 5-21-10. The rate of
solution of these slightly soluble materials is controlledby the size and hardness of the granules. 

c 	 nd (uayl Urea 
uanyl trea Pr)ea (GUS)Sulfate a tu 

-..
 

These compounds are unique among slow-ielease 
fertilizes in that they are eadily and completely sol
uble in water but aie arsoibcd on the' soil olloids 

Once the compounds ate adsorbed, mineralization is 
reported to be very slow under aerobic conditions but 
satisfactory under anaero)ic conditions (9). Ilence,
the most promising use is on flooded rice. 

Limited qluantities of these materials ar'e pr'oduced 
i,n Japan. Apparently, CUS is being marketed, but itis not known whethero n y r GUP is produced commerciallyx e i e t l u eor only for experimental use.. 

Ureaform is produced by reaction of urea with
formaldehyde in aqueous solution in the presence of Coated Soluble Materials 
an acid which catalyzes the reaction. The degree ofpolymerization depends on the mole ratio of urea to A wide range of materials and techniques has 



been explored with the object ofof making controlled- the process was completed inrelease fertilizers a large pilot plantby coating soluble fertilizer nmaterials with a design capacity ofwith plastic films, resins, waxes, asphaltic materials, I tph but which now has acapacity of over 2 tph. Shirleyor other barriers. The first has summarized recommercial productionof coated controlled-release fertilizer utilizes process 
stilts from the large pilot-plant operation (12). Ina Octoberdeveloped by Archer Daniels Midland 

1978 TVA began producing sulfur-coaited ureaCompany (ADM) . in its demonstration-scale plantThe main component of the at a rate of 10 tph.coating is a copolymer of A sulfur-coated prilled ureadicyclopentadiene with a glycerol (trade name "Gold N")ester (I0). Applied wasin produced and marketed byseveral layers that vary in composition, Imperial Chemicalthe coating Industriesreleases fertilizer solution (ICI), and a similar malerial is produced inby osmotic exchange with Canada by Canadi,in Industries, Ltd (H;11).moisture from the soil. The coated granular fertilizerwas manufactured by ADM under the trade name A schematic flow diagramOsmocote starting in 196.1. of the TVA pilot plantIt now is produced and ismarketed by Sierra Chemical shown in figure 1. Granular urea is preheated inCompany under exclusive the first rotating drum to 7ri"(Clicense from ADM. Three with electric radiantgrades of Osmocote are heatersavailable: 14-14-14, 18-9-9, to prevent the sulfur from freezing too rapidlyand 16-l-8. The weight onof the coating ranges from I()-, 
the granules. Later, a fluidized bed preheater wasto 15', of the gross usedweight. as shown in figure 1. The molten sulfur is atomized and sprayed onto the rolling bed of granules 

Osmocote products are in the second drum. Bothrecommended for turf, air atomization and hydraulic atomization were studied.floriculture, nursery stock, Wax is applied inand high-value row crops.The retail price was reported 
the third drum. 'I'he coated granules are then cooledto be about $0.73-$0.95/ in a fluidized bed cooler, andkg in 1974. an absorbent powder isapplied in a fourth drum to eliminate the tacky con
dition ofSulfur-coated the w:,x and to prevent theurea (SCUJ) is a controlled-release floating when applied in water 

granules from 
material that has been (as in a rice paddy).under development by TVA for15 years (11). Sulfur was selected as the coating Figure 2 shows arrangementsmaterial on-the basis of economy and efficiency after of nozzles and other 
many coating materials internal parts in the sulfur-coating drum when usingwere tried. Urea was selected pneumatic or hydraulic nozzles.as the material to The hydraulic nozzlesbe coated because of its high nitro- have the advantage thatgen content, they produce less sulfur mistlow cost, and commercial avilability, which must be collected and recycled or disposed of. 

Initial The reduction in makesstudies indicated that sulfur alone was which 
mist possible other alterationsnot result in increased capacity and improvedadequately resistant to opermoisture penetration. low- ation.ever, it was discovered that addition of an oily waxsealant over the sulfur coating provided a successful Most of the workcoating. Subsequently sulfur-only coatings was done with commercial granwereveloped that may be satisfactory under some 

de- ular urea (1.7-3.3 mam) produced by the sp'ay-drum 
tions. condi- granulation process or with pan-granulated urea. Sometests were made with prilled urea, itsbut smaller 

In early laboratory work, I- to 7-kg particle size results in greater surface area perbatches of weight of urea; unit 
urea were coated in small drums. this greater surface re(luires a coatingThe development that is higherthen was shifted to a small continuous pilot 

in percentage by weight of the prodrlct 
a production rate 

plant with for a given coating thickness. Also most ureaof about 150 kg/hour. Development contain a hole or 
prills

dimple which itmakes difficult to 
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Figure 2. Sulfur Coating Drum Operation. 

apply a satisfactory coating. For these reasons,large, well-rounded granules are preferred forI
 
coating. 9TIME,WEEKS
 

The rate of dissolution of coated urea can bevaried by varying the thickness of the sulfur coating Figure 3. Dissolution of Sulfur-Coated Urea inSoil or Wjterand, to some extent, by varying the amount of seal- (Sulfur Coating, 20%, No Sealant).
ant. As an indication of the dissolution rate, a lab
oratory test is used in which the percentage of theurea that dissolves in 7 days in water at 38'C is mea- coated with 20% sulfir without sealant. For comparisured. Current agronomic information indicates that, son, diA:solution rate in water at 25"C is shown. Thisin general, the best results are obtained with materials plrodLct had a dissolution rate of 26% by the standardthat have a 7-day dissolution of 17-,51-,-5. Such mate- laboratory test procedurerial is produced in the TVA demonstration- scale plant 	

(7 days in water at 38°C).
While these Ih.sts indicate that the dissolution rate inwith a total coating weight of 20.6;, (16.0'-' sulfur, 2.1%, creases with temperature, tests reported by Daviessealant, and 2.59- conditioner), starting with granular showed little effect of temperature in lhe range ofurea sized at 1.2-3.3 mm (the coating weight could be 100-25 0 C (9). llowever, many factors may affect thereduced by using larger granules). The calculated rate of dissolution in soil. Allen, et 	 al. havemean thickness of the sulfur coating is about 55 pm lished data on the rate of 	

pub
dissolution -in the soil asfor a 3-mm sphere which agrees approximately with affected by coating weight, temperature, and placemicroscopic observations. A similar dissolution rate- ment (13).

can be obtained when using a coating of sulfur onlyat a coating weight of about 21% (36% N in product). Figire I shows the results of TVA studies (un
published) on the rateDissolution rates 	 of dissolution of SCU in soils.in sco1 at three temperatures

are 	 The SCt1 used in these studies had a coating weightshown in figure 3 for a TVA pilot-plant product of 	 16.5%, S; 2.0%, sealant; and 2.4%, conditioner. 
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The sealant was a 30:70 mixture of polyethylene wax
and brightstock oil. The data show that dissolution 
was more ra)id at 200 -35o " than 5"C. FreezingC at 
sam)les of the soil containing SCU at -25"C for t18 
hours had no effect on subsequent dissolution rates 
at the temperature indicated in figure 41. The disso-
lution rate was more rapid in (ry soil (7,,-10, water)
than in moist soil ( 8,-2 water). lowever, the 
dissolution rate in flooded soil was higher than that 
of either dry or moist soil in experiments at 20'-35"C
but not at 5"C. 

The rate of dissolution decreased as the ratio of,
SCtI to soil increased. The ratios were varied by
adding 1.0, 2.5, or 5.0 .g of nitrogen as SCU to a 
fixed amount of soil. The resulting concentrations
exl)ressed as soil volume per granule were 2.9, 1.2,
and 0.6 em3. (The 6-10 mesh granules averaged
5.6 mg of N per granule.) The inference is that a 
concentrated placement (spot or iand) would result in 
a slower dissolution rate than uniform mixing witl th(
soil, especially at high application cales There was 
no effect of soil pll in the range of 5-7. 

In addition to the controlled-release characteris-
ties, coate(d urea has excellent storage and handling
characteristics and might even be handled in bulk in 
humid climates. Also, it may be llended with triple 
or single superphosphates, which are incompatible
with uncoated urea. Also the sulfur coating is a 
slowly available source of sulfur which would be anadvantage in sulfur-deficient areas 

Agronomic tests have been completed or are in 

progress in 5.4 countries and in all 50 -tates of the
United States. Results of tests by TVA, ICI, and

others have been reported (9, 11, 1,1). 


Coated urea was advantageous for use on sugar'-

cane, pineapple, and rice grown with delayed or in
termittent flooding and, in general, for long-season 

crops or for' conditions conducive to heavy leaching 

or to dlecomposition losses. 


TVA estimates indicate that with granular urea 

at $170/ton ard sulfur at $48/ton, a coated plroduct

(37, N) could be produced on a large scale at a cost 

of about $179/ton (15). Thus, the cost per ton of 

SCI would be about the same as straight urea al-

though the cost iper ton of N would be abou t 31%,
higher. Agronomic tests indicate that in many cases 
the increase in cost could readily he justified. h'lhe 
improved physical properties of the piroduct would be 
an additional advantage, 

In most trials with rice, ,CII was superior to 
either prellant or tolpdresse(I urea unler delayed and 
irtermittent flooding. With continuously floode(d rice,
however, SCtU showed no advantage. Ienefit:cost 
ratios (dollar return per dollar invested in coating),
calculated on individual experiments favored SXCI over 
ur'ea in 75, of the tests when both were applied to
the soil before planting. Many comparisons showed a
benefit: cost ratio of 10: 1 or better. When the urea 
was topdressed as the rice was growing, r'eturns from 
coating were not irs favorable (H,). 

The sulfur-coating technique may b applied to
fertilizers other than u:'ea. Experimental work has 
included coating of (liammonium phosphate, potassium
chloride, potassiulm sutfate, Mrr1(va'ious compound
fertilizers, including a p;an-granulated iirer-l)ot;rssiunI
chloride product of 32-0-16t grade. 

Nitrification Inhibitors 

Nitrogen fertilizers in the ammonium forr are immobilized by sorption on clay particles and hence are 
resistant to leaching, lowever, tit( ammonium form isconvertedl to thie nit rate fo'rm indnder aero hrIc con(iiion s
by microbiological procc,ses known as nitrificrt iOrn. 

/Ii' 

The vale of conversion dlepends oi the tell)erature ;below t0"C it is very slow, but al 20"C and higher it
is rapid. The nitrate form is more readily available to 
most plants although some plants (e.g. , rice) can 
readily use the ammonium form. Thus, some of the 
purposes of controlled release (resistance to leaching,
previ ntion of (lenit rification losses. and delayed
availability) may be attained by delaying nitrification 
of ammonium nitrogen. 

Numerous organic chemicals have been identified 
as niTricatin inhibitors. The inhibit ion is due to 
he toxicity of these chemicals it) organisms that con

vrt ammonium nitrogen to nitrite, which is the first 
step of the nitrification prO(CiSs. 

One of the nitrification inhibitors that has re
ceived attention ill the United States is 2-chloro-6
(trichloromethyl) pyridine. The Dow Cheroical Com
pany is promoting it under the trade name, N-Serve.
The minimum concentration of N-Serve in the soil for 
delaying nitrification at least 6 weeks is said to range
from 0.5 to 10 ppm. 

l)ow points out th..t a nitrification inhibitor is
helpful only when conditions favor high nitrogen loss 
from the soil. Such conlitions are heavy rainfall or 
heavy irrigation, coarse-textured soil, and soil in the 
1)11 range where nitrification readily occurs. Nitrate 
thus formed will leach down into anaerobi' soil layers. 

lotassium azide (2',- -, KN1 ) dissolved in anhy
drous ammonia was effective in lowering the rate of
nitrification ill tests coniucted by the tU.S. l)epart
ment of' Agriculture in cooperition with agricultural
experiment stations in the states of louisiana and
Washington. 1'P(; Industries, In(. , is exploring this 
ant other agricultural uses (e.g., as a herbicide in 
rice culture) foir the azide. 

Another nitrification inhibitor that has received 
much attention in ,Japan is 2-amino-,I-chloro-6-methyl
pyrimidine. It is manufactured by Mitsui Toatsu 
Chemicals, Inc. , (formerly Toyo Koatsu Industries,
Inc. ) under the trade name AM. Other nitrification 
inhihitors that have been used in ,tal)an in compound
fertilizers are sulfathiazole, dicyandiamide, thiourea,
N-2, 5-dichorphenyl succinamide, ,t-amino-I , 2,
,-triazole hydrochloride, ani qruanylthiourea (7). 

In flooded or waterlogged soils, as for' example
in continuously flooded rice paddy, anIaerotic (reduc
ing) conditions exist in the soil below the surface, and 
hence nitrification of amioniacal nitrogen does not 
occu r in this layer. 'h erefore, when ammonia, ammoiium salts, (i, urea (which hydrolyzes in the soil to 
ammonia and carbon dioxide) is placed in the r'educing 
zone of tle soil, it remains in the ammoniuri form and 
is more or less immobilize(d by sorttion on the clay.
Some of the advantages of (ontrolled release may be 
attained by placement of ammoniacal rnitrogen in the 
reducing zone of the rice padldy soil. lowever, this 
l)la(M'lentl is difficult since aplli;Iors qiickly become 
clogged with mud and wet fertilizer. 'To facilitate 
subsurface placement, large granules or briquettes of 
ur'ea h beenil'oduced which an tehv Ierrirent ally 
pressed into the soil by hand (or foot). Experimentswith this pl'ae'rint have shown sub,tartially increased
efficiency of nilrogren utilization by rice as ('orllarei
with the usual troacl:ast placement. The idvaral'-s 
of this placement (an be realized only whr tihe rice 
paddy is continuously flooded. With intermittent 
flooding, nitrifivalion will occur during dry preriods; 
during subse(ellnlt flooding, tIh nlilrati will be re
luced to nitrite which is unstlalih and decomnlposes to 

elemental nitrogen or N2() ;and is thus lost hy volatil|
zat ion. 

Controlled-lIelease Potash ,'ertlllzers 

Some interest hat, been shown il controlled
reliase ipotlassum fertilizers. 'TVA i'onductld tests 



with 	 potassium polyphosphates and potassium calcium
pyrophosphates. Some of t e materials were only
slightly soluble in water )y .OAC procedu,'e. Agro-
nomic evaluation of the materials was reported by
Engelstad (16). Their only advantage was reducedinjury to germinating seeds. Most of the materials 
were as readily available as sol, l)le potash salts. 
Some of the least solub!e male,'ials showed slow-release 
characteristics when atplied as large particles ( Thout 

mm), but there was no conclu sive evidence of in-
reased efficiency. 

Mrrcently. Slfur-COatud potassiii chloride 
h;.s he(n prepared by TVA for agronomic tests. Soll 
of these tests were promisingr in that yields were in-
c'ease(d in comparison with uncoateld potassium chlo-
ride. Moi'e info rmation is needed tor agrnomic andc'on'omic (valuation. ('ontrolled-'elhase NK products
may also o'fer some promise and are under Study it 
TVA. 

Conclusions Aout (0nt olllhd- Rel(ease lei'tilizeis 

tblkont'ollcl-rileaise nit .'ogun fertilizers very tiol-
ably will pr(ve useful fo' some field crops in somesituations. Much moO study will he ret-quired, how-
ever, to determine the lo'(e Of cnt i")ll'd-releasi' ni-
ti")gn fert ilize'rs in tho farm (ounomy and undertrop)ikal and subtopical cinditions. Iecent and lprol -
ible future incr'taso's in thC price of' nitr)gcnr fortil-
i/,IrsY 	 the riativu.m,)should enhance ;Itll of cont'oll(d-
release f(ertili -orsfol' usets. 

(Out 'Ilied-relcrsw forilix, iz re likely'v to prove 
a~lvan igl whi; la1)(W is scurce and X')enlsive.
In dcv,',hping countries where latir is plentiful andinexpensive. mtauliple alpplications of soluble fertilizer 
often can be uSe to attain improved vilds and higher
Vffici(.nC. of utflizati',n with loss cost. Hlowever, field 
isults have shown that tse o sulfurl-oeoltd urea onintermittently flooded rice increases ields in compari-
son With tie use of unut;Itt'd urea'Ci, (o'ven'When the 
latter is ai.plied in split applications. 

'roslects for improveiment of pihosphate and pota.,siu::, f:',ilizer's lhrugh controllhd-relcase 'iifl reI-
atively less holoful than for nitwogi. Ilw.ver, more 
study is needed, particularly in Itropical agriculture.
Slightly soluble phospihate's may te favored when they 
are cheaper or when they supply Other needed nu-tlriei.:./,=-),.-. 
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XXII Physical and Chemical Properties of 

Fertilizers and Methods for their Determination 

Introduction 

The physical form in which a fertilizer is pro-
duced is of considerable importance, both agronomically 
and in regard to satisfactory handling, transport, 
storage, and finally application to the field. Most of 
the problems encountered with fertilizers probably are 
those resulting from deficiencies in physical properties; 
frequent problems include caking, dustiness, poor 
flowability, segregation, and excessive hygroscopicity. 
Customer acceptance or preference for a particular 
fertilizer over another of equal plant-food content 
almost always is based on physical properties of the 
product. Good physical condition, which is relatively 
easy for the customer to evaluate by simple observa-
tion, ensures him of easier, faster, more uniform, and 
less expensive application to the field. Also, in the 
various handling, transport, and storage steps that 
usually are involved between production and final use 
of fertilizers, it is essential that physical properties 
be such that the material remains free flowing 
(noncaking), that it be relatively nondusty, and that 
it withstand a reasonable amount of exposure to normal 
atmospheric humidity. Many production techniques, 
including various physical "conditioning" treatments, 
have been developed especially to provide favorable 
physical properties. 

Physical properties of fertilizers, unlike the 
chemical compositions, normally are not governed in 
commerce by laws. Physical condition usually is a 
matter only of private agreement between purchaser 
and supplier. As a result, there are few "official" 
methods for measurement and evaluation of physical
properties. Various producers tend to adopt de-or 
velop methods that appear to best suit their particular 
needs. However, some government-sponsored research 
organizations such as the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture and the Tennessee Valley Authority in the United 
States have developed and published procedures in-
tended for general application to a variety of fertil-
izers; references to these procedures are included in 
this chapter. Also, the International Standards 
Organization, Technical Committee 134/SC3, is actively 
engaged in efforts to establish international standard 
methods for measurement of various physical proper-
ties of fertilizers (1). 

The present chapter includes brief discussions of 
the effects and importance of various pertinent physi-
cal properties of fertilizers and descriptions of some 
of the methods that have been used and reported for 
measuring these properties. Some of the chemical 
properties that affect the reaction of fertilizers In the 
soil are also discussed In this chapter. Numerous 
literature references are given from which details of 
test procedures usually can be obtained, 

Particle Size 

Measurement of particle size is an important 
physical test that is routinely applied to fertilizer 
materials almost as frequently as is chemical analysis; 
almost all producers are equipped to check particle 
size regularly. The importance of particle-size control 
varies with the type of product, the intended method 
of handling, and the final use. Some of the reasons 
for size control follow. 

Effects on Agronomic Response 

Fertilzer materials of very low water solubility
generally must be ground to small particle size to 
ensure sufficiently rapid dissolution in the soil and 
utilization by plants. For example, the effectiveness 
of raw phosphate rocks generally increases with fine 
grinding down to a particle diameter of about 
0.15 mm; below that, little further benefit has been 
established (2). Other materials of low solubility that 
require relatively fine grinding include basic slags, 
limestone, dolomite, dicalcium phosphate, and fused 
phosphates such as calcium-magnesium phosphates, 
defluorinated phosphate rock, and calcium metaphos
phates. Micronutrient or secondary nutrient sources 
of low solubility, such as sulfur, metallic oxides, and 
glasses ("frits"), likewise require fine grinding. 

The fine grinding required for these materials 
often results in undesirable (lustiness and other hand
ling difficulties. Therefore, some research and de
velopment has been directed toward regranulating 
the pulverized materials, especially rock phosphate, 
with soluble binders to give granules that will handle 
well and then revert to pulverulent form in moist soil 
(2, 3, 4). Phosphate rock granules of relatively small 
size (0.1-0.3 mm), sometimes referred to as "mini
granules," have in some tests been more effective than 
larger granules in this application (5, 6). Methods of 
dust control other than granulation include spraying 
the pulverized materials lightly with oil, water, or 
amine formulations. In the case of granular nitric 
phosphates, which normally contain phosphate in 
water-insoluble form as dicalcium phosphate or apatite, 
the crystal size of these materials is usually quite 
small, and there are sufficient water-soluble salts in 
the granule to ensure disintegration of the granule in 
moist soil with resultant increase in soil-phosphate 
contact. In such products, however, it has been 
considered desirable to have a reasonable proportion 
of the phosphorus in water-soluble form to ensure 
early response of crops (7tf9)_. 

Particle-size control of water-soluble fertilizers 
usually Is for reasons other than agronomic ones, as 



will be discussed later. Hlowever, there apparently 
can be agronomic benefits also. For example, it has 
been found that in the application of water-soluhle 
phosphates such as superphosphates and ammonium 
pho-sphates, especially to acid soils of high phosphate-
fixation capacity, an increase in the fertilizer particle
size in the range up to about 5 mm in diameter may
increase early grow'.h rusponse of crops (7, 1_0). 

Another pctentially useful application of particle-
size control for improvement of agronomic properties
is in connection with some sparsely soluble slow-
release nitrogen fertilizers such as urea-formaldehyde,
isobutyldiurea, and oxamide. The rate of dissolution,
and hence the rate of nitrogen availability from these 
materials, has been shown to be dependent on particle
size; the larger the particles, the slower the release, 

Effects on Storage and llandlin~ lropert ies 

Particle-size control of fertilizers is important to 
ensure satisfactory storage and handling properties.
Before about 1950 almost all fertilizer materials were 
produced as relatively fine powders or small crystals.
As a result, fertilizers usually were (lusty in handling
and very susceptible to hard caking during storage in 
piles or bags. Considerable labor usually was re-
quired to break up the lumps and make the products
suitable for field application. The rapid growth of 
granulation in the early fifties, however, resulted in 
great improvement in storage and handling properties.
This growth of granulation was paralleled by improve-
ments in application equipment that took advantage of 
the better flow properties and absence of caking in 
granular products. Farmer demand for the granular
products and for the improved application equipment 
soon was overwhelming. In the United States, the
generally accepted nominal particle-size range for 
granular materials became 1.00-3.35 mm which repre-
sents material that will pass a U.S. Standard No. 6 
screen but be retained by a No. 18 screen. There 
are, however, no state or federal regulations in the
United States that specify allowable size or size 
tolerances for granularlproducts; control is left to 
individual producers. The U.S. Agency for Intii-
national Development (USAII)), in purchasing granularfertilizers for its aid programs, generally specifies 90% 
minimum in the 1.00- to 3.35-mm (U.S. 6- to 18-mesh) 
range, 0%larger than 4.75 mm (U.S. 4-mesh), and no 
more than 2-. finer than 0.6 mm (U.S. 30-mesh) (11).
In European countries and Japan, granular fertilizers 
generally are produced in somewhat larger parti'le
size; sizes reported are generally in the range of 2.0
to '1.0-mm dliameter (U.S. 5- to l0-meFlu) (12, 13, 141, 

15, _16). _ 

F'ertilizers preferaf hould be free from particles 
so small that they gene . :;ir'-L(rno di , handling,
both to ensure farmer at c|t ;r,', ;i:,d to unpleasant or unhealthy working pt. ventc , Ntin.; in reas such 
as bulk-blending plants or bul. perations.
A frequent cause of dustiness in granular fertilizers 
is poor adherence of powdery conditioners (coating
agents). The test methods for determining dustiness
due to that cause will be described in a subsequent
section of this chapter. The method can be adapted 
to measure dustiness resulting from any cause such as 
attrition during handling. 

',,dlini, 

Granules of especially large size (> about 4 mm)
have been found to be desirable for' aerial application
to forests. The large size minimizes wind drift and 
re(luces lodging of granules in tree branches. In 
several countries there is either commercial or experi-
mental production of "forestry-grade" urea or ammon-
ium nitrate of large size for this purpose, 

Effects on Blending l' operties 

Since the advent (about 1958) of bulk blending 
as an important system of mixing and distributing 

granular fertilizers, control of p:irticle size has 
assumed additional importance as a method for re
ducing the segregation tendency of blends. The 
practice of bulk blending is described in UNIDO 
publication, Monograph No. 8 (Fertilizer Industry
Series, ll)/SElt.F18) titled "A Fertilizer Bulk Blending
and Bagging Plant," and in less detail in chapter XIX. 
In some early blending operations, materials were 
blended without regard to matching of pv:rticle sizes,
with the result that the blends were very susceptible
to segregation (unmixing) (luring handling. Subse
quent studies by TVA and others identified particle
size matching of blend ingredients as by far the most 
important factor in producing a blend that is resistant 
to segregation (17, 18, 19, 20, 21). The effects of 
mismatches in oth-r--physical properties, namely
density and particle shape, were insignificant in com
parison with the effect of mismatch in the particle
size. 

The general size range of 1.00 to 3.35 mm (minus
6- plus 18-mesh, t.S. Standard) which defines granu
lar fertilizer in the United States is not sufficiently
restrictive to ensure good size matching for bulk 
blending. It has been found that materials for blend
ing should agree not only in regard to their upper
and lower size limits but should also be reasonably
similar in particle-size distribution between these limits 
(17, 19). Agreement of size distribution curves within 
plus or minus 10 percentage points has been suggested 
as an effective criterion (18). The effects of adher
ence and nonadherence to this criterion are shown in 
figure 1. In the tests illustrated, granular diammon-
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Figure1. Partice-Size Matching Decreases the Segregation Tendency of Bulk-Bland 
Fertilizers (18). 

ium phosphate of typical particle-size distribution 
was used in two hulk blends, one with a potash
("granular" grade) of very similar particle-size distri
bution (12 percentage points maximum divergence of 
size distribution curves) and another with much finer 
potash ("coarse" grade; 57 percentage points diver
gence). Each blend was poured to form a sloped
pile in a small plastic view box (see later section on 
segregation tests). From the figure, it is obvious
that during the pouring operation there was serious 
segregation in the blend of unequally sized materials 
but little obvious segregation in the blend of matched 
sizes. 
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In spite of the imlortance of particle-size match- riffled to su italI)le size ( (0-500 g); an entire riffleing to bulk blenders, there are no laws or published split from the last riffling should be used as thestandards governing the particle size of materials fur- sample for screen analysis. A "gated" type riffle has
nished blenders in the U.nited States. As a result. been shown to be the preferred type to avoid size
there are some wide divegences among different types segregation during riffling (23).
of materials and among supplies of the same material 
from different manufacturers; however, major pro- IEquipment required to car'y out a screen analysisducers of materials for blending have been aware of on a fertilizer sample consists of the following:

the problem and have generally made efforts to provide

reasonably matched materials. A survey of the 
 I . A set of standardized wire-mesh test sieves,
particle size of materials being produced in the United witheach different mesh apertuore, covering the
States for blending was made in 1973; average range of particle sizes expected in the sample.
particle-size data from this survey are given in table I Typical test sieves, as picture( in figure 2, are
(22). These data showed rather close agreement be- 8 in (203 min) in diameter by 2 in (50 rm) deep. 

TABLE t. AVERAGE PARTICLE-SIZE D}ISTRIBUTIONS OF GRANULAR FERTILIZERS FROM SOME
 
MAJOR U.S. PRODUCERS IN 1973
 

Cumulative % Retained 
ori Indllicatedl
Typical Grade Sources U.S. Startdard Sieve

Product (N-'POr,-K 2 0) Rep resented .... 16)-oI 

Dianimoriturn ihosphatle 18-46-0 9 <1 36 86 9t 100 

Potassium cliloride
 
"Granu1lar" 0-0-60 13 37
5 78 95 98"Coa rse" 0-0-60 14 6- 31 71 94 

Tril 'e superpthoslilitte 0-46-0 6 1 20 81 97 100 

Amnoronium nitrate (prills) 34-0-0 8  10 14 97 100 
h1)Urea
 

Prills 
 46-0-0 9 <1 4 48 92 100Granularr A 46-0-0 1 1 88 100 100 100
Graiuir It 46-0-0 1 0 30 85 98 100 

at. Uniliess otierwise riotedl, Ilat ruin e'ach sotrce repres-iit Lie av'ragr' of-I inonth's pllnt trutiiio, aialyses

from survey by The Fertilizer Institute (22).


b. Data for irrej ohtrained samliles--rIot (ion spot part the survey fry The Fertilizer Institite. 
c. Fert i I izer-grade only--does not incluoe feed-grade microprills, whicli are smaller. 

tween the average pal ticle-size distributions for Stainless-steel construction is much preferred to
diammonium phosphate and granular' potassium chloride, withstand corrosion by fertilizers. The sievestwo major ingredients in most bulk blends. As a are so constructed that they can be stacked or

result, the analyses shown for these materials in "nested" 
 wit sieve apertures progressing in sizetable I have come to he regarded by at least some from hotom to top in the stack; a solid pan is
 
producers as a "target" size for all materials intended normally fitted under 
 the lowest (finest) sievefor bulk tilending in the tnited States. ''he data in and a solid cover over the ultermost (largest)

the table show that the sizes of triple superphosphate sieve.

and of one of the granular ureas also did not vary

greatly from that criterion, iut divergences ,vere ex- 2. A means for shaking the sieve stack. Iti.much

cessive in the cases of "coarse" potassium 
 chloride, preferred to use a mechanical shaker of which
prilled ammonium nitrate, aid prilled urea. Since the numerous models are marketed. Iland-driven

1973 survey, there has been increased recognition shakers are marketed also. In 
 the absence of aamong blenders that the coarse grade of potassium shaker , the nested stack may he sLaken iy hand
chloride is too small for use in blends. Also, there and tapped briskly on a talle lop to effecthas been considerable replacement of prilled urea with sieving. Shakinglarger, granuiar urea and some replacement the sampletby hand is timeof prilled consuming and less reproduible, especially on 

larger ranuiarthe finer' [pr'oducts.ammonium nitrate with granular forms. 

3. A balance for weighing the sample and the size 
fractions developed in th sieve test . Capacity

Screen-Analysis Proce dures should accommodate sample weights up to about 
500.0 g , and accuracy shouhl he at least within 

Particle-size distribution is normally measure(] by 0. 1 g for usual work. 
conducting a "screen analysis" (sieve analysis) on a
representative sample. Obtaining a representative Sample size recommended for teting on 8-in disample for screen analysis, however, is particularly ameler sieves var'es according to the size range of the
difficult, because of tile tendency of particles of material. Ior material in the range of granular ferdifferent sizes to segregate (luring any movement of tilizers, sample size of 200-500 , is satisfactory. For
the fertilizer. Spot samples ("grah" samples) from finer materials, such as phoslphate reek, smallerfertilizer piles will not be representative of average samples (100 g) are believed to give Iiore reproducible
size in the pile because piles usually are severely results (24). The sample is placed on the ulppermostsegregated (luring pile building (see section onl screen o)fthe stack, and shaking i,ibegun. A shaking
segregation). Multipoint sampling and compositing by time of 5 minutes usually is satisfarctory on itmechan
appro, ed procedures are recommended. Composites ical shaker; longer time can Ie tested if there isshould be mixed well (with minimum attrition) and doubt , )uring shaking , each particle in the sample 
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Figure 2. Set of Test Sieves asUsed for Determination of Particle-Size Distribution 
in Fertilizer. 

gravitates downward through screen ap~ertures until it

reaches a screen too fine to allow its passage. At the 
end of the shaking period, material on each screen is 
weighed individually, and the particle-size distribution 
of the sample is thus determined. The usual method 
of reporting results is as "cumulative p ereen t'' retained 
on each screen. cumulative percent refers to all mate-
rial in the sample that was too large to pass the 
screen in question; it includes, therefore, not only 
the material retained on the screen in luest*'n but 
also all material retained on coarser screens - 'ove it 
in the slack. The screen analysis curves that were 
given in fifure 1 were )lotted on a cumulative-
ferctn t- ret ainesI basis. 

Selection of ;inaplrolriate series of sieve sizes 
(apertures) for a give material and for a given use 
is important . Several standards for the manufacture 
of lest sieves and the reporting of sieve analyses are 
in iss, throughout the world. These vary soiewhat 
in rerard to the aperture sizes available, the sizes of 
wire used, an( some minor details. A comparison of 
the U.S. Standard, Tyler, C,nadian, liltish, French, 
German, Italian, and UJ.S.S.RH. , tandards is gliven ill 
table 2. 'IhelInternational Standarls Organization, ill 
an atteilslt to unify stindards, has recommensled three 
basic sieve series t ie.slrnaled as 11-10, 11-20, and 
l1-40, wills i r that l)r(fc'see be given firstsuggestion 

to the R-lO series, in which screen apertures progress 
in the ratio of the 10th root of 10 (25). 1 Screens in 
the French, German, Italian, and Ul. S. S.RH. systems in 
table 2 correspond to this series. The 11-20 and R-10 
series are based on progressions according to the 20th 
and 1l0th roots of 10, r( spectively; thus, these two 
series include twice and foul times the number ofsieves included in the 11-10 series. Sieves in the 
U.S. Standard series (table 2) correspond io every
third sieve in the 11-40 series. Screen nibsrs reed to in the remainder of this chapter are in the 
U. S. Standard series. 

In selecting screen sizes for a test, a sufficient 
of screens in the appropriate size range should

be included so that no one screen is overloaded with 
an excessive tproportion (more than half) of the total 
sample. For testing granular fertilizers, a series of 
sieves suggested is U.S. Standard ,1-. G-, 8-, 10-, 
1,1-,18-, and 30-mesh, or the approximate equivalent 
in other sieve series. When the material is intended 
for bulk blending, inclusion of the 8-mess screen 
(2.38 mm) is particularly important to estblish the 
degree of size matching with other materials. 

For screen analysis of extremely fine, insoluble 
materials, such as ground phosphate rock, it is 
common to perform a "wet screen analysis. In this 
procedure, the shaking operation is replaced by 
washing the sample through the screens with a jet of 
water (21, 26). After thor,)ugh washing, material on 
the screens is dried and weighed. 

Further general information on performing screen 
analyses is available in several publications (I2, 26, 

27) 
Segregation Properties 

Bulk handling of a fertilizer may induce nonuni
fortuity of composition throughout the bulk; this phe
nomenon is referred to as "segregation." Segregation 
is undesirable because the resultant nonuniformity can 
affect agronomic response and make it impossible to 
obtain proper samples and meet analytical guarantees 
(17, 18). A desirable physical property of a fertiliz
er, therefore, is the ability to resist segregation 
during handling. 

Segrega,.on occurs when individual granules or 
particles in a f'ertilizer differ in physical properties to 
such in ,,xlent that th' y respond differently to the 
mechanical disturbances caused by handling processes.During these disturbances, particles of similar physical 
roperties tend to congregais the sefore, honogeneity 

of the particle mix is lestroyed . If all partides ir a 
fertilizer were physically ilenticall, no amount of 
handling would affect homogeneity. Numerous tests 
have shown that the physical char;ac.teristic of a fCr
tilizer particle that most affects its tendency to segre
g'ate is the particle size; particles of unequal size tend 
to segrefate during handling (17, 19, 20, 21, 28). 
Neither the density nor hI(shape of particles, wit-h-in 
ranges normally found in fertilizers, affets segrega
lion tendency to an important degree (17, 19). 

If all particles in a,fertilizer were of identical 
chemical composition bultof liffTrinig sizes, handling 
would induce physical segregation but would not affect 
chemical uniformity. To a ronsiderable extent, this is 
the condition that prevails in well-granulated coinpouni] 
fertilizers; thus, segregation it this type of fertilizer 
normally is not a serious problem. Occasionally, how
ever, granulation is so imperfect that the smaller par
liles differ in composition frons larger ones, or some 
feed materials may remain unincorlorated in the gran

ihs.,n q5, s tis.s ,l'sl , tI. l ()I.II llis (llii l ,.('12ll.(,esevd 
2f. So5,sd.,t. 
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TABLE 2. STANDARD TEST SIEVE SERIES OF SEVERA 
 COUNTRIES
 

United States and Canada" 
U.S. Stan 1ard 

Series Iyer-Seriec 
Opening, Sieve Opening, Sieve 

am No. mm No. 

France' 
Opening, Module 

m No. 

E 1ad-

Opening, Sieve 
mm No. 

Germany 
Opening, 

MM 

gii 

Italy 
Opening, 

nun 

U.S.S.R. 
Opening, 

mm 
7.925 
6.731 
5.664 

5/16 in 
0.265 in 

3.5 

7.925 
6.680 
5.613 

2.5 
3 
3.5 

- -

-
8.0 
6.3 
-

-

-

4.750 
3.987 

4 
5 

4.699 
3.962 

4 
5 

5.00 
4.00 

38 
37 

-

-
5.0 
4.0 

-

4.0 -

3.353 6 3.327 6 - - 3.353 5 - 3.35 --
2.819 

-
7 

-
2.744 

-
7 

3.15 
-

36 
-

-
2.812 

-
6 

3.15 
-

3.15 
2.8 

-
-

2.380 
-
8 

-
2.362 

-
8 

2.50 
-

35 
-

-
2.411 

-
7 

2.5 
-

2.5 
2.33 

2.5 
-

1.999 
1.679 

10 
12 

1.981 
1.651 

9 
10 

2.00 
-

34 
-

2.057 
1.676 

8 
10 

2.0 
-

2.0 
1.7 

2.0 
-

-
1.410 

-
14 

-
1.397 

-
12 

1.60 
-

33 
-

-
1.405 

-
12 

1.6 
-

1.6 
1.4 

1.6 
-

- - - 1.25 32 - - 1.25 1.25 1.25 

1.191 

1.001 
0.841 

16 

18 
20 

-

1.168 

0.991 
0.833 

-

14 

16 
20 

-

-

-

1.00 
-
0.80 
-

-

31 
-

Jo 

1.204 

1.003 
0.853 

-

14 

16 
18 

-

-

-

1.0 
-
0.800 

-

1.18 

1.0 
0.85 
0.80 

0.75 

-

1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
-

0.706 
-

0.594 

0.500 
0.419 

25 
-

30 

35 
40 

0.701 
-

0.589 

0.495 
0.417 

24 
-

28 

32 
35 

-
0.63 
-

0.50 
-

-

29 
-

28 
-

0.699 
-
0.599 

0.500 
0.422 

22 
-

25 

30 
36 

-
0.630 
-

0.500 
-

0.71 
0.63 
0.6 

0.5 
0.425 

0.7 
0.63 
0.56 

0.5 
0.45 

0.353 
-

45 
-
0.351 42 

0.40 
-

27 -
0.353 

-
44 

0.400 
-

0.4 
0.355 

0.4 
0.355 

0.297 
0.249 

50 
60 

" 
0.295 
0.246 

48 
60 

0.315 

0.250 

26 
" 

25 

-
0.295 
0.251 

-
52 
60 

0.315 

0.250 

0.315 
0.3 
0.25 

0.315 
0.28 
0.25 

0.211 70 0.208 65 - - 0.211 72 - 0.212 0.224 

0.178 80 0.175 
-

80 
0.200 
-

24 
-

-
0.178 

-
85 

0.200 
-

0.2 
0.18 

0.2 
0.18 

0.150 
-

100 
-
0.147 

-
100 

0.160 
-

23 
-

-
0.152 

-
100 

0.160 
-

0.16 
0.15 

0.16 
0.14 

0.124 
0.104 

120 
140 

0.124 
0.104 

115 
150 

0.125 
-

22 
-

0.124 
0.104 

120 
150 

0.125 
-

0.125 
0.106 

0.125 
0.112 

0.089 
-

170 
"-
0.089 170 

0.100 
-

21 
-

-
0.089 

-
170 

0. 100 
0.090 

0.1 
0.09 

0.1 
0.09 

0.074 
0.064 

-

200 
230 

-

0.074 
0.061 

-

200 
250 

0.080 

-
0.063 

20 

-
19 

-

0.07a 
0.064 

-

200 
240 

0.080 

0.071 
0.063 

0.08 

0.075 
0.06:1 

0.08 

0.071 
0.063 

0.053 
0.043 

0.038 

-
270 
325 

400 

-
0.053 
0.043 

0.038 

-
270 
325 

400 

-
0.050 
-

0.040 

-
18 
-

17 

-
0.053 
0.044 

-

-
300 
350 

-

0.056 
0.050 
0.045 

0.040 

-
0.05 
-

0.04 

0.056 
0.050 
0.045 
0.040 

a. Canadian standard series corresponds to U.S. standard series. 
b. American Society for Testing Materials, Specification E-11-70.
 
c. W. S. Tyler, Inc., Mentor, Ohio. 
d. Fiench Standard Specification AFNOR NF-XIl-501. 
e. British Standards Institution, London BS-410-62. 
f. German Standard Specification DIN 4188.
 
g. Italian Specification UNI-2332.
 
h. Specification COST 3684-63.
 
i. Sieves in German, Italian, and U.S.S.R. series are specified only by mm-opening size. 

ulation process. In these instances, physical segre- definition, contains particles of at least two ingredientsgation that occurs during handling can also result in of distinctly different compositions; thus, any mechansignificant variation in analysis, even in granular ical segregation of the two ingredients will result incompound fertilizers (29). Solutions to this problem significant chemical variation. Segregation of ingreare (1) btter granulation, (2) screening to narrower dients can, however, as discussed in an earliersize range of particles, or (3) use of special handling section, be minimized by matching particle-sizeprocedures that are less conducive to segregation distributions of the ingredients. A practical criterion,(discussed later). mentioned in that section, is that particle-size distri
bution curves of ingredients do not diverge more thanSegregation is a major problem in the handling of plus or minus 10 percentage points (18). It is ofbulk-blended fertilizers. This type of fertilizer, b% ,, interest also that blends of relatively small particles, 



such as blends of nongranular ingredients, are less 
prone to segregation and less sensitive to particle-size
matching than are granular blends (20); however,
nongranular blends have the typical disadvantages
of nongranular fertilizers, which include greater
dustiness, greater caking tendency, and poorer flow 
characteris tics. 

Three distinct types of segregation are recognized
in connection with handling of fertilizers. These are 
discussed below, and methods are outlined for deter
mining the susceptibility of a fertilizer to each type of
segregation. All three types of segregation are pro
moted chiefly by particle-size differences in the 
fertilizer mixture. 

Segregation lue-to-Vibration 

Fertilizers are subject to vibration during theirtransportation by trucks, by rail, or by other means. 
Various studies have shown, however, that such vi-
bration is not a significant cause of segregation in 
most fertilizers, including typical bulk blends. Seg-
regation due to vibration becomes significant onlywhen the size differences between blend ingredientsare extreme to the extent that particles of one ingre-
dient are sufficiently small to "sift" downward through
the void spaces between particles of another, larger
size ingredient. Tests, confirmed also in unreported
work by TVA, have shown that even in a blend of 
2.36- to 3. 35-mia particles (minus 6- plus 8-U.S. 
mesh) with another material of I .0)0- to 1.18-nm 
(minus 16- plus 18-1.. mesh) size there was nosegregation resulting from even severe vibration (31))
Segregation was significant, however, when the -size 
of the snaller material was reduced to 0.310 mm (minus50-U.S. mesh) or smaller. This degree of size differ-
ence would not normally be encountered in blending ofgranular ingredients would encountered if anogranular f)ufi be iaingrientsbut ,wodoher enonere 

gredient, were incorporated in tulk ofa blend 

granular-size material: segregation due to vibration, 
as well as other causes, then should be expected,
Other studies showed that vibration of typical granularbulk blends (luring 30-mile (,t8-km) transport in a
spreader truck did not cause segregation of mostblnststd _1blends tested (31). 

One laboratory test method used to measure
segregation due to vibration consists of placing asample of the fertilizer blend in a vertical glass
cylinder' ( 100-ml graduate), vibrating the cylinder
with a mechanical vibrator, and observing segregation
(30). Upper and lower portions can be analyzed for 
quantitative determination of segregation. In unre-
ported work by TVA, a similar procedure was followed 

using a small plastic hopper filled with blend. 

_eeSET 
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The type of segregation most often encountered
 
in handling fertilizers is segregation due to flow of
material over itself. This often is referred to as seg-
regation due to "coning" because in the buildup of 
conical storage piles there is a maximum opportunityfor this type of segregation to occur when material 
dropped on the apex of the pile flows downward overthe pile surface. I'article-size clissification (segregation) occurs as the material flo, s; the smaller particles 
in the fertilizer, being retarded to a greater extent by
frictional resistance of the pile surface, tend to remain
behind and come to rest, whereas the larger particlescontinue to travel farther down the pile surface before 
coming to rest. The result is a size-classified (segre-
gated) pile of material (see figure 1). 

The tendency of a fertilizer mixture to segregate
during coning can be determined conveniently in a
qualitative manner by use of a transparent view box, 
as pictured in figure 3 (32). A ,uitable size is
14 x 10 x 1 in. A sample of the blend is poured 

FOR POURING 

BACK PLATE 14"X 10" OF 
THICKPLEXIGLAS"(OR CAN 

END AND BOTTOM., 
PIECES I"WIDEX2 
ANY CONVENIENTTHIC (WOODOR 

MATERIAL) 

I ASE (WOOD)-E
 
TPLATE T FR .".14X 10OF .
 
THICK PLEXIGLAS
 

Figure 3. Transparent "View Box" for Visual Observation of Segregation of
 
Fertilizer Blends During "Coning" (32).
 

through a funnel at one end of the box, as pictured,
adthe fela of tion bisobserv edn the degre of segregation is observed visually.This method is particularly effective when blend in

gredients differ considerably in color; artificial 
coloring of blend ingredients can be used for demon
stration prpos 

An apparatus fot quantitative determination of
segregation tendency of a fertilizer during "coning'
was described by Hoffmeister, et (17, 19).A
al. ____sketch of this apparatus is shown i figure 4. It 

CRY MITRuE 
POUREDTIROUCV 

FUNNEL 

ALUMINUMPLATE 
VERTICAL SPACER ALUMINUMI VANES 

Pt 
,LASS PLATE(REMOVABLE)....... H


H
 
G
 

. ... OFALUMINUMVANES- - . ATTACHED TO PLATE F At 10 INTERVALS 

.__ 
D 

c 

-A 

Figure 4. Apparatu Ued for Ovantitative Detorminaion of Fertilizer Segrega
tion Tendency During "Conrg" (17, 19).
 

comprised a narrow box, 10 in high and 14 in long
with a I-in wide spacing between the front and back

walls. The front wall was 
 glass and was removable.
 
The back wall was aluminum, slotted to receive eight

aluminum vanes. In operation, a section of a conical
 



pile was formed by pouring tile fertilizer blend into 
the box through a funnel a. one end. The vanes 
were then inserted in the slots to cut the pile into 
10-degree segments as shown. The apparatus was 
then turned on its side, the glass plate was 'emoved, 
and the blend in each segment was collected individu-
ally for analysis. The decision to divide the pile into 
the pie-shaped segments for sampling was based on 
observations that lines of constant composition in seg-
regated conical piles radiate from a point on the base 
immediately below the apex (see figure 1). 

Typical data obtained with use of the described 
segregation apparatus are shown in figure 5. When a 
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Fi ire 5. Quantitative Data on Segregation Due to Particle-Size Minmatch (Data 
Obtained with Apparatus Pictured in Figure 4). 

blend of minus 6- plus 8-mesh (2.4-3.3 mm) super
phosphate (TSP) with an equal amount of minus 12-
plus 16-mesh (1.2-1.7 mm) superphosphate (mix No. I) 
was poured and segmented and the segments were 
subjected to sieve analysis, a high degree of segrega-
tion was found, as shown. On the other hand, when 
ingredients of equal particle size (minus 6- plus
8-mesh; 2.4-3.3 mm) were blended and poured (mix
No. 7), there was essentially no segregation of ingre-
dients in spite of shape differences of the two materi-
als (irregular KCI and well-rounded TSI'). In other 
tests, particle density variations covering the usual 
range of fertilizer materials (1.27-2.12 g/ml) were 
found to have little effect on segregation due to 
coning. 

S egr'gation Due to Ballistic Action 

When fertilizer is propelled through the air, 
such as by the action of fan-type bulk spreaders, 
particles of different physical properties follow differ-
ent paths because of varying effects of gravity and 
air drag. The result is segregation due to ballistic 
action, A quantitative study of this type of segrega
tion involves actual casting of the fertilizer with a 
fan-type spreader and collection of ground samples at 
varying distances from the fan. Samples are analyzed 
to determine the degree to which composition of the 
delivered fertilizer varies with distance from the fan. 
Tests have been made with a stationary spreader a'nd 
sample collection in a series of long troughs parallel 
to the normal direction of spreader travel (17, 19) or 
with a moving spreader passing over a series of 
collection boxes placed perpendicular to the direction 
of spreader travel (33, 4 35). A significant conclu-
sion of one series of tests was that, as in the case 
of segregation due to coning, particle-size differences 
are the greatest cause of ballistic segregation of 
granular fertilizer blends (luring spreading; the larger
granules tended to travel farther from the spreader
than did smaller ones (17, 19). Thus, matching of
the particle size of blend ingredients is a sufficient 
measure to minimize segregation by both coning and 
ballistic actions, the two most troublesome causes of 

fertilizer segregation. The f.act that fertilizer particle
size has a much greater effect on ballistic segregation 
than does particle density is not surprising when con
sideration is given to the relative eifects on granule
weight and thus on inertia of moving granules. In
creasing granule diameter from 1.19 mm (16-mesh
screen) to 3.35 mm (6-mesh screen) increases granule
weight more than twentyfold, whereas the usual range
of fertilizer granule densities (1.27-2.12) can cause 
only less than a twofold variation. Air drag, although
less on a small particle, is. according to Stokes' law, 
xeduced oly in direct proportion (o jirticle diameter 
(313. 

Ant greration M.reasures for MIlen ded Fl.ertilize's 
"I'l'hemost effective way to xeduce segxegation in 

dr'v-blended f'ertilizers is to use only ingxelients that 
are matched in larticle-size (list rilutlion (I8, 37). As 

discussed above and in an earlier section (Particle
Size--Effects on Blending Properti( .), a reasonable 
degree of' particle-size malching will xender the blend 

by any of I il(x(! xecognized 
segregation mechanisxs--viixration, coning, an( lallis
li action. lowevr, close size matching in blends 
frequently is not possihle because (of variations in 
available materials. In such instances segregation can 
be mininized only ty limiting the anxotxnt of' handling
or by Using sp ecial hanllling irec.autions ( 18, 37, 38). 
The incorporation of' small amounts of iniciofnutrients 
in blended fer'tilizers pi',L.nIs special segregalion pro
blems which were disej,sed in chal)ter XX and 
elsewhere (28). 

(ranule lax'dness 

lertilizer granules should have sufficient mechan
ical stability to withstand normal handling without 
fracturing and without excessive sloughing to form 
dust. Three distinct types of mechanical strength are 
recognized as desirable and are discussed below; these 
are (1) granule crushing strength. (2) resistance to 
abrasion (sloughing), and (3) impact resistance. 
(-ranule hardness tests developedi and used for fer'til
izers usually measure only one of these types of 
strength; however, in most cases good resistance to 
one type of' mechanical action is a reasonable indication 
of good overall acceptability. 

'rushing SItrength 

lhe simplest and most widely used tests of
granule strength involve determination of the crushing 
strength of individual granules. The degree of re
finement varies from simple application of finger pres
sure to the use of calibrated crushing lest machines. 
Use of the simple finger test by one laboratory has 
been described as follows (39): 

"A granule which could be crushed between 
the thumb and forefinger was classified as 
'soft.' If it could be crushed with the fore
finger on a hard sur'face it was regarded as 
being of 'medium hardness.' If it remained 
intact when subjected to pressure by the 
forefinger against a hard surface, it was 
classified as 'hard.' 

In use of this method, as all methods involving single
granules, it is necessary to crush at least 10, and 
l)referably more, granules to obtain an average evalu
ation. Also, only granules of equal size should be 
compared because, as will be discussed, crushing
strength increases significantly with increase in 
particle size. 

A quantitative, yet simple, method of measuring
the crushing str'ength of individual granules involves 
placing a granule on a flat glass or metal plate on the 
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platform of a small spring scale of at least 15-lb Iriple superphosphates from four manufactu rers show(7-kg) capacity and applying downward l'ess re until that crushing strength of each product increased twothe granule fractures. In use of this method by fold to threefold with increase in granule diameterlardesty and Ross (,10). downward pressure was from 1.5 mm (minus 12- plus l'1-mesh) to 3.0 inmapplied through a flat-cnded metal rod driven by a (minus 6- plus 7-mesh). Standard procedure at TVArack and pinion mechanism. In a simpler TV'A version is to screen granular samples to the narrow size range(figure 6) pressure is applied through a hand-held of minus 7- plus 8-mesh (2.4-2.8 mm) prior to hard
ness testing (42). Typical crushing strength data on 
this size granule of several common fertilizers are 
given in figure 8. Of the materials included, the 
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Figure 9. Rotary Drum Used in Abrasion-Shatter Test of Fertilizers (41, 42). 

closedcontentsand rotated for 5 minutesare removed; they at 30 rpm. Theare then screened overa4-mesh ('1.7 mm) screen to remove the balls and over 
an 18-mesh screen to determine the percent degrada-

tion to fines. Percent degradations reported for

samples of several fertilizers were as follows: 


Ammonium nitrate prills 4.6Urea 

Prills 19.7 
Granular (spray drum) 0 .2a 
Granular (pan) 1.7a 


Ammonium sulfate 
 1.1 
Monoammonium phosphate 1.3 
Diammonium phosphate 0.7 
Triple superphosphate 0.7 
Ordinary superphosphate 2.5 
Potassium chloride (compacted) 3.3 

a. Contained formaldehyde additive. 

Urea prills, which have low single-particle crush-
ing strength (figure 8), showed relatively high degra-
dation in the abrasion test (19.7%). The granular 
ureas had much greater abrasion resistance; degrada-
tion was only 0.2%-1.7%. Ammonium nitrate prills
showed considerable degradation also (about 5%) while 
the other m-,terials ,enerally showed only little or
moderate degradation Compacted potassium chloride,
although one of the hardest materials in crushing
strength tests (figure 8), showed 3.3% abrasion 
degradation, probably because of the irregular, chip
like particle shape. 

Another type of abrasion test, reportedly used 
by at least one potash producer, involves shaking a
sample with steel balls on a test sieve and measuring
size degradation (43, 44). In one version of this 
procedure, a sample of 250 g of 6- to 12-mesh 
(1.6-3.3 mm) fertilizer was put into a 12-mesh, 8 in-
diameter test sieve together with five hundred 3/16-in
(4.8-mm) steel balls (44). The mixture was shaken 
with a screen vibrator for 60 minutes. A screen 

analysis then was made of the granules, and the"shatterability" was evaluated by the amount of fines 
poduced. The degradation to minus 12-mesh 
(<1.6 mm) of 11 different fertilizer samples ranged
from 4% to 32%. 

Impact Resistance 

Impact resistance is of interest chiefly in connecwith the impact imparted by fan-type fertilizer 
spreaders. Several tests have been reported whichspecifically measure granule breakdown as a result of 
impact. One involves introducing a minus 6- plus
12-mesh (1.6- to 3.3-mm) sample into a high-velocity
airstream impinging on -, steel plate; percent degrada
tion to minus 12-mesh (<1.6 mm) is measured by
screen analysis (44, 45). In tests of 11 different 
fertilizers by this method, degradation ranged from 2% 
to 19% (44). 

In TVA studies of sulfur coating of granular 
urea to impart slow solubility in the soil, the effect of 

speaderfa imato mehnclsaiiy ftecoating was of interest. Studie showed that a test 
involving dropping of a sample u. coated urea from aheight of 30 ft into an empty steel drum simulated the 
impact effects of a medium-speed (600- to 700-rpm)
spreader fan (41). However, some wide-swath spread

operate at higher speeds and impart considerably 
more impact. 

Bulk - I 1sty 

Bulk density definedis as the weight per unit 
volume of a bulk fertilizer. Value for this property is 
requiredstorage binsfor bag sizing, to determine the capacity ofand transport vehicles, and sometimes forthe calibration of volumetric feeders. For routine de
terminations of bulk density in units of pounds per
cubic foot, it is convenient to provide an open-top 
metal or plywood box having exac' ly I x 1 x 1 ft 
(30.5 x 30.5 x 30.5 cm) internal dimensions. "Loose
pour density" is determined by simply pouring 
fertilizer into the box from a height of about 6 inabove the top of the box, leveling the top with a 

straightedge, and weighing on appropriate scales. It 
is desirable to move the fill point during filling to 
avoid coning and resultant segregation. The value 
obtained 
likely to 
"Packed 
termined 
the box 
a height 
there is 
rial then 
in this 
material 
material 

in this manner represents the minimum weight
be found in a unit volume of the material. 

density" (also called "tapped density") is de
in the same manner except that, after filling,
is tapped, lifted, dropped several times from 
of about 6 in, refilled, and redropped until 

essentially no further compaction. The mate
is leveled and weighed. The value obtained manner represents the maximum weight of 

likely to be found in a unit volume of the 
even after settling under the influence of 

vibration during transport or other handling. Tapped
density of granular fertilizer usually is 6%-12% higher
than loose-pour density. Detailed procedures for 
measurement of bulk density have been published
(27, 46). Measurements on less than a cubic foot of
fertilizer can be made by use of a half-cubic-foot box 
or even a 1- or 2-liter graduate. Bulk densities of
granular fertilizers vary from about 45 to 75 lb/ft3 

(0.72-1.20 tons/m); typical densities of some common 
fertilizers are given in table 3. 

Angle of Repose 

The angle of repose (lkinetic) of a fertilizer is 
the angle with the horizontal at which the fertilizer 
will stand when poured or dropped into a pile from a
fixed overhead point. This property affects the capa
city of storage areas and bins; it is of interest also in 
designing the sloped roofs of bulk storage buildings 
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TABLE 3. TYPICAL BULK DENSITIES, ANGLE OF REPOSE, AND APPARENT SPECIFIC GRAVITIES OF SOME FERTILIZERS a 

NongranularProducts 

, _ P 

Nongranular 'roducts 

Phosplhate rock (Florida)

Unground pl)lhle 

Flotation concentrate 

Pulverized (90%--100-mesh) 

Ordinary superplosphate 
Triple superpiosphateAg iulu a lie
Agricultural lisestone 
Anumonium sulfate 
Potassium chloride 
Mooanmlonjiun phosphate 

Granullar Products 

Ammon i um n i t ra te 
Iligh-density prill 

Low-density prill

Granu Iar 

Urea 

Pri 11 

Granula," 

Ammonium sulfate
 
Large crystal 

Granulated 


Ordinary superphosphate 
Triple superphosphate 

Diammonium phosplihate 
Monoammonium phosphate 
Ammonium polyphosphate 
Potassium chloride 

"Coarse" size 
"Granular" size 


Potassium sulfate 

Potassium-magnesium sulfate f 


Sulfate-based NPK (13-13-13) 

Nitrate-based NPK (17-17-17) 

Urea-sulfate based NPK (17-17-17) 

Nitric phosphate (20-20-0) 


85-95 
88-96 
80-90 
60-70 
55-65 
80-95 

64 
71-75 

55-57 


56 

45 

52 


46 

45-48 


63-66 

49 

70 

65-75 

60-65 
60-65 

56 

68 
65 

74 


95-98 

57 

56 

52 

64 


Bulk 

Densiy (Loose) 


a Where numerous measurements are available, ranges are 
b. Determined by mercury pycnometer (see text).
 
c. Extremely low angle of repose; piling not 
feasible.
 
d. 100% < 2 mm, 50% < 0.15 mm. 
e. Variable with moisture content. 
f. Langbeinite (K2 SO4 .2NgSO 4 ). 

and in designing hoppers, chutes, and conveyors,
Reliable measurement can be made with 10 kg or more 
of ertilizer by gently pouring the fertilizer into the 
form of a small conical pile while maintaining the pour
point only a few centimeters above the apex of the 
forming pile. The angle between the pile surface and 
the horizontal can be measured directly or, by use of 
a suitable light source, can be projected as a shadow 
onto a vertical screen and measured (41). An alter-
nate method, which requires less material, involves 
simply pouring a quarter section of a conical pile in
the corner of a small box and measuring the slope of 
the surface (42). The angle of repose of most granu-
lar fertilizer materials is in the range of 30-40 degrees.Typical angles for some common fertilizers are included 
in table 3. 

Apparent Specific Gravity 

Apparent specific gravity of a fertilizer granule 
may be defined as the ratio of the weight of a single
granule to that of an equal volume of water (at 4C).
The granule volume is that enclosed by the surface of 

,:9q5 

Lw _-

1,360-1,520 
1,400-1,530 
1,280-1,440 

960-1,12) 
880-1,040 

1,280-1,520 
1,020 

1,140-1,200 

880-910 


900 

720 

830 


740 

720-770 


1,010-1,060 

785 


1,120 

1,040-1,200 


960-1,040 
960-1,040 
900 

1,090 
1,040 

1,18(1 


1,520-1,570 

910 

890 

833 

1,020 


given. 

Angle of 
Repose, 

Apparent 
Specific 
Gravity b 

Degrees of Granules 

35 -
35 -

c 
30-35 -

330-35 
45-50 -

36 -
31 
_e 

31-38 1.65 
34 1.29 
36 1.50

15 

28 1.32 
34-37 1.22 

29 1.75 
38 1.58 
34 -

30-35 2.12 
30-35 1.63 

35 1.67-1.78 
35 1.75 

35 1.96 
39 1.96 
35 1.76 
32 2.65 
36 1.64 
38 1.66 
39 1.60 
34 1.76 

the granule and includes any internal pores. It is 
numerically equal to density in g/ml. If the chemical 
constitution is known, the "true specific gravity"
(exclusive of pores) can be calculated from )ut)lished
data and compared with apparent specific gravity to 
give a measure of porosity. Apparent specific gravity
is not a property that is measured frequently, but it
has been of special interest in connection with studies 
of particle segregation characteristics and in the de
velopment of granulation processes. For a given pro
duct, variations in apparent specific gravity of the
granules can result in variations in hardness,
moisture-holding capacity, and storage properlies. 

For measurements at TVA, the mercury pyc
nometer pictured in figure 10 was developed (41, 42).
This apparatus consists primarily of a tightl-y sealed 
glass sample chamber of about 10-ml volume connected,
through stopcocks, to (1) a source of vacuum for use 
in evacuating air from the chamber and (2) a reservoir
of mercury for use in flooding of the chamber with 
mercury. A graduated (5-ml) microburette is provided 
in the mercury supply system to measure the differ
ence in volume of mercury required to flood the sample
chamber with and without sample in the chamber. In 
operation, a burette reading is obtained with thefirst 
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Figure 10. Mereury Pycnometer Used to Measure Apparent Specific Gravity of 
Fertilizer Granules (41, 42). 

sample chamber fi'led (to reference mark) with only 
mercury. The me'cury then is withdrawn from the 
sample chamber, the chamber is opened (ground glass 
joint), and an accurately weighed sample (4-7 g) is 
introduced. The chamber then is resealed, and a 
partial vacuuma (500 mm 11g) is applied to exhaust 
most of the air. Mercury then is allowed to flow back 
into the evacuated sample chamber, again to the refer-
ence mark. A final reading of the mercury burette is 
taken; the difference from the initial reading (no 
sample) represents the volume of' the granules in the 
sample. From the known weight of the sample, the 
weight per unit of volume (apparenIt specific gravity)
is calculated, 

Accuracy of the method is based on in assump-
tion of no significant penetration of mercury into pores
of the granules. In practice, this assumption usually
has been valid. Calculations based on published in-
formation indicated that, with evacuation of the sample
under 500-mm vacuum, the mercury should penetrate 
any pores larger than 22 micrometers in diameter; 
however, not all such pores are accessible to penetra
tion from the granule surface ('17). If penetration is 
found to be significant, lower vacuum can be used. 
With no vacuum, there should be no penetration, but 
entrapment of air in the interstices between granules
becomes a problem. 

Values for apparent specific gravity of several 
fertilizer materials are included in table 3, Maximum 
variation among these materials was from 1,22 (urea) 
to 2.65 (potassium magnesium sulfate) which has been 
shown to be insufficient variation to cause significant
segregation problems in bulk handling or spreading of 
blends (see section on segregation) (17, 19). 

Critical lRelative Hlumdidty 

Critical humidity of a fertilizer' material can be 
defined simply as that humidity of the atmosphere 
above which the material will spontaneously absorb 
moisture and below which it will not. All soluble 
salts, including fertilizer salts, have characteristic 
critical humidities. Chemically speaking, Ihe critical 
humidity of a salt is that humidity of air at which the 
partial vapor pressure of water in the air exactly
equals the equilibrium water vapor pre'ssurre above a 
saturated solution of the salt at any given temperature 
(30"C, for example). l'or a fertilizer material, a rela
tively high critical humidity is an advantage since 
such a mater.al can be exposed and handled under 
more humid atmospheric conditions without becoming 
wet and nonflowable or without alsorption of moisture 
that might later promote caking. 'The critical humidity
of a fertilizer material determines, to a large exlent, 
the type of bag (degree of moist ureloofing) required 
and governs the amount of bulk handling and open
storage to which a material can he subjected. llow
ever, the importance of crilical humidity in other 
regards shoulh not he overestimated. For example, 
critical humidity sometimes is mistakenly taken as a 
universal measure of caking tendency of a fertilizer.
Actually, if a fertilizer is stored in a moistlureproof 
bag or in a protected (plastic covered) bulk storagepile, atmospheric humidity is effectively excluded and
critical humidity is of relatively little iportance. In 

those situalions, caking, when it oCcrLIS, is relited to 
other factors, such as constituent moisture content of 
the fertilize,, chemical reactions, temperature and 
pressure of storage, presence of' fines, and efficiency
of conditioning treatment. Even in regard to bulk 
exposure of fertilizer, critical humidity is not the 
only property that governs behavior' under humid 
conditions. Critical humidity determines whether or 
not moistul'e will be absored under given conditions 
but says nothing as to how well or how poorly thefertilizer will tolerate the absorbed moisture. Other 
tests (absorption-penetration and flowability) are re

quired for full evaluation. 

Critical humidity usually is expressed as "critical 
relative humidity" (CRl) which, simply stated, is the 
water content of air expressed as a percethtage of 
that required to saturate the air at. the specified 
temperature. 

Direct Method 

The simplest, most relevant method by which to
 
measure critical relative humidity (CRlif) of a fertilizer
 
material is to eXl)ose a sam)le to various controlled
 
humidities and temperatures and to determine at what 
humidity the sample gains significant weight (moisture 
absorption). This determination is most conveniently 
made in a standard laboratory environmental chamber 
equipped with forced air circulation and mechanical 
refriges'ation for humidity control. Such units are 
available commercially from several manufacturers. A 
unit with horizontal air flow, to l'ovide good air
sample contact, is recommended. A photograph of 
samples in such a unit is shown as figure II. 

In use of this procedilre by TVA, samples of 2
to 3-g size, weighed on an analytical balance, are 
exposed in the cabinet in shallow (6-mm) open-top
aluminum cups 5 cm in diameter (I1, '12). The cups 
are removed and reweighed aI 1-hoUti' intervals to 
determine moiature at[sorption Usually, it is apparent
within 3 hours whether or not there is sustained ab
sorption, which would be indicative that Cliff of the 
sample is below the prevailing humidity in the cabinet. 
Depending on this 3-hour result, relative humidity in 
the cabinet then is either lowered or raised by 5 per
centage points, and the test is repeated until the Clill 
is located, If desired, the Cliff can be determined 
within about 2 percentage points. The procedure is 
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Mixtures of fertilizer salts usAally have lower 
critical humidities than either of the constituents. 
Critical humidity of mixtures can be determined by

I intimately mixing the pulverized salts and exposing 
* the mixture. The chart given in figure 13 shows CR11 

,,,q- ), 00 o 
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1a1 456 725 0t 

O 

Figure 11. Fertilizer Samples in Shallow Cups in Controlled-Humidity Cabinet - 9* 62' - 7 1 82 0 
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9 

for Determination of Critical Relative Humidity. 0314 9 456 703 67 2 - 786 905 0 ,o:1R # 
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somewhat time consuming, but samples of several 
materials can be run simultaneously . )ata obtained in 

typical CRil .ietertminations at 86"F (30,C) are shown 
in figurIe 12. The results with the prilled urea repre-
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Figure 13. Critical Humidities of Pure Salts and Mixtures at 301C (86 0 F) 
(Values are Percent Relative Humidity). 
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Figure 12. Data Obtained by "Direct Method" for Determination of Critical 
Relative Humidity (41, 42). 

sent typical behavior of a relatively pure material, in 
that the critical point is very (lefinite . There was no 
moisture absorption in 3 hours at 70, humidity, but 
there was continuous absorption at 75'1. The data 
shown for diammonium phosphate madIe from wet-
pocess acid, on the other hand, illustrate typical 
behavior of phosphates made from wet-process acid 
and of other fertilizers that contain small amounts of 
soluble impurities. The impurities exert an initial 
lowering effect on critical humidity, but as moisture 
content of the sample increases, the effect of the im-
puirities diminishes. This effect of moisture content 
on the apparent CRi of impure fertilizers is well 
known (48, 19, 50). In this case, for diammonium 
phosphate, it is obvious that the ClifI of the main 
constituent was tbetween 70% and -07,,but, for pxacti-
cal purposes, it would ha e to be recognized that 
exposed product would pick up some moisture at rela-
tiVe humidities between 60% an( 7091. At 70% relative 
humidity a maximum of 2,'-, would te absorbed. This is 
insufficient to cause intergranule transfer of moisture 
(see a later section), thus only the surface granules 
would be affected in a bulk pile. One of the chief 
advantages of the direct determination method is this 
ability to distinguish between true critical humidity 
and secondary absorptions due to impurities. Some 
"static" methods lack this advantage. 

The two salts on the r'ight side of the equation 
called the !table salt bair, and those on the left 

re the unstable salt pair. In figure 13, the CR11 
values are for' stable salt pail's . However, if the two 
salts are not present in stoichiometric proportion, the 
Clif1 of the mixtur-e will depend on which salt is in 
excess. For example, the (111 of a mixture of 
N114NO 3 and K(CI is shown in figute 13 as 67.9'. This 
value is al)l)licatble if the two matierials are wesent in 
stoichiometric proportion or KCI is in excess and the 
above reaction has gone to completion. If NIlNO:t is 
in excess the C~l of the mixture will be 59.1 (that 
of NI1 4 N0 3 ) or Perhaps less since the mixture will 
actually contain three salts. The effect of salt mixing 
is most dramatic it, the case of ammonium nitrate with 
Cliff of 59.4%, at 86"F" (30"C) and urea with CRII of 
72. 5%. The mixture, as shown, has the extremely low 
Cill of 18'I and, hence, is one( to Ie avoided--except 
in liquid fertilizers. 

In the alsence of a prefabricated environmental 
chamber in which to tleter-mine CR11, sample exposures 
can be made int a simple, insulated, moisture-tight 
cabinet (such as a biological incubat or,) equipped witt) 
an electric circulating fan, an electric heiter', a wire
mesh sample shelf, an( ia large glass c!ish to hold a 
humidity-controlling salt solution. Procedure is gen
erally the same as with the mort(, sophisticated cabinet, 
except that time must be allowed for- air-solution equi
librium to te reached, and dour o)enings must be 
minimized to retain humidity. Vigorous fan action is 
essential. In preparing humidity-control solutions, a 
suitnble salt or salt pair is first selected from pub
lished vapor pressur-e data (51, 52, 53). An excess 



of the salt or salts then is heated in distilled water to 
a temperature slightly above the box operating tern-
perature, and the mixture (including some undissolved 
salt) is transferred to the solution tray, which is 
placed on the floor of the humidity chamber in the 
path of air from the fan. The chamber then is closed 
and, with the fan operating, time is allowed for equi-
librium to be reached at the desired operating temper-
ature. The method, although workable, is time con
suming in the preparation and changing of humidity
control solutions. Solutions may be saveI and reused. 

Attempt to determine critical relative humidity Iy 
exposing samples over salt solutions in dlesiccator-
type vessels is not recommended. With the lack of' 
forcedl air movement in such a vessel, movement of' 
moisture from the solution into the air and thence 
into the sample is dependent entirely on diffusion, 
an extremely slow process, In one telitwed series 

of such tests, a I-week exposerelI ime was necessary. 
In tests of the method at TVA, relproducitle results 
could not )e oWtained. Iliproved results apparently 
can be obtained ly installation of a fan through th' 
top of the desiccator Vess('l to induct' air m,vel lent 
(50, 51). Experience at TVA Supports a conclhsion 
that, for go)t r'eprodLucibility, critiCal humidity (.ite--
minations and all olhVi' l elCaSlIl'('ni'nltS Of Ill(oiSIU'e 
absorptirt i y fertilizer samplhs shouil ie inadi' with 
a fairly vigorous movemint if air lcross the samples, 

Several other IroI'OCdtures hive tieen r plor't'l tot' 
deter'm.,nalion if critical relative hunidity of' fertilizer', 
or pure fertilizer salts. Illgeneral, thesie are static., 
indirect methois that do r(, simulati' prActical extio-
sure condirions to the extirit ot the dil'ett niethod a-" 
ready discussed. towever, with recognition of' their 
imitations, the following miethodit, canl tie useful . 

I sotentscoe Met hod 

A rather complex lat ory all)a'tus was used 

by ISI)A investigatirs to measure the water vaip(r 

pressure atovi' saturated solutions of pure fertilizer 
salts and salt pairs (51,53). Vapor pressure was 
converted to critical relative humidity by virtue of 
the definition that identifies tl0 of a silt as that 
humidity at which vapor pressure of water in the air 
equals water vapor' pressure over' a saturateid solutiiin 
of the salt. The method is a plica lewith high pre
cision to liure salts but prolably not to impure male
rials such as most fertilizers, 


Electric Hygrometer Method 

t hTEMPERATURE, 

This methol is iased o1 Ill(knowledge that a 
body of air' ill con tact wit h fe rilizer cont aining some 
moisture will equliirate to a humidity equal toi the 
critical humidity of the fertilizer (55). In the pro
cedure, a 500-ml glass jar', fitted with an internal 
humidity sensor of the Junmore type (56), was filled 
about one-third full with fertilizer, and tlit jar was 
tightly sealed. Afte aIperiod of equiliiration (aiout 
30 m.inutes), humidity was read with the )unmore in-
strument . The method is of limited vatLe tecause it 
gives only an e(luilibrium value at one Specific mois-
ture content of the fertilizer; thus, the tehavior' oi 
the fertilizer during actual exposure to humidity and 
absorption of tnoisture is not obiserved. Also, the 
method, being a static one, is largely dehpendent on 
diffusion which is slow and subject to variations. 

Vacuum line Techniique 

In this method, a 25-mt flask containing I-n g of 

fertilizer sample first is evacuated to 0.001 mm mer
cury .(41, 57). P'ure water vapor from another vessel 
then is alloweI to fill the flask, which then is sealed, 
except for connection to a "-anometer. Time (I hour 
or more) then is allowedi for moisture absorption tuy 
the fertilizer to reduce water vapor plr'sstr'e in the 

flask to the (quilihritUli Value, which then is read from 
the manometer. Ti ('RIt is calculated from the ma
nometer reading . he method, like the hygromeer 
method, is a static one which gives a valor prssure 
reading at only one moisture content of the sample; 
however, by repeated exposures of the sample to pure 
Water vapor, readings can be taken over a range of 
moisture coaentls. 

(as.Clh romatograplh 

InI this method, air" and fertilizer are allowed to 
equilibrate in a sealed flask, after which I small 
sample ,f the air is withdrawn for moisture analysis 
(50). ,,ater content of the ir is determined iy use 
of' a ga ichromaloraph and is converted to clIt. 
The method, although simple, has the limitations ofother static methods. 

Effects of' Temperature 

The critical relative humidity of most salts de
creases with increase illteilperature. Variations for 
some inmportant nitrogen fertilizer salts are shown in 
figtire 1; this figure is iasei on vapor tir(;ssul' dala 
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Figure 14, Effect of Temperature on Humidities of Somettre Critical tielative 
Nitrogenouis Fetilier Salti. 

from several sources (51, 59, t;O). The salts with Ille 
lrgest ciefficients if Variation are ammonium nitrate 
and calcium nitrate; wilh either of these salts, in
crease in terpierat rt from VC to 10'c (32"F to 
10I") ,lecrea,es crilical relative hiumuidity iy 22 per
centage points. 'The salt shown with the smallest co
efficient is tmmonium sulfate; tl' same tenmratumr 
increase results in a itecrease in critical relative 
humidity of only Olto four percental,c poinlt. V;iria
lions for Other Salts can bue 'ah'ul;lted from pudish(.( 
vapuor pressure ilata or ihtermineul experimentally. 

Rateand Effects if MiIre Aisorption 

Ietermination of crilic.al iumidihy, ts outlined in 
the preceding section, defines the humidity atiove 
which a fertilizer will atbsortb mioisture from the atmos
phere. Ilowever, thie critial humidity Vtle alone 
gives ri informnimion as Wo how r'apilly rroimtiure will be 
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absorbed or what effect the moisture absorption will 
have on the physical condition of the fertilizer. ler-
tilizers vary considerably in their ability to tolerate 
absorbed moisture; thus, methods to evaluate deg'ree
of moisture tolerince are of interest. The surfaces of 
bulk-storage piles frequently alr exjiosed to humid 
atmospheres thus, it is of inlerest to know howv 
rapidly moisture will be absorbed and how rapidly and 
to what depth wetting antl lhysilil deteriori'tior, Will 
ptrog'ess. Two test, tescribed below piovide Ilethods
for evallating these effects o' pile exl)osure. The 
tests are the ;:Iborlltory attsorliin-Iienetration tstand the small-pile bulk-storage test. other e.xOisul',
of fertilizer to humid ;itmosphere f'requentlv oct's 
dluring handling and spreading. In those operations,
the effect of moisture on flow;ibijitv is the major con-
cern. Two tests to e'"aluate flowability under humid 
conditions areil described also; these are a lr'illatiility 
test and a lihoratory flowability test. 

in the humidity cahinet Vigorous airflow across the 
tops of the jars is important. After ,1,21, 18 and 
72 hours, the jar's a,'e removl'ed and weighed, and the 
moisture absorption )er unit of sur'facC is calculated. 
Also, iy looking through the glass wall of the jar, it 
usually can be ietermined to what depth moisture has 
penetratied. The usual mode of penetration is as a
hori.ont il interface, with material below the interface 
being uniffected, flowever, somwith nonabsorbent 
inaterials such as amnmnium nitrate or uire;ti, MoisturefrIquentlIy runes deep) into the tui in stri;ks. 

'I yltical tata ottained in an)sorption-penetration 
test series at 3("C (8i"F) and 80)', relative humidity 
;ire given in table 4. The m;iterials are listed in order 
of increasing critical relative humidity (45o,-73',); yet,
it is interesting to note that neither r;ite of moisture 
absorption nor depth of moisture irnetrationl correlate 
with critical humidiny. Neither did depth of moislure 

Ialir'tor Absorpti.rn-l'enetration 'est 

The test described here was developed at TVA 
(411 12). The principle of the test is simply to 
expose ;I bulk fertilizer surfice of known area to 
moving air at a controlled temper'ature and humidity
and to mearsur'e the rate of moisture aihsorption t)er
unit of fertilizer surfac , and the rate of moi.;ture 
penetratlion into the tulk of the fertilizer. Opern-topcylindr-ical glass jars 6.8 cm in diameter are use(d.
They are filledl level with the fertilizer; the exposed

2surface is 36 cm . jars of 5-cm or 20)-cr (ejith have 
bieen used; r'esults ;ir' the saint' except that the 
deeper jars perrnit deeper pellntIrlt ion and thus long1er 
test periods. The filled jios are Weighed accurately 
and then itrt expioseid in ,t controlled humidity Cabinet 
usually t 8G"'F (30''C ) , 80'. relttive humidity.
Figure 15 is i hotograph of samples after exposure 
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Moislure-holiirg capacity lippa'-I , " ,., . ~ently is related to both the chemical riakeuti ind the 
. . .physical'-,r , . . .' 


Figure 15. Fertilizer Samples After Exporure to Humid Atmosphere in Laboratory
Absorption-Penetration Test (41, 42). 

TABLE 4. REStULTS OF TVA 

Grade and Type 

IOISTURE ABSORPTION-PENETRATION 

19-19-19 urva,;n NPKelt-basvil 
19-19-19 urea pri II l-ased NITK 


t
20- t0-10 Iiitrate-baset NIK ' 
11-1717 nitrate-hasetd NPIK 
34-0-0 nritmorium nitrate lri|Is13-13-13 stil faL v-IlstIl NIK 
11-5.5-0 ainn i tm po] yphosplhate (TVA) 
18-46-0 tiaruronitim pliosphate 
46-0-0 urea prittlis 

a.- est trmifl'td at ,'r 24 hiuiirs.-

Cr i L ica I 


Iltrei ty,itd 
- %. 

45 

45 
55 
55 

59 
70 
70 
70 
73 

penetration correlate with r'ate of l'oisturt, absorption;
this it!; a result ,of ''er'ences in "moisture-holding
capacity.'" M'st lre-holding capacities of the %,arious 
fertilizers 4ere calcuhted (table .4) is milligrams of 
moisture per eutiic centimeter of fertilizer by dividing
tile moisture tltsoiption per squ;re centimeter by the 
depth of penetration in centimeters. These values also 
were converted to piercent moistture-holding capacity by
weight (table weight-p)er-urnit'I) biv u:%e of tille volume 
(Iulk (il itities) of till,fertilizers in the cups. The 
holding ltlaaitie,; thus calculatedl represt'nt tle maxi-MUM llillunt of moislurt' thal a granule will ;ahsorlt
ieftort it t''otiits sit wet that rroisturvt will hi' tr;ns
ferre to ;rdj;t'nt gra'tulths ty capill;ry action. Iligh
Illoisture-holding i'a)ci V i ;tiad sirild' charact'eristic 
that call offset hil'cffr'ccls hig alItg' t(fmoisture 
absorpt ion. For ex;apli'h, ailong the. irate.rials listed 
in tatble .i,the 19 -19-19 urea ilt l-tiased NPK lroduct 
had very low critical relittive humidiy ' *i, and high
rlate of moisture absorption, (5:38 mg,'crri1 in 72 hour's); 
yet, hec;use of the unusually

( 
high moisture-holding

cal'taeity of the granules (18. 5' , rIoistur), ienetration 
wlts Only 3.4 ('III ill ', 'our!,. lPrilleICl Ut(;I, on the
other hand, in spite of biph c'ritic;l relative humidity 

73%) and only modtea moisture-absorption rate
(321 mg/cm2 in 72 hours) w;ts penetrated 13 cim in the 
same period btec.ause of very low moist ure-holding 
capacity (3.210) of the l'r'illed amimoniumprills. nitrate(table '4) exhitited both high rate of moisture absorp
ion (9i8 mg/cm2 n 72 hou rs) and low moisture

holding calacity (2. 11d;' ;as r result , this product was 
penetrated t a,rate etquivarlent to '16 cm (extrapolated
value) in 72 hours. 

porosity of the granules. Pure crystallinea ls ge n r ailly ;it- e m-~lo u s a n d e mois tu r e h aiv lo w 
holding capacities. Sorie iripurities, for ex;tml( iron 

alminum sand in made from wetphosphates fertilizers 
)rocess acids, ;re ienefici;d in increiasing moisture

holding capacity. 

Results of this ,ibsorittlioi-p)eret ratttion test are 
in(icat ive of expected bulk fertilizer behavior under 

TEST OF GRANtIILAR FERTIIIZERS 

/2-hr EXp))sure at 30"t 80% tIltotsi re PMoist-u r v Mo i St 1,re- fo I oi ng 
Atbsorbet, lentt ra Liol, Cra.jIci t -y

mg/cmi" Cm m/Cml" % y Weight 

53|8 3.4 
46:3 7.0 
372 6.9 
433 6,3 
918, 46.0"
2.18 2.7 

88 1 .4 
151 1.2 
324 13.0 

Vaiiert s oliwn fr -72-h ours ohtaiit'd by ('xt.rplol.t ioil. 

15f 18.5 

66 7.7 
54 6.7 
69 8.3 

20 
88 

2. 1 
I1.0 

6:1 7.9 
125 14.1 
25 3.2 

" 



steady, high-humidity conditions, but it should be 
realized that under- (',cling conditions, such as occur' 
in actual buik storage, the results may be altered by 
crusting (self-sealing) of pile surfaces of some mate-
rials duiring dry cycles. Also, it. should be realized 
that under such cycling conditions pioducts with high 
critical humidity will be nonahsoihing a greater portion
of the time than will ioducts with low critical 
humidity. The test conditions can be modified to pro-
vide such cycling. 

Small-Pile T'ests 

Bulk storage of fert ilizer in open piles may incur. 
either or both of two major pr'oblems these a(re 
(1) caking or' other' physical dteterioration deep within 
the pile and (2) wetting of' exposed pile surfaces and 
penetration of' moistur'. Contrary to some misconcep-
tions, these two pr'ohlems usually axre niot related. 
Caking or' deterioration deep within a pile usually 
occurs entirely as a resIt of factor's not dependent 
on exposur'e of the pile suiface. h'lese facloi's 
include ins;ufficient dtrying dur'ing manufacture, 
granule weakness, excessive fines, chemical r'eactions, 
excessive storage tempe',tures, excessive pile height 
(pressure), andi, in the case of superphosphate pro-. 
ducts, insufficient curing. 

Small-pile storage tests ar'e not r'elible is a 
method of predicting the caking or other' deterioration 
that might occur dee[) in a large pile. 'The(chief 
reason for, this is that stor'age pressui e, ar impoitant 
factor, is much less in a small pile thar. in a lar-ge 
one; also, theat Iss fr'om a small pile is gr'eater Use 
of a tall silo of small diameter has beer, suggested as 
a method of achieving tlhe pr'essure condition of it 
deep pile; however, it has been found that this does 
not duplicate pile-stor-age condiios because wall 
effects r'elieve most of' the pr'essur'e on the material, 
It has been the experience of ''VA investigator's that 
the best indications of lIrobaite behavior of fertilizers 
deep in bulk-stor'age piles are obtained by conducting 
bag-storage tests; this will ie discussed later' 

Small-pile stor'age tests are, on the other' hand, 
useful for study of the Iehavior of pile surfaces dur-
ing exposure. One disadvntage of the method is that 
a r'elatively lar'ge test area is required compared with 
that r'equir'ed for' laboratory absortion-penetration 
tests. Also, unless a humuidity-contirolled area is pro-
vided, the r'esults may te variable, depending on 
prevailing atmospheric conditions in the locality at the 
time of the test. For' this reason, it is advisable to 
r'un par-allel tests with one or' more s andard fertilizer's 
of known char'atetristics. It is convenient, to provide 
small, oplen-top tins for the tests. ''ypical test bins, 
designed to handle 100-600 lb (171-272 kg) of fertil
izer', are pictured in figure 16. Walls and joints of 

, 
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Figure 16. SmatlPIle Exposure Test of Fertilizer, InOpenTop Bin,, 

these bins should he aiirtight so at moistur e enteri s 
only thr-ough the exposed top sur'face of the ma terial. 
The exposure conditions should be similar, to those 
expected in actual bulk storage; if possible, the tests 
should be conducted in the actual intended storagc 
building. 

Ex)osure periods of 1-3 moths isually art: 
sufficient to provide reliable comparisons of malete-'ials. 
Summer conditions iare the most severe in most cli
mates. Inspection involves cutting the pile vertically 
to expose a ver-tical section. 'lIheIphysical condition 
at va Cious depths is otserved and iorided. SampIles 
are taken at sever'al depths both in the moisture
affecte(d portion and below the visible penret.r'ation of 
moistu re. The samples usually are analyzed for mois
ture content and art' checkecd for' loss of granule 
hardness. 'Ie test has the advantage of re(riring 
only simple equipment and of showing material behavior 
under the variable conditions of actual warehouse ex
posure. In areas where there are well-defined wet 
and dry seasons, it may be advisable to extend the 
test period thr'ough at least a portion of both seasons. 

Protection in Bulk Stor'age 

Fert ilizers in bulk storage may requir'e spe'ial 
protection from atmospherie moistuI'e if one or more of
the following conditions prevail: 

I . The material is particu!arly hygroscopic, as indi
eated by the labor'ator'y penetration test or' the 
small-pile storage test. 

2. The storage is in an area of high humidity.t 
3. rhe storage is for a long term. 

For small piles (for example, 100-300 tons in a blend
ing plant), covering the pile with polyethylene sheet
ing is a lractical and effective method of excluding 
atmospher-ic moisture. For lar'ge piles, it usually is 
sufficient to pr'ovide a tightly closed storage building. 
Itowever, the closure must he complete, anl this fre
quently is a problem. The ultimate in storage protec
tion is provision of a dehumidified building. Methods 
that have been used to lower relative humidity in 
storage areas include (1) heating of inlet air, 
(2) dehumidification by mechanical refrigeration, and 
(3) chemical absorption of moisture. 'The method cm
ploying mechanical r'efr'iger'ation has been shown to be 
effective with a sur'pirisingly small refrigeration re
quirement when applied to a r'easonably tight building 
(61). 

)lillabilit V'tests 

T!7- term "drillalility," as applied to fer'tilizers, 
first ca.1e into use in the early 1930s and at that time 
was used to denote the resultant of all the properties 

ai fcr'tilizer- that affect the ease andl uniformity with 
which it will flow through a fer'tilizer drill (r'ow 
aplicator). Studies were made of the effects of such 
varialles as hygroscopicity, particle size, specific 
gravity, moisture content, par'ticle shape, angle of 

.'ep[ose, and p i'esene. of cotiditioners ; however, those 
studies were made almost eXlosively with the 
nongr'anular-tyie fei'tilizer's currllt at that time 
(62, 63, (4). With tIre advent of granulation in the 
ear'ly 195t) , it hiecarme evident that flowability of un
caked granular' product was niot a lrohlem, except 
to the extent that exposure of hygr'os ic g IIranular 
-t.roducts to humid atmosphere dulin, handling or' 
field aiplication would impair flowatility (65). Since 
that time, the use of (iillalbility tests has ieen almost 

to determine the effects of humid exlrosur'e 
on flowability. In tits work, the terrr "relative drill
ability" has been used to define the following ratio: 

(flow rate after' exposure)
 
..-.. -....... .... . x 100 ', elative
 
(flow rate before exposule) drillability 



T1a, ! flow rates are determined in an actual row-type

spreader with the same flow settings before and after
 
humid exposure of the fertilizer. 

,t procedure for determining relative drillability

of fertilizers was first described by investigators of
 
the U.S. Departnment of Agriculture (5, 66). The
 
same procedure, with some simplifications, %,%asaiolIted
 
also in early work bY" TVA Iloth plicedt,r'es ",
employed (4.2). 	

ta single-row atpplicatori mounted in a sta-,5! 

tionary position but with the ground wheel driven by 
 ' 'Is,a motor ;at a constant speed to give a delivery rate
 
typical of fiel(d aplication. The general procedure ".'. ,'
 
was as follows: 
 . ~ 

1. 	 Determine delivery rate of drV'. UlleXposed fCt
tilizer.
 

2. 	 Expose fertilizer to high himidity in shallow pans

in a controlled humidity chaniher for a measured 

tilie.
 
3. 	 MoasU re delivery Fato of exposed fertilizer with Figure 17. Laboratory Test to Determine Flow Persistence of Fertilizer During

same drill setting and calculate "relative Humid Exposure. 
drillability. " 

.1. 	 Continue exposure and remeasure delivery rate
for 	additional time periods until flow is seriously visually, is assumed to be the time at which flow ofimpaired . about 50%, of the material is halted by stickiness. In 

addition to determination of free-flow time, the sampleThe melthod has heen useful chiefly for' comparing the can he analyzecd al the end of the test to determinehumidity resistance of fertilizer the resistance of moistutea to 	 the conteot at which the product becamestandard fertilizers of known acceptability. It should nonflowabhe. Typical results olainel with severalhe 	 realized that the exposure used (shallow pans, fertilizers in the test are shown in table 5. As withhigh humidity) is mo re severe than is normally en- the 	 drillability results this test aretest, of relative,countered in a careful field application. With proper and standard fertilizers of known acceptability should care in the field, even highly hygroscopic materials he 	 run as com)arison stanlards. Results in table 5such ;as ammonium nitrate or calcium nitrate are used show that knowledge of critical humidity alone is notsuccessfully, sufficient to predict the persistence of flow under 
humid conditions. For example, prilled urea, with 
the relatively high critical humidity of 73", showed

l,ahoratory Flowatilit'y Tests the shortest flow persistence (9 minutes) apparently
lsn'cause o' the low otoisture-holding capacity (3.21)

The drillability test described above requires the of urea prills. Ilowever, moisture-holding capacity
use of relatively large quantities of fertilizer, a full- (as determined it t'., previously desctited ahsorptionsize fertili/.er drill, and a humidity-controlled chamber penetration test) likewise was not a sufficient csriof considerable size. Recently, however, a labor'atory- tenion , in itself, to predict flow persistence. Thescale test vas developed by TVA investigators which 19-19-19 urea mell-hased NPK, in spite of high
provid,s a similar comparison of humidity effects on moisture-holding capacity (18.5%), became nonflowableflow characteristics hut requires only smalt samles in 20 minutes as compared with over 100 minutes per
(67). A photograph of the test apparatus usend is sistence for four of the fertilizers tested. 
shown in figure 17. In conducting a test, a 500-ml 
sample of the test f(rtiliznr is first placed in a small 
(25-cia diameter by 15-cm depth), inclined, rotary pan
that is equipped with shallow (I-ci) lifting flights. 	 Caking of Fertilizers
'Ihe entire pan and drive assembly is placed in a lab
ot';rtor'y temperatute-hurnitity chamher with hor'izonlal
airflow directed into the open facu of the pan. A high Fertilizers, between ile' time of their productionrelative humidity, for example 90',, is used. The pan and final application to the soil, must he stored, eitherthen is rotated at 12 rpm, and mneasurement is made of in bulk or in bags. Storage times vary considerably,the 	 time during, which the material remains free flowing from less than a month to a year or more. II iswithin the pan. Free flow usually ends rather essential that, during this storage, either the frlt ilizer'nbruptly, and the end point which is dletrmined renain comipletely free flowing or that "caking" 

'TALE " . tESL'tS OF tABoRAIoRY TESTS TO ETER IMINEFLOW PERSISTE.'NCE OF FERTIL IZEIRS UND)ER tItDMtl CONIDITIONS (67) 

Critical Minutes 
Ilumi di ty, Moi sturr-ltoldi ng Flowabl atFertilizer ;rid and Type Capacityt 	 , c, 9()% Itt1919-19 urea mellt-tIased NI'K 	 4 1. 5 	 20191)-1-1) trea i I Il-has od N1'K 45 7.7 1620- It)- 10 nit r.te-hasetd NI'K 55 6.7 7317-17-17 nitrate-rsed NIK 55 8.3 	 105

28-28-) urea-imnmoinm 1 osltntate 5 5 	 16.0 :1635-17l/-It llre,- lolmmintilturnlihos ha to 55 26.2 	 52
34-0-0 .nmnoiilm rnitratf, pri Its 59 	 2. tI11I-It1- 13 fulf.t-hased NPK 70 11.0 	 156I -55-0 unmn i mim pl, lyphinoslhat.n ('rVA) 	 70 7.918-46-I tisii oiji I ihosli tat 	 164 

70 	 14.1 70-140
46-0-0 urea tprills 73 3.2 	 9 

a. 	 D~etermined in lahnritory p'rnetraitioni test (se able, 4).... .	 ...... 
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(agglomeration or lumping) be so 
amount of normal handling will 
free-flowing condition. However, 
ginning of the chemical fertilizer 
with excessive caking in storage 
tered frequently and have been 
study and numerous publications. 

minimal that a small 
restore the original 
since the very be-
industiy, problems 
have been encoun-

the subject of much 

The cause of caking of most fertilizers is the 
growth of crystal bonds between fertilizer particles
(419, 68, 69). These crystals develop during storage 
either as a result of continuing internal chemical re-
actions or thermal effects that result in the deposit
of crystals from minute amounts of salt solutions pre-
sent in the fertilizer. A pho~omicrograph of crystals 
that developed on the surface of one granular com-
pound fertilizer during 3 months of storage is shown 
in figure 18. Intergrowth of such crystals between 

Closeup of surface crystal growth responsible 
for caking during 3 months' storage 

Identification or review of factors thai cause 
caking has been the subject of numerous publications 
(.49, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72). Chief factors that can he 
controldto reuce -or l)revent caking of fertilizers 
in bag or 

Effects of 

The 
fertilizer 
effect on 

bulk storage follow. 

Moisture Content 

amount of moisture allowed to reimain in a 
at the time of its manufacture has a great 
its tendency to cake in :torage. For most 

caking mechanisms, the lresence of moisture, in the 
form of solution phase, is essential. The higher the 
degree of drying at the time of manufacture, the less 
active the caking mechanisms will be. The extent of 
dring required to effectively inactivate caking mech
aiisms vai rth widly th th omposition and 

Effects of drying (lower set of granules) in reducing extent of 
caking-bond growth during storage 

Figure 18. Photomicrographs of Granules of 12-12.12 Grade Fertilizer Made with Urea-Ammonia Solution-Photographs Made After 3 Months' Storage in Bags; Caking 
Bonds Identified at a Urea.Ammonia Chloride Complex 169). 

granules, or between particles of a nongranular pro-
duct, results in caking. The chemical composition of 
the bonding crystals usually is different in fertilizers 
of different formulations; a large variety of bonding 
compounds have been identified. A few instances have 
been reported of fertilizers in which particle bonding 
appeared to be by cohesive forces only, without oh)-
servable crystal growth (70). 

Contrary to a frequent misconception, caking in 
sto cage (bags or bulk) usually is not a result of the 
ah:n;.ntion of moisture during storage; the cause is 
mucii hore likely to be the 
moisture left in the product 
any of several other factors 
Fertilizer stored in modern, 
well protected from external 
such bags is not uncommon. 

pie(s.nce of excessive 
during manufacture or 

that will be discussed. 
moistureproof bags is 

moisture, yet caking in 
Likewise, fertilizer at 

the center of bulk storage piles is protected from 
external moisture by the surrounding fertilizer; yet,
the most severe caking frequently is found at the 
center of piles. This is not, however, to minimize 
other undesirabl, effects of high humidity bulk 

with prolonged penetration 

on 
storage. Such high humidity will, as discussed 
earlier, cause wetting and caking of pile surfaces; 

exposure, of such surface 
moisture ineto some fertilizers can become quite deep.
Also, conveying or otherwise handling fertilizers in a 
humid atmospber-e prior- to bagging or pile building 
can introduce moisture that later will promote caking. 

physical makeup of the fertili',er. Generally, those 
fertilizers that contain high proportions of nitrogen 
salts require a greater degree of drying. This is 
particularly true for fertilizers that contain ammonium 
nitrate or urea. Some very general guidelines on 
maximum prodiJuct moisture content for granular fer
tilizers are tabulated below. These values should be 
used only in a general way because numerous process
ing variations alter the effects of moisture (n storage
and handling properties of a given fertilizer composi
tion. The values given rep resent only "free water" 
content (nonhydrale water), such as is determined 
by 16-18 hours vacuum desiccation of a sample at 
25"-30"C (procedure 2.013; Association of Official 
Analytical Chemists, 1t. S. A. ). Results obtained by 
some other analytical methods, such as oven drying 
or use of Karl Fischer reagent , may include hydrate 
water which normally does not participate in caking 
processes. 

Product Moisture, 0%_-0.5% 

* Armonitm nitrate 
* Urea 
* Ammonium sulfate 
* Calcium nitrate 
* Sodliun nitrate 
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Product oisture, 0.5%-1.0% 


ilixed fertilizers with N:P 2 0 5 ratios of 
1:1 or higher that contain urea or 
ammonium nitrate 

Product Moisture, 1.01-1.5% 

Mixed fertilizers with N:P 2 0 5 ratios 
less than 1:1 that contain urea or 
ammonium nitrate 

Mixed fertilizers with N:P 2 0 5 ratios 
greater than 1:1 tiat contain no urea or 
ammonium nitrate 

Product Moistur'e., 1.5"0-2_.0)o 

Mixed fertilizers with N:1l20s ratios 
less than 1:1 that contain no urea or 
ammonium nitrate 

Product Moisture, Above 2.0% 

Mixed fertilizers containing little or 
no nitrogen 

Superphosphates 

Adherence to the moisture levels indicated abovedoes not necessarily ensure good storage without other 
doesnotnecssailynsue god torae wthot ohermeasures, as discussed below. Some high-nitrogen

fertilizers, for example, ammonium nitrate, calcium 
nitrate, and some high-nitrogen NPK granulars, require the use of anticaking conditioners (coating
agents) in addition to the high degree of drying indi-
cated above. Use of conditioners, as discussed later,
:'lso can be used as a means of reducing the degree
of drying required for some products. 

Effects of Particle Size and tardness 

Production of relatively large fertilizer particles,
with an absence of fines, reduces the number of con-
tact points between particles and thus reduces caking.
This reduced caking tendency was one of the major
incentives behind the growth in the 1940s and 1950s
of granular fertilizers in preference to powder or 
pulverized forms. Granular products generally re-
quire less complete drying and are less likely to 
require use of conditioners than are pulverized mate-
rials of the same composition. 

Mechanical weakness of granules usually promotes
excessive caking. Under tile pressure of storage
piles, weak granules tend to (leform and forrn relatively
large areas of contact between tile granules. Also,
fracturing of granules can form fines that promote
caking. As mentioned in a previous section, agranule
hardness (crushing strength of minus 7- plus 8-mesh 
granule) of 5 lb (2.27 kg) or more is desirable, and 
hardness of :3is about the lower limit of practicality. 

Effects of "Conditioners" 

A fertilizer "conditioner" is a material added to a
fertilizer to promote the maintenance of good physical
condition (flowability) during storage aind handling,
Use of conditioner is essential with some high-nitrogen
products but is not required with all fertilizers.
Usually it is preferable to use other means, such as 
good drying, to avoid caking; the expense of purchas-
ing and adding conditioner thus is avoided. iefore
the advent of granulation, when most fertilizers were 
of the pulverized type, the more popular conditioners 
were coarse-particle materials that functioned chiefly 
as "hulking" agents; these included such materials as
vermiculite, perlite, cottonseed hulls, sawdust, corn-
cobs, tobacco stems, rice hulls, peat, and others. 

With the advent of granulation, however, it Iecane 
evident that these coarse-type materials are not effec
tive anticaking agents in granular products; the most 
effective conditioners for granular products were found 
to be coating agents that will adhere to the surface of 
granules. Most conditioners now used on granular
fertilizers are either very finely divided powders 
(dusts) that adhere to granule surfaces or are liquids
that are sprayed onto the surfaces. The mechanisms 
by which these anticaking agents function are various. 
Inert l)owders such as diatomaceous earlh (kieselguhr), 
clays, and talc function as mechanical barriers between
granules and also serve to absorb, and inspread,
activate solution phase on granule surfaces. Where 
caking bonds do form, thel presence of conditioner 
usually weakens the bonds, with the result that caking
is less severe. Liquid conditioners usually furction as 
crystal modifiers to inhibit or weaken crystal growth
among the granules. Some solid inert contditioners are 
pretreated with chemical additives. With these pro
ducts, the inert carrier serves to distribute a very 
small amount of chemical evenly over granule surfaces 
and also functions as a mechanical barrier and solution 
phase spreader. Contrary to a common misconception,
most fertilizer anticaking agents (conditioners) on not 
function as moisture barriers or waterproofing agc,'ts. 
Most conditioned fertilizers, if exposed to haomid
atmosphere such as in an absorption-lenet ration test(see earlier section), will absorb moisture and be 
penetrated by moisture to fully as great an extent asdunconditioned pr uct. '[here are a few exceptions 

where conditioners, for example, wax-oil mixtures orplastic coalings, are designed specifically to improve
the humidity r'esistance of hygrSosoiC products (:3,74, 75).
 
_7,t,
75) 

A few conditioners, classed as "internal" condi
tioners, are added into fertilizer formulations before 
granulation; these act internally, usually as hardeners 
or crystal modifiers, to improve storage properties.
In the case of ammonium nitrate fertilizer, internal 
conditioners frequently are used to inhibit or modify
the effects of crystal phase inversion!; that result 
from temperature cycling during storage; the inversion 
that occurs at 32"C (90"F), in particular, can cause 
uninhibited ammonium nitrate prills to shatter and cake 
seriously under cycling storage temperatures (76, 77,
78). In the case of urea prill or granule prodluction, 
a popular current practice is the inclusion of 0.26-0.5% 
of formaldehyde or urea-formaldehyde in the urea melt 
as a hardener and anticaking additive (79, 80, 81).
Use of such additive obviates the need for coating
agent. Fertilizer products made from wet-lprocess
phosphormc acids characteristic'Aly contain significant
pr'oportions of iron and aluminum phosphate impurities
which have been shown to serve as effective internal 
anticaking conditioners in those products (82'. 'Ihe
iron an i aluminum lhosphates are found in the pro
ducts is amorphous "gels" that harden the products
and apparently immobilize solution phase. Formation 
of the iro, and aluminum dmosphates under relatively
high p1land low temperature conditions promoles the 
gel-type structure rather than crystalline forms (83);
the latter are n't believed to be beneficial to physical
properties. Caking problems with some granular
diammonium phosphates have been traced to the use of 
wet-process acids that were unusually low in iron and 
aluminum impurities. 

Solid conditioning (lusts in common uIse include
diatomaceous earth (kieselguhr), kaolin clays, talc,
and chalk . Thelproport ions applied usually are in the 
range of l-,, by weight. The properties of these 
powder .lype conditioners that; are required for good
anticaking action are not. well defined; thus, actual 
use tests are the only reliable niethod of evaluation. 
)esirable properties do, however, include small par
ticle size, good adherence to granules, and high
moisture absorbency. Clay conditioners are extremely
fine (90%'f,< 10 pm, 5(', ( I tim) and thus usually have 
good adherence prolperties. l)iatomaceous earths
(kieselguhr) are coarser (90, < 20 pm, ,0% < 3 pmn)
with the result that adherence Is sometimes inferior; 



furthermore, the sources of diatomaceous earth are not 
widespread, with the result that freight charges canbe considerable. However, diatomaceous earth has 
superior absorption properties and is a very effective 
conditioner. It is sufficiently effective for use, even 
without organic additive, as a conditioner for ammo-
nium nitrate, a product that has particularly de-
manding requirements for conditioner. Talc and chalk 
are less widely available; therefore, their use is 

- rather localized-

evaluating poentil pwde-Lye coditones,In Inpotentialealutinpowder-type conditioners, 
it is advisable to first conduct an adherence test (see
later section); powders that do not adhere well (about
85% or more) when applied in a well-designed coating
drum are likely to result in dusty products and to 
have reduced anticaking efficiency. Proper sizing
and operation of the coating drum are important (84).
Powders found to have acceptable adherence should 
be subjected to use tests for anticaking action atvarious rates of application within the range of eco-
nomic feasibility, Adherence of conditioners often can 
be improved by spraying the fertilizer with a small 
amount of oil (usually only 0.2%-0.5%) either before or
after' application of the conditioner'. Ths is a common 
practice in Europe. Results are best with fairly
viscous oil (25-100 centistokes) of high paraffin con-
tent. Less viscous oils are too easily absorbed into 
granules and also present volatility hazards. Use of 
oils on ammonium nitrate or high-nitrate products,
however, is not allowable because of hazards ofexplosion or burning. However, some testsg lessby TVA 
indicated that NP granules containing less than 60% 
ammonium nitrate were not sensitized by addition ofoil at least up to 3%oil content (85). 

Kaolin clays are widely available and are rela-
tively ine.cpensive, When used alone (without organic
additive), they usually are sufficiently effective for 
use on most NP or NPK granular' fertilizers and on 
urea. Kaolins without organic additive are not nor
mally considered sufficiently effective for' use on
ammonium nitrate or on some other high-nitrate pro-
ducts. Use of some organic additives in combination
with kaolins, however, upgrades the kaolin sufficiently
for use with these products; organically treated kaolin 
presently is a popular conditioner' for ammonium nitrate
(86), The organic additives are usually surfactants or 
hydrophobic amines; they can be applied separately to 
the fertilizer or preapplied to the kaolin (86, 87, 88,
89). There is some use of these and other organics
also without kaolin or other' solid coating agent, 

Effects of Storage Temperature 

High storage temperature increases the
caking tendency of at least some fertilizers. For this 
reason, it is advisable to cool freshly made products
adequately before storage in bags or bulk. The maxi-
mum advisable bulk-storage temperature for ammonium 
nitrate or granular mixed fertilizers containing ammo-
nium nitrate is probably about 540 C (130 0 F). Urea
based mixed fertilizers made with unammoniated or
partially ammoniated superphosphates likewise may, on 
the basis of work at TVA, have to be cooled to about
this temperature to prevent hydrolysis of andurea 
resultant loss of P20s water solubility, Diammonium 
phosphate and granular sulfate-based or urea-ammonium 
phosphate products, on the other hand, usually need 
be cooled only to about 710C (160 0F), Prilled urea 
and granular urea also appear to be less sensitive than 
ammonium nitrate to storage temperature; storage up
to 820C (180 0F) has in some cases caused no signiff-
cant increase in caking tendency, These storage
temperatures are for well-dried products; increasing
moisture content of products Would be expected to 
Increase sensitivity' to storage temperature, If pro
duct Is to be bagged directly from production, cooling
to at least 540 C (130 0F) is advisable to avoid damage
to bags. . 

Effects of Storage Pressure 

If a fertilizer has a significant tendency to cake 
in storage, high storage pressure should be avoided,
especially in long-term storage. Degree of caking
frequently is quite dependent on storage pressure.
Pressure can be limited by limiting the height of bag
stacks or bulk-storage piles, A 20-bag stack is con
sidered moderate in height. Pressure on _the bottom

-ofcanbe bbagcalculated by measuring 
the bearing area on the bag (contact' area between:bags) and dividing the weight of tle stack by this 
area. In the case of a 20-bag stack of typical 50-lb 
(25-kg) bags, this pressure is about 4,0 lb/in2 

(0,28 kg/cm ).- Under a 20-bag stack of 50-kg
(110-1b) bags, the corresponding pressure is about 
6.4 lb/in2 (0.45 kg/cm2). Thirty- to forty-bag stacks 
are not uncommon (usually palletized) with some fertil
izers of low caking tendency. 

Average pressure on fertilizer at the base of a 
conical bulk storage pile of height "h" can be calcula
ted to be hd/3, where "d" is the bulk density of the 
material. Assuming that pressure varies linearly from 
zero at the pile edges to maximum at the pile center 2 ,
the maximum pressure in a pile would be 2hd/3. On
this basis, for' a material of 60 lb/ft3 (961 kg/m3 )
density, the relation of pile pressures to pile height
and equivalent bag-stack heights would be as follows: 

,P11-1,.k ,i ,t,I'~~h.1,,-.k h,,ight. It(m) I'S(4,_b) if)J6:,.0 % t1-.,-t.-)1071 31,. 40(2.P 
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Effects of Curing 

Intentional aging of fertilizer in a storage pile
prior to bagging or bulk shipment is referred to as 
"curing," In the manufacture of superphosphates,
pile curing for about 30 days frequently is employed 
to allow continuation of acid-rock reactions and thus 
increase P205 availability, reduce free acid content,
and improve physical properties (90). Curing is 
beneficial also to some granular mixed-ertilizers as a 
means of reducing subsequent caking tendency (6,
72). The effect is especially pronounced with pro
ducts formulated to contain appreciable amounts of 
superphosphates but is usually much less with ammo
nium phosphate-based products or with straight nitro
gen fertilizers. In products that benefit from curing,
chemical reactions that cause caking bonds apparentlyproceed to near completion during the curing period;
the heat of reaction that Is retained in the curing pile
speeds the completion of the reactions, After bonds
have been broken in reclaiming material from the 
curing pile, there is reduced tendency for additional 
bonding to develop. 

Large-Bag Storage Tests 

The caking tendency of a Pi'rtillzer can be evalu
ated reliably by a storage tehi under pressure, in 
standard-size molstureproof fertilizer bags,, Since the 
properties of the fertilizer, not those of the bag, are 
under test, the best bag available should be used and,
If there Is any doubt as to the moisture impermeability
of the test bag, a polyethylene overbag should. be 
used to afford essentially complete protection, Results 
of a storage test made under such conditions evaluate 
not only the bag-storage properties of the product but 
also Its tendency to cake under pressure deep in bulk

2. 	 itstnssuiuiuTt iir nemisnccessarly accutate bit s eleved to lead to comser,
lve (,iuiutita uctua) 1111uu1grssrc values,iln 



storage piles. As was pointed out in an earlier sec- The entire bag stack is 	 made within a loosetion, 	fertilizer at the center of a bulk-storage pile is wooden framework to prevenl tipping of the
effectively protected from moisture intrusion by the stack. The resulting pressure (3.5-4.0 lb/in 2 )surrou n(ling material; thus, the environment there is (0.25-0.28 kg/cm2 ) on 	 the test. bags is ecluivsimilar to that in a moistureproof bag. Also, storage alent to that at the bottom of a 20-bag stack of pressures in piles cf moderate height approxin'ate the 50-lb (22.7-kg) bags. A photograph of bags
pressures in bag stacks (see earlier section, "Effects under this test is shown in figure 19. 
of Storage Pressure"). 

The chief advantages of large-bag storage tests 
are the reliability of results and tile limited need for 
specialized equiplment. Disadvantages include the
following: 

1. 	The test is not an accelerated one; thus, it is 
of limited value for production quality control. 

2. 	A relatively large amount offmaterial is required. 


3. 	 A relatively large test area is required. 

41. 	 Building of bag stacks or otherwise applying 
pressure islabor intensive. 


5. 	 Intermediate inspections require considerable 
labor in disassembling and rebuilding stacks. 

Reported procedures for carrying out bag-
storage tests are generally similar. The following 
procedure currently is used by TVA and represents a
simplification of a previously reported irocedure (012). 

1. 	The test is made in 50-It) (25-kg) size fertilizer
bags of monofilm polyethylene with 7-mil wall 
thickness. The bags are of the valve-fill type. 
In some tests, overbags of 6-mil polyethylene are 
used to afford further moisture protection. 
Since test materials differ in bulk density, the 
weight of material used is adjusted to provide 
filling of the bags to their design volume. 

2. 	 From one to five bags of the material to be tested 
are stacked vertically, and a 17- by 30-in (4t3-
by 76-cm) piece of plywood is placed on the top 
bag. Then, ten 100-lb (15.4-kg) bags of sand 
(dummies) are stacked on this plywood board, 

,3. 	 The storage tests are carried out in a large,
unheated warehouse of hollow-tile construction 
with a concrete floor. Each test slack rests on 
a (tummy bag placed on a wooden platform to iso
late test bags from the floor. Windows and louvres 
of the building are kept open; thus, usual open
warehouse conditions are duplicated. Since the 
fertilizers usually are in good moistureproof bags, 
the humidity entering through tile open windowsis not significant, but 	 the open windows (to serve 
to duplicate open-warehouse temperature 

fluctuations. 

. Inspections are made at intervals such as 1, 3 
6, 9, and 12 months. Products that develop ant 
appreciable amount of caking in I month are very 
likely to develop more serious caking during
longer storage. On the other hand, products 
that remain free of lumps during the first month 
will not necessamily remain free of serious caking
during further storage. The l)rocedure at the 
tine of insdections is as follows: 

a. 	 Theilleupper 10 bags (duiiies) are removed, 
and a test bag is inspected for "bag set" 
without noving it from its original position. 
The operator feels tilebag and recor.'s bag 
set as none (0), light (I.), medium (.M), or 
hard (11). Bag set is not a reliable indira
tion of degree of caking but is a factor in 
customer satisfaction with a product. 

b. 	 The bag then is droptped once (on thin side)
from a 3-ft height onto a concrete floor to 
simulate the action of normal handling. The 
bag then is cut open, and the material is 
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Figure 19. Fertilizer Storage Tests inLarge and Small Bags. 
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screened very gently (without lump break-
age) to determine the proportion of plus 
1/2-in (1.3-cm) lumps. 

C. 	 Hardness of the lumps is rated by crushing 
in the hand. Ratings of light (1,), medium 
(M), or hard (11) are given. Light lumps 
are those that would easily be broken up by 
most application machinery. Medium lumps 
normally would not be broken by application 
machinAry but could be crushed satisfactorily
with some special treatment . Hard lu1p. 
normally are not acceptable for any use., 

d. 	 Results of the inspection are reported in an 
abbreviated manner to give bag set, percent 
lumps, and lump hardness. For example, a 
rating of M-10-i. would indicate a medium 
bag set, 10, of plus 1/2-in (1.3-cm) lumps
after the drop test, and a light hardness 
rating for the lumps. 

It is not possible to give a universal criterion as 
to what degree of caking is tolerable since require
ments differ widely in different areas and for different 
uses. Where machine application is employed, complete 
freedom from lumps is highly desirable, but a few (up
to perhaps 15-,) of' only light lumps may be acceptable. 
For hand application, where labor is available and each 
bag can receive individual treatment, a higher percen-
tage of lumps and the presence of lumps of medium 
hardness may not he considered intolerable, 

Small-Bag Storage Tests 

Some of the disadvantages of large-bag storage 
tests can be avoided by conducting the tests in small 
bags. Such tests can be made with smaller quantities 
of material, and the necessity for handling heavy test 
bags and dummy bags is avoided. Figure 19 shows a 
series of small-bag tests being carried out by TVA 
(42). In this test, bag size is about 3 lb (1.4 kg; 
filled size 12 x 7 x 25 cm), and pressure is applied
by means of a 130-11) lead weight (59 kg). As in the 
large-bag tests, precautions are taken to ensure that 
the bags are impervious to moisture; a moistureproof 
bag is used and a polyethylene overbag is used as 
extra protection. Pressure in the test, as determined 
by the lead weight and the bearing surface area on 
the bags, is the same (about 4 lb/in2 ) (0.28 kg/cm2 ) 
as in the large-bag tests. As in the case of the 
large-bag test, this is not an accelerated test, and 
inspection periods of 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months are 
used. The storage location and the inspection and 
evaluation procedures are exactly as described above 
for large bags, except that use of two drops of the 
small bag prior' to opening was found to give the 
better correlation with results in large bags. With 
this modification, the results in the small bags have 
been found to be a good indication of storage proper-
ties in large bags. 

Because of the relatively small size of the small-
bag test stacks, it is convenient to run special tests 
in controlled-temperature areas. Such tests have in-
dicated that a constant elevated temperature (90'F;
321C) gives a slight acceleration in caking over that 
resulting from ambient tests. ttowever, the small 
difference probably does not warrant use of special 
temperature control in routine testing. Temperature 
cycling, likewise, was not considered useful. 

Accelerated Caking Tests 

Numerous tests have been devised to measure the 
caking tendency of fertilizers without waiting through 
long periods of storage. D. C. Thompson reported 
in 1972 that a literature review had revealed descrip-
tions of 41 such tests (70). The incentives for such 
a test are obvious. With results obtainable rapidly, 
such a test could be used for production quality con-

tr'ol or as a basis for c'ceptance or rejeclio of' ferlil
izers in commerce. Also, obtaining retults rapidly 
with small quantitis of product would facilitate 
research studlV of factors that affect caking of fertil
izers. tnfortunately, however, it appears that none 
of tileprocedures reported have been demntls[rated to 
be fully reliahle for application to a wide variely of 
fertilizers. As a result, there is no general accep
tance of accelerated tests, antd Iheir use is limited 
mostly to research studies and to those €ilality-contr )I 
al)plications in which empirical correlalions can he 
made with properties of a specific product. For those 
uses, there ali)al'(nl1I is cVosideralel( value in an 
accelerated caking lest. 

Essentially all accelerated test p 'ocedures involve 
the following basic operations: 

1. 	Short-term storage of a small sample of fertilizer 
under pressure and ofher storage conditions that 
usually are lore S.evre than in normal fertilizer 
storage and which r( designed to encourage 
caking of the sample. 

2. 	 Sensitive measurement of the hardness of the 
formed cake. 

As pointed out by Thompson, the conditions 
used to promote caking of the sample should not 
deviate drastically front those encountered in actual 
storage (70). For example, some tests have been 
reported in which humid air is allowed to contact the 
sample during the period of cake formation. As men
tioned previously , this condition does not prevail
either in moistu reproof fertilizer bags or within bulk
storage piles; thus, it is not a legitimate condition for 
a storage test. Results obtained in such tests would 
not be indicative of caking tendency under normal 
storage conditions; to t)e meaningful, accelerated 
caking tests should, like bag-storage tests, be carried 
out with the sample protected from ingress or et;ress 
of moisture. Conditions that have been used to accel
crate the cake formation in l)rotected samples include 
(1) higher than normal pressure, (2) higher than 
normal temperature, and (3) cycling tempe,.ature. 
Pressure increase probably is legitimate as a means of 
bringing the fertilizer gr:inules into more intimite con
tact and thus promoting stronger cake, although, in 
some reported tests, pressure increase has been 
carried to the point that the crushing strength of 
granules was exceeded. Moderate elevation in temper
ature also would appear legitimate as a means of 
speeding caking reactions. Cycling of temperature, in 
limited unreported tests at TVA, has not effectively 
speeded caking of the fertilizers tested; furthermore, 
it has been observed that the temperature within bulk 
piles or large tag-storage areas normally shows little 
or no cycling. Even with application of the most 
severe conditions considered legitimat,, to l)romote 
caking, the caking process of some types of fertilizers 
cannot be speeded sufficiently to make an accelerated 
test useful. A typical example is urea, which usually 
will not form a significant cake in an accelerated test 
under legitimate test conditions. This natural slowness 
of some caking processes seems to be the main obstacle 
to development of a universally useful iccelerated test. 

Reported accelerated caking tests differ in the 
equipment and conditions used to form the fertilizer 
cake and in the equipment used to iIeasure cake hard
ness. Several types of equipment used to form cylin
drical cakes are illustrated in figure 20. Only tests 
in which cakes are formed under protected conditions 
are included. For the pictured tests, pressures

2applied ranged from about 0.2 kg/cm (3 psi) to 
1.7 kg/cm2 (24 psi) (72, 86). Standard test periods
ranged from 7 days to-2 days 41, 72). D~etails can 
be obtained from the indicated literature references. 
In all the tests illustrated, degree of caking was mea
sured as the vertical force required to fracture the 
resulting cakes. In some othe': tests with cylindrical
cakes, caking has been measured by the penetration 
of a needle-pointed penetromef~er (87) or by the force 
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r((rluiredl for a stnall-d(laneter disc to penetrate and Chemical Comrna~ibiit_ Blends 
fracture a p~lug from the cake (70, 91). Another re- -.. .. 
ported accelerated caking t(,st involveis the formation 
of a cake within two vertically stacked metal cylinders, The first step toward making a bulk-blended 
an(I degree of caking is measutred as the shearing fertilizer of good quality is choice of ingredients that 
force required to frac-turc the cake at the point of are chemically compatible. Fortunately, there are only
junction of the cylindlers (92). ,Still another type of a few combinations of major fertilizer materials that may
acceler'ated caking te.st involves app~lying p)ressure give trouble in this respect. Chemical inconrpatibility 
to very small lol;slic bags ol the fertilizer and mea- of materials may take the form of heat development in 
suring the amount of caking l)y a standardized proce- the blend, (levelopment of wetness, gas evolution, ordure (50, 86). caking. These types of in'omatibility can best be 



detected in a large- or small-bag test (see preceding
section); however, a simple "bottle test" is useful. 
In the bottle test, a freshly made blend is tightly 
capped in a 4-oz glass bottle, stored in a moderately 
heated cabinet (86'F; 300C), and inspected after peri
ods varying from 1 day to several months (96). In-
spection reveals any wetting, caking, disintegration, 
or noxious gas formation. 

Another type of incompatibility occasionally en
countered is excessive lowering of critical humidity. 
As pointed out in a preceding section ("Critical 
Humidity"), the critical humidity of a blend of two 
materials is usually lower than the critical humidity of 
either material alone. !f this lowering is excessive, 
the blend may be too hygroscopic for handling, even 
in only moderately humid atmospheres Such is the 
case with mixtures of ammonium nitra'e with urea, 
which have a critical huriidity of only 18"'o. This type 
of incompatibility may not be detected in bag or bottle 
tests since air is excluded. To detect this type of 
incompatibility, the mixture should be subjected to a 
standard critical humidity determination (see previous 
section). In the absence of equipment for that type of 
test, a rough check for excessive hygroscopicity can 
be made by simply exposing a sample of the blend, in 
an open (fish, to atmospheric air during a period of 
moderate humidity. If the blend is excessively hygro-
scopic, visible wetting usually will occur in a few 
hours. A standard material, of known hygroscopicity, 
such as ammonium nitrate, can be exposed simulta
neously for comparison. 

The chemical compatibility of some common fer-
tilizer materials used in bulk blends is shown in 
figure 21. TIe only completely incompatib:e combina-
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Figure 21. Chemical Compatibility of Blend Materials (18). 

tion is ammonium nitrate with urea, as discussed 
above. However, combinations of urea with normal or 
triple superphosphates, which are given a "limited 
compatibility" rating in the figure, can be completely 
incompatible, depending on the water content (free 
water plus hydrate water) of the superphosphate (96). 
Cause of the incompatibility is a chemical reaction he-
tween urea and monocaleium phosphate monohydrate,the main constituent of superphosphate; this reaction 

releases water of hydration and causes severe sticki-
ness. Mixtures of diammonium phosphate with super-
phosphates also are shown in the figure to be of 
limited compatibility because, in some long-term storage 
tests in bags, reactions between these materials have 
caused caking. 

Dustiness and Conditioner Adherence 

Dustiness of fertilizer is a very undesirable prop-
erty. In recent years, the problem has assumed 

a 

increasing importance because of (1) the trend toward 
bulk handling, in preference to bags, and 
(2) present-day emphasis on ecology and clean occu
pational environment. 

Granulation does much to reduce the dustiness of 
fertilizers but frequently does not completely solve the 
problem. Common causes of dustiness of granular 
products include the following: 

I. Inefficient sizing (removal of fines). 
2. Weakness of granules (degradation to form fines) 

3. Poor adherence of anticaking conditioner dusts. 
,t. Formation of fine surface crystals on granules 

which subsequently abrade 1o form (Just (see 
figure 18). The crystal formation may be caused 
by chemical reaction or by crystal growth during
 
cooling instorage.
 

The problems of fertilizer sizing and granule hardness 
(items 1 and 2 above) were discussed in previous sec
tions. Item 3, the problem of conditioner adh-_!rence, 
is discussed below. Chemical reaction and resultant 
surface (dust formation (item ,I), as a cause of dusti
ness, has been noted in the case of granular diammo
nium phosphate and in mixed fertilizers. 'resently, 
the chief curative measure being employed is spraying 
of the products with a small proportion (about 0.5%) 
of petroleum oil to bind the dust to the granules. 

l)esin of-Conditioning Drums 

Some fertilizers, for example prilled ammonium 
nitrate and some high-nitrogen granular products, re

quire coating with small proportions (1%-4%) of finely 
divided conditioner "(lusts" to prevent caking during 
storage (see earlier section). Commonly used (lusts 

and organically treated kaolin or diatomaceous earths. 

(lustiness frequently is a result of poor ad
of these dust-type conditioners to granule 

surfaces. One corrective measure that is employed is 
the use of a petroleum oil spray to enhance adherence 
of the conditioner (see a later paragraph); however, 

addition of oil to ammonium nitrate ot high

nitrate products is not permissible because of the ex
plosion hazard of nitrate-oil mixtures. For such 

pl)roducts, therefore, the solution to (lustiness problems 
lies solely in (1) selection of a conditioner (lust with 
good adherence characteristics and (2) application of 

the conditioner in a manner that will promote good ad-
A highly effective, and most commonly used, 

piece of e(luipment for applying con(itioner (lust is a 
nonflighted rotary drum (conditioning drum) in which 
the rolling and ru))ing action of the granules pro
motes adherence of the conditioner. In s'udies of 
drums at TVA the action of particles in nonflighted 
conditioning drums was analyzed, and it was found 
that the degree of conditioner adherence was a func
tion of the cumulative distance (K) through which 
granules were rolled in the drum (84). For application 
of typical kaolin clays, a roll distance of about 500 ft 
(152 m) ensured good adherence; whereas, with diato
maceous earths a roll distance of 1,000-1,200 ft (305
365 m) was indicated to he desirable. Equations were 
developed also that. can he used for determining the
drum size and operating conditions require(] to give 
desired roll distance (K) values. Based on those
 
equations, the design chart shown in figure 22 was 
developed. The chart is useful for checking the ade
quacy of existing drums, as well as for design of new 
ones. If an existing drum is of different diameter: 
length ratio from that (2/5) on which the chart is 
based, the value for K obtained for that diameter drum 
from the chart should be adjusted in direct proportion 
to the actual drum length. 

Measurement of Dustiness cr Conditioner Adherence 

A frequently reported method of measuring dusti
ness of fertilizers or conditioner adherence involves

(C 
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Laboratory-ScaleFigure 22. Size and Rotation Rate of Nonflighted Conditioning Drum Required Dedusting Tower forConditioning Drum Measurement of Dustiness 
to Give Granules Various Roll Distances (K. 

Figure 23. Equipment for Measuring Fertilizer Dustiness and Conditioner 
Adherence.simple screening over a fine screen, such as a 20- or
35-mesh, and weighing the amount 
 of fine dust is charged quickly through the 2 in-diameter opening,passing However, in TVA studies of conditioner ad- which then is closed with the rubber stopper. fotaherence, it was observed that the vibratory action of tion is continued at 30 rpm for 1F minutes followingthe screen wire against the fertilizer particles tended addition of conditioner. Calculations which take intoactually to compact some conditioners on the particle account the drum speed, diameter, and loading indisurfaces and thus give false high-adherence values. cate that, with rotation time of 15 minutes, theTo obtain more realistic values, the dedusting tower average distance through which a granule olls in theshown in figure 23 was developed (41, 42). The drum is 700 (213 m). Thisabout ft amount of rollingtower is a glass tube 3-3/8 in (8.57 cm) in diameter was selected for the test because, with diatomaceousby 25 in (63.5 cm) high fitted with seven removable earth conditioners, t appeared rather critical. Lesstrays of 1/2-in (1.27-cm) mesh screen. An airstream rolling caused significantly reduced adherence; whereof 3 ft/second (0.91 m/second) velocity is passed up- as, additional rolling gave progressively smaller inward through the tower while an accurately weighed creases in adherence (84). With clays, the critical250-mI sample of fertilizer is poured downward. Loose was atpoint approximately a 300-ft roll distance. Adust is blown out the top. The dust loss is deter- roll distance of 700 ft, as used in the test, is withinmined by weighing the sample before and after the range reasonably attainable in properly designedpouring. It was found that further !ust loss ap- plant-scale coating drums. At the end of the 15preached zero after about six successive passes of a minute coating period, the drum is stopped and resample through the tower; therefore, a standard of moved from the drive shaft. The removable end thenSix passes was adopted. Very reproducible values is turned upward, unbolted, and lifted off. The confor conditioner adherence were obtained by this tents, including all loose dust, then are transferredmethod. Soe work was done also in which the exit quantitatively to a weighing jar and are weighed onwass collected in a filter and weighed; this method an analytical balance in preparation for passagewas satisfactory also. The dedusting tower described through the dedusting tower. Under the conditionsshould be usable also for determining the dustiness of of this test, a conditioner is considered excessivelyunconditioned fertilizers. promisingSome unreported dusty if adherence is not at least 85%; adherence ofwork has been done also in which fertilizer samples 90%-95% is achieved with some fertilizer-conditioner 

were subjected to abrasion with steel balls in smalla combinations.
 
drum (see a previous section "Abrasion Resistance")

and then passed through the dedusting tower to de- Another quantitative method reported for measurtermine the amount of dust developed from abrasion. ing the dust content of fertilizers involves fluidizing a 

Since it has been found (preceding section) that 1.2-liter sample of the fertilizer with air in a vesselfitted with a porous bottom. Dust is carriedthe degree of adherence of conditioners is dependent 
out 

with the air and is collected in a glass-wool filter.on the amount of rolling provided during the cc ating Air velocity (1.3 m/second) is such 'hat dust particlesoperation, it is important that a standardized coating up to 200 pm in diameter are removed. Dust contentsprocedure be used in the laboratory when comparing of the fertilizer were correlated with actual observedthe adherence characteristics of various conditioners dustiness in bulk handling, as follows:
and that the amount of rolling be within the range
that can be provided in plant conditioning drums.
The following procedure was designed to meet these Analyzed Dust Observed Dustinessrequirements ('11). 9ont mg/kg inllandlin __.... 

Coating is done in a totally enclosed nonflighted < 200 Little (Just emission 

rotary drum 7.5 in (19 cm) in diameter by 2.5 in 200-500 Some (lust emission(6., cm) long rotated on a horizontal axis. A sketch 500-1,000 High emissionof this drum is included in figure 23. The removable 1,000-2,000 
dust 

Very high dust emissionend of the drum is considered an important feature > 2,000 Extremely high du(st emissionbecause it provides a means for complete emptying
without loss of loose dust. Flights were omitted fromthe drum because tests indicated that adherence is For some purposes, a qualitative evaluation ofbetter without flights, fertilizer dustiness is sufficient. The following proce

dure was found useful in work at TVAIn conducting a test, a 250-ml charge of dustfree uncoated fertilizer is first weighed and placed in 1. A I-liter sample of fertilizer wab placed ir, thethe drum; this provides a 14% loading of the drum by bottom of an empty cylindrical fiberboard shippingvolume. Rotation then is adjusted to 30 rpm. As drum, 1 ft in diameter by 2 ft high, and therotation continues, the desired weight of conditioner cover was placed on the drum. 



2. 	 The container then was quickly inverted (1800) 
so that the sample dropped to the opposite end
of the container, 

3. 	 After six such successive inversions, the cover 
was removed and the density of suspended dustin the drum was observed visually and was re-
corded. Shining a light beam through the atmos-
phere in the 	drum aided in the visual evaluation, 

This procedure was useful in comparing various oil 
treatments for dust control. The oils were sprayed on
fertilizer samples in a small rotary drum; then the
treated samples were subjected to the dustiness test. 
After various periods of storage of the treated fertil-
izers, the dustiness measurements were repeated to
determine persistence of the treatments. This dusti-
ness procedure probably could be made quantitative
by use of an opacity meter to measure dust cloud
opacity in the fiber drum after the six inversions, 

Use 	 of Dust-ControlAgents 

It is preferable to produce ncndusty fertilizer 
without use of special dust-control treatmeni. In many
cases this can 	 be done by proper attention to efficient
screening, granule hardness, and 	proper selection and
application of conditioner. Ilowever, when these 
methods fall short, it sometimes is necessary to resort 
to special antidust treatments. All such treatments
known to be in use involve spraying the fertilizer with 
some liquid that will cause dust particles to adhere togranules or to agglomerate and thus not become air
borne during handling. The most common liquids used 
are petroleum oils; proportions applied range from 
about 0.2%-2.0(_,. As previously mentioned, use of oils 
on ammonium nitrate or mixed fertilizers of high am
monium nitrate content is not allowable because of the
explosion hazard. The most effective oils are ones 
with viscosities of at least 100 Saybolt seconds at 
100"F (38'C) which is equivalent to 20 centistokes;
somewhat higher viscosities (up to 500 Saybolt or
100 centistokes) often are preferable because ofgreater binding effectiveness and less tendency to be
absorbed into granules during storage with resultant 
loss of effectiveness. Also, the more viscous oils 
have less tendency to penetrate and soften polyethy-
lene fertilizer bags. No. 2 fuel oil, although widely
available because of its widespread use as diesel fuel,
is not desirable as a dust-control agent; its viscosity(about 5 centistokes) is too low, its high volatility 
presents a fire hazard, and it has been found to
soften polyethylene bags. Oils of high paraffin content are p)articularly effective. Naphthenic-based oils,
if used, require the use cf special oil-resistant rubber 
belting on conveyors. Some petroleum companic mar-
ket special lines of dust- ontrol oils (97). Oils con-taining added amines are said to have enhanced dust-

control properties. 


The preferred method of application of oil or
other liquid binder is by spraying onto a rolling bed
of fertilizer, such as in a rotary coating drum or
mixer. Alternate methods involve spraying in 
conveyors, on belts, or at other points where 
reasonable coverage of fertilizer can be obtained. Inbulk-blending plants, the liquid can be applied
through a spray nozzle or spa-ger in the mixer (98). 

Liquids other than oils that have been used for
dust control include lignin sulfonate liquors, liquid
fertilizers, and water. These liquids are suitable if
the water introduced does not cause caking during
subsequent storage. They are frequently used in
bulk-blending plants, where the fertilizer is intended
for immediate application, 

Melting Point 

The melting point of fertilizers is of interest
connection with prilling or other melt-granulation pro-

in 

cesses in which a fluid melt is necessary. The melting
point is also of interest in drying fertilizers that are
granulated by other processes since it limits the maxi
mum temperature in the dryer. 

The 	 melting point of pure compounds can be de
termined by standard methods and, in most cases, can
be found in handbooks. However, impure materials 
and mixtures of compounds do not have definite melting 	points. TVA has adopted a method which is use
ful for determining approximate melting points of fer
tilizer granules (99). The method utilizes a Nalge-
Axelrod apparatus which consists of a thick stainless
steel disk or 	 block on which a single granule of
fertilizer is heated slowly by a controlled electric ele
ment. The temperature of the disk is measured by a
glass thermometer inserted in the block. The granule
is observed through a 25-power microscope while the 
temperature of the block is slowly raised until a molten 
pool is seen forming around the granule. The meltingtemperature was determined on 	 several granules ofeach material tested, and the values were averaged. 
A cross section of the melter is shown 4'1 figure 24. 
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Figure 24. Melting Point Apparatus. 

Table 6 shows melting points of several experi
mental fertilizeir products and some pure fertilizer salts
 
that have melting points in a range suitable for prilling
 
or melt granulation.
 

Physological Acidity and Basicity of Fertilizers 

The use of fertilizers in agriculture often tends 
to change the pit of the soil. The physiological
acidity or basicity of a fertilizer is a measure of the 
extent to which soil acidity or basicity is changed bythe use of that fertilizer on crops. It is also called 
potential, residual, or equivalent acidity or basicity. 
Physiological acidity of a given fertilizer is commonlyexpressed in terms of the weight of calcium carbonate 
that would offset the effect of the fertilizer acidity on
the soil; likewise, physiological basicity is expressed
in terms of the weight of calcium carbonate that would 
have a similar effect on the soil. 

The physiological reaction of fertilizer should not
be confused with the chemical reaction. For instance, 
urea hydrolyzes in the soil to ammonia, thus raisingthe 	 p1I of the soil near the urea granule to as high
as 9. Htowever, the ammonia is oxidized in the soil
under aerobic conditions, first to nitrite, then to ni
trate. Most crops take up nitrogen mainly in the form
of nitrate which leaves an acidic residue thein soil.
Thus, all nitrogen in fertilizers is classed as acid
forming whether initially present in ammoniacal, ni
trate, or organic form. lowever, only one-half of the 
nitrogen is assumed to be acid forming. This is an
empirical factor based on agronomic experiments, which 
will be described later. 

The effect on soil 1)1 of a single year's applica
tion 	 of fertilizer normalat rates is small and usually-3c,?
 



TABLE 6. 
MELTING POINTS OF SOME FERTILIZER PRODUCTS
 

Nominal Grade 
 Melting Temperature, 0 C
 
Urea-ammonium phosphate 

Urea-ammonium phospha"e 

Urea-ammonium phosphate 

Urea-ammonium phosphate 

Urea-ammonium phosphate 
Urea-ammonium phosphate 

Urea-ammonium phosphate 

Urea-ammonium polyphosphatea 

Urea-ammonium polyphos~hatea 

Ammonium polyphosphate 
Ammonium nitrate 

Urea 
Ammonium phosphate nitrate 

Ammonium phosphate nit rate 

Nit rophosphate 

Nitrophosphate 

Sodium nitrate 

Potassium nitrate b 


b3
CalciuI nitrate (tetrahydrate)b 


Sulfur 

______120 

21-42-0 

25-37-0 

29-29-0 

32-22-0 

36-18-0 

25-15-15 

17-27-17 

22-44-0 

30-30-0 

15-60-0 

33.5-0-0 


46-0-0 

30-10-0 

25-25-0 

26-13-0 

20-20-0 


13-44-0
4 
12-0-0 


a. 	Products with 30%-50% of PO 

b. 	

in the form of polyphosphates.

Melting points for pure compounds from Chemical Eni&ineers' Handbook, J. H. Perry, ed., 


negligible; however, the 

years of application of an 
decrease the soil pt1 to the 
it seriously impaired unless
application of limestone or 

cumulative effect of many 
acid-forming fertilizer can 

point that crop production 
the acidity is corrected by

other basic materials. On 
the other hand, the use of acid-forming fertilizers on
alkaline or calcareous soils may be helpful, although
the 	 effect of normal fertilizer applications on soil pH
usually is small in a single year. Thus, a quantita-
tive measurement of the acidity or basicity of fertil-
izers is useful to inform farmers of the magnitude of 
the probable effect of fertilizer use on soil pH. Also,
in some cases, it enables manufacturers to formulateneutral fertilizers, for example, by addition of lime-
stone. Some states of the United States require that
fertilizers be labeled "acid-forming" or "nonacid-
forming." However, is usuallyit more economical to
apply limestone directly to the soil at intervals of
several years, needed, thanwhen rather to incorpo-
rate it in compound fertilizers, 

Methods for Determining Acidity and Basicity 

Quantitative evaluation of acidity or basicity of
fertilizers is based on the work of Pierre (100). The
main acid- and base-forming elements are: 

Equivalent Acidty (-) 
or Basicity (+), kg of CaCO3Acid-Forming Elements 


1 

C1 


P 
N 


Base-Forming El ments
 
Ca 

Mg 

Na 
K 

In the case of all of the 
and phosphorus, the factors 
stoichiometry. For example,
CaCO 3 is 100, and the equivalent weight of sulfur,
suming 

as-
that it forms sulfate, is 32. Therefore, the 

equivalent acidity would be 100/32 = 3.125. In the 
case of monovalent elements, the equivalent weight of
th element is twice the atomic weight. For example, 

per 	kg of Element 

-3.12
-1.41 
-1.62 

-1.79
 

+2.50 

+4.12 

+2.18 

+1.28 


elements except nitrogen 
are based on straight 

the molecular weight of 

153
 
141
 
145
 
135
 
130
 
133
 
143
 
123
 
126
 
150 
167
 

136
 
152
 
153
 
148
 
152 
32516-0-0 

308
33 3
 
43
 
43
 

third edition, 1950.
 

the equivalent weight of potassium is 2 times 39.1 = 
78.2; the calcium carbonate equivalent is 100/78.2 
=
 
1.28.
 

,1 the case of phosph .us, neutral salts are those 
in w'uich one of the three hydrogen ions of phosphoric
acid is neutralized (monocalcium phosphate monoor 

po.assium phosphate, for example). 
 In the case of
nitrogen the acidity is based on the empirical factor 
developed by Pierre (101). Thus, the acidity or
basicity of many fertilizers can be calculated from their 
chemical analysis. 

An analytical method was developed by Pierre 
and later adopted, with some changes, in the United
States by the Association of Official Agricultural
Chemists (AOAC), particularly for compound fertilizer's 
(100, 102). The procedure consists of determining the
total nitrogen content which is multiplied by the factor 
mentioned above (-1.79) to determine acidity due to 
nitrogen. In a separate determination, a weighed sam
ple of the fertilizer is mixed with a specified amount ofsodium carbonate solution and a reducing agent 
(,-rbon black), and the 	mixture is evaporated to dryne , in a beaker and then ignited in a muffle furnace 
to 575°-600'C. This eliminate- nitrogen compounds.
The residue is treated with a measured excess of hy
drochloric acid and then filtered. Next, the solution
is back-titratec with sodium carbonate solutionp1 of 4.3, to ausing a mixed indicator of methyl orange
and 	bromocresol grcen. acidity orThe basicity of fertilizer (other than that due to nitrogen) is calculated 

by the difference between the titration value as com
pared with a blank determination. The net acidity isthe 	 algebraic sum of the acidity due to nitrogen and 
that determined in the above procedure. 

The AOAC method involves a correction for ci
trate insoluble which
P2 05 is assumed to be unaltered 
phosphate rock (102). The basicity of an amount of
tricalcium phosphate equivalent to the citrate insoluble 
P205 in the sample is subtracted from the value ob
tained by the 	analytical procedure. Thus, the basicity
of straight Tennessee phosphate ,cck (33.8% P2 0) asdetermined by Pierre was plus 56 kg of CaCOa per
100 kg of rock, A typical value for phosphate rock 
with the AOAC correction applied is plus 10 (Farm
Chemicals Handbook). The correction is based on the
assumption-thatthe reaction of phosphate rock in most 
soils is too slow to have much oneffect soil p1l. This 
aesumption may not be valid for strongly acid soils
and for the more reactive rocks. As mentioned in 



chapter XII, the 	 liming effect of phosphate rock war- greenhouse tests with a series of' four c'ops. 'Iherants further study. conclusion that nitrogen in fertilizers is acid forming 
to the extent of one-half of the stoichometrkc equiva
lent amount of nitric acid is an empirical one and mayTable 7 shows the acidity or basicity some hold all andof not for soils crops. For instance, in rice common fertilizer materials. Values for pure compounds cullure in flooded soils, ammoniacal nitrogen placed inwere calculated, and values for most commercial com- the anaerol)ic soil zone is not nitrified and is taken uppounds were determined either by Pierre's original in the ammonilcal form by the rice pIant. presumat)lymethod or the AOAC modification (100). Sources of without increase of soil acidify. Also, the amount ofthese values are: Farm Chemicals Ilandhook (1977 nitrogen lost by leaching, runoff, volatilization, a111(edition), Commercial Fertilizer Yearbook (1970edition), decomposition is subject to wide variations and preand Sauchelli's Manual on Fertilizer -in1ufactur,e (Third sumably would have some effect on the 	 extent of theEdition, 1963). developma en t of soil acidity. 

TABLE 7. EQUIVALENT oR IN'YoF SOME FERTI 1.1ZERAC I)TY BASI1 	 MATERIAIS 

EpLivleit Aciity (-)or Basicity (4) 
kg of CaC01/ 	 kg (itCaCO:1/
__kg )1_ N 	 100 lo o/. Mi t(riiI 

Pure MaterialsI 
Ammonia, 82.2% N 
 -1.8 
 -148
Urea, 46.6% N -1.8 -84
Arntnoniuim niitraLe, .35.0% N -1.8 	 =()3
Anmloniurm stil iate, 21.1% N -5.3 -I12
Ammonium chloride, 26. 1%N -5.3 - 1t
MotioaitIuiion i lW lihosi)hhat, 12. 1% N, 61.7% 112 05 	 -5.3 -65
t)ianunotiai lphos ti., 21.2% N, 5:3.8% 1'2 05 	 -3.5l pi 

-74
Motiocalcitan phosplhate, 5h.2% 120r, _ 0
Di} il( tll I)lhoSI)hatL ,, 52.2',/ [ZOF, 

Tricilcium plhoslhtde, 45.6%,.%!2Os 

+37
 
+64 

Commercial l'ro(ct s
 
A oniotmt l it(, It)1%N, 2 0 5rI'l)) -5.3
Phos hatlltill 

-85
IAP, 18% N, 40% l,,o)5 	 -64-3.5
Sodium nitrate, tb,, N +1.8 +29
Polassiom iitrot , 13./ N, 46',, K20 	 +26+2.0
Calc'ium nitnit, , 157,, N +1.4 +20
Sul)'erIlhoslha; t I, 10%-48% P' o5 approx. 0
'ihosplthite rock, 3.3.8% P'.().,Bone inval1, 34).')/P., 	 +961)

+01
 
Pot Issium c'hlotide (,ill grades) 

Potassiolo sulftite (all grates) 

0
 
0ieseri anitld other agties ilI sSll ates 0

Gyp sui 0 
Calcitic 1ifestotl's 

+80 	 to +95Dolomitic limestLones +90 	 to i100Borax 
+55

Calcituminmasi I icite, 48% CaO 
+86
 

IHnlligte 

20.2% 1'20r,, -32.1% CaO, 19.4% MgO 


Flsel cat cilia a niui lhosll at,) 

+91
Rhettania phosphati', 28.0% '205, 40.2% CaO,

16.8% Na2 O 
+79Sultur, 100% S 

-3121
Pyrites, 50% S 

I56 a 

a. 	 Calc lat di ror maiilysis.
b. 	 The' valtu, given for ld lhs itate rock is that obltained experirnent;iilly by Pierre usitg tlhe anlytial ipro(dure

outlinted lreviously. The elfeet ofl lioslh,ite ro(k i IIt'titralizing soil acidity is slow ,x'tetl) on strongly
itid soils, and it thas ltacticallly no efle(ct on neutral or alkaline soils. It tie AOAC metod tie basicityof the citrate-insoluble traction ol tthe rock, calutitlated ats tri 'ulaliln l)hosphate, is subtractel from the 
value found iy analysis. 

Table 7 shows that ammonium sulfate, chloride, In Pierre's greenhouse experiments there was noand 	 phosphate are 	more strongly acid forming per unit leaching. tHowever, determination of soil acidity wasof nitrogen since the acidity due to nit rogen is aug- made both on washed and unwashed soil. The resutsmented by the acidic anion. Ammonia, urea, and with washed soil were use(; as a basis for the ratingsammonium nitrate are intermediate; their acidity is only given in table 7 since they were considered more repthat due to their nitrogen content. Sodium, polIs- resenlative of field c iotions whtere the mnont ofsium, and calcium nitrates are basic since the acidity rainfall is sufficient to leach soluble itnitrials into thedue to the nitrogen is more than offset by the basicity subsoil, and, in fc, these dteinitions did agteeof the cation. well 	 with some field experimntl. The effect otlacidity 
was 	 much greater with unwashed soil, parti(ulaIrly for 

Some Limitations of Ai,.dityf- isicity ltaitings ammonium salts such as ammonium sulfate. In tle caseof arid climats whet' e the amount if rainfall or ''riga-
Pierre described in detail his experimenls on the lion is in.sufficient to remove solulle fertilizer residueseffect of nitrogen fertili.ers on soil aridity (I dl). 'Ihe from the soil, it Iectns possible that ihe effect of hothexperiments were conducted mainly with Cecil clay loam nitrogen and other ft',rtilizers, ott soil acidity might be 

(an Alabama soil with an initial pl1 of about 6) in quite different. 

<'I&, 



Pierre also noted that the effect on soil pll de-
pended strongly on the base exchange capacity of the 
soil although the rating in terms of calcium carbonate 
equivalent was about the same. 

Thus, while the results of 'ierre's study have 
correlated well with field tests in the eastern part of 
the United States and in England, their application to 
other climates, soils, and agricultural systems may not 
be quantitatively exact. 

Salt Index 

It is well known that a high concentration of sol-
uble salts in soil solutions can cause injury or death 
to plants or prevent germination of seeds. The extent 
of injury is believed to be related to the osmotic pres
sure of the soil solution. 

Under normal conditions, uniformly distributed 
fertilizers at the usual application rate will not cause 
concentrations high enough to damage plants. Ilow-
ever, localized application in contact with the seed or 
in bands near the seed or near growing plants may 
cause damage, depending on the placement, rate of 
application, and supply of soil moisture. 

The salt index of fertilizer salts and compound 
fertilizers is an index of the extent to which a given 
amount of various fertilizers increases the osmotic 
pressure of soil solution. The index was developed
by Rader, et al. , of the I.S. Department of Agricul-
ture (103). The index is useful in selecting or for-
mulating fertilizers for special placements (combine 
drilling, band placement, "pop-up," side dressing, 
etc. ). It may also he of interest in soils where the 
salt concentration is already high or in areas subject 
to drought when the soil solution becomes more con-
centrated because of dry conditions. The osmotic 
pressure of fertilizer solutions for foliar application is 
also of interest, but in this case the solution is not 

TABLE 8. SALT INDEXES OF SOME FERTILIZER MATERIALS 

in contact with the soil. Therefore, the "salt index," 
as determined by Rader, is not quantitatively useful 
for determining the suitability of a solution for foliar 
application. Direct measurement of osmotic pressure 
of water solutions would be more suitable for this 
purpose. 

Method of Determination 

In Rader's studies, several soils and several rates 
of application were used. lowever, for determination 
of the salt index, a single soil (Norfolk sand) having 
a specified moisture content was used, and the fertil
izers to be tested usually were applied at a single 
rate. It was demonstrated that the increase in osmotic 
pressure was proportional to the application rate; 
therefore, measurements made at one rate could be 
converted to another by a simple calculation. 

In brief, the method consisted of mixing the air
dried soil with the fertilizer or salt to be tested,
usually in the proportion of I part by weight of fertil
izer material to 1,000 parts by weight of soil. The 
soil was then sprayed %ith water to moisten it to 75% 
of its field capacity mois'ure equivalent (5.1% in the 
case of Norfolk sand) after which it was stored in a 
closed container for 5 days at about 5"C. After 5 
days the soil was allowed to return to room tempera
ture and was then packed in a cylinder. The soil 
solution was then displaced from the soil. l)etermina
tions of conductivity and freezing points were made on 
the soil solutions. The osmotic pressure was calcu
lated from the depression of the freezing point. The
increase in osmotic pressure was obtained by sub
tracting the osmotic pressure of solution from 
untreated soil. The salt index was expressed as the 
relative increase in osmotic pressure as compared with 
that obtained with the same weight of sodium nitrate. 
Table 8 shows the results obtained with common fer
tilizer materials, as reported by lardesty (104).
IIardesty has also shown how the salt index of 
compound fertilizers can be calculated from their for
mulation (10,1). 

Salt Index--Basis: Sodium Nitrate = 100
 
Per Equal Weights 

Materials and Analysis 


Nit ro 8e_9 

Ammonia, 82.2% N 

Ammonium nitrate, 35.0% N 

Ammonium sulfate, 21.2% N 

Ammonium nitrate--limestone, 20.5% N 

Calcium nitrate, Ca(NO3 )2 . 41120, 

11.9% N 

Calcium cyanamide, 21.0% N 

Sodium nitrate, 16.5% N 

Urea, 46.6% N 

Nitrate of soda potash, 15.0% N, 

14.0% K0 

Urea-ammonium nitrate solution, 32% N 


Normal sulerphospliate, 20% P2 05 
Concentrated superpliospliate, 45% P2 05 
Concentrated superpliospliate, 48% P205 
Moi,asmonium phosphate, 12.2% N, 

61.7% P205 


Diammonium phosphate, 21.2% N,
 
53.8% P205 


Per Equal Weights of of Primary Plant

Materials 
 Nutrients a
 

47.1 
 9.5
 
104.7 
 49.4
 
6.0 
 53.7
 
61.1 
 49.2
 

52.5 
 76.8
 
31.0 
 24.4
 
100.0 
 100.0
 
75.4 
 26.7
 

b
 
920b 
 52.3
 
74.2 38.3 

7.8 6.4 
10.1 
 3.7
 
10.1 
 3.5
 

29.9 
 6.7
 

34.2 
 7.5
 

(Cont ied .I 



TABLE 8. SALT INDEXES OF SOME FERTILIZER MATERIALS (CONTINUED) 

Salt Index--Basis: Sodium Nitrate = 100 
Per Equal Weights

Per Equal Weights of of Primary PlantMaterias arii Analysis eriaIs
Ma.. Nitri en ts a 

Potash
 
Potassium chloride, 60% K20 
 116.3 
 32.0

Potassium chloride, 63.2% K20 114.3 29.8 
Potassium nitrate, 13.8% N, 46.6% K20 
 73.6 
 20.1

Potassium sulfate, 54% K20 
 46.1 
 14.1
 
Monopotass i un phosphate, 52.2% P2 05,


34.6% K20 
 8.4 1.6
Manure salts, 20% K20) 112.7 93.0
Manure salts, 30% K2 0 91.9 50.6 
Sil fate of potash-magitesia, 21.9% K20
 

(langheinite) 
 43.2 32.5 

Miscel laneous
 
Dolomite, 20% MgO 
 0.8 
Magliesium oxide, 100% Mg) 1.7
 
Gypsum, 32.6% Ci)o 
 8.1
Calcium carbonate, 56.0%CaO 4.7
 
Calcined kieserite, :33.5% MgO 
 38.7 
Epsom salts, 16.4% MgO 44.0 

a. Based on plint. nut rienits show inIiColumni. 
b. Calculated. 

Significance of Results injury to crops can be caused by effects other than 
salt concentration. For instance, ammonia released 

The osmotic pressure was always lower in soil from urea or diammonium phosphate in the soil ad
solution than when the same amount of salt was dis- jacent. to seedlings may have a phytotoxic effect. In
solved in the same amount of water in the absence cf case of soils already high in chloride, the addition ofsoil. This was particularly true of phosphates and is chloride (K(CI, for example) may cause an adverse
probably related to reactions of phosphates with soils effect due to excessive chlorides.
 
that remove some of the 
 soluble materials from The salt index is )articularly u'(q'uI in selecting
solution. Table 9 shows osmotic pressures waterof fertiliers to be applied with or very near the seed. 

TABLE 9. OSMOTIC PRESSURE INCREASES IN SOIL SOLUTION COMPARI.) WITII SOL.UTIONS 01 SAI.TS IN WATER ALONE 

Osmotic l'ressure, Atlm 
Norfolk Sand 
 ilartselle Silt Loam 

Soil Water Soil . WaterSalt Ap ied a Solution Alone Sollit-iol Alone 

(N114)2S04 
 8.14 10.38 1.71 
 2.89
NaNO I 11.92 12.38 
 2.68 3.16

KCI 
 13.49 14.39 2.79 
 :3.54NII4 12Po4 4.04 9.21 0.30 
Ca(112 1'04 ) 2 .112 0 

2.54 
1.82 5.28 0.19 1.44NaII 2 PO4 .1I2 0 4.27 8.81 0.52 2.18 

a. Applted at the rate'of I kg tu-r 1,000 kg iof soil. 
b. The Norfolk sand contained 5.1% moisture, and the Ilartselle silt loam contained 21.9%. These moisture Iev Is 

corresponded to 75% of f iel II calpac i ty for each so i. 
c. The amount of water used in the "water aloile" experiments was equal to that iresent ini the tests with soils. 

solutions of a few fertilizer salts as compared with This placement often results in high agronomic effi
soil solutions for two soils 
 treated with the same ciency, provided the amount and kind of fer!ilizersalts. The data also show the large difference in used does not cause injury due Io salt concentration.
osmotic pressure of soil solution for different soils, Thus, selection of a fertilizer with a low salt index
which is largely due to the difference in moisture- per unit of nutrient is best for this purpose.

retention capacity of the soils. Each soil was
 
moistened to 75% of its moisture erLuivalent which was 
5. 1% for Norfolk sand and 21.9% for Ilartsells silt 
loam. 

R1etferen ccs
Usefulness of the Salt Index 

It is emphasized that salt index values are useful 1. Secretariat International Standards Organization.only for comparison of one fertilizer with another; the Technical Committee 134, Subcommittee 3,amount of fertilizer that may be safely applied depends Deutsches Institut fur Ilormung c.V. on the placement, type of soil, moisture conditions, Burggrafenstr. 4-7, 1000 Berlin 30, West 
and crop as well as the salt index. In addition, Germany.
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XXIII Pollution Control and Other 
Environmental Factors 

Introduction 

In the present chapter, pollution control aspects
of fertilizer plants are described. In 1974 UNIDO, responding to numerous requests, held an expert group
meeting in Helsinki on "Minimizing Pollution from Fer-
tilizer Plants." A report (I)ocument ID/1,10) sum-
marized the conclusions, and recommendations of the
meeting. Mlore recently, following the Lima Declarat ion
and Plan of Action on Industrial Development and
Cooperation at the Second General Conference of
UNIDO, a series of consultations on the development
of the fertilizer industrV were held in Vienna. The 
request to summarize the pollution control aspects of
fertilizer plants and guide the developing countries to 
protect their environment was repeated at the First
Consultation Meeting on Fertilizer Industry held in
January 1977. 

UNIDO responded to these requests by preparing
monograph No. 93of the Fertilizer Industry Series,

titled "Guide to Pollution Control in Fertilizer Plants." 

The present chapter is drawn mainly from that publi-

cation. It summarizes the guidelines without going in-

to case histories or details for solving pollution control

problems associated with the fertilizer industry. 


P-htion control stanrdar'ds are not uniform from
 
one country to another, and there is seldom any

agreement within any countrvy as to whether 
standards

that have been set are too lax or too stringent.

Therefore, description of standar'ds that have been
 
set up in individual countries doesr e oco m u ni e n a ertisol uf e. I not constitute aseting u p s a n -M
recommendation for universal use. In setting up stan-

dar'ds, dlue consideration should be given to the
benefit ratio cost:and the articular circumstancesapply to each project, which 

In general, standards should be set to achievethe following purposes: 


1. Protect the health of workers in the plant and of 
the people in the community by avoiding harmful 
concentrations of known pollutants in the atmo-sphere inand surrounding the plants. 


2. Avoid damage to crops and other vegetation, 

3. Prevent deterioration of the quality of water in 
streams, lakes, estuaries, or harbors and protect
other industries and people who use the water. 

4. Maintain aesthetic values that are essential topleasant surroundings and to the attraction of 
tourists. 

When establishing itself, the fertilizer industry
in any of these countries must make sure to safeguard
the environment and be a "good neighbor." 

In the past in both developed and developing
countries, damaging errors have been made durirg the
establishment of fertilizer production facilities. luman
lives have been lost; vegetation has been killed to-
gether with marine and fresh water fauna. It is to
avoid a repetition of these mistakes that the environ-
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mental considerations for the fertilizer industry are
 
summarized for future guidance. 

This chapter first outlines the main types of 

chemical gaseous and liquid or aqueous effluents that
originate in fertilizer plants. In many cases when
corrective steps are taken to reduce or completely
eliminate the gaseous effluents by scrubbing, aqueous
effluents are produced with varying concentrations of
the contaminants. Unless economical recovery is avail
able to recycle these effluents in the process stream,
steps have to be taken to neutralize their impact on
public receiving waters. This study, therefore, gives 
an account of the measures taken at the production
facilities of nitrogenous and phosphate fertilizer indus
tries to prevent or minimize their impact on the envi
ronment. The disposal of gypsum and other solids,
such as those from potash processing plants, is also 
briefly described. 

The site selection criteria for a new grassroots
plant and a guide to engineering contractors' specifi
cation to enable effective in-plant control of effluents 
are summarized. A description of appropriate surveys
to measure the environmental impact of fertilizer plants
is included to guide policymakers and investors in
establishing a new industry. 

GaseousEffluents 

o st o f the proc e s se s use d for the ma nufactu re
of fertilizers discharge gaseous effluents. By far the 
ags oreo hs stecmutolargest source of these ffsifuels is the combustion of fossilused in the manufacture of ammonia in somecountries of the world, lowever, combustion dogases 


not pose a pollution problem unless they contairq 
 excessive amounts of impuritieseffluents from process or particulates. Otherstreams include oxides of sul

fur, oxides of nitrogen, and compounds of fluorine for

which there is insufficient economic and political in
centive for further processing and recovery. The resuiting air pollution can serious effects onhealth and on animal andhave humanplant life. lowever, this is 
predominantly a local problem which can be solved by 
industry. 

Ammonia 

When gaseous ammonia is discharged from an op
erating plant, it is more likely due to some spills from 
faulty equipment or an operating problem. Because ofits alkaline properties, high concentrations of ammonia
will affect the mucous membranes of the nose, throat,
and eyes, as well as attack the skin, The odor 
threshold concentration is between 18-35 mg/M 3 . Exhaust gases containing ammonia are normally scrubbed,
and the resulting scrubber liquors are recycled to the 
process or discharged to the plant sewers. In some
 
cases, it way be necessary to treat the scrubber
liquor to remove ammonia before discharge, as dis
cussed later under liquid effluents. Ifvented to the 



atmosphere, gaseous effluents containing ammonia can Oxides andSulfur Sulfuric Acid Mistform smog if they are allowed to combine with acidicgaseous effluents vented from other fertilizer processes The main source of sulfur dioxide or trioxide aslocated in the same complex. a gaseous effluent from fertilizer plants originates in 
the captive sulfuric acid plants associated with theAmmonia is also likely to occur in effluents from manufacture of phosphoric acid. Mostdownstream processing plants that produce urea, am-	

phosphate fer
tilizer complexes have one or moremonium 	 captive sulfuric acidnitrate, ammonium phosphate, and compound plants. P'ractically all modern sulfuric acidfertilizers. If present. in significant amounts it is 	

plants use
the contact acid process. Sulfurusually recovered by scrubbing with water or 	

is burned and theacidic gases containing SO 2 are passe(d over a catalyst (seeliquors and recycled. chapter XII). The hot gases of sulfur trioxide are
suL[)setuentlv absorbed in absorption towers to form98 '; strlfuric acid, t12 S0. - Sulfuric acid plants, par-Nitogn -Oxides ticularly since the advent of larger plants, are known 

Oxides of nitrogen are discharged from ammonia 
to have caused widespread damiage to vegetation andto have caused serious pollution problems inoxidation processes, such its nitric acid plants 	 areas neat,or am- production plants, thus resulting in complaints frommonium nitrate an(d NPK plants, using the nitrophos- the public.


phate route. The oxides (NOx) are mostly NO, NO.,
or N0 1 the ltter is the unstable byproduct of oxi- Airborne effluents
dation. Both NO and NO, can be harmful to peOPle, 
from absorption tower stacks

often contain acid droplets of 100 pm down to well be-Iantis, and animaIs and can prouce sinog photo- low I pim which become difficult to remove. Thesechemical reaction in the attmlosphere droplets form a mist even after passing through the 
-r'itation of th respiratory tract and can, 	

(rving tower of a plant in which sulfuric acid is cirin mild forms culated to reduce the residual water vapor to give anof poisoning, cause vomiting and inhibit the blood- 112 S0 4 mist level above normally acceptable stack exit
str'eam in carrying oxygen. The exposure threshold levels (3).
limit value ('rI') for nitrogen oxi(les (as nitrogendioxide) is the concentration of' 9concentration exposure for 8 hour's/daymg/nma . At this At first, "wire-meshovr', a 5-day were installed entrainment separator padsin (lryin g tower's. later fiber mist 

conentatinoreposrehors/ay veraworking 	 5day eliminators and "Brink'" eliminatorsweek can be tolerated without adverse effects., limil s and i in "e liminator using low gasr ye- s)amage to certain vegetation 	 emoven ll pa ecan occur after I hourr' of locities (5-10exposur'e to I mg/rn 8 
. The exact 	 rn/ain) were use to remove ai articles 

depnden t 	
value, of cour'se, is aoe9tnad9qo hs fsalrsz.Eetoon humidity, speciest,

eonditions (I). 
and other mbient 	 static precipitators req-uiring relatively high capitalinvestment cost but lower energy inputcvided 	 have also proan efficient way to eliminate this source of pol'Ihe vented tail gas from nitric acid piints con- lution.
sisting of bolh NO and NO2 (calculated 1s NO2 )
sprea ds J)ollution from fe r'tilizer p lants to th e sur-T To reuce sulfur ioxide emission from sulfurico r d e s u f r i xi e ms i n f omreou n areas.1ing Technology to reduce tail-gas emis-	

ul ri 
acid plants, r'ecentlysron rates in varius 	 double catalytic conversion anddegrees is available to meet the double absorption systemsaiousva r emislsi stan dars proplosed or adopted 	 have been used (see chapter

svrius ountries 	
by XII). Alternatively, scrubbing systeras widelyi, sandardsed oth adopinetent used 	 areb inseveral 	 some countries to remove S02 from tailindust r'ialized cotr11trieIS. Both the investment 'Ilhe tail gases can 	

gas. 
and operating costs 	 be Scr'ubbed with at solution orcreasing as lower' e.missionof these standardscontrol processesare are in- Th r of an e s o d as h ammo nibeing en- slurry of an alkali (lime, 	 on orsoda ash, or' ammonia). Forfored in some developed countries. a'e following example, scr'ubbingtatrle illustrates emission standarids for 	

with ammonia solution yield s ammonitric acid nium sulfite-bisulfite.plants (2): 	 This solution, when ,cidulated 
n 	 with sulfuric acid, releases SO? which, in turn, canbe recycled to the sulfuric acid process, leaving the

ammonium sulfate solution as a fertilhzer material for 
conversion to fertilizer pr'oduction.

Emission Rate
kg of N02/ton of mg/m: of a Concentrations of sulfurCountry Product (00% Acid) 	 dioxide in excess of 27Tait r,ss mg/m 3 are known to be a strong irritant, and the 
United States 1.5 450France 3.3 

maximum safe concentration for industrial hygiene ex1,000 posure generally is consideredFederal Republic of Germany 	 to he half this value.Concentrations(according to type of plant) N.D. 	
of measured urban or city smog seldom1,000-,600

United Kingdom (as No ) 	
exceed 3 mg/m of SO 2 and gene1"aly are'associatedN.D. 2,000 with smoke froom power-plant stacks ( ).


(colortess plume)
 
a. Volume calculated for 'normal conditions, 0°C and rat.3 	 Plant life, particularly the more sensitive species,pressure (I mg/M of NO = about 0.48 ppm2 by volume). 	 becall damaged by a single exposure concentrLation of 

0.4 mg/m. Continuous exposure can affect certain 
plants at even lower concentrations. The U.S. Envi-

In 	 ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) has proposed thenitric acid plants having no air pollution following National Ambient Airabatement systems, 	 Quality Standards forthe concentration of nitrogen ox- limiting sulfur dioxide concentration in ambient air (4).
ides in the tail gas can be as high as 6,000 mg/m a .
Numerous methods have been developed and are in use
for removing nitrogen oxides b
fromn the tail gas. These Sulfur Dioxides Prlryj_3 Secoda(j/mJmethods include catalytic reduction by hydrogen, am- Annual arlthmetical mean 80 (0.03 ppm)monia, or methane; absorption with molecular sieves; Maximum 24-hour concentrationc
scrubbing with 	 365 (0.14 ppm)urea solution or alkaline materials; and Maximum 3-hour exposure 1,300 (0.5 ppm)extended absorption. The latter method, which in ef- a. Primary standard for public bexih protection,feet increases the recovery of nitric acid by additional b. Secondary standard for protection of public welfare.absorption capacity, seems beto gaining favor in most c. Not to be moreesceeded than once per year.
countries. 

Monitored airborne dioxideNitrogen oxides are also evolved in the treatment sulfur emitted by in
of phosphate rock with nitric acid to produce 

dustry is known to have traveled over distances ofnitro- 1,)00 km or more, underphosphate fertilizers and may require scrubbing 
certain weather conditions,to before reaching ground level, Emission standards forprevent atmospheric pollution. sulfuric acid plants now call for (2): 



United States A maximum of 2.0 kg S02/tona 
of 

product 0.075 kg acid mist/torn
of product (10% opacity) 


Federal Republic 
 A minimum of S02 conversion effi-
of Germany ciency of 99.5% 

A 	maximui, of 0.4 kg S03/ton 

a of 

product 


United Kingdom An overall 
onversion efficiency 

of 99.5% 


No acid mist 


a. ti 1Tns. 

In fertilizer plants that burn high-sulfur coal orfuel oil for generation of process steam or electricity,sulfur oxides in the flue gases may exceed permissible
discharge levels. In some countries, dispersal throughtall stacks may be an acceptable way of controlling am-bient concentration. In other cases, scrubbing theflue gas to remove most of tie sulfur oxides may be necessary. Several scrubbing processes are available 
that use lime, limestone, sodium carbonate,as 	 or ammoniathe scrubbing medium. 

Gaseous Fluorides 

In the manufacture of phosphate fertilizers, vai-
ous fluorides are released in processing the phosphaterock. Gaseous fluorides are considered among themost hazardous pollutants. 

Phosphate rock usually contains between 3 , to,t.5!, of fluorine by weight. In processing this rock toproduce phosphoric acid, large quantities of fluorides are released in the acidulation reactors, in the acidconcentration plants, and in production of superphos-

phates. The fluorine in 
 vent gases fr'om the reactionsystem of a wet-process phosphoric acid plant is main-ly in the form of silicon tetrafluoride (SiF 4 ), since thehighly reactive fluorine combines immediately with the
available silica contained in reactionthe slurry. flow-
ever, when rock athe has low silica content, hydro
gen fluoride (IIF) may also be present.
 

The reactor fluorides 
 are usually scrubbed withwater or dilute concentrations of fluosilicic acid. The
SiF 4 rapidly hydrolyzes te fluosilicic acid. There is
sufficient information available today from standardphosphoric acid plants to make a fluorine material bal-ance for' the battery-limits production facilities

Various wet-scrubbing 
 equipment is available. Someof this equipment provides for the recovery and con-centration of fluosilicic acid up to and above 20,' con-centration, a saleable product Lhat can usedbe for'the production of synthetic cryolite, aluminum fluor'ide,and various fluosilicates. If there is no market forthese byproducts, the scrubber' effluents have to beneutralized with limestone or lime, generally in twostages, to permit discharge into public waters. Multi-
stage liming has proven to be costly in terms of oper-
ational expense. 

Gaseous fluorine compounds are also evolved in
the production of nitrophosphates and single or triple
superphosphates 
 and are controlled by scrubbing,Superphosphates in storage buildings continue toevolve fluorine gases which may cause a health hazardto workers, In some cases, ventilation of the storagebuilding may be a satisfactory solution, but in somecountries, removal of the fluorine from the air ex-hausted from the building may be required. Another 
source of atmospheric pollution by fluorine gases may
be evaporation
liquor ponds. 

from gypsum ponds or acidic scrubberThis source has not been fully evalu-ated. 


Atmospheric fluoride damage to vegetation andanimals is much more widespread than it is to man. 

J52I 

The first sign of chronic fluorosis in man is mottling
of the teeth and later ossification of the ligaments.Exposure of workers to fluorides in industry hascaused an accumulative effect. Urinalysis of plantoperators is usually recommended at 	regular intervals.Most plants are able to maintain an atmosphere where
fluoride concentration is below 10 	 mg/m ". Some artificial cryolite plants have measured fluoride concentra
tion up to 30-,10 mg/n 3 . Threshold limit valueof industrial exposure to hydrogen fluoride (TLV)

for daily
intake has 	 mbeen calculated at 5-6 mg/nO (5). 'lhebasis was hydrogen fluoride or other fluorides in gaseous form. Most plant workers have other inputsfluorides, 	 ofsuch as drinking water and food. To pro
vide a reasonable margin of safety, 2 mg/day of flu
orides ingested from the air has been recommended as
the maximum (I). 

Vegetation is more sensitive to exposure thananimals or human beings are. Fluoride concentrations 
as low as 0.015-0.04 mg/m will damage gladioli and some pine and fruit trees. If adequate monitoringinstruments are not available, industrial sites should use garden plots to assess the pollution by fluorides
of areas in and surrounding the plant (1) 

Animals, such as cattle, are known to be affected 
by concentrations of fluoride in excess of 30 lg/m3 .
Here again, they haveas 	 other intakes of fluoride suchthat from phosphate dust settling down on foliage
and fodder. Cattle can extract the fluorine from particulate phosphate and contract osteosclerosis. 

Mist, Fumes, and Dust 

Pollution in 	 mist and fumes originating in sulfuricacid plants has already been discussed. Fertilizer
plants producing mixed granular NPK, MAP, or DAPfertilizers from feedstocks of phosphate rock, phosphoric acid, and/or ammonia, nitric acid, and sulfuricacid produce gaseous effluents containing particulatematter mixed with vent gases from their reactors.Prilling tcwers for' ammonium nitrate and urea haveincreasingly caused concern in areas surrounding the
manufacturing facilities. 

In fertilizer plants manufacturingphosphate (SSP), 	 single supertriple superphosphate (TSP), monoammonium phosphate (MAP), and diammonium phosphate(DAP), as well as NPK, all solid materials handlingequipment, including screens, is normally exhaustedby induced air. If it is dry the fine dust can be collected by a duct system and passed through bag filter
equipment which will eliminate 999, of the parti'ulatematter. More difficult is the control of particulatematter or dust from granulators, dryers, and coolers
in which the moisture and the temperature of the gas
and its particulates vary. To reduce tile dischargefrom these sources, high-efficiency cyclones are normally installed which remove 
 most of tie larger particles. To prevent condensation of the wet gas uponcooling, the cyclones must be insulated and, in many
cases, the equipment is heated externally to maintain
the gas temperature above dew point. Most of these
 
particulate materials 
 are recovered and returned to 	thevarious process systems of the plant. The use of wetscrubbers is increasing in granulation plants. Thescruber liquor is 	 recycled to build up its concentration and then returned to the granulator. When the gas being scrubbed contains ammonia, phosphoric
sulfuric acid is 	

or
added to the scrubber liquor to maintain a near-neutral pll. Feedstock-han dling bins such as for' phosphate rock, potash, etc., can be equippedwith individual bag filters to return the pure raw

material to its own storage bin. 

For those NPK plants that have their own reactionsystems, such as most nitrophosphate plants, the 
fumes vented fromand the processes are usually scrubbedconcentrated in toorder return them as a diluteslurry to the "wet section" of the ,'eaction system. 

http:0.015-0.04


The dust anC. fumes from prilling processes have 
presented a major problem in recent years. The vol-
ume of air or gas involved is usually very large.
Very recently, after considerable research and pilot-
plant testing, suitable fume abatement systems have 
been developed (1, 4, 6). 

Ammonium Nitrate 

Emissions from ammonium nitrate plants originate
from three main sources--neutralization, evaporation,
and the prill tower. Fumes from the neutralization and 
evaporation processes are normally scrubbed in wet 
scrubbers; their volume is relatively small. The con-
centration is increased by adding the fines separated
by screens. Blowdown from the recirculating scrub-
bing solution is returned to the system. Most of the 
particles from the prill tower are less than 1 pim in
size. Knowing the prill surface temperature and the 
dissociation pressure of ammonia and nitric acid, we 
can calculate the rates at which the ammonia and acid
will diffuse into the air and thereby determine theminimun, potential amount of' fume fr'med in the prilling 
towers (normally 0.25 kg/ton of prilled AN). Recent 
developments point to technology incorporating a duct 
collection system in series with a "Brink" filter system
in which actual emission rates were reduced to meet 
the regulations for mass emission and opacity of less 
than 0.5 kg/ton (6). 

Urea 

The major air pollution concern in a urea plant is 
urea dust in the exhaust of the prilling towers. From 
a 1,000-tpd urea plant between 400,000-500,000 m3/hr
of hot air is vented to the atmosphere. Dust-removal 
systems using wet scrubbing are well known to have 
reduced the dust content from an average of 500-1 000 
mg/im from the tower exit down to 200-300 mq/m 3 .
These impinger-type baffle-plate devices are easily
applied to the natural draft prilling towers. The urea 
dust particles a.e very small (less than 10 pm);
therefore, dry (yeloneb are not effective for high-
efficiency removl. Improved dust-removal systems 
developed more recently reduce the urea dust contentto less than 30 mg/m 3 or 0.3 kg/ton of product in the 
vent gases from the prill tower (4l). 

Discharge limits of particulate matter vary among
the developed countries and within industrial districts 
of a single country. In the Ruhr area of the Federal 
Republic of Germany, 100 mg/m a from vent stacks be-
tween 90-100 in high was the specified maximum limit 
until quite recently. 

Recently, several new ammonium nitrate and urea 
plants have used granulation rather than prilling.
The main purpose was to improve the size and strength
of the product, but less difficulty in controlling fume 
and dust is also an advantage. Wet scrub)bers or bag
filters provide adequate dust control (7). 

In most cases it is realized that older plants will 
face problems in meeting some of the new regulations.
In all cases, however, it is emphasi.zed that construc-
tion permits to build new plants will only be granted
if the designers guarantee that the plant will perform 
as designed and that the gaseous effluents will meet 
the applicable local standards. It is recommended that 
in developing countries where such local standards 
have, in many cases, not been adopted, the guidelines
given in this chapter be used when new fertilizer 
plants are planned. 

.iquidEffluents 

Aqueous or liquid effluents from fertilizer plants 
are usually of smaller volume compared to those that 

are vented to the atmosphere. Naturally, if pollution
abatement systems adopt wet-scrubbing systems to re
duce air pollution, the contaminants which are elimi
nated from the gases remain and are concentrated in 
the solutions or scrubbing liquor. Unless these con
taminants are concentrated or transformed into a re
covery for the process or a saleable byproduct, they
present a disposal problem as liquid waste. For this reason, each case has to be examined in its own envi
ronment, not losing sight of its socioeconomic aspects,
before the best practical methods are adopted for elim
ination of a contaminant. In other words, Ihe most 
economical method is not necessarily the best one to 
solve a problem in a fertilizer plant in the long run. 
Htowever, the method which minimizes total societal 
costs and maximizes total benefits is a desirable one at 
any time. 

egFeri.... and Intermediates 
Ammonia--Liquid effluents from an ammonia lant 

meo 
may contain ammonia from various sources such Irscondensation of excess steam used in the reformer. 
The presence of ammonia in waste water stream g 
undesirable because it increas-s the biological oxygen
demand (BOD). 

In some plants in the United Staes, this effluent 
is raised to a ptl higher than 10 and then stripped
with steam in a tower. This, of course, can only be 

done in an area where the air pollution created by the 
vent gases is considered less significant. The process
involves stripping the condensates containing ammonia 
with steam which removes volatile ammonia and carbon
dioxide. Stripped water is then passed to an ion ex
changer where heavy metal ions can be replaced by
ammonium ions. The water purified in this manner is 
suitable for boiler feedwater. Steam stripping can re
duce the ammonia (N) content to a nominal level of 
20-25 g/m a (perhaps as low as 10-15 g/ma), but a ni
trogen level of about ,10 g/m3 is more common. At
elevated pressure (5 atm) cationic resins to keep the 
carbon dioxide in solution have also been used for 
cleanup of condensate waters--the resin can be regen
crated with acid to produce an ammonium salt which 
is returned to the fertilizer process stream. 

In ammonia plants where methylamines (MEA) are 
used for removal of carbon dioxide, condensates usu
ally contain organic impurities. Even so, the use of
the ion-exchange resin treatment was investigated.
The caticnic-exchange resin was regenerated with di
lute sulfuric acid--the ammonium sulfate formed was 
returned to the process stream. The concentration of
ammonia leaving as an aqueous effluent is subject to 
legal restrictions in many countries. Aqueous ammo
nia, as well as MEA, is harmful to fish life and can remove fish scales by destroying the mucous protective
layers. In the United Kingdom a limitation of 10 g/m 3 

of ammoniacal nitrogen has been applied occasionon 
(2). A number of states in the United States have set 
a limitation of 1.5-2.5 g/m a . Ammonia plants using
feedstocks and processes other than natural gas or 
naphtha are likely to produce condensates containing
organic substances. Their effluent will have a biolog
ical oxygen demand (BOD), as well as a chemical oxy
gen demand (COD). These effluents have to he cot

'lected and treated according to the 1301), or COl) load 
in an activated sludge or similar treatment. plant before 
discharge to a public receiving water. The removal of 
ammonia by biological processes is achieved by first 
oxidizing it to nitrate and then denitrifying it (by the 
addition of methyl alcohol as a of carbon) tosource 
nitrogen gas. Some plants dispose of waste water 
containing ammonia by using it in the irrigation of 
crops such as bermuda grass, The liquid effluents 
from the manufacture of urea contain ammonia, carbon 
dioxide, ammonium carbonate, and urea. These waste 
liquids stem from the process of iirea solution concen
tration where, by flash evaporation the pressure is,reduced, producing a condensate. In some processes,
pump-seil leakage contributes ammoniacal waste water 
to the pr'cess effluent. 
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The major decomposition products of urea are am-monia and carbon dioxide. They can be returned to
the process or stripped to the atmosphere. According
to the U.S. EPA guidelines, effluents from plants not 
prilling urea may contain up to 0.075 kg (maximumdaily value) and 0.0375 kg (average of 30 days) oforganic nitrogen pe, metric ton of urea product (4). 

Urea plant designers have designed a system ofwet scrubbing for prilling towers using forced draft.
While this process supposedly reduces the urea content
in the vent gas to 6-12 mg/m 3 , an aqueous waste 
water is produced which has to be recycled to the 
vacuum concentrator and concentrated in order to re-
cover urea. From a 1,000-tpd plant vacuum system
liquid condensate effluent containing 1,000-2,000 g/mof urea and up to 50.000 g/m 3 if ammonia is produced
at the rate of 20-25 ma/hr. Ecological problems
created by this continuous effluent range from ammo-
nia toxicity, on the one hand, to eutrophication of re-
ceiving w ter from both ammonia and urea as nutrients
stimulating the algae growth. The preferred treatment
is hydrolysis followed by distillation from which the 
treated condensates or tail discharge of the distillation 
unit emergepet, at 50 mg of ammonia and 200 mg of(8)e. liter solution is recycled to ureaof which the process 

Ammonium Nitrate (Including Nitric Acid)--
Facilities for the ,a-fn-i ure of ammoniu-m nitrate 
normally include a captive plant for nitric ac;d at thesame site. Nitric acid plants do not have any centin-
uous aqueous effluents. The nitric acid plant uses
large amounts of cooling water for its heat exchanger
equipment--contamination from cooling water discharge
is dealt with later. Intermittent acidic discharges from 
pumps and equipment can be collected in a floor sumpand neutralized before discharge. 

The manufacture of ammonium nitrate entails the 
neutralization of the nitric acid with ammonia.process is normally controlled by pit, 

This
and the reaction

is exothermic. The vapors discharged from the ammo-
nium nitrate solution carry ammonium nitrate and water 
vapors which, upon condensation, result in polluting
effluent. The fumes are normally scrubbed in a wet
scrubber. The scrubber solution is too dilute for
economic recovery; however, its concentration can beincreased by adding screened fines and dust collected
from the prilling plant section and rcturned batchwise
by pumping it to the neutralizer. Alternatively, after
ion-exchange treatment the scrubber solutions can berecycled to the cooling tower, 

Ammonium Sulfate--Ammonium sulfate is manufac-
tured-ni;iT -izngsulfuric withacid ammonia. Itis an exothermic reaction from which the vapors are

usually scrubbed and in a once-through system contain

10-100 mg/M 3 of ammonia wh-ch can be sewered (ex-

cept in the United States); however, the scrubbing
liquors can be recirculated and gain enough in con-centration to be eventuaily returned to the process.
With the demand for high-analysis N fertilizers, the
ammonium sulfate market was greatly depressed in
developed countries. This is not the case for devel-
oping countries, especially those engaged in the culti-vation of rice. 

hohNha te~~P Fertilizers 

Phosphate fertilizers marketed can be classified in 
two major categories--those which contain only phos-
phates by processing phosphate rock to increase thesoluble P205 concentration, such as single superphos-
phate (160-22% P 205), or those using phosphoric acidin the manufacture of triple superphosphate (40%-49%
P20 5 ). The manufacture of the former normally en-
tails a sulfuric acid plant while the latter entails both a sulfuric acid and a phosphoric acid plant, usually
as captive acid plants, Mixed phosphate fertilizer
plants will manufacture various NP or NPK formula-
tions, including MAP and IAP, by ammoniation of 

phosphoric acid or alternatively using one of thenitrophosphate routes where the rock is acidulated
with nitric acid and ammonia and/or potash is added 
later in reaction systems. 

Phosphoric Acid--The majority of the phosphoric
acid today is manufactured by use of the "wet pro
cess" in which phosphate rock is reacted with sulfuric
acid in a reactor. Since this is an exothermic reaction, the classical processes employ a vacuum coolerto maintain a controlled temperature of 80'C. These
coolers normally operate by using a barometric con
denser system producing a liquid effluent containing
P205 and fluorine in the form of fluosilicic acid. Efflu
ents containing fluorine and P2 05 are also obtained
from the reactor scrubbing system, the gypsum filter vacuum pumps, and the phosphoric acid concentration 
or evaporation system. In plantssome these effluents,
together with slurried gypsum, are discharged to a la
goon or pond from which the clarified acidic liquors
are recycled to the plant for cooling or scrubber 
water. Many plants recover fluosilicic acid for sale
from the more concentrated streams (usually from acid 
concentration). 

Plants located in industrial areas or where land isnot available cannot use the pond method of disposal 

and are forced to neutralize the effluents with lime intwo steps. The latter also applies to any effluent that
overflows from ponds. 

SulfuricAcid--Captive sulfuric acid plants for
the imanufacture of fertilizers are part of a complex in
which phosphoric acid or ammonium sulfate is manufac
tured. Aqueous effluents from the sulfuric acid plant
can originate from spills, leaking pumps, or flanges.
There should be no continuous discharge of acidic effluent from a well-operated maintainedand sulfuric 
acid plant either as effluents or in the cooling water
discharged. 

Single and Triple Sup rhos_ hate--Aqueous ef
fluen frfomsingle and triple superphosphate plants
originate from gas scrubbers that are installed for the
materials handling equipment and dens. The vent 
gases containing silicon tetrafluoride and phosphate
dust are scrubbed with water or solutions of fluosilicic
acid. If the fluosilicic acid cannot be marketed because of the relatively high content which couldP205make it unsuitable for processing into saleable prod
ucts, the liqui6 effluents are treated with lime, yield
ing impure calcium fluoride as a byproduct. In thehydrolysis of silicon tetrafluoride (SiF 4 ) to fluosilicic 
acid (ll 2 SiF 6 ), silica (SiO 2 ) is formed as a byproduct.The silica generally deposits itself on the equipment
and associated piping which could cause the system tobe plugged if regular maintenance is not. performed.
Solution concentrations from 15% to 25'., fluosilicic acidhave been produced in multistage gas-scrabbing sys
tems (4). These solutions are then sold for further
processing. Gas scrubbing using cyclonic or floating
bed systems has been usea in connection with green
triple superphosphate curing deas from which large
volumes of gases containing rc;atively small r'-ncentra
tions of silicon tetrafluoride are removed !,rubbers
having low-pressure drop and which co,..ume verylittle energy for the induced draft fans are preferred
by the fertilizer industry. 

Compound and NPK Fertilizers--Liquid effluents
from granular and compe,-NFR- 'etilizer plants gen
erally result from scrubbing equipment. In nitrophos
phate plants having wet reaction systems, the phosphate rock is reacted with nitric acid and phosphoric
acid and neutralized with ammonia in such plants.The aqueous effluents, spills, and washings are usu
ally collected in floor sumps and slowly returned to
the system in order not to dilute the resulting slurriesbefore they are granulated. In some plants, the dust
collected from the granulation section cyclonic collec
tors is added at the same time, thus increasing the

7 solids concentration in the liquid wastes which other



wise would hardly warrant economic recovery for this 
waste stream. 

Boiler and Cooling-Tower Effluents 

Boilers and cooling towers are generally found inmost fertilizer complexes as auxiliary facilities, 

Boiler Water Effluents--All boilers must be cleaned
both before and during operation. Acid and alkalinesolutions, as well as special detergents, are used ascleaning agents and are periodically discharged aswaste. These wastes are generally acidic and contain
hydrochloric acid, acetic acid, potassium borate, am-
monia corrosion inhibitors, detergents, Lrd phos-
phates. In addition, all boilers must be protected
from scaling and corrosion during operation as a rou
tine matter. These arewastes generally alkaline and
contain trisodium phosphate, sodium carbonate, sodiumhydroxide, sodium sulfite, sodium nitrate, and deter-
gents. The cleaning waste waters result from cleaning
the boiler tubes and boiler drum surfaces at infrequent and generally unpredictable periods during the 
year. On the other hand, boiler blowdown wastewaters occur regularly, usually one or more times
daily. It is recommended that both the acid-cleaning 
waste and the alkaline blowdown waste be discharged
to holding basins, neutralized, and discharged slowly,
uniformly, and proportionally into the greater volume
of cooling water being discharged continuously into a
receiving water. Periodically settled scale and solidsshould be removed from the holding basin. 

Waste Waters from Cooling Towers--Fresh water is
usually used to condense the turbine exhaust steam
from the plant power station. This water is normally
cooled in a cooling tower before it is discharged. The 
nature and extent of the problems connected with thedischarge of cooling waters vary, depending upon thelocation, the availability, and type of waterway into
which the liquids may be discharged. 

For coal-fired steam plants about 3,300 kcal ofheat must be dissipated by means of this cooling waterfor every kWh of electricity generated. The temper-
ature of the cooling water discharged is often 5°-8'C
higher than the temperature of the water in the re-
ceiving stream. In addition to heat these waters oftencontain small amounts of residual chlorine to control

bacterial slime growth; algicides, such as copper sul-
fate to control algae growth (especially used when

cooling towers are exposed to natural light); and 

sometimes corrosion inhibitors, such as chromium or
sodium sulfite. Remedial measures to be used by frtilier plants include (1) elimination of the once-
through type of cooling by tower recirculation and/or
reuse of these cooling waters, (2) use of spray pondsor heat dissipation systems (artificial recreational lakes 
or underground heating pipes), (3) elimination of
chromium and/or other toxic metals for corrosion inhi-
bition, and (4) protecting the cooling water from ex-posure to or contact with any type of foreign contam-
inants. 

Potash 

The disposal of liquid wastesprocessing arising from theof potash has become a concern more re-cently with the opening of new mining and processing
facilities in developed countries, 

The mined potash ore, after being crushed,
screened, and milled, is separated from the salt crys-
tals and other impurities in specially constructed flotation cells using strong brine as the dispersing me-dium, High-grade potash ore from sylvinite deposits
contains about 20%-30% K20 (3216-48% KCI); the remain-
der is salt and other impurities. Commercial-grade
potash contains about 60%-61% K20. 

If seawater is available for preparing the brine,
the salt content of the effluent can rise about seven 

times in concentration compared with that of water.
The main disposal problem lies in achieving rapid dilu
tion of the concentrated effluents to below the toxicitylevel. It foundhas been that if the salinity of the di
luted effluent falls to within 2 parts/I,000 of the ambient level within 30 m of the discharge point, that iswith tidal excursions providing a 100:1 dilution, no 
detectable buildup occurs from one tidal cycle to the 
next (9). 

The discharge of effluents into rivers by iniandprocessing plants still poses a problem in developed
countries and is under scrutiny by the regulating au
thorities at this time. Disposal of waste salts in piles
is feasible in some locations where space is available
and rainfall is light (see chapter XVIII). 

Solid Wastes 

The safe disposal of solid wastes or brproducts
from fertilizer plants has been a problem particularly
in developed industrial areas. Phosphogypsum is byfar the largest byproduct in the manufacture of "wet
phosphoric" acid. 

Gypsum
 

The safe disposal or, alternatively, the recovery
of byproduct phosphogypsum from wet phosphoric acidplants has become of concern due to the construction
of larger phosphoric acid plants in the last decade.
For every ton of P20 5 produced, 5 tons of phospho
gypsum byproduct must be disposed of. 

In countries where land is relatively cheap andavailable, the gypsum cake from the filter is mixed
with watur and discharged as a slurry to a gypsum 
pond or lagoon. The lagoon can be several hectaresin size and is dyked to retain the gypsum product
from the plant over a 5- to 7-year period of operation.The gypsum ponds, of course, receive acidic slurries
from the plant. The calcium sulfate and calcium flu
orides settle and eventually fill the pond. Care must
be taken to prevent ground water contamination due to seepage from the pond. In areas where the rainfall is
heavy and evaporation losses relatively low, pondwater overflows have to be neutralized with time to 
prevent contamination of the receiving waters. 

Phosphoric acid plants located on ocean shores
usually discharge their slurried gypsum waste into the 
sea. Gypsum is soluble in seawater and is rapidlydissolved where the tidal currents are strong. Ocean
disposal of gypsum has also been practiced by inland
plants that dispose of their gypsum by special bottom
unloading barges or ships. Many plants premix sea
water with gypsum. About 100 tons of seawater per
ton of gypsum is required for rapid dissolution. Gypsum is also soluble in frresh water. It is also permissible to discharge gypsum to rivers where the amount
is relatively small in relation to the stream flow. Thesolubility of gypsum seawaterin is 3.5 g/liter as compared with about 2.3 g/liter for fresh water. 

Recovery of gypsum for cement, building blocks,
and plaster boards, as well as the recovery of S02from calcium sulfate, has been practiced by several 
fertilizer" manufacturers in landlocked countries, wherethe lack of other disposal methods proved this process
economical. 

When gypsum recovery is needed, the residral,
P20 5 content in the gypsum waste must he reduced in
most cases, and for this reason two-stage hemihydrate
dihydrate phosphoric acid processes are favored even over the straight dihydrate process since the residual 
P205 content is normally lower. Several developingcountries are now interested in acquiring this type/ of technology, and those that must import sulfur hope 



to recover the SO2 for their sulfuric acid plants (,, stream or on the seashore have access to the same10, 11, 12). quality and quantity of water as it possesses. Under
legislative inspection and controls, inspectors can im-Market conditions for- the recovered byproducts pose fines for negligence and even close down an opwill determine in each case the economic viability and eration to prevent harm to the environment.

specific process to be adopted. 

Calcium Nitrate and Calcium Carbonate Developing Countries 

The fertilizer industry is oftenCalcium nitrate byproduct is obtained from the scale industry to be 
the first large

established in developing counODDA-type nitrophosphate process after the reacted tries with primarily agricultural economies and indigeslurries have been cooled in order to increase the nous raw materials. Very often skilled labor is notwater solubility of the final NPK product. The cal- available and has to be trained to operate the produccium nitrate crystallized out in these slurries is re- tion facilities. Planners preoccupiedare with themoved by centrifuges, granulated, and dried to be rapid completion of the new facilities, andsold as a low-nutrient fertilizer 1'5'%N and 279, CaO) training 
personnel

is aimed at bringing the production facilitiesor converted to calcium ammon':m nitrate (20%-26% N). streamon as quickly as possible. Considerations of 
Calcium carbonate is obtained in some plants upon possible damage to the environment by misoperatio, ofthe plant are overlooked, and the rules of safety andconverting the calcium nitrate b product of the OIJDA good housekeeping are ignored. It is only by A;trictprocess ty ammoniation an(] the addition of carbon di- discipline and good supervision from the very start of'oxide. Unless this calcium carbonate is reused in the the operation in the plant that tnis can be prevented.manufacture of calcium ammonium nitrate, it is sepa- 'his is an aspect which should not le overlooked byrated by filtration from the process and is used fot- management of developing countries and which canneutralizing other plant wastes. Alternatively, it has have serious sociological repe..ussions.to be sol(l as a commerlcial product or disposed ofotherwise (13). When a developed country establishes a new fer

tilizer plant, its choice of location may not always be
the <.;"Arsenic Trioxide close to sourice raw materials or, alternatively,

close to the ma'keting area. Very often the avail-
Another ability of skilled labor, a harbor, or an existingsolid waste is produced in Vetrocoke transportation network can influence the final decision(pota.:sium carbonate) processes for eliminating carbon Mobility of labor is normally, however, assumed todioxide in the manufacture of ammonia. The volume of exist. In a developing country with a growing infrathis waste is small and the sludge contains 20% As 20;3 . structure, very often mobility of labor cannot beAt present, these wastes are ,ometines (umped into counted on. No sooner does costrution of a plantthe sea as a means of safe disposal. It can create or operation of a newo ont on soner farct~try t ' than oro dec .artrutin villagesoflagelantproblems by killing the fish if concentrations are highat tile discharge point. communities in the immediate surroundings are established for the workers. The lack of public transpor

tation or the relative cost of it forces the creation of 
communities in the immediate vicinity ofSpent Vanadium Catalyst the plant.Tlhus, the community welfare and environment become 
the responsibility of the industry that provides for' theThe disposal of spent vanadium catalyst from sul- operating personnel's livelihood. If the environmentfuric acid plant.1 cannot be overlooked because of the deteriorates because of atmospheric pollutants beinghigh toxicity of the vanadium compounds. A 1,500-tpd dischargedsulfuric acid plant can 3 from the plant or if the availability ofproduce about 20 m annually potable water decreases as a result of contaminationwhich is removed usually during the annual mainte- from the plant, difficulties in labor relations will verynance shutdown. In some cases spent catalyst has probably occur. Such difficulties are certainly not inbeen buried under'ground in locations where it could the interest of' management, and they hamper the innot affect ground water. plementation of a viable project. Inevitably, they lead 
to considerable prollems for' all concerned. l'or this 
reason legislative enactment of pollution constraintsTrends in Pollulion Control and Legislation paves the way for' preventive measures which will 
guide and prolect both employees and management in
the next decades of industrial development.D~eveloped¢ Countries 

The rapid post-World War II industrialization
demaarded increased pollution control and a policy INIDO's Role
based on legislative regulation of industry. Economicsdemanded the increase in size of the manufacturing To avoid the pitfalls which have often occurredfacilities, and thir impact on the environment was, 'n in developed countries and to guide the new industriesmany cases, overlooked by the planners. Until legis- to be built in developing countries, UNIDO's role is tolation was enforced by the authorities in developed technically assist the managementcountries, fertilizer plant!; exercised only 

of the industries inthe disci- tile planning stage. Impartial adjudication among govpline of in-plant control. inThis resulted accidents ernm.nt, investors, and i;lanners of fertilizer plantsproducing atmospheric pollution in many industrial to be situated in new locations can saveareas and contamination of public receiving water fot' all the 
much trouble

par'ties in their joint endeavor.which became "open sewers," killing fish and fauna. 

In the United States, the Environmental Protection E';ablishing a "(;rassroots" 'lantAgency (EPA) was created by the Federal Government. in a levei5ping -Cointry .In the United Kingdom, the alkali inspectors were re-inforced to handle the -___lroblem, within the framework In selecting a "grassroots" site in a developingof "Common law." Similar regu~ating authorities today country, environmental considerations are very oftenexist in most developed countries hav;ng either a so- overlooked, This has resulted in the destruction of acalled "Clean Air' Act" or standaids fror water quality fishing industry in harbors or crops in areas surfor their puhlic receiving waters. A fertilizer industry rounding fertilizer plants. Plant sites arelocated on the shore or a river or the sea has an 
normally

chosen to le close to the source of raw materials--reequal right and obligation as any other riparian to use gai'dless or whether they are natural gas or )hosphatetile facilities in such a way that its neighbors '(town- rock, Fertilizer is a bulk product, and a export



oriented plants eitherare located near an existing
harbor area" or on navigable rivers. IrI too marny
cases political considerations have overridden sound 
assessment of the impact of fertilizer plants on their
surroundings. For example, a harbor authority wants 
to locate the :dustry next to its harbor which hasbeen used Itp until then only 	 for fishing and recrea-
tional purposes. Needless to say, both the fishing
and tourist industry suffer. In ;anothr case, a phar-
maceuticaI indstrv wants to locate adjacent to a,fer-
tiHzer plant under construction. Even if the latesttechnology for' frui abatement and dust removal is
used 	 in the fertilizer plant, the two industries are notcompat ible neighbrs.osan 

t;uide to EntiiAu.t ing Cont ractors' 
Ptf!nt S lecifi(ations . . .. 

The 	 choice of a process for producing the fertilizer 	 is important from the point of' view of environ-
mental impact . Although must of the fertlizer 'ir'-
cesses to Ie established in developing countrie. i'e
classical anl have bean well tried in developed cun-
tries, many contractor's verlok Ill( environmental
considerat ions for' locations wMicre no legislative ion-
sti'aints exist.. lo plr'event this, the conitr';actors bid-
ding tr Slch facilities should Ie re'ttil'eal to Slbmit in 
their proaosals the quantitative and qtualitative dtailsfor both atimosph-ric and ;queous. cfflutnt, leaving th. 
plant These spe-ificati ons should include such infO'-mation as temtera'tu re 'f tlie used cling water 
leaving the plant, aec. ((ant ra';ctis should I)to given
specifications on effluent discharge limits in their ill-
vitation to hid. 'hey shauld specify the type and 
perfor'manCe ait eqlipmentstall 	 for all which they intend to inreducing tIW plalutiun of the atmosjhere as
well 	 as receiving wite's. 

Mlaterial llalanccs--'The cont raator is norruall re-
quired , to provide a fla,,sh'et of tha' process and a 
piping and instrumentlatlian (tP and l) diagrim with hisproposal. It i.; uncollillni far a material balance flow-
sheet showing plant OiSses or' cfll'lierimS to b aI part of 
this proposal unless it is requesttd lay the tenderspecifications. It is highly recommntded that in the 
futtir'e this infarmlnt ion ie in'luldeda;s trIt of the pro-
posal in oal'alr' taa enable the assessment of thai problableimpact that the new piant can have on its environmen, 

ln-lla,at Control art (aasous and AIuteous Plant
Efli-o -lFainT-a-i -ffhar-nt corp--
trol is essential to a well-opela';taad fertilizer plailt.
The gaseous discharges shouhl be sampled on a rag-

ular basis in the .Same way as the pr'aeiss streallir for'

control p)lrlo:SS as ;I matter of routine. '[The 	 iaaJUeOs
effluents dischargeal shauhl be samnpled cont iintously

within thi plant limits. Whenever possilble, continurours 

r'ecord'ing analyzers leshaould installed. In avery
plant, spills anal OUiags OCUlr' )aaLlSe aaf either htLi-man elar Or C'iuipmi'nt faihlir'. Often these spills
cause consilemalle yield loss and IJI'Tsent great dan-
gers to the receiving waters as well as surr'ounding
environment . As ;I ir'ecational'y mie'asure to contain
and confine the a;',averetly aischar'g.r hazardaus 
spills, imiipIondaling ba.iis can be constructed withina plant's fenced-in pr'operty, lroviling hn alao'tunity
to neutralize acid spills iefore alischarge of the con-
taminants to public waters. ''hi, is, of' course, not
practiCal ot' atroslalaria afflrerts. While dilutian of
these effluents, part iularly in windy regionis, ('an 	 ie
expected to lie great r', their effect aont lihe aurrIond-
ings of the plant can be aqiIally dangerious, 'Tlie in-
stallation of wind vanes, coupled with recording instruments, can tlhekleirmine direction in which the
contaminants will Ir'avel after atischarge. 

The 	 construction of, vent stacks of sufficient
height will assist dislersion of thes(' illutantS. WhenaIplant is constructed, all vent stacks shlid be builtsufficiehtly high to safeguard the itmrlulediate vicinity of
the plant. Maximtma gn u'and concentration ofa (ol-
tnainnait can Ie i],liiatld far' any n!itiSANur.e release 

using the Bosanquet Pearsons diffusion model method
(1,1. 15). This empirical method without accurate
meteorological data, however, only provides for an
approximatioun. As a rule,s maximum ground foncentra
tions are found at 10 stack heights downwind from a
chimney for SO 2 	 and lighter aerosols discharged. Thecollection of meteorological data, such as barometric 
pressu re, rainfall, etc.. is useful in assessing theresponsibility of damage. )st collectors located in
strategic areas surrounding the plant are particularly
useful in connection with fertilizer plants. Theseshoul be installed before a fertilizer plant is estab
lished to measure the '"base level" of alust in the area 

act as a measure of the imliact of this industry 
after commissioning, as well as during continuously 
sustained operalion. 

En vir'o!ncn ti. Snur'vays 

Before Breaking tround--In the 1950s, during
the pst-'iod War II industrialization and reconstruc
lion period, when nany developed countries discovered 
new markets for industry, enlightened corapanies took 
care to establish industry in primarily rulal areas
prior tIo teaking ground. Many factors influenced
the choice of site, but one major one which was not 
overlooked was the environmient. 

legislativa controls and constraints were riot 
identified quantitatively. The basic principle of com
mon 	 law as a "good neighbor" was the guiding nolicy. 

New industry estabalished itself in an area for the
following tasic reasons: 

I. Marketability of its products;
2. Availability of raw materials at optimal 

prices;
3. 	 Availability of sufficient skilled labor;
,I. 	 Good ommunication with other center's 

of activity for their business;
5. 	 Congenial environnment for' employees

and 'an1amun;al activities. 

The emphasis for the last item (item 5) has 
gained in iml)ortance sinc'e those days. "'le natural 
waters--rivers or sea--were )rovidedl by nature forimost "gr;ass'oots'" sites; this was ta te reslpectedJ as a 
public domain to be shared with communities that hadealual riparian rights with inidustry. The needs of theinalustry were easily estlallished by the planners from
Surveys in] tha ar'ea. Whelhr" it was a river or sea,
the er''irninmental considerations were tken into ac
count, anl the existin,; floraii]nd fauna in the rivers 
or sea were dltermined (16). Specialists, such asbiologists and we'reagroiiomists, acontrac'aeteld for Sur
vaying the area. I'lanklon a:onts were ilile for the 
water utst[relli aand dowilstru'e;lln aaf lle pl'atosed ite,
mainly to establish the natural halitatand ambient
conditions. This sSitifia aplroach estabhlished the
base-level data and, ira some cases, pinpointed the
level of existing influences of a polluting nature that
might ev'ntually disturb or augment dangers to theenvironment by establishing a new industry. Th. 
surveys were normally conducted ty independentac;vaaanic iriuti as under iontract. They pirovided
iploirtant infornation to industrisl lmaanaement and, at.
the salie time, by virtue of local publicity, eslablished
pubili confidence. Many romnily resideants were
stispiciou,s f tha: new neighbors in spite of the in
er'eased amjloyrnarit oJpportlii, sanal financi;al benefits 
that were expetled (17). 

After One Year of E'stablishin r Ind,,stry--As
everyone kiaws ,- al;iishruug a new aiaut, iimany 
cases inl virl'gil rural ae'a'as., is plagued with manyteething prollems. When new taechnologies are intro
duced anad unskilled labor is trained, imany mishaps
ocat I-. With ,;killd Supemrviiion and adequlae Iraining
of the new elraployees, witlin I year thee prolhlems
c.'an 	 sort Ihellislves oit aand il'ait' iprad'uvlerations or 

, the industrial llant calm h normalizel, 



At this point it is important for the management
of a company to plan a program to determine the im-
pact, if any, that the company's operations have had 
on the environment. This study should be done irre-
speetive of whether or ,,otany legislative authorities 
are demanding data on the company's operations. 

The survey of river or ocean fauna and the qual-
ity of waters, including plankton, pi., teml)erature,
BOD, CO). and dissolved oxygen, has to he estab-
lishelt upstream and downstrea:m of the riparian-estab
lished indu St ry. The dispersion of atqueous plant ef-
fluents, including cooling %,aters, should be examined. 
Their impact must biem'asured qualtitativelv not. only
within the plant toundaries but also in the immediate 
area. Ibis self-discipline is the core to guide indus-
try even liefore anY governmental legislation and con-
straints are introduced with penal codes to punish
offenders. The management of industr.,' (whether in 
developed or developing countries) should establish 
this discilpline at the very start of olerations, and it 
inv)lves 
illevery case training and encouragement of 
employces to maintain and observe the guidelines. 

This pollution control must be the responsibility
of the managenient , and it shinli not be restricted to 
liquid effluents from the fertilizer plant. taseous el-
fluents, which eIanate from a fertilizer plant , should 
also ie moniored. Using garden p)ts thait are lred 
illstrategic lcatins with respe('t to ti, reVailing 
w in d con dit,on s in the arva an d plan ting crips tha t are 
sensitive to the )tllutants 'ruin the plulti provideit a 
measure of the po'lution ati safeguard the agr'icultural
ori forestel area surrouniling the plant . Mobile air-sampling staitic,etluilpled su~flfudioxideI aridns With 

sa mt'ilp ini~i~g state~l o nwit or' ilsi id e an dR s s u~oxide of nitrogen analyzers ope'r'ating 24 hairs/diy can 
)rovite (luantitative analyses for this irI'liose . 'Ihe 
investment is relatively small; the annual oiperating 
expense ;taiprximately etLls thIe expense for equipment. Tlie s,'ci(.C'nimic henefits for hoth industry 
int the timmunitv can easily outstrip and justify th'e 
expense illthe l1ng run without even trying to (stlt-
lish a cost :benefit 
exiense" (15). 

Eonomic
Fspects 


ratio by sirmply calling it "gitodwill 

olluti,)n-C(ntrol Costs 

.r.st i. ..
otion, 

The assessm'ent ,'the costs of' pollutitin-control 
measures in fertilizer ,lants has always b en difficult 
to quantify. It is certain that when a ii %industry is 
established, it Is rmire economical to in oliorite in the 
tieginning all the necessary abaterment (..lliplenlto
meet the rt'quir( inents ad local stinila lds. Any 

changes to lie m aide to existin ,plants will alway , en
tail higher invt.stnienl t costs aindiii 
 someOnllelt. Ieetvel' of
l~roillJ~t(.in(';ses ~ case'so1'b~'I-'-lss 
prodluction . only in cases wherv oe r ohtyIpi'i-of''i~'i'
duct from a fi'i'tilize, 'iant ian lt'e ;chieve'd ecololmically, Caln ole arriv(. it :a c,)st bienefit ratio. In an 

expert grotup m(etinK of UNI)O), the gen'ral consensusif the larliciparlls wa cost:ltnef'itthat the cinsidlr'a-
tions m u st tie va lua 2 d(iin a dif erT ,itm arin er in d 
veloping COulriritS from tise in tlevt'lopt'l co in ries 
(,1). Only if a rininimi delgre' of un'.,:rrnity in eqlipmrent specificatin is assumtdil, ti mly rmeaningful, 
though rough , calculation Ofi'Worlidwidt' apiil ixpenditur , 'or f'rtili;' r r;m nifa(;irt , lpollution intr' lhlIEn', 
Ina e in the nex t te tad s. Asiuilrii gruowlh rale I'lg a 
aplirtiximately Y',per ]tinuil, f(i' Ihe f'rtilizer indlustry, 
he total expentilur oin a ' w ihwidtih'isis for ;lirand1Water lilluti n 'ontrol il I"f fertilizt'r indlustry 
thrm glh 1980 could atpr;r'.h $3-$5 hilb''ii ($3,0to 
$5, 0)() i11.Imillion ) 

It is nit tlmluu;il in a develo l:ii i'iolltry to spenl 

,i',- , t Ihe total capital invts nrt' on
t'i pollition

conitrol eqiuipitent . The l"ei'lillztr Iist i,' hiu, Vsti-
irated that opiertillir 'iot, Of' liilm iti4-( iIrt'ol equip-
ment have addediab iut$3.30/int if N iitl l ().,,in fit' 
tUnited States (19), 

In the lnited Slt e.s,,"ederal Stir mgir'il; ain't l I;,'t 
in the "bit 'Ivallalil' fh''liolthy, The tliidvantage , 

of this approach is that it does not pernit assessment
of a cost:benefit ratio. Also, it does not take into 
account location factors or the scale of operation.
For example. i 20-tpd sulfuric acid plant must conform 
to the same standards as a 2,000-tpd plant. More
over, the "best available technology" is likely to 
change as now technology is developed; thus, t)lan
ning is difficult. In addition to Federal standards,
states, counties, and municipalities may impose other 
controls. 

Illmost European countlies, there is a tendency
toVacd a more flexiule iluproach, often pernlitling con
sideration of plants oinan individual basis (19). For 
example, Norway, Sweden, and Spain hlave no general
statutory emission limits, but permissible limits are 
established for each plant separately. Permissible dis
charges into rivers may vary depending on the char
aeteristics of the river. Some countries have different 
standards for diff(rent types of plants. 
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XXIV Planning for the Development 
of a Fertilizer Industry 

Intro ( toin 

The need for sharly incr'eat'i litodutjon and use of fertilizers in developing cu lntries has bieein
pointed Out il chapters If and 111. 'rhis need arises
from the need to intrast' agricultural proiductivity tomeet the growing nieds fr tood and filer and to in-
(teaSt eNl'lorl 14t igritult ur.lal )rdlucts tooearn foreign

'xchang. 

ence MnI he, lYcuntriesnew%%havrIs'lativtelv littlectl f:Icil-will huiddingthat l'rTlilizer p ttlionr.X'peii-

tl thati nlcs, (ther'' have s exelrilnce will be'('xpanding Iprtodutlon' ind Ilse mtifl. It is o)h-
vile , of' theeudtl.rtakin gs will d'pendthat tCSS 
on how well they are planl.Il, 

"'v('lveping culritie'', incui'h ;I wi(( range ill 
siZ', loiulatintl'gieet'igriiultur'il [pittnlttial ofd'vellpment, i'aw ;Itla'r'ial a'nd.i'i''5n, fat'-other 
tics., I'lhli it i', (Ilib. imlssihI' t,, Set tol'th any
devetl,)ment plan tOit will t' uttll it) all c'iiuntrii.'.
The rim If tlsl 'hiiti'r is to ,"iggst sorirt' generil
guii'llnn:'s 1n(i t,, lwint ouL si)ne, pitfaS ill ldannirig
fir aI f'rtilizer lir'i 
Primarv emphasi.s will 
tht )loIestit nee 
attention will Ibe given 
iz(r raw m;aterial,, inltrl 

'Tw p rer,(lu ,i e, 
indulstrY ar' 

ulitiin alI d,ltrihiuli)n ,st, 
h,, pla.el (in plannirg t() Sull)ly 
a 'nn I'ttv or'rlginull hilt s(r' 
to plannling for export ,,f fr'ril-
ll(diIts, Antl ilu.ts, 

t) good planning (if I fe'rilizer 
(1) an a rtati' isst'"I)il of" th( toin-


try'!, re'se"rt itl ftiri' 
 l ni(rIls ntl (2) a dertailhd 

knowlede if its r',<Iur('i,.' in'ling paiticularly raw
nate'rials that cin Ie umd fitr fertilizer lr(dlrction

nil( infr i tritlirt, nettld fir r1ov'l'irt if thfie in,-

(dilstry t'nftrtuna;rtly, 
 thesi' Ito 'rr'luisite'sarte
often difficult I) define with any itogrei' if ',''tainty. 

's lls o)f' hiiial ,andt . invi.W 

It ia litlot i roil t a;ttuaivll'll's t' s) g ivrrlrlii
will have somet'gal, fu)r it ;igrit'tltulii', inc'tling
sUllplyirng ilitl, fooidit cro'lt" tif ,; ropliriate types for 
nutrition (if' it' c'stitartetd ftnir', plilation); srppilying
n o n1 f o &, , s!o d)( li v e n , l ( h a rI 'III I )( ' , c o t t o n)I, w o o l) , h (e m p ,
O cI('; andl~ pro)(1lc.il ; va,h cl'+pl). f,,r (,Xp)orl o)f p~roidl l )
frot' whic'h lit' (ttul1lry hl, nalttral advallajr r, Sortie 
allproximation ,f lt'it-amotin and kinl!, of fc'rtiliior,nee'iled t hiv,' th, r''r'goat, u'mally ,ill lit ftirniIlal-,d, lrovid'l !,tlffit'iett ;igt'ttlloirrr ' infotr'mriatiotn i', av;il-
able. Th' fr'l'tli,''" t'euitirllll 1"a Iv, Vto factlr Itattailuiige t'rl,, ifo'f i'i'ultrural lro (!r,,cc l; (Ir rtiol n Ire
III); thi ,l ih' r','l;rIhility if tIre ,'siriial', will d, ,il'd
,iI liw aIC''IrI';It']}'tI nt' n'ri'ei1 t11,1sate r'ttilliated

hiwn11 4 well I( iplan, a1!-; while, i, i'arrITilout . 

;tt\''l'riitrt i", trllite'si 4) irhrull'rllrrnts, t)i' g~oals
('ii( tI It' r)eoirnli t' fr, ti to'',t,' l vt ' iroVlni-whoiq t 
tiit holte'! totac hirvre r'rthit'r tlhan that Whic'h rali,,ti-
rall r ( ', r',', t.'t 1d Ini aii g fp'r'lllizr~ iritiu, -'i' 
Iion it ray Ili' tr tr' I rly,i' ll'i i;itr', if I~rf.f(iivf'
dlmnd;l ill', i fil, ' , ',,, riul cirtoiti I 'n.;lrttllahly
ie' w,',ll'llrJ if ai')hnlti,.rh il try rXliitr,,. I, 

A difficult prollem that sometimes is not fully
appreciated is the estimation of the kind of fertilizer 
needed in the future. Usually there are data available on the res)onsc of major crops to each of theprimary nutrients and .ometimes to the secondary nu
trielts. hiwever , ,with contlnutd fertilizer use of one 
or two nutrients, other nutrients hway become moreand more deficiet. For instance, d(eveloping countries 
often start fertiliz.r Utse wilh straight nitrogen be-
Cause the economic response to this element is great
est. After several years of' nitrogen fertilization, the 
soil supplypo(int of'thatphosphorus toto the respse)-ll,( (fornitrogenexample)falls,is off.exhaustedWhenl 
both nilrogen and piosphorus ar' 
years, other elements (sIc!, ;Is K, S,
be tlh(' limiting factor's,. 'rhese n('('ds
be ant icipate as far as possible oin 
;nalvSeS a ('rop r nslir'mts()i
long-ter'm test data if available 

'he chuoice of' kind of' fertilizer 
with due regard to the pi'osletive cost. For ex
ample, if ground lihoslihate rock is 80',-')'- as effec
tive as, triple sulii'rphoshailtatc but costs only half as
r1n'h, the ground rock may he Ihe hetter choice. Ifsulfur is lik(ly to lhe niedihd, it may ie ('conomically

'efprfe'rahl to suPllly it as single or enriched super
Ithos)hatI, ;,MrOliulM sulfate iir sulfate-nilrate, ammo
nium lthoslihate-sulfate, or compio'uni fertilizers inwhich the sulfur ,'ontent can be varied to suit itgro
nrmic ieeds. ) often'I'he el oice may he influenced bythe raw material and other r'sources available. 'lhus,
when phosphate rock and a soul'ce(T of mlagnesium are
av;il;ble tgether with low-cost hydro(lec ri( pow(r or
fuel, fusel calcium magnesium phcsph;t' may be agood choice, 's'pecially if its Iagnesiut content and
liming value ire ailonomically useful. 'Ihe advantages
of arrunnoniuln )hii)si)hltes hayve been pointed out in
cehaprter XVII. In surmary, the choice, o' tyl)( of fer
tilizer' shoiulibeli tril(e hv cooper;tion ilmo(ing agronosrtist, enrinievr, arid mark(ling sle'ialists with ato letermrinin th ic(nomialIng most leans for'sulpiplying all needed nutrients at the farm level whilemakingl lh' est use if the icountry's resoturces. Th e'
resllting dheision involvernray stome' Coimpromise te-Iwuen agr'trroliii' effecliv'en'.ss and cost or between 
iroducrtion and distriiution ('ts. 

Marketing 

M'arkr'ting, in lU iinlg ,listtrihlilit, regional aridlocal storage, aid r''talil sale, uof fer'tilizer, is ;I very
imriportant lart of ilaning which i, tfte'n givenl insuf
frirrit atte'nt ion. 'Tooi, often it is, i ssu ( that if analh'tlUall. aitiin fertilizer i,if I'oduc'ed it will soiie
httw find its way tI thw farino.. A dleailhui discussimn
rf narkeling i! heyonrl litl' scoe' f tli!, r1inual andi 

wi('0111 olnj,''ir i W ll Ie tlh, if alltl r' Ilalluil. 

Manry le'v'lo ing c'Otil rii.+,, have' '''y poor lalls
liitr'tatirx l e', i whit'h ir' ;llrily iiverlaxrl. InIonr1r' inlarnld coI' i iit,. ii1' I'('n t)tr' Iritrio1, if lai'ge Oriun
trie, t I , stiI if trllIp)r'tatiim fin' lwr ,itwi hi, tlt. ()st
itf f'r'limer' i'rlr(ir'tiltinl. it, surh ras, s !tialli ocal
plil rlinu Jiti'rl il' M'01,iay hi l lt htwl( hoi'. 

tliset for several 
Zn, or Mg) may 
can ;an( should 

thei basis of soil 
on thc' basis of 

should he made 
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For instance, in China, numerous small local nitrogen
and phosphate plants help supply the needs of many
districts and thus ease the stress on the transporta-
tion facilities. A recent paper has suggested that
small local nitrogen plants might be more economical 
than large ones in some cases when all costs are con-
sidered (1). In any case it should be evident that
emphasis should be placed on minimizing delivered cost
rather than on minimum cost at the factory. 

For marketing the output of a large plant, it is
of vital importance to develop a logistics system that
will ensure that fertilizer of the right kind is availablete faner's in the right alount and al the right time. 
To plan such a system it is firs t nectssary to estimate 
the requirements of each region and district in detail,
including kinds of fertilizer's required quantity ofeach, and the time when each is required. When this 
information is at hand, a system of regional and district distribut ion centers can be set up with adequate
storage facilities at center outletseach anId retail can
be identified or' established. Transportation of fertil-
izers to the (list ribution centers must he plinned and
scheduled to make the most efficient use of existing"
facilities and to )r'ovide new facilities when necessar'y. 

Natural ResourcesN 

A detailed inventory 01' a, Coulntr's' natural re-
sourcesUnfor'tunatelyis helpful, most planning fertilizer industry.in devtltilling a countr'ies andl manv 
devetlope mostCountrieshaeanennoldedevelopd o h"nCon r'ies have incomplete knnowlteige of their
mnineral r'eSr'Ces. Since thor'ough exploration of mi-

eral r'esour'ces is very expnsive , it is not surprising 
that very little is known about the mineral content of 
much of the 'arth's crust. Naturallv, much of theexplorationmaterirls,has leen aimed al findingable Many of the therawvmost valu-fertilizer' materials 
have relatively lM value ',n the wr'ld market butmight be ltite viluatle a wounrlt, c that ispa

migt h qute t4 (,utryth t ilanningaluld aa fertilizer industry. lhslp ihat' rock, for' examrple, isnot easily recognizeId by the casual pros)ector and
until recently wa, not valuahC enough to stimulate in-
tensive expl, ra tion. Pyrites and tool ire more easily
recognized but not valuable e.nough to warrant exten-
sive exploration unless well located and of good qual-
ity. Even natural gas has not been looked for exten-

sively exceplt in consuming ar'eas most 
of it has beenfound while looking for oil, 

While sho-,rt-terr lans nuslte based on cur'r'ent-pansmutWhie sorttemly known resources, each le, ase o curen-country should make long-
range plans to gather as much information as possible
about its mineral resources. Natural resources other
than mineral resourCes 
 that may be useful include 
orhydroelectricharbor sitespotential, supply, waterwaysthat water andcan b~e usedl for tian slor't of raw 
ormarrites p thatcs ufactorsmaterials and piocts. 

lypes of Fertilizer Production Facilities 
. . . . 

The first decision in planning a fertilizer industry
is whether a new plant shoutl be built, and, if so,what kind. Realistic estimates of present. and futur'e
market demand or requirements are needed as a basisfor this decision. If the intention is to export part 
of the production, an analysis of world or regional
supply and demand is needed to determine to whatcountries the product could be sold competitively andwhat the market is likely to be in those countries. In
considering exports it would be well to somemake in-
quiries, perhaps at government levels, to determinethe plans and policies of prospective importing coun-
tries. Such data are needed to establish that impor-
tation is likely to be acceptable to the importing coun-
try. Some sort of a trade agreement might be mutu-
ally beneficial. 

When fertilizer production is planned for domesticuse only, the type of facilities may depend on the es-timated market. General guidelines, to which there 

may be many exceptions, follow. If the market is lest
than 5,000 tpy of fertilizer, it is unlikely that any
facilities can he justified other than those required tc
receive and distribute bagged fertilizers. For market
volume between 5,000 and 25,000 tpy, facilities for re
ceiving bulk fertilizers for bagging may be considered.
Also in this range, a small bulk-blending plant could
be coilsidered if special formulations are needed that.
cannot be imported except at a much higher price than 
the ingredient materials. 

If demand is between 25,000 and 100(1,000))py,
bulk-blending or' granulation may be considered. In
the case of a granulation plant, imported intermeliatessuch as phosphoric acid, powdered monoammonium 
phosphate, ammonia or ammoniating solutions, potash
salts, and urea may be used; and local production of
superphosphate may be considered i' either sulfuricaid ofphoshate ro'k or both are available. 

In the range of 100,000 to :300 ,00t tpy, hasie
manufacture 0f some types of fertilizers may he con
sidered if the raw material situation is favorable. If
total demand is above 300,000 tpy, basic production of
ammonia, urea, and phosphoric acid may be consid
ered, but the mere fact that )rospetive demand is 
sufficient to utilize the production of a full-scale plant
is no guarantee that the project will le economicallyjuslifiable. For instance, it' a eountr' hasphosphate rock neither 

o ia 
nor sulfur'i acid, it ma'v not he economicl toto rnanfacture thosI)horie acd1m n fatr ph s oic cd unless'ne an ecollCO 

nomical suptly of these materials iss ensured . Like'mtril nue.Iie 
wise, when a country has no economical indigenoussuptply of ammonia feedstock, basic production of am-
Ifmonia and nitrog(n fertilizers may he uneconolical incolparison with importation. On the other hand, for
inland countries where importation i, very expensive 
and whe r'e atois ',rexnive 

anspllantswhenoftenrawcanmaterials ar available, relativedybe economically justified. I"orF malthese 
reasons each situation must be consi(iered separately;there are likely to he many exceplions to the general
guidelines given above. 

When productlion is planned mainly for the domes
tic market, the planning should be closely integrated
with the pltians and goals of the agricultural and in
dustrial sectors. Ieliable, realistic estimates of future
needs become ext'mely important. If this demand isOverestmtetl the plnt ill be too large, and the
 
production cost will be
of capacity. high because of underutilizationIf the estimated demand will support an 

economical scale of production in the more distant fuure (10-20 year's) , it may be
st'uction of a plant in long- termbet ter to include conr'ater than short
trm i n g.
 

term planning.

he choice tf rouct Or' prOiUCt mix is an im-


T ho o pot p rs hav
I)ortant one. I'r'evious chapters is sm ehave iliscussed some 
that should be taken intoa nitrogen or )hosphate account in selectingfertilizer. The proper choice 

is not a simple one for' it should take into account not
only the prospective cost of production but also thecost of distribution and the agronomic effectiveness of 
the products for theeffectiveness intended uses. The agronomicdepends, among other things, on how 
the farmers will use the p'oducts. While famers'
Methods can be changed by education, it should not
be assumed that they will use each product in themost effective way unless some effective program is
planned to achieve this result. 

In most cases, it. is likely to be advisable to pro
duce several grades of compound fertilizers for use on 
various crops and soils as a liasal application plusstraiv;ht nitrogen fertilizers for supplemental applica
tion during the growing season. The alternative of
marketing straight fertilizers for separate application
by farmers can be acceptable in some cases, but the
problems of farmer education and timely distribution 
are likely to be greater. 

In many situations it will Ie advantageous toproduce and/or market different types of fertilizers to 



supply the ofneeds different crops or regions or to
take advantage of local situations. For instance, ureamay be preferable for rice, ainmonium sulfate for Lea,and ammonium nitrate for wheat, depending on soilcharacteristics, farmer'l practices, etc. Anhydrous oraqua ammonia may be well suited for use on largefarms or plantations but impractical for use on smallfarms. Ciound phosphate rock may he the mostnomical for use on 

eco-
some acid soils whibC soluble phos-

phates art preferahhI for neutral or' calcareous soils,Potassium ehlorid,, is usually the best choice for mostsituations, but nonchloride sources of potash nay bebetter for some crops (tobacco, potatoes, and grapes)or for use in aceas where a harmful aeccuTLlaion ofchloride is likely. Tht' extra expense (if any) ofsupplying different products for diverse needs mustbe balanced against the expected benefits, 

Sometimes part of a country's needs may be sup-plied in local regions by low-analysis products thatare less expensive in that region such as groundrock from local deposits, ammonium chloride ammo-ornium sulfate byproducts from a local industry, or low-analysis potash salts from local brines or or'es . Theconcept of making maximum us of local resources hasbeen well developed ill(hina and ser'ves to minimizetransportation problems, especially forareas. the more renote 

Development of the Marketing and )istribution Sstem 

The marketing and distribution system is fully asimportant as the production system and should receiveequal attention. Planning of the two systems shouldhe closely integrated. Sometimes the close coordina-tion can best be done by making a single organization
responsible for both. In other cases the marketing
system may be lore eftectively integrated with agricultural production organizations which also planmarketing and distribution or export of 

the
farm or plan-

tation produlcts. Regardless (if the type ofsystem selected, it should marketingbe closely integratel withplans for the fertilizer' supply (ty manufacture or'import). 

The marketing system will usually include phys-ical facilities for storage of fertilizers in regional, dis-trict, and local warehouses. Where existing transpor-tation is inadequate, the marketing system also rnayneed to include transport facilities such as trucks,barges, or railcars. These facilities may also be usedfor carrying grain or' other agr'icultural products tothe market.. One theof most pressing problems in many developing countries is improvement of the in-
frastructure, especially transportation facilities--railroads, highways, waterways ,boii;,etc.facilities are vital for' marketing. hIar Suchof fertilizers atswellis marketing of the increased ;agricultur'al productionand development of the country as a whole. It seemsfutile to build large fertilizer plants when the infra-

structure is inadeqluate to distribute 
 their production,Development of the infrastructure may well be such anenormous jot) that the building of numerous smallerplants would provide a more economical and l)racticalalternative in some cases. 

vernment---lcies-

The establishment of an effective fertilizerduction and marketing pro-

system in most developingcountries is not likely to succeed unless the govern-ment assigns it a high pr'iority and adopts policies tcexpedite its development. This should be lone inthose countries that have good agricultural potential,particularly ir food supply is a prolerm. A recentiFI)C report examines the role of government policiesin promoting an efficient fertilizer industry (2) . Abrief summary of the report has been given in
chapter II. 

Government Legislation and Re ulations 
... 
 .
 .
Most governments in developed countries and insome developing countries have established laws andregulations to specify and enforce quality standardsof fertilies to ensure that products of satisfactoryquality are available to farmers and that the farmersknow what they are buying and get what they payfor. An FAO publication, "Fertilizer Legislation,''

discusses the subject
Most and gives some examples (3).of the regulations are concerned with suchsubjects as adherence to guaranteed analysis withinspecified limits of' tolerance, gui...nteed weights,identification of sources of product-s, specification ofwhat grades may be sold, what nutrients may beclaimed, and specification of methods of sampling andanalysis. Most laws also specify penalties, such as 
fines or revoca tion of licenses for fail t'Cto specified standards. tc conformMost developed countries donot attempt to specify the physical properties offertilizers since farmers can judge for themselveswhether the iphysical quality is suitable for theirpurpose, and if they art dissatisfied they can buyfrom another source. In some developing countriesfarmers often may not have a choice, andgovernments may choose to specify aotie minimumstandards of ph 'sicl condition to ensuret n a d f p y i~ that theon
product ii n t n u e t a his usable. 

In any case it is importint that governments setup anit enforce rc ulations. tihonest mnerllants protect farmers andagainst frauthilent practices and 
inferior produc anit to provide adequate informationabout the quantity and quality of fertilizers and theirnutrient content The. regulations should not be sorestricti. e as to, pretlude sale of low-cost productssuch as basic slag or ground phosphate rock; however, full information as to their value should be re
quired.
 

Plant Location 

Selecting a location for fertilizer production facilities is important aid s(,metimes not given sufficientconsideration. The usual aim is to select a location 
that will result in the lowest average ri of the products, delivered to retail outlets. ThL. may be othersocial or political objectives such as increasing employment in a depressed region. Also, on a nationalbasis plant locations within a co!:ntry are likely to be
preferr'ed 
 for reasons of national security, foreignexchange saving, and increasing employment. 'Ihese are all valid objectives and must be given (Jue but notexcessive weight thelest product cost be so high thatfarmers cannot affori to use it 

In general, high-analysis products r'ea'eriatly are
produced near the urce of raw 
 materilc whereas,low-analysis products are rodued in consuoiingaIea. A classic example is that high-analysis phos
phates l)lant(T,11,near)AI',
large a etC. ) usuallyof aresour'ce producedone or both in amaterials (phosphate r'ock and sulfur) of the rawwhile lowanalysis products (single sUperphosphate) are morelikely to be made in small plants in consuming areas.The reason, of eourse, tois minimize total transporta
tion costs. likewise, ammonia ilants based on 
 natural gas are likely to be hocated reasonably no'::- the sourceof ln ligas, although transport of the gas by pipeline
is sufficiently economical to permit some latitude inselecting plant loc.tion. 'The alternative of transporting the ammonia by pipeline is attractive except whenurea 
is the desired endiproduct. Coal-tased ammoniaplants usually should be reasonady near the coalmine, but ;,mionia plants based on naphiliha or fuel oilusually Ir'e near an oil refinery. Compound fertilizerplants based mainly on imported materials often areloca ted at a l)ort When based on domestically plroiuci inte'iediatis, they ar often Iocated near thesource of lhe intermediates, although there are manycases in which they are' advantageously located in

market areas. 



The 	 alternative of small plants located in consum-
ing areas versus a single large plant should be con-
sidered in countries where transportation facilities arepoor or inadequate. It is obvious that tile large
plant, if operatedl at or nea' full capaci y, will have
the lower production cost and consumers located nearit will benefit. IHowever. it is not easy to calculatewhich alternative will have the lower average delivered 
cost, particularly when the distribution system will 
require extensive infrastructure improvements at enor-
mous cost. Such infrastructure improvenent may befar beyond the capabiiity of many developing countries
in the foreseeable future, and it is difficult to decide
what portion of the cost shou h be allocated to fertil-izer( distribution, 

It is )robal ly fair to state that the case forsmall ammonia-urea plants small ammonia plants withor 
other end products has not been given as much con-sideration as it deserves, particularly for remote re-
gions or large countries with difficilt transportation
troblems. Too often planners accept without questionthat there is an economic minimum scale such as 1.000

tpd for an ammonia-urea complex and that smaller 
plants cannot be considered. The small local plantconcept could morebecome attractive if a standard
design were developed and spare parts made widely
available. 

In addition to transportation of materialsraw and
products, numerous other factors must he considere(l
in selecting a plant site. Most plants require a largeamount of water of reasonable purity, and a depend-

able supply is very important . Prevention of pollution
(see chapter XXIII) must be considered; the problem 
can be minimized by selection of a site where disposal
of effluents and solid waste is least expensive. Space
for lagoons to treat liquid efflients may be needed.Some wastes can be economically and safely disposedof in the sea or large rivers (with suitable precautions 
to prevent local accumulations). 

Site 	preparation expense can be minimized )y se-lecting a reasonably level location with firm soil and
subsoil, but sometimes other factors outweigh this ad-
vantage, thereby necessitating extensive site )reparation. Availability of a supply of local labor with suit-
able skills or aptitude for training is an important
factor. In this connection selection of a site in an 

area where employees 
 will enjoy living is important.
If a plant must be built in a remote area or a hostileenvironment such as a desert, jungle, or cold region,much extra expense will be involved in creating com-
fortable living conditions, and usually much higher 

salaries and wages will be required to attract and
keep a competent work force. 

The character of the infrastructure has been
mentioned in withconnection transportation--roads,
railroads, waterways, harbors, airports, etc. These
facilities, or the lack of them, will have an important
effect on construction costs. local facil-Also service
ities such as a dependable source of electricity, for 
example, can help. 

Regional planning can reduce construction, pro
duction, and distribution costs substantially. Country
boundaries seldom coincide with logical economicregions, and few countries have the facilities to be 
fully self-sufficient. 

In many cases the plant location may b: influ
enced by the location of other industries. There are numerous cases in which other industries can supply
materials for fertilizer production and vice versa. For 
instance, smelters may supply sulfuric acid for phosl)hate fertilizer or ammonium sulfate production; oil
refineries may supply ammonia feedstocks; byproduct
ammonium sulfate bemay available from numerous otherindustries; and ammonium chloride fertilizer can beproduced profitably as a coproduct with soda ash.Likewise, ammonia or urea is useful for production of
plastics and synthetic fibers; methanol production canbe integrated with ammonia production; and byproduct
gypsum from acid canphosphoric production be used as a cement additive to control set 	 time. Aside fromexchange of materials, these are advantages arising
from grouping industries in an industrial complex inthat numerous items of infrastructure and heavy
equipment can be shared. 
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XXV Economics of Fertilizer Manufacture
 

In the preceding chapters, the economics of pro-

duction of major fertilizer products has been discussed, and illustrative estimates of capital investment 

requirements, production costs, and gate sale prices

have been given. The pur'pose of the present chapter

is to bring this information together in a single chap-

ter for convenience and to combine some of 
 the infor-

mation into groups of processes (complexes) in which

the 	 product of one process becomes the raw material 

of the next one. An example is an ammonia-urea com-

plex or a sulfuric acid-phosphoric acid-diammonium 

phosphate complex. 


Assumption-s--for Plant- Cost Estimates 

As explained in chapter VI, there are three common types of plant cost estimates--battery limits,

turnkey, and project. The battery-limits cost usually 

can be determined with a fairly good degree of precision once the process is identified and a site selec-

ted. In this chapter, the battery-limits cost in an

industrial location in a developed country will be the

basis for estimating plant costs. In many cases the 

cost data are for the U.S. (ulf Coast area where 

there is a high concentration of both phosphate and

nitrogen plants. Hlowever, some of the data are from 

European sources. In these cases the fluctuating

value of the dollar against European currencies intro-

duces an additional factor of uncertainty. Most of

the cost data are for 1977 or 1978 although some aire

for 1976. Some of the data for 1976 and earlier years

have been escalated to 1978 levels using the CE Plant

Cost Index which is published in each issue of Chem-

ical Engineering, 


To 	 arrive at a total plant cost, the bat tery- limits 
cost is multiplied by a factor of 1.5 except as other-
wise noted. Ihis is a "turnkey" plant cost for a de
veloped country. This value is used in productioncost estimates for calculating capital-related production
costs. It. normally includes all .. and auxil-,,,,rtig
iary facilitie-: necessary for plant operation in a (Ie-
veloped country. It also includes storage facilities 
for a normal supply of raw mate'ials and intermediate
products but not for a finished product. For example, 
phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid, nitric acid, and ammo-nia are assumed to be intermediate products which will 
be used onsite for" further processing. lowever, thecost of storage terminal facilities for receiving or 
shipping ammonia and phosphoric acid are discussedseparately in 	 chapters VII and XIII, respectively.
The turnkey plant cost 	 does not include sufficient 
storage for raw materials that must Ie imported in 
large ships noi, does it include port facilities. 

In this chapteri n,. attempt ,vill be made to estimate a total Iroject cost or the cost in a developing
country. Iowever, the effect of increased capitalcost on I roduction cost is estimated. Some items that
the estimates do not include are,: 

I. 	 Escalation of costs beyond 1978; 35
 

2. 	 Interest on capital during construction; 

3. 	 Feasibility studies; 
4. 	 Training programs and other startup expenses; 

S. 	 Contingencies; 
6. 	 Electric power generation, except in the case of 

ammonia 	 plants based on coal or heavy fuel oil; 
e f

7. 	 Emergency electric-generating facilities to serve 
as backup for regular power supplies; 

8. Import 	taxes or custom duties; 
9. 	 Any unusual expense to ensure water supplies

such as dams, reservoirs, long pipelines, or 
desalination of sea water; 

10. Infrastructure such as housing, roads, or 
railroads outside the plant ; harbor improvement; 
piers; jetties; airport facilities, etc. 

11. Unusual site preparation expenses; and 
12. Working capital. 

For finished products such as urea, AN, I)AP,
and TSP, the cost of storage is calculated as a sepa
rate item based on capacity for 45 days' production
for bulk storage and 10 days' production for bagged
product. The assumed cost of bulk-storage facilities 
is $,t0/ton without humidity control and $50/ton with
humidity control. Urea, ammonium nitrate, and any
fertilizer containing a high percentage of these mate
rials are assumed to require dehumidified storage
although in some climates it may not be necessary.
The cost of storage for bagged product is calculated 
on the basis of $75/ton of capacity including bagging
facilities. Both bulk and bagged storage costs include
the cost of 	conveying and handling equipment to move 
the product in and out. Any storage requirement be
yond that described above is assumed to be a part ofthe marketing and distribution system and usually will
be located in regional or district distribution centers. 

An example 	of some of the extra investment costs
that may be included in a total project cost for a de
veloping country may be helpful. The example project
consists of a 1,000-t)(pd natural gas-based ammonia
plant and a 1,725- tpd urea plant in a nonindustrial 
location. If such a facility were built in an industrial 
location in a developed country, the estimated turnkeycost, based on data in chapters VI and XI, would be: 

$ Hi Ilion 

Ammonia plant 75.0 
Urea p1lant 40.2 
Storage facilities 5.1 

Total 120.3
 

The estimated project cost for Iie proposed plant
in a remote localion in a developing country is $313 
million, Of this total about $145 million seems to be 
directly related to construction of the plant and its 



auxiliary and supporting facilities. Some of the cost 
items in this proposal that either would not be encountered in a typical project in a developed country 
or would be much lower are listed below: 

$ Million 

Harbor, breakwater, and pier 31

Water supply line (25 km) 
 6 
Housing colony 
 14 
Ocean freight and local handling 12 
Physical contingency 
Provision for escalation during 18 

construction (42 months) 
 53
 
Inttrest during construction 13
Preoperational expense 7Initial working capital 8 

Total 162 

It is evident that a plant in a developing country 
may cost two to three times as much as a similar plant
in a developed country for a variety of reasons that 
will be discussed in ciapter XXVI. Sheldrick, in a 
paper prepared for the FAO Commission on Fertilizers,estimated that the total plant cost for a 1,650-tpd
ammonia-urea complex would be $150 million in a de-
veloped country, $230 in a developing country with 
fairly good infrastructure, and $320 million in a remote 
location.' The most important reasons for the differ-
ence seem to be the increased requirements of infra-
structure and offsite facilities and the longer con-
struction time with accompanying escalation and 
interest costs. The long construction time in a developing country is very costly, especially in coun-
tries where the inflation rate is high. In a developed
country. a major new plant usually can be completed
in 18 months; whereas, as much as 41years may be 
required in a developing country. In the above example the provision for escalation during construction 
is $53 mitlion, and the interest during construction, 
even at the low rate of 1%/year, is $13 million. Some 
possible means for decreasing these costs will be dis-
cussed in chapter XXVI. 

In addition to the cost of long construction periods, there is the possibility that the process and
equipment may become .i least partially obsolete before
it is finished. An anrn.nia-from-coal project is likely
to take 7 year's from process selection to operational
status. During this time process improvements (or
discovery of natural gas) tauy make the plant non-
competitive. 

It should be noted that none of the capital and
operating costs in this manual include the costs of a 
marketing and distribution system. This cost is likely
to vary widely from one country to another and, in 
some cases, may approach the cost of the production
facilities. )istribution costs are not within the scope
of this manual; a useful recent publication on this 
subject is "F'ertilizer Marketing" by K. Wierer and 
J. C. Abbott, FAO Marketing Guide No. 7 (1978),
published by the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO). 

Assumptrons for Production Cost Estimates 

The following simplified assumptions are made to 
ar-rive at comparative estimates for production costs: 

1, W.I. Sidt rlck, ",Iivetel .id I,1rPution O'nls for ertfili/ers," Paper
No. i:IRT 7'0/4 reweited t lit' Sli Se'sion of tic IAO (ommission o1 Ferft.
bi/e, HpRome. 170,Jaspvi 222.' 

Ca)ital-Related Costs 

Capital-related costs are calculated on an annual 
basis as a percentage of the total plant cost as 
follows: 

Depreciation (15 years) 
 6.67%

Interest 
 4.0 % 
Taxes and insurance 2.0 % 
Maintenance (materials and labor) 
 5.0 % 

To ta 1 
 17.67%
 

The intere ,t rate is assumed to be 8%applied to 
one-half of th. capital as an average over a 15-yearperiod, since the depreciation allowance decreases the 
capital investm-mt to zero in 15 years. 

To arrive at a gate sale price, 10% return on thetotal plant cost is added which includes provision for
incoi. ,, tax. This may be regarded as a 20% pretax
return on the average investment over a 15-year 
period. 

No estimate of working capital is made, and hence 
no interest on working capital is included, However,
5% is added to the production cost of all final products
and some products that may be used as intermediates 
for "administrative and miscellaneous costs" wh h
should be adequate to include interest. on working
capital. In production cost estimates involving plant
complexes this 5%is added only to the final product. 

All capital-related charges arc assumed to be con
stant on an annual basis, and therefore their cost per
ton of product will vary with the annual production
(capacity utilization). 

It is recognized that more sophisticated methods 
for calculating capital charges or profitability would
be preferable for a specific project, but for a gener
alized comparison these refinements are not warranted.
 

_€aty Utilization 

It is assumed that full capacity utilization is at
tained when the annual production of a plant is 330 
times its rated daily capacity. An allowance of 35 
days for scheduled maintenance or other delays is 
considered normal. Although some plants attain 100% 
capacity utilization a-cording to this definition and 
some exceed it, a capacity utilization of about 90% is 
more typical of average results in developed countries 
when market conditions are not limiting. Accordingly,
most of the production cost estimates assume an annual 
production equivalent to 300 times the daily capacity 
or about 90% capacity utilization (actually 90.9%).
Illustrations are given of the effect of percentage
capacity utilization on production cost. 

Labor-Related Costs 

The average direct cost of operating labor in
cluding working-level supervision is assumed to be 
$8/man-hour. (Maintenance labor is included in main
tenance as a capital-related cost.) Labor rates are 
likely to be lower in some developing countries, but 
a larger number of workers may be used, and indirect 
costs may be higher. Overhead costs andi fringe
benefits are assumed to be 100% of direct labor costs.
The cost of chemical control is assumed to be 20% of
direct operating labor. Thus , total labor-related 
costs are assumed to be 22(0% of $8 or $17.60/man-hour.Labor-related costs are assume(d to be constant on an
annual basis (330 times daily cost) and hence variable 
per ton of pro(luct. In comparing plants of different 



capacities, labor-related costs are assumed to varywith the 0.6 power of capacity on an annual basis, 

Raw Material Costs 

The coats of raw materials are calculated perof product with 
ton

allowance for recovery factors in ac-cordance with the best available process information.
In addition, 11%or 2"', apparent loss in procesing isassumed which may be partly a mechanical loss or overage in analysis (for examtle, urea may contain.16.2", N rathe' than the assumed '16.0,). Current 
world market prices are used for raw materials or in-ternediates (such as ammonia) when such information
is available, except as otherwise noted, 

tilities 

Unless otherwise noted, assumed utilities costsare: 

Electricity $0.027/kxi
Steari $4.00/ton
Cooling water $0.01/m on a once-through 

hasisBoiler feedwater $0.26/m
Fuel oil (for drying) $0.01/thousand kcal 


It should be noted that the utility costs are inpart cc',vered by capital-related costs associated with 
auxiliary and supporting facilities. Such facilities include, for example, water purification, steam generation, and distrilution facilities for these services.
'Ihus, the costs listed above are not comparable withutility costs at tattery limits which is a basis commonly
used in manv other estimates.process For example, when therequires a steram suppily , the capital and maintenance costs of a stean generation unit includeda deS cos of iment
in "capital-related costs, thus the $.t/ton charge for ste am in c lu de s on ly fuel costs an d la b or- rela te d c o s ts . 

$,tonByp~roduct steam is credited to the process atd,henthe process is considered separately
$tlovern the u fprosuisconsiere(osetrtly.
Howeveo,the value of steam iyp'oduct(or electricity)
depends on what use, ca;n be xnade of it. In a plantproduct a unit nitric acidcom plex containingsteam fx'oxa onesulfuric orusually plant, by-is usedl in othex' 
putsiteaunits either forfomhentomehni alley, u einoterheat, mechanical energy, ox genera-

tion of electicity fox' plant use, 


In a few instances there may be excess steam
available as, for example, 
 when a sulfuric acid plantis separated from the industry it supplies. In suchcases it may be difficult to find a profitable use for 

the steam.
 

Other Costs 

Catalyst costs are based on an average replace-
ment cost not including the initial charge. Likewise,costs for absorbents (such as CO 2 removal absorbents)
and recycled chemicals or solvents are based on re-placement costs. Miscellaneous supplies usuallyassumed to amount 

are 
to $0.50 or $1.00/ton of pr-ductdepending on the complexity of the process exceptwhen there is information to indicate that a different

value should be used. Administrative and miscella-neous costs are taken as 5%of other production costs as explained under "capital-related costs." 

Costof Bags 

The production cost estimates given in this man-ual usually are for bulk products, but in some casesthe estimated cost of bagged product is also given by 

adding $12/ton to cover the cost of bags and labor forbagging. The cost of bags varies widely depending 
on their quality, size, etc. The $12 allowance is in
tended to apply to strong, weatherproof bags of 50-kgcapacity. For example, a woven polypropylene bag
with a polyethylene liner costmay $0.60 for a 50-kgbag ($12/ton) in the United States. The cost would vary with the thickness of the polyethylene liner.Also, the size of the bag, which depends on the
density of the material to be bagged, has some 

bulk 
effect.

Since polyethylene and polypropylene are produced
from naphtha o0 light oil feedstocks, their cost depends on the ftedstock cost. It is reported that bags
similar to those described above can be manufactured
in a southeast Asian country at about half the U.S. 
cost ($0.30/bag) with indigenous feedstock. 

Double bags with woven polypropylene or juteouter bag and a polyethylene or other moisture-proof
inner bag are usually required for overseas transportor for transport within a developing country involving
several steps of manual handling. Lower-cost single
plastic film bags are commonly used in developedcountries with automatic palletizing and mechanicalhandling. On the other hand, farmers in developed
countries often prefer smaller bags (50 lb or 25 kg);thus, the cost of' hags per ton of product is 
increased. 
i 

Various schemes have evolvedand transport for bulk handlingor for transport in returnable containers 
including bags of 0.5- or 1.0-ton capacities designed
for mechanical handling. These various systems forhandling and distributing fertilizer are obviously impurtant to the marketing and distribution system andshould be discussed in detail in another publication. 

Process Requirements 

The assumed raw material and utilities requirefor the processes considered inshown in table 1. The values this chapter arechosen are, in mosts , i co mp ro mhse a re , v alu s .cases, a compromise among several reported values. 
Naturally, the raw materials and utilities consumptionsvary, depending on the efficiency of the plant and itsoperators, the quality of theAlso. there raw materials, etc.are compromises and tradeoffs--efficiency
 
versus capital requirements, high recovery 
 versusve r u c i on r e ,uirhigh production rate, e mnt s ec r y e tc .steam ver'sus electricity, etc.
 
Thus, the values given in table
illustrative 1 should be consideredand probably typical of good design andoperation but not necessarily the most efficient. 

Nitrogen F.'tilizers 

Ammonia 

Estimated turnkey ammonia plant costs as affected 
by scale of operation and type of feedstock are shownin figure 1. The estimates are for an industrial loca
tioa in a developed country. forCosts natural gasbased plants with capacities of 550, 1,000, and 1,360tpd are considered the reliable.most Costs forsmaller plants, 100 to 350 tpd, are less reliable sincefew have been built. Costs for 1,000-tpd plants usingnaphtha, heavy oil, and werecoal obtained by multiplying the cost of the natural gas-based plant by afactor which was selected afte' reviewing several estimates and reports. For oil- and coal-based plants,
costs for capacities in the range of 550 to 1,500 tpd 
were assumed to vary as the 0.6 power of capacity.
The costs of naph tha-based plants in this rangewere obtained by applying a factor (1. 14) to the cost 
of natural gas-based plants. In the range, 100 to350 tpd, costs of plants using naphtha, oil, or coalwere estimated by multiplying the cost of natural gasbased plants by factors of 1.14, 1.6, and 2.0, re

.3 i5g 



TABLE 1. TYPICAL RAW MATERIAL AND UTILITY REQUIREMENTS PER TON OF PRODUCT
 

Raw Materials
 
Quantity, 


Kind 
 ton Supplies, $a 


Ammonia 
 Natural gas 
 36 GJ 1.75 


Urea, prilled 
 N1l3 0.575 2.33 

46% N 
 C02 0.760
 

Nitric acid, 
 Nll3 0.288 1.85 

basis 100% INO 3
 

Ammonium 
 HN0 3 0.773 1.50 

nitrate, 34% N 
 N113 0.210
 

Sulfuric acid, 
 S 0.34 0.50 
100% 1 2 SO4 

Phosphoric acid, 
 Pnosphate rockc 
 3.22 1.00 

basis/ton P205 
 112S04 
 2.78
 

Triple superphosphate Phosphate rockc 
 0.40 
0-46-0 
 Acid P205 0.345
 

Diammonium phosphate 
 Acid P205 0.47 

18-46-0 
 N1l 0.224
3 


Monoammonium 
 Acid P205 0.56 

phosphate 11-55-0 
 NH3 0.137
 

a. 
Includes catalysts, chemicals, conditioners, etc.
 
b. Once-through basis.
 
c. Phosphate rock assumed to 
contain 33% P205.
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Basis: Industrial location in developed country, Turnkey costs = battery-limits
cost plus 50%. 
Notes: 
 The most reliable data arefor natural gas-based and naphtha-based plant

with capacities of 550, 900-1,140, and 1,360 tpd. 
 Data for smaller plants and

other feedstocks are more speculative because few such plants have been built. 


Figure 1. Estimated Turnkey Plant Cost for Ammonia Plants as Affected by
Capacity and Feedstock. 

spectively. Little confidence should be placed in 

these values, but 
 these are believed to be ofright order of magnitude. the 

In figure 1, a straight line shownis to represent 
costs for' naphtha- or natural gas'-based plants. flow-
ever, if the curve were fitted to available data, it

would be slightly concave because of 
 greater experience in the 900- to 1,100-tpd range and consequent
availability of standard designs. It is likely that 
costs for plants larger than 1,300 tpd would be substantially higher than indicated by extrapolation of
the line in figure 1 because of the need for' developing 
new engineering designs and using nonstandard equip-
ment. lowever, a 2,000-tl)d plant consisting of two 
1,000-tpd trains should cost somewhat less per ton of J5 
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capacity than a single 1,000-tpd plant because of lower 
nonbattery-limits costs.

There has been much less expcrience with plants 

using partial oxidation of coal o:" oil. Therefore, thecurves for these were asun.od to follow the 0.6 power(a more or less normal relationship for single-trainand the resulting curves are slightly convex. 

For reasons discussed previously,developing total plant costs incountries are likely to be higher than thoseindicated in figure 1 

The assumed heating ofvalues ammoniastocks tha, were used in production cost estimates
feed

are 
tabulated below: 

Feedstock LowIleatin_ Value 
Natural gas 38,015 kcal/ma 33.56 GJ/lOOO m 
Naphtha 10,556 kcal/kg 44.20 GJ/tonleavy fuel oil 9,722 kca I/kg 40.71 GJ/ton
Coal 6,333 kcal/kg 26.52 GJ/torn 

The "low heating value" in the above tabulation 
is the heat of combustion not including the heat of
condensation of water vapor in the combustion products, which becannot usefully recovered in ammonia 
production processes. The heating value for natural 
gas is approximately that of methane (measured at
201C and I atm); natural gas often contains higher
hydrocarbons which increase the heating Value per
unit volume. 

The total requirements for- fuel and feedstock 
per ton of ammonia that were used in the present
calculations are: 

Er,.r y E, uival ent 
euicrement MIll on kcal GJ 

aNatural gas 1,073 m 8.6 36.0
Napitlha 0.89 toll 9.4 39.4 
Ileavy fuel oil 1,00 ton 9.7 40.7
Coal 1.97 tor 12.5 52.3 



______ 

-- 

__ 

The fuel and feedstock requirements are for an-monia plants with good heat and energy recovery fa-
cilities, particularly for natural gas- and naphtha-
based plants. In areas where low-cost fuel is avail
able, it may be economical to use simpler, less effi-
cient equipment at the expense of increased fuel and
feedstock consumption (see chapter VI). All ammonia
plants are assumed to be self-sufficient in steam and
mechanical power. In the case of oil- and coal-based 
plants, a steam-gener:iting plant is assumed to be part
of the battery-limits ammonia plant: its capacity is 
assunmed to be s.ufficient to supply all of' the steam andpower (mechanical or electrical) required by the 
process. 

The estimated production cost of ammonia as af-
focted by scale of operation and type of feedstock is 
shown in figure 2 assuming coal at $25/ton, oil at 

250 .... 
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Figure 2. Effect of Type of Feedstock arsdPlant Capacity on Production Costof Ammonia. 

$80/ton, and natural 	 gas at $0.053/m. The calcula-
tions for this figure were based on tables 7, 8, 9, and
10 of chapter VI. The figure indicates that J 000 tpd
may he near an economic optimum size for a single
train natural gas-based plant. Htowever, multitrain 
plants (two, three, or more 1,000-tpld trains) presumably would produce ammonia at a lower cost al-though the increased cost of marketing the product 

oves- a wider 
 area would have to be considered. In 

the cases of oil- and coal-based plants, the estimated
 
production cost decreases with 
 capacily up to and 

lerhal)s bieyond 1,500 tpl. 


The effects of the cost of natural gas and of the
capital cost of the I)lant on production cost and gatesale price of ammonia are sh.)wn in figures 3 and 4
which are identical with 9 andfigures 10 of chapler VI
and are reproductd here for convenience. Likewise,
ithe effects of cost of natura' gas, naphltha , heavy oil,
and coal on produeclion cost ald gate sale price of am-
monia is shown in figures 5 and G, corresponding to 
figures II and 12 of chapter VI. 

I"igure 7 shows the e(ffect of cajlacity utilization 
on the estimated produclion cost of ammonia plants
using natural gas, naplhtha, heavy oil, and coal ;ts
feedstock and fuel. I'revious graphs have been based 
on an annual production of 300 limes ratel daily pro-
duction, In figure 7 annual capacity is assumed to he
:33s0 times daily capacity, a common assumption. It 1s 
quite possible to exceed 100'i, of rated annual produc-lion based on this definilion, vither by achieving mto'e 
than :130 on-stream dlays per year or by prolucingf 
more thani the rated daily capacily or both. Ammonia 
plant!; often tre designetd to have SO,,me excess callaiily 7 
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as a margin of safety to ensure meeting guaranteed
rates. The data for figure 7 were based on the "base
cases" given in chapter VI and were calculated by
assuming thikt the capital-related and labor-related 
costs were constant on an annual basis while ,ill other 
costs were constanl per ton of product 

As in dira tedI inl fi gut',e 7, opeation atI 1()lI, cap a 
city would incrrease the l l,,duction cost in a natural
gas-based planl by 	 abloul $29/ton as compared with
operation at I001, calIcily ($1110 versus $111/ton).
L.ow capacily utilization would have a greater effect 
with other feedslocks. For inslance, in a coal-hased
planl the iprid(uclion cost would be about $1,lg/on ;t
l({l, capacity as coipared with $21,1/ton s11;0,'- rapm
city, a difference of $65/ton. In a developing country, high calpacity utilizalion is stIill more impoitanl
becatse of the higher plant investment. Moreover,
the effect of low capacity olieration on the cost of 
t'irca ill a ureHa-anitlnonia coliplex would be still greater 
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since the capital- related costs of urea production 2oo0--- - ' 

would also be increased. NAPHTHA___o 

Urea-Ammonia Coplxe .Z ..... 

In many developing countries ammonia is used NATURALGAS ._.O_. /

solely for production of urea; therefore, it is appro- § __._._.o 
priate to consider the economics of such urea-ammonia 2 10 -Z!complexesL The investment cost for such complexes is LOCATION-NTVELOPEDCOUNTRYbased on estimates in previous chapters. _RATED CAPACITY-Io00td 
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the ammonia production cost, but it is added to the 0 

urea production cost (the final product). The results
following tabulaof these calculationstimtarefor ionin 90.9% capacitytheshown figtireat 8 and in 2EZ RDCTO- AV OL 0TOCOSTI(300 times daily c pa3ity), 5501,.0.C AL..25TO 0
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The effect of cost and type of feedstock on the 
gate sale price of urea produced in aI 1739-tpd. ammonia-urea complex is shown in figure 9. The gate sale 300 . . .
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Figure 9. Effect of Type and Cost of Feedstock on Gate Sale Price of Bulk Urea 
in Developing and Developed Countries (Urea-Ammonia Complexes Producing1,739 tpd;
521,700 tpy). 


price is the plroduction Wlusreturn on invest-cols l(),
ment . T11e lower prtion f thefigle shows estimated 

country, 
 ni lie Uler [lndstrion shows i'titd lric(E'in a I(c'St ion where (olI (I) const rutting the iht is5n highear, whirh mayst ' h casein slthe develotig

lountl'is hew rhic , urhai' sm (h'-be'n ciei
coulolmd . T rhe fivuri e4,iIS' tIlt lIs ts il 1(1 e 

ton) for plants, iuing oal at $0.9l/(;,I , oil$a $1.97'r;,,

antI nal)htha at $2.9/(LtI. (('rh)iiA weI/
reI the .l)hLvaluessldtalei fIr the Ilasi' Ie91'sG in Th. s VI). NaIt lI'al 
s e o t uhl hc (h) rin t,('st Iol l latv $3 ,r)(/ai P. a tia Igra ' Ito liV ti . l5/t tlobriting the 

urea cost III a;compn;aratle' level. Whbier'e natural gas('(1 5 IiI'e high , it ittay hi' a;i ntat ois toI use lw erFora 
co:I.tfuel for Ial t If the reljtticilnlents. For'exa lesiteamlI t'itluil'e,(t inl Ito' ttl'i'i l)]lrit ('all to(' .ei~r ,'li'd in a r',
equ-ired Ifilehplant(.;IIIberie 

For hllgl-tolsI jilalnts (Wdivelopillrg ('olnlt'iis), AI 
(' ,Iss ar'v hsi ii',rhr, and coal i'. rilalivity ,is fiv~ll';ttth,' 
it gives Ilh' higti,,t ,h ,, ,.itgie ef l 'tthie ' 

In !;oliE 0',vil(iot ll, c'trtli s, rialU'al gat, i' 
availabl at colss in Ihi' rangi of $0. :0-$(0.(;0/(;,;, 
resiLllinltutl'ea ('Ost!,!,110111l he $130-$13{6 

/ton . The 
Su o' ('list ii tin)i in 'Iul ytl waithtgas, '(1Sting $2, -$2,a.:/a ,t, ;Illh/nta tilll 'ltu,,,e ,vwiit'low-lostlng ; lia' ,fflt by thli' cilltal chaJlrt'e
t'i'uithn, frotm hieh plant ('lt lryi 

(e, 
thIeivi'capiltl itrIiln

lais il alp ly tii all l 'v'loli or'h ,vi'lI isn i I(It 
lri's it is intendl d ,nly to initic atth IItv effect I fplantl inlvestmen(,lt c'O, whivhl liry %,ary widely ililb 
countri ,s t h t ii e' Ill]' Or I wl,o 'hiltrarily i'a !',ifii d 
as idv ello ied and I v i ll . 

l"ilt'lre 10 stiowt, thl i'ffi'its of cilp;acity utilization 
and ilant c, I i t Kile'alh let'i'' of urva that Is pro-
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Figure 10. Effect of Plant Cost and Capacity Utilization on Gate Sale Price of 
Bulk Urea in a Urea-Ammonia Complex. 

duced in I ,739-tpd ammonia-urea complexes usingnatural gas or coal feedstock, l~or |vtiral gas-baed 
complexes the estimated cost. is $120 in a typicalmilli,-,n

developed country and $180 million (50% more) in a 
developing country location. For coal-based complexes
the estimated llant costs are $195 and $293 million.ThehAL) figure shows the drastic effect of low capacity
utilization ont urea costs, especially for complexes with 
high capital cost. In this connection, the world av
etage capacity utilization for nitrogen fertilizer plantsisvelopingabout 901,, for developedcountries, accordingcountries and 70'- for dleto World Fertilizer Situa

tion and Outlook, a publication (March I979) by-iV iiP 
aind TVA. 

The combined effects of low capacity utilization 

and high plant cost can be particularly disastrous for
t coal-based plant. A 60' cal)acity utilization ratewould result in a gate sale price of $301/ton of bulkurea fo' the plant with the higher capital cost, where'is, in Ihe case of the lower cost plant operated at 90% 

capacity, the urea price would be about $16,/ton.
('ost of feedstock (coal) is only $28/1 n of urea;therefore, even if coal costs were reduc'd to zero,ftile t('Conomics, would bethe plant Infavor;leh in locations wherecostI is high an(t capacity utilization is low . 

'.atUral ga,-based complexes, the cost of nat
nalI gas (at $1 .f/(;,J) is $32.710/ton of ura. In some 

dveloping 'tOinliiis whire low-cost;vailahhle, natural gas isthe cI). ptr ton ilf Urtal may be as low as
 
$10. Ilowe'vc, Ihe oehbillt(,deffect of low rapacity
utilization a dr hih 'a ital cost can more than offset 

this advallstgi',. For example, if the gas costing$0.18/6.1 is tis('t itt a $1H0 million complex at 70'
 
capacity utliizalili(n, the estimated gate sale pirice would
 
I Atiout $165/ton. 'This Ie' 
 touhl lte elualed in a
 

it villih d ioltilty to'al ilot) ($120 million complex)
 
w ith0"''v'lIlpi'I0 ' , pal ity itiliation with 
 a was cost of about

;:t .co/ntt it I:ttlliha ('ostIof $:l.00/;,1 (sve figure 9),

This ixalnildh illustrates Il, difficulty 
 If realizing the
IlotlsInisl a ti rsagi',of o-cost nattt'al ,as in t r'mote
IIloatiolls, platriitlularly wheni tlle ! i, little or no do
1 ,rst bidhman d for itht e n firlilizer u1tid I , roiu-:tv:liq ,I )oh r((Ulr{s
 

I ' i liptl'I n(' of im proving apacity ti lzat on 
catn l it'i1 straed Iy the incr e'entIal cost of additional 

plodut'ton, For exutm.ple, if it $293 million coal-hasedpumlt is illrai'tI atl71), 'ltIacity, the estimated guite
sale price is;$267/ton of urea (figure 10), If capacity 



utilization can be increased without capital expendi-
ture, each ad(itinal ton of urea would cost only
about $42. This incremental cost is the cost of the
additional feedstock, utilities, and supplies. In thenatural gas-based complex, the incremental cost is
about $46/ton of urea with gas at $1.58/,J or $23 
with gas at $0..18/GJ.BASE 

Urea is almost always produced in ;acomplex that 
contains an ammonia plant which supplies th,. two .-
sential raw materials, ammonia and carbon dioxide.However, in niany cases urea is not the only lproducit
of the complex ; part of the ammonia may he sold as 
such or cnverted to other nitrogen fertilizer's or com-pound ftrrtilizers. In such cases it is of interest toI 
caulcalith, the cost of urea production separatel' . Pro-
'-,s r't'uir nie'n ts w ere d iscussed in chapt rvi IX , an dtit t ' nlillics ofI urea Iroduction ; ItisclIssed in0 

claplei .\I. Figures II , 12, and I; shmt the esti-
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Figure 11. Estimated Cost of Urea Plants asRelated to Capacity. 
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mlate] cap~ital cost of uriea plants ain! the productioncost ani gilte sale tprice of uea ialS affected by scale
ofa operation and a mmonia cast. These figures are theais figures 1, 2, and 3 of chapter Xl and are 
lel)I'IdlCe( herre foi' the reader's convenience. Flor
discussion sete chaltter Xl. 

Nitric Acidl and] Ammlloniun Nitrate 

Ammonium nitrate is almost always produced in acomplex
of 

containing a nitric acid plant since 
1tatiannitricitCid ti'ansl)Oris uneconomical because of its low

/'o,-)nctntrlti,,n (;,toul 13', N for 589, IIN,),). Unlike 
Lrea , the com1ple x (lot's nat nj-essarIilV contain an ammonia plant, anti in many cases ammonia is trans)orted 
t( the plant site fromtrate also distant sources. Ammonium nimay he prduced Is a COl'oduct with nitro

phosphate 'Is discissed in XV.chapter ligures I, 
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Figure 14. Effect of Type of Process and Plant Size on Cost of Nitric Acid 

15, and 16 (identical with figures 1, 5, and f; ofchapter XI) are rep~roluced here for convenience anridshow estilnated nitric ati plant. costs and prodtihition 
costs and alflnlllOinf nitrate ilroduclion costs. 

Ill i'c
'The eslitnattle capital invesltents for turnkeya(iti-;allnllOnituln ti rale (AN) ('11,n l'xt's ate It' tls 

lat d flow anti sthownl in figure 17: 



Capacity tpd of AN (34% N) 323 647 
 1,353

Capacity, tpd of HNO3 
 250 500 1,070
 
Capital investment, $ million
 

HNO 3 9.75 14.60 23.00 
AN 
 8.13 11.66 17.50
Storage 1.00 2.00 4.00 

Total 18.88 28.26 44.50 
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Figure 15. Effect of Plant Capacity and Ammonia Cost on Production Cost of 
Nitric Acid (High Pressure Process). 
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TheI 1,353-tpd complex would produce the same 

amount of nitroIgen as, a 1,000-tpd urea plant. The
investment for a 1,000-tpd urea plant including 
storage is $32.5 million as compared with $44.5 million for an ammonium nitrate complex. Thus, ammonium nitrate
facilities ale more capital-intensive than urea facilities.lowevcr, as noted in chapter XI, ammonium nitrate 

can be p roduced from impor!ted ammonia; whereas,
urea cannot.. Thuo , countries that 
 wish to minimizecapital investment and/or take advantage of low-cost
imported ammonia might well decide to produce ammonium nitrate. The AN inve.iment curve in figure 17
cannot be safely extrapolated beyond about 1,600 tpd
since the world's largest nitric acid plant has a cara-
city of 1,250 tl)I of lINO:1 which would p~roduce about
1,600 tpd of AN. For larger plants two nitric acid
unit:; may tbe required which would change the shape
of tili curve. The estimated cost of the nitric acid 
plants is for units with "extended absorption" thatreduce the NO concentration to 2011 ppml or less,
The expense of 1itis addtitional efficiency is not justifi-ale ty economics, and its juitification for 1il. tion
control is doulltful in view of the fact that nitric acid
plants contribute no saore than l I of tit( NO, (i-clarged to tite atmosIl)here. (Most of tIt(e NOx comes 
from internal comustioa engines, fuel-fired electric-
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Figure 17. Estimated Plant Costs, Production Costs. and Gate Sale Prices of 
Nitrate for Nitric Acid Ammonium Nitrate Complexes. 

countriesgenerating plants, and natural sources.) Thus, inwhere Pollution control standards are more 

flexible,provided a saving in nitric acid plant coststhat the NO concentration is possible
x in the local amatmosphere is within acceptable limits (see chap

ter XXIII). 

production costs and gatefor AN sale pricesare shown in figure 17 for a developed countrylocation assuming an ammonia cost of $120/ton. The 
cost is rather sensitive to scale, especially below 650tpd. At 1,353 tpd the estimated gate sale price ofbulk AN is $96; this corresponds to $130/ton of urea on an equivalent nitrogen basis. It bagging andtransport costs were considered, the comparison would 
he less favorable to AN. 

Phosphate Fertilizers 

Sulfuric Acid 

Estimated plant investment costs for sulfuric acid
facilities are shown in figure 1I which is identical with
figure 3 of chapter XII These costs are for double
contact, dout)le-ahsorlltion units in a developed coun
try location. Estimated iroduction costs 
 were shown
in tadles 5 and 6) of chapter XII. Ilowever, the,
estimat,s did not use the standard assumpt ions listed 
it, the lresent challlter; therefore, theit'lolulctionc(osts were l'e'alculilated for the purpos,.Is of figure 19.phe differences were minor; for is b se ('am,- of a600-tpd ) plnlt olperating at 90.91, caplacity (30( I ines
daily capacity) the (lifference wils within a few cents 
per ton of tlie vtlse give In talle 1, c'hallte XII,be:ause of offsetting r

adjutnlltn. 'I'iThe re lculated 
p'roductlon cost for the I15ie t'ase' is tatullatel below. 
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Production Cost, $/toni of HoS504 81 

Sulfur, 0,34 ton x $50 
 17.00
Catalyst and supplies 
 0,50
Electricity, 35 kWh x $0,027 ,0.95 LoC ,. . 
U----..Cooling water, 25.8 M3 X $0.01 0.26 

Boiler feedwater, 1.25 M3 X $0.26 
 0.324
Labor-related coats,
0.16 man-hours x $17.60
Capital-related costs, 17,67% 2.81 go9,81 .-
 1J---T"A
Steam credit, 1.2 ton x $4.00 
 -4.80
 

Total production cost 26.85 4; 
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Figure 20, Etmated Cost of WetProc., Phosphoric Acid Plints. 
0 10 tion cost was recalculated for a developed country lo-

Z ~cation with the following results for a base case: 
" BATTERY LIMITS 

.4IEstimated 

Production Cost
 

of Phosphoric Acid (BaseCase) 
Plant capacity-4O0 tpd P*O

(120,000 tpy n 90,9% capacity utilization)
Plant cout--$20 million, developed country location
 

$/ton
 
0 of P20A0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 Phosphate rock, 33% P20 
 3.22 tons x $20 64,40
CAPACITY,TONS PER DAY 
 Sulfuric acid, 100% H2104 
 2.78 x $30 83.40
 

Chemicals and supplies
Figure 1.00
18. Ca4pIcot Of WfuW.OumlngSufud lants.DoubeContact, Water 3150 m xU.N. or European Locatlon. 0.1 1.50
Electicityc 150 kWh x 0,027 4.05 
Steam 
 1,9 ton x $4.00 7.60
Labor-related costs 
 0.36 man-hour x $17.60 6.34
 - Capital-eelated costs 17.67% 29.45
 

Ad.,Subtotal 
 197.74
 
--.-- Adm.& 
 misc. expense,


5% of subtotal 
 9.89 
-0- %CAPAoT I Production cost 
 207,63
I AACT 1 10% Rol 16.67
 

......... 
 .
 Gate sale price224.30
 

IN U4 1, s. includes antifoam chemicals.
 

' ' ,,oo $00 a. 00 adrecircUlated pond water for scrubbing systems, " - 0 b:w Includesprocewater, recirculated coolingvwter," 
,€ lteam usually ist obtained from an onsite sulfuric 

Figure 10. tlimated Prodution Cost of Sulfuric Acd eAffected by Plant 
acid plant, and'part of the electricity may be generated by surplus steam or replaced by steam-turbineCapacity and Capacit Utilleation, po'wero 

Phosohoric cd Figure 21 shows the estimated operating coat forphosphoric acid production, not including raw mate-
Estimated capital requirements are shown ri" al, AN affected by plant capacity and capacity utiliin zation, The operating costsfigure 20, which is Identical with figure 7, chapter 

do not include a retur 
XI - The estimates on investment or administrative and miscellneousare for a standard dihydrate. costs, They are estimatedl~iFacilities included and 

for a d veloped countryexcluded were location. Figure 22 shows the effect theiu chapterX ,Etimat operating costs, rockand sphatexclusive of raw materials costs, sulfuric aold costs on productionhave been given in coots of phosphoric acid for a plant ofchapter Xli for a developing country location, and & capacity with an annual output of 
600 tpd of 

the costs for various combinations of phosphate rock 180,000 tp 
and sulfuric acid 

or examplea production cost of $200/ton of P161were calculated, however,
mates sed 

the eti- could be attained with phosphate rock at $20/ton ansomewhat different assumptions than the sulfuric acid at about $3/ton or with rock at $30/tonstandard ones used in this chapter; thus# the produ- 3 and acid at $21/ton, For comparison, the world mar-d4 4'- A 
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Figure 22. Production Cost of Phosphoric Acid for Various Combinations of 

Sulfuric Acid and Phospate Rock Cost;Location-Developed Country; Rock
II iiGrade-33%P205; Plant Capacity-600 tpd; Operating H~ate-180,000 tpy. 

of the comlehxes is shown in thce followving tabulation 
and in filire 2,. 

Cost-, $ Mi IlIi.il
 
1'20O5 il I)AIP,tp( '20-0-..460- 6 600 - 800-


Sulfuric ac'id planit 9.6 14.2 18.! ' 
721


Phosphioric cicid plant 12.6 20.0 -1..4 29.1 

I)AP planit 7. I 10.9 13.6 17. 4
IProduict storage I. 1 2.3 3.4 4.5 

.
 
"ota l I)AP complex( 30.4 47.4 (A. ) 74.1 
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. .
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r20 7 In the base case above, labor- and capital-relateccosts are higher per ton of product for DAP becausf
the calculations are based on the same amount of _ .. P20 5 input as phosphoric acid. The additional P20:input as phosphate rock in the case of TSP results

,2 -in a larger scale of operation and higher output of 
P 20 5 - The increased scale of operation results in0..l. 
 ower costs per ton of product for TSl relative to 

LOCATION- DEVELOPED COUNTRY A 
PROCESS-SLURdY GRANULATIONTSP INCLUDES ROCK GRINDING An alternative method5 for comparison would bePRODUCT STORAGE NOT INCLUDED on the basis of the sam,, production of product l)2O5,I In this case a smaller input of phosphoric acid would 

be required for TSP than forl0 DAP, ind unit costs for
0 200 400 600 800 1000 

phosphoric acid would increase. Comparisons of this,200 1400 1600 type were given in chapters XIV and XVII.CAPACITY, TONS OF PRODUCT PER DAY 
The production cost was calculatedFigure 23. Estimated Cost of Plants for Producing TSP, MAP, or DAP. 

for plant capacities ranging from 200phoric acid to 800 tpd of P205 as phoswhich would provide 200-800 tpd ofas DAP or 27.1-1,096 P205tpd of P205 as TSP.90 The results are shown in figure 25 in terms of production cost perI GRANULATIONUNIT 2 GRANULATIONUNITS 
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ASSUMED RAW MATERIAL COSTS1304 1,739 2174 2609 . SULFUR O, 3 %5/TON 
PHOSPHATE ROCK, 33%p 0/TON2Figure 24. Estimated Cost of Phosphate Fertilizer Complexes. AMMONIA, $;120/TONo 1 N

0 500 1,000 1,500 2000 2,500or 1,191 tpd of TSP. Raw material requirements were CAPACITY,TONS OF DAP OR TSP/DAYadjusted to allow for 3% P2 05 loss in conversion ofphosphoric acid to the final product. Calculations for Figure 25. Estimated Production Cost of DAP or TSP Produced in a Phosphatethe base case are summarized below: Complex. 

Phosphate Compnlex. Base Case 
_(400 tp, of P., a sI po6-i 

Capital cost, DAP--$47.4 million; TSIP--$52.4 million ton of productProduction rate, DAP--870 tpd, 261,000 tpy 
and per ton of nutrient (N + P205).By coincidence, the productionPro(uction rate, TSI'--1,191 tpd, 357,300 tpy cost per ton of nutrient is about the same for TSP and DAP and is rep

resented by a single line. However, this coincidenceS/ton of Product depends on the assumed costDlAP of the raw materials,TSP particularly sulfur and ammonia (about the same(18-46-0) (0-46-0) amount of phosphate rockuct). The is required for each prodcost of theSulfur @$50/ton raw materials comprises about22.39 16.35Phosphate rock @$20/ton half of the production cost of both products in the30.51 30.27 base case estimate. A 50% increaseAmmonia @$120/ton in capital-related26.88 costs, which couldwould add occur in some developing countries,about $16/ton to the productionTotal raw materials (79.78) (46.62) cost of DAP 
Utilities, or $13/ton for TSP. The productionfuel, supplies, etc. 7.22 cost per ton of6.54 nutrientLabor-related costs (N + 1P2Os) is not a satisfactory basis for10.20 7.97 comparison of theCapital-related costs relative merits of l)AI and TS P .32.09 26.1_6 (riteria for comparison of these and other products 

Subtotal 129.29 87.29 were discussed ;- c!- hi.rs XIV and XVII. 
Adm. & gen. expense, 5% 6.46 4.36
 

The effect of capacity utilization on production
Prodtction cost 15.75 91.65 cost and gate sale price of TSP in a phosphate com-R ,10% 18. 16 14.67 plex located in a developed country is shown in figure26. The calculations were based on a capacity ofGate salte psrice (bu1'k) 153.91 106.32 1,191 ipd of 11 corresponding to a phosphoric cil 

S____-- ,I capacity of about '100 11)( Of 1'205. 
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XXVI Problems Facing the 

World Fertilizer Industry 

A worldwide consultation meeting on the fertilizer
industry was held by UNIDO in January 1977 to dis-
cuss ways and means of increasing fertilizer produc-
tion in developing countries and to consider the prob-lems facing the industry. The purpose of this chapter
is to report some of the problems identified at this 
meeting and give some suggestions for dealing withthem. 

Need 	for More Fertilizer 

It is a platitude to state that increased outputfrom 	 agriculture requires essentially addition of plant
nutrients to the soil. It is like stating that 	 human
beings need food to survive and improve their health.Estimates show that the broad order of magnitude of
increase in the use of all fertilizer nutrients (NPK)
which can be expected in the period 1975-2000, com-
pared with that achieved in the past 25 years, is as
follows: 

P,,u,,t .. )e rt.lzer Use, . I IiI..rU-, 
(h)IIho- s) NPK Mllion, Tons kS per Capita1950 1915 2000 1950 1975 2000 1975 2000190 

Devrierd 

1ot,,e0.86 1.13 ,.Y,3 2 171 1 55 J26 

Deveulos,, 
countries I.1,4 2.84 4. 9 1 20 92 0.6 7 19 

Total orlI
a 

2.5O 1.'1 6.24 14 82 263 - -

a. See- hapier II for ftrt 
application rate, kg/ha. 

etar olfsofpIo-jection-s, including 

This estimate suggests that consumption of fertil-
izer's in developed countries by the year 2000 will be2.8 times the 1975 level; the 1975 level was 4.8 times
the 1950 level. In developing countries the consump-
tion is estimated to increase to 4.6 times from 	 1975 tothe year 2000. However, because of the estimated in-
crease in population, the per capita consumption of 
fertilizer in developing countries (including China) isexpected to be only 2.7 times the 1975 level by the 
year 2000. The application rate in kilograms per hee-
t:,re in the year 2000 is expected to be 332 and 83 for 
d,!veloped and developing countries, respectively. The 
e'.timate is based on projected demand, not on requirements to provide the higher standard of nutrition 
that the increased population will need. Requirements
based on population growth and nutritional needs maywell 	 be higher. 

In 1975 the developing countries consumed about 
30% of the N and 	 229,% of the P'205 supplied by theworld fertilizer industry; however, they produced only
two-thirds of this fertilizer themselves and contributed 
only 18% of world production of N and a lesser per-centage of P2 05 fertilizers;. 

By the year 2000, the estimate suggestr .hat the
developing countries will consume about 92 million tons
of fertilizer nutrients or about 35l of the world con-
sumption. It was suggested that the developing coun-
tries should set a minimum goal of increasing fertilizer 

production sufficiently to supply their needs by the 
year 2000, or earlier, if possible. The report did not
imply that each developing country should be self
sufficient in fertilizer production, only that developing
countries as a group should set a goal of self
sufficiency. 

From the above discussions, whether a forecast 
of a higher or lower figure is taken for world demand
for NPK in the year 2000, the increased need to pro
duce and use more fertilizer is evident. 

Infrastructure Difficulties 

The 	problems facing the world fertilizer industry,
particularly in developing countries, were discssed indetail during UNIDO's First and Second ConsVltation 
Meetings on the fertilizer industry which were held in
January 1977 and November 1978, respectively. The 
consensus reached is reflected in the following para
graphs ( ). 

The 	 Consultation Meeting recognized that 
the major programme of construction of fertilizerplants in developing countries that has already 
started would necessitate the building up of anadequate infrastructure. The Consultation Meet
ing considered various aspects of infrastructure
planning. They included: 

1. 	 Transportation infrastructure (roads, rail
ways, port facilities, railway rolling stock, 
and ships); 

2. 	 Utilities infrastructure (power supply, water 
supply, and a drainage and sewage system); 

3. 	 Raw materials infrastructure (critical raw 
material inputs, particularly feedstocks); 

4. 	 Marketing infrastructure (storage facilities 
and a distribution network that would make 
it possible for the product to reach the 
farms); 

5. Infrastructure of agricultural extension ser
vices and modern agronomic practices; 

6. Human infrastructure (entrepreneurial skills, 
managerial skills, and maintenance and oper
ation skills); 

' .	 Policy infrastructure (the broad framework 
of government planning, laws, and pricing
and economic policies).
The Consultation Meeting felt that the con

struction of fertilizer plants would be greatlyfacilitated if there were a composite infrastructure 
including the types described above. In locating
fertilizer plants in developing countries, it would 
therefore be desirable to place them in areas
where infrastructural facilities already existed. 



When the specific location of plants within in-
dividual developing countries was being consid-
ered, local infrastructure should be taken into 
account, 


Although the Consultation Meeting empha
sized the need for a composite infrastructure,
it appreciated that the creation of an infrastructure could not be related solely to fertilizer 
plants. The infrastructure would be part of over-
all internal )lanning and development and wouldbe required to support a variety of industries 
within the regional and national plans. 

The Meeting recognized that the absence of 
an infrastructure should not be allowed to inhibit 
decisions to set up plants. On the other hand,
the Meeting felt that the setting up of plants
would assist in the overall economic development
of less developed areas and would stimulate the
creation of an infrastructure, 

Considering the costs involved in establish-
ing an infrastructure and the need to produce
fertilizers cheaply so that they would be within
the reach of the farmer, the Consultation Meeting
was of the view that it would not be correct to 
expect fertilizer projects to bear the total costs
of infrastructure. There was a need to define 
and demarcate clearly those items of infrastruc-
ture Mat should fall within the responsibility of 
the State and public authority and that should 
consequently be financed from the public ex-
chequer and items of infrastructure which were
directly associated with fertilizer projects. 

The Meeting recognized that the conditions 
ntbidniaanththe daraon
anudand practices in different developing countrieswould not be identical and that the demar'cation 

of the State's and project's areas of responsibility 
wouldditions.thereforewas havegenerallybe to localthatto felt,adjusted con-It however', the 
picn. authoritynshoul assue rosponsibit for'
public authority should
the basic physical, assume responsibilitytransportation, and utilitiesor 
infrastructures up to the site boundary. The
projects should assume responsibility for the
marketing infrastructure and the environmental 
infrastructure, including the disposal of efflo-
ents. There would be joint responsibility for the
building up of the human infrastructure: the
State would provide the basic facilities for train-
ing and development, and the projects would as
sume responsibility for the specialized skills required for fertilizer' plants. 

The Consultation Meeting felt that the de-
marcation must be so arranged as to reduce, 
as far as possible, capital costs in fertilizer 
projects and, consequently, total production 
costs. 


The Consultation Meeting emphasized the
need for a clearly defined policy infrastructure 
and suggested that developing countries should
work out a scheme of laws, regulations, and 
economic and planning policies that would facil-
itate the growth of the fertilizer industry. 

The Consultation Meeting recognized that the
development of human skills was most important.
It suggested that managers and workers shouldparticipate at all stages of project conception,
planning, and implementation. The Consultation 
Meeting also suggested that measures should also
be included for the health and safety of workers 
and the protection of the environment and that
the relevant International Labor Organization
(I1O) conventions should be duly observed. 

The main recommendation was that efforts must
be made to reduce infrastructure costs by apportioning
them between fertilizer projects and state and public
authorities, The advantages and cost reduction by 

building centrally located large fertilizer plants to
supply satellite units and to add new capacities to
existing projects rather, than to start "grass-roots"
plants in "green fields" are discussed later. 

Delays in Constructing Fertilizer Projects
and Brn Them IntoProduction
 

During the last few years, much study, research,
and development have been devoted to finding ways to 
reduce delays in construction and bringing intoduction at full capacity new fertilizer 

pro
projects. Experience shows that the time lag from the date that

finances are obtained and orders placed to the dateproduction starts in a project involving a l,t00-tpd
ammonia plant and 1,650-tpd urca p.nt i2 years in 
a developed country; whereas, it is about 4 years in 
a developing country. The time lag between feasibility 
studies, issues and analyses of tenders, preparationof a bankable project submission, assessment of the
economic and social returns to the time finances are
obtained, and orders placed is 1-3 years. Thus, an 
average of 5-7 years elapses between the feasibility
study and first starting of trial production. The ex
perience in developing countries of many projects
based on natural gas or naphtha is that, during the
first year of operation, the production is only 60% of
designed or "name-plate" capacity, 70% in the second 
year, and so on. Coal-based plants may have an even 
poorer record. It is very rare to see a project in de
veloping countries which comes to 100% of' the designed 
or "name-plate" capacity in the first year of produc
tion; whereas, in developed countries theoften not projectsbut always attain 100'-'capacity in the first 
year. Various attempts and mea'sures have been suggested to reduce the time lag in developing countries
and thereby avoid the losses due to not only the 
blocking up of capital but also pr'oduction losses which 
may entail loss of income from products to be exported
or, drain on foreignecag in countriesaacsfriprigfriieswith large demand, 

exchange balances for importing fertilizers.
 

Other reasons claimed for' the delays in develop
ing countries are the delays in supply of local equip
ment; availability of trained manp)ower; and supply of
electric power, water, and raw materials. Transpor
tation bottlenecks and other infrastructure problems
are serious in "grass-roots" or remote locations. 

It is therefore logical to ask the question in 
countries whe, e few fertilizer projects are alr'eady inexistence whether the time lag in construction and
erection can considerably be reduced if the existing
units with infrastructure and trained personnel are
allowed to expand or allowed to build additional paral
lelunits. In any case, "grass-roots" plants are esti
mated to cost about 40% more thaa other 
plants, if expansion or parallel capacities are built in existing

plant locations. 
 However, the saving in construction
time and cost by expansion of existing plants must be

balanced against 
 the increaseci cost of transporting
the product over a wider market area. 

Full Itilization of E'xisting Capacities 
..
 

One of the most important problems facing fertil
izer projects in developing counlries is underutilization

-if existing capacities. It has been estimated that ifthe existing projects fully utilized their capacities the
developing countries as a group would be self-suffi
cient in nitrogen fertilizers or nearly so. 

h'lhere are various reasons why an ammonia plantand an associated urea plant using modern technology 
are unable to attain and sustain 100% of the designed
or "name-plate" capacity, There are internal and ex
ternal reasons. 



The 	internal reasons are: 

I. 	Problems arising from faults in plant design and
inadequacies of equipment: 

One of the major precautions to be taken
when setting up fertilizer plants would be to design them on the basis of a careful analysis of 
basic data. A wrongly conceived or faultily de
signed plant will experience problems of operation. The need to prepare feasibility studies and
project reports so as to ensure that viable and
efficient fertilizer plants are installed was 	 empha-
sized. Studies and reports should be followed
by the selection of reputable contractors, the
adoption of proved technologies, and the careful
drawing up of bid documents and proper con-
tracts, 

2. 	 Problems caused by faulty maintenance: 

The Consultation Meeting noted 
that one of the
keys to fuller utilization of capacity and higheroperational efficiency was a regular system of 
preventive maintenance backed by trained manpower and a regular flow of spare parts. The 
Meeting was of the view that contractors and
consulting engineers should assist buyers to draw 
up schedules of maintenance and should provide 
lists of critical spare parts that should be carried 
in stock. Because of difficulties in obtaining
spare parts, developing countries should, with
the assistance of contractors, ensure that their
workshops were so equipped that spare parts
could be manufactured locally wherever possible.
The developing countries should also shorten the
procedures for importing urgently required spare
parts. 

3. 	 Problems caused by inadequately trained opera-
tion and maintenance personnel: 
The Consultation Meeting recognized that the de-
veiopment of skilled manpower was essential if
fertilizer plants were to operate efficiently. The 
manpower would include plant management staff,
plant operators, and maintenance staff. It would 
be 	 necessary to train personnel well in advanceof 	 the commissioning of plants. There was 	 also 
a need for a continuous process of training, 

4. 	 Inadequate supply and high prices of raw mate-
rials and spare parts. 

The external reasons are: 

1. 	 Market constraints:
 
The Meeting noted that capacity could be underutilized if no adequate arrangements were made 
for the local, regional, or internationcl marketing
of the product. The problem is of special significance in developing countries that were install-
ing capacity mainly for export. 

2. 	 Inadequate infrastructure: 

The most important factors affecting high utiliza-
tion of capacity in many countries are transport
and storap iottlenecks, insufficient and fluctu-
ating supply of electric power and, most impor-
tantly, supply of good quaiity water. It hasbeen reported that the poor quality of demineral-
ized Aater used for boiler feed and closed circuit
cooling is reducing efficiencies of turbines and 
heat exchangers. It is a step in the right direc-
tion that many developing c )untries are providing
captive power units with fertilizer projects to en-
sure a dependable supply of electric power. 

3. 	 Cyclical and inequitable prices of fertilizers: 
In developing countries with large internal de-
mand, unless grain prices give a reasonable re-
turn to farmers using fertilizers and unless fer-
tilizers reach the large number of subsistent-..-A 

level farmers who now seldom use.: them or use
inadequately or inefficiently, demand will not 
in c llgrow. 

Contracting Procedures 

The recent Technical Seminar on Contracting
Methods and Insurance Schemes for Fertilizer andChemical Process Industries, Lahore, Pakistan,
November 25-29, 1977, (see Document No. ID/WG.259/
26) 	 highlighted contract procedures intended to ensure
the 	 successful construction and ofoperation fertilizer
plants. Many countries that are planning construction
of 	 fertilizer plants do not fully know how to protect
their interests. Although guarantees, penalties, bonuses, and liabilities for machinery breakdown during
the first year of operation and arbitration procedures 

it
are well known to countries having long expLrience,is necessary to identify the drawbacks, if any, andcorrect them at an early stage. 

An important question being considered by the
UNIDO and other UN agencies is how to compensate " large fertilizer project costing, e.g., $200 million, forconsequential losses for whoatever causes by insurance
i n i th e r h e er c u es in volve 

in which the buyer, the seller, the countries involved,and the financing institutions can take part. Comer
cial insurance companies will hesitate to enter the field
and quote premiums unless the exact reason and responsibility for losses can be identified. The premi
ums will undoubtedly be high, and fixing cause and
responbibility for consequential losses is difficult and
time 	consuming. 

Another auproach. which has been suggested, isto create a fund supervised by an international agencyto which all fertilizer projects being built in the world 
will pay a premium. The fund will then compensate 
any project which suffer- consequential losses due to
faults of any party. It is not an easy approach, but
it is well worth considering. It is noted that while 
many developed countries cover' the 	 investments and
loans they or contractors make to developing coun
tries, the buyers in developing countries have no 
guarantee that the large sums they invest will produce
goods and returns as foreseen. In this connection it 
was suggested that protectionlosses 	 from consequentialis 	 also a respornsibility and should be an aim of
supplier countries and financial institutions which will 
ensure the productive! use of their money and 
services. 

RisingCapital and Raw Material Costs 

Five to ten years ago, a 1,000-tpd ammonia plant
and a 1,700-tpd urea plant could be installed in a de
veloping country for about $90-$100 milli )n. Thepresent costs may range from $180 million to $330 mil
lion depending on the remoteness of the site and the
extent of infrastructure development. law material 
costs have also increased sharply, especially that of
imported ammonia feedstocks. 

For 	those developing countrics that have already
built large fertilizer projects, one way to reduce total
investments in new fertilizer production capacity is to
build the capacities parallel to or adjoining existing
facilities. These e: isting units already have trained 
manpower, infrastructure, marketing and storage ex
perience, raw material availability, and above all
trained and well-informed management. Ilowever, the
cost of transporting and marketing the products
be considered. Expanding production 

must 
will 	 at existing sitesinvolve greater marketing costs than dispersal of
production sites in 	 market areas. Thus, the choice islikely to depend on the transportation and distribution 
system (see chapter XXIV). 



Financing 

It has often been stated that a weil-conceived,
viable fertilizer project, either export oriented or
internal market oriented, will have no difficulty in
obtaining bilateral, multilateral, or international fi-
nancing. This is well demonstrated by financing
statements by The World Bank, Asian Development
Bank, the German reditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau 
and Others, 

A summary of pr'ojects financed by The World 
Bank and Indust,'ial )evelopment As'ociation (IDA) in
the years 197.1, 1975, and 1976 shows that loans for
ferlilizer plants totaled $807 million, which was about 
-. ,, of total loans by these agencies for all industrial 
projects. 

It is, therefore, safe to say that for "credit
worthy countries" building large viable fertilizer pro-
jeets financing is not a constraint. But this is not 
true in the case of so,-called "non-credit worthy coun-
tries" or countriets which are landlocked or island
countries which do not have chtap raw materials,
'know-how," or large internal demand. Many such 
count lies Wal to build ammonia plants of capacities
from 100 tpdlto 300 tpd using fuel oil, coal, electric 
power1, orther available raw materials. They find itdifficult to loate tinances at reasonable rates and 
also engineering and constructing firms willing toundertake and build such projects. Those firms that 
are willing to help seek high rates of return and the 
costs to such countries is disproportionally higher.
These are the countl'ies which need regional, inter-
regional, and inlernational assistance. 

C}yclic Na tUre Of World lertilizer Prices 

We are all aware of this plhenomenon. Many ex-

perts are predicting that we ar'e going through such a

cycle right now. After the 
 traumatic experiences of 

197,1 and 1975 when price of urea, f.o.b. , went up as

high as $300/ton and the supply position in the world

deteriorated, both developed and developing countries
wish that prices, as well as supply and demand, would 

remain at equitable levels. 

he 

mand and use of fer'tilizers in developing countries, it

is necessary to have an advantageous ratio between

the price of grains and fertilizers. There is no way

to increase food grain prices in many developing coun-

tries since the purchasing power of the vast majority

of the population is stagnant. Therefore, fertilizer 

prices must be maintained at a reasonable level. FuI'-

ther, yields must be improved and a larger number of
 

For l continued improvement in effective de-

farmers must he induced to use fertilizer and other 

inputs not only by credit, demonstrations, and avail-

ability at reasonafle prices but also by reasonable
 
price of agricultural products.
 

As is well known, tlnited Nations Conference on 
Trade and l)evelopment (INCT''AI)) and I'AO are dis-
cussing buffer stocks not only for agricultural prod-
ucts but also for agr'icultu1'al inputs such as fertil-
izers l'Price equalization or stabilization commodity
funds are also an outcome of the North South negotia-
tions in Paris recently. 

Both FAO and IUNIID) have proposed long-term
purchase option schemes to ensure an adequate sup)ply
of fertilizers to developing countries, especially thosemost seriously affected by fertilizer shortages.
UNI)O's "option scheme" for fertilizer would work as
follows. Every developed country or companies
or'ganizalions in such counlries like ,Japan, lnited 

or 

.3tate, and Europe pledge a cer'trin percentage of
their prohluctign to the "option Scheme." These a-
mounts will represent the. excess over the inter'nal 4 


demand. Developing countries will then call ol these 
quantities pledged to the "option scheme" at prices to
be negotiated on a long-range basis but with mutual 
understanding for escalations. In such a scheme, the
developed countries may be able to run their plants
even up to 110%, of their installed capacity while
meeting their internal demand which may be equivalent
to 801L capacity. Thus, they will be able to reduce
production costs, and developing countries will have a 
source with reasonable pritcs to fall back upon. Even 
in the foreseeable future, many developing countries 
do not seem to be at a stage to avoid imports. 

Tchnolo and Know-Ilow Transfer 
..
 

This brings us logically to the (questions of' technology and know-how transfer. Technologies must be
appropriate and the recipient should be able to use
and improve the technology. The subject is attracting
great attention in UNCTAI), UNIDO, LIN Science and
Technology Programme. IFIA', and many other organi
zations. Technology of fertilizer production is vital to 
many developing countries, and the terns and condi
tions of such transfer should be equitable and urgent.
U.NIDO is starting a technical information and data 
bank and will benefit by the experience of FA(), IFDC,
and The World Bank. 

An important Aspect of this subject is the impact
which developing countlries Ihat possess advanced 
technologies can have on other developing countries 
that are not as f'aradvanced. Technology transfer 
among developing countries and economic cooperation 
between developing countries are, at present, basic 
programs of many tiN agencies. A case in point is
the production and use of catalysts. Countries likeIndia and Mexico can help many other develo)ing 
countries. "Know-how" in fabrication of fertilizer 
plant equipment and transfer of experience in evaluating and using different technologies are available in 
India, Pakistan, Iran, Mexico, and Brazil, to mention
only a few countries. 

Regional and Subregional Cooperation 

Examples of such cooperation are evident in the
ANDEAN Group, the ASEAN Group, etc. Noteworthy
exam)les are the efforts of India to build or take part

in building fertilizer projects in the Gulf area, in Sri

I.anka, and in Bangladesh and the proposal of cooper
ation between the Philippines and Indonesia whereby

the Philippines will concentrate on phosphates and
 
Indonesia on nitrogen. 

The Consultation Meeting on Fertilizer Industry
organized by tINIDtO stated the following (1): 

lejn -lCop ation
 

The Consultation Meeting recognized that the
installation of fertilizer plants and the establishment 
of a marketing and distribution network would be
easier in developing countries that had larg fertilizer
markets. In countries with smaller markets, it would 
be desirable to plan for regional cooperation and a 
combination of resources and skills. 'le ol)lortunitiesfor broader cooperation among all (le,,,'!,ing countries 
should also be pursued. 

'Tih Consultation Meeting reviewerl the efforts
that had alr'eady been made, including Ih(:regional
cooperation arrangements of the Andearn Gr'ouu), the
Iatin American Association for the Development of the
Fertilizer Industry (AI)IIAI,), tIhe ,atin American 
Iconomic System (SEI,A), the Senegal River )evelop-
Innt Orgarization (OMV' ), the Mano Hive' Unionen ran ain (OV ),he MnIie Ii ,
 



__________ 

the Arab Federation of Chemical Fertilizer Producers,
the Industrial Development Centre for Arab States(IDCAS), the ASEAN group of countries, and the re-
gion served by the Economic and Social Commission-for
Asia 	and the Pacific (ESCAP). 

The Consultation Meeting expressed its Sup~por't 
for those efforts. It recommended that they should beintensified and that: 

I. ltigh priority should be given in the programs ofthose regional groups to (a) the preparation of
feasibility studies, (b) the setting up of fertilizer 
plants, and 	 (c) the building up of a marketing
and distribution network within each region; 

2. 	 UNI)0 should extend technical and professional
assistance to those regional cooperative efforts 
and should provi(le consultant services in r-
sponse to requests and should follow up the 
suggestions made at the Consultation Meetings;

3. INIDO should consider giving assistance toestablish regional development centers for the
fertilizer industry; 

,t. International technical and financial assistance 
from bilateral and other sources should also be
made available for t,uch regional group efforts, 

In conclusion, it may be stated that, to increase 
output fromn agriculture to feed the world population,
the most important inl)Lit to agriculture, namely fertilizers, must be produced and delivered even to the 
poorest farmers at the lowest possible price. Thesefarm ,s will need help to use fertilizers efficiently
and 	 nicrease yiels. This will improve rural economy
and hopefully raise the living conditions of those who 
are now left out of the development process. 

Future Developments That May Reduce the Cost of .t. . .. 1-hla-rtior!s e-uIe h-elf Qua tiy 
or( Fertihizer- cj-umred ---------

A tremendous amount of research and development
is in progress in many countries which may result in
lowering fertilizer plant construction costs, decreasing
the time required for constructing plants, lowering
the cost of fertilizer products, or decreasing the
quantity of fertilizers needed. While some of these
studies are not directly concerned with fertilizer pro-
duction, they may have an impact on it. A brief men-

tion of some of these developments follows.
 

New 	Methods for Gasification or Liquefaction of Coal 

Many new processes are in various stages of re-
sear, n and development which aim to produce liquid

or gaseous fuel from coal more efficiently or more eco-

nomically than present processes. It seems likely that 

some of these studies will eventually result in lower 

cost ammonia feedstocks or more efficient processes

for using coal as feedsock. 


Other Fossil Fuels 

Utilization of oil shale and tar sands is receiving
much attention. Other studies are directed toward 
extracting methane that is trapped in tight sands,shale formations, or coal seams or dissolved in salt 
water in geopressurized aquifers (see chapter V). 

Nu.cear Energy 

Several schemes have licen proposed to utilize 
nuclear energy for produclion of nitrogen fertlilzers.
Improved means for producing nuclear energy might
make these sehemes attractive. 

Energy from Ocean Currents 

Methods for utilizing temperature differences in ocean currents to generate electricity have been
posed (2). One use of the electricity would be 

pro-
to 

produceelectrolytic hydrogen for ammonia production. 

Better Use of -Oiganic Wastes 

Wider or more efficient use of organic wastescould decrease the amount of chemical fertilizer re
quired. Perhaps a more promising prospect is to gen
crate methane for ammonia feedstock by anaerobic fer
mentation of organic wastes while utilizing the residue 
as a supplemental source of fertilizer nutrients. Also,
pyrolysis of organic wastes is being studied to pro
duce fuel gas suitable for ammonia feedstock. 

Much of the world's nitrogen supply already
comes from biochemical fixation of nitrogen in the soil 
or in surface waters. Many studies are in progress
for making better use of these microbiological process
es. One approach involves development of new genetic
varieties of plants that are capable of fixing atmospheric nitrogen through symbiotic processes. 

Enzymatic or Catalytic Fixation of Nitrogen 

Several studies are in progress for developing
methods for" fixing nitrogen by enzymatic or catalytic
preces es at near ambient temperature and pressure.
Some encouraging results have been reported, but even the most optimistic forecasts predict that 10-20 
years will be required to develop an economical pro
cess (3). 

More Effective Use of Nitrogen Fertilizer 

Probably more than half of the nitrogen fertilizer 
applied to crops is lost through various mechanisms. 
More efficient utilization of applied nitrogen is possible
through improved techniques of timing and placement
or by use of controlled-release nitrogen fertilizers. 
More efficient use of nitrogen would decrease the a
mount needed or increase yields. A better balance of
nutrients would also contribute to a more efficient use 
of nitrogen as well as other nutrients. 

Prefabrication of Fertilizer Plants or Modules 
Several mcdlods of prefabricating fertilizer plants 

or modules have been proposed, and some have been

used to construct mros 
 of the plants in industrial
facilities where it can be done faster, better, and 
cheaper than at remote locations. The plant or mod
ule is then transported to the site, an(d assembled.
While most of the previously mentioned areas of re
search and (ldevelopment are long-term possibilities,
the general area of prefabrication of production facil
ities is currently finding extensive use in many fields,
and its application to fertilizer plants appears feasiblein the near future. Therefore, it seems appropriate to 
examine the feasibility of prefabiricating fertilizerplants in more detail, especially those that are barge
mounted, skid mounted, or place(d on ocean platforms. 

Modules and Skid-Mounted l'lantls--An obvious 
way t-i~ti3e-6ii~itc construct inand assembly time is 
to build a plant in the form of prefabricated units or 
modules in the works of a fabricator in a developedcountry and transport then to the 5itv overseas. 
Ilowever, this 	 is not as easy ai it first appears,
Process pIlantI are usually complex asm liIies of plp
inl; an(I precis ion eq1uipI mmimit, such as instumilents,
plumps, antd olher rotating machines. Attempts to 
ship subassemblies of this nature (especially as (leck 



cargo on standard ocean-going vessels) and transport
them overland frequently result in considerable dam-
age, with consequent lost time and extra cost. Fur-
thermore, transfer from ship to land transport is often 
hampered by lack of suitable gear. Therefore, adop-
tion 	 of prefabrication under these conditions is limited 
to relatively light loads of robust equipment. 

However, by using specially constructed ships or
barges and land vehicles that can accommodate large 
roll-on/roll-off skids, contractors have planned to move prefabricated modules weighing up to 1,000 tons.
'rhe modules may be constructed 2,000 km or more 
away and towed oil120 by 30 in barges to the site A 
10f,s;,ing in total project cost has been claimed corn-
pared with a comparable plant constructed on the site,despite the expenses for special barges and other 
equipment, such as huge 'Tour-point" land crawlers 
that can haul 750-ton modules several kilometers inland
and climb W-' grades. Examples of major plant units 
modularized and handled in this way include power
plants, reformer furnaces, living quarters, cooling
towers, and boihrs. Perhaps the biggest example of 
modularization to date is a large, $1.6 billion oil and 
gas processing complex being built at Prudhoe Bay on 
Alaska's North Slope (4). It is understood that about
75% of this project will-be brought in as modules, somebeing nine stories high and coming from yards 16,000
kin away. 11 should be mentioned that the principle
of shipping pretabricated process modules is not new. 
Contractors were supplying small "packaged" ammonia 
plants of 50- to 100-tpd capacity as long as 20 yearsago (see chapter VI). Packaged urea plants of match-
ing 	 capacity are also available. Such installations,
consisting of about 17 skid-tnounted assemblies weigh-
ing about 20-40 tons each, that are connected onsite,
required less preparation and civil construction work 
and less space requir'''inents. 

Some of the advantages of such installations listed 
by the contractors are (5): 

l.They serve the needs of remote agricultural areas 
having access to limited or small reserves of 
feedstock (natural gas or naphtha). 

2. 	 They serve locations where the infrastructure for 
erection of the plant, including equipment re-
quired, is not available and would have to be
imported. 

easify feedstocks
3. In case are todepleted, thesiteplntsclose cal
be transported another to 
supply ofe available raw materials i 

,t.	Such plants make it easier to obtain a lump sum 
bid on international competitive bidding. 

5. 	 They make it easier to obtain financing and ii-
surance as well as on-schedule commissioning for 
the manufacturing plant. 

Besides ammonia and urea skid-nounted nitrogen 
plants, contractors have constructed a number of 
skid -iounted granulation plants i South America for 
the manufacture of NPK fci'tilizers (6). 'ihe c'pacity
of these plants r'anges from about -f to 20 tph, and 
they serve a regional agricultui l center or small mar..kel 	logistically sep~arated from11
I~irger agricultural pro-
ducing areas or markes 


Platforms--For many years, prefabricaled rigs
built (on platforms installed in shallow offshore waters 
have been used for exploration and production pur-rposes, in the oil, gas, and sulfur indilo,;ries. Astechniology advan:edI, Var'ious ope(,rationsi :,1'h w, ras/ 

liquid separation, injection, and slam aid power gun-
eration to Incel rig needls have been added to result 
in large , self-contained tiroc(ssing/living units. Var-
ious Iletlhods of positioning and stailizirg such plal-
forns have been developed. Ilii shallow wate'r!,, it is 
often puom.ibi to io uint th . pilatfor i on, )lhs; or letit float within tIh,coriiis, or suitabhl arwhor (u Irldor-
rilgs. As exploration arid I)roldluction iioveud into deep 
and/or- rougher waterrs (e.,,, the North Sea), new 

techniques were developed. These include semisub
mersible rigs, Well jack-up ships, barges,as as and 
platforms which fix themselves firmly into the sea bed 
by adjustable "spuds" or legs. Other types include 
huge structures that are towed horizontally to a pro
duction area and then tipped and sunk. Such rigs
can now operate in several hundred feet of rough
water and may include provisions for crude storage,
drilling-mud processing, oil and gas separation, power
generation, and habitation for many operators. 

Several organizations have proposed tie use of
such platforms in conjunction with ammonia, urea,
methane, or LPG and production from offshore gas
wells, where the cost of a long pipeline to the shore, 
plus the construction of a dock for handling exportshipments, would be prohibitive. The products would 
be loaded directly into small- or medium-sized ships
moored alongside the platform or into large "nurse"
vessels which would store product, pending the arri
val of a large bulk carrier. A recent multiclient 
study indicated offshore wells with a flow rate of 
3.0 million m"/day or less are likely candidates for 
jack-up platform processing. It appears that, for
availabilities of 6.0 million ma/day and greater, piping
the gas ashore is a more economical alternative, il
though this will depend on 	 the distance to shore. Theadvantages of mounting process plants on jack-Lip
platforms are claimed to be much greater than trans
porting modules to distant onshore sites. 

Barges and Boats--Currently, much interest is 
beinrg devoted to the technology and economics of
building large process plants (as well as hotels, hos
pitals, power plants, etc..) on barges or powerless
boats. As in the case of modules and platforms, the 
principle of maximizing fabrication in the supplier's 
country and minimizing the onsite construction workapplies. However, the use of barges and boats can
be undertaken in several ways. For examlple, the 
plant can be built on a barge or into a boal hull 
which can be moored near an offshore gas well (or
adjacent to a shoreline if gas or other feedstock from 
an onshore well can be piped aboard). Products such 
as ammonia, methanol, urea, 1.1% , and even LNG canbe produced and transported ashore or to other coun
tries via appropriate ships. A venture to produce 
ammonia and urea from natural gas in the Bontang
area of Indonesia in this manner was started a year or 
sons.two ago,Thisbutprojectit has been abandoned for various reawas based on installing a 1,700
tpd urea plant in the hull of a former 30,000-ton ore 

carrier and supplying it with ammonia made from aplant built in a similar adjacent vessel. T11 co'ver
sion of the ships and installation of the process plants 
were being undertaken in some European yards, but 
the project was never completed. 

Several organizations believe that. the con.'truction 

of specially designed barge-type vessels for accommo
dating process plants is much superior to converting
orthodox ocean carriers and is ultimately less costly 
and more flexible. Some chm lhir barge-nounted

ammonia/urea l)ant (I,70011)(1) will have a draft of 
,1-7 r when in service, and the soil- hearing load atany 	 point is only (. H,kg/cm2 

. It tin thustioned inl deep oil 	 be posishallow water, in a swall)i, or even on 	 dry land without extensive foundation preparation 

and can al:o be readily m11oved to a new site. 
Several shipbuilding companies in Ielgiurn , Ger

nmany, Japan. Norway, Spain, and Sweden have as(1oCi;,ted thermiselves Wilh engillecring const ruction com
panis who have the process know-how il building

large amInonia/uii(a pdlarnts in order to offe:r barge
nmiunted plants to (evel)jing countries, (7). Their' 
justification for barge-imiorintid amlnlpia/urla ilant;
(art i be sulliiar'ized as, follow!, a; the e(case nay be: 

I. 	 lo irsike use of off,hor re,,u,'cis of feedstock;
2. 	 To deliver "lurrikey' er(' t(ld plants. saViig iali-

Iroximately 2 yvars in delivery tilr;
''4)
 



3. 	 To enable implementation of projects in areas 
where no infrastructure exists (saving of time); 

4. 	 To permit easier financing, i.e., short-term loansand softer terms; 
5. 	 To reduce tile cost of constructing and lower the 

contingencf, s allowed for unknown liabilities when 
quoting a fixed price for til plant, 

One desig'n for a barge-niounted l.000-tpd ammo-nia plant has provision for the following utilities im-eluded in thle above estimates: 

1. 	 A 100-tph seawaitcr de'salination plantl--the normalrequirement of desaliinatd water is lb tph. 

2. 	 An electric pwt'r" sutpply consisting of 15-MV 
steam tur'biIe-dr'iven allternator for the plant that 

'requ(lireCs 10 M1'I l'w st~lart (intlh C is a 2.5-41,W,'diesel Irittr-drei, lternator' for' elergency
23. 	 A 0,000-ton storage 'apacitl for amroia ith 

the losibility of, doubling th'e capacity forp~ing :,(: s 	 ship-il}'it 

ae 	v;ar'il- sizes of Iarges for' a typical
1,00-tl)od armionia planl with 20. 	 0(00tons ol' amiminiastor'age on hoard. ()Im' shipbuilter was 1able itxcon-
modalt, the plant on ;i barge 74 rn wide ulmd 116 inlong. In solllo. '(il':,, Is(, eictric'al power plant or' 
wat t ahe'irtin plant c'an e ah'ioriolated on a 
separattelisaller barge. A typical size for such aharge having 1,800-tor displvtent with two 25-MW 
units is 20 m wide and5 ft long (5). 

A ree,nt i.xaill)t ,f this type' of' t1(4nslrui2tion is'
th( 750-tIpd ,hle'ache kr;f pull mill built in twt IMI-
ges ti) be twIf,;ld Il a lcation oil the ,lari River in the 
Brazilian hinterland (8). Others (of ;i Illaler nattore)in'lidt' complett gas lll w;ter 'vinjt'ction plants lved 
to, reilote pices in ih1 N1iddlh E,.ast and e'lswure. It 
is undilrsofd ert h'irgt'-moulilc,Iha I cum l c1. 	 l.N(;
IlulntS ;l' irI't l. in) IlW desi.gn stlI' h%' several 
major engineering cillln it's. 

The t-,(.e f large-riourted plants for it'l'm;nent 
inshore localtion i, also uniter active cInsidea'r'itn.It may tiet's', I a lago huild t project inlv-

.ral largi', g. , ,nt'
mIfct's .e flor 	 each ilajor tIroc'ss 
sect ion , antfher for teIt( power plant, (I('. 'l'htsc 
would he to'l !roit the fablricator's y'ar'd to the sit.e 
which woulil h;ve li lir'(ppared in adivailce'. Till sitecould li ;i shillo, mmi-matte lake to';u'ei a shoreline 
r' rivi ' lht iJ;iulrg, W)uhl l I nant'.uvt'itld lilt() Iosi-titin; Ill(, lake Wi, lld t isolaltd, !uile out , and


backfilled. Anther conhgfiguratim where access to an 

inland area is difficult tid ilu' sea is shtallow, is tobuill a pier (,r i%%,pie 's) ol to seal and float ofhsink the b-arg i:, ti'llii'riaite p.i lions. (lheri alter'-

natives exist. 
 dVbi.ninr on i'ir'i'ulsltri'I's. 

(' er;iin tiruject IcatiorS (in somelft Middlte E"'v 

areas, for' Inlstanie) wlhe'r 
 skilled lamor and adleqiate
port facilities o' dlet water' are locking may justifydeiailed technic:tl anl( sItudio'sc,.I regar'lding the use 
of i'ebtiilt ' 1'r'ge-nlittlnt'lf plants. (ile such exampleis 	 i large 2500-11)1t imetltalil, I .l(0-tltl aillilloia/ur'a
pro'ject intended Io be built in lite Middle East, Initial 
iudies ( 19f-76) shtwmed if conventional (site constructioni) rimtIltwds, wer'e used ilt' capilal is!it AS

likely tio lit' Ai least $5100 rlilliin, 'lich waiibout ,I,' 
greattii th,in tile cost if a 'oniqtuaratlh, 1lant built in a
devel pld iuntr'y. I'rt'limilarvlprollosed 	 investigatiins , ii flihaihc'nil ivc ilitlflod ilt builing till- lant oni 
six alirges, tiwilr theste Io the'ir final locatii, and
installing thi n l ;I al'kfill'd lagootin indic;ileil the 
probable c(,st woull lie no ili', tliln if thle pr'oje'lwere I Iwe built unsil, in a iuvi'li iieil ieUrut ry (S)I.
In aiddiiont , flil' [lait (whii'l wi'',l h tlbthorouttghlyh'stitI itwl'u' having flh buit'ir ,vail ) ctuldilstarl 
pro ucticl i ;11 it a V,; arlit'i',pri j't i irlt r',filabh'. th''reby ittaking tlitwhili' lit ll aint waii, uiidnir 
cotr'ruction, lti-, lai,,on anid licail fat-ilit'is sithaI s
lioditi t ilotiai, , tiflic',, and rioaids w illd illllt;i-
neoiily I' built. 

Summary of Major Advantages and Disadvantages--
The advantages of modules are: 

1. 	 Construction can be undertaken under controlled 
conditions of quality, labor, and material cost. 

2. 	 Skilled shop labor rates and overheads are often 
lower than skilled field labor rates for 	 identical 
work. 

3. 	 Work planning -;usually easier under shop conditions, thereby helping to minimize labor costs. 
.. Usually, modules can be thor'oughly tested before

shipment to site.
5. 	 One fabricator can be made responsible for an 

entire plant or subsection. 
6. 	 Significant saving in plant construction time and 

'cost is possible. 
7. 	 Lump-sum bidding on 	 an entire plant or subsection can be undertaken with much greater confi

dence8. than in the case of fietd-erected units.It is often possible to 	 design f'orfuture plant
disassembly and r'elecalion, if foreseen. 

The 	disadvantages of modules ar' as follows: 

I. 	 Special equipment such as roll-on/off barges,
skids, cranes, and cr'awlers Itust be rented or 
pur'chased for 	 large iflo tdles. 

2. Current weight limitations are libout 1,000 tons. 

The 	advantages of* platforms are: 
I . They have advanlages similar to those of modules,

in aiddition to 1the( l'ollowing advantages 

2. 	 Most types can be iasily relocated if requir'ed.
3. 	 Ample cooling watel is usurdly available. 

I. 	 'Treated effluents can be easily discharged. 
5 .	 "hey art' useful whee shore space is r'e'str'icted. 
6. 	 They obviate the n('ied for' costly port llt ship

loading facilities. 
7. 	 They make it possibl' to take aldvantage of com

petitive worldwid, shiplbuildig and plant con
struction fat'iities to ;chieve minimum project
time 	and cost. 

8. 	 Envilrimntal and pollution control pjroblems are 
simpler'.

9. 	 Ocean tilatfornis re 	 pr'oven and accepted;
th!erefo'e, re(quisite financing and insurance can 

The 	disadvaitage, of llatforims are:
 

SOpe'alions may have to ;,, curlailed diingr badweather periods. 
w ' ' 

2. 	 They reqluit,' frequent sblpplie food andtf marin store!, t hc' brought in ty boat or heli
coltier 

1. 	 Labor rItIes and crew iver'heads are usually
higher than for Iinfd-ased Oleirat ions 

,I. (''ost of corrosion prti'ection may tc significantly
i, hier than for a lantld-basetd plant. 

The advanitages arnd disaldvaintages of floating
barges are similar I(; those of platforms. However, 
they may lie more sensitive to adveirse weather conditions than platfo'ms. 

The 	advantag 's of grtoiinded ltrgi's ire. 

'l'tv are sinilar tit this, rf inomuhts anIo pit
form , t',i'llyi'ly r irding OplOto.tnilies I SliaVe 
ll'iojt'e i lll an cost omii,parel d 1, i ite-bullt 

t' .i 



2. 	 Usually less foundation work is required than is 
necessary with a site-built plant.

3. 	 They can be designed and positioned to permit
future relocation. 

,I. They are not 	affected by rough sea conditions. 

The disadvantages are as tollows 

I 	They may require appreciable dredging for con-
structing a canal between the sea and an inland 
site. 

2. It may be necessary to build the plant on severalo 	ecessaytow2 	 t ke bud [he pantr onsProspects,"barges to make towing and siting easier. 

Conclusion 

It is evident that building process plants andother facilities by modular, platform, tech-and 	barge
niques is proven technology, with a good potential in 
many developing countries, especially those with hydrocarbons an'I other materials located near seaa or' a large river. 

It is worth noting that contractors experiencedin 	 these techniques emphasize the importance of de-signing from the beginning and integrating a modu-
larized, platformd, or barge-mounted plant. Attemptsto 	 mount large process units designed for orthodox
land construction on any available platform, ship's
hull, or barge are likely to prove very costly. 
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